
Q1 Please rate the overall appearance of Palm Coast:
Answered: 5,510 Skipped: 38
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Q2 Please rate the overall quality of life in Palm Coast:
Answered: 5,505 Skipped: 43
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50.81% 2,808

18.44% 1,019

15.13% 836

6.39% 353

9.23% 510

Q3 Please indicate how likely or unlikely you are to remain in Palm Coast
for the next five years:

Answered: 5,526 Skipped: 22

TOTAL 5,526
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Q4 If you expect to leave Palm Coast, what would be the reason?
Answered: 2,863 Skipped: 2,685

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Move to region with mountains. 2/18/2019 10:57 AM

2 Children 2/3/2019 4:38 PM

3 To move beachside 2/3/2019 2:36 PM

4 To go nearer family 2/3/2019 8:20 AM

5 Poor zoning decisions 2/2/2019 9:55 PM

6 The living expenses are outrageous. 2/2/2019 6:57 PM

7 Bussiness 2/2/2019 6:30 PM

8 Remarriage or job transfer 2/2/2019 2:54 PM

9 Move beachside 2/2/2019 1:36 PM

10 I may have to leave for job opportunities. Graphic Design jobs are hard to come by here. 2/2/2019 1:05 PM

11 Death 2/2/2019 10:08 AM

12 Job opportunities 2/2/2019 9:37 AM

13 Job Relocation 2/2/2019 9:07 AM

14 Zoning restrictions 2/2/2019 8:22 AM

15 Not allowed to do a cottage food business from home when the state of Florida does allow it. 2/2/2019 12:09 AM

16 Family up north or jobs. 2/1/2019 10:16 PM

17 Crime, taxes 2/1/2019 10:07 PM

18 City Ordinances are a burden on working families. It feels like I don’t even own my home, more so
that I’m renting the land from the City of PC.

2/1/2019 9:32 PM

19 Nothing to do here 2/1/2019 8:41 PM

20 Too much city of Palm Coast in your business circling the neighborhoods...... 2/1/2019 8:29 PM

21 Need to move away from water. I live in a flood/storm surge evacuation zone my property taxes
and homeowners insurance increases will cause me to move

2/1/2019 7:54 PM

22 Better character...personality....not a town tbrown together in need of uogrades. AND residential
areas with SIDEWALKS and better swails.

2/1/2019 7:32 PM

23 Retirement 2/1/2019 7:27 PM

24 School system and poor preschool options; lack of good and diverse restaurants and other
amenities such as seafood markets

2/1/2019 7:22 PM

25 No businesses for activities for children like trampoline park, zip line, rock climbing or arcade- need
to drive else where to find family fun! Name brand sit down restaurants for family, everything is fast
food and need to drive to surrounding towns for restaurants. Large retail company’s to shop at.
These places would offer employment opportunities if they were brought to the area. Teenagers
don’t have after school employment opportunities either.

2/1/2019 7:02 PM

26 taxes 2/1/2019 6:35 PM

27 Not enough nightlife, culture, arts, or kid and pet friendly places and things to attend. 2/1/2019 5:12 PM

28 Jobs. Class of people. 2/1/2019 4:58 PM

29 Should the area deteriorate some sections are sketchy could bring values down 2/1/2019 3:14 PM

30 I dont 2/1/2019 2:28 PM

31 No job growth and housing is getting too expensive. I work two local jobs and still struggle
financially. Also, there’s very little activities. Would love to see this town expand and grow similar
to Daytona, just not as big. I want to stay, but am currently looking into moving elsewhere because
of these issues.

2/1/2019 2:24 PM

32 too mush crime and garbage along the roads 2/1/2019 1:51 PM

33 Taxes 2/1/2019 1:05 PM

34 Tax increases & costs, rules that aren't uniformly enforced (of which, some are excessive).
flooding/drainage issues, pep tank alarm has gone off 5x's in 1.5 years! Noisy, inconsiderate
neighbors who break rules. Poor City management.

2/1/2019 12:38 PM

35 To be closer to family and amenties. 2/1/2019 11:53 AM

36 taxes 2/1/2019 9:02 AM

37 Expensive water, unreliable trash service 2/1/2019 8:49 AM

38 Less congestion 2/1/2019 8:29 AM

39 Retirement/downsizing. I hope to retire in next 7-10 years. 2/1/2019 8:28 AM
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40 Politics 2/1/2019 5:44 AM

41 job 2/1/2019 4:07 AM

42 traffic and the number of duplex housing being built, encouraging lower income housing in
established neighborhoods is unfair to existing homeowners

2/1/2019 1:39 AM

43 City government, serving in the military moving around the globe living in numerous cities in the
US and foreign countries Palm Coast is the worst

1/31/2019 9:44 PM

44 place with better restaurant and shopping 1/31/2019 9:43 PM

45 Lack of enforcement concerning failed seawalls. Too much enforcement regarding personal
vehicles, driveways and trailers. Feels like you are being watched all the time. Lack of common
sense code.

1/31/2019 8:56 PM

46 Over development and too much low incoming housing agenda. 1/31/2019 7:43 PM

47 Taxes are too high. 1/31/2019 7:30 PM

48 I an frustrated with the inconsistentcy of how code enforcement enforces the rules. They will
harass people about bushes at the corner of sheds, fences around air conditioning units, and
business signs on vehicles but will not enforce the city ordinance about deteriorating and unkempt
properties.

1/31/2019 7:10 PM

49 Crime is getting out of hand and no culture .. 1/31/2019 3:59 PM

50 Crime 1/31/2019 3:44 PM

51 Like of community activist, local restaurants and shoppingnu 1/31/2019 2:57 PM

52 The lack of common sense of the leadership. The citizens opinions don't matter. The council does
what they want regardless. I hope this survey isn't costly as the opinions expressed won't matter.

1/31/2019 2:50 PM

53 n/a 1/31/2019 1:37 PM

54 Crime rate has gone up and I don’t feel safe here. 1/31/2019 12:55 PM

55 This town is very beautiful. We keep our house clean and have nice curb appeal. We understand
there is a need for a code enforcement for people who don't upkeep their homes. It's sad because
we have lived here many years and bought our home 5 years ago here. It seems like we are being
watched. Got notices twice one for commercial vehicle and other for a central air cover ...my
husband is a hard worker and isn't allowed to have his work vehicle which has stickers he can't
take off. This is why we need to sell our house and move now....Its very ridiculous... The town
doesn't even allow you to keep the vehicle in your own garage. Very upsetting to us!!!

1/31/2019 12:31 PM

56 Not enough kid friendly places, including people just dont seem to communicate alot. No play
dates for kids. People are distant. People seem depressed. Kids need better atmosphere.

1/31/2019 12:07 PM

57 N/A 1/31/2019 11:22 AM

58 alot 1/31/2019 10:05 AM

59 Be closer to Family 1/31/2019 8:53 AM

60 family 1/31/2019 8:10 AM

61 Very rude and unhappy people live here. 1/31/2019 1:36 AM

62 too many rules, may as well moved into a homeowners assoc. 1/31/2019 12:05 AM

63 The garbage men suck and no one is doing anything about Waste Pro’s monopoly. There aren’t
any streetlights in neighborhoods which encourage criminal behavior. There aren’t any sidewalks,
especially in the L section. Roads are curved and people go too fast and almost hit me regularly
when I’m out walking. Bus stop parents consistently parked within 30 feet of stop signs making
entering and leaving neighborhoods dangerous. Stupid roundabouts at US - 1 and Matanzas when
a light would suffice and be more cost effective. I turn left from Matanzas onto 1 daily and I’ve
never had to wait more than 2 minutes to safely make my turn. HOWEVER the overgrowth of
bushes at that corner right now make it hard to see if someone is coming. That’s what’s causing
accidents in town, over growth of vegetation at corners and in parking lots. Driving through Target
parking lot is a so dangerous. The Publix parking lots at Old Kings and also Belle Terre are
dangerous as hell and are poorly designed. Palm Coast should have its own police force as a city
this big. I also think we should put plain grass on dividers in town instead of wasting money on
seasonal shrubbery and the manpower of maintaining it. We can reappropriate that money to fund
streetlights and then sidewalks. Focus on making the community safer.

1/30/2019 9:53 PM

64 Transportation 1/30/2019 9:45 PM

65 Too many cars and uneducated people. 1/30/2019 7:23 PM

66 Noise around I95, border sound walls needs to be installed. whoever live around highway is in
huge noise. We are in B section and far away from Highway and we can still hear noise. Also I95
itself is in bad shape.

1/30/2019 7:07 PM

67 Taxes. No side walks street lights. Not enough to do (festivals, entertainment, food shopping).
Cost of living. NO JOBS nothing for teens. To much geared towards retirees not families. Why live
like it's an HOA with no benefits. Stupid rules.

1/30/2019 5:31 PM

68 Blight and High Taxes. 1/30/2019 4:46 PM

69 Rising fees, constant drainage issues 1/30/2019 2:33 PM

70 traffic. It could be some much better but the traffic lights seem to be random 1/30/2019 1:07 PM

71 Greedy Mayor and politician over taxing residents for stupid projects....taxing my cable bill, 30%
increase in water bill...now coming after my electric bill....SHAME ON YOU

1/30/2019 12:10 PM
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72 More space, warmer winter climate, more walkable in neighborhoods. 1/30/2019 11:48 AM

73 Rentals that bring down the area yards not kept up houses get into disrepair. Crime, which is
getting better in some areas.

1/30/2019 11:45 AM

74 Job opportunity, boredom 1/30/2019 11:07 AM

75 Finances and cost of living, rents are too high! How can a single person afford to live where rent
averages over $1000 for a single bedroom but salaries are only in the low $30's

1/30/2019 11:06 AM

76 Cost of living. No job opportuities. In fact I m looking elsewhere now. Can t afford to live here.n 1/30/2019 11:02 AM

77 No jobs with good pay. Housing is expensive. 1/30/2019 10:52 AM

78 Down size to small affordable home, no place to go in Palm Coast to downsize to small homes,
not many affordable condo's to buy.

1/30/2019 10:44 AM

79 Increase in population, increase in the panhandlers in area. lack of street lighting. and need for
better paying jobs. See the area going towards more retirees and lower income jobs. Area needs
more industry and less retail

1/30/2019 10:15 AM

80 Want less traffic, more country life, less people, less drugs. 1/30/2019 8:56 AM

81 However, if property taxes keep going up and quality of life goes down, then yes I will need to
leave in

1/30/2019 8:23 AM

82 I am a 69 year old widow. Although I have many close friends here, my siblings and their families
are not. I miss them.

1/30/2019 8:21 AM

83 Building a new house on west side of the county. Less restrictions. No nosey neighbors. Less
crime.

1/30/2019 8:03 AM

84 lose of spouse 1/30/2019 6:47 AM

85 Too much government. 1/30/2019 6:31 AM

86 Poor government and infrastructure. Lack of leisure activity for all age groups. Politicians have little
regard for their constituents and public transportation - especially for the disabled is deplorable.
You can't even do a survey properly. Answers to both questions 6&7 are obviously copied and
pasted asthe answers are both regarding parks. Part of the Palm Coast "Just Wing It" attitude.

1/30/2019 6:30 AM

87 Not easy once you cannot drive 1/29/2019 7:45 PM

88 No street lights, flooding, too many people, not enough businesses, nothing kid and teen friendly,
crime, laws forbidding me to do things in the home I OWN such as parking a vehicle in my fenced
yard, the insanely high speed limits, the high suicide rate... my list goes on and on.

1/29/2019 4:57 PM

89 N/A 1/29/2019 4:46 PM

90 Taxes, high water bills, traffic & drainage problems 1/29/2019 12:34 PM

91 Unenforceable homeless problems, terrible shopping locations, lack access and travel roads other
than Belle Tere and Palm Coast Pkwy. Cost of living is blown out of proportion

1/29/2019 12:19 PM

92 I’m here alone. I would like to be closer to my family if I get sick. Do not want to be a burden to
others.

1/29/2019 11:50 AM

93 Death 1/29/2019 11:04 AM

94 Getting to big, more like a northern city than the South. Politics and crowding. 1/29/2019 9:14 AM

95 government 1/29/2019 9:02 AM

96 TAXES HIGH UTILITY COSTS 1/29/2019 8:52 AM

97 Too much development that causes too much demand for the things I like to do. 1/29/2019 7:20 AM

98 Because i am house poor 1/29/2019 7:12 AM

99 Lack of meaningful employment. 1/28/2019 9:57 PM

100 financial 1/28/2019 8:09 PM

101 none 1/28/2019 4:22 PM

102 Deceased 1/28/2019 1:43 PM

103 not any protection against corrupt contractors; unscrupulous business people; slow to response
people to respond to needs to clients; people in office not standing behind constituents; high taxes;
infighting within office; stopping businesses from coming into area - - - no protection from business
taking advantage of homeowners!!!

1/28/2019 1:33 PM

104 Lack of quality jobs for young adults. 1/28/2019 1:12 PM

105 To be closer to family 1/28/2019 1:10 PM

106 job 1/28/2019 12:45 PM

107 Move to an active adult 55 community, not to be found in Palm Coast. 1/28/2019 11:11 AM

108 Career opportunities elsewhere. 1/28/2019 9:44 AM

109 JOB OPPORTUNITIES, HOMELESS POPULATION JUST BEING ABLE TO GATHER AND
STAY WHERE EVER THEY LIKE

1/28/2019 9:41 AM

110 Small Town 1/28/2019 7:54 AM

111 Job 1/28/2019 7:30 AM

112 Death 1/28/2019 7:03 AM
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113 Family (medical issues) in NJ 1/28/2019 6:56 AM

114 City management 1/28/2019 6:33 AM

115 Closer to airport and cultural opportunities 1/28/2019 6:28 AM

116 Crime 1/27/2019 8:56 PM

117 Crime 1/27/2019 8:41 PM

118 population skyrocketed in last 10 years, excessive traffic, panhandlers 1/27/2019 7:46 PM

119 NA 1/27/2019 3:48 PM

120 Me myself is very upset about the codes in the city. I wish that we could bring it up to vote on
commercial vehicles on personal property. It seems the blue collar worker's are frowned upon in
this community.

1/27/2019 2:30 PM

121 Govt does not respect citizens. 1/27/2019 11:34 AM

122 water quality is horrible. It is very inconsistent, undrinkable and even with a filter, I am hesitant on
using it while cooking.

1/27/2019 11:13 AM

123 Over building. Getting too crowded. 1/27/2019 9:43 AM

124 Crime 1/27/2019 9:41 AM

125 Work opportunities are limited outside Service and Medical jobs 1/27/2019 9:05 AM

126 NA 1/27/2019 8:43 AM

127 Underdeveloped, crime is rising, people don’t care enough to update the ciry 1/27/2019 12:54 AM

128 Homeless drug camps in Linear Park on the Magnolia Path and increase of druggies hanging
around the parking lot at Linear Park head

1/26/2019 8:47 PM

129 Bad city decisions , poor fiscal responsibility ,corrupt management 1/26/2019 6:38 PM

130 Traffic. Loss of small city feel. 1/26/2019 6:35 PM

131 Changing jobs in a couple of years and may be required to move. 1/26/2019 4:36 PM

132 Real estate too expensive, taxes too expensive 1/26/2019 4:21 PM

133 city spending to much of our money on things we don't need 1/26/2019 2:40 PM

134 To Find better employment oppoortunities. 1/26/2019 12:51 PM

135 Move to be closer to family. 1/26/2019 12:29 PM

136 Taxes for 55 and Over is not fair! Should have exemptions from “School Taxes” when no children
attend local schools! Also, Very little night life - shortage of upper scale dining and need more
higher end merchants. Other needs include more hotels and waterfront activities.

1/26/2019 11:31 AM

137 The amount of trash on the side of the roads 1/26/2019 10:28 AM

138 Move to a place with more public infrastructure Like bus and Airport shuttle. 1/26/2019 9:42 AM

139 Better shopping/dining experiences 1/26/2019 9:26 AM

140 Too much traffic. No resources for proper medical health. No manufacturing opportunities ( Jobs) 1/26/2019 8:53 AM

141 Additional tax increases 1/26/2019 7:09 AM

142 Lack of quality employment. 1/26/2019 6:47 AM

143 More job opportunities 1/25/2019 9:26 PM

144 Move closer to job in Jacksonville 1/25/2019 9:24 PM

145 Mover closer to job in Jacksonville 1/25/2019 9:19 PM

146 Not enough to do here. I know it started out as a retirement community, but as someone in their
mid 20s, I have no reason to stay here. There is no downtown, no sense of culture here.

1/25/2019 6:48 PM

147 To move into a real city 1/25/2019 6:19 PM

148 better job opportunities 1/25/2019 6:10 PM

149 Too many duplexes in our neighborhood. However, my fault for not researching planning
commission documents before we purchased.

1/25/2019 4:39 PM

150 GOP/Trump supporters, Racism, Ignorance of many people. City Management unresponsive to
actual citizen concerns/complaints. City spends more on Looks than Substance.

1/25/2019 4:00 PM

151 Too many regulations and fees 1/25/2019 3:19 PM

152 Lack of infrastructure support e.g. street maintenance, drainage issues, lack of business growth
resulting in greater tax burden on residents.

1/25/2019 11:44 AM

153 Salary 1/25/2019 11:13 AM

154 Lack of opportunities, no diversity in anything. Poor business decisions, and the lack of larger
companies and businesses investing. It's boring suburbia.

1/25/2019 10:47 AM

155 The police and the city politics. Harassment. 1/25/2019 10:32 AM

156 Tax increases 1/25/2019 10:12 AM

157 If children leave 1/25/2019 10:06 AM

158 Decrease in neighborhood maintenance and appearance of others property. 1/25/2019 9:24 AM
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159 To be by family 1/25/2019 7:46 AM

160 Closer to children 1/25/2019 7:25 AM

161 Not enough jobs or family style activities that are affordable. 1/25/2019 5:24 AM

162 Family 1/25/2019 4:58 AM

163 Family 1/24/2019 10:50 PM

164 Job elsewhere, or to buy and build without a $40,000 pact fee. We should not have to pay that
much money to build on our land, that is just ridiculous!

1/24/2019 10:18 PM

165 Hard to find affordable rental properties for single family 1/24/2019 8:26 PM

166 I love it the way it is. I do not want to see more building, more businesses, apartments, duplexes,
traffic. It would be a downfall for Palm Coast.

1/24/2019 8:09 PM

167 lots sizes are too small and Palm Coast has gotten too crowded. 1/24/2019 7:53 PM

168 I have been a Native for 57 yrs and this town is the worst- My experiences with animal control,
parks dept, water dept, even the sheriffs dept were all negative and not helpful

1/24/2019 6:52 PM

169 To be closer to family 1/24/2019 6:30 PM

170 Nothing to do 1/24/2019 6:13 PM

171 Job opportunities 1/24/2019 6:09 PM

172 No economic opportunities and there is nothing for children to do here. 1/24/2019 5:49 PM

173 The whole country collapses under Trumputin's dictatorship. 1/24/2019 5:09 PM

174 There is really not a downtown to speak of and also the town is attracting too many renters.The
Tanger outlets that went up in Daytona that includes Sams should have been erected in Palm
Coast. The town is not growing commercially as would be expected

1/24/2019 5:09 PM

175 Too many duplexes being built. Zoning being changed from single family housing to multi unit
housing.

1/24/2019 4:59 PM

176 to many rules, increase in crime 1/24/2019 4:22 PM

177 Family assistance needs 1/24/2019 1:38 PM

178 No reason to leave our home in Palm Coast 1/24/2019 1:15 PM

179 Lack of patrol from law enforcement, Flagler County Sheriff's Office. I believe this results in a rise
of crime in these areas. I don't believe the Citizen Observer Patrol is adequate to patrol due to
their lack of enforcement capability. This also brings up another point of a liability of having
unarmed citizens patrolling the streets. I would like to see Palm Coast get away from the Flagler
County Sheriff's Office and for Palm Coast to create their own police department the city could
directly control. Also I believe there is to much infighting between the city and the county on
several issues. Another point is that the city has always tried to keep big commercial corporations
from coming in, but allows all of these fast food places that hire employees at minimum wage. If
the city would allow someone like BMW to build a plant in the city then people from Palm Coast
could obtain higher paying jobs. Palm Coast also seems to care more about beautification then
safety within the city. There are walk paths in the "F" section that have no lighting, which could risk
a walker getting victimized or struck by a vehicle.

1/24/2019 1:05 PM

180 Not enough retail names and places to eat. St. Augustine offers so much more. 1/24/2019 12:42 PM

181 It is not beautiful, food options, things to do. Blah!!! 1/24/2019 12:36 PM

182 NA 1/24/2019 11:47 AM

183 Not enough culture in the area, not much entertainment-wise. Palm Coast lacks any special
qualities that make a city like St. Augustine or Jacksonville unique.

1/24/2019 11:24 AM

184 health/family 1/24/2019 11:13 AM

185 Disability 1/24/2019 10:02 AM

186 Palm Coast is not family friendly, especially for working parents. There need to be more things for
young families to do besides going to the parks and more activities on the weekends. We always
have to travel to Ormond, Daytona, St. Augustine, Jax to do anything fun. Another reason would
be the lack of sidewalks in the neighborhoods. I have a small child and it would be great for her to
ride her bike safely around the neighborhood.

1/24/2019 9:56 AM

187 Crime. Poorly maintained Section 8 housing in the middle of well-maintained residential homes.
Residential roads in desperate need of repair.

1/24/2019 9:33 AM

188 City doesn't welcome new businesses. City approving section 8 housing projects on grand scales.
Lack of stores, restaurants, etc. Again, city completely discourages businesses and entrepreneurs
from starting or opening businesses here. Would rather seek revenues by having town people
drive around and look to fine for grass too long, boat in yard, etc. The city is run by incompetent
people playing politician. There are no jobs here. Crime is moving in fast as well. Section 8
housing will precipitate this! Soon, the parks will no longer be safe.

1/24/2019 9:20 AM

189 No outlet to the ocean, we have beautiful sections of waterways and homes on the water, but there
is no outlet to the Atlantic for boats anywhere near. You must run to St. Aug or Ponce Inlet...
please look to make Matanzas inlet navigable.

1/24/2019 9:07 AM

190 Entertainment = Flagler auditorium, art concerts in town center, playhouse in Bunnell to
expensive. No sidewalks.

1/24/2019 8:57 AM

191 There is not much to do here, we need more attractions and fun stuff. Trampoline parks, shopping
centers, arcades, etc.

1/24/2019 8:41 AM
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192 Housing 1/24/2019 8:28 AM

193 Crime 1/24/2019 8:00 AM

194 Taxes, Florida park drive, 1/24/2019 6:34 AM

195 Less crime. Lower taxes. More business friendly location with a fair priced industrial park. 1/24/2019 6:13 AM

196 Retired and leaving in a beuatiful place called home!!! 1/23/2019 11:27 PM

197 Job opportunity 1/23/2019 10:13 PM

198 Job opportunities. There really is no growth potential in the area for high end jobs. 1/23/2019 9:22 PM

199 Employment opportunity 1/23/2019 8:01 PM

200 Not being able to have travel trailers, campers, boats on our property. Not being able to build a
RV garage on property. Survey lines on property taken in too much from easement. Prefer
sidewalks People speeding in neighborhood Low income housing built near our home.

1/23/2019 7:33 PM

201 CRIME! 1/23/2019 7:14 PM

202 No careers, just minimum wage jobs nobody can live off of 1/23/2019 6:39 PM

203 Work related transfer 1/23/2019 6:05 PM

204 I do not think they have the right views on animal welfare 1/23/2019 4:55 PM

205 Drugs and crime 1/23/2019 4:25 PM

206 Over crowded. To many rentals. Traffic insane. 1/23/2019 4:04 PM

207 i die 1/23/2019 2:39 PM

208 Taxes 1/23/2019 2:23 PM

209 Palm Coast needs more actives to keep kids busy 1/23/2019 2:13 PM

210 Education level of community versus Ponte Vedra Ridiculous footsoccer on a golf course (never
saw before...hideous for golfers) Too much emphasis on lower end retail & discount

1/23/2019 2:03 PM

211 No jobs, any available jobs are in food or retail and everyone that works there has no real skill set.
Poor education system- wouldn't want my future kids going there Nothing to do besides go out to
eat, go to the beach, movies or bowling.

1/23/2019 12:44 PM

212 Crime, drugs, guns. 1/23/2019 12:41 PM

213 Lack of social activities and juvenile crime 1/23/2019 12:35 PM

214 N/A 1/23/2019 12:30 PM

215 everything is so far apart. palm coast parkway is difficult to navigate. some stop lights have the
opposite direction going on a green arrow to the same one way street. it's dangerous.

1/23/2019 11:48 AM

216 family 1/23/2019 11:37 AM

217 Death 1/23/2019 11:36 AM

218 High costs of everything compared to other citie 1/23/2019 11:35 AM

219 I do not expect to leave Palm Coast 1/23/2019 11:07 AM

220 Move closer to my children. 1/23/2019 10:44 AM

221 Lower living expenses. More land. 1/23/2019 10:44 AM

222 Death 1/23/2019 10:39 AM

223 My job requires me to pull an enclosed trailer with all my tools and code enforcement is ridiculous.
The city expects hard working people to pay storage fees for their trailers that they pull everyday?
So we are moving the end of this year because of the stupid city rules

1/23/2019 10:29 AM

224 Better job 1/23/2019 10:18 AM

225 Cost of living here, crowded, traffic, code enforcement harassment that are petty, extremely LONG
traffic lights.

1/23/2019 10:06 AM

226 neighborhood crime 1/23/2019 9:53 AM

227 Street lighting , and slow in getting essential service , for example, sink hole in swail in Wellesley
lane reported approx 4 weeks nothingdone yet

1/23/2019 9:44 AM

228 Taxes going up continuously for unnecessary knee jerk projects. Instead address continuous
known infrastructure issues such as adequate street lighting and existing code enforcement.

1/23/2019 9:26 AM

229 To high taxes, commission that dosent listen to the citizens wishs, to many rules. 1/23/2019 8:11 AM

230 The ridiculous code enforcement process, managing when grass should be cut (when the city
neglects their own landscaping along Colbert). Also when citing citizens for this terrible crime, why
is the city wasting time and money by leaving a copy at the residence, then sending a certified
copy to the home? Seriously?

1/23/2019 8:00 AM

231 I have a few reasons, water and trash, code restrictions, code enforcement is a joke, no industry
and not a thing for the kids to do, it has become hoodlum city.

1/23/2019 5:44 AM

232 Health; An unexpected loss of quality of life here. 1/23/2019 2:17 AM

233 Place has nothing to offer anyone who wants to make a decent living 1/23/2019 12:42 AM

234 More opportunities, More activities 1/22/2019 11:10 PM
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235 Too many codes that are dated. Trailers should be able to be parked in dedicated driveways. 1/22/2019 11:03 PM

236 Work related 1/22/2019 10:20 PM

237 Not enough things to do for/with kids 1/22/2019 9:49 PM

238 I love palm coast however the homeless epidemic is frustrating. I love everything about living here
except the homeless problem. Also they are not at all on the up and up.

1/22/2019 8:30 PM

239 Better paying jobs 1/22/2019 8:29 PM

240 Taxes 1/22/2019 8:08 PM

241 Jobs 1/22/2019 7:49 PM

242 To pursue more opportunities 1/22/2019 7:44 PM

243 To seek greener pastures 1/22/2019 7:30 PM

244 to live near my son. 1/22/2019 7:21 PM

245 Cost of living/lack of good jobs. 1/22/2019 7:04 PM

246 I don't feel safe 1/22/2019 7:00 PM

247 The people and the expense of housing. 1/22/2019 6:48 PM

248 Neighborhood becoming run down. 1/22/2019 6:21 PM

249 City decisions made without regard to what the citizens think(want). 1/22/2019 6:16 PM

250 n/a 1/22/2019 6:05 PM

251 better place 1/22/2019 5:48 PM

252 Lack of : jobs, public transportation, reasonable priced gas and food, and cell phone
service/internet service

1/22/2019 5:43 PM

253 hurricanes 1/22/2019 5:15 PM

254 Taxes, prices, too many Public stores with not many options. 1/22/2019 4:49 PM

255 Very hard to get a job 1/22/2019 4:13 PM

256 Prices too high, no jobs, not a fan of the way y'all pick and choose the people you attack with your
code enforcement.

1/22/2019 4:11 PM

257 We would leave because of age and closer to the caregivers. 1/22/2019 4:04 PM

258 Nothing really to do here, we do trips to Daytona or St Augustine to obtain better shopping. 1/22/2019 3:47 PM

259 Being a 20-something in Palm Coast is a challenge. I believe that the importance of youth
activities and hotspots is crucial to the future of this city. Palm Coast has great potential, and a
greater variety of goods and services should be offered for the young residents.

1/22/2019 3:36 PM

260 the lack of lights and sidewalks, my little girl was killed on the lakeview DR.LACK OF POLICE
PATROLS,

1/22/2019 3:21 PM

261 I will leave if they don’t stop building these duplexes that are making Palm Coast trashy. You need
to have a code enforcer ride around ALL of PC DAILY

1/22/2019 2:56 PM

262 Horrible schools 1/22/2019 2:54 PM

263 To many people not enough space and not enough job opportunities 1/22/2019 2:54 PM

264 Opportunity to expand businesses 1/22/2019 2:32 PM

265 None 1/22/2019 2:30 PM

266 slow economic growth and availability of jobs, lack of structured after-school activities for local
youth, lack of adequate street lights on extremely dark residential streets, lack of sidewalks for
protecting pedestrians, lack of consistent and routine traffic enforcement, too many golf courses.
excessive political bickering and back-stabbing amongst local officials, too many multi-family
duplexes in single-family dwelling residential areas, lack of city parks, stores and gas stations on
the north end of the city in the Matanzas Woods Parkway sector

1/22/2019 2:26 PM

267 Friends and family in other locations. 1/22/2019 2:02 PM

268 Traffic. Lack of connecting roads to distribute traffic and get across town. 1/22/2019 2:01 PM

269 Not enough attraction, excitement. 1/22/2019 1:56 PM

270 We really dont have a voice. We feel that PC officials are doing what developers want...not the
residents.

1/22/2019 1:42 PM

271 Cost of living 1/22/2019 1:41 PM

272 there is a very bad pill problem here. and there isn't a whole lot to do other than the beach and the
movie theater.

1/22/2019 1:32 PM

273 the trash on the side of the road, never used to be the case but last 5 years or so its bad 1/22/2019 1:12 PM

274 better location for jobs and homes 1/22/2019 1:11 PM

275 Lack of job opportunities. 1/22/2019 1:08 PM

276 Not enough opportunity, too many old people making rules for young people, way too
conservative, angry white people (and I am a white person).

1/22/2019 1:07 PM

277 Relocate to a city with more job opportunity, more recreation, such as restaurants, night life, and
daytime activities as well.

1/22/2019 12:53 PM
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278 Work reasons 1/22/2019 12:46 PM

279 Lack of jobs, lack of businesses (restaurants, shopping, etc) high cost of living 1/22/2019 12:44 PM

280 Not enough homes for families that are affordable and real estate make it hard to rent.as if palm
coast doesn't want young generation there. And not sport complex for youth in area. Have travel
to jacksonville or other surrounding areas. But have money to pull up grass off belle Terre ( the
median)

1/22/2019 12:44 PM

281 Taxes, management of the city 1/22/2019 12:38 PM

282 Better road system 1/22/2019 12:24 PM

283 Poor employment opportunities, low wage jobs only. Restaurants options are poor, chain
restaurants etc.

1/22/2019 12:21 PM

284 better jobs 1/22/2019 12:21 PM

285 There is nothing to do, no senior center or events for grand children. No bus transportation
(Flagler County Transport stinks!) No skating rinks, no YMCA, no camps, and the city is unfriendly
and the leadership is the same recycled political figures that have no clue what they are doing, and
are all about scratching each others back. The crime rate and drugs are getting worse, and all
cops want to do is write tickets. The drainage stinks, and the code enforcement is always
bothering people with petty stuff. Tax payers money is being wasted with code enforcement doing
what they are doing. Get rid of all the cats around here!!!! When we call we get an excuse or there
is a waiting list.

1/22/2019 12:13 PM

286 increase in crime 1/22/2019 12:09 PM

287 job opportunities 1/22/2019 12:02 PM

288 The Palm Coast Fire Department is an absolute joke. 1/22/2019 12:01 PM

289 Crime, schools are awful, suicide rate, predators, no real community. 1/22/2019 11:55 AM

290 No career choices. Our family has to drive over an hour to make a decent wage . 1/22/2019 11:54 AM

291 Trying to make money from section 8 housing and assisted living facilities. Too many rental homes
and duplexes that damage this city and the housing market.

1/22/2019 11:52 AM

292 Lack of quality jobs. 1/22/2019 11:41 AM

293 The lack of anything fun to do and the increased traffic. 1/22/2019 11:34 AM

294 death 1/22/2019 11:28 AM

295 just not the place I want to live in too corrupt a government 1/22/2019 11:23 AM

296 Too much traffic, high taxes, increase in crime, too much progress too soon. 1/22/2019 11:22 AM

297 need to be near GOOD medical doctors and facilities 1/22/2019 11:15 AM

298 HEALTH ISSUES 1/22/2019 11:08 AM

299 Dont like the direction the city is heading in. Too many mini malls, gas stations fast food, poor
management

1/22/2019 10:54 AM

300 Crime in the local neighborhoods 1/22/2019 10:48 AM

301 Affordable Senior housing. 1/22/2019 10:42 AM

302 As a retiree, if it gets too expensive to live here it could cause us to consider leaving. 1/22/2019 10:38 AM

303 City getting too big, too much residential development, tax dollars wasted on "eye Candy"in
medians, not enough street lighting, roads deteriorating will need repaving soon, bad swales that
often flood, town leaders concerned with Beauty Projects than infrastructure

1/22/2019 10:31 AM

304 More and better employment opportunities. 1/22/2019 10:28 AM

305 More relaxed environment. 1/22/2019 10:27 AM

306 Not enough job opportunities. Also hoping that the Matanzas exit will get built up soon with
businesses and restaurants/shopping.

1/22/2019 10:25 AM

307 Lack of good job opportunities 1/22/2019 10:17 AM

308 traffic, unenfrorced traffic laws..speeding!!!! 1/22/2019 9:58 AM

309 Commute to higher paying job. Lower cost of housing. Lower cost of gas. Lower cost of utilities. 1/22/2019 9:52 AM

310 R section 1/22/2019 9:51 AM

311 Poor city government and lack of support for TNR projects. 1/22/2019 9:47 AM

312 Lack of Maintenance for stormwater and swales.Code Enforcement 1/22/2019 9:47 AM

313 No clue. Death. If something happened with my family up north. 1/22/2019 9:46 AM

314 traffic /overcrowding 1/22/2019 9:45 AM

315 Work. 1/22/2019 9:43 AM

316 Feel that Palm Coast is a joke, not only crooked businesses but same with Court system and
police officals

1/22/2019 9:41 AM

317 move closer to children 1/22/2019 9:38 AM

318 It’s all yankee driven 1/22/2019 9:37 AM

319 The neighborhood the garbage on the street, the run down duplex homes complaining doesn't
work. People have windows boarded up for years running. Rats .

1/22/2019 9:33 AM
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320 Local crime and/or lack of local professional jobs 1/22/2019 9:33 AM

321 Insufficient good medical care 1/22/2019 9:30 AM

322 Poor quality of roads and landscaping along sidewalk not maintained. 1/22/2019 9:23 AM

323 traffic, no good restaurant's, to many renter's,. trucks in driveways 1/22/2019 9:09 AM

324 Lack of affordable housing as a single parent and lack of corporate job opportunities 1/22/2019 8:49 AM

325 People, especially stupid one who keep voting for and electing career criminal Republicans to
leadership od city, county, state and fed government.

1/22/2019 8:42 AM

326 Too many pine tree & other tree allergies 1/22/2019 8:42 AM

327 Not enough affirdable senior housing..I cannot find a place to live..I am 67 yrs old..landlord selling
house I rent a room from..cannot find anything Scary..alsi a lot of trash lying around..traffic with
bad drivers..panhandlers bothering people..senior classes would be great!

1/22/2019 8:36 AM

328 Husband dies, I would move back to MI to be near family. 1/22/2019 8:35 AM

329 n/a 1/22/2019 8:32 AM

330 property taxes 1/22/2019 8:30 AM

331 Not planning to leave 1/22/2019 8:30 AM

332 Be closer to work. 1/22/2019 8:28 AM

333 crime and the 'good ol boy' governance 1/22/2019 8:17 AM

334 Not enough restaurants or shopping 1/22/2019 8:11 AM

335 City of PC cannot keep up with the growth in population. The litter control has gotten out of hand
and is making PC look terrible. Increase in the cost of living.

1/22/2019 8:10 AM

336 Traffic traffic traffic and more traffic belle terre is the Wild West with speeding old kings caters to
the businesses just past the bowling alley all day long there’s nothing but old people incapable of
driving at the speed limit and no street lights

1/22/2019 8:05 AM

337 I am beginning to be concerned about the infrastructure 1/22/2019 7:57 AM

338 For business and personal travel, access to an airport with frequent non-stop commercial flights to
large city and/or international destinations. Unrelated to the preceding, availability of reasonably
priced hangar space at Flagler Airport. Lack of shoreline storm protection.

1/22/2019 7:51 AM

339 Palm Coast 145 LLC development approved in the K section. 1/22/2019 7:46 AM

340 College 1/22/2019 7:46 AM

341 Crime and self-interested City Council/Mayor 1/22/2019 7:41 AM

342 If my health got to the point...where I’d have to leave for more intense care...or needed to leave to
be near my daughter.

1/22/2019 7:41 AM

343 Go to where my family is. 1/22/2019 7:37 AM

344 i have to keep my Boat ,RV in storage. That just adds to the expense of living in palm coast. 1/22/2019 7:30 AM

345 trashy neighborhoods, undesirable neighbors living in rental units 1/22/2019 7:28 AM

346 to return home 1/22/2019 7:21 AM

347 New Career 1/22/2019 7:15 AM

348 Over regulation. 1/22/2019 7:15 AM

349 Job opportunities with better pay. 1/22/2019 7:07 AM

350 Family 1/22/2019 6:58 AM

351 return to family 1/22/2019 6:40 AM

352 City has gangs and high crime and it is now scary to live here. 1/22/2019 6:24 AM

353 Beggars on every corner Code enforcements stupid rules ie no boats durning summer months 1/22/2019 6:07 AM

354 Going down hill since moving here in 1994. 1/22/2019 6:01 AM

355 Government costs are getting out of control, rezoning attempts, and absurd code enforcement 1/22/2019 5:38 AM

356 I would move because of health issues and live closer to my childrn. 1/22/2019 5:22 AM

357 Lack of urban sprawl. Cost to live here high. Gasoline prices higher here than neighboring
counties. City officials unprofessional with too much self indulgences. City funds wasted on
exhorbant salaries. Wasteful spending of city and county officials.

1/22/2019 5:17 AM

358 Not enough sidewalks Not enough streetlights Nothing to walk to. City planned activities seem
biased to the elder population or very young kids. It is depressing to live in PC. The bike trails are
nice to have, but getting to them is dangerous, I have to walk on the road.

1/22/2019 5:16 AM

359 Feels like there isn't enough to do. I'm an overnight worker so going to the beach at 3 in the
morning isn't exactly the go-to. Theater's are too overpriced to go on the regular. I don't drink or
smoke so any type of nightlife-club isn't my thing. Just wish we had more local entertainment in the
south side of town. Like a Dave and Busters, Chuck E Cheese, etc. Just some form of family
entertainment other than another walking trail or playground

1/22/2019 4:29 AM

360 Health 1/22/2019 3:21 AM

361 Changing in my lifestyle due to my aging 1/22/2019 3:05 AM
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362 1. Lack of jobs for professional people. 2.There should be a better water to move water out of the
city especially after heavy rain. The present system cannot withstand the changing Climate. 3. The
dark streets will eventually be a haven for myriad crimes.

1/22/2019 1:24 AM

363 Too cold not enough good restaurants need more shopping 1/22/2019 1:03 AM

364 Not enough large wholesale stores, like Costco, sams, bestbuy 1/22/2019 12:37 AM

365 no jobs 1/22/2019 12:33 AM

366 NOT ENOUGH JOBS 1/22/2019 12:32 AM

367 many rentals, getting rougher 1/21/2019 11:56 PM

368 Traffic. Lights not synchronize. Too many code laws 1/21/2019 11:54 PM

369 City government 1/21/2019 11:40 PM

370 Move closer to higher paying jobs, more retail area, restaurant options and kid-friendly recreation
such as swim team and soccer teams.

1/21/2019 11:40 PM

371 Lack of jobs 1/21/2019 11:33 PM

372 wasted money by city council selective code enforcement, not enforced equally city and police
don't work together

1/21/2019 11:26 PM

373 jobs, opportunity 1/21/2019 11:14 PM

374 Like it here, no plans of leaving 1/21/2019 10:52 PM

375 Job opportunity and growth of a more developing city 1/21/2019 10:45 PM

376 No good paying jobs 1/21/2019 10:40 PM

377 If my little family buys a home outside of Palm Coast 1/21/2019 10:39 PM

378 Employment 1/21/2019 10:34 PM

379 Traffic is terrible and the number of stop lights throughout PC is ridiculous. Most of the traffic and
light issues are a result of poor road planning and design. Palm Coast also needs some type of
industry for the available labor pool. The city leadership is not attracting anything except fast food
restaurant and retail employment opportunities...part of growing and sustaining a city is also about
going out and attracting employers.

1/21/2019 10:34 PM

380 Lack of jobs 1/21/2019 10:34 PM

381 There is a lack of quality of life. There are not enough restaurants and stores. The people that live
here have no say in the way the town is run. It is a dictatorship and money is wasted on nonsense.
There are no streetlights or sidewalks. They also wasted a ton of money on a community center
that is not needed. Also too many homeless people.

1/21/2019 10:25 PM

382 Water expense too high. No good stores. 1/21/2019 10:25 PM

383 This city seems more intent on catching commuters on PCP going 5mph over the speed limit in
the morning than with dealing with the rampant crime. Also Saint Augustine has far superior night
life and restaurants.

1/21/2019 9:55 PM

384 Want more excitement no amusement for kids or family togather u have to travel out of town to do
things with the kids. You no it's really said tthis place has been here for so many years and what
shops and clothing stores just opened what else could be here oh nice water parks etc... The land
is here use it omg.

1/21/2019 9:52 PM

385 Family 1/21/2019 9:49 PM

386 The city is a very nice place overall but it is boring. The city does not have much. Lots of
beautification but needs more stuff to go and waste time doing and spending time with family. Also
I want to go to Ohio State for college then MAYBE I’ll move back here to go to Stetson if the city
improve in 6 years.

1/21/2019 9:47 PM

387 To have more land 1/21/2019 9:46 PM

388 Having to pay utilities when gone for 6 mos 1/21/2019 9:34 PM

389 Crowding /crime / lack of code enforcement 1/21/2019 9:33 PM

390 I’ll leave when I die. 1/21/2019 9:32 PM

391 Move closer to family members. 1/21/2019 9:30 PM

392 Family 1/21/2019 9:23 PM

393 Ga/Alabama line 1/21/2019 9:11 PM

394 No major corporations which means no jobs. No major shopping. Nothing really to do, very boring
City. Moved here in 2003 and regret everyday of it. Why do I stay, simple can't afford to leave.

1/21/2019 9:09 PM

395 Unsure 1/21/2019 9:03 PM

396 To many restrictions 1/21/2019 9:03 PM

397 Down size. 1/21/2019 9:00 PM

398 Cost of living 1/21/2019 8:57 PM

399 Rent is very high 1/21/2019 8:56 PM

400 I came here to retire. Once here tho I found much higher crime, and becoming too big for my liking.
I purchased a home in Seminole woods in 2014. There aren't many woods left anymore! Too much
construction and building, I'm selling pc home, heading back to ohio.

1/21/2019 8:55 PM
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401 Flagler beach police too aggressive and ticket Unnecessarily. The codes enforcement of Palm
Coast

1/21/2019 8:50 PM

402 If it changes and becomes overpopulated 1/21/2019 8:47 PM

403 Lack of high paying jobs for younger people 1/21/2019 8:38 PM

404 Difficulty making friends, partly due to what feels like a lack of activities for younger seniors. It also
seems like crime is too high for a community this size.

1/21/2019 8:24 PM

405 More things to do 1/21/2019 8:24 PM

406 Restrictions 1/21/2019 8:20 PM

407 I have only lived here one year. I am looking for better quality shopping and fewer Dollar Stores.
With all the approved future growth I fail to understand why there isn’t an attempt to improve the
infrastructure. There are large communities planned and future traffic will be a problem but the City
doesn’t seem to be preparing for that. When I moved here a year ago I was impressed at how
clean and well kept all public spaces and roadways seemed. Over the past year I have seem a
decline in the upkeep of green spaces and trash along roadways and in swales and canals seems
have become a problem.

1/21/2019 8:17 PM

408 none 1/21/2019 8:14 PM

409 extreme lack of affordale housing! 1/21/2019 8:10 PM

410 Summer is too hot . 1/21/2019 8:07 PM

411 Homeless and litter, storm drains in front of my home causes flooding in front of my property, not
happy with Mayor and Council Members ( hopefully the 2 new Council Members will represent the
residents of Palm Coast by being respectful, be professional and not rude as our Mayor has
shown and listen to the residents needs of the city)

1/21/2019 8:07 PM

412 Neighborhood aesthetics deteriorating 1/21/2019 8:06 PM

413 Over population, crime, 1/21/2019 8:06 PM

414 Family 1/21/2019 8:05 PM

415 Traffic, nasty culture in Palm Coast government that never cares about residents, all this
“affordable housing” if yours- have it for yourselves I don’t need to be entertained by empty
“recreational programs”, I came here to enjoy nature and freedom, but no! Here comes some half-
educated moron to tell me how live this life. Parks are for employees to spend their time hanging
around while getting paid. Every time you come to the park it’s them, them and no room for
residents

1/21/2019 7:57 PM

416 Code enforcement on my own property 1/21/2019 7:56 PM

417 Death 1/21/2019 7:52 PM

418 Need a good hospital and better transportation 1/21/2019 7:50 PM

419 Code enforcement overly strict in some areas and way too poor about upkeep of homes.
Barbecue grills and work tables should not be left in front yards looking like a junk pile of junk. I
parked on the grass and 30 minutes later I was given a citation while houses are being left junky
and falling apart. Tarps still on roofs. Just if you want a kept appearance start citing for junk seen
from the street and worry less about a car that is temporary parked for a few.

1/21/2019 7:44 PM

420 Work, proximity to family, better public schools 1/21/2019 7:44 PM

421 Lack of high paying jobs, universities, high real estate prices and the low city’s amenities, lack of
Restaurant options, indoor entertainment for kids, the residents are neglecting the appearance of
their homes, poor or no landscapes on the majority of the houses.

1/21/2019 7:41 PM

422 The changing zoning allowing for “mass housing”... apartments and “middle aged housing”
specifically.

1/21/2019 7:39 PM

423 Death of parent 1/21/2019 7:32 PM

424 Code Enforcement 1/21/2019 7:31 PM

425 Personal 1/21/2019 7:26 PM

426 children 1/21/2019 7:19 PM

427 Not enough jobs, but also not enough land. There is no balance. High crime. 1/21/2019 7:16 PM

428 It has grown so much with the traffic unbelievable and congested almost all the time--- it looked so
much better and felt much more safer years ago too!

1/21/2019 7:03 PM

429 politics & rising crime 1/21/2019 7:03 PM

430 To many contradicting codes, waste of money for councils personal agenda, a lot of lying by
government employees to pacify the person asking the question, and selective enforcement of
codes for some and not others.

1/21/2019 7:01 PM

431 Too much crime and governmental infighting 1/21/2019 6:58 PM

432 Rising taxes and overcrowding 1/21/2019 6:53 PM

433 Moving in with girlfriend 1/21/2019 6:51 PM

434 N/a 1/21/2019 6:49 PM

435 Not leaving 1/21/2019 6:46 PM
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436 Lack of shopping, restaurants, and things to do. The "town center" is the biggest waste land. There
are things there but parking is horrible. The stores are half the size of same stores in other towns.
Being here when ITT was in charge they took better care of the area. The trails I would not use
mostly all the trails are hidden and could be a very dangerous area. You never know what is going
on until its over.

1/21/2019 6:43 PM

437 I would leave Palm Coast if it got too crowded, and if it had too much crime. 1/21/2019 6:37 PM

438 feral cats. hearing gun shots. 1/21/2019 6:34 PM

439 Crime, not much to do, way too crowded. 1/21/2019 6:33 PM

440 Family 1/21/2019 6:28 PM

441 Job prospects. There aren't many opportunities for educated professionals here, and local
regulations seem almost designed to impede /stifle the establishment and growth of small
business in the area.

1/21/2019 6:26 PM

442 Not much to do here 1/21/2019 6:21 PM

443 Increase in crime and increased low income housing at tax payers expense. 1/21/2019 6:20 PM

444 More things for children to participate in. 1/21/2019 6:18 PM

445 Work 1/21/2019 6:12 PM

446 Career 1/21/2019 6:09 PM

447 Warmer, downsize, hope a change for the better. 1/21/2019 6:05 PM

448 increasing congestion on Hwy 100 and PC Parkway and the higher taxes / NE USA mentality
taking over the whole reason we came here

1/21/2019 5:59 PM

449 City services. Drainage, street lighting. 1/21/2019 5:56 PM

450 Very poor school district which allows for kids with idle time and that promonts crime. Far to much
crime now no less in 5 years. To me, the area has currently attracted many homeless/addictive
people, again no less in how it will be in 5 years from now. Being a senior these issues are very
concerning to me!!

1/21/2019 5:53 PM

451 Not applicable 1/21/2019 5:48 PM

452 all this rules and regulations. 1/21/2019 5:44 PM

453 Traffic, congestion, litter, deterioration of quality of life. My wife and I are moving out next month. 1/21/2019 5:43 PM

454 I have recently looked into properties in south Florida specifically the Palm Bay Area and I can get
double the land and house for the price of a Palm Coast house etc. And way more freedom with
my property.

1/21/2019 5:43 PM

455 Higher paying jobs, city’s unwillingness to enforced rules for all residents. Example, one property
get sited for tall grass and the next door neighbor does not, several homes with bronken down
cars trucks in the driveway.

1/21/2019 5:31 PM

456 Family problems 1/21/2019 5:30 PM

457 Circumstance beyond my control. 1/21/2019 5:25 PM

458 Code Enforcement Regulations are too invasive 1/21/2019 5:22 PM

459 Live in Spain 1/21/2019 5:21 PM

460 quality of life is going down 1/21/2019 5:15 PM

461 DIRTY ROADWAYS-----CRIME ON THE RISE---DIRTY RENTERS-----------MOST OF ALL . AIR
BNB'S IN OUR W SECTION NEIGHBORHOOD !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1/21/2019 5:13 PM

462 Main reason - too hot and humid in summer in Florida. 1/21/2019 5:12 PM

463 Nothing to do. 1/21/2019 5:11 PM

464 Taxes. Water bills Belle terre Rd South of 100. Is dangerous... 1/21/2019 5:03 PM

465 Too much development, crime 1/21/2019 5:02 PM

466 Cost of living here is too expensive - taxes are way TOO MUCH! 1/21/2019 4:59 PM

467 The cost of living is high . To rent is ridiculous 1/21/2019 4:58 PM

468 Lack of Affordable Housing/Rentals 1/21/2019 4:56 PM

469 Lack of good job opportunities, increase in crime, and the education system is not safe here. 1/21/2019 4:55 PM

470 More rural setting 1/21/2019 4:49 PM

471 To much crime and the lack of adequate public transportation, no side walks in the neighborhoods
and street lights, City council thinks once elected they just do what ever the hell they want and
listen to no one in the public sector!

1/21/2019 4:48 PM

472 Congestion, taxes and government. 1/21/2019 4:48 PM

473 taxes are way too high 1/21/2019 4:43 PM

474 Harassment of low life neighbors. Too many muslims, and smoke shops on every corner. Taking
away all the wildlife land. The ppl are transient and a lot of con artists. Too much crime.

1/21/2019 4:42 PM

475 N/a 1/21/2019 4:41 PM

476 NA 1/21/2019 4:41 PM

477 wasteful spending drama at city hall 1/21/2019 4:38 PM
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478 Restrictions 1/21/2019 4:35 PM

479 To move closer to friends. 1/21/2019 4:33 PM

480 Current government and raising rate on water. Taxes to fund a public works garage. 1/21/2019 4:31 PM

481 Cost of rent, no lighting, no sidewalks, no parking, rise of break ins 1/21/2019 4:28 PM

482 Failing infrastructure and taxes. 1/21/2019 4:26 PM

483 Retire to a continual care facility. 1/21/2019 4:19 PM

484 higher wages. 1/21/2019 4:18 PM

485 Job opportunities 1/21/2019 4:17 PM

486 Poorly run governmet 1/21/2019 4:16 PM

487 Jobs 1/21/2019 4:12 PM

488 Economic opportunity 1/21/2019 4:11 PM

489 No street lights!!! 1/21/2019 4:03 PM

490 Nowhere to take a Jeep in the woods to off-road legally 1/21/2019 4:02 PM

491 High School 1/21/2019 3:54 PM

492 To many rules for upkeep of your home. Always need a permit. Not allowing larger corporation to
come into city. No streets lights.

1/21/2019 3:53 PM

493 Too many rules 1/21/2019 3:43 PM

494 No higher paying jobs! 1/21/2019 3:41 PM

495 Anticipated increase in taxes and lack of confidence in public spending. 1/21/2019 3:37 PM

496 Taxes are high 1/21/2019 3:36 PM

497 Crime and corrupt government 1/21/2019 3:36 PM

498 Lack of professional job opportunities and the public school system 1/21/2019 3:35 PM

499 The increase number in transits and the lack of effort the city is doing to help this problem.
Spendthrift from the city. The lack of companies for jobs for the residence and to help the tax base
for the city. The city does not offer any culture for the residence and the city conducts poor planing
for furture growth of the city.

1/21/2019 3:35 PM

500 No high paying jobs Schools are worsening 1/21/2019 3:33 PM

501 Husband passed away this past December and my son lives on the Gulf side of Florida. He wants
me to move closer to him

1/21/2019 3:31 PM

502 People are coming, and they will continue to come. I am happy the city was proactive with making
Palm Coast PKWY 6 lanes, but my worry is how much busier the roads will be. Belle Terre is a
speedway with no police presence. It is very difficult to turn left and go south on Old Kings Rd. I
am worried about all the traffic that will come with all the new residents and police presence.

1/21/2019 3:31 PM

503 Assorted crime. City vs County government hassles and very strange decisions regarding
personnel matters. General discord.

1/21/2019 3:30 PM

504 the crime rate 1/21/2019 3:28 PM

505 Availability of school services for special needs children 1/21/2019 3:28 PM

506 We love living here, it’s a beautiful city with gorgeous untouched, peaceful beaches and we would
love to stay. Unfortunately, we have a young son and we don’t think it’s the best place to raise
teenagers. So once our son is middle school age we will be leaving. The teen suicide rate is sadly
very high here, the high schools are not highly rated and drug abuse amongst youngsters is very
common. We want to raise our children in a better environment but would love to come back one
day.

1/21/2019 3:27 PM

507 down size & be near family 1/21/2019 3:26 PM

508 Better living arrangements. Do not want to pay a large amount for my house just to live next to an
apartment complex

1/21/2019 3:26 PM

509 Crime and city code enforcement assholes 1/21/2019 3:23 PM

510 Palm coast is a drug/gang (excluding cannabis) ridden suburbia that cares more about
appearance than quality of life. While the treat the smallest issue as a severe problem.

1/21/2019 3:21 PM

511 Taxes are wayyy to high 1/21/2019 3:17 PM

512 Not enough to do other than a movie theater and trails. Housing market is expensive and the city is
too involved in what we can and can’t do with our property

1/21/2019 3:10 PM

513 Too spread out, not enough places to eat, too expensive, too many restrictions, too many Yankees 1/21/2019 3:09 PM

514 The high taxes and water rates. 1/21/2019 3:06 PM

515 Roads are not good, no street lights in residential areas, no place to work to support a family,
those in charge have no idea how to budget money as they spend like it grows on trees.

1/21/2019 3:01 PM

516 Family or a big hurricane. 1/21/2019 2:57 PM

517 Lack of local activities. Poor scenery. 1/21/2019 2:53 PM

518 Too much crime, too many city regulations. 1/21/2019 2:47 PM

519 Not a big variety of jobs, and there is not a lot of things to do here when not working. 1/21/2019 2:42 PM
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520 Rent is unreal here a family trying to make ends meet here is impossible can't rent anything under
800.00 I know times ha e change etc . But people like my family are trying to make ends meet and
to raise our daughter up in a good area

1/21/2019 2:41 PM

521 Unresponsive city council to the residents. Higher costs in gas and now talks of tax increases for
spending that doesn’t benefit most in the city.

1/21/2019 2:39 PM

522 retired 1/21/2019 2:38 PM

523 Senior housing costs/availability. 1/21/2019 2:34 PM

524 Lack of restaurants/businesses/activities 1/21/2019 2:34 PM

525 Home owner 1/21/2019 2:32 PM

526 Crime and drugs in the community and in the schools. 1/21/2019 2:26 PM

527 little to none street lighting and sidewalks, wasted tax dollars 1/21/2019 2:24 PM

528 LOW PAYING JOBS AND LITTLE OF THEM, AND TOO MUCH CRIME. 1/21/2019 2:20 PM

529 The disappointing leadership in regards to commercial development. example: The town center is
a joke! what is the vision? According to my research the whole town center is in an opportunity
zone. Do the town officials know this? Start your own opportunity fund!!!!

1/21/2019 2:18 PM

530 No really nice restaurants, only chain and fast food. No nicer department stores like a Dillard or
specialty shops.

1/21/2019 2:18 PM

531 Costs & Crime 1/21/2019 2:18 PM

532 Cost of living is too high. Our rent is $1275. We live on fixed retirement & disability. Cost of water &
groceries is also too high.

1/21/2019 2:17 PM

533 Traffic, lack of traffic police to stop the speeders and dangerous drivers, no jobs. 1/21/2019 2:16 PM

534 Lack of retail and restaurants 1/21/2019 2:16 PM

535 No jobs Not enough commerce 1/21/2019 2:12 PM

536 too many homeless loitering in public places lately and money not being spent where it should be
within the city to make improvements.

1/21/2019 2:11 PM

537 The cost of living in Palm Coast is extremely high. 1/21/2019 2:11 PM

538 Moving to the county for more space 1/21/2019 2:07 PM

539 not enough shopping, restaurants 1/21/2019 2:06 PM

540 SWAIL MAINTENANCE 1/21/2019 1:53 PM

541 I work from home, if I lost my job I would have to leave as there are not many high paying jobs in
the area.

1/21/2019 1:45 PM

542 Horrible drivers and to many people. There is nothing here for teenagers to do. Job market is
horrible.

1/21/2019 1:37 PM

543 There arent enough parks for me to practice soccer in and the goals at the parks are always
chained or locked up and we constantly get kicked off the fields

1/21/2019 1:25 PM

544 Not sure 1/21/2019 1:14 PM

545 My death 1/21/2019 1:10 PM

546 Homeless and low income housing 1/21/2019 11:23 AM

547 Job Opportunity 1/21/2019 11:13 AM

548 Getting too crowded and too much out of control traffic. No enforcement of traffic laws by the
Sherriffs Dept.

1/21/2019 11:08 AM

549 Better concern for the rights of the residents. 1/21/2019 11:06 AM

550 No real jobs here, only retail or restaurant. When we had the opportunity for a major industry,
council deemed it would be "upsetting" to them.

1/21/2019 10:37 AM

551 Lack of street lighting, ongoing increase of property taxes It seems any work that is needed to be
done by the city takes too long, and in some cases never gets done, eg. I have been waiting more
than 12 months to get the swail ditch in front of my house cleaned.

1/21/2019 10:17 AM

552 n/a 1/21/2019 10:16 AM

553 Starting to not be the clean rural environment that it was. Lots of garbage, and building 1/21/2019 10:12 AM

554 Increase in taxes, unresolved seawall guidelines, lack of upscale dining. 1/21/2019 9:54 AM

555 We would only move for employment. 1/21/2019 9:42 AM

556 NA 1/21/2019 9:38 AM

557 Litter on green spaces making city look trashy. Too much traffic and too much dangerous
speeding. Too many homes starting to look run down.

1/21/2019 9:24 AM

558 NA 1/21/2019 9:18 AM

559 I don't expect to leave at this time but once I retire, I may. It would be to move to a place with less
restrictions on what I do on my own property. I hope to find lower water costs & better
transportation options.

1/21/2019 9:08 AM

560 Lack of Jobs 1/21/2019 9:01 AM

561 no affordable housing, taxes increasing, jobs (good paying not retail!) 1/21/2019 9:00 AM
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562 To be closer to work. I commute to Jacksonville. 1/21/2019 8:55 AM

563 We are visitors and actually hoping to move to the Palm Coast area sometime this year! 1/21/2019 8:51 AM

564 Family 1/21/2019 8:50 AM

565 Terrible restaurants, need a few Bustros and cocktail bars that don’t use sugary drink mixes 1/21/2019 8:46 AM

566 I heard that they are planning to build low income houses not only me but my friends are very
concerned it will change the nice Palm Coast

1/21/2019 8:35 AM

567 High cost of living,fees,taxs,crime. 1/21/2019 8:21 AM

568 Move closer to children 1/21/2019 8:19 AM

569 School 1/21/2019 8:19 AM

570 Too much focus on low-income housing. Taxes are very high. Town is dirty; never saw so many
cigarette butts in my life.

1/21/2019 8:15 AM

571 foolish and strict regulations/by-laws. Horrible trash/recycle service. Poor mosquito management. 1/21/2019 8:12 AM

572 too much commercial growth in residential areas 1/21/2019 8:11 AM

573 Can’t afford to live here no longer. 1/21/2019 7:49 AM

574 Nothing to do 1/21/2019 7:43 AM

575 Code Enforcement rules 1/21/2019 7:32 AM

576 Lack of good paying jobs 1/21/2019 7:14 AM

577 Not a good place for an active lifestyle 1/21/2019 7:10 AM

578 Hurricane flooding or job change. 1/21/2019 6:05 AM

579 Death 1/20/2019 10:32 PM

580 Work 1/20/2019 7:59 PM

581 LIVING IN PALM COAST IS BORING! 1/20/2019 7:14 PM

582 Property taxes are too high. Water is too expensive. City government has gone on too many
spending sprees for Community Center, parks, buying property to put in low cost housing. Your
absurd proposal to have canal owners pay for other property owners failure to maintain their own
seawalls. This should be a code violation and owners should be responsible for their own property.
They knew what they were getting in to when they bought on the canals. Too many vagrants and
beggars. Gov't spends too much money on making city pretty. Stick to the basics.

1/20/2019 1:39 PM

583 better job opportunities, 1/20/2019 1:37 PM

584 No affordable housing for low income/those on SSD/SSI 1/20/2019 1:02 PM

585 tax increase 1/20/2019 12:41 PM

586 Better employment opportunities. 1/20/2019 11:12 AM

587 property taxes are too high 1/20/2019 10:47 AM

588 I will be dead. 1/20/2019 10:31 AM

589 move to a gated affordable community with storm drains and sidewalks 1/20/2019 8:37 AM

590 There is nothing here for children. While yes we do have a bowling alley and the parks are
beautiful that is it. I love Palm Coast but I hate having to drive to Jacksonville or Daytona just so
my kids can do things. I also wish there was more shopping here. A Whole Foods or Trader Joe’s
would be a nice addition. The city is great however this is the major draw back for us and many
other people. The schools have good ratings but that won’t keep people here forever.

1/20/2019 5:11 AM

591 Family 1/20/2019 12:07 AM

592 Sorry government 1/19/2019 8:20 PM

593 There is nothing the City has to offer for my children and there are too many people here with no
jobs and crime is going up. The parks and recreation department here also sucks and do not offer
programs for children ages 10 through 16.

1/19/2019 8:18 PM

594 No expectation of leaving. 1/19/2019 6:53 PM

595 Leaving for continuing Care at John Knox Village 1/19/2019 5:40 PM

596 Expansive and over-beating government. Taxes. 1/19/2019 4:45 PM

597 Old Age 1/19/2019 4:44 PM

598 death 1/19/2019 3:54 PM

599 high cost of living 1/19/2019 3:37 PM

600 na 1/19/2019 3:34 PM

601 Looking to change living environment, would move to area with more activities and more senior
friendly

1/19/2019 2:11 PM

602 Rise in property taxes. Florida income tax being instituted. Large increase in Florida corporate
taxes.

1/19/2019 2:10 PM

603 n/a 1/19/2019 2:04 PM

604 Real meaningful employment 1/19/2019 1:31 PM
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605 Family. 1/19/2019 12:38 PM

606 getting older and may need extra assistance 1/19/2019 12:22 PM

607 Leaders seem to anticipate growth and react before the growth occurs regarding infrastructure.
Good qualitry of life. Plenty of parks and trails

1/19/2019 12:20 PM

608 Better quality of life. 1/19/2019 11:47 AM

609 Crime, rent is too high, inconvenient city layout, stuck up people who think their shit doesn't stink,
no work opportunities.

1/19/2019 10:54 AM

610 Unacceptable cell phone signal 1/19/2019 10:52 AM

611 The utility rates are skyrocketing. Overbuilding in areas that are already too congested. 1/19/2019 10:33 AM

612 Taxes 1/19/2019 10:18 AM

613 Palm Coast/flagler County has no skilled nursing facilities for people with dementia 1/19/2019 10:08 AM

614 The Mayor wanting to bring in apartments and more affordable housing, thus causing home
values to go down and crime to go up

1/19/2019 10:07 AM

615 Too much traffic / infrastructure not capable of handing population/ Taxes getting too higjh. 1/19/2019 9:35 AM

616 Job Transfer 1/19/2019 9:21 AM

617 Multiple housing units 1/19/2019 7:44 AM

618 Getting too overcommercialized with chain stores; rampant development without preserved
greenspace/safety for trails/biking/wildlife

1/19/2019 7:17 AM

619 N/A 1/19/2019 7:11 AM

620 It's become a bad place to live. Too much traffic, low rent shops, horrible people with a bad
attitude.

1/19/2019 6:58 AM

621 Lack of activities for children and over crowded sport fields 1/19/2019 5:58 AM

622 I have a vacant lot next to me & it seems like people keep using it as a passing garbage can 1/19/2019 1:43 AM

623 family needs me 1/19/2019 12:05 AM

624 Just low income employment. There is not much to do here. 1/18/2019 10:02 PM

625 Work opportunities 1/18/2019 10:01 PM

626 Family 1/18/2019 8:26 PM

627 Taxes, Fees, and lack of neighborhood street lights 1/18/2019 6:20 PM

628 Two reasons: The city government, and the insane way people drive in Palm Coast 1/18/2019 5:23 PM

629 Cost, it's very high for a teacher's salary. 1/18/2019 4:51 PM

630 The city does not care. Continued sewer overflow for the people on Pritchard Drive and the new
fixes to come in the future will only make things better, not FIX the problem (according to city
officials from the Jan. 9 meeting).

1/18/2019 4:34 PM

631 Job loc 1/18/2019 4:06 PM

632 Probably work opportunities 1/18/2019 4:02 PM

633 Worse drivers ever. Sheriff needs to crack down on unsafe drivers. Speeding is blatant, almost got
hit several times by drivers going through red lights. Etc.

1/18/2019 3:53 PM

634 The traffic and road conditions are getting too congested. Where I live the street is noise, and
people don't respect the speed limit.

1/18/2019 3:21 PM

635 warner climate 1/18/2019 2:42 PM

636 Incapacitated or Death. 1/18/2019 2:14 PM

637 WE EXPECT TO LEAVE PALM COAST WHEN WE DIE. :-) 1/18/2019 1:50 PM

638 Not leaving, even if we one the lottery we'd stay right where we are. Love our home, and love our
city.

1/18/2019 1:13 PM

639 Land, like acreage. 1/18/2019 12:59 PM

640 to be closer to family and doctors. Not pleased with medical care in our area. 1/18/2019 12:40 PM

641 No reason 1/18/2019 12:20 PM

642 Taxes 1/18/2019 11:43 AM

643 traffic 1/18/2019 11:11 AM

644 To many regulations!!!! 1/18/2019 9:32 AM

645 Health care system, City government, renters. 1/18/2019 9:26 AM

646 Family 1/18/2019 9:17 AM

647 Low paying jobs, even in the medical field that I work in. Rude people. Water from the tap smells
like plastic, sewage, chlorine, or propane. The price of renting a house is out of control. Buying is
also out of the question for the same reason.

1/18/2019 12:15 AM

648 Pregnant girlfriend out of state 1/17/2019 11:56 PM

649 I woud ben dead. 1/17/2019 10:33 PM
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650 more land.. one acre or more lots 1/17/2019 9:43 PM

651 Petty crime constantly, Open House signs are always removed but trash remains on the side of
roads,

1/17/2019 8:19 PM

652 I would leave for lack of industry job prospects; and for a city more focused on developing industry
and businesses to bring in tax revenue and surplus before they bring in apartment complex after
apartment complex and trying too heavily on senior citizens to float the economy.

1/17/2019 7:46 PM

653 Crime, slow development and high taxes 1/17/2019 6:54 PM

654 access to more retail stores 1/17/2019 6:41 PM

655 Get away from crooked city functionaries 1/17/2019 6:30 PM

656 Get closer to family 1/17/2019 6:01 PM

657 over crowding; traffic congestion; nothing is being done to better the quality of life for its citizens. 1/17/2019 5:50 PM

658 To crowded 1/17/2019 5:25 PM

659 Political reason 1/17/2019 5:10 PM

660 Not enough dining and homeless people populating our area 1/17/2019 4:29 PM

661 EXPENSIVE AND UNAVAILABILITY OF RENTAL, ESP. FOR SENIORS. 1/17/2019 4:02 PM

662 buying a house elsewhere, work, change of scenery 1/17/2019 4:00 PM

663 family or hurricanes 1/17/2019 3:32 PM

664 I have another place, a cabin in Minnesota. Hot weather is not favorite or is extra cold. Main
reason for leaving is the people from the upper Easter part of the state are so rude and bad
attitudes that you just want to get away from them.

1/17/2019 3:01 PM

665 jobs, pay, more future advantages elsewhere 1/17/2019 2:34 PM

666 Closer to family 1/17/2019 2:20 PM

667 Reasonable and affordable senior living fascilities. 1/17/2019 2:15 PM

668 too expensive / toll bridge to ocean / not very community oriented 1/17/2019 2:04 PM

669 Employment opportunities and entertainment 1/17/2019 1:52 PM

670 I just moved into my house in August. During that time I have had my house almost broken into
while I was home. Also, every week there seems to be new accident on Palm Coast Parkway.
There is not a week I don't hear ambulances going by. When I purchased my home in the B
section I was told it was a nice quiet neighborhood. That is not the case. My street is treated like a
race track. Even when outside maintaining my yard that is apparently a great place to throw
cigarette butts... I am almost clipped by cars going 50! I haven't even been here a year yet and I
look forward to moving out of here.

1/17/2019 1:43 PM

671 Going to school 1/17/2019 12:30 PM

672 overcrowding panhandling door to door solicitors no big companies providing jobs 1/17/2019 12:19 PM

673 N/A 1/17/2019 11:43 AM

674 Not happy with the councils attitude about tax increases and expansion. I feel the approach they
are taking to the "town Center" is all wrong. This was suppose to be the center of town activity and
commerce and they want to turn it into affordable housing. I am not in favor of their attitude toward
growth. Traffic is become more congested and they are talking about spending money to make
roads smaller,(ie Whiteview Parkway. They seem to be focusing on turning the city into a working
class neighborhood when it was never designed to be one. They should be focusing on attracting
more retirees who usually have more spendable assets.

1/17/2019 11:40 AM

675 sickness 1/17/2019 11:38 AM

676 Cost of living 1/17/2019 11:20 AM

677 Warmer weather and more seclusion. 1/17/2019 10:30 AM

678 The crime and the local homeless that are all over palm coast 1/17/2019 10:06 AM

679 Getting a lot like South Florida!!! 1/17/2019 9:53 AM

680 don't expect to leave! 1/17/2019 9:40 AM

681 Traffic, Jobs, Poor maintance of right of way such as swales 1/17/2019 8:32 AM

682 Lack of options for children for activities 1/17/2019 8:06 AM

683 I hope Palm Coast does not become a low income housing community. We need to limit the
duplexes in Palm Coast. Keep it a single family home community.

1/17/2019 8:04 AM

684 Palm coast has no future for anyone who has to pay the taxes for a retirement community. 1/17/2019 7:52 AM

685 Better job and better youth activities 1/17/2019 7:44 AM

686 Affordable housing. 1/17/2019 7:31 AM

687 Better sports opportunities for my children. 1/17/2019 7:27 AM

688 New Job 1/17/2019 7:26 AM

689 My mother has cancer. I will be here as long as she is. 1/17/2019 7:21 AM

690 Schools district... Also the amount of low income housing that is being built 1/17/2019 7:01 AM

691 Moved here 19 years ago and have no intentions of leaving. 1/16/2019 11:02 PM
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692 high county taxes and water bills. 1/16/2019 10:08 PM

693 Death 1/16/2019 10:04 PM

694 We are retired and our age it us unlikely we would be making another move 1/16/2019 8:11 PM

695 Too many city codes and ordinances that are unnecessary. 1/16/2019 7:18 PM

696 To be nearer our grandchildren. 1/16/2019 6:15 PM

697 There isn't a lot to do here. 1/16/2019 4:56 PM

698 Too many renters Leash law dont work Nothing for senior NO STORES NEED MORE citizens to
do Too expensive Crazy roads Cable companys too high Need more law and orders. We need our
own POLICE

1/16/2019 4:36 PM

699 CUTTING DOWN GREEN SPACE EMPTY BUILDINGS YET NEW CONSTRUCTIO APPROVED
NOT GOOD

1/16/2019 4:03 PM

700 TAXES TO HIGH & MAY NOT HAVE ENOUGH MONEY 1/16/2019 3:49 PM

701 UNBRIDGED/UNCHECKED GROWTH&MOWING,CUTTING DOWN "GREED SPACE 1/16/2019 3:40 PM

702 tax increases 1/16/2019 2:22 PM

703 Cooler Climate 1/16/2019 2:11 PM

704 lack of services like swell maintenance, litter pickup on palm harbor and old kings roads and lack o
grass maintenance in front of empty lots and palm harbor and old kings roads

1/16/2019 1:55 PM

705 Going to a big city for more job opportunities 1/16/2019 12:55 PM

706 Job opportunities elsewhere 1/16/2019 12:01 PM

707 Lots of reasons. But mostly...DeSantis and Scott. Both human failures. 1/16/2019 11:35 AM

708 zoning changes 1/16/2019 11:05 AM

709 I'm retired and over 60. Palm Coast is getting crowded and you see trash on the streets.
Something that you didn't see 5 to 7 years ago.

1/16/2019 10:59 AM

710 I will not leave Palm Coasto 1/16/2019 10:56 AM

711 Too many Bulshit Rules 1/16/2019 10:45 AM

712 getting older need to be closer to family 1/16/2019 9:29 AM

713 Traffic and crowding 1/16/2019 9:18 AM

714 The services and availability of employment are limited. Rules and restrictions limit community
ownership.

1/16/2019 8:37 AM

715 Leaders failing the people who they are supposed to represent. 1/16/2019 8:18 AM

716 Housing is too expensive. The school system is not equipped with resources to teach children with
learning disabilities, there should be more vocational programs added in the high schools. Not
every student is a book learner. There are no positive places for young people ( teenagers ) to go
and get after school help or just a place to hangout. Cable and internet is expensive, food as well,
and there not well paying enough jobs for people with degrees everyone has to travel out of town
to go to work.

1/16/2019 7:42 AM

717 PC is a just plain Bubba boring. 1/16/2019 7:12 AM

718 Job promotion/career growth in the next 3-5 years 1/16/2019 7:05 AM

719 Taxes 1/16/2019 6:47 AM

720 Death 1/16/2019 6:12 AM

721 Better job opportunity and better job pay else where. 1/16/2019 4:36 AM

722 Water/ utility bills are a rip off here.... price gauging!!! 1/16/2019 12:15 AM

723 finding a good job 1/15/2019 11:42 PM

724 Following a job or family member 1/15/2019 10:51 PM

725 Employment opportunities 1/15/2019 10:38 PM

726 High taxes, run like an HOA. Understand the need for some rules and regs to ensure property
values remain but being a new resident we were extremely surprised when someone complained
that there were pine needles on our room and driveway requiring a call from an "officer". Took ten
minutes to learn that our tax dollars were not paying for an actual police officer, but a retired
housing "officer" to drive around and regulate pine needles. Enjoying the clean outdoor feel of
Palm Coast but are a bit frustrated with the over regulated mentality. Again, we are new. Time will
tell.

1/15/2019 10:28 PM

727 The city should have a building trash pick up service free of charge. My fence was blown down a
few hurricanes ago. I had to pay $75 to have it removed. I had cut it into small sections and the
trash service would not take it.

1/15/2019 10:10 PM

728 All trees get completely leveled on every lot and replaced by tiny non native trees. We will be
leaving to get find an area more respective of its natural surroundings and nature

1/15/2019 10:02 PM

729 Work. Need better paying jobs 1/15/2019 9:55 PM

730 water rates are too high. Sone of the city codes are ridiculous. I dont want to live in an HOA type
community! city needs to get spending priorities in line!

1/15/2019 9:42 PM

731 housing costs rising 1/15/2019 9:25 PM
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732 Failure to maintain the city standards and security of the residence. 1/15/2019 8:45 PM

733 Everything is much higher in Palm Coast so I’ll go out of Flagler County. 1/15/2019 7:30 PM

734 A lack of convenience. Palm Coast needs more restaurants (Chili's, Applebees, TGI Fridays, etc)
whole food stores like Sprouts or actually a Whole Foods. Better Fitness Clubs.

1/15/2019 7:13 PM

735 to many people, to much traffic, to many people wanting assistance for everythimg 1/15/2019 6:57 PM

736 How city spends tax dollars. 1/15/2019 6:19 PM

737 Too many rental duplexes and the associated crime that goes with higher density non-owner
occupied properties would make me move elsewhere.

1/15/2019 6:08 PM

738 Cost of living is very high. If I had to move I would not be able to afford rentals here. 1/15/2019 5:54 PM

739 Death of Spouse 1/15/2019 5:40 PM

740 Family needs me in another state but it's unlikely. I love it here. 1/15/2019 5:19 PM

741 City government overreach Appearance - only concerned with Parkways other areas can be
unsightly. Expensive water and sewer Unreliable garbage collection, poor service Paying for
services that dont work like drainage swales, garbage collection. No garbage containers provided
leads to litter in many areas due to garbage bags being left at curb

1/15/2019 5:16 PM

742 Job relocation 1/15/2019 5:03 PM

743 Traffic, Taxes, Introduction of low rent/subsidized housing 1/15/2019 5:00 PM

744 Codes are not enforced in our area. (i.e. dogs roaming about, cars parked in road overnight,
wrecked cars in driveway, cars running through medians and right of way tearing up the grass,
trash left for days in yards, etc.)

1/15/2019 4:21 PM

745 Perhaps employment 1/15/2019 4:13 PM

746 Palm Coast has taken it upon itself to consider rezoning a 100% residential area to multi unit
commercial (APARTMENTS - LOW INCOME). I bought my home in the “S” section of Palm Coast
because I enjoy being in the outskirts, less traffic and less crime. Build a 173 unit low income
apartments will raise crime, have an effect on my services (fire, police, school). Thanks but no
thanks. Plenty of residents in my area feel the same way ... put it to a vote by the public and get
your answer.

1/15/2019 4:07 PM

747 cost of living going up 1/15/2019 3:52 PM

748 Family 1/15/2019 3:37 PM

749 Building codes and restrictions are many times ridiculous. Swells do not work especially next to
empty or vacant lots. Poor drainage is killing the grass that I am paying and trying to grow. There
are not enough sidewalks and street lights inside each residential section.

1/15/2019 3:36 PM

750 Building codes are many times ridiculous. No street lights or sidewalks inside different sections
and too many on the main roads. Swells do not move the water especially next to vacant lots.
Waiting for rain water to soak in kills the grass I am trying & paying to grow.

1/15/2019 3:17 PM

751 No jobs, no stores or restaurants to eat or shop 1/15/2019 2:42 PM

752 Closer to Grandchildren 1/15/2019 2:24 PM

753 Crime 1/15/2019 2:22 PM

754 Traffic getting to high ,not has quiet like 15 yrs ago ,so much garbage tossed around shameful
cans water bottle

1/15/2019 2:17 PM

755 RV storage on property. Larger plot of land 1/15/2019 12:44 PM

756 Not being able to afford real estate taxes (going up way too high for this small town), water rates
also going up and not being able to afford; lack of street lighting for safety and lack of good storm
water STREET pipes for severe storms and hurricanes to prevent house flooding. And finally lack
of a good city BUDGET to curtail funding for beauty (more flowers and bike trails) vs what citizens
really need AND can AFFORD.

1/15/2019 12:42 PM

757 local gov. spends money on to many not neded or frivolus projects 1/15/2019 12:40 PM

758 The code enforcement policies. Lack of proper drainage. Lack of street lights. 1/15/2019 12:26 PM

759 Tax increases 1/15/2019 12:20 PM

760 The travel time to my family is about 12 hours by car. I would like to be closer. 1/15/2019 11:46 AM

761 Too much “affordable multi family” development with no job growth to sustain. We need liveable
wages within industries such as accounting, IT, office jobs, etc.

1/15/2019 11:32 AM

762 N/A 1/15/2019 11:26 AM

763 health 1/15/2019 11:03 AM

764 Not expecting to leave, but fame, wealth and youth could cause me to think about it. 1/15/2019 10:16 AM

765 Too crowded. High taxes. Incompetent government. 1/15/2019 9:54 AM

766 To move back to NY where every little thing you do isn't policed 1/15/2019 8:19 AM

767 Crime, panhandlers on many corners, run down houses bringing down neighborhoods, FEMA
remapping on flood zone on canal lots.

1/15/2019 8:15 AM

768 The direction the city leaders are leaning. Plus the past council has been more against what the
city people want and more to what the city "leaders" want.

1/15/2019 8:15 AM

769 Lack of big gyms, lack of large Whole Foods store, high cost of water 1/15/2019 8:11 AM
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770 Job opportunity elsewhere 1/15/2019 8:07 AM

771 One lane going up and down old kings at 35 mph people have no problem driving slow holding up
traffic not using blinkers and then the speed limit gets changed without anyone knowing

1/15/2019 7:31 AM

772 Jobs 1/15/2019 7:09 AM

773 Rising costs to live here 1/15/2019 6:57 AM

774 High priced homes, gas expenses 1/15/2019 6:56 AM

775 To many new neighborhoods opening up. Us 1 north just south of 95 there is a new development
going in. Not happy about that.1

1/15/2019 3:20 AM

776 No affordable housing compared to wages. 1/15/2019 2:08 AM

777 Crime is higher than I expected when I moved here. I also feel that there needs to be more things
for families to do as well as teenagers.

1/14/2019 11:47 PM

778 Bedroom community with few jobs, seems that the city does little to encourage jobs, business,
shopping and resturants.

1/14/2019 9:56 PM

779 High taxes, poor cellular service, poor internet service, crime, gas prices 20 cents higher in palm
coast vs Jacksonville or DAYTONA. No decent shopping areas with reasonable prices, no Costco

1/14/2019 9:39 PM

780 No jobs, nothing to do, no street lights, no sidewalks, limited good restaurants, high price gas,
crime.

1/14/2019 9:20 PM

781 retirement 1/14/2019 9:00 PM

782 Weather, like sheriff's philosophy on crime, neighborhoods great !! 1/14/2019 8:52 PM

783 Poor leadership and fiscal impropriety. 1/14/2019 8:22 PM

784 if i lost my job 1/14/2019 8:14 PM

785 Transportation to aerports very difficult 1/14/2019 7:55 PM

786 Very little community activities 1/14/2019 7:50 PM

787 Lack of Jobs. Lack of Social services. No sidewalks. School bus stops are too far apart and no
sidewalks for the kids to wait or walk on. Too much traffic.

1/14/2019 7:35 PM

788 Lack of places to go eat, shop and business opportunities , no jobs available for young people, this
city has no offering for younger generations.

1/14/2019 7:03 PM

789 Getting over crowded along with to many low lifes moving here! 1/14/2019 6:18 PM

790 I would not leave 1/14/2019 5:48 PM

791 Housing, high water bills, needs more utility lighting in growing residential areas for newcomers
and existing population.

1/14/2019 5:27 PM

792 Move closer to family. 1/14/2019 5:15 PM

793 relocation farther south florida 1/14/2019 5:01 PM

794 Crime or family 1/14/2019 4:54 PM

795 I’d love to leave Palm Coast but I’m stuck here. 1/14/2019 4:30 PM

796 Move to the Caribbean 1/14/2019 3:44 PM

797 Mainly, work related. To be closer to opportunity. But if it were local it would be due to a lack in fair
and equal code enforcement. It seems as we currently have a complaint then enforce policy.

1/14/2019 3:31 PM

798 Too much growth, getting too crowded 1/14/2019 3:23 PM

799 to many old people 1/14/2019 3:19 PM

800 High rents and no jobs 1/14/2019 3:14 PM

801 Better job market for younger family - more diverse social group 1/14/2019 2:32 PM

802 Degradation of social environment due to added lower income housing 1/14/2019 2:31 PM

803 Closer to work 1/14/2019 2:08 PM

804 Assisted Living nearer kids! 1/14/2019 2:00 PM

805 Sea level rise 1/14/2019 1:56 PM

806 Ease of codes violation reported by neighbors. Better property appreciation elsewhere. 1/14/2019 1:42 PM

807 We weekly have to leave Palm Coast for shopping, doctors and hospitals 1/14/2019 1:15 PM

808 There are no parks or activities. 1/14/2019 12:53 PM

809 My illness, but would check all options to stay here in this area. 1/14/2019 12:51 PM

810 Poor paying jobs. They don t match the housing market. No opportunities for good employment.
Can t afford to live here no matter what age group. No social life. It s too hard to live or be able to
afford to. I m sorry I moved here.

1/14/2019 12:48 PM

811 Jobs 1/14/2019 12:40 PM

812 I don't plan to stay if you plan to put low-income housing in Seminole Woods. 1/14/2019 12:35 PM

813 n/a 1/14/2019 12:31 PM

814 health related & cost of living issues 1/14/2019 12:27 PM
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815 Create new and improved life memories. 1/14/2019 12:05 PM

816 Jobs 1/14/2019 11:51 AM

817 New Smyrna beach 1/14/2019 11:49 AM

818 Better jobs or retirement 1/14/2019 11:41 AM

819 need more warmth 1/14/2019 11:39 AM

820 Rental prices to high,jobs wages to low, and not enough good paying jobs 1/14/2019 11:22 AM

821 If Palm Coast gets more crowded and overrun with much more development, we would look for
something else.

1/14/2019 11:07 AM

822 Higher Taxes 1/14/2019 11:05 AM

823 Utility taxes getting too high, no good paying full time jobs, rents getting too high for the low wages
in the area.

1/14/2019 10:46 AM

824 high taxes and if there are any additional special taxes, change of appearance in the
neighbourhood . If crime increase.

1/14/2019 10:37 AM

825 Age 1/14/2019 10:36 AM

826 The City Council does not listen to the people Code enforcement people have to call on neighbor
controlling the debt, street lights etc.

1/14/2019 10:27 AM

827 Children’s locations 1/14/2019 10:23 AM

828 Age and grandchildren up north 1/14/2019 10:22 AM

829 Crime rate 1/14/2019 10:18 AM

830 Unfriendly people; rude New Yorkers. 1/14/2019 10:17 AM

831 Taxes, higher cost of living 1/14/2019 10:00 AM

832 N/A 1/14/2019 9:57 AM

833 N/A 1/14/2019 9:51 AM

834 No cell reception!!! 1/14/2019 9:44 AM

835 Career/Job opportunities 1/14/2019 9:27 AM

836 FEET FIRST 1/14/2019 9:13 AM

837 move closer to family 1/14/2019 9:04 AM

838 High property taxes and higher fuel prices than other cities. This is a retirement community why
are our fuel prices higher than other nearby cities?

1/14/2019 8:50 AM

839 High property taxes 1/14/2019 8:42 AM

840 We love Palm Coast its very unique offering beautiful bike and walking trails, not too many places
offer this. So we hope city will keep these trails SAFE with daily Police Patrol ... Everyday I am on
the Linear Paths and talking to other walkers they have been drug use especially around the picnic
areas, some said they have found needles in restrooms, more and more people living in the
woods, fires in the woods, … OUR TRAILS NEED TO BE PROTECTED so everyone can enjoy
this beautiful unique City.

1/14/2019 8:40 AM

841 Cost if housing too high, lack of public transportation, lack of activities for seniors 1/14/2019 8:31 AM

842 Too much growth with the wrong type of people. 1/14/2019 7:53 AM

843 n/a 1/14/2019 7:36 AM

844 To move closer to family. 1/14/2019 7:13 AM

845 Access to better stores, restaurants, theaters, etc. 1/14/2019 6:59 AM

846 taxes (water, trash....) road congestion going up, treat home owners like HOA; too many
restrictions.

1/14/2019 6:07 AM

847 N/A 1/14/2019 4:13 AM

848 To be nearer family 1/14/2019 1:48 AM

849 If 27 Seward Trail E is rezoned to multi family instead of single family likes it’s listed now. Owner
wants to put apartments in our NEIGHBORHOOD

1/13/2019 10:34 PM

850 Better job 1/13/2019 10:21 PM

851 Lack of affordable 55+ housing to downsize to. 1/13/2019 10:16 PM

852 Lack of culture, lack of public commute possibilities, walkways next to the streets. 1/13/2019 10:15 PM

853 ill health 1/13/2019 9:51 PM

854 Too many grouchy old people and expensive water 1/13/2019 9:46 PM

855 Family move 1/13/2019 9:33 PM

856 High taxes, water bill. Palm coast cares more about the plants in the medians than overflowing
water in the ditches in the neighborhoods. No one should have standing water lining the streets in
front of their homes.....Nobody! Poor management again the medians are better maintained and
neighborhoods flood...

1/13/2019 9:30 PM

857 Access to more infrastructure. 1/13/2019 9:14 PM
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858 City council and obsession with making everything pretty 1/13/2019 9:12 PM

859 Closer to work. 1/13/2019 9:11 PM

860 restrictions, bad politics, high crime, no faith in law enforcement 1/13/2019 9:01 PM

861 The cost of housing - taxes and to get closer to work in Palatka. 1/13/2019 8:54 PM

862 I hate the place. There are too many rules and regulations telling people what they can and can't
do on their own property.

1/13/2019 8:09 PM

863 live closer to family 1/13/2019 8:07 PM

864 move nearer to grandchildren 1/13/2019 7:47 PM

865 Move closer to my work in Jacksonville. 1/13/2019 7:03 PM

866 Better job with more income. 1/13/2019 6:58 PM

867 crime have increased much more then anticipated, too many duplex are being constructed in area
that will depreciate value of properties.

1/13/2019 6:53 PM

868 Better school district. Better city development ie. Sidewalks, street lights 1/13/2019 6:50 PM

869 Multi family low income apts built next to our property. PC mayor and City Council approved the
zoning change from single family

1/13/2019 6:23 PM

870 to be closer to family 1/13/2019 6:21 PM

871 Age 1/13/2019 6:17 PM

872 more land and less neighbours 1/13/2019 6:08 PM

873 Move further south 1/13/2019 6:07 PM

874 Nicer places to live than here. Traffic flow through town is painfully slow. 1/13/2019 5:52 PM

875 Retirement in a senior cumunity. 1/13/2019 5:14 PM

876 Over population. 1/13/2019 5:11 PM

877 Closer to job, less travel time 1/13/2019 4:41 PM

878 People violating parking with vehicles. Also. Codes not being inforced 1/13/2019 4:22 PM

879 The rules and regulations 1/13/2019 4:15 PM

880 the city parks,particularly, Linear Park have become dangerous places. Homeless people,who are
also drug addicts light fires,litter,camp out,and vandalize.

1/13/2019 4:12 PM

881 N/A 1/13/2019 3:41 PM

882 Excessive tax increase 1/13/2019 3:40 PM

883 I feel they are building to many homes .Which will cause the area to become to populate at a to
fast of pace .Where are quaity of life here is going to change . This place was known for retire
people and a safe place to live .

1/13/2019 3:17 PM

884 Not enough things to do, no big box stores like bj, sams, no malls, etc.. 1/13/2019 3:10 PM

885 A opportunity to build and move to a new house in Flagler Beach 1/13/2019 2:45 PM

886 Better employment and more property. 1/13/2019 2:23 PM

887 Too many rediculous petty rules and regulations. Lack of insight leadership has for life styles
outside those on the east coast.

1/13/2019 1:57 PM

888 very limited activites, shopping and restaurants are mostly big box stores and chains in my section
(B) no sense of neighborhood or community. i can pass 5 people when i'm walking, say good
morning to each of them, and hear nothing in return

1/13/2019 1:35 PM

889 High gas prices, to many people begging for pmoney, and water price is way too high 1/13/2019 1:05 PM

890 Aging issues ... I have no family left ... might lure me up north to Jacksonville where there is
currently a wider selection of nice and age appropriate and affordable homes closer to a main
airport and the Mayo Clinic. Might also return to Ireland .... depending on how Brexit and the EU
evolve. PC is mighty fine for now though and no hurry to move on yet.

1/13/2019 12:35 PM

891 Move closer to work 1/13/2019 12:29 PM

892 I would only leave if the City starts changing the zoning to put apartment buildings in current low
density housing, i.e. Seward Trail. The City already has multiple large parcels zoned for Medium
Density Housing

1/13/2019 11:59 AM

893 Summers are too hot for the wife 1/13/2019 11:51 AM

894 Limited social/ night life for younger couples. No city "downtown." I understand a lot of this is due
to Palm Coast being a newer city.

1/13/2019 11:41 AM

895 to many rules to many speeder nothing done about it 1/13/2019 11:38 AM

896 N/A 1/13/2019 11:01 AM

897 Too much crime. Hear sirens constantly. 1/13/2019 10:34 AM

898 Palm coast from 95 to route 1 needs a lot of work. Homelessness, Beggers, low income housing,
too loo tax system. From 95 to the shore is OK.

1/13/2019 10:31 AM

899 No clear town atmosphere. Lack of shopping and restaurants. Very little residential lighting and
sidewalks.

1/13/2019 10:30 AM
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900 No family life in palm coast. Activities, entertainment. Too many petty rules 1/13/2019 10:14 AM

901 Over population! The reason I chose Palm Coast was the small town feel and not overly
developed. Love trees and green spaces.

1/13/2019 9:33 AM

902 Current Mayor ideas of building low-income housing. Which will certainly deteriorate quality of life
for its current residents. Mayor Holland's insistence in building more sports playgrounds, etc. to the
detriment of needed sidewalks, lighting, and maintaining the secure environment we have had until
recently.

1/13/2019 9:24 AM

903 No high-end work opportunities, the demographics are changing, and the drug problem 1/13/2019 9:24 AM

904 High taxes 1/13/2019 9:10 AM

905 company layoffs/involuntary career change 1/13/2019 8:47 AM

906 politics 1/13/2019 7:52 AM

907 Closer to my job. I have to travel to Orlando. 1/13/2019 7:44 AM

908 Na 1/13/2019 7:42 AM

909 Traffic, rude people, too much building, lack of sidewalks, lack of culture, lack of "downtown," lack
of good restaurants, too many houses, lack of jobs, my swale is a lake, mosquitos, roads are
awful, too many regulations

1/13/2019 7:08 AM

910 I won the lottery. 1/13/2019 6:30 AM

911 To live in Ormond Beach 1/13/2019 6:17 AM

912 No shopping mall/ no nice dancing night clubs 1/13/2019 5:59 AM

913 Traffic congestion, lack of public transportation 1/13/2019 4:52 AM

914 To be closer to my grand daughter, friends and more options for socializing 1/13/2019 12:42 AM

915 N/a 1/12/2019 11:18 PM

916 Job 1/12/2019 10:59 PM

917 The mayor is a bimbo and the city is going to crap. 1/12/2019 10:31 PM

918 Financial or death of spouse 1/12/2019 10:13 PM

919 New environment 1/12/2019 10:03 PM

920 Not enough for young people here 1/12/2019 9:50 PM

921 The homeless people on the corner of Belle Terre Pkwy and PC Pkwy are getting out of control.
Strict panhandling laws need to be implemented. There are at least a dozen there, asking for
money. Sleeping in front of the bench by CVS, hanging out by the White Wolf Plaza sign - loud
with their dogs, leaving trash bags and bicycles there all day. Our teenage daughter is afraid to
walk to Publix now, because they were "complimenting" her the last time she walked passed. We
want our family to live in a city where we feel safe to walk to the store. People need to stop
handing money to these people holding cardboard signs on the corners. It started with 2 or 3
there, but around 5pm every weekday it gets to be a bit much.

1/12/2019 9:40 PM

922 Apartments placed in Seminole Woods 1/12/2019 9:30 PM

923 No sidewalks or restaurants 1/12/2019 9:26 PM

924 Family 1/12/2019 9:07 PM

925 Health 1/12/2019 9:03 PM

926 Property value decreasing esp with more multi families 1/12/2019 8:53 PM

927 Utilities cost and other restrictions 1/12/2019 8:45 PM

928 Too many people 1/12/2019 8:33 PM

929 Over building and crime 1/12/2019 7:56 PM

930 Too little new development, especially restaurants, retail and affordable housing for young people
and seniors. Too few quality non-service oriented jobs.

1/12/2019 7:54 PM

931 Work 1/12/2019 7:08 PM

932 People 1/12/2019 7:06 PM

933 Spouse retirement 1/12/2019 6:48 PM

934 No street lights, no sidewalks and curbs, no adequate drainage, children walk in the road to get
home from school. Miles of sidewalk on Colbert and Belle Terre. Nobody there. Poor city
engineering.

1/12/2019 6:38 PM

935 Family 1/12/2019 6:37 PM

936 Get rid of the pan handlers and homeless. If not we are going to oook like San Francisco. Build
more high end retirement communities. We have the hospital and medical centers.

1/12/2019 6:19 PM
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937 THIS IS A BACKWARDS COMMUNITY. IN THIS DAY AND AGE THERE SHOULD BE
STREETLIGHTS, PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION OR ACCESS TO TRANSPORTAN FOR THE
ELDERLY SO WE DON'T HAVE TO LOOK AT THE NEWS AND READ IN THE PAPER ABOUT
ANOTHER ACCIDENT ON BELLE TERRE.THE ELDERLY WHO CAN NO LONGER DRIVE CAN
TAKE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION. THERE SHOULD BE ACTIVITIES FOR THIS CHANGING
COMMUNITY. THE ELDERLY ARE DYING OFF AND LEAVING THEIR PROPERTY TO THEIR
CHILDREN WHO COME HERE WITH THEIR CHILDREN AND THERE'S NOTHING FOR THEM
TO DO. THERE'S NO "CHUCKIY CHEESE". NOTHING OF INTEREST HERE. THIS PLACE IS
MAYBERRY RFD AND AN ILLUSION TO THOSE WHO HAVE MOVED HERE INCLUDING ME.
THE ELECTRICAL CABLES HANGING THROUGH THE TREES ARE RIDICULOUS. COUNCIL
RATHER SAVE MONEY FOR THEIR OWN SELFISH REASONS THAN TO PUT THE CABLES
UNDERGROUND LIKE CLERMONT THUS AVOIDING BLACKOUTS AND LACK OF AIR
CONDITIONING FOR LONG PERIODS OF TIME. PLEASE DON'T SAY IT CANNOT BE DONE
WHEN IT CAN. I AM CERTAIN THAT TAXPAYERS WOULDN'T MIND PAYING A LITTLE MORE
TO KEEP THE LIGHTS ON AND THE AIR ON IN 85 DEGREE WEATHER.. THIS IS A
CHANGING COMMUNITY. PEOPLE ARE MOVING DOWN HERE FROM THE NORTH AND IT
WON'T BE TOO MUCH LONGER THAT YOU WILL BE ABLE TO PULL THE WOOL OVER
THEIR EYES.

1/12/2019 6:01 PM

938 better location regarding rising water levels or health. 1/12/2019 5:54 PM

939 Better opportunities 1/12/2019 5:00 PM

940 Health 1/12/2019 4:45 PM

941 Family 1/12/2019 4:39 PM

942 Not being able to fence in yard. No privacy. 1/12/2019 4:18 PM

943 Family up north. 1/12/2019 4:09 PM

944 The lack of entertainment for the kids. Understand this was intended to be a retirement community
but teenagers have nothing to do but do drugs. We need some late night events for the high
school kids.

1/12/2019 4:06 PM

945 I just have a lot. 1/12/2019 3:54 PM

946 To live in Palm Coast feels like a bad HOA. 1/12/2019 2:47 PM

947 death 1/12/2019 2:38 PM

948 Lack of arts and culture. 1/12/2019 2:33 PM

949 Health reasons. 1/12/2019 2:32 PM

950 To be closer to family 1/12/2019 2:28 PM

951 Death of a spouse or medical necessity. 1/12/2019 2:06 PM

952 Expensive, lack of jobs, things to do 1/12/2019 2:03 PM

953 Increasing crime 1/12/2019 1:59 PM

954 To many city ordinances that say what I can and can not do on my own property 1/12/2019 1:54 PM

955 Lack of city maintenance. No sidewalks, curbs, and streetlights. How did they build this place
without underground utilities? Can't drink the water, swales don't drain. Not impressed with living
here.

1/12/2019 1:32 PM

956 Would like to move fritter south to find more work 1/12/2019 1:32 PM

957 heat, humidity and hurricanes. 1/12/2019 12:51 PM

958 Age & illness, will return to NY to live near family 1/12/2019 12:42 PM

959 Nicer Beach, more restaurants, entertainment 1/12/2019 12:28 PM

960 Economic 1/12/2019 12:22 PM

961 Won the lottery 1/12/2019 12:08 PM

962 Water gargantuan fees 1/12/2019 12:05 PM

963 Can't find a nice apartment ! 1/12/2019 12:00 PM

964 I am very dissatisfied with the City's response to the horrible condition of the swale on Freeman
Lane. The swale on Freeman Lane has become a swamp and although there has been many
complains over the years, the City continues to ignore the problem.

1/12/2019 11:56 AM

965 Move closer to family. 1/12/2019 11:15 AM

966 financial 1/12/2019 11:13 AM

967 Roads and Code Enforcement does not do its job and residents look terrable 1/12/2019 11:12 AM

968 relationship 1/12/2019 11:04 AM

969 College 1/12/2019 11:03 AM

970 Move back to Frederick Md. into a senior citizen comunity 1/12/2019 10:50 AM

971 If I were to leave it would be because it is getting to crowded. 1/12/2019 10:47 AM

972 To be closer to family. 1/12/2019 10:41 AM

973 Cut the crime. Eliminate low income or affordable housing. Cut property taxes 1/12/2019 10:34 AM

974 Work. There is little to no opportunity here for a decent salary. 1/12/2019 10:05 AM
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975 Husband will be graduating college and we’ll move to Melbourne where he can start a career. 1/12/2019 10:05 AM

976 Becoming overdeveloped and crowded. 1/12/2019 9:46 AM

977 More activities and closer to major airport. It's a shame Daytona airport is very limited with flights. 1/12/2019 9:32 AM

978 Move to the beach 1/12/2019 9:31 AM

979 Family 1/12/2019 9:26 AM

980 Taxes continue to go up. Money spent on non-essential items. Over-zealous enforcement of
"building codes".

1/12/2019 9:26 AM

981 I've raised my two children here and have lived here since 1998. Palm Coast has become way too
crowded and the people are extremely rude!!! Where did all the nice people go?? They left!!

1/12/2019 8:50 AM

982 No downtown. Required to get permits to improve anything on your house is ridiculous. More city
code should be spent on people that didn't keep up and/ or improve and be happy with those that
spend the money and time to make their place look good.

1/12/2019 8:50 AM

983 Not enough places to shop or dine. Rules regarding trees are stupid. 1/12/2019 8:46 AM

984 to be nearer my northern family members/also expensive utilities here. no discount for widows .
some for sr citizens, not all.

1/12/2019 8:33 AM

985 family 1/12/2019 8:07 AM

986 Work 1/12/2019 7:31 AM

987 Lived here my entire life 1/12/2019 6:32 AM

988 Employment 1/12/2019 5:17 AM

989 Too much traffic. 1/12/2019 12:40 AM

990 Homeless starting to invade. 1/12/2019 12:23 AM

991 Move to be with family 1/11/2019 11:38 PM

992 Taxes getting too high. We are shocked at how high our taxes are here in Palm Coast. We moved
here in in 2017.

1/11/2019 11:33 PM

993 College 1/11/2019 10:29 PM

994 Commute to work 1/11/2019 10:19 PM

995 Not applicable 1/11/2019 9:52 PM

996 There are way too many panhandlers on the corners. Also, the ordinances for homeowners are a
bit much.. I have to keep my yard tip top and can’t have a boat in my driveway, but I drive 30
seconds down the road and there’s 8 bums begging for money.

1/11/2019 9:47 PM

997 Work Job wages are to low 1/11/2019 9:46 PM

998 I can't think of a reason for leaving 1/11/2019 9:39 PM

999 Dying 1/11/2019 9:31 PM

1000 Too much crime, too many low class dirtbags 1/11/2019 9:30 PM

1001 Need an assisted living facility to live in closer to my family 1/11/2019 9:20 PM

1002 lack of quality specialized doctors 1/11/2019 9:03 PM

1003 Getting older and moving closer to relatives. 1/11/2019 9:00 PM

1004 Job 1/11/2019 8:57 PM

1005 I love PC 1/11/2019 8:55 PM

1006 Bringing in low income housing. We don't need more crime and higher taxes. Why should we pay
more for people who have more kids! That means more schools. And more crimes. Check
statistics. We do not want to turn into south Florida. Keep PC nice and peaceful.

1/11/2019 8:41 PM

1007 health 1/11/2019 8:38 PM

1008 High Rents 1/11/2019 8:35 PM

1009 It got too big, too crowd too many strip malls 1/11/2019 8:17 PM

1010 Code enforcement is poor on property upkeep and vehicles on lawns and no money is spent on
zombie homes.

1/11/2019 8:14 PM

1011 death of my spouse 1/11/2019 7:54 PM

1012 Restaurants, shopping mall, senior single homes 1/11/2019 7:34 PM

1013 Work in St.Augustine/Jax 1/11/2019 7:32 PM

1014 This city needs infrastructure and jobs. There should be no reason to drive an hour and a half to
Jacksonville to make a living.

1/11/2019 7:20 PM

1015 Career opportunities 1/11/2019 7:06 PM

1016 Too many low life's moving in, bringing crime, pit bulls/dogs & dog feces;excessive vehicles per
household. Recent change to code slowing one car garage unrealistic. Too much focus on
repeating errors of northeast cities such as so called affordable housing .wasteful spending by
local government such as playground tarps, police ops center, city hall, community center rebuild.
Need more sidewalk, need more code enforcement, better traffic engineering e.g.: city walk
parking lot, Walmart entrances.

1/11/2019 6:25 PM
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1017 Job ! 1/11/2019 6:20 PM

1018 crime 1/11/2019 6:10 PM

1019 At this time I do not live in Palm Coast, I only own property there. 1/11/2019 5:56 PM

1020 job 1/11/2019 5:46 PM

1021 Arts & social contacts 1/11/2019 5:38 PM

1022 The fact that I purchased a home and invested in a full renovation and the swale in front of my
house at 24 Freeman Ln is infested with frogs, mosquitoes and even snakes. So much for a
quality retirement option.

1/11/2019 5:33 PM

1023 I moved in with my aging mother but work outside of Palm Coast. 1/11/2019 5:32 PM

1024 To be closer to kids 1/11/2019 5:18 PM

1025 NO YMCA or COSCO 1/11/2019 5:17 PM

1026 Not leaving at this time 1/11/2019 5:14 PM

1027 employment 1/11/2019 5:09 PM

1028 Better health care 1/11/2019 4:46 PM

1029 demographics 1/11/2019 4:41 PM

1030 Health 1/11/2019 4:36 PM

1031 More cultural offerings and better relationship between the city government and the people. 1/11/2019 4:22 PM

1032 Work Transfer 1/11/2019 4:16 PM

1033 Change in living arrangements, i.e. someone dies, someone needs me elsewhere 1/11/2019 4:16 PM

1034 Family lives on the west coast. 1/11/2019 4:08 PM

1035 Not moving 1/11/2019 4:04 PM

1036 Our water bill is very high and I wouldn't let my dog drink it. We have been waiting over 2 years to
have our swale fixed. Everytime we call we are told a different excuse why they can't repair it. We
are also concerned about duplexes and low cost apartment buildings being built. We feel that it will
lower our property values.

1/11/2019 3:55 PM

1037 Not leaving 1/11/2019 3:49 PM

1038 Na 1/11/2019 3:44 PM

1039 aging - 86 possible inability to maintain present retirement home 1/11/2019 3:43 PM

1040 Not expected to leaving 1/11/2019 3:40 PM

1041 If I become unable to take care of myself. 1/11/2019 3:39 PM

1042 Cleaner nicer area 1/11/2019 3:24 PM

1043 Constantly raising taxes. 1/11/2019 3:21 PM

1044 If there was a Multi Family Building built in MY Neighborhood in the U Section! 1/11/2019 3:06 PM

1045 How many restrictions are put on home owners and citizens 1/11/2019 2:52 PM

1046 I died. 1/11/2019 2:41 PM

1047 Prefer more rural living, utilities costs 1/11/2019 2:41 PM

1048 Death 1/11/2019 2:29 PM

1049 Traffic need more policeman 1/11/2019 2:21 PM

1050 Move more south to warmer weather after parents pass 1/11/2019 2:18 PM

1051 Tax increases and over commercialization 1/11/2019 2:14 PM

1052 probably dead 1/11/2019 2:11 PM

1053 Not many friends and no family. Too much upkeep on home. 1/11/2019 2:08 PM

1054 Not enough commercial gyms, majority of city closes at 9 pm, no where for middle aged people to
socialize. PC currently caters to families w/ kids and senior citizens.

1/11/2019 2:00 PM

1055 Lack of employment and high crime and drugs. 1/11/2019 1:46 PM

1056 Not enough to do. No Large retail stores ( besides Home Depot and Lowes). Would like to have a
better selection of stores and not have to go to other locations.

1/11/2019 1:40 PM

1057 Increase of loitering and traffic. 1/11/2019 1:32 PM

1058 If you change the zoning and you zone it for low cost housing so close to my house. All other
sections seem to get upgrades. Maybe the S section is going to be the getto section for Palm
Coast. I don't want to move I love it here. Please don't make me. I don't want to live in the getto.

1/11/2019 1:31 PM

1059 Move next to kids 1/11/2019 1:24 PM

1060 i love palm coast but i am becoming unclear if i want to stay in a town that now has clusters of
homeless hanging out right in the open. i dont understand how that is allowed. if you have a brand
new air conditioner installed you must shield it from the street because it is an eye sore. cant have
your trash cans or recycle bins in view, they are an eye sore....... how can these people loiter and
hang out with all their belongings on the sidewalks of palm coast? belle terre and palm coast pky
by publix, very sad..... takes away from the beauty of palm coast.

1/11/2019 1:23 PM
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1061 Change in job 1/11/2019 1:22 PM

1062 To many rules... 1/11/2019 1:17 PM

1063 I don't want to leave but these rentals are destroying Palm Coast!! Many of them are a mess! 1/11/2019 12:58 PM

1064 Too much development happening as far as housing is concerned. Really bringing down property
values but taxes keep going up.

1/11/2019 12:58 PM

1065 Not enough jobs for adults 1/11/2019 12:50 PM

1066 Higher pay 1/11/2019 12:44 PM

1067 If you build anymore lower income housing. Or allow more rental homes in retirement
communities or near retirement communities. Like the jungle hut toad project.

1/11/2019 12:38 PM

1068 Inadequacies and inconsistencies in traffic pollution, too much code and regulations on private
home property failure to maintain streets and drainage.

1/11/2019 12:12 PM

1069 Crowded. No premium jobs. 1/11/2019 12:12 PM

1070 rising crime ineffective politiians 1/11/2019 12:11 PM

1071 Declining neighborhoods 1/11/2019 12:07 PM

1072 Better job opportunity, wasteful spending by our city leaders or influx of crime 1/11/2019 12:01 PM

1073 Annoying, unregulated training flights at airport. Lack of support from officials regarding height of
planes over my home.

1/11/2019 11:55 AM

1074 Too crowded, poor street light timing 1/11/2019 11:54 AM

1075 Bored. Unless you are a golfer or can afford to buy a boat and rent marina space there is nothing
to do here and once the dog track closes there will be even less to do.

1/11/2019 11:49 AM

1076 Several of which I choose not to disclose. I will say the additional taxes on salt water canal Homes
is one of my concerns.

1/11/2019 11:28 AM

1077 Follow my children/grandchildren to new places 1/11/2019 11:27 AM

1078 not enough national or chain restaurants and things to do 1/11/2019 11:27 AM

1079 The major reason most people move to Palm Coast is its location it made a great retirement
community however businesses have taken over traffic has gotten exceedingly bad and we’re still
inviting more business opportunities if the businesses were moved outside the city limits it would
be better for all . The roads should’ve been the first priority and then the businesses,spending in
this town has gotten out of hand, it seems like the only answer is spend more money and not look
at better ways to manage the money that you have it’s a great town it’s just managed wrong I feel
that if everybody sit down and looked at the problems that we have they would surely come up
with a solution, placing duplexes in all these communities has really caused the property value to
go down I’m not saying that less fortunate people should not have a cheaper place to live and
where they live but we should be realistic the average rent for a duplex is around $1200 it’s
cheaper to pay a mortgage then it is to pay rent. If you want to help those that just want to pay rent
set a side some of your property out on route one for only duplexes her apartment complexes .
The other thing I’d like to mention is the cost of water around here, I’ve noticed that you’ve raised
the water bill not much I might add to cover expenses for an update however you can’t tell me that
with all the people that have moved in this area that it doesn’t cover the expenses surely you don’t
have to pay all the expenses at one time he could be done through bond over a period of time like
I said earlier people need to sit down and think about these things Again I’d like to say this is a
great area and with just a little thinking we can make our dollar go along way thank you

1/11/2019 11:18 AM

1080 Employment 1/11/2019 11:13 AM

1081 It would be to move somewhere as good but possible cheaper 1/11/2019 11:13 AM

1082 Cost of living. 1/11/2019 11:11 AM

1083 Lack of diverse retail, cost of living, lack of info for local activities (question 5), a decrease in home
value mostly due to hurricanes.

1/11/2019 11:09 AM

1084 Want to be in the country 1/11/2019 11:05 AM

1085 overcrowding, increasing taxes for schools and services 1/11/2019 10:57 AM

1086 To much government control, taxes are outrageous, wasteful spending by the commission. 1/11/2019 10:51 AM

1087 Living on the island and having to evacuate during storms 1/11/2019 10:46 AM

1088 I am staying but these rental properties esp. duplexes are getting Palm Coast to look shabby 1/11/2019 10:45 AM

1089 lots of nasty old entitled people who can't mind there own business. The place is great - the people
(not all but the majority) are not nice.

1/11/2019 10:36 AM

1090 Lack of businesses restaurants, gyms, grocery stores, and retail shops!! 1/11/2019 10:25 AM

1091 I live in the woodlands, moved there for the preserve. the whole area is being developed now and
this is removing my forest. I will most likely leave to somewhere where i do not see just houses.

1/11/2019 10:25 AM

1092 the water bill is too high 1/11/2019 10:14 AM

1093 You can't park a boat at your house fore a longer time. Maybe Palm Coast could provide Free
storage.

1/11/2019 10:07 AM

1094 We are retired on fixed income. Will leave when passed away. 1/11/2019 10:05 AM

1095 Never leaving 1/11/2019 10:00 AM

1096 no good upperclass shopping or restaurants 1/11/2019 10:00 AM
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1097 Trashy properties, rentals unmaintained, lack of good restaurants, needs another Wal-Mart, needs
a Sams Club, needs flood culverts regraded, at some point in time a non toll bridge.

1/11/2019 9:56 AM

1098 City does not enforce codes the CODE ENFORCEMENT is a joke also the sheriff dept. NEED TO
DO THERE JOB and not be afraid

1/11/2019 9:55 AM

1099 Not enough good retail. 1/11/2019 9:53 AM

1100 Everything is too far apart and no city buses 1/11/2019 9:52 AM

1101 No public transport system 1/11/2019 9:28 AM

1102 We would leave because of the horrible cell service not only in our community, Grand Haven, but
throughout areas of Palm Coast. It is dangerous during hurricanes, and an inconvenience in
general.

1/11/2019 9:27 AM

1103 Cooper! how can you murder a dog when there was another option???? disgusting southern
states are so quick to kill anything that moves! shame!!!!!

1/11/2019 9:26 AM

1104 Work 1/11/2019 9:21 AM

1105 Water, sewer, and storm water bills way to high. 1/11/2019 9:15 AM

1106 building a house in DeLand 1/11/2019 9:13 AM

1107 Too much development. The loss of native vegetation that has occurred since I moved here is very
sad. Palm Coast should be buying up as much land as it can to preserve the beauty, rather than
letting developers cut everything down. A good example is the Los Lagos development at
Matanzas Lakes, an incredible amount of trees have been cut down to build useless stick-built
houses that will probably blow away in the next hurricane. Palm Coast still has that feel of "Old
Florida", which is dangerously close to disappearing, and becoming just another overbuilt
community that looks just like any other community.

1/11/2019 9:10 AM

1108 I love it here I don't plan to leave any time soon. 1/11/2019 9:05 AM

1109 family 1/11/2019 9:03 AM

1110 Move to a city without such a restrictive city code. 1/11/2019 9:03 AM

1111 Too congested. 1/11/2019 9:00 AM

1112 Most entertainment is at night & it's too dark for me to drive. I miss out on most shows & festivals. 1/11/2019 8:47 AM

1113 Lack of recreational facilities for younger folks: skating rink, miniature golf, arcades, etc. 1/11/2019 8:42 AM

1114 Family obligations up north 1/11/2019 8:34 AM

1115 family ties in the north 1/11/2019 8:31 AM

1116 Poor street landscape planning and waste of money except road ways. No walkways in Sections.
No place for children to play except roads. Failing septic systems.

1/11/2019 8:30 AM

1117 higher paying job 1/11/2019 8:27 AM

1118 Younger community 1/11/2019 8:25 AM

1119 Congestion. Possibility of low cost multi family housing being erected in residential communities. 1/11/2019 8:23 AM

1120 Employment. Can't find a good paying job here. 1/11/2019 8:22 AM

1121 Younger community 1/11/2019 8:21 AM

1122 Too many restrictions, and regulations. Such as not allowed to keep water vessels in yard, not
allowed to park ANYWHERE other than your driveway, not even in front of your home without
receiving a ticket.

1/11/2019 8:15 AM

1123 Code Enforcement, and some of the ridiculous codes in place. Especially for small businesses. 1/11/2019 8:04 AM

1124 Traffic 1/11/2019 8:02 AM

1125 So many kids and busy areas 1/11/2019 7:56 AM

1126 Life situation forces me to leave. 1/11/2019 7:55 AM

1127 We currently do not live there but intend to build a house. 1/11/2019 7:54 AM

1128 Family issues 1/11/2019 7:51 AM

1129 Deteriorating conditions 1/11/2019 7:36 AM

1130 Government corruption, code changes discriminates, won’t allow new what already exists, utility
departments poor, especially customer service is terrible, no flexibility, Palm Coast rules like a
King , not a servant, which is like being a boss not a leader, FYI many people feel this way, and
many have already left because of it, you need to change your philosophy Palm Coast or your
growth records will change

1/11/2019 7:28 AM

1131 work 1/11/2019 7:26 AM

1132 Jobs , lack of light in the streets 1/11/2019 7:23 AM

1133 Can't keep my boat at my house. Forces me tomove to Ormond. Otherwise I love palm coast. 1/11/2019 7:23 AM

1134 n/a 1/11/2019 7:14 AM

1135 Property tax increases 1/11/2019 6:56 AM

1136 Shopping 1/11/2019 6:35 AM

1137 Building apts or condos in my area. Seminole woods..I didnt buy here 18 yrs ago to have apts in
my backyard

1/11/2019 6:27 AM
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1138 No changes 1/11/2019 5:32 AM

1139 To get closer to family or if its becomes too expensive 1/11/2019 5:25 AM

1140 Work opportunities 1/11/2019 4:32 AM

1141 The people moving to Palm Coast renters, section 8 and no industry's 1/11/2019 4:10 AM

1142 Palm Coast was created initially to be a unique retirement community but the City is promoting
growth without any consideration for its impact on the original concept. It is no longer a retirement
community. The level of crime in our City is not perpetrated by the retirees. The large influx of
young families moving in are placing an ever-increasing burden on our taxpayers who came here
to enjoy their Golden Years on Social Security and other fixed pensions.

1/11/2019 4:02 AM

1143 Retirement, moving away from city taxes code enforcement section 8 housing 1/11/2019 3:35 AM

1144 Lack of entertainment/restaurants/shopping 1/11/2019 2:20 AM

1145 Crime is on the rise, there are ways to slow it down & hope your Sheriff does the right microtonal
slow it down? I’m retired from NJ state Law Enforcement but able to help with this small growing
city. Before it gets out of hand Good luck �.

1/11/2019 1:44 AM

1146 City keeps raising taxes and city officials don't follow what tax paying citizens want funded. The
mayor and others spend tax dollars and their pet projects to make impressions to attract new
residents to the city,

1/11/2019 12:13 AM

1147 Move further south 1/10/2019 11:54 PM

1148 No freedom with own land. You need a permit for absolutely anything and everything. I can't even
park something in my OWN driveway if I want to.

1/10/2019 10:54 PM

1149 1) Single party government is not good. The arrogance of some local men in government is
appalling. 2) Also the actions of city workers seen destroying campaign signs of democratic
candidates make me feel unwelcome in this town. 3) Sub-standard health care. Spouse was
misdiagnosed by three doctors in Palm Coast. Simple diagnosis that was missed.

1/10/2019 10:42 PM

1150 Widespread disrespect for residents by an ever increasing transient populations. NO existence of
traffic control, cars flying up and down street at 15 to 30 mph over speed limits day and night.
Multiple rental homes with many single adults no noise control at night. Trash thrown from vehicles
everyday. 15 years ago PC was a 9 or 10 for quality of life - today a 3 at best.

1/10/2019 10:35 PM

1151 Lack of affordable senior apartments to downsize from home ownership 1/10/2019 10:17 PM

1152 WAY TOO MUCH money is spent on beautifying Palm Coast over it's FUNCTION. There are
REAL problems that need addressing!! Examples are: Sewage and storm water drainage,
especially in certain areas, are not being addressed. Also, overgrown lots with growth right up to
within 2-3 feet from houses when 10 feet away from a house is the law! Calls to the city offices
regarding these problems never being answered after numerous calls are made regarding them.
After so many years people get tired of paying higher and higher taxes only to not have ANY of the
REAL problems addressed BUT you can bet you are going to see a brand new EXPENSIVE piece
of equipment just to blow leaves and pine needles off walking trails. A lot of things like that are not
needed when you have WAY BIGGER issues with the FUNCTION of a city and the people who
are forced to endure all of the disfunction.

1/10/2019 10:13 PM

1153 Universities 1/10/2019 10:08 PM

1154 Closer to work in Jacksonville 1/10/2019 10:01 PM

1155 N/A 1/10/2019 9:33 PM

1156 If it starts to get more overcrowded or if law enforcement starts to be lax, inviting rising crime. 1/10/2019 9:12 PM

1157 N/A 1/10/2019 9:09 PM

1158 More land to live on 1/10/2019 9:06 PM

1159 I 1/10/2019 9:06 PM

1160 More real jobs 1/10/2019 9:05 PM

1161 Lack of good paying jobs. 1/10/2019 9:04 PM

1162 I would have died. 1/10/2019 8:59 PM

1163 There are no social programs for the homeless and low income community that I volunteer for. It
feels there's not enough diversity and activities.

1/10/2019 8:54 PM

1164 More space. Too crowded. 1/10/2019 8:31 PM

1165 Move closer to family 1/10/2019 8:24 PM

1166 Quality of life 1/10/2019 8:12 PM

1167 Less congestion 1/10/2019 8:09 PM

1168 Getting too crowded, traffic. Plan on moving to more rural area in Panhandle. 1/10/2019 7:59 PM

1169 return to birth state 1/10/2019 7:58 PM

1170 Looking for a places with more cultural opportunities and jobs. 1/10/2019 7:55 PM

1171 I love how they take care of our city. 1/10/2019 7:52 PM

1172 City ordinances are worse than a home owners association. 1/10/2019 7:51 PM

1173 No jobs - no good restaurants- too many chain restaurants. No good shopping stores. 1/10/2019 7:47 PM

1174 Increasing amount of traffic congestion, lack of basic neighborhood amenities such as sidewalks
and street lights.

1/10/2019 7:47 PM
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1175 I want to be closer to family and have more things to do that are more reasonably priced for
seniors.

1/10/2019 7:47 PM

1176 work relocation. 1/10/2019 7:46 PM

1177 better job opportunities 1/10/2019 7:43 PM

1178 Lack of good=paying jobs, not enough to do for kids and teenagers. 1/10/2019 7:37 PM

1179 The personal property restrictions, the ridiculous amount of permits for basic things (yard sales ect)
and the lack of entertainment for families and children just to name a few...

1/10/2019 7:33 PM

1180 Not enough good restaurant, people drive like idiots, poor wages. 1/10/2019 7:28 PM

1181 We feel that things are being overlooked, as in people not taking care of their homes, people
working on their vehicles in their driveways for weeks on end, etc. People aren’t made to follow
the cities codes anymore.

1/10/2019 7:21 PM

1182 I'm going on 86, I hope I have at least 5 more years in Palm Coast. 1/10/2019 7:20 PM

1183 Lack of employment with liveable wage. Utilities are too high, particularly the water rates. 1/10/2019 7:18 PM

1184 No jobs that pay well. Water rates are too high. Only worried about bringing retirees in with money. 1/10/2019 7:17 PM

1185 To high of taxes and to much government waste,the city wastes tax payers money and then keeps
raising taxes to make up for it.

1/10/2019 7:15 PM

1186 Job related only 1/10/2019 7:12 PM

1187 To get away from the restrictions imposed on us as if we lived in an HOA, which we don't care for.
I'd love to be able to park work vehicles, etc in our driveway, and if we'd know then, what we know
now, would have never moved here! water rates are extremely high , another factor, and it seems
the Government of Palm Coast is more interested in flowers that die polluting our landscape,
bushes in the site path of oncoming vehicles are more important then street lights and sidewalks !
I'll be glad to move into my RV and see how other city's thrive while exploring our Beautiful Nation
!

1/10/2019 7:11 PM

1188 Besides a Movie Theater and a long overdue Race Trac, there is nothing to do for kids through
adults. It is so sad to see construction projects that seem to be half done and forgotten.
(Sidewalks, plazas etc.) What is sad is there is no local GYM for the community like a YMCA or
even a Planet Fitness on 100.

1/10/2019 7:08 PM

1189 Too many homeless people hanging out on the main streets begging doe money. 1/10/2019 7:02 PM

1190 NA 1/10/2019 7:01 PM

1191 I win the lottery 1/10/2019 6:59 PM

1192 Job 1/10/2019 6:58 PM

1193 Too many stupid rules 1/10/2019 6:55 PM

1194 Not expecting to leave. 1/10/2019 6:50 PM

1195 Moving to the west coast of Florida 1/10/2019 6:50 PM

1196 Country living. 1/10/2019 6:49 PM

1197 No down town. I like little mom and pa stores, little cafes, art shops. Too many
restrictions/rules/regulations. Lastly, We need a business friendly agenda. One that gives new
business incentives to build here. If you do it right Palm Coast will flourish.

1/10/2019 6:49 PM

1198 Low income construction will only deteriorate the town, our homes will loose value a will the town
itself

1/10/2019 6:47 PM

1199 Income 1/10/2019 6:45 PM

1200 Better paying opportunities. 1/10/2019 6:44 PM

1201 close to work 1/10/2019 6:43 PM

1202 Better housing costs. 1/10/2019 6:32 PM

1203 Recreation, cultural opportunities 1/10/2019 6:31 PM

1204 Move into different home or area. 1/10/2019 6:27 PM

1205 Family 1/10/2019 6:26 PM

1206 Na 1/10/2019 6:20 PM

1207 Family 1/10/2019 6:14 PM

1208 Higher than expected property taxes. 1/10/2019 6:13 PM

1209 Increased crime and increased cost of living (taxes,utilities) 1/10/2019 5:58 PM

1210 I have no plans to leave unless my living expenses continue to rise out of hand. 1/10/2019 5:53 PM

1211 Too many new comers appointed to political positions in the city that fail to understand that their
primary goal should be learning to adapt to the local environment, and learn the needs of SENIOR
citizens that provide based upon their annuities and savings the monies that the city rely upon to
fund the needs of the citizens. Palm Coast initially was not developed as a community that goals
were to depend upon business growth; growth that required solicitation of new business to meet
the needs of young people who may have followed their parents and grandparents to become
residents of Palm Coast.

1/10/2019 5:52 PM

1212 Job 1/10/2019 5:51 PM
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1213 non enforcement of the restricted deeds and code enforcement being told to stand down. the
neighbor hoods are filling up with junk and unkept properties.

1/10/2019 5:50 PM

1214 I don't expect to leave. 1/10/2019 5:48 PM

1215 Family 1/10/2019 5:34 PM

1216 it's management, it's people etc. etc. etc. 1/10/2019 5:31 PM

1217 Too many people Food prices Speeding vehicles 1/10/2019 5:28 PM

1218 Nice city, great location 1/10/2019 5:26 PM

1219 Family 1/10/2019 5:17 PM

1220 Congestion 1/10/2019 5:10 PM

1221 Lack of meaningful employment. I have worked (and currently work) for likely 3 of the top 5
employers in Palm Coast. Beyond that, I don't feel that there are any other sources of meaningful
employment. In my opinion, the top 5 employers in the Palm Coast area are (in no particular
order) Flagler County (local Government and Law Enforcement), The City of Plam Coast, Flagler
County Schools, Hammock Beach Resort and Palm Coast Data.

1/10/2019 5:05 PM

1222 NA 1/10/2019 5:04 PM

1223 There are very few quality job opportunities. This community remains mostly a retirement-type of
place, and most of the jobs around here are in the service industry, which are low-paying.

1/10/2019 5:04 PM

1224 My family on the West side in Los Angeles, but I visit them and they visit me every year 1/10/2019 4:58 PM

1225 Not leaving 1/10/2019 4:57 PM

1226 If I were to leave Palm Coast it would to move closer to a job 1/10/2019 4:56 PM

1227 Crime in certain areas, property taxes. Should raise them on the areas will need to get the crime
out of. No more low income housing. Do we want palm coast to be the next Palm Beach/Naples.
Or Orlando.

1/10/2019 4:54 PM

1228 Low Class Citizens 1/10/2019 4:46 PM

1229 Death 1/10/2019 4:41 PM

1230 Housing to meet my needs for senior. I am interested in a new community that would offer patio
home type living. Palm Coast is lacking in this area.

1/10/2019 4:38 PM

1231 N/A 1/10/2019 4:35 PM

1232 Lack of work, different stores, good healthcare, affordability of taxes, utilities! 1/10/2019 4:32 PM

1233 job 1/10/2019 4:30 PM

1234 Airport noise 1/10/2019 4:29 PM

1235 move closer to children 1/10/2019 4:21 PM

1236 Desire better entertainment options. 1/10/2019 4:12 PM

1237 1. The excessive laws for home owners 2. The excessively restrictive building codes (you keep
contractors out) 3. Jobs. You need to take care of 1,2 and offer incentives for businesses to want
to be here

1/10/2019 4:11 PM

1238 employment 1/10/2019 4:08 PM

1239 Water is extremely expensive. All area should have side walks, and to many rules and permits
needed to do certain things.

1/10/2019 4:08 PM

1240 Death 1/10/2019 4:04 PM

1241 Job relocation. 1/10/2019 4:04 PM

1242 Overdevelopment. I’ve heard about multiple shopping centers being planned. What good is that if
there aren’t any decent jobs here? There is no industry in the city, but there are plenty of grocery
stores, restaurants and dollar stores. If there are no jobs, the city will continue to attract a lower
class of citizenry.

1/10/2019 4:00 PM

1243 forcing out of small busineses trying to make a living,Code enforcement being unrealistic,unable to
park our work vehicles in our own driveways.

1/10/2019 3:59 PM

1244 Code enforcement is ridiculous. 1/10/2019 3:59 PM

1245 City government spending money on things the citizens voted down (new city hall, community
center renovations) and raising taxes.

1/10/2019 3:50 PM

1246 Work 1/10/2019 3:49 PM

1247 Health I have IPF @ age 78 life expectancy 1-3 years 1/10/2019 3:47 PM

1248 To be nearer to kids 1/10/2019 3:47 PM
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1249 While I understand there has to be ordinances, and they do lead to a clean and nice looking city,
it's like sometimes living under a microscope. My law abiding, hard working husband comes home,
with a custom NICE enclosed work trailer and he gets a ticket. Parked in OUR driveway, so he
doesn't have to drive an extra 50 miles to pick it up at 3a.m, he picks it up from Daytona and keeps
it about 9 hours overnight...and wakes up to a ticket. Do you know how sad that it is? He works
hard, and does nothing wrong, and wakes up to a ticket on the side of his trailer. Not blocking
anything, not taking up the road, and yet the city still has to come and nit pick. You have to ask
and get a permit to sneeze it seems like! No thanks! Our permanent residence will be out in
Bunnell or Flagler Beach, where they are more relaxed and not driving around looking like little
weasels looking for a code violation. What else.. oh street lights would be nice maybe? Do you
know how sick and tired I am of watching plants change out for what seems like every 4 days...yet
our neighborhood is left in the dark? I know we aren't the only one. And the water bill...oh the
lovely water bill. Never in my life have I paid so much on taxes and other fees and water..Palm
Coast should be ashamed. For the money people pay in I shouldn't see ONE SPECK of trash
around here....and I can point to several neglected places in public view that needs to be cleaned
up. It's not the worst place in the world to live..but it's not the best. I think you over police your
codes and policies, you take and take on the water bills, and you spend money irresponsibly when
other more important things are needed. And charging people to have animals for licensing is a
crock of bullshit, owning pets is already expensive enough!!

1/10/2019 3:46 PM

1250 I don't plan to leave Palm Coast . 1/10/2019 3:45 PM

1251 The duplexes are destroying Palm Coast. And they are building streets of them in every section.
Seagate is slapping them together and they usually are rentals and usually trashed. Areas where
the duplexes are look ghetto. I moved to Palm Coast cause it was pretty. I love the restrictions but
nothing is done by the ghetto looking outside of many of them. Very sad. City needs to enforce
restrictions with the slum lords that buy the duplexes to rent !!!!

1/10/2019 3:41 PM

1252 When I die, I'm 94. 1/10/2019 3:41 PM

1253 Social Democrats in government 1/10/2019 3:33 PM

1254 Access to good retail and restaurants and social and arts events. 1/10/2019 3:28 PM

1255 Back to family in the north 1/10/2019 3:23 PM

1256 Moving 1/10/2019 3:20 PM

1257 Safety concerns. 1/10/2019 3:17 PM

1258 Job transfer 1/10/2019 3:12 PM

1259 Seems like neighborhood is declining Especially with the rentals 1/10/2019 3:11 PM

1260 To seek a retirement friendly community 1/10/2019 3:11 PM

1261 home with family 1/10/2019 3:11 PM

1262 Death in the family 1/10/2019 3:10 PM

1263 Homeless people; plans for government subsidized housing. 1/10/2019 3:09 PM

1264 change in life circumstances. 1/10/2019 3:03 PM

1265 Too many pan handlers. There is a group of them by the library and they literally take shifts. They
live behind the library in the woods.

1/10/2019 3:02 PM

1266 Too crowded 1/10/2019 3:02 PM

1267 May retire to the Tampa region. Nicer beaches, warmer water, more to do (especially restaurants),
fewer headaches with city government.

1/10/2019 3:00 PM

1268 First off there is nothing to do here besides drinking. Second it is surrounded by old people who do
not know how to drive or obey traffic laws.

1/10/2019 2:59 PM

1269 Cost of potable water is very high, unlighted streets, property taxes are getting higher and
expenses due to city beautification is getting too much.

1/10/2019 2:59 PM

1270 housing 1/10/2019 2:58 PM

1271 Low paying jobs 1/10/2019 2:49 PM

1272 Downsize and move closer to family. 1/10/2019 2:46 PM

1273 I don’t want to live in a town where I can expect to see my child die in the roads with little to no
justice to be done by providing very much needed street lights in residential areas, watching the
city instead spend their whole budget on “beautification” and non-necessities.

1/10/2019 2:43 PM

1274 work related 1/10/2019 2:42 PM

1275 Health issues 1/10/2019 2:41 PM

1276 Heading to the mountains 1/10/2019 2:35 PM

1277 very few establishment, road very dark at night and many more 1/10/2019 2:33 PM

1278 NONE 1/10/2019 2:29 PM

1279 Age, needing help with every day activities 1/10/2019 2:27 PM

1280 Depends on the City of Palm Coast? Decision to allow or not allow the rezoning of 27 Seward Trl E
from single family to multi family? I say NO Change needed !

1/10/2019 2:23 PM

1281 divorce 1/10/2019 2:15 PM

1282 College 1/10/2019 2:05 PM

1283 A new adventure 1/10/2019 2:05 PM
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1284 My family and job are here. 1/10/2019 2:00 PM

1285 lack of skilled job opportunities and low pay 1/10/2019 1:58 PM

1286 Cost of living here. 1/10/2019 1:57 PM

1287 Live closer to my daughter and grandchildren in N.C. 1/10/2019 1:53 PM

1288 Littering in neighborhoods. 1/10/2019 1:50 PM

1289 Traffic 1/10/2019 1:48 PM

1290 After retirement, move closer to children 1/10/2019 1:46 PM

1291 Just to move out of the state of Florida to Colorado(mountains) 1/10/2019 1:45 PM

1292 They are too strict with their rules regarding our own property, what can be stored on it, etc. We
would move somewhere with more land and less regulations

1/10/2019 1:41 PM

1293 If I do not find a good job. 1/10/2019 1:41 PM

1294 Too many rules and regulations. Code Enforcement picks on the most tedious things within
properties.

1/10/2019 1:37 PM

1295 Taxes and to mush developement 1/10/2019 1:35 PM

1296 none 1/10/2019 1:31 PM

1297 Too much development, leading to overcrowded conditions, heavy traffic,etc. 1/10/2019 1:28 PM

1298 The crime rate and drugs 1/10/2019 1:28 PM

1299 Taxes, prices of homes rentals, lack of things to do, need more stores restaurants (chains). Local
Gov spending money unnecessary items instead of lighting sidewalks. Local government doesn't
listen to the needs and wants of the people.

1/10/2019 1:25 PM

1300 Cost of living is to high I've lived here 30years and this is the highest its ever been my family and i
are homeless

1/10/2019 1:19 PM

1301 expansion due to zoning changes in my neighborhood Seminole Woods 1/10/2019 1:17 PM

1302 Zoning regulations. Residents are harassed for having a boat or trailer in their driveway.
Additionally, drivers speeding through our residential neighborhoods. And finally, the proposal of
multi family structures in our residential neighborhoods. It appears that city leaders are not looking
out for the good of our residents.

1/10/2019 1:14 PM

1303 There are no sidewalks and residents speed down the neighborhood streets, which makes it a
less than desirable place for children to grow up. They are trapped to our yard most of the time.

1/10/2019 1:13 PM

1304 To many multi family homes in this city. Too many renters and not enough home owners. Rental
properties become trashy looking. It can also cause gun shooting/violence in this city.

1/10/2019 1:13 PM

1305 People attitude, disregard for ones property. 1/10/2019 1:13 PM

1306 Business opportunities ,jobs availability ,more shopping and restaurant options 1/10/2019 1:11 PM

1307 infrastructure not keeping up with population. Over crowding of area. 1/10/2019 1:11 PM

1308 Depends if the quality of life, appearance and property value decreases. I moved here because it
has lots of wooded and rural areas.

1/10/2019 1:10 PM

1309 Too many multi-family homes which has too many renters. The more renters, the more likely you
will have people not caring for the property they are living at. It also brings in people that have
been dealing with drugs which can cause violence and shootings throughout the community.

1/10/2019 1:10 PM

1310 Dark streets, crime and inaction by city to do regular maintenance of all swales. 1/10/2019 1:08 PM

1311 The attitudes of the people and politics, housing costs. 1/10/2019 1:04 PM

1312 High taxes 1/10/2019 1:04 PM

1313 Overcrowded 1/10/2019 1:04 PM

1314 House Taxes too high 1/10/2019 1:03 PM

1315 Health 1/10/2019 1:01 PM

1316 Work or CoL 1/10/2019 1:01 PM

1317 Worst drivers I’ve ever experienced in the 30 plus countries I’ve visited and lived in. I was almost
killed in a hit and run and I’ve had enough. The lack of law enforcement of traffic laws and drivers
keeps killing people and we do nothing about it.

1/10/2019 12:58 PM

1318 Mountains 1/10/2019 12:55 PM

1319 age 1/10/2019 12:49 PM

1320 closure to work ---manufacturing 1/10/2019 12:36 PM

1321 traffic handling is very poor. stop signs up in trees unble to see them. high hedges at crucial
turning points also unable to see.

1/10/2019 12:30 PM

1322 n/a 1/10/2019 12:29 PM
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1323 I have had bike's stolen from my garage on 2 separate occasions the first I left my garage door
open to get some air in it when I went to close the door 1 bike was missing the 2nd time I came
home I went to the bathroom not even 5 min.the 2nd bike was gone. I told the police about it his
response was ''It's the times we live in now''.He was very blase' about it. Is this the attitude the
police force has. You mean you can't leave your garage open for 5 min. in fear something is going
to be robbed from you garage or home.I live in the P section I wonder if it's this way in all sections
.

1/10/2019 12:24 PM

1324 To be closer to family 1/10/2019 12:21 PM

1325 Codes and taxes 1/10/2019 12:20 PM

1326 taxes,homeless on the streets 1/10/2019 12:19 PM

1327 Too busy and growing. 1/10/2019 12:19 PM

1328 job opportunity 1/10/2019 12:18 PM

1329 Professional job opportunities, entertainment/cultural options, historic housing/housing options with
character vs. "cookie cutter" homes

1/10/2019 12:18 PM

1330 Go North for the summer. 1/10/2019 12:18 PM

1331 Afraid that the neighborhood will look run down now that all the doubles are being built. Traffic is
becoming a problem.

1/10/2019 12:16 PM

1332 More regulation s and government rules 1/10/2019 12:16 PM

1333 Lack of any action taken on homeless and vagrant population. Continuing to allow them to take
over areas and permitted to grow and solicit money hanging around locations we like to take the
family.

1/10/2019 12:15 PM

1334 Lack of new condominiums, or quality areas for 55+ 1/10/2019 12:13 PM

1335 The reason for leaving would be the push for affordable housing developments in the middle of
neighborhoods. Palm Coast needs more businesses and paying jobs. There are many apartments
and affordable homes already here. The foreclosure rate is high due to no jobs, not because the
house was to expensive. There is plenty of land to build on other than the middle of a
neighborhood for apartments.

1/10/2019 12:11 PM

1336 Health necessities 1/10/2019 12:11 PM

1337 We have a lovely home in a culdesac for 13 years and have a rental next to our home. The people
park in the middle of the culdesac and we have trouble getting out of our garage. They do not take
care of the property with the dog doing its business in our yard, garage cans turned over, and we
have gone to the city and have police look into the problems but they continue with the problems.
Nothing has been done with our complaints. Thank you.

1/10/2019 12:11 PM

1338 To be near family or if the city grows too much. 1/10/2019 12:10 PM

1339 I see the city with a lot homeless people and the land scape on the streets are declining. 1/10/2019 12:10 PM

1340 Rising property taxes 1/10/2019 12:09 PM

1341 kids in college, downsizing 1/10/2019 12:09 PM

1342 Taxes and utter current disregard for the way tax revenue is spent. Too much spending for parks
and other UNNECESSARY items

1/10/2019 12:06 PM

1343 Not leaving 1/10/2019 12:04 PM

1344 medical reasons 1/10/2019 11:56 AM

1345 Death 1/10/2019 11:55 AM

1346 Love 1/10/2019 11:53 AM

1347 2019 1/10/2019 11:52 AM

1348 Poor street repair 1/10/2019 11:49 AM

1349 prettier neighborhoods 1/10/2019 11:49 AM

1350 Not enough stuff for kids ages 10-18. Not enough career centered opportunities. Need to be more
near a city.

1/10/2019 11:47 AM

1351 moving away 1/10/2019 11:42 AM

1352 passed away 1/10/2019 11:41 AM

1353 would be to move back where I came from St. Petersburg, Fla. 1/10/2019 11:40 AM

1354 Personel. 1/10/2019 11:39 AM

1355 Lack of shopping and restaurants. 1/10/2019 11:36 AM

1356 To go back to where we came from 1/10/2019 11:33 AM

1357 Lack of amenities both cultural and retail. Lack of response to individual problems with ground
water from neighboring house. Don Schrager ignored my pleas for help.

1/10/2019 11:32 AM

1358 Kids grown and would be living in 4 bedroom house alone. Would move back up north since 1 BR
apartments are as expensive as renting a house here.

1/10/2019 11:28 AM

1359 If I'm dead. 1/10/2019 11:27 AM

1360 Just to move back where I came from . Better food & restaurants 1/10/2019 11:26 AM

1361 Too many rental properties around!! Need more speciality doctors, like diabetes doctor, etc. 1/10/2019 11:25 AM
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1362 Husband getting a new job. 1/10/2019 11:23 AM

1363 FAMILY LIVES ELSEWHERE 1/10/2019 11:23 AM

1364 Job opportunities or entering law school. 1/10/2019 11:22 AM

1365 Selling my house. 1/10/2019 11:21 AM

1366 Retirement 1/10/2019 11:20 AM

1367 family 1/10/2019 11:18 AM

1368 More traffic 1/10/2019 11:13 AM

1369 To relocate to a warmer climate..... If the traffic becomes too congested in a daily basis due to
growth of the city population

1/10/2019 11:10 AM

1370 Health reasons would be only reason 1/10/2019 11:07 AM

1371 There is no good way to get from the Intracoastal Waterway to the Ocean since Matanzas Inlet is
full of sand now. The only choices are to either run my boat or trailer it to St. Augustine or Ponce
Inlet. Also, we are lacking a Costco or Sam's, and a Whole Foods or Fresh Market.

1/10/2019 11:06 AM

1372 High utilities, too many rentals and too many tourists. 1/10/2019 11:06 AM

1373 Family 1/10/2019 11:05 AM

1374 Less people 1/10/2019 11:04 AM

1375 smaller, neater city......a place that cares 1/10/2019 11:04 AM

1376 The cost of the utilities are very high in Palm Coast. I paid a 1/3 of the in St. Augustine. Also, the
strictness of the city and lack of gas stations. All we have is Circle K. Also, no industry in Palm
Coast like there is in Daytona Beach. We will put my home up for sale probably in 2 years.

1/10/2019 11:03 AM

1377 lack of member warehouse like Costco or BJ’s 1/10/2019 11:02 AM

1378 Just moved to PC in Oct. of 2018 1/10/2019 10:58 AM

1379 Higher taxes and/or increased city debt 1/10/2019 10:51 AM

1380 City government runs the city like a resort and burndens the tax payer with the cost rather than
have more business growth in the hey 1 corridor.

1/10/2019 10:49 AM

1381 Summer heat 1/10/2019 10:49 AM

1382 Job location change 1/10/2019 10:48 AM

1383 Dead 1/10/2019 10:45 AM

1384 more land 1/10/2019 10:45 AM

1385 no public Transportation. Difficulty to get around without car 1/10/2019 10:45 AM

1386 Less Ghetto atmosphere. NOT a Tourist City which is why we moved here in the first place 20
years ago. Less crime than most cities.

1/10/2019 10:44 AM

1387 politics! where exactly is our money going? Limited info from city council...when residents complain
about something .....from unsightly yards...to fake promises..always told "its in the works"...it never
is!

1/10/2019 10:43 AM

1388 no reason expected. 1/10/2019 10:43 AM

1389 Getting too crowded, crime going up 1/10/2019 10:43 AM

1390 Not enough career jobs. We need jobs other than gas stations, shopping centers, and restaurants. 1/10/2019 10:42 AM

1391 Yoo much traffic. Too much crime. Not enough nice restaurants. The people are rude. Vagrants.
General lack of "give a care" by parents to keep their kids in check. My car gets broke into in my
own driveway more times than I can count. Drug dealers across the street that have cops there
weekly but never get arrested.

1/10/2019 10:42 AM

1392 Too strict of ordinance s and not enough in some cases, ie, littering 1/10/2019 10:42 AM

1393 Can't afford the taxes. 1/10/2019 10:42 AM

1394 It is boring, there is nothing to do other than go to the beach at Flagler. Activities are for kids at the
park, but for adults nothing.

1/10/2019 10:41 AM

1395 illness 1/10/2019 10:41 AM

1396 The growth is to fast and will soon be over populated.. 1/10/2019 10:40 AM

1397 To move closer to work. 1/10/2019 10:40 AM

1398 less crowded area. 1/10/2019 10:37 AM

1399 Increased city taxes, increases in electric and water bills will make it difficult for us to stay. 1/10/2019 10:35 AM

1400 low cost housing, over population, tax increases 1/10/2019 10:31 AM

1401 For a less populated area and code restrictions. 1/10/2019 10:29 AM

1402 Not enough to Do with kids. Restaurants & Shopping selection is few. All the gas stations are in
the same places.

1/10/2019 10:29 AM

1403 family responsabilities 1/10/2019 10:28 AM

1404 Job 1/10/2019 10:27 AM

1405 Loss of income 1/10/2019 10:27 AM
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1406 Most everything I want to do to my property has to have approval from the City. I can't park an RV
in my driveway like most cities. Not enough Police patrol in my neighborhood. Drivers drive
between 30 and 55 miles per hour on Rickenbacker Dr. I think we need the Police to sit on the
road or install speed bumps. People think it is a raceway between Royal Palm Parkway and
Rimfire Drive. Not enough street lights in Palm Coast.

1/10/2019 10:25 AM

1407 C section extra tax proposal 1/10/2019 10:25 AM

1408 The weather is good not snow 1/10/2019 10:23 AM

1409 Palm Coast rules are almost like an HOA. I don't like the fact that you can't park your boat or RV
on your property. Property taxes keep going up every year. Too many damn gas stations

1/10/2019 10:23 AM

1410 Downsize, move a little further south in Florida 1/10/2019 10:21 AM

1411 finishing retirement overseas 1/10/2019 10:20 AM

1412 Family 1/10/2019 10:19 AM

1413 Family death(s) 1/10/2019 10:18 AM

1414 Cost of Living. I am a working professional, single mother and even though I have lived and
worked in Palm Coast for 15 years, I fear I won't be able to stay due to rising rents.

1/10/2019 10:18 AM

1415 Family 1/10/2019 10:17 AM

1416 Not enough jobs 1/10/2019 10:15 AM

1417 N/A 1/10/2019 10:09 AM

1418 need bigger retail stores like Sams, Costco 1/10/2019 10:09 AM

1419 No plans to leave at this time 1/10/2019 10:09 AM

1420 Too much traffic! 1/10/2019 10:05 AM

1421 Hurricanes and high home prices would give me a good return, if I sold. 1/10/2019 10:05 AM

1422 move closer to family & better facilities 1/10/2019 10:04 AM

1423 More nightlife options 1/10/2019 10:03 AM

1424 1.Overall the city is getting to crowded. 2. the cost of living here has skyrocketed including any and
all taxes and fees seem to be going up and up. 3. Constant turnover in the school system admin
positions has created constant flux within the high schools resulting in stepping stone jobs with no
accountability or consistency.

1/10/2019 10:02 AM

1425 health 1/10/2019 10:01 AM

1426 Not sure yet 1/10/2019 10:00 AM

1427 job availability, lack of businesses that we enjoy visiting, we have to go to st Augustine or Daytona
for them

1/10/2019 9:59 AM

1428 We will move to another country do to retirement 1/10/2019 9:57 AM

1429 It's a big world, and there are many options out there. 1/10/2019 9:55 AM

1430 Too crowded 1/10/2019 9:55 AM

1431 Looking for a place to live that has better neighborhoods, sidewalks, and street lights. 1/10/2019 9:54 AM

1432 Illness 1/10/2019 9:54 AM

1433 dead 1/10/2019 9:54 AM

1434 Fed up with politicians who are so full of their own self importance, they do what they want to do,
regardless of what the citizens want. Do you honestly think the Community Center would have
been better creases so much if it had been put to a vote?

1/10/2019 9:53 AM

1435 To move to an assisted living facility 1/10/2019 9:53 AM

1436 To many old people here.It is like living in one huge retirement town. Nothing for middle class 1/10/2019 9:51 AM

1437 Work 1/10/2019 9:51 AM

1438 Government doesn't seem very responsive to request for services. City seems to be growing
physically but not maturing.

1/10/2019 9:51 AM

1439 to be closer to children 1/10/2019 9:51 AM

1440 We love the natural beauty and safe, welcoming environment. 1/10/2019 9:49 AM

1441 don't expect to if health is good. 1/10/2019 9:48 AM

1442 Disappointment with the Office of Mayor and City Council 1/10/2019 9:44 AM

1443 Careless drivers, crime, people begging for money, and the lack of things for seniors to do. Also,
the people we've encountered are not friendly or welcoming. Main reason is the horrible drivers
and lack of police presence.

1/10/2019 9:40 AM

1444 n/a 1/10/2019 9:39 AM

1445 Economic opportunities are better in other areas. Lack of retail options and limited dining options 1/10/2019 9:39 AM

1446 pompous town officials 1/10/2019 9:39 AM

1447 death 1/10/2019 9:38 AM

1448 lack of employment opportunities 1/10/2019 9:37 AM
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1449 N/A 1/10/2019 9:35 AM

1450 Crime 1/10/2019 9:34 AM

1451 the cost of utilities in palm coast 1/10/2019 9:32 AM

1452 Conservatism 1/10/2019 9:31 AM

1453 God sent me here to serve HIM by serving HIS people and until HE sends me elsewhere, I have
no reason to leave.

1/10/2019 9:31 AM

1454 Move to West Coast. St Petes Beach 1/10/2019 9:29 AM

1455 To much govt interference in my life in Palm Coast. 1/10/2019 9:28 AM

1456 I don’t... this is a wonderful community 1/10/2019 9:27 AM

1457 Better employment opportunity 1/10/2019 9:27 AM

1458 NA 1/10/2019 9:26 AM

1459 Death 1/10/2019 9:26 AM

1460 Old age 1/10/2019 9:24 AM

1461 Not leaving 1/10/2019 9:23 AM

1462 boredom 1/10/2019 9:22 AM

1463 Best place for retirement. 1/10/2019 9:20 AM

1464 death of family members 1/10/2019 9:20 AM

1465 To live with one of my children 1/10/2019 9:19 AM

1466 Family medical issues 1/10/2019 9:19 AM

1467 Too crowded and congested and the driving skills of the residents are horrible 1/10/2019 9:18 AM

1468 Too many restrictions. 1/10/2019 9:18 AM

1469 job 1/10/2019 9:17 AM

1470 Cost of living. 1/10/2019 9:16 AM

1471 Job change. 1/10/2019 9:15 AM

1472 move back to where i grew up 1/10/2019 9:15 AM

1473 Palm Coast is not a city it a suburb. 1/10/2019 9:13 AM

1474 lack of culture museums retrospectives etc... Nightlife extends to loud bars and restaurants 1/10/2019 9:10 AM

1475 Moving closer to work. 1/10/2019 9:10 AM

1476 Don't expect to leave 1/10/2019 9:09 AM

1477 traffic, drainage problems, too many restrictions; no business logos in own driveway, no chickens
or other small non cat/dog animal

1/10/2019 9:09 AM

1478 Real estate taxes Codes pertaining to trees 1/10/2019 9:07 AM

1479 Retirement enabling extended travel. 1/10/2019 9:06 AM

1480 New job or relationship failing. 1/10/2019 9:06 AM

1481 A change in employment or more affordable living 1/10/2019 9:06 AM

1482 overcrowding. We moved here for the more rural feeling. While I am sure it is great for the
economy of Palm Coast, its sad to see the neighborhoods being built to the point there is no
natural space( mostly because houses are SO close together)

1/10/2019 9:06 AM

1483 Rent high utilities are high 1/10/2019 9:06 AM

1484 To move closer to St. Augustine where I teach painting classes. 1/10/2019 9:03 AM

1485 Crime is getting bad. The code enforcement and I'm not very happy with the mayor and city
Council

1/10/2019 9:02 AM

1486 We would only leave Palm Coast if we were unable to find a home to purchase that meets all of
our requirements and/or we found another city in Florida that was as nice as Palm Coast.

1/10/2019 9:02 AM

1487 I want to live in a place that has a downtown. 1/10/2019 9:01 AM

1488 no senior services. no health services for elderly. 1/10/2019 9:01 AM

1489 consolidate 2 houses; move to mid-atlantic 1/10/2019 9:01 AM

1490 Move to area closer to family,friends,job and lower cost of living. 1/10/2019 8:59 AM

1491 Move closer to husband's job in Eustis. 1/10/2019 8:56 AM

1492 lack of nightlife lack of adequate cell coverage 1/10/2019 8:55 AM

1493 road congestion,lack of big retail stores,well paying jobs 1/10/2019 8:54 AM

1494 No entertainment around, nothing for kids to do to stay out of trouble, too many fast food
restuarants and banks.

1/10/2019 8:53 AM

1495 lack of services, lack of adequate medical care, lack of activities. 1/10/2019 8:53 AM
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1496 to many rules that aren't inforced I feel people who own small boats should be allowed to put them
in their yard behind a fence out of view. the cost or storage is getting high plus a lot of places are
full people retire to florida to enjoy the weather an the things that one can enjoy living here boating
being one of those things I would like to see that rule changed

1/10/2019 8:52 AM

1497 Not close enough to work, quieter neighborhood 1/10/2019 8:50 AM

1498 death.... 1/10/2019 8:48 AM

1499 Jobs 1/10/2019 8:48 AM

1500 We like it here, and we want to be able to stay in this area. 1/10/2019 8:46 AM

1501 Homeless people problem and not enough police 1/10/2019 8:44 AM

1502 Too much development. 1/10/2019 8:44 AM

1503 To be with family.in the north east 1/10/2019 8:43 AM

1504 Deed restrictions, i.e. work vehicles, boats and trailers having to be off property would be the main
reason.

1/10/2019 8:42 AM

1505 We don't expect to leave Flagler County anytime in the future. 1/10/2019 8:41 AM

1506 all the homeless people begging all over town makes this place look like trash. 1/10/2019 8:39 AM

1507 Too many obnoxious residents. Slow reaction of city to issues, such as drainage, late or missed
trash pickups

1/10/2019 8:36 AM

1508 Not there enough 1/10/2019 8:36 AM

1509 no snow 1/10/2019 8:35 AM

1510 City has gotten too congested, traffic worsening, increasing number of accidents, too many
duplexes being allowed to be built

1/10/2019 8:34 AM

1511 Trying to run a business and city code enforcement has nothing better to do than fine hard working
people

1/10/2019 8:33 AM

1512 If I lost my job 1/10/2019 8:31 AM

1513 ? 1/10/2019 8:30 AM

1514 Too many restrictions. This is not a HOA area but yet it acts as if it is. It not a working class friendly
environment.

1/10/2019 8:27 AM

1515 work 1/10/2019 8:27 AM

1516 Age related, care needed 1/10/2019 8:26 AM

1517 lack of safe pedestrian/cycling paths 1/10/2019 8:24 AM

1518 Love the ocean, but Palm Coast is too wild -- more wilderness than we want. 1/10/2019 8:23 AM

1519 died... 1/10/2019 8:22 AM

1520 Personal 1/10/2019 8:22 AM

1521 Very old age 1/10/2019 8:22 AM

1522 Family 1/10/2019 8:21 AM

1523 Moving back home to be with family. 1/10/2019 8:20 AM

1524 Get out of the city, we want property for animals and gardening 1/10/2019 8:20 AM

1525 Move to live with family 1/10/2019 8:19 AM

1526 Building Department should get it’s act together!!! 1/10/2019 8:19 AM

1527 The local government is becoming tax happy . At the expense of the seniors who they lured here
as the number one place to retire to. When we came. They decide to become a city and grow like
Jacksonville or Daytona. This is not what we wanted to retire to. Another big city. But the local
government got greedy.

1/10/2019 8:19 AM

1528 Bad storm damage 1/10/2019 8:18 AM

1529 Lack of friends and family wanting to visit. Most of them prefer to go to the gulf side. 1/10/2019 8:17 AM

1530 Heading back North to enjoy the seasons 1/10/2019 8:17 AM

1531 Lack of Whole Foods, are similar healthy grocery shopping ... 1/10/2019 8:16 AM

1532 POOR communication from commissioners with public. 1/10/2019 8:16 AM

1533 No Downtown. No Whole Foods 1/10/2019 8:14 AM

1534 Infrastructure issues, taxes 1/10/2019 8:13 AM

1535 Death, taxation increase, palm coast turning into bigger city with more shopping malls, traffic, and
crime.

1/10/2019 8:13 AM

1536 disappointment in the city expenditures 1/10/2019 8:12 AM

1537 Children 1/10/2019 8:12 AM

1538 Bigger property 1/10/2019 8:12 AM

1539 i feel it's going down hill and turning ghetto and before my property value drops I will sell my home. 1/10/2019 8:12 AM

1540 Too much litter 1/10/2019 8:12 AM
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1541 Sold home and moving closer to family. 1/10/2019 8:12 AM

1542 family up north 1/10/2019 8:07 AM

1543 move back to family in Ohio. 1/10/2019 8:06 AM

1544 Poor street lighting—most areas we drive through are too dark, making roads very dangerous.
Lack of major stores, and poor street planning ( sidewalks suddenly jutting out in the right hand
lane with no signs or warning as it does on PCP, in front of the Wells Fargo in Island Walk—for
example). Horrible tasting tap water.

1/10/2019 8:05 AM

1545 City has way to many rules and has selective infourcement of them. 1/10/2019 8:04 AM

1546 Downsizing. 1/10/2019 8:03 AM

1547 move to N.C. 1/10/2019 8:03 AM

1548 For a nicer neighborhood 1/10/2019 8:03 AM

1549 Poor access to the beach 1/10/2019 8:02 AM

1550 lack of services for elderly. senior center, meals on wheels, reliable bus service. More art, creative
outlets for adults. speaker series, quality music, support for minorities in community.

1/10/2019 8:01 AM

1551 Too hot in the summer 1/10/2019 7:57 AM

1552 Jobs, activities especially for young generation 1/10/2019 7:57 AM

1553 move near our children because of our age 1/10/2019 7:56 AM

1554 Better structured subdivisions (ie: no scattered section 8 rentals, front year aesthetics enforcement
- broken down vehicles, landscaping standards), residential street lighting and sidewalks,
competent trash removal services, sense of community.

1/10/2019 7:56 AM

1555 If we left PC, it would be because of my husband's job relocation 1/10/2019 7:55 AM

1556 More of a downtown life. With a main street for shopping and restaurants with bars. 1/10/2019 7:54 AM

1557 family 1/10/2019 7:54 AM

1558 Death 1/10/2019 7:54 AM

1559 Job 1/10/2019 7:54 AM

1560 traffic , lack of drainage in streets 1/10/2019 7:54 AM

1561 Not enjoyable to live here. 1/10/2019 7:53 AM

1562 Someone needs to look into why Waste Pro is missing picking up yard waste in some
neighborhoods for 3 weeks and counting. While some neighborhoods are being picked up weekly.
I have sent repeated reports of none pickup and get the same answer. They have till 6 pm. I have
waited for 3 weeks and no Waste Pro!! If emergency happens in this area the vehicles will block
the cul de sac street from any movement of traffic. This has already happened when A car parked
on the street overnight. An ambulance and other emergency vehicles parked and people at the
end of the cul-de-sac could not get out and to work on time.

1/10/2019 7:52 AM

1563 Would love to have a second home during the summer in order to get out of the heat and live in a
less humid location, but return during the winter.

1/10/2019 7:49 AM

1564 Family in another state. 1/10/2019 7:48 AM

1565 Rude people, crazy drivers, lack of police enforcement, lack of judicial responsibility, generally
miserable to do anything in town

1/10/2019 7:47 AM

1566 work 1/10/2019 7:47 AM

1567 I live in Seminole Woods and it is being considered for Apaprtments. I will be very upset if
apartments are built due to many reasons and do not wish to stay in a residential neighborhood
with apaprtments.

1/10/2019 7:47 AM

1568 Job opportunities 1/10/2019 7:46 AM

1569 Lack in good jobs here 1/10/2019 7:44 AM

1570 Closer to family, more to do in Ormond/Daytona 1/10/2019 7:44 AM

1571 Job, schools, taxes. 1/10/2019 7:40 AM

1572 not enough shopping. have to go to jaks beach or daytona 1/10/2019 7:39 AM

1573 If there is an increase in crime or traffic. 1/10/2019 7:39 AM

1574 better job 1/10/2019 7:36 AM

1575 distance from children 1/10/2019 7:36 AM

1576 Job Opportunities 1/10/2019 7:36 AM

1577 Younger crowd and more activities 1/10/2019 7:36 AM

1578 Move to be closer to family and get out of the summertime heat and humidity. 1/10/2019 7:36 AM

1579 To move with my sister in VA. 1/10/2019 7:34 AM

1580 Not enough culture here. 1/10/2019 7:33 AM

1581 A move to be with Family. 1/10/2019 7:33 AM

1582 We like change and variety to discover new places. 1/10/2019 7:33 AM
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1583 Amount of crime, poor vision of leaders in bringing quality high paying jobs, most brought in are
Part Time, low wage & no benefits, mainly retail or fast food operations

1/10/2019 7:32 AM

1584 Better schools and things to do for children and adults.( 1/10/2019 7:32 AM

1585 family 1/10/2019 7:32 AM

1586 To be closer to my daughter 1/10/2019 7:30 AM

1587 Cost of living here 1/10/2019 7:30 AM

1588 I gain a significant amout of money 1/10/2019 7:29 AM

1589 Poor city management. Nothing is done. Looks trashy. I could go on all day 1/10/2019 7:27 AM

1590 To move back to home which is Montana. 1/10/2019 7:27 AM

1591 Getting too crowded. Too much traffic. 1/10/2019 7:26 AM

1592 Poor health 1/10/2019 7:25 AM

1593 No sidewalks, gutters, or streetlights. Its honestly pathetic. Dangerous. Your lucky a kid has not
been killed.

1/10/2019 7:25 AM

1594 The City is not consistent with its rules, especially when it comes to code enforcement. We have
been singled out for years while homes all around us are getting away with business trucks and
equipment parked in yards and driving over the swales to park that equipment in the back. As well
as homes with junk and garbage in their yards, yet we get tag for a lattice screen around our AC
unit. We’ve had to go in front of the board to have a business vehicle in our driveway and pay a
fine ,but the city allows others to be disrespectful to the rest. Also as a realtor, the code
enforcement takes my open house signs when they are only out for 2 hours. We are trying to work
in this City and it makes it difficult. The city needs to bring in big businesses to put people to work
as well, we are not the retirement community that was planned in the 1980s. Get with the times.
People need to work, leave self employed families alone.

1/10/2019 7:25 AM

1595 No family here, rising prices, and not enough options for career advancement opportunities.
There’s nothing that makes me want to stay.

1/10/2019 7:24 AM

1596 taxes 1/10/2019 7:23 AM

1597 Traffic, Celluar phone coverage, high water bills 1/10/2019 7:22 AM

1598 Cost of living, taxes going up and a Mayor and city council that does not work for the people by
spending money we don't have.

1/10/2019 7:21 AM

1599 There is very little to do in this town. They need a better event planner to bring revenue in. Bring
businesses to the town. You have to go to Daytona or Jacksonville for better quality restaurants
and shopping. There is plenty of undeveloped land.

1/10/2019 7:21 AM

1600 Crime and Congestion on roads. 1/10/2019 7:20 AM

1601 No jobs 1/10/2019 7:19 AM

1602 Overcrowding, traffic, no real direct path to I-95 For commuting 1/10/2019 7:19 AM

1603 Job location change 1/10/2019 7:18 AM

1604 Not leaving. We love it here! 1/10/2019 7:16 AM

1605 I moved from Jacksonville to Palm Coast last year to be closer to my boyfriend while he's at Embry
Riddle. Palm Coast far exceeds living in Jacksonville (for safety factors, clean streets, and lots of
running paths!), but I intend to move out of state for work next year.

1/10/2019 7:15 AM

1606 Moving to be with family out of state. 1/10/2019 7:12 AM

1607 no one cares about the people. too much growth. Nothing for seniors to do. You only focus on
business. The roads are bad,lighting poor. Shameful what you have down to this city. what social
activity would 70 year old do. I teach a class get paid so bad.No more trails.save our trees bring
back wildlife

1/10/2019 7:12 AM

1608 Nearby schools ratings are not so good for my baby (will go to elementary). Jobs are limited Heard
all bad news from all the neighbors about nearby Hospitals when you need to go for operation.
Limited honest construction workers/contractors. We got scammed repeatedly when we hired
painters and others. Need to have access to some resources. Property tax on our European
Village Retail unit increased 100 percent from 2017 to this 2018 (no limit on tax increase percent/is
this another scam?) Concern about with new constructions overbuilt without proper building
code/quality control & trees cut down along the way. Traffic along A1A (Washington oak and
Marineland) will increase, need to change the speed limit (slow down), traffic lights and speed
bump. Last suggestion: Palm Coast is a beach town but all the city signs colors are black (sign
entertaining to Palm Coast..), this sign isn’t artistic and presenting the taste of the city incorrectly.
Should use similar colors to Hammock Dunes. Light blue/Green...anything besides Black Color.

1/10/2019 7:12 AM

1609 More things to see and do....More social activities for single senior citizens. 1/10/2019 7:12 AM

1610 Too many child like regulations. 1/10/2019 7:10 AM

1611 I want more diversity and I like an urban environment. 1/10/2019 7:10 AM

1612 Lack of night life culture such as museums work for younger generation other than industrial 1/10/2019 7:09 AM

1613 shopping and rest. 1/10/2019 7:09 AM

1614 Move to the Abaco Bahamas 1/10/2019 7:09 AM

1615 1) No jobs 2) Homeless population not under control 3) Work Van's need to be allowed to be
parked in driveway to name a few.

1/10/2019 7:09 AM
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1616 Too many homeless living on our public streets, looks like we live in a slum area, it's an eyesore. 1/10/2019 7:08 AM

1617 Family 1/10/2019 7:08 AM

1618 Housing market too expensive when the jobs here are so low paying. 1/10/2019 7:07 AM

1619 The non existence of Street lighting making neighborhoods unsafe 1/10/2019 7:06 AM

1620 Overcrowded 1/10/2019 7:06 AM

1621 lack of decent wages 1/10/2019 7:06 AM

1622 Code inforcement 1/10/2019 7:05 AM

1623 The need for senior housing which seems to be limited in Palm Coast at the moment. 1/10/2019 7:04 AM

1624 crime 1/10/2019 7:03 AM

1625 I would only leave if I bought a house that was located outside of the Palm Coast city limits. 1/10/2019 7:03 AM

1626 We strongly feel that code and code enforcement are unnecessarily restrictive and dictatorial 1/10/2019 7:02 AM

1627 Life Experience. Will Likely maintain PC as Home of Record but also will live abroad . 1/10/2019 7:01 AM

1628 More land availability 1/10/2019 7:00 AM

1629 Move to a city with more opportunities for families with younger children. 1/10/2019 6:59 AM

1630 Regulations and traffic 1/10/2019 6:58 AM

1631 Professional development 1/10/2019 6:57 AM

1632 No carne asada burritos, 1/10/2019 6:54 AM

1633 taxes 1/10/2019 6:54 AM

1634 Be with family 1/10/2019 6:50 AM

1635 Cost of living 1/10/2019 6:50 AM

1636 taxes and if low income housing is built in Town Center 1/10/2019 6:49 AM

1637 Job opportunities 1/10/2019 6:49 AM

1638 Accessibility to technology jobs. 1/10/2019 6:48 AM

1639 Crime, Education 1/10/2019 6:48 AM

1640 To be closer to my job. 1/10/2019 6:47 AM

1641 Jobs 1/10/2019 6:46 AM

1642 Finding a 5 bedroom one level home without having to build. 1/10/2019 6:46 AM

1643 Job 1/10/2019 6:45 AM

1644 Housing costs and availability for 62+ citizens compared to other cities in Florida. 1/10/2019 6:43 AM

1645 Job relocation 1/10/2019 6:42 AM

1646 Cost 1/10/2019 6:40 AM

1647 Too many restrictions for home owners and small lot size. No sidewalks in many neighborhoods. I
feel unsafe walking my dog.

1/10/2019 6:34 AM

1648 live with my daughter 1/10/2019 6:30 AM

1649 Too hot in Florida 1/10/2019 6:30 AM

1650 Street lights, sidewalks, more restitutions on rental property 1/10/2019 6:29 AM

1651 board 1/10/2019 6:28 AM

1652 I don't expect to leave palm coast although it is very congested with traffic. 1/10/2019 6:28 AM

1653 to many trees 1/10/2019 6:27 AM

1654 Poor neighborhood planning. No sidewalks, or parks in neighborhoods. With few exceptions, ex:
grand landing.

1/10/2019 6:27 AM

1655 Too crowded 1/10/2019 6:26 AM

1656 Sickness 1/10/2019 6:26 AM

1657 Beachfront property. 1/10/2019 6:22 AM

1658 Drugs crime traffic 1/10/2019 6:22 AM

1659 Only when I die. I have lived here for over 30 years. 1/10/2019 6:18 AM

1660 I’ll leave when my parents pass away or are willing to move away. 1/10/2019 6:15 AM

1661 Low pay 1/10/2019 6:13 AM

1662 health 1/10/2019 6:11 AM

1663 Family moved 1/10/2019 6:11 AM

1664 It's over crowded population. 1/10/2019 6:10 AM

1665 Too many rules, too high of taxes, too much wasteful spending' 1/10/2019 6:06 AM

1666 Jobs an activities for the kids 1/10/2019 6:04 AM

1667 Too Much Crime 1/10/2019 6:02 AM
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1668 Job transfer. 1/10/2019 6:02 AM

1669 If I win the lottery 1/10/2019 6:02 AM

1670 Death 1/10/2019 5:59 AM

1671 Lived here my whole life, going to school for something palm coast doesn’t offer. 1/10/2019 5:55 AM

1672 it's just growing too big. 1/10/2019 5:54 AM

1673 Housing community as opposed to having duplexes or apartments close by. More things to do. 1/10/2019 5:54 AM

1674 Boat in driveway rules No real ARB review once house is built (for example painting of houses)
Building more commercial building while tons sit empty

1/10/2019 5:52 AM

1675 Closer to family 1/10/2019 5:49 AM

1676 Taxes are too high. No great benifit for seniors to stay. Charge us $5000.00 in taxes give us
$100.0 credit then raise them $500.0. Thanks!

1/10/2019 5:49 AM

1677 Illness death in family 1/10/2019 5:48 AM

1678 Not enough to do. 1/10/2019 5:45 AM

1679 Work 1/10/2019 5:42 AM

1680 Not enough retail/restaurants on the south end by the airport area. Also, no street lights at least in
the L section is dangerous and an annoyance.

1/10/2019 5:39 AM

1681 severe weather issues/climate change 1/10/2019 5:37 AM

1682 High Utilitity Bills: Why is there 5 trash collection days but nobody wants to come get the tree
trimmings/leaves??? Heavy “violation policing” & no real policing about the speeding in my
neighborhood!!

1/10/2019 5:28 AM

1683 Poor drinking water quality, unnecessary impact fees for building, very restrictive business and
residential codes which interfere with the use and enjoyment of property, ineffectiveness and
wastefulness of the cities resources and tax pay dollars when the city engages in a new project
(such as the holland park project which took far too long to complete or the cost spent on the new
community center), and the fact that he P section, R section, and other areas have palm coast
have turned into low income areas occupied by minorities and drug users.

1/10/2019 5:20 AM

1684 Low income housing and crime. 1/10/2019 5:18 AM

1685 The limited amount of safe activities/ places for our youth. (Ages 12 to 21) 1/10/2019 5:00 AM

1686 More high risers and more developed and more traffic would make me leave 1/10/2019 4:58 AM

1687 To be closer to family 1/10/2019 4:58 AM

1688 Move Closer to family 1/10/2019 4:57 AM

1689 Retirement to Mexico 1/10/2019 4:54 AM

1690 Renters in residential communities, trash in communities, traffic on Palm Coast Parkway 1/10/2019 4:50 AM

1691 There’s nothing to do up here, the housing is outrageously overpriced, you rank in the lowest
paying county with Volusia, & it was a place for people in their retirement years which you never
took into consideration how the younger population already here would grow up & need things,
that’s why these kids are in trouble, suicidial, or get killed.

1/10/2019 4:50 AM

1692 Declining condition of city. 1/10/2019 4:47 AM

1693 Nothing to do here. No good eating establishments. 1/10/2019 4:42 AM

1694 There are no sidewalks or drainage systems in Palm Coast, I think it makes our neighborhoods
look poor.

1/10/2019 4:38 AM

1695 Weather 1/10/2019 4:37 AM

1696 consumer costs, shopping alternatives. 1/10/2019 4:37 AM

1697 Need more stores & lights on streets. 1/10/2019 4:29 AM

1698 Crime, bums 1/10/2019 4:22 AM

1699 Traffic. Not enough shopping or good restaurants. High electric, water & taxes. High cost of living. 1/10/2019 4:18 AM

1700 To move to a more secluded area. Especially if they rezone Seminole woods to put in low income
houses. Low income only means more crime and palm coast doesn’t need more of that.

1/10/2019 4:17 AM

1701 Affordability, need lighting and level sidewalks in neighborhood for walking without having to drive
somewhere, traffic is getting really bad.

1/10/2019 4:06 AM

1702 Family 1/10/2019 4:05 AM

1703 I'm Not planning on leaving palm coast ever I'm Planning on retiring and staying until I die 1/10/2019 4:03 AM

1704 It’s nice getaway from huge city life, pretty awesome and laidback 1/10/2019 4:01 AM

1705 Better job opportunities 1/10/2019 4:01 AM

1706 Palm Coast is not very family oriented, Palm Coast also doesn't cater very well to the younger
adults. It seems Palm Coast is more mean for retiree's.

1/10/2019 4:00 AM

1707 Apartments being built in quiet neighborhoods. 1/10/2019 3:56 AM

1708 too many rules and regulations. We as a city have been frozen in time since we were once
considered the fastest growing city in US. We need younger blood as commissioners to move the
city forward or people with open mentality.

1/10/2019 3:47 AM
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1709 High cost of house taxes 1/10/2019 3:43 AM

1710 Better job opportunities, less crime, more /better community activities 1/10/2019 3:43 AM

1711 Jobs 1/10/2019 3:37 AM

1712 Work 1/10/2019 3:17 AM

1713 No public transportation. 1/10/2019 3:15 AM

1714 Nothing to do for teens, young adults, little job opportunity 1/10/2019 2:53 AM

1715 Education in a bigger University 1/10/2019 2:46 AM

1716 Code enforcement 1/10/2019 2:43 AM

1717 Move closer to family 1/10/2019 2:10 AM

1718 Lower cost of living and better healthcare doctors. 1/10/2019 2:09 AM

1719 Need more attractions, we don’t need restaurants and places to shop. We need things to do. 1/10/2019 1:59 AM

1720 Violence. Drugs. Troubled kids. Problems at schools. Gangs in area 1/10/2019 1:42 AM

1721 Crime and lack of retail and restaurants 1/10/2019 1:42 AM

1722 N/A 1/10/2019 1:32 AM

1723 High amounts of crime and drugs as well rocketing costs of living 1/10/2019 1:16 AM

1724 Public transportation insufficient 1/10/2019 1:02 AM

1725 Crime. 1/10/2019 12:46 AM

1726 The code enforcement and building department are Nazis and there is nothing to do for middle-
aged persons. NO JOBS OR INDUSTRY.

1/10/2019 12:46 AM

1727 Over populated. 1/10/2019 12:45 AM

1728 Jobs 1/10/2019 12:44 AM

1729 Water bille almost $200/month regularly and we are not water wasters at all. Leaches live in the
flooded grass that is my lawn amd the city has been made aware and said it is fine.

1/10/2019 12:43 AM

1730 Location and city growth 1/10/2019 12:41 AM

1731 No this is a great place to life 1/10/2019 12:38 AM

1732 Job opportunities 1/10/2019 12:36 AM

1733 The rules and regulations as if we are in an HOA. No sidewalks or street lights. 1/10/2019 12:31 AM

1734 Out of town family health. 1/10/2019 12:31 AM

1735 crime 1/10/2019 12:27 AM

1736 Affordable housing 1/10/2019 12:27 AM

1737 n/a 1/10/2019 12:19 AM

1738 City codes 1/10/2019 12:17 AM

1739 Not many cultural events. Need more art and culture. Need more to attract younger people. For
example, Deland is very small yet it has culture and a night life. Palm coast is a little segregated.
And what exactly is Bunnell?? Is it part of pc finally or no? Bc the location of it is confusing so
many people mistaken that as part of the city, yet deserted and unkempt.

1/10/2019 12:16 AM

1740 I don't 1/10/2019 12:16 AM

1741 Not trucker friendly town 1/10/2019 12:15 AM

1742 High taxes, not enough restaurants and shopping. 1/10/2019 12:12 AM

1743 Type of jobs, people are shit here. 1/10/2019 12:11 AM

1744 I don't. 1/10/2019 12:11 AM

1745 No sidewalks in neighborhoods and no one enforcing speeding down in residential areas. The
main roads have very safe sidewalks I believe our kids deserve that to get to the school bus safely
and maybe even have the opportunity to ride a bike around the neighborhood. The road we live on
with no sidewalks and people driving 60-80 my kids aren’t allowed outside and that stinks because
it’s so dangerous and sadly we don’t have a back yard.

1/10/2019 12:10 AM

1746 Property Taxes 1/10/2019 12:10 AM

1747 No public transportation 1/10/2019 12:10 AM

1748 Can’t keep boat/trailer in driveway of home I own. 1/10/2019 12:08 AM

1749 People 1/10/2019 12:03 AM

1750 Re-zoning of single residential lots for multi-family zoning, specifically reference the proposed
"affordable housing" inside of Seminole Woods. Would greatly change the south end and force
myself and the majority of my neighbors and friends in the area to reconsider a different city.

1/10/2019 12:00 AM

1751 Work not enough decent paying jobs 1/9/2019 11:59 PM

1752 Activitiues I enjoy are very limted. Nice restaurants a decent gym ie: LA Fitness would be nice and
shopping is one small dirty Walmart. Palm Coast has potential but it seems no one cares. If I have
to drive to Port Orange to enjoy myself, then I might as well live there

1/9/2019 11:59 PM

1753 Too many people, town is growing fast 1/9/2019 11:59 PM
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1754 More affordable housing, more children activities, public transportation, more community. 1/9/2019 11:58 PM

1755 have to drive out of town for any quality shopping or activities. 1/9/2019 11:56 PM

1756 Health 1/9/2019 11:55 PM

1757 Too crowded and too expensive 1/9/2019 11:54 PM

1758 Doesn’t feel accepting of you get generations. Feels like most of the older generation her
discriminates.

1/9/2019 11:52 PM

1759 The apartment complex you are trying to sneak in by the park on sesame! This is for single family
homes. You are bringing the projects to Seminole Woods and my safety will be in question. The
Mayor is friends with the !ady that is trying to do this and so is a council member! I will sell and
move to another city!

1/9/2019 11:48 PM

1760 tired driving to my house in the dark no lights , tired see all this homeless in this town, they all live
behind the library ,its tent city back there and this city does nothing to get them out , so why do I
paid taxes , when they live for free on land they dont own, I seen cars driving the wrong way , I
see more car crash in this town then ny ,

1/9/2019 11:48 PM

1761 Code enforcement is crazy, dang near the highest water bills in Florida. Your motto should not be
fine your Florida but come to our version of Florida

1/9/2019 11:47 PM

1762 population growth 1/9/2019 11:46 PM

1763 The never ending over reach of local government. Palm coast is an hoa that nobody asked for 1/9/2019 11:44 PM

1764 Poor Attatudes... Not much for families 1/9/2019 11:43 PM

1765 Work 1/9/2019 11:43 PM

1766 Nothing is here, no kids activities, nothing to do, so poor, PC is a dream to die between 2 palms in
front of the beach

1/9/2019 11:42 PM

1767 Dirty people. 1/9/2019 11:42 PM

1768 Property taxes 1/9/2019 11:41 PM

1769 Too crowded... this use to be a beautiful quiet town with lots of wooded areas. It has built up way
too much.

1/9/2019 11:41 PM

1770 More slower pace like Flagler beach 1/9/2019 11:41 PM

1771 Limited industry options 1/9/2019 11:41 PM

1772 Growing too much, too fast. Adding stuff out by Matanza will add traffic. 1/9/2019 11:41 PM

1773 The panhandlers are getting out of control. 1/9/2019 11:40 PM

1774 Due to our local government 1/9/2019 11:40 PM

1775 Death 1/9/2019 11:40 PM

1776 Job 1/9/2019 11:40 PM

1777 We do leave Palm Coast to find fine dining, anything that’s not a change, even though Bonefish is
a chain it would be nice! Something alitlle more upscale. And to do our shopping nicer clothing
stores elsewhere.

1/9/2019 11:35 PM

1778 Not much family fun and 1/9/2019 11:31 PM

1779 The city is a joke. Not much to do here, limited shopping, no real beach and the one at Flagler
Beach is ugly red sand. "Town Center" is another joke. At least plant some big trees around that
expensive City Hall building. It sits out in the middle of a grassy area. When it rains heavy, water
accumulates around it. Who thought this thing out, first graders?

1/9/2019 11:24 PM

1780 rezoning of single family homes to multi family housing 1/9/2019 11:20 PM

1781 I would move to a location where I have access to more restaurants and shopping and where
some places stay open later.

1/9/2019 11:18 PM

1782 There isn't much to do here. 1/9/2019 11:11 PM

1783 Unlawful city code. 1/9/2019 11:09 PM

1784 Get away from the petty politics 1/9/2019 10:59 PM

1785 Family 1/9/2019 10:53 PM

1786 Increase in renters and lower property values 1/9/2019 10:51 PM

1787 Code Enforcements 1/9/2019 10:50 PM

1788 N/a 1/9/2019 10:37 PM

1789 n/a 1/9/2019 10:33 PM

1790 Retire 1/9/2019 10:29 PM

1791 Lack of upscale restaurants and shopping 1/9/2019 10:27 PM

1792 Need to downsize 1/9/2019 10:25 PM

1793 Family relocation 1/9/2019 10:22 PM

1794 It is very a peaceful and quiet quiet area to live. 1/9/2019 10:20 PM

1795 Not enough going on in Palm Coast (restaurants, retailers, things to do). I do not like to travel
frequently outside of Palm Coast for things like shopping and dining. I will move closer to areas
with more to offer.

1/9/2019 10:16 PM
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1796 Education or employment opportunity 1/9/2019 10:15 PM

1797 Not adequate shopping, medical care, too conservative 1/9/2019 10:12 PM

1798 We just purchased our home on 5 Seward Trl West and love the peaceful neighborhood we live in.
We would hope that Seminole Woods continues to maintain it's beautiful rural neighborhood with
nature and wildlife.

1/9/2019 10:08 PM

1799 The prices on everything that’s at the stores. 1/9/2019 10:02 PM

1800 Not leaving. 1/9/2019 10:01 PM

1801 The main reason would be the micro managing of code enforcement and the some of the rules.
Example: If I leave my brand new boat in my driveway more than three days (that looked better
than some of my neighbors cars) they tag my house.

1/9/2019 9:58 PM

1802 Lack of well playing jobs. Not a lot of entertainment. 1/9/2019 9:56 PM

1803 Employer requirements. 1/9/2019 9:54 PM

1804 Lack of affordable housing. 1/9/2019 9:53 PM

1805 Changes made by council against people’s wishes 1/9/2019 9:51 PM

1806 City wasting money. Not addressing stormwater,traffic and spending money on things like the
community center that the average resident will never use.

1/9/2019 9:51 PM

1807 To live on a boat and travel 1/9/2019 9:47 PM

1808 Too many on aid of some kind 1/9/2019 9:44 PM

1809 1) Job 2) There is nothing to do here and the town center could be booming with restaurants and
things to do, but instead it’s just a empty area.

1/9/2019 9:44 PM

1810 For reasons of the city council trying to redistribute zoning and create tax districts impacting
residence financial security for the cities financial gain and making homeowners unaccountable to
take care of their own property.

1/9/2019 9:37 PM

1811 The encroachment of neighbors. 1/9/2019 9:35 PM

1812 Not leaving. 1/9/2019 9:35 PM

1813 Death 1/9/2019 9:29 PM

1814 Job transfer 1/9/2019 9:26 PM

1815 Growing too fast, too much traffic, no street lighting and poor swale and water retention areas to
prevent water backing into resident property.

1/9/2019 9:26 PM

1816 Unfair property restrictions: you can drive down any street and find plenty of violations and yet we
have lived here for 13 years and never had any problems until last year. Now, every other day we
are receiving letters and we were told that they are direct neighbor call in. So obviously new
residents complaining. All we are trying to do is live and make a living to pay for the house in Palm
Coast!

1/9/2019 9:24 PM

1817 High taxes, lack of activities and events for kids 1/9/2019 9:20 PM

1818 services not available here....must go to daytona or jacksonville several times a week 1/9/2019 9:19 PM

1819 High cost of living 1/9/2019 9:15 PM

1820 Quality of education Lack of choice in education 1/9/2019 9:15 PM

1821 Way to expensive, taxes on gas, water bills not affordable for average people 1/9/2019 9:13 PM

1822 Better cost of living. 1/9/2019 9:11 PM

1823 Move closer to son 1/9/2019 9:08 PM

1824 Piss poor neighbors who walk their dogs and DO NOT PICK UP THE DOG CRAP.THIS TYPE OF
CITIZEN IS THE WORST AND NO PALM COAST ENFORCEMENT OF THE ESTABLISHED
CODE WHICH IS ON THE BOOKS. Also the boneheaded zone change that Melissa Holland
championed for on U.S 1 adjacent to K properties which the developer,” FLIPPED”, once he got
his concessions from council.This scenario was foretold by a citizen opposed to the zone change
because he had witnessed it done in other communities because he was a developer himself. The
dilapidated and outdated blue and white signage indicating, neighborhoods, like an ugly trailer
park. The poorly kept homes with roof tiles missing ,fences broken down, molded and mildewed.
The poor drainage, the city sewer that is a giant COMMUNITY SEPTIC SYSTEM BUT MISLEADS
NEW HOMEBUYERS. The despicable treatment of dogs who are chained ALLDAY IN YARDS
AND BARK FOR AFFECTION AND ATTENTION CONTINUALLY FOR NO FAULT OF THEIR
OWN BUT FOR CRUEL OWNERS.

1/9/2019 9:06 PM

1825 To many homeless on the corners 1/9/2019 9:04 PM

1826 Job Oportunity Marriage 1/9/2019 9:03 PM

1827 Work 1/9/2019 9:00 PM

1828 Just moved to Palm Coast 3 weeks ago 1/9/2019 8:59 PM

1829 It is becoming dirty place to live and we have code enforement not taking the job seriously. 1/9/2019 8:55 PM

1830 Better jobs, better pay, lower cost of living. 1/9/2019 8:53 PM

1831 The main reason right now rest on the rezoning of seminole woods area for apartments. This will
devalue everything and crime will rise. Which means i will leave.

1/9/2019 8:47 PM
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1832 I am working on a doctorate degree in educaiton. There is very little opportunity for growth in my
career if I stay in Palm Coast. Therefore, it may be necessary for my family to move to an area
with university and education publishing.

1/9/2019 8:46 PM

1833 NA 1/9/2019 8:45 PM

1834 Take care of the duplex properties in R and P section rentals. Background check tenants. Restrict
rental help for people who does not need it.

1/9/2019 8:41 PM

1835 Cost of living, poorly run city, corrupt government officials, crime, taxes and fees too high. 1/9/2019 8:38 PM

1836 Overdevelopment, consistly see rental homes with multiple families living in them, poor support
from sheriffs department with crime and drug dealers living in neighborhood (personal
experience).

1/9/2019 8:37 PM

1837 Not enough things to do for kids and young family. 1/9/2019 8:36 PM

1838 Crime. And crime in the schools. 1/9/2019 8:33 PM

1839 Population 1/9/2019 8:29 PM

1840 Family 1/9/2019 8:29 PM

1841 Tired of the heat 1/9/2019 8:27 PM

1842 Find a lower crime community 1/9/2019 8:25 PM

1843 Crime 1/9/2019 8:22 PM

1844 Lack of jobs!!! 1/9/2019 8:20 PM

1845 cost of living 1/9/2019 8:19 PM

1846 Family Business concerns or lack of job opportunity 1/9/2019 8:15 PM

1847 To many rules and regulations that everyone doesn't have to follow only certain people not quit fair
to all.

1/9/2019 8:11 PM

1848 Improvement in quality and standard of living 1/9/2019 8:10 PM

1849 Neighbors, rules 1/9/2019 8:09 PM

1850 Cost of living 1/9/2019 8:06 PM

1851 Nothing to do. The code violations are also extremely unreasonable. 1/9/2019 8:06 PM

1852 Politics- the rule that only apply to some,the money that the politicians waste 1/9/2019 8:03 PM

1853 too Many traffic lights and taxes too high 1/9/2019 8:02 PM

1854 High fees and the city very difficult 1/9/2019 8:00 PM

1855 Job opportunity 1/9/2019 7:58 PM

1856 Expense 1/9/2019 7:58 PM

1857 Too much growth. 1/9/2019 7:57 PM

1858 work 1/9/2019 7:54 PM

1859 Personal 1/9/2019 7:50 PM

1860 Drastic changed not for goof 1/9/2019 7:49 PM

1861 unfriendly people. looking after themselves only 1/9/2019 7:48 PM

1862 The jobs I wanting to seek are not in Palm Coast 1/9/2019 7:40 PM

1863 The price of living and high utilities and food . 1/9/2019 7:39 PM

1864 Dead 1/9/2019 7:36 PM

1865 Can’t park my boat in my driveway 1/9/2019 7:35 PM

1866 Relocation for job 1/9/2019 7:35 PM

1867 Getting too big 1/9/2019 7:34 PM

1868 More income based apartment in my neighborhood 1/9/2019 7:34 PM

1869 Homeless pan handlers all over the place. Can't go anywhere without one of them begging for
something.

1/9/2019 7:33 PM

1870 The rules are way to strict. No consistancy and lack of empathy. 1/9/2019 7:33 PM

1871 Got married and had to move but own my own house here in Palm Coast now. 1/9/2019 7:31 PM

1872 Desire to live where I lived prior to moving to Palm Coast. 1/9/2019 7:31 PM

1873 Lo 1/9/2019 7:29 PM

1874 There are not natural ( organic) grocery stores 1/9/2019 7:29 PM

1875 N/A 1/9/2019 7:27 PM

1876 Bringing in the problems that I left to come here to Palm Coast. Low income housing , crime rise ,
devaluation of property

1/9/2019 7:27 PM

1877 Na 1/9/2019 7:27 PM

1878 Have to go to assistive living! 1/9/2019 7:24 PM

1879 Move closer to the beach. 1/9/2019 7:19 PM
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1880 Rent is too high 1/9/2019 7:14 PM

1881 still deciding where we want to be. 1/9/2019 7:13 PM

1882 Work 1/9/2019 7:10 PM

1883 Better shopping centers 1/9/2019 7:09 PM

1884 family 1/9/2019 7:08 PM

1885 Expensive, no jobs. 1/9/2019 7:07 PM

1886 Taxes 1/9/2019 7:06 PM

1887 Distorting habitats, turing into a big city like Deltona, putting appartment buildings in the middle of
neighborhoods were single family homes already exists, rezoning land that does not benefit the
surrounding areas.

1/9/2019 7:05 PM

1888 Too strict on homeowners! Too many rules and regulations. 1/9/2019 7:05 PM

1889 Death? 1/9/2019 7:01 PM

1890 High taxes and too many rules 1/9/2019 7:00 PM

1891 looking to go back to more changes of the season and a safer area 1/9/2019 6:59 PM

1892 Less congested 1/9/2019 6:58 PM

1893 Deterioration of city bylaws and cleanliness 1/9/2019 6:57 PM

1894 Better jobs elsewhere 1/9/2019 6:55 PM

1895 Better job opportunities. 1/9/2019 6:53 PM

1896 If they build apartments in Seminole woods would move immediately 1/9/2019 6:42 PM

1897 Too many renters moving in that don’t take care of properties. The amount of trash that is all over
is disgraceful! It wasn’t like this before. Too many people renting to anyone and not caring about
the type of people they are renting to.

1/9/2019 6:42 PM

1898 swell problem in front of our house after it rains.i emailed the mayor's office without response!! I've
called the Department of public works and was told a re-grading was planned Sept.'18.until now
the grass is dead! ugly!!

1/9/2019 6:39 PM

1899 move closer to the beach 1/9/2019 6:38 PM

1900 Little to no social life for single women living alone...widow,divorced,retired. 1/9/2019 6:36 PM

1901 crowding noise ordinances not enforced trash on side of parkways autos parking in swales
unabated

1/9/2019 6:36 PM

1902 Career 1/9/2019 6:35 PM

1903 Internet service, and phone service needs to be improved. 1/9/2019 6:35 PM

1904 no public transportation, trees block stripmall identity, lack of small family resturants, Low skill of
Doctors, low paying jobs, need more than dumb retail jobs, what your plan for Whiteview drive is
really immature thinking, price of taxes on fuel is ridiculous, leaders of the city(town) have tunnel
vision, quess it's my fought, don't know why I really moved here, I suppose it was a home I could
afford, not really looking at what I was getting myself into. The employees of the city of Palm
Coast, my hats off to them, are very affable and always address my concerns, far as the city
employees go they are the best I have ever come across in dealing with, but again though the city
leaders leave alot to be deisired.. don't hear about activities until they have already taken place.

1/9/2019 6:33 PM

1905 Lack of employment opportunities 1/9/2019 6:31 PM

1906 Beleiz 1/9/2019 6:26 PM

1907 Getting tired to have to drive to other cities like daytona st augustine Jacksonville etc to be able to
shop at bigger stores or malls or nicer restaurants. Feel like we should be building all that here.
I’ve been coming since the 80’s and still not

1/9/2019 6:23 PM

1908 Health 1/9/2019 6:22 PM

1909 Home prices r going way up, as well as taxes. Trash on the side of the roads are worse then ever
and noticed allot more homeless people hanging on the corners. Sneakers hanging from the wires
on Rae. More robberies...

1/9/2019 6:19 PM

1910 Crime. 1/9/2019 6:19 PM

1911 Better employment 1/9/2019 6:12 PM

1912 More land, less regulation 1/9/2019 6:11 PM

1913 summer too hot 1/9/2019 6:10 PM

1914 Move closer to family 1/9/2019 6:09 PM

1915 More places to shop. More nightlife. 1/9/2019 6:09 PM

1916 wearing a "toe tag" 1/9/2019 6:08 PM

1917 Jobs, real ones, not retail working a cash register. Education. 1/9/2019 6:07 PM

1918 money 1/9/2019 6:02 PM

1919 Beauty , Friendliness. Not crowded. good traffic 1/9/2019 6:01 PM

1920 Our death. 1/9/2019 6:00 PM
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1921 No access to so many things without driving to St Augustine, Jacksonville, Daytona, or Orlando.
Sucks.

1/9/2019 5:59 PM

1922 warmer weather 1/9/2019 5:55 PM

1923 Family 1/9/2019 5:53 PM

1924 Getting too crowded 1/9/2019 5:52 PM

1925 Safety issues and or crime would cause me to leave. 1/9/2019 5:51 PM

1926 The current path of catering to the low income vs the ambition to be the high end community. 1/9/2019 5:47 PM

1927 Better employment, etc 1/9/2019 5:45 PM

1928 High rent ran by selfish real estate owners/property managers 1/9/2019 5:44 PM

1929 If low income housing/apartments are built in Seminole woods we will sell and move to Ormond 1/9/2019 5:41 PM

1930 Leaving woυld be to be closer to work. 1/9/2019 5:39 PM

1931 relocation w/ family 1/9/2019 5:37 PM

1932 I want to move to a more rural area. 1/9/2019 5:37 PM

1933 If it becomes a city with too much government. 1/9/2019 5:32 PM

1934 A job transfer. 1/9/2019 5:31 PM

1935 Business in Jacksonville 1/9/2019 5:31 PM

1936 Some place with more social life 1/9/2019 5:30 PM

1937 Not enough apartments 1/9/2019 5:27 PM

1938 not enough commerce, which equals few jobs. I drive to Daytona for work. Palm Coast needs to
finish the area near epics theater and give incentives to business (commerce). I moved from S.
Florida to Palm Coast, we love it but it lacks a lot of TO-DO's.

1/9/2019 5:26 PM

1939 Homeless population 1/9/2019 5:25 PM

1940 Taxes 1/9/2019 5:19 PM

1941 New experiences. 1/9/2019 5:19 PM

1942 I don’t expect too. 1/9/2019 5:16 PM

1943 Closer to work 1/9/2019 5:11 PM

1944 Health 1/9/2019 5:09 PM

1945 Too much new development of commercial properties and the city's desire to add low income
housing.

1/9/2019 5:07 PM

1946 Ineffective government and the inability to attract and keep businesses. Too many duplexes,
apartments, and lack of infrastructure upkeep.

1/9/2019 5:07 PM

1947 age 1/9/2019 5:06 PM

1948 To downsize. 1/9/2019 5:06 PM

1949 lack of cultural events, bad traffic management, red lights need to be synchronized, now they are
haphazard and frustrating causing unnecessary delays.

1/9/2019 5:03 PM

1950 Increases to already high taxes, especially the proposed special tax to cover repairs to sea walls. If
that goes through, many homeowners will cease to make their own repairs. Why would they if the
city will do it. Put a lien on the properties instead....that's a more equitable solution.

1/9/2019 5:02 PM

1951 N/A 1/9/2019 5:02 PM

1952 To travel but eventually return. 1/9/2019 5:01 PM

1953 Government. Nothing gets done. No one listens to the citizens. 1/9/2019 4:59 PM

1954 None Don't plan on leaving 1/9/2019 4:57 PM

1955 More entertainment 1/9/2019 4:57 PM

1956 family 1/9/2019 4:56 PM

1957 n/a 1/9/2019 4:56 PM

1958 Death! 1/9/2019 4:55 PM

1959 Poor drainage 1/9/2019 4:55 PM

1960 Death or serious in faaily 1/9/2019 4:54 PM

1961 Unhappy 1/9/2019 4:53 PM

1962 Nosey neighbors who call code enforcement over ridiculous things. 1/9/2019 4:51 PM

1963 I don’t intend to leave Palm Coast any time soon. But If I were to leave, it would be for lack of job
opportunities. The job market in Palm Coast is at a stand still... we need more companies to invest
in our city to help with its job market.

1/9/2019 4:49 PM

1964 Lack of affordable housing for single parent, lack of corporate type jobs 1/9/2019 4:45 PM

1965 Death 1/9/2019 4:45 PM

1966 Crime 1/9/2019 4:44 PM

1967 Location 1/9/2019 4:43 PM
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1968 To get farther inland 1/9/2019 4:43 PM

1969 Family member passing, and moving on. We 1/9/2019 4:43 PM

1970 To many unreasonable rules regarding what can and can't be parked in your driveway. 1/9/2019 4:40 PM

1971 crime increase, to many homeless people sleeping in public areas, no sidewalks, bad street
lighting

1/9/2019 4:39 PM

1972 downsizing due to aging 1/9/2019 4:38 PM

1973 need to keep the neighborhood areas clean like Bell Terre area Seminole woods area needs
attention

1/9/2019 4:38 PM

1974 Our town is growing too fast and bringing crime and drugs with it. I'm also worried about the
property values dropping because I think we are allowing far too many low income housing units
and apartments to be built, which will certainly lower property values.

1/9/2019 4:34 PM

1975 Move to Warmer winter weather 1/9/2019 4:33 PM

1976 We love the Palm Coast area, city and people. 1/9/2019 4:32 PM

1977 Job relocation 1/9/2019 4:29 PM

1978 Work related 1/9/2019 4:28 PM

1979 High Property Taxes 1/9/2019 4:27 PM

1980 Move closer to kids 1/9/2019 4:24 PM

1981 One big HOA. No street lights. Have to pay for my own. No sidewalks. No real shopping to speak
of and no night life for nature not dead yet adults

1/9/2019 4:23 PM

1982 Move out of state. 1/9/2019 4:21 PM

1983 Move near relatives 1/9/2019 4:15 PM

1984 Not enough cultural activities. Traffic bottleneck by shopping areas. Every event is super crowded-
too many people, too few events.

1/9/2019 4:15 PM

1985 Ready for a change of scenery. Have been here 17 years 1/9/2019 4:13 PM

1986 Lack of restaurants such as Chilis, Arbys, Buffalo Wild Wings etc. 1/9/2019 4:13 PM

1987 Getting too crowded 1/9/2019 4:12 PM

1988 No Rv, or Boat parking 1/9/2019 4:11 PM

1989 Go back home to Gainesville 1/9/2019 4:11 PM

1990 Need more job opportunity 1/9/2019 4:10 PM

1991 If it continues to get more expensive (ie Taxes) or I die. I understand that the City is considering
taxing us (canal owners). Are you crazy ? By the way I voted NO on becoming a city in the first
place. Your building City Hall, against the wishes of the voters, proved I was right.

1/9/2019 4:10 PM

1992 Better quality of life and employment opportunity 1/9/2019 4:09 PM

1993 Too many chain stores/big box, not enough small business 1/9/2019 4:08 PM

1994 High gas prices. Homeless people on corners. 1/9/2019 4:07 PM

1995 Part time resident 1/9/2019 4:07 PM

1996 No affordable housing. 1/9/2019 4:07 PM

1997 Better job opportunities . 1/9/2019 4:06 PM

1998 Poor public transportation. High cost of living, especially electric and utilities. Poor quality drinking
water.

1/9/2019 4:02 PM

1999 Everyone in the city drives like a maniac, and there are no traffic cops patrolling the streets.
People are allowed to drive 60-70 miles per hour on Belle Terre, SR 100, Palm Coast Pkwy, etc...
I'm almost in 10 accidents every day from people texting and driving and not paying attention.
Something needs to be done.

1/9/2019 4:00 PM

2000 Because of my age and health 1/9/2019 3:59 PM

2001 Better work opportunities 1/9/2019 3:57 PM

2002 Death of spouse 1/9/2019 3:55 PM

2003 After children graduate we may move. 1/9/2019 3:54 PM

2004 It is a boring place to live, not enough access given to the beach, unless you can afford to live on
the ocean. Food prices are high and there isn't enough lighting on Old Kings Road.

1/9/2019 3:52 PM

2005 The presence of bigotry, white supremacy and prejudice by the citizens, and the Sheriff's
Department.

1/9/2019 3:51 PM

2006 Closer to family 1/9/2019 3:49 PM

2007 The prices of rent are way to high. 1/9/2019 3:49 PM

2008 Not leaving 1/9/2019 3:48 PM

2009 Not enough cultural activities, and NON-chain restaurants. Lacks opportunity for enrichment
classes.

1/9/2019 3:48 PM

2010 Its getting too crowded and the City doesn't appear to care for the current citizens needs until it
becomes a huge issue.

1/9/2019 3:47 PM
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2011 Job 1/9/2019 3:46 PM

2012 Life crisis 1/9/2019 3:46 PM

2013 No good Restaurants near by. Lots of homeless people on corners begging. 1/9/2019 3:45 PM

2014 left at the end of 2018 to seek better employment 1/9/2019 3:43 PM

2015 over building , traffic, crime, litter, quality of life, 1/9/2019 3:43 PM

2016 NA 1/9/2019 3:40 PM

2017 Job opportunity 1/9/2019 3:39 PM

2018 NA 1/9/2019 3:38 PM

2019 Taxes/lack of neighborhoods/lack of sidewalks and local parks. Homelessness 1/9/2019 3:35 PM

2020 Job relocation 1/9/2019 3:35 PM

2021 No public transportation. No side walks especially on Boulder Rock Drive where the street is
narrow ,the people or very few people slow down when driving around curves. They often drive
down the middle of the street. The dog messes are getting worse. It really aught to be mentioned
in the local paper. I have a three wheeled bike that a care came so close I pulled over and fell in
the swale. They kept going.

1/9/2019 3:33 PM

2022 Nothing for young families to do, all the grocery stores, gas stations, department stores, always
busy bc of lack of choice and options.

1/9/2019 3:33 PM

2023 No Public transportation for elderly. Not enough housing for seniors. 1/9/2019 3:32 PM

2024 too sleepy, suburbia 1/9/2019 3:31 PM

2025 I am not leaving. I will die in Palm Coast. I am 78 years old and I don't want to move anymore. 1/9/2019 3:30 PM

2026 Garbage thrown on the side of the roads. Each day have to go out and clean up after the pigs who
throw things out as the drive.

1/9/2019 3:26 PM

2027 health cost 1/9/2019 3:26 PM

2028 Palm Coast is in yesterday. You are not expanding growth quick enough. Low to zero employment
opportunities. Grossly lacking in amenities other cities have, i.e. restaurants, entertainment etc.

1/9/2019 3:25 PM

2029 Cost of living. Quality of water service. Also, not really that much to do. 1/9/2019 3:25 PM

2030 Be closer to family 1/9/2019 3:25 PM

2031 The city's drive to bring in more low-income housing, and low-value businesses like more
(unnecessary) gas stations, storage facilities and fast food places, instead of focusing on bringing
in businesses that draw people with higher educations and incomes. It's as if we want to change
our beautiful city into a Holly Hill-type community where low-lifes and crime have taken over the
town.

1/9/2019 3:25 PM

2032 Getting too commercial in the middle of residential areas 1/9/2019 3:22 PM

2033 Too much growth. Don't believe our commissioners care about what the people want, just grow
grow grow. Too much kowtowing to business..

1/9/2019 3:21 PM

2034 To move to another town with less stringent rules and regulations, cheaper water and utilities, and
work that pays more than $12-15/ hour for a better quality of life. Midwest pay is at least $25/hr
and water is half the price paid here

1/9/2019 3:21 PM

2035 Better employment opportunities elsewhere 1/9/2019 3:20 PM

2036 Lack of city style life i.e. fine dining, entertainment, etc 1/9/2019 3:20 PM

2037 No desire to move! 1/9/2019 3:19 PM

2038 Not enough kid friendly things 1/9/2019 3:15 PM

2039 Downsizing. Closer to the beach. A younger, more socially interactive neighborhood. 1/9/2019 3:15 PM

2040 If an opportunity for something better presents itself. 1/9/2019 3:10 PM

2041 More populated area with higher paying job opportunity 1/9/2019 3:09 PM

2042 College/ moving out of parent’s house 1/9/2019 3:06 PM

2043 Moving back to Puerto Rico 1/9/2019 3:05 PM

2044 Housing cost, rentals or buying, we love Palm Coast its an awesome place to live but Port Orange
Daytona, and surrounding communities are good to but not as good to Veterans,

1/9/2019 3:04 PM

2045 N/A 1/9/2019 3:04 PM

2046 Crime 1/9/2019 3:02 PM

2047 Apartments,low income housing, duplex’s 1/9/2019 3:01 PM

2048 If crime increases 1/9/2019 3:00 PM

2049 To escape the hurricane threat and sea level rise 1/9/2019 3:00 PM

2050 Climate Change 1/9/2019 2:59 PM

2051 n/a 1/9/2019 2:58 PM

2052 To many restrictions on homeowners! 1/9/2019 2:57 PM

2053 Employment opportunities. 1/9/2019 2:52 PM
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2054 N/A 1/9/2019 2:51 PM

2055 more opportunities, diversity & culture. 1/9/2019 2:50 PM

2056 Rising costs 1/9/2019 2:50 PM

2057 Overcrowding, over development, rude people, lax code enforcement, crazy traffic. 1/9/2019 2:49 PM

2058 Downsizing 1/9/2019 2:48 PM

2059 I live in the S-section and I am against the building of "low income" apartments. Seminole woods is
not big enough to handle the amount of traffic a big apartment complex will bring. The additional
crime that will also affect our area. I am concerned for the safety of my children if the rezoning is
approved.

1/9/2019 2:48 PM

2060 Work 1/9/2019 2:48 PM

2061 The city believes it's an HOA and it's not. Silly ordinances and has worst drivers. City will cite you
for grass but doesn't maintain their own public areas.

1/9/2019 2:46 PM

2062 OLD AGE 1/9/2019 2:46 PM

2063 New employment 1/9/2019 2:45 PM

2064 Friends have all moved away. 1/9/2019 2:45 PM

2065 changing the single family homes to multi family homes for low income in Seminole woods 1/9/2019 2:41 PM

2066 High taxes 1/9/2019 2:41 PM

2067 No major shopping outlet. We need a Costco. Have to drive too far to buy things. WalMart is not
enough.

1/9/2019 2:40 PM

2068 Housing price/taxes 1/9/2019 2:35 PM

2069 Too many county regulations. 1/9/2019 2:34 PM

2070 Can't afford the taxes 1/9/2019 2:34 PM

2071 Better income elsewhere 1/9/2019 2:33 PM

2072 Tired of florida 1/9/2019 2:33 PM

2073 No Job. 1/9/2019 2:30 PM

2074 Nothing to do here , no concerts or music entertainment that’s from big artist 1/9/2019 2:28 PM

2075 Palm Coast need more jobs 1/9/2019 2:28 PM

2076 Move near water 1/9/2019 2:28 PM

2077 weather 1/9/2019 2:27 PM

2078 Government sucks. 1/9/2019 2:26 PM

2079 If taxes and cost of living be too high. 1/9/2019 2:26 PM

2080 Family reasons 1/9/2019 2:26 PM

2081 too much commercialization and litter 1/9/2019 2:25 PM

2082 too many city ordinances not enough parking for river walk 1/9/2019 2:24 PM

2083 Building of an apartment complex in Seminole woods. We like having the woods and enjoy having
it be a bedroom community

1/9/2019 2:23 PM

2084 If you put low income apartments in Seminole woods 1/9/2019 2:22 PM

2085 fed up w/ PC politics 1/9/2019 2:22 PM

2086 Affordable housing. I qualify to buy but most are out of my price range and rent is at too high. 1/9/2019 2:22 PM

2087 The entire country is degrading & hemorrhaging 1/9/2019 2:21 PM

2088 Not enough light 1/9/2019 2:15 PM

2089 To flagler beach Ocean 1/9/2019 2:14 PM

2090 Tax to high, to many regulations, have to have a permit for everything. 1/9/2019 2:14 PM

2091 Getting over built 1/9/2019 2:14 PM

2092 If I got a better job somewhere else. 1/9/2019 2:14 PM

2093 Hi density development in single family streets and neighborhoods 1/9/2019 2:13 PM

2094 Too much traffic. . 1/9/2019 2:13 PM

2095 POOR ENVIRONMENTAL TRENDING: Extremely poor enforcement of residential watering
restrictions, residential landscape waste reportedly landfilled and not composted nor available to
people as compost, too much emphasis on unnecessary lighting, tall fencing around homes,
WastePro collects and combines recyclables with regular trash, beer bottle littering by C-section
contractors in residential areas. Poor Code Enforcement severely degrades neighborhood
appearances. Inability to easily and anonymously report code violations.

1/9/2019 2:12 PM

2096 Price of homes, strict policies for homeowners, and no land 1/9/2019 2:12 PM

2097 Been here 25 years need a change boring here 1/9/2019 2:11 PM

2098 The way things are run in the schools ! 1/9/2019 2:11 PM

2099 Nothing to do and the property taxes are insane 1/9/2019 2:08 PM
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2100 staying... 1/9/2019 2:08 PM

2101 Homeless presence is a concern. 1/9/2019 2:08 PM

2102 There is nothing to do as far as upscale adult restaurants/bars and not enough things to do for
children besides the park. The worst is getting ridiculous notes on your garage when the
neighbors houses are in worse condition. Sorry if I was out of town for the week and didnt think my
grass was that tall.. it's insane. Harassment at its finest. Lived in palm coast my entire life almost
29yrs and my grandparents were one of the first 10 families in palm coast and I see everything
getting bad. Police officers need to focus on the huge issue which is drugs but they rather give
minor things like seat belt tickets.

1/9/2019 2:07 PM

2103 Personal reasons. 1/9/2019 2:05 PM

2104 Better Job opportunities 1/9/2019 2:05 PM

2105 To go back to Co 1/9/2019 2:03 PM

2106 I don't expect to leave 1/9/2019 2:03 PM

2107 high utility costs 1/9/2019 2:00 PM

2108 lack of dredging of my canal. 1/9/2019 1:59 PM

2109 Traffic, cost of living, job prospects for people over 50, crime increase, 1/9/2019 1:58 PM

2110 better work or schools 1/9/2019 1:56 PM

2111 Less regulations 1/9/2019 1:56 PM

2112 Job recollection 1/9/2019 1:56 PM

2113 Lack cultural events, lack of suitable swimming facility 1/9/2019 1:56 PM

2114 The demographics 1/9/2019 1:55 PM

2115 Traffic getting too crazy! Too many people here, too many restrictions of what you are allowed to
do or not allowed to do. Not enough support for animal safety, especially the cat population. We
need more advocates and city back up to help these cats and people.

1/9/2019 1:55 PM

2116 my age 1/9/2019 1:55 PM

2117 Lack of quality paying jobs, high cost off living. 1/9/2019 1:53 PM

2118 hurricanes 1/9/2019 1:53 PM

2119 Move back to where our family is in Rhode Island. Our original home state. 1/9/2019 1:52 PM

2120 Too many regulations for homeowners 1/9/2019 1:52 PM

2121 Move closer to children 1/9/2019 1:52 PM

2122 Job transfer 1/9/2019 1:52 PM

2123 death 1/9/2019 1:51 PM

2124 Commercial over development and rezoning of established neighborhoods for the addition of multi-
family dwellings ie: apartments, town houses, and condominiums

1/9/2019 1:51 PM

2125 Less traffic 1/9/2019 1:51 PM

2126 Nothing happening. 1/9/2019 1:50 PM

2127 Retirement and relocation due to living costs in Go 1/9/2019 1:50 PM

2128 Crime. Which is increasing and it's heartbreaking. Although the police Dept is doing as best as
they can. Seems there are a lot of juvenile delinquents and drugs in the area.

1/9/2019 1:49 PM

2129 Make more money 1/9/2019 1:49 PM

2130 Getting too crowded 1/9/2019 1:47 PM

2131 water standing in th 1/9/2019 1:45 PM

2132 Taxes going up and crime 1/9/2019 1:45 PM

2133 I want to live closer to the beach/intercoastal waters. 1/9/2019 1:44 PM

2134 Lack of career prospects, higher gas prices than surrounding communities, terrible law
enforcement, very high housing costs compared to size of housing, complete disregard of federal
statutes regarding hiring veterans, city management appears to have little to no idea on how to run
a city government, constantly making poor decisions on many important issues.

1/9/2019 1:43 PM

2135 Not enough amenities such as good restaurants and shopping. Price of fuel is higher here than in
other towns nearby.

1/9/2019 1:41 PM

2136 I died. 1/9/2019 1:39 PM

2137 My demise 1/9/2019 1:38 PM

2138 Too many people, too congested. 1/9/2019 1:37 PM

2139 Crime and a larger transient population 1/9/2019 1:36 PM

2140 Lack of jobs more shopping diversity and traffic 1/9/2019 1:36 PM

2141 No work and poor wages 1/9/2019 1:35 PM

2142 Crime and odors 1/9/2019 1:34 PM

2143 Job 1/9/2019 1:33 PM
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2144 We are not leaving palm coast 1/9/2019 1:31 PM

2145 There is little entertainment, bars and restaurants, and there is no work for opportunities. PC is a
great little city if you want to retire, but not one for establishing a long term future.

1/9/2019 1:31 PM

2146 Code are too strict 1/9/2019 1:29 PM

2147 move closer to family... 1/9/2019 1:28 PM

2148 More secluded living 1/9/2019 1:28 PM

2149 Prefer to live near (as in walking/bicycling) distance to a thriving town center which offers
restaurants, arts, markets, etc.

1/9/2019 1:27 PM

2150 Not enough jobs Salary low salaries 1/9/2019 1:27 PM

2151 Not applicable 1/9/2019 1:27 PM

2152 The rules and regulations of not allowing your boat in your driveway without being fined after
certain amount of days

1/9/2019 1:26 PM

2153 I 95 noise specially the east side. Poor swale drainage. Litter on street. 1/9/2019 1:25 PM

2154 Never 1/9/2019 1:24 PM

2155 Death 1/9/2019 1:23 PM

2156 Crime. Job transfer. 1/9/2019 1:22 PM

2157 No public transportation. OKR at PCP traffic signal is a disaster. 1/9/2019 1:22 PM

2158 move closer for family 1/9/2019 1:20 PM

2159 Because the council is more interested in the wealthy and making PC look like palm beach or
Beverly Hills and not focusing on the “average” residents who have contributed to PC and live
here. And the council corruption is totally disgusting! A new town hall, a new community center but
ignored for 10 years the utility building......all about looks and the wealthy!

1/9/2019 1:20 PM

2160 to many rules 1/9/2019 1:18 PM

2161 job opportunities 1/9/2019 1:16 PM

2162 There are not enough street lights, especially at intersections that are off the main streets. 1/9/2019 1:16 PM

2163 Closer to beach 1/9/2019 1:13 PM

2164 rental prices 1/9/2019 1:11 PM

2165 Live closer to work 1/9/2019 1:10 PM

2166 The city codes, regulations and policies do not fit my life style. 1/9/2019 1:10 PM

2167 Have property in Palm Coast but not sure we will build on it or sell vacant lot. Pal Coast needs to
do more to attract employers that provide a living wage

1/9/2019 1:09 PM

2168 Insufficient senior activities 1/9/2019 1:09 PM

2169 higher paying employment 1/9/2019 1:09 PM

2170 Affordability 1/9/2019 1:08 PM

2171 Being closer to family. 1/9/2019 1:06 PM

2172 Job prespects better elsewhere 1/9/2019 1:06 PM

2173 My perception of a wasteful local government. Rising taxes vs services received. 1/9/2019 1:05 PM

2174 Home prices and rental costs too high. Too few name brand restaurants. 1/9/2019 1:04 PM

2175 Lack of things to do plus everything closing by 10pm 1/9/2019 1:04 PM

2176 Move closer to family 1/9/2019 1:04 PM

2177 Overpriced utilities 1/9/2019 1:04 PM

2178 Too much crime, schools aren’t good enough. 1/9/2019 1:03 PM

2179 Expensive housing, unfair county/city practices 1/9/2019 1:03 PM

2180 Family obligations. 1/9/2019 1:03 PM

2181 Move closer to our children 1/9/2019 1:03 PM

2182 Employment 1/9/2019 1:02 PM

2183 It's growing so fast that it won't retain that "small town" feel. 1/9/2019 1:02 PM

2184 Better employment options 1/9/2019 1:01 PM

2185 The rapidly increasing amount of homeless people on each corner. This is growing at a ridiculous
rate. Also, the city is expanding, we have young children and there are no sidewalks on the blocks.
Kids and adults have been struck on numerous occasions in the last 4 years and I find it unusual
that youput so much pride in the expanding city for families but allow it to be so dangerous. Street
lamps other than at intersections and stores would be nice also. There also needs to be regulated
speed limits on the side streets.

1/9/2019 1:01 PM

2186 Low paying jobs 1/9/2019 1:00 PM

2187 Not enough good paying jobs 1/9/2019 1:00 PM

2188 Sewage issues when it rains 1/9/2019 12:59 PM
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2189 N/A 1/9/2019 12:59 PM

2190 Age, being closer to family. 1/9/2019 12:58 PM

2191 High rental and cost of living 1/9/2019 12:57 PM

2192 Cost of living way too high for this area and not enough retail outlets. 1/9/2019 12:56 PM

2193 Less government intrusion and lower housing costs 1/9/2019 12:56 PM

2194 death 1/9/2019 12:54 PM

2195 Better job opportunity 1/9/2019 12:54 PM

2196 Taxes and expenses continuing to get higher and higher 1/9/2019 12:54 PM

2197 Changed health conditions. 1/9/2019 12:54 PM

2198 Water not flowing out of dishes and swale. I.95 too loud specially on east side. Litter on side of
street.

1/9/2019 12:54 PM

2199 Snowbird 1/9/2019 12:53 PM

2200 Building a house in Satsuma 1/9/2019 12:52 PM

2201 Hurticanes 1/9/2019 12:51 PM

2202 Not enough job opportunities outside the service industry. Currently too far from work to be
reasonable.

1/9/2019 12:51 PM

2203 Health 1/9/2019 12:51 PM

2204 Poor county government, especially concerning Bings Landing! 1/9/2019 12:48 PM

2205 I have found the people in charge of drainage to be quite rude! 1/9/2019 12:47 PM

2206 Change of scenery 1/9/2019 12:47 PM

2207 I'd like to live in a place with a college or University. 1/9/2019 12:47 PM

2208 Health issues. 1/9/2019 12:45 PM

2209 Moving closer to family is important as we age 1/9/2019 12:45 PM

2210 Too expensive. 1/9/2019 12:43 PM

2211 Traffic lights not sinked... Cops sit at stop signs trying to get cha... 1/9/2019 12:42 PM

2212 I live in Matanzas woods and my property has steadily dropped since the golf course went away.
Palm Coast has failed to do anything with the abandoned golf course and we have no provisions
in the entire section not even a gas station

1/9/2019 12:41 PM

2213 Death 1/9/2019 12:41 PM

2214 Health 1/9/2019 12:39 PM

2215 I cannot think of a reason to ever leave. 1/9/2019 12:37 PM

2216 I want to be closer to the beach 1/9/2019 12:37 PM

2217 only if I die 1/9/2019 12:36 PM

2218 If I die in the next five years 1/9/2019 12:36 PM

2219 Better location elsewhere 1/9/2019 12:35 PM

2220 Job Opportunities outside of Palm Coast. (13 year Ex-searay employee still trying to land a decent
job)

1/9/2019 12:35 PM

2221 cost of homes 1/9/2019 12:34 PM

2222 The number of homeless people on every corner panhandling is appalling! We purchased a home
in this community with the hopes of improving our living conditions and seeing our property value
rise. We see these same people congregating at night in parks and alongside the roadside
smoking pot and drinking. Why is nothing being done about this??

1/9/2019 12:34 PM

2223 To many rules and to many people 1/9/2019 12:33 PM

2224 Weather 1/9/2019 12:33 PM

2225 Traffic. Bad drivers. Restaurants and shopping leave much to be desired. 1/9/2019 12:33 PM

2226 Lack of businesses and jobs. 1/9/2019 12:32 PM

2227 Buy a home 1/9/2019 12:32 PM

2228 Lack of opportunities and seeing a decline. 1/9/2019 12:32 PM

2229 None. This is home. Love it 1/9/2019 12:32 PM

2230 Possible job relocation. 1/9/2019 12:32 PM

2231 No real development in growth, no jobs growth. 1/9/2019 12:31 PM

2232 No club stores (Costco/BJs), no lucrative employment, no activities for teens or young adults. 1/9/2019 12:30 PM

2233 No safety. No security. Sidewalks and lighting rare. Nothing to do. No jobs. City/county
government sucks. Schools awful. Too many old people.

1/9/2019 12:29 PM

2234 No high-paying jobs, dynamics of neighborhood are changing due to affordable housing, and no
high-end places to eat. Night life is also undesirable.

1/9/2019 12:29 PM
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2235 Better entertainment options. Quality restaurant. Palm coast is light years behind in the
entertainment. Take a look at St Augustine

1/9/2019 12:28 PM

2236 too much traffic too many people 1/9/2019 12:27 PM

2237 I just moved to Palm Coast from Illinois and so far I love it 1/9/2019 12:27 PM

2238 rezone lots in my area from single family home in multifamily home 1/9/2019 12:27 PM

2239 Not enough to do 1/9/2019 12:26 PM

2240 poor management by city 1/9/2019 12:25 PM

2241 EXCESSIVE SPEEDING AND RECKLESS DRIVING NIGHT AND DAY ON WELLWATER DRIVE
WAS REPORTED NO ACTION TAKEN!

1/9/2019 12:25 PM

2242 Too many duplexes 1/9/2019 12:24 PM

2243 Crime. Insane Drivers. 1/9/2019 12:24 PM

2244 Too much racism was exhibited prior to and since the 2016 election. I am also concerned about
rates of growth and the disproportionate attention provided to some areas over others.

1/9/2019 12:23 PM

2245 Cost and availability of housing for 55+ 1/9/2019 12:22 PM

2246 The schools are horrible, the cops have nothing better to do besides arrest people and brag about
it on flagler live while making the people’s life hard while slandering them Online, the houses are
poorly built to be charging that much, I pay 1100 a month to live in a duplex that’s poorly taken
care of by the real estate company, the suicide rate is disgusting here, there are no programs to
help single moms succeed and last but not least there’s no diversity no culture no life here. Palm
coast is for people to come and die, not live. My kids and I will be moving by October. And might I
add jobs here suck at pay and hiring in general it’s like pulling teeth getting and keeping a job here.
It’s nothing for kids to do it’s a hell hole

1/9/2019 12:22 PM

2247 Poor development decisions 1/9/2019 12:20 PM

2248 too many houses being built. 1/9/2019 12:20 PM

2249 High taxes already. C section canal lots may be taxed additionally and that’s where we wanted to
move.

1/9/2019 12:20 PM

2250 -Lack of Fortune 500 job opportunity. 1/9/2019 12:19 PM

2251 Not leaving just in a box 1/9/2019 12:18 PM

2252 Too congested 1/9/2019 12:18 PM

2253 Too crowded, too many restrictions, restrictions are not enforced consistently, terrible cell phone
service.

1/9/2019 12:18 PM

2254 rezoning Seminole woods to multi-family 1/9/2019 12:17 PM

2255 Crime and city management 1/9/2019 12:16 PM

2256 Pending Divorce selling home and moving to Jacksonville for better employment 1/9/2019 12:15 PM

2257 Move closer to family. 1/9/2019 12:15 PM

2258 Lack of jobs 1/9/2019 12:15 PM

2259 Repeatedly called Sheriff’s Dept. and City re: neighbor (noise, visitor traffic/speeding, drug dealing,
trash & loose Pit Bulls).

1/9/2019 12:15 PM

2260 More entertainment and higher paying jobs 1/9/2019 12:14 PM

2261 new opportunity 1/9/2019 12:14 PM

2262 Having the winning numbers in Power Ball MIGHT DO IT! 1/9/2019 12:14 PM

2263 if it is become overcrowded 1/9/2019 12:14 PM

2264 To move closer to family. 1/9/2019 12:14 PM

2265 Too many duplexes coming in, lowers our home value. 1/9/2019 12:12 PM

2266 Not much to do here. 1/9/2019 12:12 PM

2267 If Donald Trump doesn't go to prison and runs again in 2020, would seriously consider leaving the
country.

1/9/2019 12:12 PM

2268 Gas prices 1/9/2019 12:12 PM

2269 Old age 1/9/2019 12:12 PM

2270 To return home to family up north. 1/9/2019 12:11 PM

2271 Violence, drugs 1/9/2019 12:11 PM

2272 Lack of activities for teens, young adults, lack of affordable, reasonable housing, employment 1/9/2019 12:11 PM

2273 City does not listen to it’s people 1/9/2019 12:10 PM

2274 Job opportunity 1/9/2019 12:09 PM

2275 High taxes and crime 1/9/2019 12:08 PM

2276 Not enough jobs. Not many things to do I’m this town. 1/9/2019 12:08 PM

2277 Lack of adult grown up nightlife, such as nicer restaurants. 1/9/2019 12:08 PM
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2278 Cell Phone Service is poor.. Need more sidewalks in P section. There is nothing to do here for the
youth. I

1/9/2019 12:08 PM

2279 Work relocation 1/9/2019 12:08 PM

2280 Rent increases 1/9/2019 12:08 PM

2281 Lack of culture, good restaurants, City management 1/9/2019 12:07 PM

2282 Work 1/9/2019 12:07 PM

2283 Better job. 1/9/2019 12:07 PM

2284 Section where I live, most people don’t pick up after their animals, always trash on the sides of the
roads, the roadside maintenance gets neglected most of the time

1/9/2019 12:07 PM

2285 ----- 1/9/2019 12:06 PM

2286 Because need more entertainment 1/9/2019 12:05 PM

2287 pep system 1/9/2019 12:04 PM

2288 I would put my house up for sale if rezoning was done for Seminole Woods to allow apartments on
Sesame

1/9/2019 12:04 PM

2289 Crowds & political money management 1/9/2019 12:04 PM

2290 Costs are increasing substantially and the city/town is deteriorating. Despite the improvements in
parks, there is over development and increase in trash on the streets. Additionally, the added
restrictions on yard waste pick up is a huge inconvenience and only exacerbates unkempt
properties.

1/9/2019 12:04 PM

2291 Not enough businesses in the city. Too many city regulations put on business and individuals. Too
many homeless people and planned section 8 housing

1/9/2019 12:03 PM

2292 Employment 1/9/2019 12:03 PM

2293 Not much to do for children in the area other then the parks 1/9/2019 12:03 PM

2294 Return home 1/9/2019 12:03 PM

2295 Purchase a home on the beach 1/9/2019 12:02 PM

2296 Lousy swayle system 1/9/2019 12:02 PM

2297 Death 1/9/2019 12:01 PM

2298 TO MOVE SOUTH TO THE KEYS 1/9/2019 12:01 PM

2299 Rental costs vs commerce 1/9/2019 12:01 PM

2300 To move to be with family 1/9/2019 12:00 PM

2301 We really love this city overall... however one thing that would make us move is the lack of gas
stations in the area near the different sections and also the need for an additional Walmart.

1/9/2019 12:00 PM

2302 Corruption 1/9/2019 12:00 PM

2303 Not enough restaurants that are not fast food. Not enough large retail stores. 1/9/2019 12:00 PM

2304 Not a lot to do close by 1/9/2019 11:59 AM

2305 Looking for more options for nightlife and shopping, etc. 1/9/2019 11:58 AM

2306 real estate taxes getting higher 1/9/2019 11:58 AM

2307 Retire and move 1/9/2019 11:57 AM

2308 job opportunity 1/9/2019 11:57 AM

2309 To many rules I understand there is rules but dont treat it as a gated community 1/9/2019 11:57 AM

2310 I'm getting older an will need the assistance from my son and wife. 1/9/2019 11:56 AM

2311 Feed 1/9/2019 11:56 AM

2312 Far from relatives and loved ones 1/9/2019 11:56 AM

2313 Move closer to work 1/9/2019 11:56 AM

2314 Property taxes are getting out of hand. I added a simple swimming pool and my taxes went up
$800.00. i will be paying close to 2500.00 and everything is 10 miles away each way. $22 million
for a DPW yard? Why? Does it snow? Is there ice every morning? $8 million for a bingo hall? Next
is our own police force and it will be New Jersey taxes and you get to make $15.00 an hour. I
watch 40 year old men pull weeds by hand on Belle Terre while talking on the cell phone. The
ditches in the front yard are joke. I was told "we want the water to stay in the ditches, I'm not
sending a crew to re slope 2 empty lots to the corner." His answer was "soon someone will build
next you to and then it will be pitched correctly".

1/9/2019 11:55 AM

2315 Would like a walkable area like a Main Street. With shops and restaurants. 1/9/2019 11:55 AM

2316 Rent is extremely high. Little in choices of shopping. 1/9/2019 11:54 AM

2317 CODE ENDORCEMENT, lack of activities for kids, no public transit. 1/9/2019 11:54 AM

2318 Too expensive 1/9/2019 11:54 AM

2319 We plan to buy a house, and there are too many restrictions on what home owners can and can't
do here in Palm Coast.

1/9/2019 11:53 AM
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2320 Job relocation would be one. The other would be do to areas being run down. PC plush
surrounding make it desirable.

1/9/2019 11:53 AM

2321 Cost of living, taxes, City, County and School taxes 1/9/2019 11:53 AM

2322 Job Transfer 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

2323 Lack of grooming in common areas. Too much litter. Too much weed growth. It just sometimes
looks like nobody cares.

1/9/2019 11:52 AM

2324 Job relocation, better town 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

2325 dont plan on leaving 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

2326 No jobs. Too many "affordable housing" projects lowering my property value. Too much crime. 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

2327 Job opportunities 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

2328 Over populated 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

2329 Death or major change in quality of life. 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

2330 If there is some unforeseen future regression or backlash to making the city smarter, greener, and
more progressive.

1/9/2019 11:51 AM

2331 City standards going downhill 1/9/2019 11:51 AM

2332 Republicans and crime 1/9/2019 11:51 AM

2333 No plans at this time so I don’t have any reason 1/9/2019 11:51 AM

2334 Proximity to the ocean. 1/9/2019 11:50 AM

2335 Getting married 1/9/2019 11:50 AM

2336 Policy,politicians no movement in progress and roundabouts are ridiculous 1/9/2019 11:50 AM

2337 EMPLOYMENT AND LACK OF YOUTH. ALSO LACK OF A RELIABLE POST OFFFICE.
CANNOT MAIL OUT OR RECEIVE MAIL CHECKS IN.

1/9/2019 11:50 AM

2338 Lack of social activities. Lack of jobs. 1/9/2019 11:50 AM

2339 Work 1/9/2019 11:50 AM

2340 The streets are empty here at 7:00 pm. Nothing going on here for the younger generations 1/9/2019 11:50 AM

2341 The apartment community being built off of Seasame in the S Section. 1/9/2019 11:50 AM

2342 Need more restaurants with healthy choices, could use a Sam's Club or Costco, the gyms need
upgraded to newest equipment, a Trader Joe's would be great!

1/9/2019 11:50 AM

2343 Death 1/9/2019 11:50 AM

2344 Flooding and the inattention to proper drainage has caused damage to my property and causes
excessive mold growth.

1/9/2019 11:49 AM

2345 Job relocation. 1/9/2019 11:49 AM

2346 Lack of low income housing. 1/9/2019 11:49 AM

2347 Palm Coast is treated like an HOA. If I wanted an HOA to live in I would’ve moved into Grand
Haven. It’s the people property not the city’s. We the people pay for the land. We should decide
what we are allowed to do on our own land within legal reason. Take the HOA rules out of the
City’s playbook.

1/9/2019 11:49 AM

2348 Locate close to family 1/9/2019 11:48 AM

2349 For a more developed area. Shopping, entertainment, activities, etc. 1/9/2019 11:48 AM

2350 Job relocation 1/9/2019 11:48 AM

2351 Have to go to far to shop at big name stores 1/9/2019 11:47 AM

2352 Lack of real jobs. Can't support a family on minimum wage mom&pop and convenience/gas station
positions.

1/9/2019 11:47 AM

2353 Just moved here 1/9/2019 11:47 AM

2354 We are staying 1/9/2019 11:47 AM

2355 Sale the land 1/9/2019 11:46 AM

2356 Lack of night time entertainment. 1/9/2019 11:46 AM

2357 My husband and I have lived in palm coast for 18 months and will be leaving May 2019, my
husband got a job in Seattle WA. There are no high paying jobs in Palm Coast

1/9/2019 11:46 AM

2358 Restrictions 1/9/2019 11:46 AM

2359 Congestion and crime associated with uncontrolled growth. Outrageous utility rates. 1/9/2019 11:46 AM

2360 Income; will need to move if our small business can't pay our bills. 1/9/2019 11:45 AM

2361 place is not clean, littered roads, subdivisions, people park on the medians destroying the grass
and leaving deep ruts. Water does not drain around homes, swamp like conditions in K-section

1/9/2019 11:45 AM

2362 too many senior senior citizens 1/9/2019 11:45 AM

2363 Flexibility of doing more to my home without so many rules. 1/9/2019 11:45 AM

2364 Death 1/9/2019 11:45 AM
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2365 Closer to children 1/9/2019 11:44 AM

2366 I don't like the weather. 1/9/2019 11:44 AM

2367 The increase in crime 1/9/2019 11:44 AM

2368 Can't find affordable housing 1/9/2019 11:43 AM

2369 Employment location 1/9/2019 11:43 AM

2370 I love living in Palm Coast. 1/9/2019 11:43 AM

2371 A death of a spouse. 1/9/2019 11:43 AM

2372 Population of litterbugs. 1/9/2019 11:43 AM

2373 Not enough real jobs. We need real industry in this city. 1/9/2019 11:43 AM

2374 Rampant, unfettered, and irrational conservatism. 1/9/2019 11:42 AM

2375 Family 1/9/2019 11:42 AM

2376 Work 1/9/2019 11:42 AM

2377 Move closer to family as I get less able to care for myself and a large home. 1/9/2019 11:42 AM

2378 People are weird and the local government sucks. 1/9/2019 11:42 AM

2379 To many unessesary regulations 1/9/2019 11:42 AM

2380 The rude people and overabundance of rules. 1/9/2019 11:42 AM

2381 Job is the reason not alot of high paying jobs in my field of work. 1/9/2019 11:41 AM

2382 NA 1/9/2019 11:41 AM

2383 Leaders not listen to citizens wishes. Home invasions, traffic accidents. 1/9/2019 11:41 AM

2384 Lack of well-paying job opportunities 1/9/2019 11:41 AM

2385 traffic on Club House Dr and its lack of adequate lighting 1/9/2019 11:41 AM

2386 N/A 1/9/2019 11:41 AM

2387 A better job opportunity 1/9/2019 11:41 AM

2388 Job Change 1/9/2019 11:41 AM

2389 Lack of shopping and things to do 1/9/2019 11:40 AM

2390 COST TO COMMUTE TO MUCH 1/9/2019 11:40 AM

2391 Taxes are too high 1/9/2019 11:40 AM

2392 Not leaving, I love it here! 1/9/2019 11:40 AM

2393 Lack of entertainment and restaurants. 1/9/2019 11:40 AM

2394 Cost of living 1/9/2019 11:40 AM

2395 job opportunities 1/9/2019 11:40 AM

2396 Work 1/9/2019 11:39 AM

2397 Crime, poor city planning, NOTHING FOR KIDS TO DO and the city makes it IMPOSSIBLE for any
new businesses to come to town `

1/9/2019 11:39 AM

2398 Poor lighting along roads- need more sidewalks 1/9/2019 11:39 AM

2399 decline of area and lifestyle including cost 1/9/2019 11:18 AM

2400 NA 1/9/2019 11:03 AM

2401 Overcrowding Too many building/business/new houses going up and getting rid of the natural
beauty and habitat

1/9/2019 10:56 AM

2402 The "Dumb Growth" initiatives adopted by the various councils (city & county). No more gas
stations and the like! Say "no" to developers that are ruining the character of the city. No more
minimum wage jobs. We don't need any more empty strip malls, gas stations, fast food joints and
other junk. Look at the disaster that is LPGA Blvd. and ask yourself if you want that garbage here.

1/9/2019 10:43 AM

2403 be near family 1/9/2019 10:39 AM

2404 n/a 1/9/2019 10:35 AM

2405 deterioration of quality of life 1/9/2019 10:29 AM

2406 Move near family. 1/9/2019 10:04 AM

2407 too many people moving in, especialy from the Northeast. 1/9/2019 10:02 AM

2408 More Restaurants and shopping amenities 1/9/2019 9:59 AM

2409 none, but could become too expensive no new taxes 1/9/2019 9:57 AM

2410 quality of life n the duplex areas. absentee landlords don’t care about tenants or what they do to
the neighborhood. city doesn’t hold the landlords accountable.

1/9/2019 9:55 AM

2411 Nothing to do. Terrible shopping. The traffic situation. Fast food restaurants. Ignorant city and
county commissioners who don't care what the people say.

1/9/2019 9:55 AM

2412 Friends, weather, quality of life 1/9/2019 9:45 AM
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2413 hurricanes or crime 1/9/2019 9:35 AM

2414 Higher taxes than other cities in Florida, and non responsive city council on issues of the public. 1/9/2019 9:34 AM

2415 entrance from US 1 to Humane Society is disgusting, potholes etc. . It tells a lot about this city. 1/9/2019 9:31 AM

2416 N/A 1/9/2019 9:26 AM

2417 expences 1/9/2019 9:26 AM

2418 If I leave Palm Coast, it will be for 2 reasons: to downsize and to be nearer (or on) the ocean. 1/9/2019 9:15 AM

2419 Too much traffic 1/9/2019 9:13 AM

2420 employment 1/9/2019 9:05 AM

2421 to downsize 1/9/2019 8:42 AM

2422 Increasing crime , Too many trees being cut down . 1/9/2019 8:37 AM

2423 Selling property 1/9/2019 8:33 AM

2424 To move closer to the beach/south Florida, in a smaller condo. We are 65 and 67. Ready to relax. 1/9/2019 8:09 AM

2425 The city lacks any real industry and job opportunity. There is little to do for the 20-40 year old
families with children.

1/9/2019 8:00 AM

2426 My husband being transferred with his job. 1/9/2019 7:20 AM

2427 The decline of the city and the increase of crime 1/9/2019 7:16 AM

2428 Code enforcement. 1/9/2019 6:56 AM

2429 Not enough culture! GLBTQ quality of life poor. 1/9/2019 6:33 AM

2430 employment change 1/9/2019 6:25 AM

2431 Too spread out 1/9/2019 5:24 AM

2432 Job 1/9/2019 5:00 AM

2433 Downsizing 1/9/2019 3:25 AM

2434 Traffic 1/9/2019 1:17 AM

2435 Schools are degrading with the rental market 1/9/2019 1:05 AM

2436 security, cost of living 1/9/2019 12:09 AM

2437 Better job opportunity 1/8/2019 11:53 PM

2438 Death 1/8/2019 11:20 PM

2439 property taxes and permitting 1/8/2019 11:18 PM

2440 Building multi dwelling housing nearby 1/8/2019 11:13 PM

2441 Work 1/8/2019 10:50 PM

2442 employment opportunity 1/8/2019 10:49 PM

2443 illness 1/8/2019 10:37 PM

2444 Ill health, need to be closer to family members if necessary. 1/8/2019 10:30 PM

2445 The staff at the city do not treat the citizens very nice. We pay taxes for them to work and it seems
like they all have attitudes when you call for any reason. No one seems to care or want to help.

1/8/2019 10:13 PM

2446 DIE or Become to old and have to be sent to nursing home 1/8/2019 10:08 PM

2447 Move to our 2nd home in the mountains. 1/8/2019 9:46 PM

2448 My child. Palm Coast is definitely more geared to retirees. You have to travel to other
cities/counties for educational/recreational events and programs for children.

1/8/2019 9:32 PM

2449 Too many rentals In areas that is bringing down the value of my home and others, I also don't feel
as safe as I used to be.

1/8/2019 9:13 PM

2450 n/a 1/8/2019 8:51 PM

2451 The rentals are kinda high. 1/8/2019 8:48 PM

2452 Health 1/8/2019 8:43 PM

2453 Housing choices 1/8/2019 8:38 PM

2454 Lack of jobs with good wages, getting too crowded, not crazy about the push for low income
housing when the jobs aren't here to back it up

1/8/2019 8:36 PM

2455 I would love to somewhere that I am able to store recreational vehicles in the drive. 1/8/2019 8:34 PM

2456 Child graduates from school in 2022 and we may downsize or move from the area. 1/8/2019 8:20 PM

2457 Needs more retail clothing stores, good variety of restaurants 1/8/2019 8:19 PM

2458 Nothing to do. Not enough restaurants. No condos or villas. 1/8/2019 8:19 PM

2459 Mountains!! 1/8/2019 8:15 PM

2460 Better schools in st.johns and much more to do for fun, for children and adults 1/8/2019 8:11 PM
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2461 High taxes and too many increases all at once. We vote something down and it’s done anyway
(building City Hall). Told the community center would be upgraded and the next thing you know the
whole thing is down.

1/8/2019 8:10 PM

2462 people coming from california 1/8/2019 7:56 PM

2463 Relocate closer to my work 1/8/2019 7:54 PM

2464 Government. Really disappointed in new Mayor and council. I thought they were going to do some
exciting things, it’s just the same ole same ole. Nothing bold.

1/8/2019 7:43 PM

2465 Not enough job opportunities for senior and mid level position. (Those with advanced degrees). 1/8/2019 7:41 PM

2466 No plans for the moment 1/8/2019 7:41 PM

2467 Too much government spending on programs not wanted by taxpayers. Rising taxes. Mayoral and
city council arrogance and hubris.

1/8/2019 7:38 PM

2468 Possible home purchase or build. 1/8/2019 7:32 PM

2469 Not sure i’m New to the area but i’m Not quite feeling it yet. 1/8/2019 7:19 PM

2470 Family, or experience a different place 1/8/2019 7:06 PM

2471 I moved to Florida due to family responsibiliies which have ended. 1/8/2019 7:05 PM

2472 Not going to leave best kept secret in FL 1/8/2019 7:03 PM

2473 High taxes compared to comp counties. Very expensive water prices. 1/8/2019 6:59 PM

2474 Growing too fast, traffic, appearance. 1/8/2019 6:30 PM

2475 rising taxes . Since moving here my taxes have increased substantially. Put the cost of future
projects like Public utility building on future residents as well as current. 23 million seems
excessive utility building.

1/8/2019 6:22 PM

2476 no 1/8/2019 6:11 PM

2477 More public social interaction/functions 1/8/2019 6:10 PM

2478 Tax’s, unconcerned government officials, congestion and lack of crisis exits from residential areas. 1/8/2019 6:05 PM

2479 Everything closes too early 1/8/2019 6:04 PM

2480 More space 1/8/2019 6:02 PM

2481 Too populated Too much traffic 1/8/2019 5:57 PM

2482 Taxes and other fees keep rising. 1/8/2019 5:54 PM

2483 Because we are in our 80 an will probably die here 1/8/2019 5:51 PM

2484 Bad neighbors, code enforcement, lack of mall and stores. 1/8/2019 5:45 PM

2485 Family 1/8/2019 5:35 PM

2486 Ugly and old 1/8/2019 5:29 PM

2487 Well the rules and stipulations are a bit much for most people . I know this was meant to be a
retirement community but obviously Palm Coast can’t thrive on just retirees. I think it’s too much
for people to get fined for having a trailer parked in their driveway or a boat..ect...honestly I could
care less who has what parked in their driveway as long as it’s not trashed out. Neighbors tattling
on each other all the time is getting rather annoying and honestly makes me not want to ever buy
a house here. I just rent and have the option to move elsewhere if I see fit. I think it’s too much for
people to get fined for having a trailer parked in their driveway or a boat honestly I could care less
who has what parked their driveway as long as it’s not trashed out so people tattling on each other
all the time is getting rather annoying and honestly makes me not want to ever buy a house in
Palm Coast. It’s beautiful but that should not define what Palm Coast is about. My suggestion ease
up on people who own their homes. It is their home and I get that gated communities do rules and
regulations but all over the city of Palm Coast is a little bit ridiculous. We also need to get more
businesses in the city of Palm Coast so that more people can have jobs and more choices for jobs.

1/8/2019 5:21 PM

2488 Overly restrictive business regulations and very low wage scale. 1/8/2019 5:20 PM

2489 too many rental properties. i feel town government does as it pleases and not the will of the
citizens.

1/8/2019 5:18 PM

2490 employment 1/8/2019 5:15 PM

2491 died 1/8/2019 5:14 PM

2492 To many fastfood restaurants and bad drivers 1/8/2019 5:03 PM

2493 job transfer 1/8/2019 4:47 PM

2494 More cultural activities like a chess club. 1/8/2019 4:44 PM

2495 Crime 1/8/2019 4:34 PM

2496 I've had a vacation home in the "S" section for over 15 years. I have to pay the full tax rate
($2,700) plus the first $69.00 of my monthly water bill are taxes when I very seldom there and use
(0) water a month. I don't use and services for roughly 10 months out of the year plus I'm a senior
citizen (69 yrs old). I realize its a vacation home but there should be some kind of a discount for
Palm Coast homeowners such as myself. pel815@verizon.net

1/8/2019 4:34 PM

2497 Not enough industry or young people, lack of healthy food/culture/restaurants 1/8/2019 4:26 PM

2498 Not enough good local restaurants and bars with live entertainment 1/8/2019 4:25 PM
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2499 Cost of services/taxes rising faster than other counties/states. Would need to move to a more
affordable county/area.

1/8/2019 4:23 PM

2500 Job opportunities 1/8/2019 4:23 PM

2501 Job opportunity that is non existent here! 1/8/2019 4:22 PM

2502 moving for partners work 1/8/2019 4:22 PM

2503 Not enough shopping. We have all of town center that needs to have stores. Could use a BJ’s,
Trader Joe’s, Good NY. Bagel, Italian deli, Jewish deli, small boutique stores

1/8/2019 4:18 PM

2504 Public security/safety 1/8/2019 4:14 PM

2505 If I did not have transportation, I would have to move to an area where transportation is regularly
available to stores, churches, hospitals, etc. w/o appointments and time limitations each day. Our
transportation system is not at all convenient or responsive to the needs of moderate to low income
and very low/homeless people. Affordable public housing is inadequate for the needs or our
community.

1/8/2019 4:09 PM

2506 Lack of social activities, restaurants of good quality, etc 1/8/2019 4:08 PM

2507 Better quality of life and more activities for families 1/8/2019 4:07 PM

2508 Lack of shopping and restaurantrs 1/8/2019 4:01 PM

2509 Cheaper real estate 1/8/2019 3:57 PM

2510 To buy a house. We don’t want to buy in Palm Coast. 1/8/2019 3:54 PM

2511 It's very expensive to live here. Property taxes would be an entire topic for discussion. People who
move here from another county are blindsided after their first year. Speeding is out of control.
Maybe not on every street, but most definitely on Laramie Drive.

1/8/2019 3:44 PM

2512 NO GOOD RESTAURANTS 1/8/2019 3:39 PM

2513 Better healthcare 1/8/2019 3:31 PM

2514 Job opportunities 1/8/2019 3:29 PM

2515 death 1/8/2019 3:27 PM

2516 Keeping an eye on development - want to make sure doesn't get overdeveloped 1/8/2019 3:26 PM

2517 it's not safe 1/8/2019 3:26 PM

2518 None 1/8/2019 3:14 PM

2519 Traffic lights are annoying 1/8/2019 3:02 PM

2520 Homelessness, drug addiction and suicide rates has risen. There is little or no
prevention/intervention support for the youth and adolescents. Jail is not the answer to these
issues. Easier access to care should be made available to individuals. The city writes grants to
beautify the city what about helping the citizens in order to beautify the city?

1/8/2019 2:53 PM

2521 Lack of transportation. Being a senior citizen ther will come a time that I will not be able to drive
and it is difficult to use FCPT.

1/8/2019 2:52 PM

2522 Death of a mate. 1/8/2019 2:52 PM

2523 Need more entertainment for young adults and families 1/8/2019 2:42 PM

2524 Better job opportunity elsewhere 1/8/2019 2:40 PM

2525 Move closer to job 1/8/2019 2:39 PM

2526 N/A 1/8/2019 2:37 PM

2527 Lack of Employment Opportunities 1/8/2019 2:30 PM

2528 Jobs, taxes 1/8/2019 2:26 PM

2529 - too much building - will any green space be left? - Flagler Co. Animal Shelter needs much more
county support: new facility, larger, access to outside for all animals from cages, paid staff - can't
rely on volunteers

1/8/2019 2:25 PM

2530 Work 1/8/2019 2:21 PM

2531 better independent living facilities 1/8/2019 2:18 PM

2532 family 1/8/2019 2:17 PM

2533 Water Bill, while it is more expensive in places like Port Orange because of the property tax, it is
actually just as expensive in Palm Coast due to paying 100$ water bill when it would be 30$
anywhere else. Also your trash pick up is terrible.

1/8/2019 2:09 PM

2534 Health 1/8/2019 2:08 PM

2535 Too far away from job 1/8/2019 1:58 PM

2536 N/a 1/8/2019 1:56 PM

2537 Might need assisted living in the future. 1/8/2019 1:50 PM

2538 taxes getting higher 1/8/2019 1:46 PM

2539 CODE ENFORCEMENT NOT DOING THEIR JOB!!!! Sleepy Hollow Tr. has COMMERCIAL trucks
running all day long, 6 days a week! Panel trucks, dump trucks, semi trucks which are not being
use for "service". We have made NUMEROUS calls to Code Enforcement & NOTHING is done. All
they give is excuses. These trucks are not running by your house are they Ms. Grossman?

1/8/2019 1:41 PM
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2540 Family 1/8/2019 1:36 PM

2541 death 1/8/2019 1:30 PM

2542 if taxes go up then I will be forced to leave as I'm on a fixed income. Other concerns - crime,
traffic, quality of life

1/8/2019 1:29 PM

2543 Darkness in he neighborhood, we NEED more lighting and speed limit signs. 1/8/2019 1:27 PM

2544 Ordinance are just out of line with common sense. 1/8/2019 1:25 PM

2545 I have had multiple tickets on my door for having a canoe in my back yard. 1/8/2019 1:14 PM

2546 Busy 1/8/2019 1:11 PM

2547 Taxes 1/8/2019 1:10 PM

2548 Quality of life in my neighborhood and control of flooding. 1/8/2019 1:07 PM

2549 Cost of rental housing 1/8/2019 12:58 PM

2550 rents too high 1/8/2019 12:52 PM

2551 Lack of jobs... too little pay for an expensive housing market. 1/8/2019 12:51 PM

2552 Too many break-ins. Live by myself and had to buy a gun in order to feel safe or at least be able to
defend myself from an attack in my own house.

1/8/2019 12:50 PM

2553 Economic opportunities and overall vibe of area 1/8/2019 12:49 PM

2554 Closer to family 1/8/2019 12:46 PM

2555 Move to a city that is more responsonsive to residents' needs and safety. 1/8/2019 12:41 PM

2556 Not leaving Love it here 1/8/2019 12:39 PM

2557 To live with adult child 1/8/2019 12:33 PM

2558 Taxes 1/8/2019 12:33 PM

2559 To may restrictions 1/8/2019 12:32 PM

2560 Cost of living 1/8/2019 12:29 PM

2561 age 1/8/2019 12:28 PM

2562 The increase in traffic and the debris along the roads. Why people throw trash out their windows is
beyond me!

1/8/2019 12:21 PM

2563 ever time I go to the building dept. they do not even look at the plans! or tell me what I can do! only
people in the know can get thing done!

1/8/2019 12:17 PM

2564 Property taxes too high. 1/8/2019 12:16 PM

2565 Beaches 1/8/2019 12:08 PM

2566 Came into some major money 1/8/2019 12:04 PM

2567 Too many rules and regulations for the working class people 1/8/2019 12:01 PM

2568 Palm Coast lacks in creativity and imagination. I’m not inspired. 1/8/2019 11:58 AM

2569 proximity to grand children 1/8/2019 11:58 AM

2570 Less of a commute to my job 1/8/2019 11:54 AM

2571 Rents are redicously high 1/8/2019 11:54 AM

2572 Family up north 1/8/2019 11:53 AM

2573 Activities Shopping Restaurants Live shows music Theatre 1/8/2019 11:49 AM

2574 Not being able to keep my own boat on my own property behind a fence. 1/8/2019 11:44 AM

2575 Housing cost and low paying jobs 1/8/2019 11:42 AM

2576 trash,no street lights. Duplication of fire services w/county. Environmental noise and safety from
Flagler Flight School County Airport.........................land locked within City and directly impacting
city residents.

1/8/2019 11:42 AM

2577 Fort meyers fl 1/8/2019 11:37 AM

2578 There are few, if any adult education classes available, there are few if any programs for young
people to keep them occupied and off the streets. The infrastructure is finally starting to grow, but
not in keeping with the population growth.

1/8/2019 11:37 AM

2579 I have a business here 1/8/2019 11:34 AM

2580 more remote 1/8/2019 11:32 AM

2581 Family 1/8/2019 11:31 AM

2582 death 1/8/2019 11:31 AM

2583 Not leaving 1/8/2019 11:29 AM

2584 Crime rate increasing. 1/8/2019 11:29 AM

2585 Job, Hurricanes, School safety, Family moving or passing away(no reason to stay to care fo them) 1/8/2019 11:26 AM

2586 unknown 1/8/2019 11:24 AM

2587 Move to be near family. 1/8/2019 11:24 AM
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2588 Age 1/8/2019 11:21 AM

2589 Salt water canal home owners being taxed to repair or maintain seawalls for people who not
maintain theirs. City should fix it and place lien on their property.

1/8/2019 11:21 AM

2590 Nothing on the south end of palm Coast. Having to drive to palm coast parkway is stupid. 1/8/2019 11:21 AM

2591 Bad schools, a corrupt sheriff's department, lack of diversity, racial profiling, lack of affordable
housing, lack of profitability in small business ventures, a do-nothing chamber of commerce that
glad-hands with outside corporate entities instead of local buisiness and an abysmal job market for
starters.

1/8/2019 11:20 AM

2592 MOVE TO FLAGLER BEACH 1/8/2019 11:20 AM

2593 chsnge of wife's employ,emt 1/8/2019 11:19 AM

2594 Retirement 1/8/2019 11:16 AM

2595 I moved here from NY and didn’t realize I was moving into a city that’s really a HOA! It’s awful. I
paid for this house. I should al least be able to decide what color I can paint it. All the houses are
the same colors. There’s no individuality. There’s absolutely no character at all in this city. I
thought I was moving into a city not “ big brother” I have friends and neighbors who’ve been
complaining for years about the “ code idiots” in this town. Finally last year after having the same
color on my house for five years I was told I had to paint it a different color. That’s insane. I’m 70
years old and couldn’t afford a painter so I had to do it myself. It makes me sick and I intend to
move from palm coast as soon as I can afford to do so. What’s wrong with you people anyway?
Where you bullies in high school too. Grow up and let people care for their own homes without
your juvenile input.

1/8/2019 11:15 AM

2596 Job that actually pays a living wage and rentals that reflect in cost of living. 1/8/2019 11:15 AM

2597 to many rules, too much Government envolvment 1/8/2019 11:14 AM

2598 Cost of living 1/8/2019 11:13 AM

2599 Too many unnecessary rules 1/8/2019 11:12 AM

2600 Over populated, cost of living is astronomical, and the jobs offered here do not make it affordable
to live here

1/8/2019 11:10 AM

2601 Death of spouse and/or to live near children if we are unable to care for ourselves 1/8/2019 11:10 AM

2602 Lack of good jobs 1/8/2019 11:10 AM

2603 Employment / Family 1/8/2019 11:09 AM

2604 High taxes for low services - mainly lighting. Big safety issue. Taxes are higher than St Johns
County.

1/8/2019 11:07 AM

2605 N/A 1/8/2019 11:07 AM

2606 Wife wanting to be closer to her parents. 1/8/2019 11:06 AM

2607 Taxes and increases to the property taxes are significant and continually increasing (especially
this year). Limited Sidewalks and lighting. Limited job availability outside of retail.

1/8/2019 11:05 AM

2608 Die 1/8/2019 11:04 AM

2609 The senior citizens running this city are destroying it. They’re running off all of us young
entrepreneurs because they refuse to accept the fact that most of this town are young families.
They’re stuck in their ways. They need to stop putting up 55+ communities and make this town
more welcoming to younger people. Rent & living expenses are extremely high. Which is keeping
all of us away. We need more events, more energy going into the farmers market (or events like
that) to keep people engaged in the community. Please put some young fresh blood on the
council. Things need to change desperately. This is no longer a retirement community, please
stop acting like it is.

1/8/2019 11:02 AM

2610 Crime and neighborhood decline 1/8/2019 10:58 AM

2611 Housing costs, rising crime level, overbuilding (new planned residential & commercial properties
north of Matanzas) disregard of residents' opinions.

1/8/2019 10:58 AM

2612 City council 1/8/2019 10:57 AM

2613 Less traffic. 1/8/2019 10:57 AM

2614 N/A 1/8/2019 10:55 AM

2615 not enough street lights in residential areas, too strict city codes and requirements, too high water
bills and taxes increase, too much (to annoyance) work on planting more and more greenery,

1/8/2019 10:53 AM

2616 No reason, haven’t decided either way 1/8/2019 10:53 AM

2617 SMALL TOWN MENTALITY POOR LIGHTING POOR ROADS NO MTCE FOR VACANT LOTS 1/8/2019 10:52 AM

2618 Move back north closer to family. 1/8/2019 10:51 AM

2619 Change in retirement plans 1/8/2019 10:50 AM

2620 Gated community and cultural (social-economic) area 1/8/2019 10:50 AM

2621 Better job offers 1/8/2019 10:49 AM

2622 Trash near homes city workers cut over it and they don’t pick it up I have seen a pair of shoes by
the stop sign of Rae for a month and yes they are still there tree limps on power lines

1/8/2019 10:48 AM

2623 Need more activities 1/8/2019 10:48 AM

2624 Financial 1/8/2019 10:47 AM
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2625 A bit pricey. 1/8/2019 10:46 AM

2626 I would move to a city that provides city run law enforcement and more focus of residents safetey.
The residential communities in the S-section have No street lighting yet a timbered preserve. Most
of all, the middle class job opportunities are non existent!

1/8/2019 10:46 AM

2627 no real down town center for sense of community, no sidewalks-- city is very impersonal 1/8/2019 10:46 AM

2628 Lack of good jobs. 1/8/2019 10:45 AM

2629 Number of people, safety of schools. 1/8/2019 10:45 AM

2630 We are being transferred out of Palm Coast for work. 1/8/2019 10:44 AM

2631 High cost of water and no enforcement of loud and speeding vehicles 1/8/2019 10:44 AM

2632 Lack of Private Schools 1/8/2019 10:43 AM

2633 Taxes, cost of living too high 1/8/2019 10:41 AM

2634 too far from job; no manufacturing operation in Palm Coast 1/8/2019 10:39 AM

2635 Livable wage 1/8/2019 10:38 AM

2636 Business/Job 1/8/2019 10:38 AM

2637 I live in hammock area and rentals are out of control 1/8/2019 10:37 AM

2638 Long term travel 1/8/2019 10:37 AM

2639 Move to retirement home 1/8/2019 10:37 AM

2640 If we do leave it will be because of the continuous car burglaries. 1/8/2019 10:37 AM

2641 Good paying/quality jobs. Jobs that offer you the ability to pay for childcare and still bring home
money to help pay other bills.

1/8/2019 10:36 AM

2642 To move closer to St. Augustine ... I'm a history buff 1/8/2019 10:36 AM

2643 Inability to have motorhome parked on our property. If we had known about the city ordinance we
would not have bought in Palm Coast. $140 added monthly for storage.

1/8/2019 10:33 AM

2644 Better schools, more "neighborhood" feel 1/8/2019 10:32 AM

2645 low budget housing 1/8/2019 10:32 AM

2646 For work, also to get street lights and sidewalks. Walking the dogs in the B section is dangerous -
especially at night.

1/8/2019 10:29 AM

2647 We don't expect to leave. 1/8/2019 10:28 AM

2648 Too strict with everything you can do to your property. Old people on the roads and dangerous 1/8/2019 10:26 AM

2649 Some of the rules regarding boats on property. 1/8/2019 10:26 AM

2650 Low income housing and increase of homeless people around shopping complexes 1/8/2019 10:25 AM

2651 Way too many old people, definitely no sense of true community spirit. Everything seems to be
exclusive--if you're not a paying member of a club, there's nothing for you to do here. You're either
"in", or you're left out.

1/8/2019 10:25 AM

2652 Appearance Lack of activity options Lack of adequate shopping choices 1/8/2019 10:25 AM

2653 high cost of water/sewer 1/8/2019 10:25 AM

2654 To be closer to my grandchildren. 1/8/2019 10:23 AM

2655 Closer to family 1/8/2019 10:23 AM

2656 Crime increasing, number of homeless loitering around main roads and shopping areas. 1/8/2019 10:22 AM

2657 homeless population contunues to grow 1/8/2019 10:22 AM

2658 sell rental home to make profit 1/8/2019 10:20 AM

2659 I prefer country life and less expensive living...Palm Coast is very expensive housing-wise with too
many regulations.

1/8/2019 10:20 AM

2660 No jobs in science 1/8/2019 10:20 AM

2661 Health & family 1/8/2019 10:19 AM

2662 Like to travel 1/8/2019 10:18 AM

2663 N/A 1/8/2019 10:17 AM

2664 Closer to airports with better connections Better restaurants More options for high-end senior care 1/8/2019 10:17 AM

2665 Florida’s public schools are aweful... even the “best” in Florida are what I consider subpar. I’m a
doctor of education and I have a school aged child so we may possibly move back to North
Carolina if Florida can’t clean up their politically created disaster with public education.

1/8/2019 10:17 AM

2666 Taxes and amenities 1/8/2019 10:16 AM

2667 Family 1/8/2019 10:16 AM

2668 To be closer to my parents. 1/8/2019 10:15 AM

2669 Too many people. No industry 1/8/2019 10:15 AM

2670 Opening my own business 1/8/2019 10:15 AM
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2671 The town is underdeveloped, there needs to be more variety in the types of local stores. Having to
drive 45 minutes to the nearest outlets in order to shop for clothing is ridiculous. Palm coast could
easily open up a single clothing store like Forever 21 in the same shopping center as Target. This
would create so much more business revenue and is something almost all young women in this
town would love.

1/8/2019 10:14 AM

2672 To many people 1/8/2019 10:14 AM

2673 To be closer to more options. 1/8/2019 10:14 AM

2674 May move out of the country given awful racist politics in USA 1/8/2019 10:13 AM

2675 Crime 1/8/2019 10:13 AM

2676 Lack of good shopping and activities. 1/8/2019 10:13 AM

2677 go back to St. Petersburg, my home. 1/8/2019 10:13 AM

2678 I am here temporarily for education 1/8/2019 10:12 AM

2679 Crime 1/8/2019 10:12 AM

2680 Personal reasons 1/8/2019 10:12 AM

2681 Code regulations 1/8/2019 10:12 AM

2682 none love it here 1/8/2019 9:05 AM

2683 Water is too expensive, too many people, not enough quality healthcare. 1/8/2019 2:37 AM

2684 Death 1/7/2019 10:12 PM

2685 Family 1/7/2019 8:21 PM

2686 Better job 1/7/2019 6:34 PM

2687 There is absolutely nothing here for teens, young adults nor older adults to do. We seriously need
more...skating ring, batting cages, mini golf, go carts, or a music venue of some sort. Some of the
codes are ridiculous. More jobs that are quality jobs not just fast food etc... is needed.

1/7/2019 5:05 PM

2688 increase in crime and the Water Dept. 1/7/2019 3:31 PM

2689 With the expenses going up and nothing in town really worth it, swales are always flooded & the
city refuses to fix it, but wants to increase fees.

1/7/2019 2:42 PM

2690 To much traffic 1/7/2019 1:14 PM

2691 Rising taxes, outrageous water bill charges, over paid city officials, I struggle on a fixed income,
PC keeps raising rates on everything, while my fixed income does not raise. Streets are too dark
at night, too much litter everywhere (it used to be so clean when I moved here, did you give up on
litter patrol, used to see litter pick up regularly, not anymore.. and don't get me started on the poor
swale management, my swale fills up, my yard becomes a lake! WastePRO service is a joke, can't
you do better than WastePRO? bring REAL businesses into PC, if I see one more Pizza, Chinese,
or Sub shop open, I'll scream!! Lets get some restaurants like A Brazilian Steakhouse, Texas
Roadhouse, a REAL fresh seafood place, and the list goes on and on. Clean house in the city
government, City council.

1/7/2019 11:26 AM

2692 High taxes, no substainable jobs( unless you work 2), not enough street lights. 1/7/2019 9:42 AM

2693 Lack of restaurant variety, entertainment venues and family activity options 1/7/2019 8:46 AM

2694 Higher Taxes, higher utility bills, more wasting of taxpayer dollars, failure of admin to bring in more
business,

1/7/2019 8:29 AM

2695 Boring area. Not enough to do socially. 1/7/2019 6:21 AM

2696 Family 1/7/2019 6:20 AM

2697 I want to move where it is peaceful and I can see wildlife again. 1/7/2019 5:45 AM

2698 Better work opportunities 1/6/2019 10:33 PM

2699 Job opportunities- palm Coast lacks industry 1/6/2019 10:31 PM

2700 Taxes are reasonable, however the services are horrible even for the tax level. 1/6/2019 10:14 PM

2701 It's a nice town, but my life end goal is to love in the mountains. Nothing wrong with your town
besides job opportunities and the people on FB swip swap are QUITE rude.

1/6/2019 9:54 PM

2702 City is in decline. Homeless camps all over, starting to see shopping carts and other junk laying
around the city. Getting out before it gets any worse

1/6/2019 9:49 PM

2703 Searching for housing with more land available. 1/6/2019 9:23 PM

2704 Better job 1/6/2019 8:53 PM

2705 Too many rules and restrictions. I don’t like reading about all the complaints and having been fined
for stupid things. Plus everything shuts down so early here.

1/6/2019 8:46 PM

2706 To move to Flagler Beach 1/6/2019 8:24 PM

2707 High Taxes 1/6/2019 8:14 PM

2708 Traffic, crime 1/6/2019 8:11 PM

2709 #1-less rules/restrictions,#2- we want to be in the country,#3- we want more acreage 1/6/2019 8:07 PM

2710 No jobs. 1/6/2019 8:04 PM

2711 To seek closer proximity to fine dining and retail shopping. 1/6/2019 8:04 PM
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2712 Employment 1/6/2019 7:59 PM

2713 Land 1/6/2019 7:57 PM

2714 Taxes 1/6/2019 7:54 PM

2715 Crime, lack of adequate street lights, lack of sidewalks in certain sections. The need for more law
enforcement and less government officials.

1/6/2019 7:51 PM

2716 Rental Costs are way to High. 1/6/2019 6:41 PM

2717 Taxes 1/6/2019 6:22 PM

2718 No real restaurants, no real shopping, over priced, local government sucks. 1/6/2019 6:10 PM

2719 Deatht 1/6/2019 2:58 PM

2720 City politics, code enforcement restrictions on home owners 1/6/2019 2:52 PM

2721 Crime, drugs 1/6/2019 2:05 PM

2722 Taxes, poor traffic control, gvt that does not listen to population 1/6/2019 12:04 PM

2723 Too much growth. 1/6/2019 11:38 AM

2724 Over paying for EVERYTHING. 1/6/2019 10:28 AM

2725 taxes 1/6/2019 10:24 AM

2726 Job relocation 1/6/2019 10:06 AM

2727 N/A 1/6/2019 9:01 AM

2728 To get away from the 5g towers. 1/6/2019 7:31 AM

2729 traffic, homeless following us in parking lots 1/6/2019 6:49 AM

2730 The price of homes and the homeless issue 1/6/2019 1:46 AM

2731 Palm Coast is extremely plain 1/6/2019 1:18 AM

2732 Move closer to grandchildren 1/5/2019 11:25 PM

2733 No help for low income class, homeless people everywhere. Policemen rude unprofessional. 1/5/2019 11:06 PM

2734 General attitude of the people who live here... they are entitled and think they are better than
everyone who is from here. We don’t care how you did it up North!

1/5/2019 9:25 PM

2735 A gated community with more to offer in things to do 1/5/2019 9:15 PM

2736 Not development 1/5/2019 9:09 PM

2737 Cost of housing. 1/5/2019 8:56 PM

2738 Crime ... 1/5/2019 8:47 PM

2739 I purchased a home in Palm Coast in June 2018. I don’t history to reflect on a fact filled opinion,
but there is NO reason to leave Palm Coast.

1/5/2019 7:32 PM

2740 No downtown area. Very little to do. No culture. Not enough shopping and variety of stores to
choose from. Absolutely no night life.

1/5/2019 7:11 PM

2741 Taxes and insurance costs 1/5/2019 6:41 PM

2742 Crime increase. 1/5/2019 6:36 PM

2743 Lack of entertainment venues. 1/5/2019 6:35 PM

2744 An Gated community 1/5/2019 6:19 PM

2745 I have lived here less than a month and I Received a notice from the City because a neighbor
complained that my dog was running at large and pooped in her yard which is certainly not the
case and because it is also unlicensed. I was unaware they were required to have a license, so I’m
glad I know that but my dog does not run at large. I do let her off the leash in my own yard but
that’s it and I’m always right with her. I have seen a dog running at large with a pink collar in my
yard multiple times since I moved here but it is not mine.

1/5/2019 5:58 PM

2746 n/a 1/5/2019 5:52 PM

2747 Move closer to family 1/5/2019 5:33 PM

2748 The homeless situation is out of control. I don't feel safe to drive around town and be out at night. 1/5/2019 5:18 PM

2749 Local government 1/5/2019 4:52 PM

2750 To be closer to family in Pennsylvania 1/5/2019 4:31 PM

2751 I'm not leaving. 1/5/2019 4:21 PM

2752 Not family friendly. No sidewalks, dark streets. My kids can’t ride their bikes in our neighborhood
because I’m afraid they will get hit by a car.

1/5/2019 4:19 PM

2753 Health 1/5/2019 4:12 PM

2754 Not enough top notch one of a kind restaurants. Lack variety. Mostly pizza and chain corporate
America eats. Not an innovative city with enough tech jobs. Need more electric and hybrid car
charging stations. Too many homeless people crowding our dangerous intersection and creating
distractions for over medicated and impaired drivers. Poor mental health services for public school
students. Too much marijuana and pills in the high schools. Schools are not safe in Palm Coast.
Traffic jams on Palm Coast Parkway getting worse every quarter. Architecture is bland for
businesses. Too many plazas.

1/5/2019 3:54 PM
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2755 1). Crime. 2). Uncontrolled development 1/5/2019 2:41 PM

2756 Better job opportunity. 1/5/2019 11:44 AM

2757 Have no plans to move or leave. 1/5/2019 11:32 AM

2758 Looking for something with more of a downtown area. 1/5/2019 10:07 AM

2759 I am a refrigeration tech. Cant afford to keep paying a storage place to keep my work van. I
understand there has to limit, but standard work vans and trucks? If you take the ladders and
lettering off, no problem. We have a service economy these days. There are no jobs here. I make
good money. I have alot of friends who are looking to move to Florida, and I tell them not to come
here. I recommend Hastings to them and that it's an up and coming area for working people. I tell
them they dont like working class people in palm coast.

1/5/2019 9:43 AM

2760 Employment in my profession (Accountant/CPA) 1/5/2019 8:54 AM

2761 Taxes and no street lights 1/5/2019 7:29 AM

2762 Crime on the rise, traffic, drivers out of control, feel unsafe on the roads, to many car break-ins at
parks parking areas, lack of our own police dept, to many barking dogs and difficulty things done
in the town system.

1/5/2019 1:36 AM

2763 Seemly low class in general. Lots of cigarette butts and trash all over the place. Was hoping to rite
ther but thinking otherwise.

1/4/2019 11:36 PM

2764 Closer to work and family. 1/4/2019 11:07 PM

2765 Regulations restricting ability to keep recreational vehicles/trailers at home 1/4/2019 10:46 PM

2766 Jobs! 1/4/2019 9:11 PM

2767 All the rules and regulations. You can't even park your own car on your own property how you
want

1/4/2019 8:45 PM

2768 Better paying jobs, more family friendly activities within 15 minutes drive including indoor activities
and splashpads to combat summer heat. Living in a neighborhood with sidewalks thus keeping
pedestrians (children) safer

1/4/2019 8:45 PM

2769 It's boring. No quality food. No entertainment. 1/4/2019 8:42 PM

2770 Taxes 1/4/2019 8:19 PM

2771 Jobs 1/4/2019 8:15 PM

2772 Job 1/4/2019 8:12 PM

2773 Retiring and moving away. 1/4/2019 8:12 PM

2774 If I ever left the city it would be because the police presence had declined and over all cleanliness
declined as well.

1/4/2019 8:05 PM

2775 Not enough restaurants. Kinda boring. 1/4/2019 8:04 PM

2776 Change, nothing to do with PC 1/4/2019 8:02 PM

2777 Out dated City ordinances 1/4/2019 7:08 PM

2778 Lack of good paying jobs, overbearing city codes / regulations (parking of RVs, work trucks, etc) 1/4/2019 6:21 PM

2779 City government spending too much on dog parks, pickleball, etc.& not enough on infrastructure,
painted street lanes and main street lights. We're seniors that can't see at night when it's raining
hard. Need lights and repainting of street lanes. We don'n need to design a dog park. Buy a grassy
lot and move in porta-potty.

1/4/2019 4:28 PM

2780 No industry and unfair practices. Palm Coast wants to seem metropolitan, but it's "governed" with
a small town (and small mind) mentality. I am a transplant from NYC with a Bachelor's degree in
Business and years of significant experience- it took FIVE (5) YEARS to finally obtain a job even
close to my qualifications here in Palm Coast. All this time I was stuck working retail because
employers here are incredibly biased; instead of seeing someone with my experience as a credible
asset, I was treated like a threat. The "best" paying jobs are with the City, and through out these 5
years I tried over and over for Admin positions that I more than qualified for. Unfortunately, I was
always denied an interview; actual City employees who I told about my experience were shocked
that I didn't have a job there, and even more unsettled that I have never even been selected for
interview. The last time I attempted I was told that my application was chosen by HR, but the
hiring manager "preferred" candidates from Palm Coast Data. Well, I now work at PCD, so if I were
to apply again for a position with the City I could only wonder what the next excuse would be to
not consider my application. To touch upon another topic, I do not like the Flagler County public
school system, which is why my son attends a private school. This is coming from a woman who
enjoyed a good public school education in NYC from K-12, and then for higher education I chose a
private college because of the programs offered and location. I am 32 years old, so it's not as if my
school experience is too out-of-date.

1/4/2019 4:10 PM

2781 Moving in February because it is extremely dull and secluded. 1/4/2019 3:46 PM

2782 garbage all over our streets. it comes from the garbage trucks, they don't care. people throw trash
out the car windows from fast food

1/4/2019 3:23 PM

2783 employment opportunities 1/4/2019 2:56 PM

2784 Too many city violations for property owners for nonsense things. Meanwhile the city should be
cited for many of the same things. Marked city vehicles being parked within the city, trash on
roadways and easements, high weeds and grass on city and commercial properties.

1/4/2019 2:40 PM

2785 Availability of fair priced houses. Rentals here are outrageously overpriced. 1/4/2019 2:09 PM

2786 Work 1/4/2019 1:18 PM
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2787 Death 1/4/2019 11:51 AM

2788 There seems to be more homeless people in our City and nothing is being done, if not taken care
of..our city will look even worse..they will spread the word that officials are not doing anything
about it...this has occurred in other cities and it looks bad especially on main Parkways..even the
divided bus benches arent working..alot of them stay around the McDonalds on Belle Terre and
the Palm coast Parkway..sorry but this is not good..

1/4/2019 11:10 AM

2789 Cost of living keeps increasing with user fees, taxes, etc. 1/4/2019 10:55 AM

2790 Good PAYING JOBS,, 1/4/2019 10:37 AM

2791 Crime rate escalates. 1/4/2019 9:28 AM

2792 high cost of living, poor resources and prejudice to those who need them. 1/4/2019 9:00 AM

2793 Employment opportunities. 1/4/2019 8:18 AM

2794 the look of how the neighbors in my area keep their yard and houses 1/4/2019 8:05 AM

2795 Not being allowed to have my camper on my property 1/4/2019 6:17 AM

2796 To be closer to family 1/4/2019 5:18 AM

2797 Retire to another state 1/3/2019 10:35 PM

2798 Concerned about the value of my home and crime. 1/3/2019 9:20 PM

2799 Traffic 1/3/2019 7:19 PM

2800 High water bills, no sidewalks or streetlights. 1/3/2019 7:16 PM

2801 Over crowded. Rude people taking over 1/3/2019 6:28 PM

2802 Lies, deceit and mismanagement by mayor/council. Lack of transparency. Favoritism shown by
some city departments towards "pet' contractors. Lack of enforcement of many "unnecessary"
traffic laws by contracted 'police'. (So deemed by the Sheriff)

1/3/2019 6:13 PM

2803 More and more building, people traffic. I've seen too many places in Fl ruined by this, you can't
find a nice quiet place and have it stay that way. Plus, mostly low pay retail jobs.

1/3/2019 5:46 PM

2804 Increases in crime. Increase in the amount of trash littering the area. 1/3/2019 5:27 PM

2805 mismanagement of the city by the city council and so called manager. Wasting of tax payers
money on buildings not needed

1/3/2019 2:52 PM

2806 cost of living 1/3/2019 2:28 PM

2807 Looking for moderately priced condo. 1/3/2019 2:01 PM

2808 Love the parks and the infrastructure. But the trash people throw all over( not city’s fault) leads me
to want to be in a more controlled development.

1/3/2019 1:59 PM

2809 Seems to be a lot of crime here. Also not good for shopping and we have too many chain
restaurants, not many high quality eateries. Clothing shopping is terrible. I have to go to St Aug
outlets or Daytona outlets. You say shop locally but options are very limited.

1/3/2019 1:19 PM

2810 Across the bridge to the beach. Palm Coast is too beige, boring and full of retirees. It's like living in
a citywide HOA. And all roads are covered in trash. Sesame, Citation and Seminole Woods are
always torn up from people mudding. Fast food cups strewn along the side of every road. It seems
the, at least in our section, people have no respect for anyone but themselves and enjoy tearing
apart public property.

1/3/2019 1:14 PM

2811 N/A 1/3/2019 12:47 PM

2812 All of the trash on the side roads and low income families committing crimes in the community. 1/3/2019 12:42 PM

2813 Lack of jobs with growth. Nothing to do for children/teens. No big box stores such as Costco or
BJs

1/3/2019 12:39 PM

2814 Retirement in another small city on the Gulf coast. 1/3/2019 12:39 PM

2815 lack of job opportunities 1/3/2019 11:57 AM

2816 better life, nice people 1/3/2019 10:58 AM

2817 Considering Jacksonville. 1/3/2019 10:24 AM

2818 Noise pollution on Seminole Woods Blvd. caused by traffic speed. 1/3/2019 10:23 AM

2819 Smaller town 1/3/2019 10:01 AM

2820 Tax burden is ridiculous. code enforcement is ridiculous. citu spends money on unnecessary
projects instead of things that will impact the citizens in a more positive way - example - we need
street lights on belle terre and in neighborhoods.

1/3/2019 9:57 AM

2821 To many restrictions. I’m a young person that works in Jax and I am a lot of times working from 5-
9 at night and I have a commercial vehicle that’s new and I clean twice a week and it’s a
inconvenience to be handed fines and reported by people for having a commercial vehicle when
your trying to make a living.

1/3/2019 9:57 AM

2822 Excessive, unnecessary, and out-dated city code; particularly regarding commercial and
recreational vehicles on private property. Additionally, generally speaking, Palm Coast is an over-
regulated municipality lacking any semblance of sustainable industry.

1/3/2019 9:47 AM

2823 A job 1/3/2019 9:33 AM

2824 I live in a gated community now, but I do not think I would feel safe enough in Palm Coast in an
ungated area.

1/3/2019 9:08 AM
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2825 Death � 1/3/2019 9:02 AM

2826 Better quality of life and want to live in an area where there are more progressive thinkers. 1/3/2019 8:50 AM

2827 Don’t know 1/3/2019 8:47 AM

2828 Affordable maintenance free housing 1/3/2019 8:00 AM

2829 Getting to crowded, not enough bigger company's 1/3/2019 6:17 AM

2830 Job opportunity 1/2/2019 10:03 PM

2831 Retiring 1/2/2019 9:27 PM

2832 No jobs and nothing for teens to do. Lack of entertainment. Horrible drivers 1/2/2019 9:11 PM

2833 n/a 1/2/2019 7:24 PM

2834 Too much crime, too many losers 1/2/2019 7:18 PM

2835 Change of scenery 1/2/2019 6:36 PM

2836 Crime and homeless aloud to stand at corners. 1/2/2019 5:58 PM

2837 Rules, not feeling like we have ownership over our own property. Wish I knew Palm Coast had so
many rules and regulations before moving here.

1/2/2019 3:21 PM

2838 desire to update housing 1/2/2019 3:05 PM

2839 Taxes are too high, and residents on Squirrel Place are destroying our little section 1/2/2019 2:47 PM

2840 Cost of housing 1/2/2019 2:22 PM

2841 No family or friends close by 1/2/2019 2:00 PM

2842 Lack of safety and city wasteful spending 1/2/2019 1:34 PM

2843 Low income housing being built in Central Park. Housing values going down because bad
decisions by mayor/council. City government lack of consideration of residents wishes.

1/2/2019 12:51 PM

2844 taxes too high or bad government 1/2/2019 12:22 PM

2845 Move closer to family 1/2/2019 12:14 PM

2846 move back to the west coast 1/2/2019 12:00 PM

2847 Pricing of the cost of living. 1/2/2019 11:42 AM

2848 The city should take an interest in enticing people who want a future here. For one, let larger
businesses come here. No more chain fast food restaurants. We have so much to choose from
and it’s all unhealthy. We need healthy options and businesses that will stimulate the economy, not
deplete it by hiring low wage earners.

1/2/2019 10:58 AM

2849 I don't plan on leaving. I work in Jacksonville and will continue to live here. I have been here since
1991 when my mother brought my sister and I here and I can't see myself anywhere else.

1/2/2019 10:48 AM

2850 Increasing crime and drugs 1/2/2019 10:46 AM

2851 Not a lot to do here. Have to drive to Daytona or St. Augustine to shop. 1/2/2019 10:27 AM

2852 Work 1/2/2019 10:25 AM

2853 Not feeling safe in PC, traffic, low paying jobs, tired of dealing with mosquitos and frogs from all
the standing water in the swales because of poor drainage

1/2/2019 10:20 AM

2854 Death of spouse 1/2/2019 10:06 AM

2855 taxes 1/2/2019 8:48 AM

2856 The crooked city council members, and the whole city of palm coast. They do things that’s
convinient for them, not for the people.

1/2/2019 8:43 AM

2857 Poor jobs, housing is expensive. 1/2/2019 8:36 AM

2858 Any email I've ever sent did not get a reply of any kind. My next community will have
representatives that respond to their constituents. One of the reasons I moved here was that there
was no HOA for my home. I did not then know that the city in effect is an HOA with excessive
restrictions and rules. I'll be happy when I move to a community with more relaxed common sense
rules.

1/2/2019 8:31 AM

2859 Too many people. MANY folks came down from "the great up north" and proceeded to tell us how
things "should" be down here. City Government is caving to them. They have ruined our piece of
paradise.

1/2/2019 8:28 AM

2860 Not enough to do. Shopping,dining etc. 1/2/2019 7:42 AM

2861 Rental costs are ridiculous. 1/2/2019 7:40 AM

2862 Rent and houses are too expensive. 1/2/2019 7:11 AM

2863 Utilities too high, code enforcement rules (this is not a giant HOA), lack of decent paying jobs,
politicians who work for themselves and not their constituents, rude residents, lack of affordable
housing, bad schools\teachers

1/2/2019 6:55 AM
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6.09% 336

6.78% 374

21.65% 1,195

65.49% 3,615

Q5 How many times did you participate in a City recreational program
such as a class, social activity, camp or trip in the past year?

Answered: 5,520 Skipped: 28

TOTAL 5,520

More than 5
times

3 – 4 times

1 – 2 times

None

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

More than 5 times

3 – 4 times

1 – 2 times

None
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11.24% 621

14.73% 814

18.71% 1,034

31.87% 1,761

23.44% 1,295

Q6 How frequently do you visit a City park?Learn more about our
parks - palmcoastgov.com/parks

Answered: 5,525 Skipped: 23

TOTAL 5,525

Multiple days
a week

Once a week

Once a month

Once every few
months

I haven't
visited a Ci...
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Multiple days a week 

Once a week

Once a month

Once every few months

I haven't visited a City park in the past year
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20.65% 1,139

13.74% 758

13.60% 750

27.16% 1,498

24.84% 1,370

Q7 How frequently have you used the trail system, pathways and
sidewalks within the City? Learn more about our trails -

palmcoastgov.com/trek-it-out
Answered: 5,515 Skipped: 33

TOTAL 5,515

Multiple days
a week

Once a week

Once a month

Once every few
months

I haven't
visited a Ci...
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Multiple days a week 

Once a week
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Once every few months

I haven't visited a City park in the past year
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Q8 Please rate the overall private sector economic health of Palm Coast:
Answered: 4,939 Skipped: 609

9.07%
448

36.42%
1,799

48.11%
2,376

6.40%
316
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4.14% 212

22.88% 1,172

62.71% 3,212

10.27% 526

Q9 How would you describe the overall visual and architectural appeal of
businesses in Palm Coast?

Answered: 5,122 Skipped: 426

TOTAL 5,122

Very
unappealing

Somewhat
unappealing

Appealing 

Very appealing 
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very unappealing 

Somewhat unappealing 

Appealing 

Very appealing 
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Q10 What do you believe are the City’s top three greatest assets?
Answered: 4,649 Skipped: 899

1st

Economic Assets
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Education opportunities Workforce talent Natural habitat

Affordable housing Beautiful appearance Recreational opportunities

Sense of community Quality jobs Robust businesses

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

2nd 

Economic Assets
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Education opportunities Workforce talent Natural habitat

Affordable housing Beautiful appearance Recreational opportunities

Sense of community Quality jobs Robust businesses

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

3rd

Economic Assets
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1st

3.10%
144

1.10%
51

36.90%
1,712

16.62%
771

22.48%
1,043

10.41%
483

7.14%
331

0.71%
33

2nd 

3.66%
150

1.56%
64

27.62%
1,131

12.26%
502

20.44%
837

22.15%
907

9.82%
402

0.71%
29

3rd

5.90%
222

2.21%
83

16.48%
620

10.82%
407

18.10%
681

22.67%
853

18.47%
695

1.04%
39

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 The sherriff's whole department, fire and rescue, and city events. 2/2/2019 7:01 PM

2 Catholic community 2/2/2019 12:18 AM

3 Growth rate of people coming in from the North and the Midwest. 2/1/2019 5:15 PM

4 Safety- Low crime 2/1/2019 2:27 PM

5 None 1/31/2019 9:46 PM

6 None 1/31/2019 4:02 PM

7 bike trails , beaches , parks 1/31/2019 4:00 PM

8 Palm trees everywhere and clean town 1/31/2019 12:34 PM

9 most intelligent people I've ever seen in one place 1/31/2019 8:13 AM

10 The weather. 1/30/2019 9:54 PM

11 None 1/30/2019 5:32 PM

12 Sense of Community 1/30/2019 4:52 PM

13 city is safe 1/30/2019 4:26 PM
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14 Great neighbors 1/30/2019 12:34 PM

15 Location number one 1/30/2019 9:07 AM

16 Parks city laborers anddog parks 1/30/2019 8:09 AM

17 Green Spaces, Min. House/Lot, A1A/I-95/Us-1 1/29/2019 4:55 PM

18 neighborhoods 1/29/2019 4:51 PM

19 Need to build more toward US 1 not on 100 or PC Pkwy 1/29/2019 12:38 PM

20 Clean cut atmosphere throughout Palm Coast. 1/29/2019 10:57 AM

21 LOCATION 1/29/2019 8:58 AM

22 Available healthcare 1/28/2019 7:07 AM

23 Wildlife 1/27/2019 12:55 AM

24 Our parks are our greatest asset 1/26/2019 8:52 PM

25 Clean air 1/26/2019 6:46 PM

26 residential instead of touristy 1/26/2019 3:31 PM

27 thats it. 1/26/2019 12:52 PM

28 Not too crowded 1/26/2019 10:51 AM

29 Close to the beach 1/26/2019 9:29 AM

30 the trails 1/25/2019 10:16 AM

31 I don’t believe that Palm Coast has any of these assets 1/25/2019 9:26 AM

32 winter weather 1/25/2019 12:51 AM

33 very calming atmosphere would like it to remain that way 1/24/2019 8:13 PM

34 Clean 1/24/2019 5:11 PM

35 Growth, shopping, medical, future affordable apartments, future affordable rentals, shopping
locally is honoring our businesses, etc.

1/24/2019 1:41 PM

36 one of the options 1/24/2019 12:39 PM

37 It has none of the options available in above pull down menu's 1/24/2019 9:24 AM

38 Appearance 1/24/2019 9:22 AM

39 It's a newer community. Location. Visually maintained 1/24/2019 6:19 AM

40 Education ,Business growth ,natures habitat 1/23/2019 11:35 PM

41 Newer community 1/23/2019 9:25 PM

42 Medical sheriff Dept u 1/23/2019 5:03 PM

43 It’s virgin enviornment 1/23/2019 4:57 PM

44 Proximity to St Augustine and Daytona Beach 1/23/2019 2:20 PM

45 ITT did a fine layout but disappointed in community now 1/23/2019 2:07 PM

46 Schools, pools 1/23/2019 11:37 AM

47 no comment 1/23/2019 10:09 AM

48 LACK of business - we moved here to get away from that environment 1/23/2019 7:31 AM

49 None 1/23/2019 5:48 AM

50 proximity to the ocean 1/23/2019 5:45 AM

51 The qualtiy of the population moving into Palm Coast 1/23/2019 2:22 AM

52 Nothing 1/23/2019 12:44 AM

53 Affordable housing 1/22/2019 10:22 PM

54 I love all the green look of the town - lots of trees 1/22/2019 7:27 PM

55 Safety 1/22/2019 7:22 PM

56 taxes 1/22/2019 5:51 PM

57 Nothing at all. 1/22/2019 4:13 PM

58 THERE IS NO WORKING IN PALM COAST 1/22/2019 3:26 PM

59 Natural wetlands and conservation land 1/22/2019 3:25 PM

60 Location 1/22/2019 2:58 PM

61 Clean streets/public services 1/22/2019 1:59 PM

62 Recreational opportunities 1/22/2019 1:55 PM

63 Industry needs to be allowed to expand 1/22/2019 1:10 PM

64 Convenient that every thing is close by and not widely spread out. 1/22/2019 12:17 PM

65 That's a joke right? None apply 1/22/2019 11:56 AM
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66 Close to the beaches with not having to pay to park/enjoy! 1/22/2019 10:50 AM

67 None of the given options above 1/22/2019 10:48 AM

68 Recreational opportunities, in my opinion, include the beach, parks, and trails. Local recreational
businesses not so much - forced to go to Daytona or St. Augustine.

1/22/2019 9:38 AM

69 Outside parks 1/22/2019 8:58 AM

70 Beautiful beaches 1/22/2019 8:56 AM

71 Close to beach and affordable housing on the water 1/22/2019 8:36 AM

72 architecture 1/22/2019 8:33 AM

73 1/22/2019 8:10 AM

74 This is a joke 1/22/2019 8:06 AM

75 Small community 1/22/2019 7:57 AM

76 Country feel 1/22/2019 7:01 AM

77 Micro Management 1/22/2019 6:10 AM

78 Few multi family dwellings, but too many duplex 1/22/2019 5:44 AM

79 Just because something looks good on the outside as the city appears, the inners are rotten.
People don’t learn this until after they live here.

1/22/2019 5:21 AM

80 N/a 1/21/2019 10:37 PM

81 Great infrastructure 1/21/2019 9:56 PM

82 Eating places, variety retail large and small 1/21/2019 9:30 PM

83 none 1/21/2019 9:24 PM

84 Can't think of any 1/21/2019 9:12 PM

85 Cleanliness 1/21/2019 9:06 PM

86 Access to beaches/ views of ocean/ open land 1/21/2019 9:04 PM

87 Schools are strong! 1/21/2019 8:52 PM

88 Freedom of living how we want but you take it away 1/21/2019 8:01 PM

89 Parks, growth and economic 1/21/2019 7:49 PM

90 None 1/21/2019 7:02 PM

91 Good police dept 1/21/2019 6:41 PM

92 Better paying jobs needed. 1/21/2019 6:33 PM

93 weather 1/21/2019 6:02 PM

94 I feel not one very strong assets can be found economically in Palm Coast. There are no strong
businesses here in Palm Coast.

1/21/2019 5:59 PM

95 Incentives for new business coming to area 1/21/2019 5:27 PM

96 GREAT SCHOOLS 1/21/2019 5:15 PM

97 Crime, more crime, and corrupt city council 1/21/2019 4:52 PM

98 proximity to the beach and the Intracoastal Waterway 1/21/2019 4:33 PM

99 Mosquito Control 1/21/2019 4:26 PM

100 Location on the ocean between Daytona Beach and St Augustine 1/21/2019 4:20 PM

101 Traffic 1/21/2019 3:32 PM

102 decent weather is about all 1/21/2019 3:04 PM

103 N/A 1/21/2019 2:28 PM

104 OCEAN 1/21/2019 2:23 PM

105 Beautiful area Near beaches 1/21/2019 2:21 PM

106 None 1/21/2019 2:18 PM

107 LACK OF LOW INTEREST HOUSING 1/21/2019 1:57 PM

108 none, everything is bad. the people are terrible and annoying 1/21/2019 1:26 PM

109 As stated earlier, only retail es restaurants 1/21/2019 10:40 AM

110 We need more businesses, restaurants 1/21/2019 10:20 AM

111 should be JOBS with good salaries 1/21/2019 9:04 AM

112 Just moved here three weeks ago can’t comment on that yet. 1/21/2019 7:27 AM

113 the flow of traffic is good. Grade schools are excellent. 1/20/2019 11:12 AM

114 Feels safe and secure 1/19/2019 5:01 PM

115 good theater available, a fantastic library 1/19/2019 3:58 PM

116 Weather. 1/19/2019 2:00 PM
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117 Any assets you had all ran off. Unless you call Walmart an asset 1/19/2019 1:37 PM

118 road system\, ableto handle increased traffic 1/19/2019 12:27 PM

119 The city is losing it's appeal along with it's assets. 1/19/2019 7:00 AM

120 taxes 1/18/2019 4:21 PM

121 diversity 1/18/2019 12:43 PM

122 The greatest assets of any city. The people who live in it. Over regulate and good freedom loving
people leave!!

1/18/2019 9:38 AM

123 1st would be " No debt"! 1/18/2019 9:34 AM

124 I chose the same thing three times on purpose. The natural habitat is the only good choice. 1/18/2019 12:18 AM

125 Retirees with high income 1/17/2019 3:51 PM

126 Maintained Libraries 1/17/2019 1:49 PM

127 centrally located between major job centers and universities 1/17/2019 12:09 PM

128 Population not too large 1/17/2019 10:37 AM

129 There aren’t any unless you can afford to pay off a city official to open a Dunkin’ Donuts 1/17/2019 7:58 AM

130 ZONING I LIVE IN SEMINOLE WOODS AND LIKE IT THE WAY IT IS. NO MULTIUNIT HOUSING 1/17/2019 7:36 AM

131 PARKS AND RECREATION NATURAL HABITAT HOUSING NEED MORE
QUALITYEMPLOYMENT

1/16/2019 4:05 PM

132 TOWN CENTER PARK, COMMUNITY BUILDING CHURCHES 1/16/2019 3:56 PM

133 CONTROLLED GROWTH PARK HOUSING RECREATIONAL 1/16/2019 3:42 PM

134 Proximity to entertainment/cultural venues in DayBch and St. Augustine. 1/16/2019 2:13 PM

135 climate 1/16/2019 11:39 AM

136 I really would not idenity any of those items as greatest assets! 1/16/2019 8:39 AM

137 the size of the city is exceptional 1/15/2019 11:54 PM

138 Based on being new and not having had the opportunity to experience or participate in Palm
Coast quite yet.

1/15/2019 10:33 PM

139 Most people have to commute out of town for jobs 1/15/2019 10:05 PM

140 They spend all the money on trees and water for grass. Not on roads and transportation for older
people

1/15/2019 7:36 PM

141 there is plenty business here 1/15/2019 7:00 PM

142 Low population and traffic with livable commerce and activity 1/15/2019 5:46 PM

143 Nome 1/15/2019 3:39 PM

144 Business. Appearance 1/15/2019 2:26 PM

145 community center 1/15/2019 1:36 PM

146 No family can make it working for $8.00/hr. 1/15/2019 11:55 AM

147 Not currently overpopulated 1/15/2019 11:39 AM

148 The codes that keep things up 1/15/2019 11:22 AM

149 Quality services (doctors, professionals), location (proximity to seashore and major cities),
economic development

1/15/2019 9:32 AM

150 None 1/15/2019 7:33 AM

151 Sense of community 1/15/2019 7:01 AM

152 I believe more private business and job creation are sorely needed 1/14/2019 10:04 PM

153 Cleanliness & friendly 1/14/2019 5:55 PM

154 Natural habitat 1/14/2019 2:31 PM

155 Layout of subdivisons. 1/14/2019 2:25 PM

156 Cleanliness, affordable housing, nearby stores 1/14/2019 2:04 PM

157 Beautiful Appearance 1/14/2019 11:59 AM

158 Close to beach 1/14/2019 11:55 AM

159 Florida weather 1/14/2019 11:13 AM

160 For young, active retirees 1/14/2019 11:12 AM

161 Losing too much habitat to commercial overdevelopment 1/14/2019 10:49 AM

162 Close to the Ocean, 1/14/2019 10:34 AM

163 Warm Weather 1/14/2019 9:57 AM

164 This is essentially a retirement community we need lower taxes and lower fuel prices 1/14/2019 8:57 AM

165 very unique to have all the natural trails they are enjoyed by so many.... Please Keep Them Safe
as the city grows don't let them be destroyed

1/14/2019 8:46 AM
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166 proximity to larger markets 1/14/2019 8:37 AM

167 Trails,walking paths 1/14/2019 8:37 AM

168 Good shopping opps 1/14/2019 8:34 AM

169 Proximity to beach 1/14/2019 7:57 AM

170 none; it is a divided city of stripmalls with low income and high prices (Gas...) 1/14/2019 6:23 AM

171 I don't believe there are any 1/13/2019 8:12 PM

172 location, proximity to beach,intracoastal waterway 1/13/2019 7:57 PM

173 Weather 1/13/2019 6:24 PM

174 Sense of community 1/13/2019 6:04 PM

175 Poor choices, obviously your choices which lead to your focused options 1/13/2019 5:49 PM

176 None. Need more private business. More street lights 1/13/2019 3:13 PM

177 Beach 1/13/2019 1:34 PM

178 Just a very evident and unfortunately rare solid sense of Civics. Sure miss “civility” elsewhere! 1/13/2019 12:39 PM

179 Trees need to be trimmed so you can see oncoming traffic when exiting or making turns 1/13/2019 11:28 AM

180 High end retirement communities. 1/13/2019 10:33 AM

181 no comments on the other areas. Quality jobs for Educated professionals. other the medical in
palm coast are not available

1/13/2019 10:19 AM

182 Love the trails and green spaces 1/13/2019 9:37 AM

183 It's important to keep nature preserves, which will maintain all the native land and water species of
animals, all birds, and the native flora, which is now being destroyed by developers.

1/13/2019 9:33 AM

184 These are the least of the challenges. 1/13/2019 9:27 AM

185 None 1/13/2019 7:08 AM

186 Proximity to Daytona & St. Augustine 1/13/2019 4:57 AM

187 Location 1/12/2019 10:33 PM

188 I am a new homeowner so cannot answer at this time 1/12/2019 10:16 PM

189 Proximity to Atlantic beaches 1/12/2019 7:57 PM

190 Senior citizen activities. 1/12/2019 6:21 PM

191 THERE REALLY ISN'T ANYTHING. THE JOBS ARE SCARCE AND THE PAY IS AT POVERTY
LEVEL. NO ONE CAN AFOORD HOUSING IN COMPARISON TO THEIR PAYSCALE...THIS
COMMUNITY PUTS TOO MUCH INTO THE BEAUTIFICATION OF PA;M COAST AND NOT
ENOUGH IN A DECENT SALARY FOR HARD WORKING PEOPLE

1/12/2019 6:19 PM

192 Proximity 1/12/2019 5:02 PM

193 keep it a retirement community don't make it a big city, stop cutting down trees 1/12/2019 5:00 PM

194 Great City Mgmt-- if the 'stuck in the '50's Republicans' would leave them alone. . Town's
environmental focus, beautiful medians, etc. that corporations would love to make 'their home'.
NEED TO FULLY FUND TNR, Trap, Neuter & Return for the CAT POPULATION!~!!

1/12/2019 3:36 PM

195 Only one. That's it. 1/12/2019 1:38 PM

196 beaches!!!!!! 1/12/2019 12:37 PM

197 When it comes to "economic assets" I believe we don't have any right now and that's the problem.
There is no clear vision and we do not hit on any of those items in the dropdown.

1/12/2019 10:10 AM

198 Public safety, recreational options 1/12/2019 9:35 AM

199 code enforcement 1/12/2019 9:22 AM

200 We like it because it's quieter here and less commercialized 1/12/2019 8:12 AM

201 Affordable housing, nature 1/12/2019 5:21 AM

202 I just moved here three months ago so I really don't know 1/11/2019 9:42 PM

203 Resturants 1/11/2019 9:05 PM

204 Location 1/11/2019 7:09 PM

205 Low taxes for fixed income people like me. 1/11/2019 6:31 PM

206 N/a 1/11/2019 6:03 PM

207 Our beaches 1/11/2019 5:35 PM

208 Not sure 1/11/2019 4:42 PM

209 the beautiful canals for boating 1/11/2019 4:38 PM

210 Safety 1/11/2019 4:19 PM

211 Proximity to ocean 1/11/2019 3:35 PM

212 prisoners doing all the landscaping what city workers doing 1/11/2019 2:24 PM
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213 The people, We live on a quiet street, good neighbors, very little crime don't know of any in my
area. Quality living as we are seniors.

1/11/2019 1:50 PM

214 Teach kids in their classrooms about keeping their City clean. 1/11/2019 1:41 PM

215 Small size and cleanliness 1/11/2019 1:38 PM

216 Low income housing. Or as done say affordable housing. 1/11/2019 12:41 PM

217 No state income taxes 1/11/2019 11:57 AM

218 Close to the beach is the only asset I find here 1/11/2019 11:36 AM

219 There are few jobs & very low pay 1/11/2019 11:12 AM

220 Love being on the water, beach is great, bike paths are great. 1/11/2019 10:58 AM

221 Amazing city workforce 1/11/2019 10:26 AM

222 I see no real assests 1/11/2019 10:04 AM

223 none just like other cities around palm coast 1/11/2019 10:03 AM

224 Library 1/11/2019 9:39 AM

225 thats all you got! 1/11/2019 9:29 AM

226 weather 1/11/2019 9:07 AM

227 So happy to have found this beautiful city that caters to the retired. 1/11/2019 8:46 AM

228 Proximity of stores to home 1/11/2019 8:28 AM

229 can't get to three 1/11/2019 8:20 AM

230 n/a 1/11/2019 8:16 AM

231 weather 1/11/2019 7:42 AM

232 Maintenance (very well maintained), activities, security (visibility of law enforcement throughout
the city)

1/11/2019 7:41 AM

233 Light in the street 1/11/2019 7:26 AM

234 Designed & Built as a retirement community e 1/11/2019 4:09 AM

235 Work force & quality paying job’s 1/11/2019 1:51 AM

236 weather 1/10/2019 10:43 PM

237 None 1/10/2019 10:38 PM

238 There is actually a large group of lgbt community 1/10/2019 8:02 PM

239 None 1/10/2019 7:30 PM

240 nice dog park on Florida Drive 1/10/2019 7:14 PM

241 Natural habitat 1/10/2019 6:51 PM

242 None, Palm Coast has failed to recognize that its greatest asset is the number of retirees that have
relocated to the the City/County to live a quite and relaxed lifestye.

1/10/2019 5:56 PM

243 Homes 1/10/2019 5:12 PM

244 Affordable housing, nature attractions 1/10/2019 5:03 PM

245 Weather 1/10/2019 5:03 PM

246 Lack of crime 1/10/2019 4:39 PM

247 I dont think there is a great asset to palm coast 1/10/2019 4:02 PM

248 Excellent roadways 1/10/2019 4:00 PM

249 None 1/10/2019 3:25 PM

250 Beaches and fishing. 1/10/2019 3:05 PM

251 business opportunity 1/10/2019 2:41 PM

252 its small 1/10/2019 2:37 PM

253 good medical services 1/10/2019 2:17 PM

254 Schools, parks, trails 1/10/2019 2:13 PM

255 Lack of Professional Industrial companies 1/10/2019 1:59 PM

256 sense of community 1/10/2019 1:52 PM

257 Location 1/10/2019 1:49 PM

258 Location, small town appearance and feel, lots of walking and bike trails. 1/10/2019 1:32 PM

259 Good schools for our 7 year old son 1/10/2019 1:13 PM

260 Location, appearance, economy 1/10/2019 1:10 PM

261 Proximity to larger cities with more diverse entertainment 1/10/2019 1:09 PM

262 taxes 1/10/2019 12:58 PM

263 no economic need more jobs 1/10/2019 12:37 PM
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264 we need more upscale restaurants 1/10/2019 12:23 PM

265 Beach access, Centrally located btwn Jacksonville & Daytona 1/10/2019 12:20 PM

266 Growing business environment 1/10/2019 12:19 PM

267 Can’t think of three 1/10/2019 12:14 PM

268 HOA 1/10/2019 12:13 PM

269 I love the shady parking lots of most of the shopping. 1/10/2019 11:26 AM

270 small town appeal 1/10/2019 11:09 AM

271 lack of offensive high rise buildings true draw for those of us from southern florida 1/10/2019 11:03 AM

272 Low taxes, low city debt 1/10/2019 10:57 AM

273 Available developed land for business economic growth 1/10/2019 10:53 AM

274 parks, if they were taken care of properly. 1/10/2019 10:46 AM

275 Great Police Force and EMT/Fire dept. service 1/10/2019 10:44 AM

276 That's about it. 1/10/2019 10:44 AM

277 retirement atmosphere, fellow old folks 1/10/2019 10:33 AM

278 Flagler Beach 1/10/2019 10:33 AM

279 Close proximity to the ocean is Numero Uno. There isn't much more that attracted us to this place
and that keeps us here.

1/10/2019 10:01 AM

280 Climate 1/10/2019 9:57 AM

281 Ocean front experience 1/10/2019 9:56 AM

282 It is NOT congested with a lot of traffic. 1/10/2019 9:56 AM

283 improve wireless access for our city, build more communication towers and access to free wifi 1/10/2019 9:54 AM

284 The city once you get past the landscaping is a huge disappointment. The school's though
improving are a disappointment, partisan politics to the point of discrimination is the norm and
often oblivious until brought to the attention of the offended.

1/10/2019 9:51 AM

285 Very little traffic. 1/10/2019 9:50 AM

286 That's all Palm Coast has going for it. 1/10/2019 9:44 AM

287 Weather, Beaches 1/10/2019 9:22 AM

288 Everything else sucks 1/10/2019 9:08 AM

289 retirees are the best asset in flagler county 1/10/2019 9:03 AM

290 inexpensive living 1/10/2019 8:58 AM

291 low crime rate 1/10/2019 8:57 AM

292 N/A 1/10/2019 8:57 AM

293 City is clean for the most part, has its areas that need attention. Empty lots need attention near
roadway.

1/10/2019 8:52 AM

294 Low traffic, low noise, low crime 1/10/2019 8:48 AM

295 Decent roads 1/10/2019 8:44 AM

296 Trees 1/10/2019 8:42 AM

297 None 1/10/2019 8:35 AM

298 City Maintenance of Blvds etc 1/10/2019 8:33 AM

299 Greedy government 1/10/2019 8:25 AM

300 Location (easy access to beach, I-95, 1/10/2019 8:22 AM

301 Ability to Not spiral growth out of control 1/10/2019 8:21 AM

302 Quality of life 1/10/2019 8:15 AM

303 Love winter weather 1/10/2019 8:11 AM

304 I am very concerned about the building boom. I hope we protect the water and beauty of this
amazing state. build away from the beaches and up not out.

1/10/2019 8:07 AM

305 Beach access 1/10/2019 8:05 AM

306 relatively low taxes 1/10/2019 8:03 AM

307 a variety of businesses that allow you to stay local 1/10/2019 7:59 AM

308 Recreation and Multi user Sidewalks 1/10/2019 7:58 AM

309 Low crime 1/10/2019 7:57 AM

310 Housing and sense of community 1/10/2019 7:56 AM

311 Personally the friends we have met in town are outstanding people 1/10/2019 7:54 AM

312 None 1/10/2019 7:43 AM

313 Sense of community, road system 1/10/2019 7:40 AM
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314 close vicinity to the ocean 1/10/2019 7:38 AM

315 None of the above 1/10/2019 7:37 AM

316 Not sure 1/10/2019 7:34 AM

317 NONE 1/10/2019 7:30 AM

318 It’s proximity to I-95 1/10/2019 7:29 AM

319 weather 1/10/2019 7:26 AM

320 Workforce talents, beautiful appearance. 1/10/2019 7:23 AM

321 Low taxes 1/10/2019 7:21 AM

322 The ocean, the parks, the restaurants 1/10/2019 7:20 AM

323 No other good assets 1/10/2019 7:19 AM

324 keep the low life offenders out of the city, hit them with fines to drive them out of our beautiful
communities. there should be no derelict houses and trash in front of houses. there needs to be
more enforcement. if people do not want to live in a beautiful community, they should move out.
we want the city to do more to ensure that tax paying citizens of Palm Coast live in a city that they
feel happy to live in. send out more code enforcement officers to make sure this is accomplished.
We pay high property taxes and should make sure others are following the rules or they should
leave our community.

1/10/2019 7:16 AM

325 Location, Location, Location 1/10/2019 7:13 AM

326 I don’t know that any of the choices are applicable. 1/10/2019 7:13 AM

327 But they’re not that great. 1/10/2019 7:10 AM

328 Small city 1/10/2019 6:54 AM

329 Roads 1/10/2019 6:53 AM

330 State parks 1/10/2019 6:31 AM

331 none of the above 1/10/2019 6:30 AM

332 proxmity to other communities with more to do 1/10/2019 6:22 AM

333 Streets maintained 1/10/2019 5:53 AM

334 None of the others apply 1/10/2019 5:07 AM

335 Nothing at all 1/10/2019 4:53 AM

336 STR Allowances 1/10/2019 4:39 AM

337 No HOA DEVELOPMENTS 1/10/2019 4:17 AM

338 Education Opportunities 1/10/2019 4:02 AM

339 There’s only one. 1/10/2019 2:55 AM

340 Canal homes, beach 1/10/2019 12:51 AM

341 No of the above 1/10/2019 12:49 AM

342 Low pay, high cost of living is bad about Palm Coast. 1/10/2019 12:46 AM

343 Na 1/10/2019 12:35 AM

344 use the beach as your best asset. 1/10/2019 12:29 AM

345 Definitely not a robust job sector. 1/10/2019 12:20 AM

346 Schools for children 1/10/2019 12:18 AM

347 The bike trails are some of the best around and the scenery is beautiful but it takes more than a
biuke trail to make a good city

1/10/2019 12:04 AM

348 It's ability to waste tax payer dollars 1/9/2019 11:43 PM

349 Affordable housing which includes low property taxes 1/9/2019 11:27 PM

350 n/a 1/9/2019 10:35 PM

351 Sense of community 1/9/2019 9:33 PM

352 none, my house is worth 2/3 of what I paid 1/9/2019 9:24 PM

353 Airport, Hospital 1/9/2019 8:53 PM

354 The top 3 SHOULD be education, business, and safety 1/9/2019 8:30 PM

355 Need new businesses 1/9/2019 8:15 PM

356 All the bike trails 1/9/2019 8:00 PM

357 weather 1/9/2019 7:47 PM

358 None 1/9/2019 7:38 PM

359 none of the above 1/9/2019 7:35 PM

360 Taxes 1/9/2019 7:33 PM

361 Quiet neighborhoods 1/9/2019 7:29 PM
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362 Excellent housing 1/9/2019 7:13 PM

363 Affordable housing 1/9/2019 7:00 PM

364 Fire and Police are good inspite of sharing Police with Flagler! 1/9/2019 6:43 PM

365 No real jobs except city work 1/9/2019 6:42 PM

366 5 1/9/2019 6:36 PM

367 natural habitat, beautiful appearance 1/9/2019 6:05 PM

368 FLagler County Sheriff's Department 1/9/2019 5:55 PM

369 you lack businesses and quality jobs 1/9/2019 5:29 PM

370 Quality Housing 1/9/2019 5:19 PM

371 None 1/9/2019 5:15 PM

372 Peaceful for the most part 1/9/2019 5:09 PM

373 Sorry but cannot answer above. It is blacked out on your form 1/9/2019 5:01 PM

374 Beautiful appearance and recreational opportunities 1/9/2019 4:55 PM

375 Natural habitat, Recreation 1/9/2019 4:34 PM

376 Parks, trails , landscaping 1/9/2019 4:30 PM

377 The community center has many interesting and diverse programs. 1/9/2019 4:19 PM

378 Feels safe 1/9/2019 4:14 PM

379 Until you destroy it...natural Habitat. See a pattern ? 1/9/2019 4:13 PM

380 Definitely not affordable housing 1/9/2019 4:11 PM

381 Offers many shopping opportunities 1/9/2019 4:11 PM

382 Proximity to the ocean 1/9/2019 4:06 PM

383 NONE 1/9/2019 4:02 PM

384 Affordable housing should not be an option. It doesn't exist here. 1/9/2019 3:53 PM

385 Weather 1/9/2019 3:52 PM

386 access to beaches 1/9/2019 3:50 PM

387 Trails and sidewalks 1/9/2019 3:49 PM

388 friendly community 1/9/2019 3:45 PM

389 #3 - services (Garbage & recycling) 1/9/2019 3:41 PM

390 Can't see or think of any. 1/9/2019 3:40 PM

391 Free of crime 1/9/2019 3:38 PM

392 Do you have any? 1/9/2019 3:27 PM

393 Beaches are fantastic 1/9/2019 3:24 PM

394 No preferences. 1/9/2019 3:23 PM

395 The pay in this area is horrible while the cost of living and utilities are ridiculous 1/9/2019 3:21 PM

396 Proximity to Daytona and Saint Augustine 1/9/2019 3:19 PM

397 activities for elderly population. 1/9/2019 3:06 PM

398 Family friendly. Clean. Safe 1/9/2019 3:03 PM

399 Lack of commerce 1/9/2019 2:56 PM

400 Low Crime 1/9/2019 2:53 PM

401 66 II 8 1/9/2019 2:39 PM

402 Answers reflect a person who is retired 1/9/2019 2:37 PM

403 Florida East Coast location 1/9/2019 2:36 PM

404 Palm Trees, lots of palm trees 1/9/2019 2:28 PM

405 Natural beauty. Keep it natural 1/9/2019 2:25 PM

406 Job growth & housing 1/9/2019 2:25 PM

407 the trees you put in a few years ago on Whiteview PKWY did not have to be there and its hard to
see the traffic with the trees and that pole on thats on the corner of whipporwill Drive...

1/9/2019 2:25 PM

408 None 1/9/2019 2:20 PM

409 Less traffic 1/9/2019 2:19 PM

410 Low tax base 1/9/2019 2:16 PM

411 I am retired, and moved here that way, so maybe I don't see these assets- I just don't see where
all the tax money is well being spent

1/9/2019 2:03 PM

412 canals and close to the beach 1/9/2019 2:01 PM
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413 You need to bring more businesses thus more jobs! Nice place to live but no place to work! You
have to commute at least an hour away. It’s ridiculous.

1/9/2019 1:59 PM

414 There is alot of trash around businesses. Needs to take more pride in their areas. This is my
biggest complaint

1/9/2019 1:52 PM

415 Unfortunately, the city as a whole horribly fails in all the areas provided above. 1/9/2019 1:50 PM

416 Close to the Beach, Quite Peaceful living 1/9/2019 1:50 PM

417 The trails are great... like to see even more. 1/9/2019 1:38 PM

418 infrastructure - roads, utilities, etc 1/9/2019 1:30 PM

419 Workforce talent 1/9/2019 1:25 PM

420 weather 1/9/2019 1:21 PM

421 Extensive bicycle lanes and a well laid out City. 1/9/2019 1:16 PM

422 Location is an asset 1/9/2019 1:12 PM

423 warm winters 1/9/2019 1:07 PM

424 The County Library 1/9/2019 1:06 PM

425 You're losing focus on what's important. It's not just about beauty 1/9/2019 1:04 PM

426 Traila 1/9/2019 12:51 PM

427 Low property taxes 1/9/2019 12:49 PM

428 Need more options 1/9/2019 12:35 PM

429 I just don't see any of the options 1/9/2019 12:35 PM

430 Quality jobs 1/9/2019 12:34 PM

431 Public transportation 1/9/2019 12:30 PM

432 Canal system in Section "C". 1/9/2019 12:26 PM

433 Beach, canals, intracoastal 1/9/2019 12:24 PM

434 I only chose those because if I had to choose it would be none of them 1/9/2019 12:23 PM

435 Sense of Community 1/9/2019 12:23 PM

436 I do not feel that we have any economic assets. 1/9/2019 12:19 PM

437 Only parts of the city are beautiful. Take a ride around the less developed areas, economically
challenged. Evaluate the dark streets

1/9/2019 12:18 PM

438 Palm Harbor Golf Course is in great shape! I play there twice a week on a regular basis. 1/9/2019 12:16 PM

439 Weather 1/9/2019 12:13 PM

440 Their are only a few restaurants here that are good. We need to be able to go to an art gallery or a
book signing. There is no draw for people to move to palm coast. Housing is still affordable
compared to other parts of the STATE

1/9/2019 12:11 PM

441 Great restaurants!, beach recreation. 1/9/2019 12:10 PM

442 None of these. Choices are very poor for jobs that pay a lives less wage 1/9/2019 12:06 PM

443 Being 10 minutes from Flagler beach 1/9/2019 12:00 PM

444 all the above dwindling rapidly 1/9/2019 11:57 AM

445 congestion is not bad 1/9/2019 11:54 AM

446 No job worth it’s weight 1/9/2019 11:54 AM

447 very transient community 1/9/2019 11:50 AM

448 Clean beaches are great in Palm Coast 1/9/2019 11:49 AM

449 Roads 1/9/2019 11:48 AM

450 Safe Environment 1/9/2019 11:46 AM

451 Lower than average crime rate 1/9/2019 11:46 AM

452 Green approach to development. Low light pollution, natural drainage 1/9/2019 11:45 AM

453 job opportunities are extremely lacking....PC is a service industry town; nothing else 1/9/2019 11:44 AM

454 Quiet 1/9/2019 11:44 AM

455 none to mention 1/9/2019 11:43 AM

456 New to the area so we haven't explored much yet. 1/9/2019 11:40 AM

457 Jungle Hut Beach 1/9/2019 11:34 AM

458 Lack of affordable housing 1/9/2019 11:00 AM

459 Trails and parks 1/9/2019 10:58 AM

460 K - 12 schools 1/9/2019 10:56 AM

461 publix 1/9/2019 10:48 AM

462 Palm Coast is not yet Daytona. Stop stupid growth. 1/9/2019 10:45 AM
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463 Safety 1/9/2019 10:29 AM

464 low cost of government 1/9/2019 10:01 AM

465 lots of waterfront areas 1/9/2019 8:45 AM

466 Our great asset here are the elderly bringing in their pension checks. 1/8/2019 11:23 PM

467 Diversity of citizenship 1/8/2019 8:41 PM

468 Nothing else 1/8/2019 8:23 PM

469 Geo location, character of majority of people, climate. 1/8/2019 7:58 PM

470 Quality of life 1/8/2019 7:44 PM

471 Like the fact it is not over crowded, YET? Like Beach Access so close 1/8/2019 7:39 PM

472 Not sure I agree with what is listed 1/8/2019 6:39 PM

473 Climate, convenient shopping, roadways 1/8/2019 6:17 PM

474 Not sure 1/8/2019 5:56 PM

475 Canals 1/8/2019 5:49 PM

476 closeness to the beach 1/8/2019 4:52 PM

477 Reasonable ( so far but am concerned going forward) 1/8/2019 4:27 PM

478 Ideal for retirees 1/8/2019 4:14 PM

479 People are friendlyo 1/8/2019 4:10 PM

480 Proximity to the beach. Proximity to the grandchildren. 1/8/2019 3:47 PM

481 Homelessness & drug addiction 1/8/2019 2:57 PM

482 Fibre Net. Why aren't we using this? Why don't consumers have access? 1/8/2019 2:31 PM

483 N/a 1/8/2019 1:58 PM

484 need to attract more businesses, opportunities to stay in Palm Coast rather than drive to Daytona,
Orlando or Jacksonville.

1/8/2019 1:36 PM

485 Business set back from road with greenery at front 1/8/2019 1:26 PM

486 Neighborhoods. 1/8/2019 1:13 PM

487 Maintain nature, promote sustainable developement and make it appealing, get rid of god awful
recess ducts and implement sidewalks and underground sewage systems, attract large
corporations

1/8/2019 12:54 PM

488 Our City is beautiful with all the trees and forests 1/8/2019 12:49 PM

489 N/A 1/8/2019 12:45 PM

490 The waste pro people never miss a day and always pick up.l 1/8/2019 12:26 PM

491 Palm coast is quiet. That’s about the only thing it has going for it. The area is practically
undeveloped.

1/8/2019 12:18 PM

492 low density, population largely at home after dark 1/8/2019 12:02 PM

493 Street and turn lanes very foward designs unlike NY,PA 1/8/2019 11:56 AM

494 Location between big cities helps. 1/8/2019 11:29 AM

495 Vocational Schools other than FTI, Increased teacher salaries 1/8/2019 11:24 AM

496 I really don’t have anything nice to say about this city. It’s too restrictive . Your code department
has sealed both Panera and Starbucks and Chick Filet too. No wonder we have no stores or
businesses like Ormond , St Augustine or Daytona

1/8/2019 11:19 AM

497 There is no industry here. And housing is not affordable. 1/8/2019 11:04 AM

498 None 1/8/2019 10:59 AM

499 Geographic location 1/8/2019 10:55 AM

500 ARTS FOUNDATION 1/8/2019 10:54 AM

501 Not a big city 1/8/2019 10:48 AM

502 People 1/8/2019 10:42 AM

503 Medical care 1/8/2019 10:35 AM

504 jyh 1/8/2019 10:33 AM

505 Location 1/8/2019 10:29 AM

506 Proximity to the beach 1/8/2019 10:28 AM

507 Location 1/8/2019 10:26 AM

508 Shopping & medical 1/8/2019 10:22 AM

509 Proximity to the Beach 1/8/2019 10:20 AM

510 none of the above selections 1/8/2019 10:18 AM
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511 The beauty of Palm Coast from coming of the exit to driving the main parkways. Water fountains
and the shops it offers. The trail system is awesome and the parks are amzaing. It be nice to have
a water park but other then that it really a wonderful place to live.

1/8/2019 9:11 AM

512 Parks, clean, roads 1/8/2019 7:31 AM

513 Nothing on this list! 1/7/2019 1:16 PM

514 stop taking the natural habitat away 1/7/2019 11:30 AM

515 ICW & BEACHES 1/7/2019 8:45 AM

516 Parks 1/6/2019 8:49 PM

517 Variety of shops 1/6/2019 8:42 PM

518 We moved here for the trails... 1/6/2019 7:53 PM

519 Affordable Housing? That's a Joke. 1/6/2019 6:51 PM

520 Weather 1/5/2019 7:41 PM

521 It's cheap to live here, but we need more businesses. 1/5/2019 5:20 PM

522 The people 1/5/2019 4:51 PM

523 Don't feel any fit Palm Coast 1/5/2019 10:56 AM

524 Friendly residents, location between Daytona & St. Augustine, close to Flagler Beach, cleanliness 1/5/2019 3:51 AM

525 Flagler beach 1/4/2019 11:37 PM

526 Diversity 1/4/2019 9:17 PM

527 Our police, fire & rescue are amazing!! 1/4/2019 8:09 PM

528 a nice mix of popular retail / restaurants, along with local options (especially European Village) 1/4/2019 6:27 PM

529 A GREAT SHERIFF'S DEPT. 1/4/2019 2:13 PM

530 5 minute rule 1/4/2019 11:13 AM

531 Decent school system, close to the beach. 1/4/2019 8:23 AM

532 Beach access 1/3/2019 5:48 PM

533 Proximity to beach access. 1/3/2019 5:34 PM

534 Low Crime 1/3/2019 3:07 PM

535 Community activities at parks 1st friday and tree lighting is nice 1/3/2019 1:58 PM

536 Prospective Workforce 1/3/2019 12:50 PM

537 Outside of that...I can’t think of anything else that stands out as a benefit. Our Neighboring cities
do better in most regards

1/3/2019 9:49 AM

538 None 1/2/2019 9:30 PM

539 low tax rate 1/2/2019 7:26 PM

540 Convenience to major cities 1/2/2019 12:17 PM

541 none 1/2/2019 8:38 AM

542 Taxes, access to interstate 1/2/2019 7:46 AM

543 We have pretty medians 1/2/2019 7:00 AM

544 Close to the ocean 1/2/2019 6:58 AM
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38.01% 1,932

2.16% 110

7.10% 361

12.20% 620

19.85% 1,009

2.73% 139

6.45% 328

11.49% 584

Q11 When it comes to growth and development, what is the City’s
greatest challenge?

Answered: 5,083 Skipped: 465

TOTAL 5,083

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Need more industry less commercial 2/2/2019 11:28 PM

2 Bring in high paying technical industry - defense industry 2/2/2019 10:02 PM

3 Providing learning classes for seniors. Computer and technology for example. 2/2/2019 7:55 PM

4 Keeping landscape under control, removing public works director 2/2/2019 7:22 PM

5 Maintaining natural environment with sustainable development 2/2/2019 9:13 AM

6 increasing garbage in area, disgraceful! 2/2/2019 7:39 AM

7 Bring in businesses 2/1/2019 7:05 PM

8 lack of lighting, roads are so dark 2/1/2019 12:00 PM

9 Roads are not well maintained, lack of street lights, water too expensive, decaying infrastructure 2/1/2019 8:52 AM

10 Promote growth to fund needs and desires while maintaining and building on city character 2/1/2019 6:45 AM

11 Art and culture 2/1/2019 5:50 AM

12 Lack of employment diversity. Mostly retail and government 1/31/2019 8:58 PM

13 All of the above are important 1/31/2019 2:00 PM

14 Traffic, roads and intersections 1/31/2019 1:40 PM

15 Providing jobs, protecting small town character, housing 1/31/2019 11:25 AM

16 infrastructure 1/31/2019 8:13 AM

17 All the above 1/30/2019 5:32 PM

Providing
adequate job...

Providing
higher...

Providing a
suitable ran...

Protecting
natural...

Protecting
small town...

Providing
adequate...

Resources to
support smal...

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Providing adequate job opportunities

Providing higher educational opportunities

Providing a suitable range of housing options

Protecting natural resources

Protecting small town character

Providing adequate amenities (parks, trails, etc.)

Resources to support small businesses and start-ups

Other (please specify)
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18 Decreasing dependence on automobiles 1/30/2019 11:51 AM

19 We need more businesses, stores Costco, Trader Joe’s. These will also bring in money from other
areas close by.

1/30/2019 11:50 AM

20 There is no job market here. 1/30/2019 11:06 AM

21 And natural resources!!! 1/30/2019 9:07 AM

22 Providing a one-stop office for incoming businesses, large or small, make permits answer
questions seamless.

1/30/2019 9:05 AM

23 Fixing these parking lots. Let people without degrees design them for better efficiency. 1/30/2019 8:09 AM

24 All the above plus more 1/29/2019 4:59 PM

25 I don't know. 1/29/2019 10:57 AM

26 THIS CITY NEEDS TO STAY OUT BEING A BUSINESS PARTNER 1/29/2019 8:58 AM

27 Road and awake maintenance as well as more street lights 1/29/2019 7:03 AM

28 Not just jobs but higher income jobs. You need to stop the cheap jobs. 1/28/2019 1:21 PM

29 We need to bring in long term employment opportunities above minimum wage so our children can
stay and live here.

1/27/2019 10:57 AM

30 Over zealous code enforcement as in allowing people to park their truck in their own driveway
when it has ladders on it, but no advertising.

1/27/2019 9:47 AM

31 Drug use in the parks has increased dramatically in the past 6 months. 1/26/2019 8:52 PM

32 Wasting money on street lighting, government buildings 1/26/2019 6:46 PM

33 Better cell phone reception 1/26/2019 1:03 PM

34 we need bigger retail stores like bed bathand beyondor Home Goods; restaurants such as
cheesecake Factory or nice restaurants. I think we have enough fast food places and then some.
We definitely could use a Costco Wholesale

1/26/2019 12:27 PM

35 Attracting business, shopping, restaurants 1/26/2019 9:29 AM

36 Taxes 1/26/2019 7:11 AM

37 Improving road network and intersections 1/25/2019 9:27 PM

38 Bring in larger businesses that cater to everyone's needs. 1/25/2019 10:50 AM

39 hold the line on taxes 1/25/2019 10:16 AM

40 Get high tech businesses to area. 1/25/2019 12:51 AM

41 i do not want to see alot of growth. will cause too much traffic, take away the natural beauty as
well

1/24/2019 8:13 PM

42 Allowing more big business 1/24/2019 5:11 PM

43 Adequate sustainable wages 1/24/2019 1:46 PM

44 Convenient public transportation, local affordable taxi service, city street lighting, changing school
bus stops to safer places for children,

1/24/2019 1:41 PM

45 all of the above 1/24/2019 12:39 PM

46 Small town character 1/24/2019 9:22 AM

47 Affordable housing 1/24/2019 8:31 AM

48 Business resources, infrastructure, accommodating the growth 1/24/2019 6:19 AM

49 Fighting crime 1/23/2019 6:43 PM

50 Listening to all opinions on growth - not just the loudest who might want to see zero growth...if we
are not attracting new business we will suffer in the long run.

1/23/2019 6:09 PM

51 Both improved education and technology to expand businesses 1/23/2019 2:07 PM

52 entertainment 1/23/2019 12:49 PM

53 Change away from the HOA rules for hard working people and get better cable and internet into
the city

1/23/2019 10:31 AM

54 The roads and parking lot here are death traps 1/23/2019 12:44 AM

55 More street lighting. 1/22/2019 11:33 PM

56 p 1/22/2019 11:00 PM

57 We need more things for kids to do when their isn’t school 1/22/2019 9:52 PM

58 Stop the bum problem 1/22/2019 8:34 PM

59 Signage (Hard to find anything) 1/22/2019 6:20 PM

60 working with county 1/22/2019 4:14 PM

61 All of it. 1/22/2019 4:13 PM

62 Public Safety 1/22/2019 3:49 PM

63 Lack of variety 1/22/2019 3:38 PM

64 The City is way too difficult to deal with as a small business owner 1/22/2019 3:24 PM
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65 Too much building going on. Put a moratorium on duplexes. Seagate destroying Palm Coast 1/22/2019 3:00 PM

66 Keep taxes low, limiting the growth of government, supporting free market principles 1/22/2019 2:14 PM

67 New commercial businesses 1/22/2019 1:59 PM

68 Not enough skateparks 1/22/2019 1:55 PM

69 better higher paying jobs 1/22/2019 1:15 PM

70 why are you only allowing one? jobs, education, housing, this is no longer a small town, the city
sucks when helping businesses get started

1/22/2019 1:10 PM

71 We still have to leave town to go to the bigger stores in Daytona 1/22/2019 1:01 PM

72 They should NOT be developing Section 8 housing. One of the readons why I will leave this town. 1/22/2019 12:24 PM

73 Jobs and housing 1/22/2019 11:56 AM

74 You have nothing fun in palm coast. 1/22/2019 11:35 AM

75 to get the mayor out of the way 1/22/2019 11:28 AM

76 Road Infrastructure & Cleanliness 1/22/2019 11:08 AM

77 Help the HOMELESS 1/22/2019 11:08 AM

78 Takng care of swall system. We live in the W's and our swale has never been dry in 15 years! Add
sidewalks within the sections so people can get to the wonderful path systems. Add sewer
systems in sections where swales don't work!

1/22/2019 10:50 AM

79 Water/ Wastewater System upgrades which should have been the focus before now. 1/22/2019 10:45 AM

80 Resources for our young people to get involved 1/22/2019 10:29 AM

81 Job opportunities with higher wages 1/22/2019 10:00 AM

82 Need places to shop so we don't have to leave town, ie; Cosco,bjs, trader Joe, bed bath beyond,
etc,

1/22/2019 9:53 AM

83 I am not well enough informed on the subject to state an opinion. 1/22/2019 9:29 AM

84 Manufacturing 1/22/2019 8:36 AM

85 cost of living 1/22/2019 7:17 AM

86 poor swales ,lighting of streets,road resurfacing 1/22/2019 6:09 AM

87 Entertainment 1/22/2019 4:37 AM

88 More businesses need to be brought in 1/21/2019 10:57 PM

89 Providing places to shop and eat. 1/21/2019 10:29 PM

90 All of the above 1/21/2019 9:56 PM

91 Bring industry here 1/21/2019 9:17 PM

92 Keeping up with the needed infrastructure 1/21/2019 8:33 PM

93 To get rid of the hands and the drugs 1/21/2019 8:26 PM

94 Update the gradient of swales for better storm run-off 1/21/2019 8:20 PM

95 Infrastructure and public transportation 1/21/2019 8:20 PM

96 Giving non big box businesses the opportunity to open and grow 1/21/2019 8:17 PM

97 extreme lack of affordable housing ! 1/21/2019 8:14 PM

98 Get out of it all. Stop pretending you could create jobs! Stop taxing people 1/21/2019 8:01 PM

99 Road expansion 1/21/2019 7:32 PM

100 Getting local city and county governments to stop bickering with each other and to hire city
managers who are responsible to the citizens.

1/21/2019 7:02 PM

101 lack of upscale restaurants 1/21/2019 6:38 PM

102 Things to do 1/21/2019 6:23 PM

103 None above 1/21/2019 6:21 PM

104 Maintain old property’s/ clean water ways 1/21/2019 6:15 PM

105 Many of the items list but #1 providing adequate job opportunities and educational opportunities
are strong issues.

1/21/2019 5:59 PM

106 Don't need any more growth ! 1/21/2019 5:35 PM

107 Small town character, natural resources, and amenities 1/21/2019 5:27 PM

108 Saving wildlife 1/21/2019 4:45 PM

109 city infrastructure (streets, ditches, swales, etc.) 1/21/2019 4:33 PM

110 new companies wanting to work with the tough city of palm coast 1/21/2019 4:14 PM

111 We need more higher-paying jobs. 1/21/2019 4:07 PM

112 Street lights 1/21/2019 4:05 PM

113 Giving residents other things to do. We have trails and trails. 1/21/2019 3:47 PM
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114 Lack of job market other than retail. no future for kids 1/21/2019 3:40 PM

115 Not destroying the remaining fucking woods 1/21/2019 3:29 PM

116 cultural diversity 1/21/2019 3:12 PM

117 Stop making it so difficult for new businesses to open here. Panera gave up adding a new store
because of the city and its process. I’ve experienced the same thing with just simple projects at my
residence.

1/21/2019 2:42 PM

118 providing quality job opportunities, protecting natural resources and small town character, SAFETY
- lights, sidewalks

1/21/2019 2:38 PM

119 Attracting restaurants 1/21/2019 2:35 PM

120 Sidewalks and Street lights. 1/21/2019 2:27 PM

121 Bigger police force, and doing something about panhandling 1/21/2019 2:11 PM

122 Very expensive 1/21/2019 1:17 PM

123 Recreational activities 1/21/2019 11:15 AM

124 Access to premier shopping, entertainment, & dining 1/21/2019 9:23 AM

125 Providing activities for 55-65 yr olds. I feel like all activities are geared towards the older crowd, or
the younger crowd. Where are the dance clubs? I tried the Italian Hall. I feel like average age is
80. Or activities like miniature golf. On the weekends in Pittsburgh, I didn’t go out until 10 pm.
Here, the town is shut down by 10.

1/21/2019 8:57 AM

126 ridiculous by-laws 1/21/2019 8:15 AM

127 We need more stores like a Sam’s Club, Home Goods, a mini Town Center other than so many
Publix.

1/21/2019 7:53 AM

128 A little bit of all 1/21/2019 7:46 AM

129 Attracting businesses, forget all the other wastes of money especially low cost housing which will
not attract the workforce talent that this city should be attracting. We ahve enough parks and trails
and it is probably costing a fortune to maintain those that PC already has.

1/20/2019 1:48 PM

130 Facilitate new business, don't hinder it. 1/19/2019 5:15 PM

131 transportation for all, protecting small town ambience 1/19/2019 3:58 PM

132 Reduce crime and putting a lid on spending 1/19/2019 2:17 PM

133 bringing in bigger businesses. 1/19/2019 12:25 PM

134 All of the above 1/19/2019 10:11 AM

135 Citizen protections - greater police and fire fighter support 1/19/2019 9:24 AM

136 Helping new people who just move here to learn their way around geographicallyand be
introduced to all the features and amenities that Palm Coast has to offer. Perhaps a standing
"Welcome Committee"?

1/19/2019 7:55 AM

137 It's a beautiful city. Please don't build any more apartments, they are a guarantee that the quality
of life will go down.

1/19/2019 7:28 AM

138 Proving jobs for working people. Don't take the easy way out 1/19/2019 1:48 AM

139 Providing higher paying jobs not just minimum wage 1/18/2019 11:51 PM

140 Roadways and streets to accommodate growth 1/18/2019 8:29 PM

141 Lighting, street maintenance especially road surfacing and potholes 1/18/2019 7:32 PM

142 Bringing in a big box store Development of the Town Centre 1/18/2019 2:45 PM

143 traffic flow 1/18/2019 11:13 AM

144 Funding the City's growth and needs without debt. 1/18/2019 9:34 AM

145 Providing buses for older citizens to get to do activities 1/17/2019 7:44 PM

146 Public transportation and Helping New Start Up Businesses Thrive 1/17/2019 5:26 PM

147 Providing adequate job opportunity and getting rid of so much low income housing 1/17/2019 4:31 PM

148 Attracting higher income office jobs 1/17/2019 3:51 PM

149 Developing the Town Center 1/17/2019 2:20 PM

150 Development of Town Center. This should be a priority. 1/17/2019 1:53 PM

151 Recreational places 1/17/2019 12:31 PM

152 need bigger companoes offering better wages benefits 1/17/2019 12:24 PM

153 attracting industry so as to more evenly spread the tax base between residential and
industrial/commercial

1/17/2019 12:09 PM

154 Retaining a small town atmosphere and appearance and PROTECTING NATURAL
RESOURCES!

1/17/2019 9:45 AM

155 We need better water and bigger businesses. And no more fast food places. Make it easier for
restaurants and other businesses to succeed. BJ, Bed Bath and Beyind - and other big stores
would be awesome. I have to drive too far regularly for what I need.

1/17/2019 7:25 AM

156 no new taxes on residents 1/16/2019 2:24 PM
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157 higher quality education at all levels for all students 1/16/2019 11:39 AM

158 More retail and restaurant options 1/16/2019 11:24 AM

159 No central area 1/16/2019 7:14 AM

160 Employing competent city workers or leaders with integrity and good work ethics 1/16/2019 12:22 AM

161 changing peoples minds about Growth in the community. 1/15/2019 11:54 PM

162 All of the permitting roadblocks! I support permitting; seems like our process can be improved and
streamlined to attract more businesses.

1/15/2019 8:53 PM

163 Lack of Arts and Entertainment. 1/15/2019 7:18 PM

164 Activities for active seniors 1/15/2019 6:24 PM

165 Reasinable government communication. The government employees generally act as if citizens
are idiots. There isvonly one eaycyo dobsomething. I have had government employees especially
of Palm Voast lie to me.

1/15/2019 5:46 PM

166 FOCUS ON BASICS = PROVIDE QUALITY CITY SERVICES eg trash, infrastructure etc it's not
the city's charter to supply jobs, education and freebies

1/15/2019 5:24 PM

167 maintaining a decent appearance that draws people to the area 1/15/2019 4:23 PM

168 Cleaner water. Been yellow for years, take care of the citizens, not just politicians 1/15/2019 3:39 PM

169 Absolutely Horrible Cellphone Service 1/15/2019 2:10 PM

170 Sticking to a budget so that seniors can afford to live on fixed income 1/15/2019 12:48 PM

171 Low cost Activities for teenagers 1/15/2019 12:47 PM

172 Hold the line on taxes. 1/15/2019 12:22 PM

173 Cleanliness and animal control (pets). 1/15/2019 11:06 AM

174 STREET LIGHTS!!! 1/15/2019 10:21 AM

175 Protecting small town character while accommodating vehicular growth 1/15/2019 9:32 AM

176 All of the above 1/15/2019 7:33 AM

177 Avoiding growth and development 1/14/2019 10:49 PM

178 I read that we still have the highest or nearly the highest unemployment in the state; I read about
business trying to open in Palm Coast and finding it too difficult. I read about business leaving
Palm Coast.

1/14/2019 10:04 PM

179 Transportation 1/14/2019 7:58 PM

180 Needs more restaurants 1/14/2019 5:55 PM

181 Police and patrol 1/14/2019 3:35 PM

182 what you pay city employees is too much and school board members shouldn't get a paycheck 1/14/2019 3:22 PM

183 new high school 1/14/2019 1:08 PM

184 The job market here stinks 1/14/2019 12:53 PM

185 We need more cultural center,yoga schools,art schools, YMCA.. 1/14/2019 10:00 AM

186 Providing adequate upgrades to infra structures to accommodate increased housing and
businesses.

1/14/2019 9:26 AM

187 A complete lack of affordable housing 1/14/2019 9:11 AM

188 Recreational opportunities for juveniles 1/14/2019 7:10 AM

189 Overcoming the reputation that Palm Coast is anti-business because of diffuculty in permitting and
lack of bringing in new businesses.

1/14/2019 7:03 AM

190 only government thinks groth and development are important to get more money form more
people. that is what keeps wages low and taxees high.

1/14/2019 6:23 AM

191 Incompetent city government 1/13/2019 8:16 PM

192 Costco 1/13/2019 6:27 PM

193 I think your options are too limited and do not allow a qualified response 1/13/2019 5:49 PM

194 Safety: street lights, sidewalks, school bus stops. 1/13/2019 5:17 PM

195 protecting city parks and trails from drug addicts 1/13/2019 4:15 PM

196 Not to over build . 1/13/2019 3:19 PM

197 Street light 1/13/2019 3:13 PM

198 City officials have way too high wages for palm coast to grow, they earning salaries as if they ran
NYC. Corruption will be the biggest challangeq

1/13/2019 1:09 PM

199 Offer better shopping and dining choices 1/13/2019 11:54 AM

200 stopping over development 1/13/2019 11:51 AM

201 Need more bett we paying jobs, not more low wages 1/13/2019 11:28 AM

202 Providing incentives to attract businesses that will provide jobs 1/13/2019 11:10 AM

203 Senior Center 1/13/2019 10:58 AM
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204 Providing a good traffic system 1/13/2019 7:47 AM

205 Public transportation 1/13/2019 4:57 AM

206 Walkways and lighting 1/12/2019 10:29 PM

207 LIghting and sidewalks 1/12/2019 6:42 PM

208 Provide high end retirement communities 1/12/2019 6:21 PM

209 why do you have to grow and development, why not keep the retirement community 1/12/2019 5:00 PM

210 All of the above. I’ve been here 11 yrs, and there has not been any companies to locate or relocate
to PC with decent salaries. This has been talked about forever, empty promises. PC is always
hiring companies for surveys, searches etc. with no results and no action. Where’s the industry
that’s been promised that could alleviate our ever growing taxes, water increases, etc. The elected
officials don’t work for the people who elected them as it should be. Examples, the town hall, for $
10,000,000.00

1/12/2019 4:12 PM

211 Slowing down growth 1/12/2019 2:58 PM

212 Arts and culture for people under 60. 1/12/2019 2:37 PM

213 More restaurants, more jobs 1/12/2019 2:05 PM

214 Roadways 1/12/2019 2:00 PM

215 Getting rid of all the rental property. 1/12/2019 1:38 PM

216 Matching service jobs with retirement communuty atmosphere. Should not have as a goal to make
Palm Coast a mirror image of large northeastern cities. We're here because we moved away from
them.

1/12/2019 12:50 PM

217 Homeless people congregating at the corner of p.c. parkway & belle terre pkwy 1/12/2019 11:31 AM

218 Environmental integrity 1/12/2019 9:55 AM

219 Improving infrastructure 1/12/2019 9:35 AM

220 Over regulated, micromanaged by the city 1/12/2019 8:54 AM

221 a sewage system that functions 1/12/2019 7:06 AM

222 Traffic 1/11/2019 7:09 PM

223 Entertainment venues 1/11/2019 6:52 PM

224 Attracting industry with decent pay; stop wasting money on consultants and studies. 1/11/2019 6:31 PM

225 Sidewalks with bike paths on all major roads 1/11/2019 6:29 PM

226 Not a resident at this time only a property owner 1/11/2019 6:03 PM

227 Just treat your residents as you would like to be treated and clean the swales 1/11/2019 5:40 PM

228 Higher paying jobs 1/11/2019 5:14 PM

229 Meeting the needs of young families and providing better professional opportunities. 1/11/2019 4:25 PM

230 Build Sidewalks 1/11/2019 3:41 PM

231 Keep the facilities and costs reasonable so that the older demographic makeup of the community
can be maintained.

1/11/2019 3:33 PM

232 lowering water bill 1/11/2019 2:24 PM

233 Greater number of quality restaurants 1/11/2019 2:21 PM

234 Drawing larger businesses to our city 1/11/2019 2:03 PM

235 Keeping small town character and keeping crime out, anything that may bring crime and treating all
areas of Palm Coast the same.

1/11/2019 1:50 PM

236 protecting palm coasts beauty. especially palm coast ply and belle terre by publix 1/11/2019 1:26 PM

237 Adequate roads 1/11/2019 12:21 PM

238 Avoid building low income apartment houses which bring down everybody's home value. Build
them farther inland (outside Flagler county)

1/11/2019 11:57 AM

239 Road design and maintenance ( pot holes) 1/11/2019 11:23 AM

240 It seems Palm Coast is a retirement community catering to the older population. If that's what
Palm Coast wants to be then continue as is. If Palm Coast wants to attract educated young
professionals they need to feel welcomed and supported in this town. They do not.

1/11/2019 10:58 AM

241 The Gangs and car break ins 1/11/2019 10:11 AM

242 lower taxes (to high for the services provided also water rates are plain out stupid) 1/11/2019 10:03 AM

243 All of above 1/11/2019 9:59 AM

244 Develope North end of Palm Coast 1/11/2019 9:39 AM

245 palm coast is not humane! animal haters! 1/11/2019 9:29 AM

246 Providing 100% internet, cell and wi-fi service, additional retail shopping and non-yellow water. 1/11/2019 9:29 AM

247 better cell network towers 1/11/2019 9:13 AM

248 providing good cell phone reception 1/11/2019 9:10 AM
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249 Making sure elderly are cared for 1/11/2019 8:46 AM

250 PC does not support business but stands in the way of new business development 1/11/2019 8:20 AM

251 Instead of giving businesses , and small businesses a hard time relocating,or starting up here, we
need to be business friendly.

1/11/2019 8:10 AM

252 Road system 1/11/2019 8:06 AM

253 light in the streets 1/11/2019 7:26 AM

254 Stop people from speeding. 1/11/2019 7:17 AM

255 Jobs. Industry 1/11/2019 6:30 AM

256 Need more restaurants 1/10/2019 11:57 PM

257 Although it is convenient to have so many stores the abundance of corporate companies in Palm
Coast is overwhelming. It makes for a much harder struggle for small business to ever survive.

1/10/2019 10:57 PM

258 Protecting quality of personal and family life and safety. 1/10/2019 10:38 PM

259 Attracting bigger stores/ restaurants while preserving natural environment 1/10/2019 10:36 PM

260 Lack of public transportation system . 1/10/2019 10:25 PM

261 Repair work for storm drainage, road repair work in neighborhoods that really need it! 1/10/2019 10:21 PM

262 maintaining growth but resisting over development 1/10/2019 9:21 PM

263 Getting Permit approvals in a timely manner for construction. Had architecture plans continually
questioned when the architectural drawings already had that information in them. So they were
either NOT reviewed or someone was just intentionally dragging out the process for no reason,
costing time for construction AND causing rent to be paid before construction began because of
the back and forth between the permit office and contractor. This makes it very difficult for small
businesses to get started in this community and actually prevents some from starting which is a
loss of new jobs in the area.

1/10/2019 9:03 PM

264 Businesses suitable for Palm Coast growth 1/10/2019 8:36 PM

265 Traffic congestion 1/10/2019 8:26 PM

266 Ability to balance retail, housing, education,and jobs 1/10/2019 8:02 PM

267 Business and restaurants 1/10/2019 6:54 PM

268 all of the above 1/10/2019 6:36 PM

269 Increased crime 1/10/2019 5:56 PM

270 lighting community Belle Terre and others at night 1/10/2019 5:10 PM

271 Attract more diverse stores and restaurants... not so many lower end shops and road house
dining.

1/10/2019 5:00 PM

272 Need to deregulate and make it easier to build and start businesses 1/10/2019 4:14 PM

273 Putting restaurants and businesses in Town Centet 1/10/2019 3:45 PM

274 We need large retailers and Costco, BJ’s. We’re always going to Jacksonville, Orlando, Port
Orange. Palm Coast is no longer a small town!

1/10/2019 3:25 PM

275 Reducing amount of homeless panhandlers 1/10/2019 3:13 PM

276 Getting out of the way of business. All of the regulations and permitting hassles is ridiculous. 1/10/2019 3:02 PM

277 reducing tax burden on seniors reduce govt spending 1/10/2019 2:37 PM

278 The seniors built this community, but there is no senior center in 1/10/2019 2:31 PM

279 Upgrading roads and lighting throughout the city 1/10/2019 2:17 PM

280 increased traffic and traffic lights at intersections with repeated accidents 1/10/2019 2:16 PM

281 Restaurants, roads to handle traffic 1/10/2019 1:49 PM

282 Needs more Street Lights! Very Dark at night 1/10/2019 1:39 PM

283 All of the above. 1/10/2019 1:28 PM

284 The residents that see any development or diversity in housing or large business as a threat to
their quality of life

1/10/2019 1:09 PM

285 Senior Center...not just a few walks in the park! 1/10/2019 1:05 PM

286 don't let the northerners ruin our city ie high taxes' ect. 1/10/2019 12:23 PM

287 Io 1/10/2019 12:18 PM

288 Creating more opportunities for small businesses to succeed. 1/10/2019 12:18 PM

289 Residential street maintance/overall code enforcement 1/10/2019 11:36 AM

290 Low taxes 1/10/2019 11:29 AM

291 Giving families a reason to live here (i.e., entertainment opportunities, development programs,
etc.)

1/10/2019 11:25 AM

292 A lot of development and quickly 1/10/2019 11:07 AM

293 Concern that PC’s largest employer has closed its operation here. Not good news for the
community.

1/10/2019 11:04 AM
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294 Prohibit Airbnb...They provide a climate for bringing property values down 1/10/2019 10:47 AM

295 melissa holland 1/10/2019 10:46 AM

296 Allowing small business to set up 1/10/2019 10:45 AM

297 Providing adequate higher paying job opportunities 1/10/2019 10:32 AM

298 Need low income housing for working poor and seniors 1/10/2019 10:08 AM

299 better security more crimes than citizens are told about 1/10/2019 10:06 AM

300 The city spends a lot of time on the main streets of Palm Coast but refuses to put in a little time to
make the back streets nicer I saw a crew of 15 men working on one island and yet the island on
London Road hasn’t been touched in the arm and I will leave her drive is a mess

1/10/2019 9:52 AM

301 Keeping the city clean of trash on roadways 1/10/2019 9:44 AM

302 Pick up garbage on the side of the road and have a large police presence. 1/10/2019 9:44 AM

303 have infrastructure to support growth and maintaining what we have 1/10/2019 9:43 AM

304 upscale restaurants 1/10/2019 9:31 AM

305 providing better health care 1/10/2019 9:29 AM

306 Providing a Chili’s, five guys, Arby’s etc here not having to drive to Daytona Beach 1/10/2019 9:24 AM

307 Palm Coast wanting too much from companies. 1/10/2019 9:22 AM

308 low taxes 1/10/2019 9:12 AM

309 traffic 1/10/2019 9:06 AM

310 Taxes seem higher then other cities in Florida 1/10/2019 9:04 AM

311 stop spending money; stop hiring bureaucrats 1/10/2019 9:03 AM

312 Entertainment 1/10/2019 8:57 AM

313 i dont like that one family homes can be renter out it brings property values down brings a bad
element to that city

1/10/2019 8:56 AM

314 Controlling crime that comes with a growing city 1/10/2019 8:46 AM

315 budget control and keeping the existing flavor of the town..expansion is NOT a must do- improve
what we have-do not change it-thats why we live here

1/10/2019 8:44 AM

316 More and Better eat in restaurants and take outs to compete with those in St Augustine and
Daytona. Eg. Longhorns Steak House, Red Robin, Captn D's

1/10/2019 8:33 AM

317 Street lighting main roads 1/10/2019 8:25 AM

318 Keep the promises you made when you started . And ask us to Retire to here 1/10/2019 8:25 AM

319 Law enforcement 1/10/2019 8:25 AM

320 People obeying the speed limits! So many are a danger to the community. Not enough police force
to pull over the many many people who break the law every time they get behind the wheel.

1/10/2019 8:25 AM

321 Negative business planners!!! 1/10/2019 8:23 AM

322 Upgrading current infrastructure or even just maintaining what we already have 1/10/2019 8:23 AM

323 All of above except adequate amenities 1/10/2019 8:09 AM

324 Fix The Roads 1/10/2019 8:02 AM

325 Also better paying jobs. 1/10/2019 7:58 AM

326 Allowing businesses in other than retail 1/10/2019 7:56 AM

327 Better parking lot flow in Island Walk! Dangerous 1/10/2019 7:54 AM

328 Better jobs to attract younger people with families 1/10/2019 7:39 AM

329 If your'e not in the medical field or work city or county gov't there is not much out there to provide
an upscale lifestyle

1/10/2019 7:37 AM

330 Dog park 1/10/2019 7:32 AM

331 Clean it up. Less Rentors 1/10/2019 7:30 AM

332 Bring in big business and encourage small businesses with less harassment 1/10/2019 7:29 AM

333 Providing technical infrastructure like cellular and WiFi networks 1/10/2019 7:27 AM

334 It is very hard to start a business in PC to many regulations and fees why bother you are not
business friendly

1/10/2019 7:19 AM

335 apts for seniors that are middle class and can get into the places, jobs that pay more 1/10/2019 7:17 AM

336 All of the above. 1/10/2019 7:15 AM

337 Ease up on the Code Enforcement Nazis! 1/10/2019 7:13 AM

338 Develop a wider range of restaurants 1/10/2019 7:09 AM

339 Too many of the same businesses, not enough variety 1/10/2019 7:07 AM

340 Attracting (rather than Providing) industrial and light industrial growth 1/10/2019 7:05 AM

341 Need more large companies other than the city and county to employ 1/10/2019 7:00 AM
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342 Getting good restaurants and stores (not super discount junk store, gas stations and tire stores) 1/10/2019 6:52 AM

343 There’s nothing for kids to do. We need more for our kids 1/10/2019 6:50 AM

344 Small narrow roads going through neighborhoods, with no parks or sidewalks make buying a
home a big challenge to stay. Each neighborhood needs a park with tennis / basketball courts,
baseball field, and swing sets.

1/10/2019 6:31 AM

345 Activities for young citizens i.e. miniature golf would be good. 1/10/2019 6:29 AM

346 Lack of early planning when the city started growing has caused unnecessary traffic congestion
and too many strip malls.

1/10/2019 6:20 AM

347 Keeping it clean 1/10/2019 6:16 AM

348 Low paying jobs 1/10/2019 6:16 AM

349 Too many rules and bureaucracy.. Money wasted by government. 1/10/2019 6:11 AM

350 Homeless people/beggars at traffic lights 1/10/2019 6:02 AM

351 Provide a stable cellular service 1/10/2019 5:34 AM

352 Where do you begin with this snobby undeveloped shit hole 1/10/2019 4:53 AM

353 More concerts, functions at town center 1/10/2019 4:45 AM

354 I would say a are important but my msi. Concern would be protecting the sma town character and
not allowingow in I'm housing to depreciate the value of our homes. And not creati g low income
housing to Rio. Our Comminuty.

1/10/2019 4:17 AM

355 Ridding its self of useless 1/2 empty run down ‘strip malls’ that are fronts for crime 1/10/2019 3:48 AM

356 Better cell reception 1/10/2019 3:45 AM

357 Public transportation 1/10/2019 3:17 AM

358 commercial development 1/10/2019 2:12 AM

359 Being open minded and allow SOME big biz to be here. Lol nerd jobs. Talk to Mullins 1/10/2019 12:49 AM

360 Street lights on belle terre and neighbor hood signs for safety 1/10/2019 12:44 AM

361 SIDEWALKS IN NEIGHBORHOODS 1/10/2019 12:16 AM

362 Why shouldn't PC look like the main part of Ormond or St. Augustine, lots of different stores and
such.

1/10/2019 12:15 AM

363 Allowing new businesses to come in. 1/9/2019 11:59 PM

364 how about lights ,and sidewalk , under ground wires , 1/9/2019 11:55 PM

365 Proper management 1/9/2019 11:47 PM

366 Not protecting natural habitats, constant building 1/9/2019 11:46 PM

367 Things to do 1/9/2019 11:45 PM

368 Too much section 8 housing 1/9/2019 11:44 PM

369 Crime 1/9/2019 10:29 PM

370 So many restrictions on new businesses 1/9/2019 10:19 PM

371 Large stores so the people don’t have to travel 50 miles 1/9/2019 9:56 PM

372 Job opportunities and small business/ start up support 1/9/2019 9:11 PM

373 How about getting Costco to come in or a Trader Joe’s or a Lucky’s Market??? 1/9/2019 9:10 PM

374 When adding apartments to seminole woods. You will need more police staffed and safer roads.
Please don't add apartments to our area.

1/9/2019 8:51 PM

375 Providing more educational opportunities for teens such as work study programs in schools. 1/9/2019 8:30 PM

376 City policies and regulations cause great difficulties in new business ventures. 1/9/2019 8:25 PM

377 Need new variety of businesses 1/9/2019 8:15 PM

378 City officials need to make it easy for businesses instead of giving them a hard time. Too long for
permit reviews and too many committees to review

1/9/2019 8:07 PM

379 Get different business in town not what we have already 1/9/2019 8:07 PM

380 Again very poor and nasty people in the city offices on the front lines attitude 1/9/2019 8:04 PM

381 Providing high paying job opportunities 1/9/2019 8:02 PM

382 You 1/9/2019 8:02 PM

383 attracting luxury brands and customers for such 1/9/2019 7:56 PM

384 MMelbourne Palm Bay Titusville Daytona No way Think 1/9/2019 7:47 PM

385 Maintaining city infrastructure 1/9/2019 7:32 PM

386 Crime prevention. 1/9/2019 7:24 PM

387 We need to have better cellphone coverage. 1/9/2019 7:13 PM

388 Better shopping malls and restaurants 1/9/2019 7:11 PM

389 Need more restaurants and shopping 1/9/2019 6:56 PM
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390 Keeping taxes down 1/9/2019 6:43 PM

391 Street Lights...PLEASE Street Lights. 1/9/2019 6:41 PM

392 job training and talent 1/9/2019 6:33 PM

393 Need town center developed with water parks, restaurants, gas stations... Just putting up old
people homes isn't helping. How about adding a VA ?

1/9/2019 6:24 PM

394 All, especially education and jobs 1/9/2019 6:15 PM

395 The back ups at Old Kings PCPkwy by KFC/Shell station. Rediculous! Why does the light have 3
lights but only 2 lanes? Add the 3rd lane, or remove light with tail between our legs, like it is now,
with giant lines and backed up intersections.

1/9/2019 6:12 PM

396 you need other roads going east to west 1/9/2019 6:05 PM

397 Maintaining the infrastructure. 1/9/2019 5:35 PM

398 I have no good answer 1/9/2019 4:59 PM

399 Attracting high quality not discount businesses 1/9/2019 4:44 PM

400 Providing senior center 1/9/2019 4:39 PM

401 Keeping the depth of canals 1/9/2019 4:34 PM

402 Lack of adequate lighting and underground utilities 1/9/2019 4:32 PM

403 lifelong learning opportunities for seniors 1/9/2019 4:19 PM

404 Providing well paying jobs so residents can afford the ridiculous rent prices in Palm Coast 1/9/2019 4:16 PM

405 More restaurants 1/9/2019 4:12 PM

406 Keeping the beauty of the township 1/9/2019 4:11 PM

407 The city doesn't need to grow anymore, there's already enough people here. The population is out
of control.

1/9/2019 4:02 PM

408 It’s antagonistic attitude of City Management, code enforcement and planning toward bigger
business coming in.

1/9/2019 3:59 PM

409 Treat the senior population a little better. 1/9/2019 3:40 PM

410 The lack of street lights and maintenance of swales after hurricanes 1/9/2019 3:32 PM

411 Keep commercial away from residential 1/9/2019 3:24 PM

412 Providing job opportunities with pay equal to other states 1/9/2019 3:21 PM

413 Keeping government spending down 1/9/2019 3:17 PM

414 Should be 3 choices in this category/ nat. Resources 1/9/2019 3:02 PM

415 As a coastal community it is imperative that you become more environmentally conscious. 1/9/2019 3:01 PM

416 job opportunities, affordable housing, small and/or diverse businesses!!!! 1/9/2019 2:53 PM

417 Big Discount Stores: Costco, Sam's Club, etc. 1/9/2019 2:47 PM

418 knowing about new small business's that have opened. 1/9/2019 2:37 PM

419 Getting water to drain 1/9/2019 2:28 PM

420 all the above 1/9/2019 2:28 PM

421 the city still has its old ways not new business to be bigger, like they did when HomeDepot came
in...bigger stores more Help...

1/9/2019 2:25 PM

422 making it feel like there is a community...activities require a lot of searching and we have no real
local news outlets

1/9/2019 2:05 PM

423 Infrastructure - roads and access to natural resources 1/9/2019 2:01 PM

424 Given the large senior citizen population, more programs and facilities should be made available to
seniors. Swimming and other recreational and educational opportunities that specifically benefit
seniors should be given strong consideration. Seniors are the majority of the population, the
primary tax funding base, and the largest business investors, yet it seems they receive the least of
consideration when it comes to programs and facilities that meet their needs.

1/9/2019 1:55 PM

425 All of the above 1/9/2019 1:50 PM

426 Good restaurants and shopping choices.. Best Buy etc 1/9/2019 1:43 PM

427 keeping taxes under control 1/9/2019 1:43 PM

428 Safety 1/9/2019 1:41 PM

429 Homeless 1/9/2019 1:40 PM

430 Adequate job opportunities and suitable housing options 1/9/2019 1:39 PM

431 Keeping up with the maintenance of our beautification efforts by providing additional staff as we
add more and more landscapes areas such as parks, medians, interchange areas, etc

1/9/2019 1:34 PM

432 The council is out of touch with the people 1/9/2019 1:31 PM

433 Very difficult to establish a business. Too much red tape and politics involved. Process should be
more streamlined / less constrained.

1/9/2019 1:30 PM

434 Yes 1/9/2019 1:28 PM
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435 SPENDING...Finding money for the upkeep of present infrastructure..Swales, roads, city vehicles,
government buildings, etc.

1/9/2019 1:25 PM

436 Keeping a high walk score is very important. 1/9/2019 1:16 PM

437 Drainage 1/9/2019 1:15 PM

438 Jobs 1/9/2019 1:11 PM

439 limit growth and traffic 1/9/2019 1:07 PM

440 Providing public transportation 1/9/2019 1:05 PM

441 You're turning into Daytona 1/9/2019 1:04 PM

442 Lowering taxes and City expenses 1/9/2019 12:56 PM

443 Bad reputation when it comes to assisting people to get permits and starting businesses. 1/9/2019 12:52 PM

444 Road blocks by the city 1/9/2019 12:50 PM

445 Keeping the city clean & appealing 1/9/2019 12:49 PM

446 Drainage 1/9/2019 12:40 PM

447 Preventing the influx of low income housing in the area 1/9/2019 12:39 PM

448 Local transportation 1/9/2019 12:38 PM

449 Inforcement of existing speed laws. 1/9/2019 12:30 PM

450 Suitable housing for 55+ Residents 1/9/2019 12:30 PM

451 Listed as follows: 1,3,4,6,5,2,7 above. 1/9/2019 12:27 PM

452 Providing adequate job opportunities outside of the service/retail/real estate/building sectors AND
affordable housing

1/9/2019 12:26 PM

453 no high rises please 1/9/2019 12:25 PM

454 Being normal this place is crazy 1/9/2019 12:23 PM

455 Listening to the people 1/9/2019 12:22 PM

456 Enforce code violations 1/9/2019 12:22 PM

457 Traffic 1/9/2019 12:18 PM

458 More sports for younger children 1/9/2019 12:14 PM

459 crime 1/9/2019 12:07 PM

460 Too many regulations 1/9/2019 12:05 PM

461 Street lighting 1/9/2019 12:03 PM

462 Not enough to do 1/9/2019 12:01 PM

463 Let companies build how they want. Not tell them what color it should be. 1/9/2019 12:00 PM

464 lighting on Kings Highway 1/9/2019 12:00 PM

465 Cleaning up the canal system 1/9/2019 11:59 AM

466 keeping taxes low, water drainage 1/9/2019 11:58 AM

467 curtailing the the present "spend until we're poor" Mayor'sl attitude 1/9/2019 11:57 AM

468 Infrastructure, especially related to flooding and drainage 1/9/2019 11:53 AM

469 Infrastructure, water and sewer 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

470 New growth in buss, Costco va impact fees. 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

471 need more healthy restaurants and a Costco,Sam's Club or Trader Joes 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

472 SLOW DOWN think carefully before permitting more undeveloped land to be bulldozed where we
legally can, we do not want to turn our beautiful city into what many of us have relocated from.

1/9/2019 11:51 AM

473 Bring in retail let us have a mall or something 1/9/2019 11:50 AM

474 lack of historical history 1/9/2019 11:50 AM

475 Crime, traffic and rising taxes 1/9/2019 11:49 AM

476 Providing top-tier jobs. Healthcare and other personal service industries are dependent on a
renewed supply of residents. Top-tier jobs attract working age people that can sustain an
economy.

1/9/2019 11:49 AM

477 Maintaining the things already in place and not letting them go unattended 1/9/2019 11:49 AM

478 People get in the way 1/9/2019 11:48 AM

479 Providing job opportunities on a pay scale equal to larger towns/cities 1/9/2019 11:48 AM

480 Better restaurants 1/9/2019 11:48 AM

481 Need more higher paying jobs to attract the younger generations 1/9/2019 11:46 AM

482 Add more stores- Sam's club, sports store, party supply store 1/9/2019 11:45 AM

483 Restaurants and entertainment. 1/9/2019 11:42 AM

484 lower taxes 1/9/2019 11:42 AM
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485 Roadway lighting 1/9/2019 11:41 AM

486 New to the area so we haven't explored much yet. 1/9/2019 11:40 AM

487 cost effective growth, managing taxes 1/9/2019 11:22 AM

488 WE NEED STREET LIGHTS FOR SAFETY WHERE WE LIVE!!!!!!! 1/9/2019 11:12 AM

489 protecting the natural resources and the small town character. Starting to feel like a big crowded
city

1/9/2019 10:58 AM

490 more high tech jobs 1/9/2019 10:43 AM

491 More shopping and restaurants 1/9/2019 10:02 AM

492 Attracting businesses into the community. To help relieve the tax burden on the residents. 1/9/2019 9:49 AM

493 Making it easier for businesses to locate in Palm Coast, their regulations and multiple steps
requirements keep businesses from building in palm coast.

1/9/2019 9:38 AM

494 Cell phone towers 1/9/2019 7:45 AM

495 Local events for families need to have more effort put in them, linking trails so yo don’t have to go
on the main roads, building a real town center not a medical park

1/9/2019 5:44 AM

496 property taxes and abandoned hmes 1/8/2019 11:21 PM

497 Lowering the cost of water 1/8/2019 10:42 PM

498 Need more shopping and medical specialists and personnel, cure traffic congestion. 1/8/2019 10:40 PM

499 Avoid liberal and social policies. 1/8/2019 7:58 PM

500 maintaining current infrastructure well 1/8/2019 7:11 PM

501 you need good paying jobs like the BMW plant that was turned down 1/8/2019 6:30 PM

502 We dont need any more multiple housing,our hospital not adequatestop trying to fill up this place
its to crowded as it is

1/8/2019 5:56 PM

503 Reduction of overly restrictive business regulations 1/8/2019 5:24 PM

504 Lights 1/8/2019 4:43 PM

505 Don't let business growth and greed screw up Flagler county like they did in St Johns county. Too
much traffic, too many people, carnival atmosphere

1/8/2019 4:33 PM

506 Get rid of the ultra high impact fees imposed on businesses 1/8/2019 4:27 PM

507 Needs Costco and traders joes 1/8/2019 4:25 PM

508 Affordable housing and jobs that pay living wages 1/8/2019 4:14 PM

509 Allowing businesses to thrive without overwhelming regulation/restrictions 1/8/2019 3:15 PM

510 Lowering the inflated utility costs. 1/8/2019 2:13 PM

511 Large population of retirees and City doesn't advertise any programs for them. Also, school system
has very low standards.

1/8/2019 1:54 PM

512 No real restrants 1/8/2019 1:51 PM

513 Keeping residential areas RESIDENTIAL!!!! 1/8/2019 1:43 PM

514 We have workforce talent, a ton of retired folks who would be interested in working but not making
hamburgers or serving coffee. They want to use their talents with local opportunities

1/8/2019 1:36 PM

515 Providing adequate security for a growing diverse population. 1/8/2019 1:13 PM

516 Street lights and traffic flow 1/8/2019 1:01 PM

517 Transition from retirement community to a town that supports a mixed range of ages, in a town that
is 90 square miles and people constantly come and go, creating a sense of community is tough

1/8/2019 12:54 PM

518 We need cell towers 1/8/2019 12:43 PM

519 Restrictions 1/8/2019 12:34 PM

520 The huge increase in traffic. 1/8/2019 12:26 PM

521 Need amenities in the L zone. No gas station or stores. 1/8/2019 12:19 PM

522 You can’t have businesses, jobs, or any educational opportunities without housing people can
afford.

1/8/2019 12:18 PM

523 See 1/8/2019 12:10 PM

524 Lighting 1/8/2019 12:09 PM

525 quality jobs , professional opportunities for young people 1/8/2019 12:02 PM

526 no idea 1/8/2019 12:01 PM

527 Drainage 1/8/2019 11:58 AM

528 More businesses in the area 1/8/2019 11:52 AM

529 not progressing, too many panhandlers, crime rising 1/8/2019 11:39 AM

530 Allowing larger businesses in such as Costco 1/8/2019 11:35 AM

531 need larger stores and chain restaurants 1/8/2019 11:26 AM
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532 There is no character unless you like everything to be tan or beige 1/8/2019 11:19 AM

533 Providing higher paying jobs, retail job wages do not enable the stability of a family. 1/8/2019 11:12 AM

534 I’m a business owner in town. I know! 1/8/2019 11:04 AM

535 Lack of proper rainwater drainage 1/8/2019 11:03 AM

536 Traffic and drainage 1/8/2019 10:55 AM

537 Sidewalks and streetlights 1/8/2019 10:51 AM

538 Getting rid of unrelenting oversight / restrictions on new business. 1/8/2019 10:48 AM

539 affordable housing 1/8/2019 10:47 AM

540 affordability for residents 1/8/2019 10:42 AM

541 Adequate job opportunities, suitable range of housing options that still keep up Palm Coast’s
appearance and safety, and higher educational opportunities. Also our town needs a little
“character” ... something(s) special that visitors will want to come and see

1/8/2019 10:41 AM

542 Need to urgently have affordable bus services for all.!? 1/8/2019 10:35 AM

543 frf 1/8/2019 10:33 AM

544 Need to attract professional employers, not just service industries 1/8/2019 10:29 AM

545 Providing a larger selection of specialized medical providers 1/8/2019 10:28 AM

546 We need better shopping for a community of this caliber. 1/8/2019 10:19 AM

547 This city’s greatest challenge is overcoming the “small town mindset” when I first moved to palm
coast almost all residents informed me that this was a “retirement town” where old people “come to
die.” I am not exaggerating, this was told to me by several people. Coming to this town as 20 year
old women was a big mistake. There is absolutely nothing targeted to young adults. Everyone was
right about this being a retirement town, but that can change! We just need some more stores &
recreational activities for young adults. Not just children & old people

1/8/2019 10:18 AM

548 Adequate OTR television and cell phone service 1/8/2019 10:16 AM

549 Not sure 1/8/2019 10:14 AM

550 To continue keeping the beauty of Palm Coast and not losing that with development. 1/8/2019 9:11 AM

551 Providing high quality jobs with professional level salaries. 1/7/2019 8:27 PM

552 Poor relationship with its citizens 1/7/2019 6:20 AM

553 It costs far too much money to start a business in Palm Coast. Sad but True... 1/6/2019 6:51 PM

554 Government that does what electorate want. 1/6/2019 6:13 PM

555 Affordable water, reliable city services 1/6/2019 10:32 AM

556 homeless sleeping everywhere and begging 1/6/2019 6:52 AM

557 More street lamps and sidewalks along residential areas. Really dangerous as they are now.
Quality public education is a problem led by the state's attitude.

1/5/2019 11:19 PM

558 Bring big businesses 1/5/2019 9:11 PM

559 All the above still need more jobs, and lower housing cost for single parent families 1/5/2019 9:00 PM

560 Family friendly accommodations 1/5/2019 8:30 PM

561 Avoiding Over-development 1/5/2019 5:56 PM

562 Would be nice to bring disc golf to our city. They should use the old L section golf course 1/5/2019 4:53 PM

563 Making it too hard for businesses to start and grow. Cost of operations, fees, taxes, etc. are too
much in Palm Coast.

1/5/2019 3:57 PM

564 White collar jobs other than retail and restaurants 1/4/2019 11:10 PM

565 Bringing in outside criminal elements 1/4/2019 8:09 PM

566 Well paying jobs, reasonable housing (especially rental options) 1/4/2019 6:27 PM

567 Electing a Mayor that doesn't always dream of a silicon valley Town Center mirage! 1/4/2019 5:16 PM

568 Too spread out 1/4/2019 3:48 PM

569 Bringing larger businesses into PC 1/4/2019 2:13 PM

570 bus service 1/4/2019 11:52 AM

571 Neighborhoods look sloppy. 1/4/2019 11:13 AM

572 Infrastructure updated 1/4/2019 9:34 AM

573 We 1/4/2019 5:20 AM

574 Keeping streets clean. Public spaces are full of trash 1/3/2019 8:59 PM

575 Cleaning up the enormous amount of trash littering the area. 1/3/2019 5:34 PM

576 More for teens more teen sports need of YMCA 1/3/2019 1:21 PM

577 You can't protect 'small town character' if you don't have that to begin with. Palm Coast is all strip
malls and chain restaurants. I go to St. A and Flagler Beach for small town feel and locally owned
businesses.

1/3/2019 1:17 PM
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578 Enforcing codes and ordinances to keep the city clean. 1/3/2019 12:44 PM

579 Keeping a good reputation for safety and applying the code on appearance within some residential
areas.

1/2/2019 6:05 PM

580 No plan - No tag line - No Vision - No well paying jobs 1/2/2019 3:09 PM

581 Updating lighting and traffic control on peripheral roads. 1/2/2019 1:38 PM

582 Getting construction workers to stop littering 1/2/2019 10:22 AM

583 not raise taxes and privatize golf and tennis 1/2/2019 8:56 AM

584 Lack of decent paying jobs, lack of affordable housing, utilities cost too much to start up and
continue paying. No one should have to work 2 full time jobs to be able to afford their housing
payment.

1/2/2019 7:00 AM
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42.89% 2,129

11.22% 557

19.26% 956

9.21% 457

17.43% 865

Q12 What type of development is needed most in Palm Coast?
Answered: 4,964 Skipped: 584

TOTAL 4,964

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 None. It is becoming over populated now 2/3/2019 9:45 PM

2 Affordable homes 2/2/2019 7:01 PM

3 Affordable housing to meet workforce income 2/2/2019 3:51 PM

4 None 2/2/2019 10:13 AM

5 How about a putt-putt golf 2/2/2019 8:24 AM

6 To address the increasing homelessness seen near the Palm Coast Library. 2/2/2019 12:19 AM

7 Not sure 2/2/2019 12:18 AM

8 The already developed buildings utilized for their intended commercial purposes, instead of
constant waste of lands.

2/1/2019 9:37 PM

9 Do not make 100 into a big mess with no character 2/1/2019 7:43 PM

10 Unsure 2/1/2019 7:24 PM

11 stop the development 2/1/2019 1:53 PM

12 No development is needed. 2/1/2019 9:03 AM

13 Water & sewer lines, repaving residential streets 2/1/2019 8:52 AM

14 None 2/1/2019 8:31 AM

15 none we are loosing small town and good place to raise a family environment 2/1/2019 1:44 AM

16 Widening the parts of Old Kings Hiway that are a problem. 1/31/2019 4:00 PM

17 main stream Restaurants 1/31/2019 2:08 PM

18 Lighting and sidewalks in the residential areas. 1/31/2019 12:36 PM

19 Jobs and kid friendly zones 1/31/2019 12:11 PM

20 new government 1/31/2019 10:07 AM

21 Add sidewalks and lights in the communities that already exist before we build anything else. 1/30/2019 9:54 PM

22 none,preserve and beautify what we have. 1/30/2019 7:28 PM

23 I95 Sound border walls both sides along highway 1/30/2019 7:08 PM

24 FCC TOWERS TO ALLOW RESIDENTS TO REACH ORLANDO OR JAX FOR FREE TV...STOP
SPECTRUM FROM RAPING OUR RESIDENTS

1/30/2019 12:14 PM

Development of
Town Center...

Commercial
developments...

Industrial
developments...

Residential /
commercial...

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Development of Town Center (Downtown Area) and State Road 100

Commercial developments off of Matanzas Woods Parkway

Industrial developments in designated zones

Residential / commercial development along U.S. 1

Other (please specify)
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25 Walkability of suburbs (Palm Harbor for us) 1/30/2019 11:51 AM

26 Bring i n better paying jobs and training for job skills 1/30/2019 11:06 AM

27 Affordable housing for senior citizens to downsize and stay in Palm Coast. 1/30/2019 10:47 AM

28 Place isn't what's important, all of Palm Coast, Town Center and US 1, Matanzas Woods.
Whatever is least damaging to our environment that brings in jobs. The beauty is what brought us
all here, keep it top of mind for all businesses.

1/30/2019 9:05 AM

29 Gas station 1/30/2019 8:09 AM

30 Residential infrastructure for existing properties - especially in the Woodlands. Ebarassing. 1/30/2019 6:34 AM

31 controlled development 1/29/2019 7:48 PM

32 These kids and teens need something to do around here. Maybe a trampoline park, up to date
bowling alley, roller rink, ice rink, etc. Palm Coast is absolutely not family friendly!!!

1/29/2019 4:59 PM

33 Need to develop more on US 1 1/29/2019 12:38 PM

34 I don't know. 1/29/2019 10:57 AM

35 None - we need to manage growth to preserve the character and ambiance of our community. We
don't need to be a Daytona or Orlando!

1/28/2019 11:42 AM

36 Drug Rehabilitation 1/28/2019 7:57 AM

37 None 1/27/2019 3:30 PM

38 Having less stringent codes to allow working class people to live here. 1/27/2019 2:34 PM

39 Water Sewer Authority 1/27/2019 11:17 AM

40 Bigger business to bring in more full time employment 1/27/2019 10:57 AM

41 Walkability shopping and cafes 1/26/2019 6:52 PM

42 Fire,EMT service ,Hurricaine response and planning 1/26/2019 6:46 PM

43 development that attracts higher paying jobs 1/26/2019 4:37 PM

44 Arterial highways to connect sections of the city 1/25/2019 9:27 PM

45 jobs 1/25/2019 6:12 PM

46 Light at matanzas woods and US 1 1/25/2019 3:52 PM

47 Sidewalks, Streetlights in ALL housing areas 1/25/2019 3:12 PM

48 None. More development only brings more issues. 1/25/2019 2:27 PM

49 Shopping & restaurants near Matanzas Woods Parkway and US 1. All that area is empty and could
be used for shores/restaurants.

1/25/2019 11:18 AM

50 Jobs 1/25/2019 10:11 AM

51 nothing in Palm Coast. Move growth to Bunnell and other areas of Flagler County. 1/24/2019 8:13 PM

52 Small businesses 1/24/2019 5:56 PM

53 High volume job like factory 1/24/2019 5:51 PM

54 more big business 1/24/2019 5:11 PM

55 More restaurants 1/24/2019 3:52 PM

56 Safety for pedestrians attempting to cross streets, re. Criss cross crossing streets where all
vehicles stop for people attempting to run across busy roadways, plus disabled

1/24/2019 1:41 PM

57 The whole town needs help!!!!!!!!! 1/24/2019 12:39 PM

58 ALL of the above, mostly downtown and U.S. commercial development 1/24/2019 11:25 AM

59 Better roadway to get from palm coast parkway to palm harbor... too slow to go through florida
Park drive

1/24/2019 9:11 AM

60 QQ 1/24/2019 6:37 AM

61 Affordable rent/lease to own industrial park. Small manufacturing businesses. 1/24/2019 6:19 AM

62 don't want much more or end up like Ormond or Daytona 1/23/2019 8:01 PM

63 Active adult community 1/23/2019 5:03 PM

64 Less developnent 1/23/2019 4:57 PM

65 Preserve nature. 1/23/2019 4:07 PM

66 BJs Warehouse out on route 1 1/23/2019 2:20 PM

67 Technology companies rather than retailers 1/23/2019 2:07 PM

68 sidewalks and street lights 1/23/2019 1:31 PM

69 entertainment for adults other than a movie theatre 1/23/2019 12:49 PM

70 Specialized technical/STEM jobs which require degrees 1/23/2019 12:47 PM

71 Continue adding elements to the parks. Some have great elements but they are spread out too
much. Improve the parks with more consistency.

1/23/2019 10:47 AM

72 Drainage/sewer upgrades 1/23/2019 10:31 AM
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73 It's already overdeveloped 1/23/2019 10:09 AM

74 Hospitals 1/23/2019 9:55 AM

75 Street lights and sidewalks 1/23/2019 6:54 AM

76 East, West Roadways 1/23/2019 5:45 AM

77 Development of child led play areas 1/22/2019 9:52 PM

78 Stop with the ridiculous parking lot designs. Also I have 27 trees in front of our store on 100. 1/22/2019 8:34 PM

79 Improvement of roads to direct traffic away from cutting thru residential areas. eg. Florida park 1/22/2019 8:27 PM

80 Neighborhood street lights 1/22/2019 6:20 PM

81 public transportation for the aging population or those that do not drive 1/22/2019 5:48 PM

82 along US1 1/22/2019 4:32 PM

83 You need to get spending down and allow the town to grow in a more natural manner. 1/22/2019 4:13 PM

84 High end Merchants 1/22/2019 4:11 PM

85 Activities for kids and teens 1/22/2019 4:07 PM

86 Lighting. Extremely dark at night on roadways 1/22/2019 3:22 PM

87 Businesses that create higher paying jobs. Too much of available jobs are low wage. 1/22/2019 2:52 PM

88 Infrastructure roads are deteriorating, water drainage problems, street lighting need full time
council and full time mayor.

1/22/2019 2:45 PM

89 Less development is needed, before we become the next Daytona 1/22/2019 2:14 PM

90 draining of storm waters and better waste water system 1/22/2019 2:10 PM

91 Costco or BJs 1/22/2019 2:08 PM

92 A skatepark on Old kings road/ Working with volusia to help pave the rest of old kings road 1/22/2019 1:55 PM

93 again, only one? this is why you suck... try all of the above... and stop with the round abouts -
people can't drive around here as it is

1/22/2019 1:10 PM

94 Manufacturing jobs off of Matanzas Woods Parkway 1/22/2019 12:17 PM

95 None. Just stop section 8. 1/22/2019 11:54 AM

96 Another High School 1/22/2019 11:39 AM

97 fun things to do 1/22/2019 11:35 AM

98 Plasma Gasification waste to energy plant 1/22/2019 11:28 AM

99 Real companies with real jobs/not retail not fast food 1/22/2019 10:56 AM

100 Higher end restaurants. 1/22/2019 10:45 AM

101 preserve natural settings 1/22/2019 10:01 AM

102 Commercial developments of more business in the area where residents wouldn't have to go
elsewhere which will provide more jobs

1/22/2019 10:00 AM

103 More shops and restaurants 1/22/2019 9:53 AM

104 Enforce code enforcement in older areas 1/22/2019 9:27 AM

105 Tropical landscaping 1/22/2019 8:33 AM

106 Affodable housing for the work available 1/22/2019 8:32 AM

107 Slow to no development to protect community from becoming to big, crowded and congested that
will drive good quality and respectful people to leave

1/22/2019 8:26 AM

108 More jobs 1/22/2019 8:06 AM

109 jobs 1/22/2019 6:41 AM

110 Flooding 1/22/2019 5:44 AM

111 Gas stations on Belle Terre Pkwy. Anyone who lives in the P or R section have 1 gas station in
Pine Lakes that isn't really mentioned. If they don't know about it, they have to go up near Palm
Coast Pkwy to go to the Kangaroo/Exxon or go to SR-100 to either the Circle K in Bunnell or the
Racetrac on Seminole Woods Blvd. Additionally at FPC, students walk all the time to the Olive
Garden rear parking lot because they park there to avoid the school parking fee and walk the rest
of the way. School buses had to be redirected to Bulldog to avoid the walking traffic and with
Wawa being built soon, the students will be crossing Bulldog more often. Maybe we should build a
skywalk to clear the roadways so students can cross safely and bus traffic is not affected or the
school could drop the parking fees and let students park for free. I mean Walmart doesn't make us
pay to park, why should students have to pay?

1/22/2019 4:37 AM

112 stop the sprawl such as US#1 developments 1/22/2019 3:14 AM

113 parks and bike routes for transport and shopping 1/22/2019 12:09 AM

114 something for the young kids to do and come up with a way to stop crime better 1/21/2019 11:28 PM

115 Gas stations on us 1 and more for kids and teens to do 1/21/2019 11:15 PM

116 Commercial development within all of Palm Coast city limits 1/21/2019 10:54 PM

117 Recreational places 1/21/2019 10:29 PM
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118 No more housing 1/21/2019 9:51 PM

119 GGGas station at Town Center near Publics ics 1/21/2019 9:06 PM

120 More housing for Seniors. 1/21/2019 9:05 PM

121 High tech/ renewable energy 1/21/2019 9:04 PM

122 None, already too big. Big city big crime. 1/21/2019 8:58 PM

123 Don't develop it anymore. Just maintain it. Development brings problems and upsets the peace
and quiet of the place.

1/21/2019 8:50 PM

124 Re-paving Belle Terre parkway 1/21/2019 8:29 PM

125 Cleanup fresh water canals along Pin Oak Drive 1/21/2019 8:20 PM

126 Some upscale shopping and dining. Enough of the Dollar Stores and chain restaurants 1/21/2019 8:20 PM

127 Again, giving small companies a chance to not be buried under red tape and be able to thrive. Too
many big box stores are taking over. I feel like it is because they have the money to deal with the
overwhelming process of opening a business here.

1/21/2019 8:17 PM

128 affordale housing ! 1/21/2019 8:14 PM

129 Free market will decide, not you! 1/21/2019 8:01 PM

130 none 1/21/2019 7:40 PM

131 Less development, over crowded now 1/21/2019 7:33 PM

132 Community safety 1/21/2019 7:02 PM

133 turning lanes on Belle Terre Pkwy before someone gets injured from someone hitting their care
from behind. I personally thought I was going to be severly injured when someone was not paying
attention. Hit their brakes too hard came skidding toward me with black smoke came from tires.

1/21/2019 6:42 PM

134 Ymca 1/21/2019 6:41 PM

135 Water park for kids. The parks are to hot and the public pools are disgusting. No money has been
funded to the pools. You can easily tell.

1/21/2019 6:21 PM

136 G 1/21/2019 5:44 PM

137 None! The number of commercial sales signs that have been put up in the last year are scary!
We’re going to lose the most attractive thing about the city: it’s green areas.

1/21/2019 5:44 PM

138 Don't need any more development ! 1/21/2019 5:35 PM

139 Expand roads as more areas are developed 1/21/2019 5:27 PM

140 Infrastructure: bury power lines & Flood control 1/21/2019 5:08 PM

141 None! Please stop developing 1/21/2019 5:04 PM

142 Affordable housing maybe Lower the rent or cost of houses 1/21/2019 5:02 PM

143 More Jobs 1/21/2019 5:01 PM

144 Soccer, baseball, football fields 1/21/2019 4:51 PM

145 Leave the natural habitat 1/21/2019 4:45 PM

146 The city fiber optic network should be leveraged to bring affoardable high speed Internet to the
community.

1/21/2019 4:45 PM

147 Affordable housing anywhere 1/21/2019 4:43 PM

148 limited residential and commercial 1/21/2019 4:43 PM

149 Industrial development off of U.S. 1 1/21/2019 4:33 PM

150 Affordable housing 1/21/2019 4:28 PM

151 Residential but not necessarily along US 1. 1/21/2019 4:21 PM

152 more business 1/21/2019 3:31 PM

153 Nothing palm coast does not need to destroy the remaining woods they have left. And people
wonder why the see a dangerous animals. How about not not cut the woods down.

1/21/2019 3:29 PM

154 Make use of existing empty spaces before developing new areas, cutting down more trees, etc. 1/21/2019 3:17 PM

155 Major retailers 1/21/2019 2:42 PM

156 Sidewalks 1/21/2019 2:34 PM

157 Jobs 1/21/2019 2:22 PM

158 Commercial development that aren't fast food or minimum wage jobs along US 1 1/21/2019 2:21 PM

159 None, quit building and attracting more people 1/21/2019 2:18 PM

160 Need to work on your city management instead of wasting time and money developing the land 1/21/2019 10:07 AM

161 We are getting overdeveloped taking away our small town feel and getting over crowded. 1/21/2019 9:28 AM

162 Premier shopping, entertainment, & dining...as long as in PC 1/21/2019 9:23 AM

163 develop jobs instead of spending money on your wish list! 1/21/2019 9:08 AM

164 Development and new business EVERYWHERE! If you build it, they will come! We've already had
so many missed opportunities

1/21/2019 9:04 AM
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165 Recreation 1/21/2019 8:57 AM

166 Beach front business development 1/21/2019 8:48 AM

167 More stores so people and me don’t go to other towns and spend our money 1/21/2019 8:44 AM

168 Fix the infrastructure first. Keep the trees. 1/21/2019 8:15 AM

169 Both residential and a new town center not specifically in downtown, but North of Palm Coast as
well.

1/21/2019 7:53 AM

170 Re-vamp of Code Enforcement laws 1/21/2019 7:34 AM

171 Light industry and retail. How about trying to attract a Trader Joe's? What about a second WalMart
in Town Center?

1/20/2019 1:48 PM

172 Decent low income housing 1/20/2019 1:05 PM

173 improve and protect the canal system and water system 1/20/2019 12:43 PM

174 More food shopping for your diverse community 1/20/2019 9:37 AM

175 Retail: Costco, Trader Joe's, Apple 1/20/2019 5:12 AM

176 Affordable housing. Apartments, inexpensive condo or town homes 1/19/2019 6:05 PM

177 Development will happen based on market forces. Your job is to make Palm Coast a desirable
place to live. As people come so too will market based development.

1/19/2019 5:15 PM

178 none 1/19/2019 3:58 PM

179 more affordable senior living opportunities 1/19/2019 12:55 PM

180 Stop the madness 1/19/2019 10:35 AM

181 This city is stuck, it needs to be developed for families 1/19/2019 10:11 AM

182 Citizen protections - greater police and fire fighter support 1/19/2019 9:24 AM

183 A designated "down town" area or clearly defined city center complete with a "commons" with park
benches and memorial monument and/or gazebo for outdoor concerts and celebrations, etc.

1/19/2019 7:55 AM

184 Independent businesses; maritime center for education 1/19/2019 7:20 AM

185 More sport fields 1/19/2019 6:01 AM

186 Senior activities 1/18/2019 4:21 PM

187 Too much growth right now 1/18/2019 3:56 PM

188 Department stores, Boutiques 1/18/2019 11:45 AM

189 traffic flow 1/18/2019 11:13 AM

190 No more gas stations please 1/18/2019 10:38 AM

191 Affordable housing 1/18/2019 12:18 AM

192 Additional Pickleball courts 1/17/2019 9:50 PM

193 Larger businesses such as Macy’s or Dillard’s 1/17/2019 7:44 PM

194 ATV/Dirt bike trails 1/17/2019 4:05 PM

195 White collar/Office jobs -Town Center needs an office park 1/17/2019 3:51 PM

196 Commercial and industry but spread out among the county and city area 1/17/2019 3:05 PM

197 Recreational activities for teen agers 1/17/2019 2:43 PM

198 More jobs 1/17/2019 2:13 PM

199 Stop developing. Look at what is happening to Boca Raton, they took away too much natural land.
Now every time it rains hard the whole city
floods.https://www.palmbeachpost.com/opinion/20190116/letters-bipartisan-action-on-sea-level-
rise-climate-change-welcomed-and-applauded

1/17/2019 1:49 PM

200 senior center the community center is mostly for youth 1/17/2019 1:31 PM

201 No development needed 1/17/2019 10:09 AM

202 I love it the way it is. Nothing is missing for us but retaining the original appeal of the area. There is
a danger of losing that!

1/17/2019 9:45 AM

203 Anything that pays more than minimum wage with tips 1/17/2019 7:58 AM

204 The city needs more athletic fields specifically softball/baseball 1/17/2019 7:30 AM

205 We need better water and bigger businesses. And no more fast food places. Make it easier for
restaurants and other businesses to succeed. BJ, Bed Bath and Beyind - and other big stores
would be awesome. I have to drive too far regularly for what I need. It's very frustrating and one of
the reasons I will move.

1/17/2019 7:25 AM

206 Leave as is... 1/16/2019 5:26 PM

207 More stores like Sam's, odd lot ,big lot,book stores 1/16/2019 5:19 PM

208 bring in larger businesses to promote JOBS 1/16/2019 3:59 PM

209 JUST FINE NOW 1/16/2019 3:56 PM

210 PARKS GREEN SERVICE SPACE 1/16/2019 3:42 PM
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211 more small businesses, Mom and Pop restaurants - there is no where to eat in Palm Coast - all
awful food chains

1/16/2019 11:39 AM

212 single family zoning areas need to stay single family! 1/16/2019 11:06 AM

213 nice sit down restaurant, too much fast food 1/16/2019 9:12 AM

214 None!!!!!!!!!!! 1/16/2019 8:02 AM

215 We need a Costco or another wholesale warehouse 1/16/2019 6:50 AM

216 Bigger retail stores 1/16/2019 3:08 AM

217 New Venues at the Local farmers market! you have had no new exciting and different
things/services for years....

1/15/2019 11:54 PM

218 Less residential/commercial development and more green space. Start saying no now to
development. Small town mentality will diminish quickly and that's one of the biggest draws to
Palm Coast.

1/15/2019 10:33 PM

219 public transportation 1/15/2019 9:46 PM

220 no more development needed 1/15/2019 9:28 PM

221 Old Kings road needs lights and Four lands that was promised years ago. 1/15/2019 7:36 PM

222 none 1/15/2019 7:00 PM

223 Restaurants other than fast food and gas stations 1/15/2019 6:24 PM

224 Balance review what is here what was expected and set a new plan of action. 1/15/2019 5:46 PM

225 QUIT TRYING TO PICK WINNERS - let the free market decide 1/15/2019 5:24 PM

226 None 1/15/2019 5:21 PM

227 None 1/15/2019 5:04 PM

228 Restaurants and better job opportunities 1/15/2019 3:39 PM

229 Stores to shop n eat 1/15/2019 2:44 PM

230 Low impact keeping old Florida character 1/15/2019 2:23 PM

231 Keeping the streets and parks clean 1/15/2019 2:20 PM

232 Cell phone towers 1/15/2019 2:10 PM

233 beachy community, costco and stores of the like 1/15/2019 1:36 PM

234 New and better restaurants 1/15/2019 12:42 PM

235 Leave it alone. 1/15/2019 11:22 AM

236 something other than fast food and consumer centric jobs 1/15/2019 10:22 AM

237 STREET LIGHTS!!! 1/15/2019 10:21 AM

238 Wherever Commercial development will afford the greatest benefit to the greatest number of
residents.

1/15/2019 9:32 AM

239 Restore Retirement Community feeling/environment 1/15/2019 8:22 AM

240 Attracting good jobs 1/15/2019 8:21 AM

241 Basic infrastructure is starting to fail. 1/15/2019 8:19 AM

242 Top quality restaurants 1/15/2019 8:11 AM

243 none, maintain "old florida" appeal 1/15/2019 8:00 AM

244 Fix the roads 1/15/2019 7:33 AM

245 No more development 1/14/2019 10:49 PM

246 Encourage job growth within Palm Coast. Bring in the Walmarts, the Costcos the outlet malls, the
gas stations, light manufacturing, clean businesses.

1/14/2019 10:04 PM

247 Get better quality retailers to come in like Costco, better selection of restaurants also 1/14/2019 9:41 PM

248 Mall 1/14/2019 7:58 PM

249 How about a college? a mall? more restaurants... 1/14/2019 7:06 PM

250 State hwy 100 growth 1/14/2019 6:17 PM

251 gas station on 100 and belle terre parkway 1/14/2019 5:05 PM

252 None to keep from getting too big 1/14/2019 4:56 PM

253 Keep an uncrowned small town feel 1/14/2019 3:25 PM

254 you charge to much in town center for someone to want to move into that area 1/14/2019 3:22 PM

255 Social welfare, drugs, homelessness 1/14/2019 1:58 PM

256 activities 1/14/2019 1:05 PM

257 Large commercial chains i.e Costco, Trader Joe’s etc 1/14/2019 12:56 PM

258 Commercial development on US1 1/14/2019 12:53 PM

259 No development is needed. 1/14/2019 12:38 PM
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260 Upkeep and update existing communities in the old sections 1/14/2019 10:43 AM

261 No further development needed 1/14/2019 10:25 AM

262 Quality restaurants vs poor fast food, quality jobs vs sub-minimum wage 1/14/2019 10:03 AM

263 More palm trees.. 1/14/2019 10:00 AM

264 none, traffic is a problem now 1/14/2019 9:57 AM

265 More sidewalks and streetlights, especially along Old Kings Road. 1/14/2019 9:26 AM

266 Keeping a Small N FL community feeling= safety + open spaces 1/14/2019 9:23 AM

267 More large businesses in Palm Coast we should not have to go to Daytona to visit a Sam's Club 1/14/2019 8:57 AM

268 keeping the city safe and all the trails safe 1/14/2019 8:46 AM

269 Affirordable pet-friendly housing 1/14/2019 8:34 AM

270 Functional downtown city environment, not a shopping outlet surrounded by city offices. 1/14/2019 7:57 AM

271 Moved here for small town feeling 1/14/2019 7:05 AM

272 Parks and Beaches 1/13/2019 10:34 PM

273 sidewalks and street lights next to the busy streets like Old Kings, and overall accessibility to
restaurants, businesses without car

1/13/2019 10:21 PM

274 Natural 1/13/2019 9:37 PM

275 Sidewalks 1/13/2019 6:52 PM

276 Less 2 family homes, more single family homes 1/13/2019 6:03 PM

277 lighting scheme for major thoroughfares and neighborhoods 1/13/2019 5:49 PM

278 Affordable housing. Especially for single parents 1/13/2019 4:47 PM

279 Better medical . 1/13/2019 3:19 PM

280 Street lights and big retail stores 1/13/2019 3:13 PM

281 we need a mall 1/13/2019 3:05 PM

282 No more development 1/13/2019 12:22 PM

283 none, over developed now 1/13/2019 11:51 AM

284 A Costco or Sam's Club would a huge bonus 1/13/2019 10:58 AM

285 High end retirement communities. Palm coast should be on everyone’s top 10 list to retire 1/13/2019 10:33 AM

286 High end job market 1/13/2019 10:19 AM

287 No further development necessary. We have all we need here. No further deforestation for a strip
mall!!!

1/13/2019 9:37 AM

288 Palm Coast needs to be more like JAX rather than DAB. No true upper-middle to high end
opportunities.

1/13/2019 9:27 AM

289 Light up our streets! 1/13/2019 7:46 AM

290 Too much development 1/13/2019 7:08 AM

291 More recreation things for kids to do 1/12/2019 7:55 PM

292 High end retirement communities. 1/12/2019 6:21 PM

293 no more development 1/12/2019 5:00 PM

294 Don’t change anything 1/12/2019 4:41 PM

295 All the above and no more chain restaurants. 1/12/2019 4:12 PM

296 Eating, recreation, entertainment 1/12/2019 3:43 PM

297 TNR-- FULLY FUND Trap, Neuter & Return for CAT population !!! 1/12/2019 3:36 PM

298 None of the above 1/12/2019 2:58 PM

299 Arts and culture for people under 60. 1/12/2019 2:37 PM

300 All of the above 1/12/2019 2:13 PM

301 Affordable housing that doesnt increase crime 1/12/2019 2:00 PM

302 None 1/12/2019 1:38 PM

303 Putting lights on the streets in smaller neighborhoods to avoid darkness in the night time 1/12/2019 1:35 PM

304 traffic solutions 1/12/2019 12:37 PM

305 More sidewalks and trails 1/12/2019 11:18 AM

306 not sure 1/12/2019 11:15 AM

307 Fix Roads 1/12/2019 11:14 AM

308 There's already enough development 1/12/2019 11:07 AM

309 More public transportation 1/12/2019 10:53 AM

310 More restaurant choices, large box stores, ie Costco, Sam's, BJ's, etc 1/12/2019 10:46 AM
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311 55 and over communities 1/12/2019 10:38 AM

312 None. Keep the Mom and Pop stores. 1/12/2019 10:35 AM

313 Sidewalks and neighborhood lighting through the C and F sections and along Old Kings Rd 1/12/2019 10:08 AM

314 Less Development, better design for safe traffic flow 1/12/2019 9:24 AM

315 Keeping the natural habitat and wildlife SAFE 1/12/2019 8:53 AM

316 more light on the streets 1/12/2019 1:16 AM

317 It is over developed, that ruins the quality of life for the people living here 1/11/2019 11:36 PM

318 A Costco could be nice 1/11/2019 9:42 PM

319 Adequate Cell towers 1/11/2019 8:57 PM

320 less development 1/11/2019 8:06 PM

321 Town center in vicinity of epic theater should be developed; city should have built a couple of three
story buildings , biz /office apt. Then sell to a developer, use southern village in chapel hill nc as a
model. The streets are too narrow and when development takes off, all the streets will need to be
widened. Pretty bad planning.

1/11/2019 6:31 PM

322 Everything is beautiful! I love Palm Coast 1/11/2019 6:13 PM

323 tear down chain stores 1/11/2019 6:12 PM

324 N/A 1/11/2019 6:03 PM

325 Not sure if development is needed, would like a town center but Rt 100 seems far away 1/11/2019 5:42 PM

326 Put into practice a Storm and Swale Drainage project and keep the City free from Public Safety
and Health hazards. After all, it is tax payers money that is needed.

1/11/2019 5:40 PM

327 Natural preserves and activities that support them. 1/11/2019 5:35 PM

328 developments that give back to the community 1/11/2019 5:21 PM

329 Cell phone service 1/11/2019 5:21 PM

330 slow and careful development. not jump at the first thing 1/11/2019 4:32 PM

331 would love to have bigger stores, such as BJ's or another walmart on SR100, Home goods and/or
bed, bath & beyond. We need definitely a BJ's.

1/11/2019 4:00 PM

332 Restaurants 1/11/2019 3:47 PM

333 A senior center 1/11/2019 3:39 PM

334 I'm selfish. I like it the way it is. 1/11/2019 2:45 PM

335 Anything to bring high paying jobs. 1/11/2019 1:47 PM

336 we need to develop what we have. We are having a forceful growth 1/11/2019 1:41 PM

337 cleaning up the sidewalks 1/11/2019 1:26 PM

338 Mom and Pop businesses 1/11/2019 12:41 PM

339 Free space 1/11/2019 12:15 PM

340 Quality, affordable senior housing for independent living 1/11/2019 11:59 AM

341 Figure out what has changed to cause standing water for so long in the S section. 1/11/2019 11:57 AM

342 There should be less development and more preservation of natural spaces 1/11/2019 11:14 AM

343 Markets with more natural foods such as Earth Fare & Trader Joe's 1/11/2019 10:59 AM

344 Again it depends on what Palm Coast wants to be. 1/11/2019 10:58 AM

345 A Costco would be great 1/11/2019 10:44 AM

346 Roads 1/11/2019 10:20 AM

347 Need to get rid of these people in office and get people who know how to make decisions on
behalf of the citizens of palm coast. and get rid of a Mayor who is worthless

1/11/2019 10:03 AM

348 More jobs and places for the youth 1/11/2019 9:59 AM

349 All of above 1/11/2019 9:59 AM

350 develop hearts in the officials that are making decisions. 1/11/2019 9:29 AM

351 Development is getting out of hand and Palm Coast is losing its natural beauty 1/11/2019 9:15 AM

352 better cell towers 1/11/2019 9:13 AM

353 Keep it a small town oassis for the retired. 1/11/2019 8:46 AM

354 Recreation besides parks & waterways & golfcourses 1/11/2019 8:44 AM

355 There's too much already! 1/11/2019 8:16 AM

356 Infrastructure maintenance & repair 1/11/2019 8:04 AM

357 Good jobs/careers 1/11/2019 8:01 AM

358 Commercial development all over Palm Coast 1/11/2019 7:48 AM

359 Slower development 1/11/2019 7:42 AM
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360 none, too much now 1/11/2019 6:53 AM

361 I don't really want to see a great deal of commercial dev. 1/11/2019 6:08 AM

362 Restaurant 1/11/2019 5:02 AM

363 no more 1/11/2019 4:35 AM

364 All the above 1/11/2019 4:12 AM

365 Comprehensive Maintenance of Existing Infrastructure t 1/11/2019 4:09 AM

366 STOP KILLING THE FORESTS 1/10/2019 10:57 PM

367 Entertainment and more diverse restaurant options 1/10/2019 10:43 PM

368 Law enforcement 1/10/2019 10:38 PM

369 affordable senior apartments 1/10/2019 10:25 PM

370 higher end retail 1/10/2019 10:13 PM

371 More restaurants 1/10/2019 9:59 PM

372 recretional 1/10/2019 9:21 PM

373 What ever is going to bring more jobs/employment to the community at a living wage, not just fast
food restaurants.

1/10/2019 9:03 PM

374 The town needs to stop developing and use what is already available to the public and
businesses.

1/10/2019 9:02 PM

375 None 1/10/2019 8:26 PM

376 affordable lower cost housing 1/10/2019 8:01 PM

377 Basic neighborhood infrastucture - sidewalks and street lights. 1/10/2019 7:50 PM

378 needs to protect natural resources 1/10/2019 7:48 PM

379 We do notneed anymore peopl coing to Coastm, 1/10/2019 7:44 PM

380 Redevelopment of areas already cleared that are not being used. 1/10/2019 7:43 PM

381 An alternative school 1/10/2019 7:38 PM

382 water problems all over 1/10/2019 7:05 PM

383 Not really sure 1/10/2019 7:02 PM

384 Need needed 1/10/2019 6:37 PM

385 all of the above 1/10/2019 6:36 PM

386 Clean up on vacant lots. Would be nice if they were mowed off but at least clean these up. 1/10/2019 6:15 PM

387 street lighting and greater improvement of drainage system 1/10/2019 6:08 PM

388 Needs to meet an adult over 55 aged residency. 1/10/2019 5:56 PM

389 Cell towers 1/10/2019 5:12 PM

390 small commercial opportunities along A1A 1/10/2019 5:03 PM

391 Mantanza and industrial are also important to complete City infrastructure, there is no feeling of
fullness

1/10/2019 5:03 PM

392 High end residential areas. 1/10/2019 4:56 PM

393 better traffic/roads in the Old Kings rd-Florida Park Dr corridor 1/10/2019 4:56 PM

394 More shopping variety (Fresh Market, club shopping, barnes & noble, etc) 1/10/2019 4:54 PM

395 Patio type living in a community that would be suitable for seniors and those who don't want a lot
of yard work but still want a sense of owning their own home.

1/10/2019 4:42 PM

396 A combination of all the above 1/10/2019 4:33 PM

397 New Walmart 1/10/2019 4:32 PM

398 expansion of municipal fiber network & 5G cell service 1/10/2019 4:28 PM

399 Develop higher paying jobs as opposed to so many retail and restaurant jobs which tend to pay
less.

1/10/2019 4:16 PM

400 Performing arts facilities 1/10/2019 3:52 PM

401 A moderate development in Town Center to provide some retail diversity and jobs, while leaving
plenty of space for nature.

1/10/2019 3:48 PM

402 We need a BJs or Costco 1/10/2019 3:22 PM

403 housing 1/10/2019 3:13 PM

404 More very affordable housing 1/10/2019 3:13 PM

405 Affordable senior living housing 1/10/2019 2:31 PM

406 Dah! A transportation system would help. 1/10/2019 2:28 PM

407 Rv, trailer and boat storage park by the city. 1/10/2019 2:26 PM

408 roadways 1/10/2019 2:16 PM
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409 Infra structure, higher end restaurants, Costco 1/10/2019 1:49 PM

410 Side walks and more street lights 1/10/2019 1:33 PM

411 All the above 1/10/2019 1:28 PM

412 Please dont overdevelop! One of the best things about Palm Coast is the wildlife, waterways, and
the natural beauty. Town Center already has many cleared areas.

1/10/2019 1:21 PM

413 Affordable housing 1/10/2019 1:21 PM

414 I'm not in favor of any of the above, keep the small town feel. 1/10/2019 1:14 PM

415 Slower development, with emphasis on quality over quantity. 1/10/2019 1:13 PM

416 None. Keep this a small town. We cannot compet with Jacksonville or Orlando 1/10/2019 1:12 PM

417 Street lights 1/10/2019 1:05 PM

418 None 1/10/2019 12:58 PM

419 technology 1/10/2019 12:40 PM

420 No further development needed.Keep it small-town. 1/10/2019 12:21 PM

421 Waterfront development 1/10/2019 12:20 PM

422 No development 1/10/2019 12:18 PM

423 Slowing growth 1/10/2019 12:15 PM

424 We need commercial biz on US 1 for jobs and large box stores like Costco 1/10/2019 12:13 PM

425 None 1/10/2019 12:11 PM

426 Your survey isn’t working properly 1/10/2019 12:09 PM

427 green 1/10/2019 11:55 AM

428 n/a 1/10/2019 11:53 AM

429 career development...more opportunities for higher paying jobs 1/10/2019 11:49 AM

430 none 1/10/2019 11:43 AM

431 Development of Town Center: More boutique shops, need Sam's Club, Big Lots, Joann Fabrics,
Gabriels or Gabriel Brothers, Bosco

1/10/2019 11:39 AM

432 A mall With multiple stores and restaurants 1/10/2019 11:35 AM

433 None 1/10/2019 11:29 AM

434 We need a mall . Multiple stores with different kinds of restaurants 1/10/2019 11:28 AM

435 I do not know. I likd the area and the atmosphere of a smaller town. 1/10/2019 11:26 AM

436 Things for families to do in this city and NOT in neighbouring areas 1/10/2019 11:25 AM

437 attract light industry and tech companies 1/10/2019 11:19 AM

438 I think development needs to stop until adequate lighting can be made on our streets 1/10/2019 11:11 AM

439 Inlet to the Ocean from the Intracoastal Waterway 1/10/2019 11:08 AM

440 one that includes Costco or BJ’s; also better paying jobs 1/10/2019 11:05 AM

441 I am concerned about US 1. It is a beautiful natural preserve area of green space for the
community. It would be ashame if it were developed v. left in its present natural state.

1/10/2019 11:04 AM

442 We are not an industry city, get used to it. We are a residwntial/bedroom/retirement community. 1/10/2019 10:57 AM

443 publik shuttle 1/10/2019 10:50 AM

444 New businesses. You keep building new buildings. Use the empty stores that are sitting around
the town. Don’t build new buildings elsewhere.

1/10/2019 10:46 AM

445 Preserve the original small town atmosphere by LESS affordable housing 1/10/2019 10:44 AM

446 Palm Coast development has expanded enough. 1/10/2019 10:44 AM

447 There has been enough.. 1/10/2019 10:42 AM

448 Splash park for all the younger families. 1/10/2019 10:38 AM

449 small town retirement atmosphere 1/10/2019 10:33 AM

450 More residential houses lower impact fees. 1/10/2019 10:33 AM

451 Corporate development 1/10/2019 10:32 AM

452 Development of State Road 100 between US 1 and Flagler Beach. 1/10/2019 10:30 AM

453 Development that creates good jobs not low income housing. 1/10/2019 10:25 AM

454 Commercial development along A1A, Hammock Area. I'm 1/10/2019 10:24 AM

455 Shopping 1/10/2019 10:19 AM

456 something that wont increase traffic 1/10/2019 10:17 AM

457 Low income housing. 1/10/2019 10:08 AM

458 mix of commercial and light industrial 1/10/2019 10:03 AM
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459 This area is developed enough as it is. Traffic in Palm Coast is awful for such a small city. Many of
the homes being built appear to be of very low quality. Pal Coast's major responsibility now is to
oprotect ouyr natural resources, which is the only true attraction here. Both Palm Coast and
Flagler County need to STOP promoting irresponsible development only for purposes of
expanding their own bureaucratic empire. Stop it now!

1/10/2019 10:01 AM

460 Ecologically based development 1/10/2019 9:56 AM

461 BJs Whilesale out on Route 1 1/10/2019 9:55 AM

462 Need a mall 1/10/2019 9:46 AM

463 More shopping variety 1/10/2019 9:44 AM

464 council of aging 1/10/2019 9:44 AM

465 I don't see Palm Coast developing more. PC needs to work on the cluttered empty lots; clear brush
and garbage

1/10/2019 9:44 AM

466 a better run hwy dept to work on drainage in place. 1/10/2019 9:43 AM

467 Keep it old Florida, too much development will ruin the charm and character of Palm Coast. 1/10/2019 9:42 AM

468 Increase business development. Not enough variety of stores (too many dollar stores, mattress
stores, pizza, etc)

1/10/2019 9:40 AM

469 Decent Restaurants 1/10/2019 9:22 AM

470 A downtown walking area such as DeLand. 1/10/2019 9:18 AM

471 none 1/10/2019 9:15 AM

472 Attracting more shopping options so we don't have to drive to Daytona or Jacksonville 1/10/2019 9:12 AM

473 We have all we need now. 1/10/2019 9:12 AM

474 More microwave towers to improve cell phone and internet reception in all of City. 1/10/2019 9:12 AM

475 I think you are killing this town with all the low income and unnecessary businesses 1/10/2019 9:11 AM

476 Affordable housing 1/10/2019 9:08 AM

477 Night life 1/10/2019 9:04 AM

478 Infrastructure: street lights, sidewalks, storm sewers! 1/10/2019 8:57 AM

479 petting zoo for senior citizens.... 1/10/2019 8:53 AM

480 Something for the kids to other than a movie theater 1/10/2019 8:50 AM

481 Ever more reliable electric power 1/10/2019 8:48 AM

482 None 1/10/2019 8:46 AM

483 None, Palm Coast is sufficiently developed. 1/10/2019 8:44 AM

484 control the development..this survey assumes we need expansion..why? 1/10/2019 8:44 AM

485 Residential road restrictions. 1/10/2019 8:39 AM

486 There has been alot of developement already, not sure 1/10/2019 8:30 AM

487 A COSTCO, QUALITY RESTAURANTS!!! 1/10/2019 8:28 AM

488 More street lighting main roads! 1/10/2019 8:25 AM

489 None 1/10/2019 8:25 AM

490 None 1/10/2019 8:25 AM

491 The current requirement for excessive landscaping in parking lots is rediculous. Try getting in and
out of the parking area for the Publix at Island Walk is a hazard

1/10/2019 8:23 AM

492 none of the above, too many miles of large shopping centers already 1/10/2019 8:22 AM

493 Traffic analysis/road construction & widening 1/10/2019 8:17 AM

494 NO MORE DEVELOPEMENT 1/10/2019 8:14 AM

495 All of the above 1/10/2019 8:09 AM

496 affordable housing 1/10/2019 8:07 AM

497 Fix what's here first. Adequate residential street lighting and safe sidewalks, not just on main
roads.

1/10/2019 8:00 AM

498 an middle cost decent consistent quality restaurant 1/10/2019 8:00 AM

499 improved lighting at intersections, go back to cameras at traffic lights 1/10/2019 7:54 AM

500 Good restaurants 1/10/2019 7:48 AM

501 conservation of what iis good in Palm Coast 1/10/2019 7:43 AM

502 Better local leaders 1/10/2019 7:43 AM

503 Sidewalks 1/10/2019 7:38 AM

504 Not sure 1/10/2019 7:34 AM

505 limit commercial and residential development 1/10/2019 7:34 AM

506 Higher quality health care/ Hospital 1/10/2019 7:33 AM
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507 Need commercial between 100 and parkway and parkway to mantanza. Also can we get a few
gas stations along bel?

1/10/2019 7:30 AM

508 Take care of what they have first 1/10/2019 7:30 AM

509 Big businesses on US1 , let Costco come in. 1/10/2019 7:29 AM

510 All of the above options 1/10/2019 7:28 AM

511 Take s look at Baldwin Park in Orlando that is what our town center should look like 1/10/2019 7:19 AM

512 middle class housing options, limit development, keep a small community 1/10/2019 7:17 AM

513 We need a big box retailer such as Costco or Sam’s Club here in Palm Coast. I believe we have
the population to support such a retailer. We are tired of driving to Jacksonville or south Daytona
and would help alleviate heavy traffic and parking in those two cities and be much more
convenient for Palm Coasters to shop.

1/10/2019 7:17 AM

514 preservation of our natural habitats 1/10/2019 7:15 AM

515 nothing leave like it was. I didn't move here for stores,banks,gas stations 1/10/2019 7:14 AM

516 We need Econ devt that provides LIVABLE WAGES for the cost of living here. I have a masters
and have never found a job in Palm Coast that is sufficient for my level of education and
experience.

1/10/2019 7:13 AM

517 High tech industry development 1/10/2019 7:11 AM

518 slow development taking into account infrastructure...for example, don’t have enough street lights
and sidewalks in C, F sections. Take care of the current communities first and then be smart about
growing at a pace that infrastructure can handle

1/10/2019 7:11 AM

519 Stop cutting down woods!!!!!!! 1/10/2019 7:10 AM

520 More shopping areas 1/10/2019 7:08 AM

521 No development needed 1/10/2019 7:04 AM

522 Development that will draw a younger demographic of people. More things that will interest the
younger generation with small children

1/10/2019 7:03 AM

523 It’s o.k right now 1/10/2019 6:53 AM

524 All of the above 1/10/2019 6:53 AM

525 less development 1/10/2019 6:47 AM

526 putting in sidewalks and lighting on more streets 1/10/2019 6:44 AM

527 None 1/10/2019 6:43 AM

528 Maintaining infrastructure in place such as the canals 1/10/2019 6:22 AM

529 Redesign of older commercial properties. 1/10/2019 6:20 AM

530 More adequate street lights 1/10/2019 6:09 AM

531 lower taxes 1/10/2019 6:05 AM

532 Nothing noticed at this time 1/10/2019 6:02 AM

533 More streetlights in the neighborhoods, and please fix the roads in neighborhoods/back roads. 1/10/2019 5:58 AM

534 NONE 1/10/2019 5:56 AM

535 becoming less restrictive on zoning and cost of building commercial property (for business) and
const of impact fees for residential homes. Let private businesses and individuals build the city and
sop using municipal and governmental resources.

1/10/2019 5:25 AM

536 STOP BUILDING MORE HOUSES 1/10/2019 4:57 AM

537 Jobs that pay good & things for kids to do! 1/10/2019 4:53 AM

538 Sidewalks and drainage systems in the neighborhood 1/10/2019 4:40 AM

539 Finish sidewalks!!! It’s ridiculous that fancy sidewalk projects are started but not finished. 1/10/2019 4:20 AM

540 I'm not sure why we'd even need to develop another town center. But I would not want industrial
developments in matanza wood s parkway as this would create problems with residents that want
a quiet non congested Residencial area and not a industrial development. I think building a hospital
or park and getting more people to be community involved, offering work jobs. Paying a better
hourly salary would bring the community together as a whole and crest more jobs and its a win win
for all of us

1/10/2019 4:17 AM

541 Adequate roads 1/10/2019 4:10 AM

542 Public transportation 1/10/2019 3:17 AM

543 Swap Meet every weekend-Sellers and Vendors can pay for space rental. Sources of income for
the city.

1/10/2019 3:08 AM

544 Developing areas that are already cleared in Town Center. Encouraging the occupation and use of
empty commercial space throughout the city before encouraging the destruction of any more
forested areas for new development.

1/10/2019 2:48 AM

545 Instead of new development maybe we could do some renovation on existing developments. 1/10/2019 1:41 AM

546 We need more community centers and such so people have more to do in this town instead of
turning to drugs alchohol and crime for entertainment

1/10/2019 1:19 AM
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547 A mall would be nice and a Five Guys Burgers and Fries 1/10/2019 12:46 AM

548 Street lights or gaurd rails protecting cars from the ditch at Laguna Forest and belle terre 1/10/2019 12:44 AM

549 Residential sidewalks!!!!! 1/10/2019 12:36 AM

550 We need more GOOD jobs not another dollar store 1/10/2019 12:20 AM

551 Sidewalks in neighborhoods and speed humps 1/10/2019 12:16 AM

552 Slow down all developments. This is no longer the quiet, sleepy little town that I chose to retire to. 1/9/2019 11:59 PM

553 all of the above 1/9/2019 11:58 PM

554 There is too much development 1/9/2019 11:56 PM

555 mall. more big food 1/9/2019 11:55 PM

556 I would get rid of a lot of built up areas and regrow the natural habitat 1/9/2019 11:46 PM

557 WE NEED AN OUTDOOR MALL IN TOWNCENTER, WITH NICER STORES AND
RESTAURANTS!! We go to St. Augustine for dinners or Ormond Beach, and shopping in
Jacksonville or Daytona Beach. Build apartments or condo’s, for workers to be able to live and
work.

1/9/2019 11:45 PM

558 No more housing developments. Sell what’s built or available as a lot now. Stop tearing stuff out 1/9/2019 11:43 PM

559 Trader Joe's or a Whole Foods Market 1/9/2019 10:23 PM

560 Parks with trails like Linear Park! 1/9/2019 10:18 PM

561 development of local businesses 1/9/2019 10:18 PM

562 None. Stop building. 1/9/2019 10:16 PM

563 None- we like it the way it is 1/9/2019 9:28 PM

564 jobs 1/9/2019 9:24 PM

565 More and better child care. Birthing facility in Palm Coast 1/9/2019 9:20 PM

566 More recreational activities 1/9/2019 9:11 PM

567 Roads 1/9/2019 9:02 PM

568 Health care 1/9/2019 8:49 PM

569 None 1/9/2019 8:31 PM

570 Business regulations and policies cause businesses to go other places. 1/9/2019 8:25 PM

571 Other businesses that the city is not allowing in. 1/9/2019 8:15 PM

572 none 1/9/2019 8:09 PM

573 The Flagler Airport should pursue some commercial airlines to fly there 1/9/2019 8:07 PM

574 All the above is needed 1/9/2019 8:04 PM

575 none really why more empty strip malls 1/9/2019 7:47 PM

576 Another library 1/9/2019 7:35 PM

577 An actual "Downtown" that is walkable, social, and stimulating to the economy. 1/9/2019 7:24 PM

578 More cell towers please 1/9/2019 7:13 PM

579 Anything that will bring jobs including easier zoning and less costs for commercial buildings, percs
for incoming employers, affordable housing.

1/9/2019 7:10 PM

580 None 1/9/2019 7:04 PM

581 Restaurants and shopping 1/9/2019 6:56 PM

582 More things for kids to do 1/9/2019 6:45 PM

583 would depend on what area you residw in, forget duplexes and town houses 1/9/2019 6:37 PM

584 General business development to provide well paying jobs 1/9/2019 6:35 PM

585 aquatic center, high end recreational facilities 1/9/2019 6:33 PM

586 Improve public golf 1/9/2019 6:30 PM

587 Side walks, adequate street lighting 1/9/2019 6:15 PM

588 I need to design the intersection at Old Kings PCKWy.. it backs up rediculously.. today I waited
through 5 light cycles to get through PCPKy on Old Kings. 2 lanes to go right though (not needed)

1/9/2019 6:12 PM

589 development should be slowed to a pace that PC can actually handle 1/9/2019 5:39 PM

590 youth programs to keep the youth out of trouble 1/9/2019 5:35 PM

591 The area adjacent to US-1 1/9/2019 5:35 PM

592 Affordable Low Income Housing 1/9/2019 5:31 PM

593 Ball fields 1/9/2019 5:24 PM

594 I'd like to see more street lights and sidewalks in residential areas. They are in very short supply
making walking there a challenge till you make it to a bike/walk path on a main street.

1/9/2019 5:16 PM

595 No new commercial properties. 1/9/2019 5:10 PM
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596 use airport as incentive for business to move here 1/9/2019 5:08 PM

597 More retail development 1/9/2019 5:07 PM

598 Develope town center with high quality restaurants and stores. Make it a down town. Take a look
at Jacksonville and Fort Pierce as examples. Have farmers markets with other vendors. (You don’t
have to make money from the vendors). The city chases business away with all the permits and
inspections. Why can’t we have a Costco in PalmCoast?? Closest one is in Jacksonville and
Orlando. Look at all tax revenue you are losing. This is my biggest complaint.

1/9/2019 5:07 PM

599 None 1/9/2019 4:56 PM

600 Needs to be more friendly to the small business owners in city limits 1/9/2019 4:53 PM

601 Affordable housing 1/9/2019 4:47 PM

602 Non chain restaurants and quality stores 1/9/2019 4:44 PM

603 big businesses for jobs 1/9/2019 4:41 PM

604 Town Center was a waste 1/9/2019 4:40 PM

605 Leaving Florida? Take a developer with you! 1/9/2019 4:32 PM

606 Development is OK please don't turn us into South Florida ! 1/9/2019 4:26 PM

607 none 1/9/2019 4:17 PM

608 N/A 1/9/2019 4:16 PM

609 none 1/9/2019 4:16 PM

610 Doctors offices 1/9/2019 4:12 PM

611 More stores In residential neighborhoods 1/9/2019 4:09 PM

612 New Police Department Near The Town center. 1/9/2019 4:08 PM

613 Public transportation 1/9/2019 4:06 PM

614 None, you're just inviting more people to move here and we are full! There's already no jobs here,
and now that prices are skyrocketing because of all these northerners coming down here.

1/9/2019 4:02 PM

615 Cleaning up current neighborhoods and restricting public paths/access through private property. 1/9/2019 3:58 PM

616 bring more retail business to Palm Coast 1/9/2019 3:52 PM

617 We do not need any more development. 1/9/2019 3:48 PM

618 Please get someone that can design Parking Lots. Going shopping in is very dangerous. Around
the New Publix. People do not stop at stop signs.The Parking lot is a mess.

1/9/2019 3:40 PM

619 Attracting businesses that pay a decent wage. 1/9/2019 3:32 PM

620 A clean-up of the high-crime neighborhoods with dilapidated homes and buildings 1/9/2019 3:28 PM

621 Should be creating residential/business facing "entity" to advance the fiber optic in this town and
couple it with other creative incentives to get the type of employers you want here. I think even
lower/smaller desirable companies would expect more of a downtown and IT focused build out i.e.
give the businesses you want a strategic reason to come here (typically fiscal or competitive i.e.
speed/fiber access, support, etc

1/9/2019 3:26 PM

622 Jobs that pay and less expensive utilities 1/9/2019 3:21 PM

623 Activities for teens and children 1/9/2019 3:16 PM

624 don't overdevelop! 1/9/2019 3:07 PM

625 Family restaurant 1/9/2019 3:03 PM

626 Dredging to replenish and protect our beaches and dunes 1/9/2019 3:02 PM

627 All Above 1/9/2019 2:42 PM

628 Sewer to the Hammock. Reduce the number of septic tanks that leech into waterways. 1/9/2019 2:36 PM

629 palm coast 1/9/2019 2:31 PM

630 Water removal from my front yard 1/9/2019 2:28 PM

631 more protected land 1/9/2019 2:27 PM

632 All the above 1/9/2019 2:20 PM

633 None 1/9/2019 2:17 PM

634 improving the city water system 1/9/2019 2:17 PM

635 Limit growth so don't over rowd roads 1/9/2019 2:16 PM

636 Healthcare 1/9/2019 2:14 PM

637 Redeveloping abandoned properties ie: Mantanzas Golf Course 1/9/2019 2:02 PM

638 all the above 1/9/2019 2:01 PM

639 More nicer restuarants less gas stations. 1/9/2019 1:57 PM

640 more street lights in residential areas, especially in cul de sacs 1/9/2019 1:56 PM

641 Baseball/softball fields with lights for Palm Coast Little League 1/9/2019 1:54 PM

642 No more development 1/9/2019 1:51 PM
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643 No development is needed. Further development destroys any and all natural habitat in this area. 1/9/2019 1:50 PM

644 More options for internet and cable service providers More grocery store choices like stater
brothers, food 4 less, Ralphs ect

1/9/2019 1:50 PM

645 Large box stores in US1. No need to go to Jacksonville or orange 1/9/2019 1:41 PM

646 We need to slow the residential development and bring in rateables to keep residential property
taxes manageable. We also need a multiple of jobs, going from low end to high end. It is the high
end that can be used to keep the local youth here, and with high end jobs there is enough
entrepreneurial opportunities that do not require higher education and significant investments

1/9/2019 1:39 PM

647 maintain breathing room cut down on congestion 1/9/2019 1:39 PM

648 Recreational centers for teens. 1/9/2019 1:39 PM

649 Non retail, good paying jobs 1/9/2019 1:31 PM

650 options 2, 3 and 4 plus more commercial development along the ICW - it's too great of an asset to
overlook. PC gets voted highly for 'best place to retire if you're a boater' - we should be leveraging
that to attract more businesses along the ICW which will create jobs and tax revenue

1/9/2019 1:30 PM

651 Parks and recreation 1/9/2019 1:30 PM

652 Maintaining natural areas 1/9/2019 1:28 PM

653 More paths to walk and ride bikes 1/9/2019 1:27 PM

654 Mixed-use developments and flexible zoning 1/9/2019 1:12 PM

655 Business with jobs 1/9/2019 1:11 PM

656 more name brand restaurants 1/9/2019 1:08 PM

657 Affordable housing 1/9/2019 1:08 PM

658 Major business and commercial development 1/9/2019 1:07 PM

659 limit all development 1/9/2019 1:07 PM

660 None 1/9/2019 1:05 PM

661 Infrastructure improvements 1/9/2019 1:05 PM

662 Limited additional development is needed. 1/9/2019 1:00 PM

663 Residential 1/9/2019 12:56 PM

664 All the above 1/9/2019 12:54 PM

665 affordable housing 1/9/2019 12:52 PM

666 Leave more area undeveloped. 1/9/2019 12:52 PM

667 Senior Center org. And recreational facility with transportation?gh 1/9/2019 12:47 PM

668 I like it the way it is.i don’t want State Road 100 to become like Palm Coast Highwayi moved to
South Palm Coast from New Smyrna Beach because NSB had become to overcrowded due to
greedy overdevelopment. It was hard for locals to get around or even enjoy the beach on
weekends.Sooo hope this doesn’t occur in Palm Coast

1/9/2019 12:45 PM

669 I like Palm Coast just the way it is 1/9/2019 12:40 PM

670 City Center development 1/9/2019 12:38 PM

671 More teen centers and a focus for lbgtq poppulations 1/9/2019 12:38 PM

672 SAfe travels Tracffic Bad Cops not Around 1/9/2019 12:37 PM

673 Retain small city life 1/9/2019 12:35 PM

674 Develop more of the coast line 1/9/2019 12:35 PM

675 Suitable & Reasonably priced housing for 55+ residents 1/9/2019 12:30 PM

676 none 1/9/2019 12:29 PM

677 Listed as follows: 1,4,3,2 from above. 1/9/2019 12:27 PM

678 Develop shopping opportunities in the Rt. 1 area so we don't need to travel to St. Aug., Jax or
Daytona. We also need more corporate development so our residents don't need to travel to Jax.
or Orlando for higher wages.

1/9/2019 12:26 PM

679 Installation of street lights 1/9/2019 12:26 PM

680 Workforce development 1/9/2019 12:24 PM

681 Everything 1/9/2019 12:23 PM

682 no more development 1/9/2019 12:23 PM

683 Good paying jobs 1/9/2019 12:19 PM

684 Traffic noise abatement 1/9/2019 12:18 PM

685 None 1/9/2019 12:17 PM

686 Bring Costco/ Trader Joes 1/9/2019 12:17 PM

687 traffic reduction 1/9/2019 12:16 PM

688 Costco 1/9/2019 12:16 PM
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689 Protect the natural beauty. Keep the reason so many choose to call Palm Coast home. 1/9/2019 12:10 PM

690 New owner to PC. Still getting ac 1/9/2019 12:10 PM

691 All the Obove 1/9/2019 12:06 PM

692 Palm coast needs to attract a big business (not a lot of big businesses, just one or two) to provide
quality jobs

1/9/2019 12:06 PM

693 Development of job opportunities 1/9/2019 12:04 PM

694 Resturants, other than fast food 1/9/2019 12:04 PM

695 Jobs 1/9/2019 12:03 PM

696 Retail 1/9/2019 12:01 PM

697 Affordable housing 1/9/2019 12:00 PM

698 None 1/9/2019 11:59 AM

699 water drainage 1/9/2019 11:58 AM

700 Public parks (playgrounds, dog runs, ball fields) in the southern areas, like the airport region. 1/9/2019 11:57 AM

701 Tech Company and Light Industrial/ Small business development 1/9/2019 11:56 AM

702 Medical Facilities 1/9/2019 11:55 AM

703 All of the above 1/9/2019 11:54 AM

704 Proper residential drainage maintenance. Front yard/roadway drainage paths are not maintained
and are overgrown causing severe flooding during light rainfall

1/9/2019 11:53 AM

705 Costco. Sam's or BJ's 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

706 High tech business park. Stop with muh gas stations and storage units! 1/9/2019 11:51 AM

707 Low income housing 1/9/2019 11:51 AM

708 None it is good as it is 1/9/2019 11:51 AM

709 drainage of water away from homes 1/9/2019 11:50 AM

710 High end residential. No more low cost housing. Don't want to be Holly Hill 1/9/2019 11:49 AM

711 Attraction of technical industry 1/9/2019 11:49 AM

712 Corporate offices 1/9/2019 11:49 AM

713 More restaurants and more college education options. 1/9/2019 11:49 AM

714 Affordable section 8 housing 1/9/2019 11:48 AM

715 Better restaurants 1/9/2019 11:48 AM

716 Street lighting and sidewalks 1/9/2019 11:46 AM

717 We need decent stores... not dollar and junk stores. WE have more than enough of those... why
did we add Ollies and others? We need Bed Bath and Beyond, Trader Joes, Costco, etc. enough
with the junk

1/9/2019 11:45 AM

718 I like it just fine as it is 1/9/2019 11:45 AM

719 Gas station at belle terre and 100 1/9/2019 11:45 AM

720 Large corporations are needed 1/9/2019 11:44 AM

721 none to mention 1/9/2019 11:43 AM

722 None 1/9/2019 11:42 AM

723 nothing 1/9/2019 11:42 AM

724 New to the area so we haven't explored much yet. 1/9/2019 11:40 AM

725 None - too much already 1/9/2019 10:58 AM

726 high tech programming industry 1/9/2019 10:43 AM

727 Costco 1/9/2019 10:32 AM

728 none 1/9/2019 10:01 AM

729 Too much traffic 1/9/2019 9:15 AM

730 Restaurants, Senior Activities 1/9/2019 8:47 AM

731 smart growth in town ctr. area, keeping green areas between development clusters. 1/9/2019 8:37 AM

732 not sure 1/9/2019 8:19 AM

733 Cell phone towers 1/9/2019 7:45 AM

734 We need more and variety (ethnic) eat-in restaurants 1/9/2019 7:41 AM

735 More affordable housing 1/9/2019 7:22 AM

736 Sidewalk on whiteview towards us1 1/9/2019 7:06 AM

737 Sidewalks 1/9/2019 1:06 AM

738 indoor amusement park 1/8/2019 11:21 PM
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739 None 1/8/2019 10:42 PM

740 More quality Resturants not just fast food 1/8/2019 10:12 PM

741 Remove tax of Colbert lain from GH 1/8/2019 9:53 PM

742 None. It's too big already 1/8/2019 8:39 PM

743 Develop intracoastal restaurants, bars, to be accessible by boat. No condos or villas on
intracoastal.

1/8/2019 8:23 PM

744 Town center is a scam, a folly . 1/8/2019 7:58 PM

745 A Beautiful Mall 1/8/2019 7:44 PM

746 Adequate bicycle paths along major roads as safe alternative transportation. 1/8/2019 7:11 PM

747 Traffic paterns so all traffic isn’t funneled into same streets. Lower speed limits and stricter
enforcement of speed violations.

1/8/2019 6:39 PM

748 None 1/8/2019 6:04 PM

749 All of this developement is too big city 1/8/2019 6:01 PM

750 we don't need all this development 1/8/2019 6:00 PM

751 Paint the shopping centers so they look nice. Some are dirty 1/8/2019 6:00 PM

752 Dont need much more then what we have 1/8/2019 5:56 PM

753 Affordable housing 1/8/2019 5:36 PM

754 Low impact, High Tech, tax revenue producing companies that provide well paying jobs. 1/8/2019 4:33 PM

755 Give up impact fees and offer incentives to large business ventures 1/8/2019 4:27 PM

756 None 1/8/2019 4:01 PM

757 More schools 1/8/2019 3:58 PM

758 A central downtown pedestrian friendly shopping/dining area. 1/8/2019 3:46 PM

759 More Job Oppurtunities, not just stores or Fast Food 1/8/2019 3:33 PM

760 Filling empty strip malls before allowing any more. 1/8/2019 2:44 PM

761 Too much development already 1/8/2019 2:42 PM

762 Technology business 1/8/2019 2:42 PM

763 Keep more "green space"; rebuild a larger county animal shelter - state of the art. 1/8/2019 2:30 PM

764 Entertainment industry 1/8/2019 2:29 PM

765 Cell phone reception. 1/8/2019 2:13 PM

766 water drainage 1/8/2019 2:09 PM

767 Same as above 1/8/2019 1:51 PM

768 Recreational Facilities and Activities 1/8/2019 1:49 PM

769 Keep commercial, industrial & agricultural development & access out of residential areas 1/8/2019 1:43 PM

770 town center propet-yes; additional development along 100-NO! 1/8/2019 1:38 PM

771 Town Center should be like "small town USA" with stores and little shops that draw people to the
area. OK to have some housing like condos but I'm concerned low-rent development might not
bring spending dollars to Palm Coast. Affordable yes but Section 8, NO

1/8/2019 1:36 PM

772 Housing 1/8/2019 1:28 PM

773 low cost senior housing 1/8/2019 12:53 PM

774 None all growth will take away from our city's beauty and what people love about Palm Coast 1/8/2019 12:49 PM

775 Access to better restaurants and upscale retail. 1/8/2019 12:45 PM

776 Cell towers 1/8/2019 12:43 PM

777 We have only lived here 3 month's 1/8/2019 12:40 PM

778 Making a self contained city for all ages, so we don't have to go to other cities. 1/8/2019 12:36 PM

779 Better traffic patterns 1/8/2019 12:26 PM

780 we need better roads.. too much traffic for such a small radius 1/8/2019 12:08 PM

781 No opinion 1/8/2019 11:59 AM

782 Utilities 1/8/2019 11:58 AM

783 Mall , 9 hole golf course 1/8/2019 11:56 AM

784 All of above 1/8/2019 11:52 AM

785 all the above. it takes you people too long to get things done 1/8/2019 11:39 AM

786 Small businesses 1/8/2019 11:34 AM

787 Job development external of service industry. 1/8/2019 11:32 AM

788 Need LED lights on MAIN roads. Less Dollar Generals and more businesses. 1/8/2019 11:29 AM
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789 adding above 1/8/2019 11:26 AM

790 Overall planned and managed growth for the areas not utilized yet. 1/8/2019 11:18 AM

791 None 1/8/2019 11:16 AM

792 More retail and restaurants 1/8/2019 11:11 AM

793 None. Keep PC a small town. It’s why we moved here 1/8/2019 11:10 AM

794 Technology sector companies in/near Town Center 1/8/2019 10:55 AM

795 Frankly, do we NEED more developments? That is the downward pathway which turns a lovely
residetial city into a commercial quagmire.

1/8/2019 10:53 AM

796 I do not know. We just moved here 3 montha ago 1/8/2019 10:44 AM

797 I believe they are all important 1/8/2019 10:41 AM

798 Town Center area (businesses, shops, etc) not housing 1/8/2019 10:34 AM

799 none 1/8/2019 10:33 AM

800 Whatever would bring better job opportunities to Palm Coast 1/8/2019 10:32 AM

801 With the addition of Matansas freeway entrance, you have turned Bird if Paradise into a highway. I
live near here and walk frequently here. This has become so dangerous due to high speeding
traffic through this 30 mph housing area. It’s very sad for homeowners

1/8/2019 10:29 AM

802 Stop developing. It is getting too crowded 1/8/2019 10:29 AM

803 Please make a park out of the golf course and maintain the beauty of nature. 1/8/2019 10:25 AM

804 Please consider leaving a lot of the natural habitat. I have lived here for 22 years and we still need
that we don't need to get too big

1/8/2019 10:24 AM

805 Biomedical companies 1/8/2019 10:21 AM

806 Warehouse store such as Costco or Sam's 1/8/2019 10:16 AM

807 Keeping strip centers from being developed 1/8/2019 10:15 AM

808 none. It is good the way it is. 1/8/2019 7:51 AM

809 High tech clean businesses, such as software, robotics, internet/computer security 1/7/2019 8:27 PM

810 better restaurants, REAL restaurants,( not pizza, subs, Chinese, fast food places) 1/7/2019 11:30 AM

811 Jobs that pay 1/7/2019 9:45 AM

812 Keep natural land 1/6/2019 9:57 PM

813 / 1/6/2019 9:51 PM

814 Affordable housing for singles/low income/seniors 1/6/2019 8:07 PM

815 Mfg. jobs are needed 1/6/2019 8:02 PM

816 Keeping our outdoors clean and usable 1/6/2019 7:53 PM

817 Lighting 1/6/2019 6:13 PM

818 Sidewalks in community areas 1/6/2019 1:19 PM

819 Facilitues to help homeless population 1/6/2019 11:42 AM

820 Infrastructure improvements 1/6/2019 10:32 AM

821 residential and commercial development in many areas are needed 1/6/2019 10:29 AM

822 homeless shelters 1/6/2019 6:52 AM

823 Emphasis on public education could be a draw to Palm Coast. Show the state how to do it! It has
so much else that's good.

1/5/2019 11:19 PM

824 Develop senior programs 1/5/2019 9:15 PM

825 Stop developing 1/5/2019 4:37 PM

826 All the above 1/5/2019 3:57 PM

827 More stores. Trader Joe’s, Home goods no more chain restaurants. 1/5/2019 11:35 AM

828 As little as possible 1/5/2019 9:58 AM

829 It's hard to say. You will need electricians, plumbers and hvac techs to maintain growth. All of
which not welcome in palm coast.

1/5/2019 9:47 AM

830 Slow down. Don’t get too big too fast! 1/5/2019 3:51 AM

831 We need more Restaurants! 1/4/2019 9:17 PM

832 No further development needs to be done, keep it simple 1/4/2019 8:58 PM

833 Get some Major retailers not gas stations 1/4/2019 8:20 PM

834 Keeping green spaces green! 1/4/2019 8:03 PM

835 Sams/Costco or BJ 1/4/2019 5:54 PM

836 Upper income apartments in Town Center. Affordable apartments in Bunnell. 1/4/2019 5:16 PM

837 Cleaning off all residential properties that are overgrown 1/4/2019 11:52 AM
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838 use what you have 1st 1/4/2019 9:05 AM

839 Already has enough development 1/4/2019 6:19 AM

840 Bring a major employer to Palm Coast 1/3/2019 9:26 PM

841 Commercial development along US1 1/3/2019 7:11 PM

842 None 1/3/2019 5:48 PM

843 Public transportation. Walking accessible neighborhoods. 1/3/2019 5:34 PM

844 Encouragement of light industry 1/3/2019 2:43 PM

845 None, needs to stay small 1/3/2019 2:38 PM

846 Keep nice and simple. 1/3/2019 1:58 PM

847 Plans for ER and Publix are a good start. 1/3/2019 1:21 PM

848 Ummm - haven't we torn down enough woods around here? Do we really need more strip malls,
fast food and gas stations?

1/3/2019 1:17 PM

849 Clean industry 1/3/2019 12:50 PM

850 Having a walking downtown area, with shops, restaurants, ice cream shop that people can walk
around.

1/3/2019 10:27 AM

851 None there’s a over abundance of corporate businesses and more people would like access to
enjoy the woods and land dirt paths maybe to access and fish lakes and ponds. Or normally
accessible

1/3/2019 9:59 AM

852 I don’t want to see more development! 1/2/2019 11:54 PM

853 None! 1/2/2019 11:04 PM

854 sidewalks and lights and sewer 1/2/2019 9:25 PM

855 I 1/2/2019 8:26 PM

856 Maintaining what already exists, such as appearance and safety. On one occasion I came into
Palm Coast off the 95 exit and there were homeless people begging at the light, the entrance to
our town. Not a good look whatsoever. Very unappealing.

1/2/2019 6:05 PM

857 White collar industry jobs that promote educational, higher wages and a reason for young people
to stay in palm coast

1/2/2019 3:09 PM

858 Palm coast is developed enough, more consideration needs to be focused on safety for out streets 1/2/2019 1:38 PM

859 whatever keeps the tax base low 1/2/2019 12:24 PM

860 BOTH -Town Center and US 1 1/2/2019 11:00 AM

861 Sidewalks and streetlights throughout the city in all neighborhoods and roads. 1/2/2019 10:44 AM

862 adult entertainment late night 1/2/2019 8:56 AM

863 Please stop the OVERdevelopment of our beautiful city! Palm Coast Pkwy and surrounding area
is beginning to look like a slum :(

1/2/2019 8:32 AM

864 Parks and recreations areas kept as is. Palm Coast needs no further development 1/2/2019 7:24 AM

865 If your idea of more restaurants is "development", you are sadly lacking. People need more than
$10 an hour to live here.

1/2/2019 7:00 AM
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16.83% 854

30.89% 1,567

10.66% 541

4.06% 206

10.92% 554

21.41% 1,086

5.22% 265

Q13 What should be the top economic development priority for the City?
Answered: 5,073 Skipped: 475

TOTAL 5,073

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 entice technical firms to bring business to PC - better jobs / better pay. All jobs here are low pay
service support. Without career based jobs, there is no reason for our youth to stay.

2/2/2019 10:02 PM

2 Sustainable industries / green development 2/2/2019 9:13 AM

3 Jobs for the college educated 2/1/2019 7:24 PM

4 SEE ABOVE 2/1/2019 8:52 AM

5 manufacturing jobs 1/31/2019 3:46 PM

6 bring big box stores, costco, trader joes etc 1/31/2019 2:08 PM

7 Add travel lanes to arterial roads and right turn lanes at intersections. 1/31/2019 1:40 PM

8 ALL THE ABOVE 1/31/2019 12:30 AM

9 Need more shopping options 1/30/2019 6:00 PM

10 All above 1/30/2019 5:32 PM

11 FIX THE TRAFFIC 1/30/2019 1:11 PM

12 In addition there is no affordable housing 1/30/2019 11:06 AM

13 And fiber networks G5!!! 1/30/2019 9:07 AM

14 Back off on median beautification 1/30/2019 8:09 AM

15 I don't know. 1/29/2019 10:57 AM

16 NONE OF THE ABOVE 1/29/2019 8:58 AM

17 integrity of current business owners to be accountable & LEGAL!! 1/28/2019 2:04 PM

18 Water Sewer Authority. Without this, everything else above is moot. 1/27/2019 11:17 AM

19 Realizing who lives in PC, not wasting $ on fiber networks 1/26/2019 6:46 PM

20 More east - west arterial roads 1/25/2019 9:27 PM

Developing the
Innovation...

Business
retention,...

Workforce
development

Diverse
housing...

Expansion of
municipal fi...

Preserving our
natural...

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Developing the Innovation District (Town Center)

Business retention, expansion and attraction

Workforce development

Diverse housing opportunities

Expansion of municipal fiber network & 5G cell service support

Preserving our natural environment 

Other (please specify)
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21 move development out of Palm Coast as there is so much land in Flagler County. People moved
to Palm Coast for its relaxing calm atmosphere, not to be a city.

1/24/2019 8:13 PM

22 allowing more big business 1/24/2019 5:11 PM

23 why on earth does it take so long to build things like wawa and planet fitness?! stop building
houses already, let's go!!!

1/24/2019 12:39 PM

24 Incorporating minorities into its work force and administration 1/24/2019 9:04 AM

25 Bringing in high profile companies, i.e., BJs, Longhorns 1/23/2019 2:22 AM

26 Need to roll back a ton of your policies. Stop spending money! 1/22/2019 4:13 PM

27 KEEP YOUR TOWN SAFE FOR THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE HERE 1/22/2019 3:26 PM

28 The City should work with and not against small businesses 1/22/2019 3:24 PM

29 developing the north end of the city which provides the very first access point at the Matanzas
Woods Parkway sector for anybody traveling south

1/22/2019 2:28 PM

30 Keep taxes low, limiting the growth of government, supporting free market principles 1/22/2019 2:14 PM

31 Sidewalks, Trail Maintenance, More skateparks 1/22/2019 1:55 PM

32 Getting your heads out of your ass and do all of the above - are you only capable of doing one
thing at a time?

1/22/2019 1:10 PM

33 N 1/22/2019 12:59 PM

34 cleaning up the landfills 1/22/2019 11:28 AM

35 looks like what the city wants is put first on this survey 1/22/2019 10:56 AM

36 Getting grants to assist with Water System upgrades instead of making citizens pay for the whole
thing through electric bill fees.

1/22/2019 10:45 AM

37 activity for young people that is affordable 1/22/2019 10:29 AM

38 cell service, cell service, cell service 1/22/2019 10:01 AM

39 Advance and more internet options (competition) and higher wages 1/22/2019 10:00 AM

40 Eco-engineering and implmentation of all resources 1/22/2019 9:46 AM

41 Wildlife preservation 1/22/2019 8:39 AM

42 Affordable rent for small start up businesses 1/22/2019 8:32 AM

43 Better schools...from k-12, University, technical, plumbers, electrical, etc. 1/22/2019 7:57 AM

44 Turning off the city sprinklers when it is raining! 1/22/2019 7:39 AM

45 all the above. 1/22/2019 6:09 AM

46 protecting our wildlife 1/22/2019 6:07 AM

47 attract business that pays a living wage 1/22/2019 3:14 AM

48 A better variety of restaurants and not just fast food 1/21/2019 11:42 PM

49 All 1/21/2019 9:56 PM

50 Should be 3, cell service, housing And workforce 1/21/2019 8:17 PM

51 Stop destroying land! We don’t need more people here than it was originally planned 1/21/2019 8:01 PM

52 Since when is natural environment economic? 1/21/2019 7:40 PM

53 Demolishing Captain's BBQ 1/21/2019 5:38 PM

54 Industrial development in designated zones 1/21/2019 5:36 PM

55 Stop spending money in town center, if developers want to come and build, that’s great, out tax
dollars given away to get developers to is really a oxymoron

1/21/2019 4:52 PM

56 Sports and recreation 1/21/2019 4:51 PM

57 employment opportunities in non-service related businesses. (industrial) 1/21/2019 4:33 PM

58 Improving swales 1/21/2019 3:17 PM

59 Jobs (industrial type) for people supporting families 1/21/2019 3:04 PM

60 making it esier for new business startups 1/21/2019 2:51 PM

61 5G is bad for your health 1/21/2019 2:50 PM

62 The entire Town Center is in a OPPORUNITY ZONE!!! An Opportunity Zone is a designation
created by the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 allowing for certain investments in lower income
areas to have tax advantages. The town of Palm Coast should start their own Opportunity Fund!
Look into this! These investment have big tax advantages for investors! Have a plan! Raise the
capital! Build a downtown area in the town center around the movie theater.

1/21/2019 2:41 PM

63 Safety of Children at bus stops and people that do not have sidewalks. 1/21/2019 2:27 PM

64 Widen the roads and make them four lanes 1/21/2019 2:18 PM

65 Need to work on your city management instead of wasting time and money developing the land 1/21/2019 10:07 AM

66 DEVELOP the open area on ROute 1, Town Center (embarassing after all these years), salaried
positions that people can support themselves on!

1/21/2019 9:04 AM
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67 Better dining options 1/21/2019 8:48 AM

68 No 5G - according to WHO it is dangerous/cancer risk 1/20/2019 1:48 PM

69 improve and maintain the canals and water system 1/20/2019 12:43 PM

70 Make it more business and family friendly 1/19/2019 10:11 AM

71 Industrial Development 1/19/2019 9:52 AM

72 Greater employment opportunities 1/19/2019 9:24 AM

73 I think all are equally important to me. 1/18/2019 4:32 AM

74 More sports fields 1/17/2019 5:27 PM

75 Your libraries need updated! The stacks need weeded and organized, the reference section is so
behind on times it is embarrassing that residences have to go out of county to get adiquett
information.

1/17/2019 1:49 PM

76 show more appreciation for seniors with moderate rentals 1/17/2019 1:31 PM

77 N 1/17/2019 11:26 AM

78 How about off loading the criminal liability of the Rowan center and bringing in business 1/17/2019 7:58 AM

79 We need better water and bigger businesses. And no more fast food places. Make it easier for
restaurants and other businesses to succeed. BJ, Bed Bath and Beyind - and other big stores
would be awesome. I have to drive too far regularly for what I need.

1/17/2019 7:25 AM

80 Stores another good hospital more good doctors these stink 1/16/2019 5:19 PM

81 small business 1/16/2019 11:39 AM

82 expand daytona state college campus 1/15/2019 9:46 PM

83 Take care of what we already have . Make it better and safer. 1/15/2019 7:36 PM

84 See #12 1/15/2019 5:46 PM

85 LOWER BUDGET, REDUCE REDUNDENCY, FIGHT WASTE, LOWER TAXES 1/15/2019 5:24 PM

86 Cleaning and maintaining drainage 1/15/2019 2:26 PM

87 cell phone service 1/15/2019 2:10 PM

88 more good shopping opportunities, less gass stations. i think we have enough gas stations. they
are not price competitive with each other

1/15/2019 1:36 PM

89 Street lighting in the neighborhoods, not just along the main roads 1/15/2019 12:47 PM

90 All of it...whatever is affordable, retains jobs, preserves the city's charm. 1/15/2019 9:32 AM

91 I don't believe in the government running business venture but would rather see private or
corporate business encouraged to bring in more fiber networks and cell service support.

1/14/2019 10:04 PM

92 Mall 1/14/2019 7:58 PM

93 STOP BUILDING SO MANY GAS STATIONS AND BANKS 1/14/2019 6:20 PM

94 drop impact fees idiots 1/14/2019 3:22 PM

95 Please. Good paying jobs. Too much hospitality jobs 1/14/2019 12:53 PM

96 Lighted streets for safety to drivers and pedestrians. 1/14/2019 11:59 AM

97 we need cell towers, cant get reception here 1/14/2019 11:25 AM

98 Plant more palm trees..after all we are called Palm Coast..not pine coast. 1/14/2019 10:00 AM

99 Allowing private companies like AT&T to put up cell towers. The municipal system does not benefit
the residents.

1/14/2019 9:26 AM

100 We need to retain businesses but I understand that rent is so high they often go out of business
before they get started. Our water is often yellow? We need better wifi service, ever since
Spectrum bought Brighthouse the prices have increased and service has decreased

1/14/2019 8:57 AM

101 less work force; less people higher wages; higher wages means more money to be spent on local
shops

1/14/2019 6:23 AM

102 Attracting other businesses besides retail. 1/13/2019 8:16 PM

103 lighting 1/13/2019 10:33 AM

104 get the school district straightened out and hold ALL responsible for there positions requirements.
Get rid of the good ole boy favoritism.

1/13/2019 10:19 AM

105 Light up our streets! 1/13/2019 7:46 AM

106 Creating viable jobs 1/12/2019 10:33 PM

107 More things for kids to do so they don’t have to travel to Daytona or st Augustine 1/12/2019 7:55 PM

108 I'M A RETIREE FROM NY AND I WOULD DISSUADE ANY YOUNG PERSON FROM MOVING
HERE, THE

1/12/2019 6:19 PM

109 cell service could be better 1/12/2019 5:00 PM

110 Expanding industry while preserving natural environments 1/12/2019 4:24 PM

111 Expansion of fiber network 1/12/2019 4:12 PM
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112 Arts and culture for people under 60. 1/12/2019 2:37 PM

113 More restaurants sit down and fast food 1/12/2019 2:05 PM

114 Find a way to get the water to drain. Maintain roads. 1/12/2019 1:38 PM

115 Having a clear vision, putting political posturing aside, and be honest that we're playing whack-a-
mole right now when it comes to economic development.

1/12/2019 10:10 AM

116 competitive cable services and more affordable 1/12/2019 8:37 AM

117 in some areas cell towers are lacking and unable to get reception necessitating mandatory
purchase of carrier upgrades for residents just to be able to use phones without having to
physically walk outside!

1/12/2019 8:12 AM

118 Bring in Costco and other successful retailers 1/11/2019 9:32 PM

119 The innovation district is a good idea gone bad, let marketplace determine what housing goes
where. And check into attorney chuimento's real estate holdings in town center, etc al.

1/11/2019 6:31 PM

120 N/A 1/11/2019 6:03 PM

121 lowering cost of living 1/11/2019 2:24 PM

122 Greater number of quality restaurants 1/11/2019 2:21 PM

123 Sidewalks and street lights 1/11/2019 1:22 PM

124 High paying jobs will bring more of the above 1/11/2019 11:36 AM

125 Traffic congestion 1/11/2019 11:23 AM

126 well paying jobs where young people can work and advance 1/11/2019 10:59 AM

127 Again it depends on what Palm Coast wants to be. 1/11/2019 10:58 AM

128 Promote jobs more than minimum wage type 1/11/2019 10:09 AM

129 Lower the cost for WATER to high and quality is POOR 1/11/2019 10:03 AM

130 All of above 1/11/2019 9:59 AM

131 compassion!!!!! 1/11/2019 9:29 AM

132 Area has a high percentage of retirees to consider. 1/11/2019 9:17 AM

133 Town Center is an ill conceived and pet project of leadership, not citizenship 1/11/2019 8:20 AM

134 Jobs 1/11/2019 8:01 AM

135 Commercial development all over Palm Coast 1/11/2019 7:48 AM

136 Lower cost housing for the elderly. Not poverty but for those who do not meet the those guidelines.
The rents in Palm Coast are too high for those on fixed low incomes.

1/11/2019 7:17 AM

137 higher paying jobs with insurance 1/11/2019 4:35 AM

138 All the above 1/11/2019 4:12 AM

139 Bring in livable wage jobs. Stop the retail and restaurants. 1/10/2019 9:14 PM

140 Keeping the city as clean as it is now. 1/10/2019 7:44 PM

141 swales cleaned 1/10/2019 7:05 PM

142 all of the above 1/10/2019 6:36 PM

143 Business expansion while preserving our natural environment 1/10/2019 6:34 PM

144 A combination of all the above 1/10/2019 4:33 PM

145 All the above 1/10/2019 1:28 PM

146 Keeping this a small gown 1/10/2019 1:12 PM

147 To work cohesively with the County Department of Economic Opportunity. 1/10/2019 1:09 PM

148 Provision of affordable and appropriate office building spaces. 1/10/2019 12:12 PM

149 Need more WiFi spots and development! Seniors need discounts on ALL their utilities to make it
more affordable to live here! More lower property taxes for seniors!

1/10/2019 11:39 AM

150 Costco or Sams Club 1/10/2019 11:15 AM

151 Why are you fixated on economic development? We have more retail outlets than we need. We
do not need factories.

1/10/2019 10:57 AM

152 all of the above 1/10/2019 10:46 AM

153 You keep building new buildings but it’s stores we already have. We need new companies to come
in.

1/10/2019 10:46 AM

154 Developing better job opportunities, not just retail 1/10/2019 10:43 AM

155 More house construction lower impact fees 1/10/2019 10:33 AM

156 Offer more activities for senior citizens what ever happened to adults and community education
programs

1/10/2019 9:52 AM

157 Add police and clean and streets and empty lots (at the owners expense) 1/10/2019 9:44 AM

158 Fuck town center. Waste poorly developed. Waste from the beginning. 1/10/2019 9:34 AM
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159 stop "providing" at taxpayers expense 1/10/2019 9:03 AM

160 opportunities for millennials 1/10/2019 9:01 AM

161 Infrastructure, street lights, sidewalks, storm sewers! 1/10/2019 8:57 AM

162 manufacturing opportunities 1/10/2019 8:56 AM

163 LIGHT ALL NEIGHBORHOODS 1/10/2019 8:28 AM

164 Mall n costco 1/10/2019 8:11 AM

165 Fix The Roads 1/10/2019 8:02 AM

166 limit residential expansion more effectively 1/10/2019 7:43 AM

167 Stop doling out hefty payments to start-up companies that have zero knowledge or experience 1/10/2019 7:37 AM

168 Street lights on neighborhood streets 1/10/2019 7:34 AM

169 Both diverse housing and job options 1/10/2019 7:28 AM

170 Cell service is TERRIBLE here - no excuse for “no service” on my cell phone in busy retail areas
as well as my Hidden Lakes subdivision.

1/10/2019 7:17 AM

171 Replace the mayor and most of the elected officials with some that can get their heads out of the
rectum!

1/10/2019 7:13 AM

172 Attracting business that pat livable wages and provide sufficient benefits for families. 1/10/2019 7:13 AM

173 5 g and finish town center; I’ve been to others ours is embarrassing and look at what the tangerine
area has done in a short time

1/10/2019 7:00 AM

174 More manufacturing 1/10/2019 6:53 AM

175 lower taxes 1/10/2019 6:05 AM

176 STOP BUILDING MORE HOUSES 1/10/2019 4:57 AM

177 Better pay, cheaper housing rent, & things for these kids to do! 1/10/2019 4:53 AM

178 Either a new cell tower for be Residencial service or a hospital to create more jobs and to help
Comminuty with health issues

1/10/2019 4:17 AM

179 Attractive shopping areas 1/10/2019 3:45 AM

180 Swap Meet every weekend 1/10/2019 3:08 AM

181 Sidewalks in neighborhoods and cell towers for p section and 5G call service! 1/10/2019 12:16 AM

182 all of the above 1/9/2019 11:58 PM

183 jobs 1/9/2019 9:24 PM

184 Fiber optic cable needed as well as street lights 1/9/2019 8:22 PM

185 attract large employers with high salary jobs. too much service type industry 1/9/2019 8:07 PM

186 not making it another melbourne or palm bay 1/9/2019 7:47 PM

187 Town center area with cobble stone streets and shopping 1/9/2019 7:11 PM

188 Building a BJ's store, please!! 1/9/2019 6:21 PM

189 Fixing the Old kings PCPkway intersection. Ridiculous. 1/9/2019 6:12 PM

190 Affordability 1/9/2019 5:48 PM

191 Street lights & safer roads 1/9/2019 5:15 PM

192 More for the young 1/9/2019 5:09 PM

193 Get a Costco in PalmCoast even if you have to give incentives. There is a cell tower on Grand
Haven property and we still cannot get a signal.

1/9/2019 5:07 PM

194 Developing Town Center and Expanding fiber network 1/9/2019 4:59 PM

195 Ensuring road and street development meets increased traffic in busy areas 1/9/2019 4:44 PM

196 Senior center is needing 1/9/2019 4:39 PM

197 Allow larger companies into our industrial park. 1/9/2019 4:36 PM

198 Work development and attracting businesses that pay better than $12/hr 1/9/2019 3:21 PM

199 A community center that isnt just meeting rooms. Where I came from we had a huge complex that
everyone could gather with a gym, indoor/outdoor pool, indoor basketball and racquet ball, classes
like yoga at an affordable rate so the community could actually make use of it.

1/9/2019 2:05 PM

200 To atract businesses and industries that offer a wage that can sustain a family 1/9/2019 2:02 PM

201 Larger established retail stores 1/9/2019 1:57 PM

202 Good paying employment 1/9/2019 1:53 PM

203 All of the above, except for developing the Innovation District. The average citizen residing in Palm
Coast doesn't care about that project in the slightest, it offers nothing to the average citizen.

1/9/2019 1:50 PM

204 Providing safety so businesses and shoppers feel safe 1/9/2019 1:41 PM

205 Since Palm Coast is located on 95, and is between Orlando 90min and JAX 60min, it can support
a technical park, providing support to other cities and the internet backbone follows 95.

1/9/2019 1:39 PM
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206 Obtaining good paying jobs, not just retail jobs. 1/9/2019 1:31 PM

207 I think the city should make a game plan on where we want to be in seven years and then work on
that game plan. Economic development will not be achieved with a focus on One area. A push on
multiple areas at once will create a ladder leading to the achievement of the game plan.

1/9/2019 1:25 PM

208 Acquiring a larger manufacturing company to provide a diverse range of jobs. 1/9/2019 1:16 PM

209 Bringing done the cost of water !!!! 1/9/2019 1:12 PM

210 more street lighting 1/9/2019 1:08 PM

211 limiting traffic 1/9/2019 1:07 PM

212 Infrastructure improvements 1/9/2019 1:05 PM

213 community voice 1/9/2019 1:04 PM

214 Suitable & Reasonably priced housing for 55+ residents 1/9/2019 12:30 PM

215 Number 2&6 1/9/2019 12:27 PM

216 Installation of street lights 1/9/2019 12:26 PM

217 Bringing in non service and retail related jobs for professional college graduates AND affordable
rental and home ownership.

1/9/2019 12:26 PM

218 Making a better city for new families 1/9/2019 12:23 PM

219 dealing with homeless population 1/9/2019 12:07 PM

220 Not sure 1/9/2019 12:01 PM

221 Desperately need better internet service! 1/9/2019 12:00 PM

222 Listen to the residents 1/9/2019 12:00 PM

223 Developing TownCenter as a Main Street small town feel 1/9/2019 12:00 PM

224 Invest in industry, we need good jobs 1/9/2019 11:55 AM

225 Preserving why we came here in the first place 1/9/2019 11:54 AM

226 Getting utility costs under control. Water, sewer, mosquito etc 1/9/2019 11:49 AM

227 Public buses 1/9/2019 11:48 AM

228 Attracting larger employers that afford higher salaries, medical benefits and opportunities for
professionals

1/9/2019 11:48 AM

229 Open a wawa station 1/9/2019 11:48 AM

230 Lighting our roadways 1/9/2019 11:41 AM

231 New to the area so we haven't explored much yet. 1/9/2019 11:40 AM

232 avoiding increases in taxes and/or fees. 1/9/2019 9:17 AM

233 Finishing sidewalk on whiteview towards us1 you stayed it will be done 1/9/2019 7:06 AM

234 Shopping expansion and diversity 1/9/2019 7:04 AM

235 Being more diverse in general 1/9/2019 6:35 AM

236 Plus Good jobs so not commuting so far. Everyone we know travels sooo far to make a living 1/8/2019 7:44 PM

237 Avoid growing too fast, no one benefits. 1/8/2019 6:39 PM

238 no low income housing 1/8/2019 6:30 PM

239 Keep the quality of life up. Keep it looking nice. 1/8/2019 6:00 PM

240 Generate tax revenue thru low impact/footprint, high tech jobs/employers, that will attract a diverse
younger crowd. Stay away from service industry employers who pay low wages. Take a look at
what not to do by observing St Johns county. Jobs go to Jax and services must be paid for locally.
Ridiculous.

1/8/2019 4:33 PM

241 No more low income housing 1/8/2019 4:28 PM

242 Attracting tourists 1/8/2019 1:16 PM

243 Workforce plus preserving nature zones. Promote tearing down of current properties as priority
over deforesting land

1/8/2019 12:54 PM

244 Cell towers 1/8/2019 12:43 PM

245 Both business retention, expansion & diverse housing opportunities. 1/8/2019 12:36 PM

246 Lighting residential streets 1/8/2019 12:09 PM

247 better cell service. 1/8/2019 11:34 AM

248 Stop putting up multiple of the same business, the city seems to still have the mindset that this is a
retirement community, when the amount of people moving here have young children that need
more things to do than the parks

1/8/2019 11:14 AM

249 Quality better paying jobs, no more minimum wage jobs 1/8/2019 11:07 AM

250 Cell phone coverage and less radio interference radio stations 1/8/2019 10:52 AM

251 err 1/8/2019 10:33 AM

252 dispose of homeless 1/8/2019 10:24 AM
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253 Allow more cell tower buildout. Without tech development we will flounder 1/8/2019 10:20 AM

254 Water, sewer, road ways, reliable trash service 1/6/2019 10:32 AM

255 BUILDING PICKLEBALL COURTS 1/5/2019 11:27 PM

256 Commercial develment on Seminole Woods Blvd 1/5/2019 7:47 PM

257 Sidewalks and streetlights. It’s insane that kids wait for the bus in the street, in the dark. Too many
kids have been killed. One is too many, and there have been multiple.

1/5/2019 4:21 PM

258 Health Care Delivery and infrastructure to support 1/5/2019 4:18 PM

259 Creating better jobs! 1/4/2019 9:17 PM

260 Attracting business 1/4/2019 8:20 PM

261 Restaurants not fast food pits! 1/4/2019 11:13 AM

262 Repair & update infrastructure 1/4/2019 9:34 AM

263 Town is becoming urban sprawl, a strip mall here, a stand-alone there, another failed strip mall.
We may have zoning, but no real planning.

1/3/2019 6:19 PM

264 Business Attraction related to a stated vision - what does Palm Coast want to be in 20 years - it
starts now

1/2/2019 3:09 PM

265 This city needs both REAL jobs and affordable housing. Safer, well lut streets with sidewalks is an
absolute must have.

1/2/2019 7:00 AM
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56.32% 2,877

68.72% 3,510

41.99% 2,145

32.11% 1,640

13.61% 695

29.84% 1,524

12.10% 618

8.71% 445

Q14 Which traffic corridor(s) do you use primarily on a daily basis? (check
all that apply)

Answered: 5,108 Skipped: 440

Total Respondents: 5,108  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Pine Lakes parkway 2/3/2019 4:49 PM

2 I-95 2/2/2019 11:29 PM

3 Colbert 2/2/2019 2:57 PM

4 Pine Lakes Parkway 2/1/2019 10:11 PM

5 Florida park dr 2/1/2019 7:58 PM

6 Seminole woods 2/1/2019 7:31 PM

7 95 2/1/2019 7:08 PM

8 A1A 2/1/2019 5:16 PM

9 whiteview 2/1/2019 1:55 PM

10 That’s all 2/1/2019 1:11 PM

11 White View Pkwy.; Pine Lakes Pkwy.; SR 100 West, not East (I work in Palatka) 2/1/2019 8:35 AM

12 a1a 2/1/2019 8:09 AM

13 Colbert Lane 2/1/2019 6:45 AM

14 Colbert 2/1/2019 6:43 AM

15 Florida parkway 1/31/2019 2:09 PM

16 Cypress Point Parkway, Pine Lakes Parkway 1/31/2019 1:42 PM

17 Pine Lakes Pkwy 1/30/2019 9:27 PM

Belle Terre
Parkway

Palm Coast
Parkway

State Road 100

Old Kings Road

Palm Harbor
Parkway

U.S. 1

Matanzas
Parkway

Other (please
specify)
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Matanzas Parkway

Other (please specify)
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18 Point Pleasant and Ponce DeLeon 1/30/2019 7:30 PM

19 Florida Park Drive 1/30/2019 4:55 PM

20 Old Kings Road area 1/30/2019 11:07 AM

21 Seminole Woods 1/29/2019 5:00 PM

22 Pine lakes parkway 1/29/2019 12:10 PM

23 Whiteview parkway 1/29/2019 11:43 AM

24 I 95 North 1/28/2019 10:37 PM

25 A1A 1/28/2019 11:43 AM

26 Colbert Lane 1/28/2019 11:23 AM

27 Florida Park Dr 1/28/2019 8:37 AM

28 Colbert 1/26/2019 8:53 PM

29 Colbert Lane 1/26/2019 6:55 PM

30 florida park driveway 1/26/2019 2:44 PM

31 A1A 1/26/2019 1:04 PM

32 White View Parkway 1/25/2019 9:29 PM

33 Florida Park Drive 1/25/2019 8:18 PM

34 Colbert 1/25/2019 9:27 AM

35 A1A 1/25/2019 9:23 AM

36 I 95 1/24/2019 7:06 PM

37 Steven Colbert Rd 1/24/2019 5:12 PM

38 Royal Palms 1/24/2019 1:07 PM

39 totally dangerous at belle terre and 100 iintersection!! 1/24/2019 12:41 PM

40 I-95 1/24/2019 10:53 AM

41 Florida Park Dr. 1/24/2019 9:13 AM

42 A1A 1/24/2019 8:33 AM

43 Colbert 1/23/2019 8:48 PM

44 Royal Palms 1/23/2019 4:27 PM

45 Colbert Lane 1/23/2019 2:27 PM

46 Royal Palms Parkway between Belle Terre and Old Kings Rd. 1/23/2019 1:35 PM

47 Colbert lane 1/23/2019 8:18 AM

48 A1A 1/23/2019 7:32 AM

49 I-95 1/23/2019 5:50 AM

50 Pine Lakes Pkwy 1/22/2019 11:35 PM

51 The police are amazing here. I would like to say that the lights are timed improperly and the vast
majority go under the speed limit in the passing lane.

1/22/2019 8:44 PM

52 US95 1/22/2019 8:36 PM

53 Please limit traffic on Florida park. The semis are destroying the road and the pipes. 1/22/2019 8:29 PM

54 i-95 1/22/2019 6:09 PM

55 Pine Lake Parkway 1/22/2019 5:49 PM

56 Pine Lakes Parkway 1/22/2019 4:15 PM

57 Colbert Lane 1/22/2019 3:27 PM

58 Colbert 1/22/2019 2:57 PM

59 I-95 1/22/2019 1:19 PM

60 Florida Park Dr 1/22/2019 1:10 PM

61 I-95 1/22/2019 11:43 AM

62 Town Center Pkwy 1/22/2019 11:12 AM

63 95 1/22/2019 10:57 AM

64 Seminole Woods 1/22/2019 10:02 AM

65 Royal Palms Parkway 1/22/2019 9:42 AM

66 Whiteview Parkway 1/22/2019 9:06 AM

67 Colbert Lane 1/22/2019 8:56 AM

68 Club House Drive 1/22/2019 8:47 AM

69 A1A 1/22/2019 7:58 AM
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70 Retired - avoid these as much as possible. 1/21/2019 10:50 PM

71 Bulldog drive 1/21/2019 9:53 PM

72 Beachside A1A 1/21/2019 8:53 PM

73 A1a 1/21/2019 8:31 PM

74 I95 1/21/2019 8:28 PM

75 All 1/21/2019 8:27 PM

76 seminole woods pkwy 1/21/2019 8:14 PM

77 Cypress 1/21/2019 7:42 PM

78 Seminole Woods Blvd 1/21/2019 7:39 PM

79 Royal Palms 1/21/2019 6:23 PM

80 Pine lakes 1/21/2019 6:16 PM

81 Pine lakes pkway 1/21/2019 5:47 PM

82 Whiteveiw 1/21/2019 5:04 PM

83 A1A 1/21/2019 4:50 PM

84 I95 1/21/2019 4:44 PM

85 Hammock Dunes 1/21/2019 4:35 PM

86 Colbert lane 1/21/2019 3:54 PM

87 A1A 1/21/2019 3:37 PM

88 Royal Palms Parkway 1/21/2019 3:32 PM

89 Seminole woods blvd 1/21/2019 3:02 PM

90 I-95 1/21/2019 2:14 PM

91 Florida Park Drive 1/21/2019 11:12 AM

92 Both Matanzas Parkway and Belle Tere 1/21/2019 7:55 AM

93 Florida Park Dr. which needs that bumps and dips addressed. Speed limits are too high on Palm
Harbor Pkwy especially at Long Creek Bridge.

1/20/2019 1:50 PM

94 Rt 100 1/20/2019 1:08 PM

95 Florida Park Dr 1/20/2019 1:06 PM

96 Pine Lakes Pkwy, Rymfire, Whiteview 1/20/2019 10:43 AM

97 Colbert Lane 1/20/2019 9:19 AM

98 Royal Palms 1/19/2019 10:56 AM

99 Colbert Dr. 1/19/2019 9:54 AM

100 A1A 1/19/2019 7:57 AM

101 Florida Park Drive 1/19/2019 7:01 AM

102 Whiteview 1/18/2019 8:30 PM

103 Pine Lakes Plwy 1/18/2019 3:59 PM

104 Colbert Lane 1/18/2019 1:56 PM

105 Florida Park 1/18/2019 11:14 AM

106 I95 1/18/2019 10:59 AM

107 I do not drive. 1/17/2019 7:45 PM

108 Colbert 1/17/2019 2:23 PM

109 Royal palms 1/17/2019 12:44 PM

110 95 at matanzas to palm coast or flagler exit 1/17/2019 12:27 PM

111 A1A 1/17/2019 9:48 AM

112 A1A 1/17/2019 8:10 AM

113 i-95 1/17/2019 7:38 AM

114 Retired....not working. Travel as needed 1/16/2019 5:29 PM

115 Whiteview 1/16/2019 5:21 PM

116 Seminole Woods Parkway 1/16/2019 5:01 PM

117 White view 1/16/2019 4:19 PM

118 Seminole Woods Pkwy and I-95 1/16/2019 12:04 PM

119 Pine Lakes 1/16/2019 11:40 AM

120 Seminole woods blvd 1/16/2019 11:11 AM

121 A1A 1/16/2019 8:44 AM
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122 Colbert 1/16/2019 7:15 AM

123 A1A in North part of county 1/15/2019 9:30 PM

124 US 95 1/15/2019 7:21 PM

125 FLORIDA PARK - A disaster. 1/15/2019 5:25 PM

126 Seminole Woods Parkway 1/15/2019 4:24 PM

127 I95 1/15/2019 3:41 PM

128 Seminole Woods 1/15/2019 2:27 PM

129 Colbert 1/15/2019 8:21 AM

130 Seminole Woods Pkwy 1/14/2019 10:51 PM

131 I do not do much travel around Palm Coast but often have to drive to other cities to conduct the
business needed as we do not have many of the businesses here in Palm Coast. Further, it seems
that we sit at stoplights a long time here in Palm Coast as there are a lack of planning on traffic
lanes, right turn green lights on red, photo sensors or road sensors to make the lights change, and
more. Last, where new lanes of traffic should be built there are new sidewalks being installed
where the traffic lane could have gone. Sidewalks in the subdivisions are lacking yet we have
sidewalks along the highways!

1/14/2019 10:10 PM

132 Pines lakes 1/14/2019 8:00 PM

133 colbert ln 1/14/2019 1:40 PM

134 Colbert 1/14/2019 12:55 PM

135 Florida Park Drive 1/14/2019 10:06 AM

136 Florida Park 1/14/2019 10:04 AM

137 Florida Park 1/14/2019 8:59 AM

138 Florida Park 1/14/2019 7:59 AM

139 Pinelakes Pkwy hi 1/13/2019 11:55 PM

140 A1A 1/13/2019 10:35 PM

141 New exit at Matanzas Woods Pkwy on I-95 1/13/2019 10:21 PM

142 Seminole Woods Parkway 1/13/2019 8:33 PM

143 Don't use any on a daily bases 1/13/2019 8:13 PM

144 Seminole Woods 1/13/2019 6:09 PM

145 Colbert 1/13/2019 5:58 PM

146 Seminole Woods Pkwy 1/13/2019 5:18 PM

147 Colbert 1/13/2019 3:49 PM

148 Route 95 from Matanzas Pkwy 1/13/2019 1:37 PM

149 Seminole Woods Blvd 1/13/2019 12:58 PM

150 Colbert Lane 1/13/2019 12:42 PM

151 Colbert Lane 1/13/2019 11:19 AM

152 Seminole Woods Blvd 1/12/2019 9:34 PM

153 A1A 1/12/2019 9:13 PM

154 A1A 1/12/2019 5:59 PM

155 not a resident 1/12/2019 3:56 PM

156 I-95 1/12/2019 2:52 PM

157 White View 1/12/2019 1:58 PM

158 Pine Lakes Parkway 1/12/2019 11:19 AM

159 none 1/12/2019 11:16 AM

160 A1A 1/12/2019 11:11 AM

161 A1A 1/12/2019 10:55 AM

162 a1a 1/12/2019 12:59 AM

163 City Center and Royal Palms Road 1/11/2019 9:43 PM

164 Colbert 1/11/2019 8:00 PM

165 Matanzas parkway road engineering is ridiculous, narrow streets, sharp curves. As I tell my
spouse- worst part is that people attend college to learn highway engineering

1/11/2019 6:33 PM

166 Seminole Woods Parkway 1/11/2019 6:31 PM

167 royal palms 1/11/2019 6:12 PM

168 N/A 1/11/2019 6:04 PM

169 I95 1/11/2019 5:36 PM
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170 Seminole Parkway 1/11/2019 5:12 PM

171 Seminole Woods Parkway 1/11/2019 3:15 PM

172 i try to avoid palm coast parkway, to many traffic delays 1/11/2019 1:06 PM

173 Seminole woods 1/11/2019 1:01 PM

174 A1A 1/11/2019 12:42 PM

175 Whiteveiw 1/11/2019 12:23 PM

176 But will avoid 1 at all costs when the ridiculous roundabout is started 1/11/2019 12:00 PM

177 Colbert 1/11/2019 11:38 AM

178 I95 1/11/2019 10:59 AM

179 Old Kings Rd. 1/11/2019 10:45 AM

180 Colbert 1/11/2019 10:00 AM

181 Highway 95 1/11/2019 9:33 AM

182 A1A 1/11/2019 9:16 AM

183 I-95 1/11/2019 7:49 AM

184 A1A 1/11/2019 6:09 AM

185 All of them 1/11/2019 4:11 AM

186 Royal Palms 1/10/2019 11:45 PM

187 Pritchard Drive 1/10/2019 10:23 PM

188 Seminal Woods Blvd 1/10/2019 9:38 PM

189 A1A 1/10/2019 9:22 PM

190 Pine Lakes Pkwy 1/10/2019 8:58 PM

191 A1A 1/10/2019 7:44 PM

192 Colbert 1/10/2019 7:31 PM

193 Royal Palms 1/10/2019 7:21 PM

194 A1A 1/10/2019 7:11 PM

195 Colbert lane 1/10/2019 6:38 PM

196 Do not need to commute daily, over 80 years of age 1/10/2019 5:57 PM

197 A1A in the Hammock 1/10/2019 5:23 PM

198 Seminole Woods Parkway 1/10/2019 5:09 PM

199 Colbert Road 1/10/2019 5:04 PM

200 A1A 1/10/2019 4:57 PM

201 Florida Park Drive 1/10/2019 4:38 PM

202 engineering of OLD KINGS RD. to a 4 lane--straight rd. 1/10/2019 4:09 PM

203 A1A 1/10/2019 3:55 PM

204 Colbert Lane 1/10/2019 3:52 PM

205 Colbert Road 1/10/2019 3:35 PM

206 Colbert RD 1/10/2019 3:33 PM

207 Colbert Lane 1/10/2019 2:28 PM

208 Colbert Lane 1/10/2019 2:19 PM

209 A1A 1/10/2019 1:48 PM

210 Seminole Woods Parkway 1/10/2019 1:20 PM

211 Fl park dr 1/10/2019 1:09 PM

212 Colbert Lane 1/10/2019 1:02 PM

213 A1A 1/10/2019 12:38 PM

214 Florida park 1/10/2019 12:11 PM

215 cypress pointe parkway 1/10/2019 11:53 AM

216 Cypress Point 1/10/2019 11:42 AM

217 Florida Park Drive 1/10/2019 11:13 AM

218 I-95 1/10/2019 11:06 AM

219 Pine Lakes 1/10/2019 10:48 AM

220 U.S. 95, I-4 1/10/2019 10:47 AM

221 Colbert 1/10/2019 10:45 AM

222 Seminole woods parkway 1/10/2019 10:35 AM
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223 Seminole Woods 1/10/2019 10:32 AM

224 A1A 1/10/2019 10:26 AM

225 A1A 1/10/2019 10:20 AM

226 Florida Park Drive 1/10/2019 10:17 AM

227 Colbert Lane 1/10/2019 10:07 AM

228 colbert lane 1/10/2019 10:00 AM

229 Seminole Woods Park Way 1/10/2019 9:56 AM

230 Colbert Lane 1/10/2019 9:52 AM

231 A1A 1/10/2019 9:52 AM

232 I-95 (a/k/a "Death Wish") 1/10/2019 9:49 AM

233 Colbert Ln 1/10/2019 9:31 AM

234 Florida Park Drive 1/10/2019 9:28 AM

235 FL Park Dr 1/10/2019 9:28 AM

236 colbert rd 1/10/2019 9:27 AM

237 colbert lane 1/10/2019 9:16 AM

238 A1A 1/10/2019 9:15 AM

239 I95 1/10/2019 9:13 AM

240 Royal Palms Parkway 1/10/2019 8:59 AM

241 semimole woods 1/10/2019 8:58 AM

242 Colbert 1/10/2019 8:48 AM

243 K 1/10/2019 8:47 AM

244 A1A 1/10/2019 8:45 AM

245 95 1/10/2019 8:30 AM

246 colbert 1/10/2019 8:27 AM

247 Center Ave in town center-need flashing lights at crosswalks to and from town center 1/10/2019 8:17 AM

248 Royal palm 1/10/2019 8:07 AM

249 I95 1/10/2019 8:05 AM

250 Need a red light at Laramie Dr and Matanzas Parkway 1/10/2019 8:04 AM

251 Colbert RD 1/10/2019 8:01 AM

252 Island Walk again has a dangerous flow of traffic! 1/10/2019 7:56 AM

253 Pine Lakes Pwy 1/10/2019 7:54 AM

254 Florida Park 1/10/2019 7:54 AM

255 Seminole woods 1/10/2019 7:52 AM

256 Pine Lakes Parkway 1/10/2019 7:49 AM

257 Thank the 1/10/2019 7:49 AM

258 Royal palm 1/10/2019 7:47 AM

259 A1A 1/10/2019 7:27 AM

260 Florida park drive 1/10/2019 7:24 AM

261 Colbert Lane 1/10/2019 7:21 AM

262 Florida Park 1/10/2019 7:12 AM

263 Colbert lane 1/10/2019 7:09 AM

264 Still believe Florida Park Dr should be re-zoned Multi-Purpose and within 5 years... Widened 1/10/2019 7:07 AM

265 Pine Lakes Parkway 1/10/2019 6:51 AM

266 A1A 1/10/2019 6:20 AM

267 A1A 1/10/2019 5:26 AM

268 I95 1/10/2019 4:40 AM

269 I use a but the toll bridge. I think the 2.00 to us a joke and not fair to the resident it should be free.i
use all those corridors to change my perspective and to see the beauty of a areas a d I. Grateful to
live in such a beautiful place

1/10/2019 4:21 AM

270 I-95 1/10/2019 3:49 AM

271 Colbert 1/10/2019 3:18 AM

272 95 1/10/2019 2:37 AM

273 Colbert 1/10/2019 1:45 AM

274 Cypress point 1/10/2019 12:17 AM
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275 Seminole Woods 1/10/2019 12:02 AM

276 95 1/9/2019 11:59 PM

277 Seminal woods and sesame 1/9/2019 11:51 PM

278 Colbert ln 1/9/2019 11:46 PM

279 Colbert 1/9/2019 10:29 PM

280 Town Center Blvd 1/9/2019 10:28 PM

281 A1A 1/9/2019 10:27 PM

282 Seminole woods blvd 1/9/2019 10:24 PM

283 A1A 1/9/2019 10:19 PM

284 Colbert Ln 1/9/2019 10:05 PM

285 Whiteview 1/9/2019 9:57 PM

286 A1A 1/9/2019 9:48 PM

287 Seminole woods blvd. 1/9/2019 8:54 PM

288 Expand Belle Terre South of SR100 1/9/2019 8:53 PM

289 Colbert 1/9/2019 8:35 PM

290 Florida Park Drive 1/9/2019 8:23 PM

291 Colbert Lane 1/9/2019 8:12 PM

292 A1A to State Road 100 to stay off Palm Coast Parkway 1/9/2019 8:08 PM

293 Seminole Woods Blvd 1/9/2019 7:33 PM

294 Pine Lakes Parkway 1/9/2019 7:31 PM

295 Sminole woods 1/9/2019 7:30 PM

296 Pine Lakes Parkway 1/9/2019 7:18 PM

297 A1A 1/9/2019 6:51 PM

298 Colbert 1/9/2019 6:51 PM

299 florida park drive 1/9/2019 6:49 PM

300 Boulder Rock and Palm Coast Parkway intersection(dangerous) 1/9/2019 6:49 PM

301 Seminole Woods 1/9/2019 6:44 PM

302 florida park drive 1/9/2019 6:41 PM

303 a1A 1/9/2019 6:34 PM

304 OMG OLD KINGS - PALM COAST PARKWAY - RIDICULOUS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1/9/2019 6:13 PM

305 Town Center Blvd 1/9/2019 5:40 PM

306 Seminole Woods Boulevard 1/9/2019 5:39 PM

307 Colbert Lane 1/9/2019 5:17 PM

308 Pine Lakes Parkway 1/9/2019 5:10 PM

309 Fl park dr 1/9/2019 5:04 PM

310 A1A 1/9/2019 4:48 PM

311 A1A 1/9/2019 4:45 PM

312 White view parkway 1/9/2019 4:43 PM

313 I95 1/9/2019 4:40 PM

314 Seminole woods 1/9/2019 4:25 PM

315 Colbert Lane 1/9/2019 3:46 PM

316 A1A 1/9/2019 3:44 PM

317 Don’t drive! 1/9/2019 3:25 PM

318 Colbert 1/9/2019 3:20 PM

319 A1A 1/9/2019 3:05 PM

320 Seminale woods blvd 1/9/2019 3:04 PM

321 royal palms / town center 1/9/2019 3:01 PM

322 Colbert 1/9/2019 2:58 PM

323 Hammock Bridge 1/9/2019 2:37 PM

324 Seminole woods pkwy 1/9/2019 2:26 PM

325 95 1/9/2019 2:19 PM

326 Seminole Woods Blvd. 1/9/2019 2:17 PM

327 A1A 1/9/2019 2:17 PM
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328 95 1/9/2019 2:07 PM

329 seminole woods 1/9/2019 2:07 PM

330 A 1 A 1/9/2019 2:03 PM

331 A1A 1/9/2019 1:56 PM

332 I do my best to avoid as much of the Palm Coast roads as possible. 1/9/2019 1:51 PM

333 A1A 1/9/2019 1:31 PM

334 seminole woods prwy 1/9/2019 1:23 PM

335 A1A 1/9/2019 1:18 PM

336 Property owner but not a current resident of Palm Coast 1/9/2019 1:13 PM

337 Florida Park Dr. 1/9/2019 1:08 PM

338 pine lakes 1/9/2019 1:05 PM

339 A1A 1/9/2019 1:05 PM

340 A1A 1/9/2019 1:05 PM

341 florida park drive 1/9/2019 1:00 PM

342 I-95, A1A 1/9/2019 12:58 PM

343 A1A 1/9/2019 12:53 PM

344 Florida parkway 1/9/2019 12:49 PM

345 Seminole Woods 1/9/2019 12:47 PM

346 Colbert Lane 1/9/2019 12:42 PM

347 95 1/9/2019 12:36 PM

348 A1A 1/9/2019 12:36 PM

349 Wellwater Drive 1/9/2019 12:32 PM

350 Seminole Woods Blvd 1/9/2019 12:31 PM

351 Whiteview 1/9/2019 12:26 PM

352 Bird of Paradise 1/9/2019 12:21 PM

353 Colbert lane 1/9/2019 12:20 PM

354 A1A 1/9/2019 12:16 PM

355 Royal palms Parkway 1/9/2019 12:15 PM

356 Colbert Lane 1/9/2019 12:12 PM

357 Seminole wools 1/9/2019 12:07 PM

358 Colbert Ln. 1/9/2019 12:05 PM

359 Route 95 1/9/2019 12:03 PM

360 PineLakes Parkway, Whiteview Parkway 1/9/2019 11:58 AM

361 Seminole Wood's 1/9/2019 11:56 AM

362 Club House Drive 1/9/2019 11:55 AM

363 Seminole Woods Parkway 1/9/2019 11:55 AM

364 A1A 1/9/2019 11:54 AM

365 Colbert 1/9/2019 11:53 AM

366 Colbert Lane 1/9/2019 11:53 AM

367 Cypress Point Parkway 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

368 Colbert 1/9/2019 11:50 AM

369 Florida Park DR 1/9/2019 11:47 AM

370 colbert land 1/9/2019 11:46 AM

371 Na 1/9/2019 11:45 AM

372 Colbert 1/9/2019 11:42 AM

373 A1A 1/9/2019 11:23 AM

374 Seminole Woods Parkway 1/9/2019 10:34 AM

375 Colbert Lane 1/9/2019 10:07 AM

376 S 1/9/2019 10:01 AM

377 colbert 1/9/2019 10:00 AM

378 need 4 lanes from Hidden Lakes Sub. to P.C. Parkway 1/9/2019 9:35 AM

379 Pine Lakes 1/9/2019 9:29 AM

380 I95 1/8/2019 10:44 PM
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381 A 1A 1/8/2019 10:36 PM

382 Colbert lane 1/8/2019 9:55 PM

383 royal palms 1/8/2019 8:54 PM

384 I-95 1/8/2019 8:24 PM

385 A1A 1/8/2019 8:02 PM

386 A1A 1/8/2019 6:25 PM

387 I-95 1/8/2019 6:03 PM

388 Fl. Park Dr. 1/8/2019 5:52 PM

389 Hammock Dunes Bridge 1/8/2019 5:37 PM

390 A1A 1/8/2019 5:14 PM

391 Colbert ln 1/8/2019 5:07 PM

392 I95 1/8/2019 4:34 PM

393 Colbert 1/8/2019 4:17 PM

394 A1A 1/8/2019 4:03 PM

395 Colbert Lane 1/8/2019 3:29 PM

396 Seminole woods 1/8/2019 3:08 PM

397 Colbert 1/8/2019 2:41 PM

398 Florida Park Dr. 1/8/2019 2:32 PM

399 I95 1/8/2019 2:18 PM

400 I 95 1/8/2019 1:15 PM

401 Pine Grove Drive and Whiteview Pkwy 1/8/2019 1:02 PM

402 Colbert Lane 1/8/2019 12:59 PM

403 I 95 1/8/2019 12:47 PM

404 A1a 1/8/2019 12:07 PM

405 I-95 1/8/2019 12:04 PM

406 pine lakes 1/8/2019 12:02 PM

407 Seminole woods 1/8/2019 11:24 AM

408 A1A 1/8/2019 11:16 AM

409 A1A 1/8/2019 11:08 AM

410 Seminole Woods 1/8/2019 11:01 AM

411 Colbert Lane 1/8/2019 10:56 AM

412 Rymfire 1/8/2019 10:54 AM

413 Pine Lakes Pkwy 1/8/2019 10:53 AM

414 Seminole Woods 1/8/2019 10:51 AM

415 Florida Park 1/8/2019 10:42 AM

416 Oceanshore blvd 1/8/2019 10:40 AM

417 Seminole Woods 1/8/2019 10:28 AM

418 Colbert 1/8/2019 10:26 AM

419 A1A 1/8/2019 10:22 AM

420 Royal Palms Parkway 1/8/2019 10:19 AM

421 Colbert Lane 1/8/2019 9:56 AM

422 Royal Palm Pkwy. 1/7/2019 4:30 PM

423 colbert 1/7/2019 7:02 AM

424 Colbert Ln 1/6/2019 10:31 AM

425 Seminole Woods 1/5/2019 7:47 PM

426 Seminole Woods Pkwy 1/5/2019 6:38 PM

427 I-95 1/5/2019 4:21 PM

428 Colbert Dr 1/5/2019 9:59 AM

429 Colbert Lane 1/4/2019 11:38 PM

430 Royal Palms Parkway 1/4/2019 11:11 PM

431 Most of them, I drive a bus! 1/4/2019 9:19 PM

432 Colbert 1/4/2019 7:51 PM

433 Seminole Woods 1/4/2019 3:49 PM
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434 Florida Park Dr. 1/4/2019 11:53 AM

435 Royal palms 1/3/2019 3:02 PM

436 Colbert Lane 1/3/2019 2:20 PM

437 Pine Lakes Parkway 1/3/2019 12:51 PM

438 Seminole Woods 1/3/2019 12:43 PM

439 Colbert Ln 1/3/2019 11:03 AM

440 Seminole Woods Blvd 1/3/2019 10:28 AM

441 I use these only cause I ride a motorcycle very often are least congested 1/3/2019 10:00 AM

442 Florida Park 1/3/2019 9:10 AM

443 Seminole woods hwy 1/3/2019 8:29 AM

444 Blare cadtlehas become a traffic corridor, the road I live on 1/2/2019 1:41 PM

445 I am terrified to drive on Belle Terre or Palm Coast Pkwy. Folks here this it is the Daytona 500 on
our roads.

1/2/2019 8:34 AM
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Q15 Please rate the traffic flow along major traffic corridors in Palm Coast
as a whole:

Answered: 5,077 Skipped: 471
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Q16 Please rate the quality of traffic signal timing in Palm Coast:
Answered: 5,075 Skipped: 473
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Q17 Please rate the quality of each of the following services in Palm
Coast:

Answered: 5,069 Skipped: 479
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1,265
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3.12% 159

7.65% 390

7.47% 381

39.36% 2,007

42.40% 2,162

Q18 Please rate how safe or unsafe you feel in your neighborhood:
Answered: 5,099 Skipped: 449

TOTAL 5,099
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Somewhat Unsafe

Neither Safe
nor Unsafe /...

Somewhat Safe

Very Safe
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Q19 How important, if at all, is it for the City to provide each of the
following services?

Answered: 5,036 Skipped: 512
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54.29% 2,704

42.84% 2,134

12.25% 610

28.95% 1,442

15.34% 764

11.10% 553

39.55% 1,970

0.00% 0

6.36% 317

Q20 How do you find out about recreation programs and special events?
(check all that apply)

Answered: 4,981 Skipped: 567

Total Respondents: 4,981  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 RSS feed of the City Website News and Events 2/3/2019 10:33 PM

2 New to area and have difficulty finding social events 2/3/2019 7:49 AM

3 New to area and have trouble finding social activities 2/3/2019 7:41 AM

4 Radio 2/2/2019 8:01 PM

5 I use the Facebook pages for the police department and other event announcements in the area. 2/2/2019 7:06 PM

6 Friends 2/2/2019 10:11 AM

7 Observer 2/1/2019 6:17 PM

8 Flagler Live 2/1/2019 6:45 AM

9 Flagler online 1/31/2019 9:17 PM

10 Raido 1/31/2019 5:51 PM

11 Online news sources 1/31/2019 2:03 PM

12 Pierre Tristam’s Blog 1/31/2019 11:33 AM

13 other websites 1/30/2019 11:10 AM

14 We usually find out after the event is over, because it is covered by the media after but not before. 1/30/2019 10:51 AM
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15 Radio, Flagler stations (other category) 1/30/2019 9:11 AM

16 Radio 1/29/2019 12:42 PM

17 work and school 1/28/2019 4:29 PM

18 Flaglerlive.com 1/28/2019 1:16 PM

19 Radio 1/28/2019 11:45 AM

20 Facebook 1/27/2019 8:10 PM

21 GoToby 1/25/2019 9:33 PM

22 Always find out after the event 1/25/2019 3:24 PM

23 online searches- the chamber should provide much much more info...totally lame 1/24/2019 12:43 PM

24 Palm Coast Observer and/or WNZF 1/24/2019 9:36 AM

25 ThNks to our Gobernador for a great work 1/23/2019 11:47 PM

26 Road signs 1/23/2019 4:29 PM

27 Observer 1/23/2019 10:51 AM

28 Not interested. No searching. 1/23/2019 2:26 AM

29 radio PC station 1/22/2019 11:39 PM

30 Flaglerlive 1/22/2019 10:02 PM

31 I see businesses as I drive by and think “oh I’ll try that place” except there are 27 trees in front of
every business.

1/22/2019 8:49 PM

32 Flagler Live 1/22/2019 4:20 PM

33 I do not care about being programed. 1/22/2019 4:15 PM

34 Flagler Live and/or Flagler Auditorium sign and monthly bill statement 1/22/2019 3:33 PM

35 I dont 1/22/2019 3:08 PM

36 Flaglerlive and social media. 1/22/2019 2:56 PM

37 most city information posts to flaglerlive or the observer 1/22/2019 2:19 PM

38 No set way 1/22/2019 1:04 PM

39 I don't which is a hugh problem 1/22/2019 12:50 PM

40 Radio and from local businesses 1/22/2019 12:21 PM

41 I am disappointed in the lack of information available on what is available. Perhaps many of us do
not know where to access it.

1/22/2019 11:45 AM

42 local outlets 1/22/2019 11:17 AM

43 FlaglerLive 1/22/2019 10:34 AM

44 Online city website 1/22/2019 10:07 AM

45 Don’t care 1/22/2019 8:07 AM

46 Do not know about the park and recreation guide 1/22/2019 8:06 AM

47 FlaglerLive website 1/22/2019 8:05 AM

48 facebook from friends 1/22/2019 7:32 AM

49 Family 1/22/2019 6:52 AM

50 Flaglerlive 1/22/2019 5:22 AM

51 i dont. bas communication 1/21/2019 11:18 PM

52 App called ”Eventbrite” 1/21/2019 11:03 PM

53 Flaglerlive.com 1/21/2019 10:58 PM

54 Flagler Live, WNZF, WNDB,News 13 1/21/2019 10:55 PM

55 Honestly , I don't. That is one of the biggest problems. I use flaglerlive and palm coast observer
but most of the events aren't listed. We need more planned events that have a solid foundation,
good turn out, and extensive advertising. The lack of effort on it events and advertising is what
makes more small turn outs. And these small turn outs repel people from showing up at future
events.

1/21/2019 10:52 PM

56 Observer 1/21/2019 10:34 PM

57 Don't care about the recreational programs, special events or a joke 1/21/2019 9:16 PM

58 Plenty of resources, none of your business 1/21/2019 8:05 PM

59 Flaglerlive 1/21/2019 7:44 PM

60 Palm Coast Observer 1/21/2019 7:41 PM

61 I dont 1/21/2019 7:18 PM

62 Facebook 1/21/2019 7:09 PM

63 www.flaglercountyfamily.com 1/21/2019 6:25 PM
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64 radio or tv 1/21/2019 6:21 PM

65 Flyer in water bill 1/21/2019 6:17 PM

66 Don’t know where events are posted 1/21/2019 5:51 PM

67 Radio 1/21/2019 5:43 PM

68 I do not hear about anything usually 1/21/2019 5:05 PM

69 FlaglerLive 1/21/2019 4:23 PM

70 WNZF news radio 1/21/2019 4:16 PM

71 www.flaglerlive.com 1/21/2019 4:07 PM

72 Flagler Live 1/21/2019 3:58 PM

73 Flagler Live online. 1/21/2019 2:38 PM

74 All 1/21/2019 1:21 PM

75 Radio 1/21/2019 9:26 AM

76 FlaglerLive 1/20/2019 10:44 AM

77 friends, community center 1/19/2019 4:02 PM

78 Information from our condo association and driving around the area. 1/19/2019 2:25 PM

79 Flagler live 1/19/2019 10:58 AM

80 Flagler Live website 1/19/2019 9:58 AM

81 Often never know about them because w miss seeing the flyers and brochures. 1/19/2019 8:02 AM

82 Signs on the day of the event when it's too late 1/18/2019 6:30 PM

83 Palm Coast Observer 1/18/2019 5:40 PM

84 Through the school 1/18/2019 4:56 PM

85 Flagler Live 1/18/2019 10:43 AM

86 I 1/17/2019 7:50 PM

87 Friends 1/17/2019 7:56 AM

88 family 1/16/2019 11:21 AM

89 i dont 1/16/2019 10:49 AM

90 ??? 1/16/2019 10:20 AM

91 Haven't heard of any. Will start checking city website. 1/15/2019 10:43 PM

92 Radio 1/15/2019 9:40 PM

93 Journall 1/15/2019 6:29 PM

94 We need to get the Observer in the Z’s. 1/15/2019 6:16 PM

95 All the above 1/15/2019 5:52 PM

96 Have not been informed 1/15/2019 5:27 PM

97 Personal research 1/15/2019 2:26 PM

98 Should be sent out !! 1/15/2019 2:24 PM

99 I don't here of them 1/15/2019 8:23 AM

100 various 1/14/2019 10:14 PM

101 co-workers 1/14/2019 8:23 PM

102 I usually call the community center to check on Parks & Rec activities 1/14/2019 6:58 PM

103 We have only lived here for 6 months, so I don't know how to find out about programs. 1/14/2019 2:47 PM

104 Flaglerlive.com and Observer 1/14/2019 11:16 AM

105 Observer 1/14/2019 10:09 AM

106 usually when i see the traffic bulletin announcing a special event 1/14/2019 9:21 AM

107 The observer 1/14/2019 8:01 AM

108 radio 1/14/2019 6:30 AM

109 might be useful to mail to residents. I never hear of anything. 1/13/2019 9:42 PM

110 could care less about them 1/13/2019 8:18 PM

111 Radio 1/13/2019 6:30 PM

112 I don't 1/13/2019 6:27 PM

113 Upcoming Events Board, Central Park, Town Center 1/13/2019 1:03 PM

114 I dont particpate here. My children are grown. I go outside of palm coast for my special events 1/13/2019 10:25 AM

115 Not interested 1/13/2019 7:08 AM

116 google 1/13/2019 6:27 AM
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117 Radio 1/12/2019 8:39 PM

118 social media, i.e., Facebook 1/12/2019 12:56 PM

119 n/a 1/12/2019 11:17 AM

120 Wish I knew 1/11/2019 11:45 PM

121 Radio 1/11/2019 8:21 PM

122 TV 1/11/2019 7:33 PM

123 WNZF Radio & local newspaper 1/11/2019 6:35 PM

124 digital sign on road side 1/11/2019 6:16 PM

125 radio 1/11/2019 5:49 PM

126 street signage/flyers 1/11/2019 5:39 PM

127 Need more exposure on events going on 1/11/2019 2:07 PM

128 nextdoor website 1/11/2019 1:31 PM

129 FlaglerLive 1/11/2019 1:24 PM

130 It's very hard to find out about events/programs 1/11/2019 10:23 AM

131 Google search 1/11/2019 10:21 AM

132 none 1/11/2019 10:07 AM

133 Observer 1/11/2019 9:02 AM

134 It’s usually after the event occurs then I see it in the local news 1/11/2019 7:48 AM

135 I usually don't find out 1/10/2019 10:40 PM

136 Flagler Live 1/10/2019 9:07 PM

137 Need better outlet 1/10/2019 8:30 PM

138 Signs on Belle Terre 1/10/2019 8:04 PM

139 Only read in newspaper after the event happens 1/10/2019 7:49 PM

140 Internet search 1/10/2019 7:38 PM

141 Usually after the fact in newspaper. 1/10/2019 7:31 PM

142 Audobon 1/10/2019 6:39 PM

143 Unless you read the Palm Coast Observer, it’s difficult to find out about events. 1/10/2019 4:05 PM

144 I don’t know until time of event. 1/10/2019 3:29 PM

145 Radio (WNZF to be exact) 1/10/2019 3:05 PM

146 Google search 1/10/2019 2:42 PM

147 Observer or News-Tribune 1/10/2019 2:38 PM

148 Flaglerlive.com 1/10/2019 2:30 PM

149 Radio 1/10/2019 2:16 PM

150 Spectrum TV Announcements 1/10/2019 2:05 PM

151 Pennysaver 1/10/2019 1:45 PM

152 im new and dont know about the programs 1/10/2019 1:44 PM

153 local radio stations 1/10/2019 1:36 PM

154 Don't hear about any 1/10/2019 1:32 PM

155 Palm Coast Observer 1/10/2019 1:18 PM

156 I go looking for it through Google 1/10/2019 1:12 PM

157 TV 1/10/2019 12:21 PM

158 Lighted event sign 1/10/2019 12:17 PM

159 On a want to know basis 1/10/2019 12:12 PM

160 Street Sign ("directional arrow") 1/10/2019 11:53 AM

161 I mostly find out about events after the fact. More should be done to advertise in advance 1/10/2019 11:43 AM

162 The free little news paper delivered 1/10/2019 11:32 AM

163 I have never seen a Parks & Recreation Guide 1/10/2019 11:09 AM

164 Palm Coast Observer 1/10/2019 11:02 AM

165 Penny saver 1/10/2019 10:50 AM

166 all of the above 1/10/2019 10:50 AM

167 Flagler Live 1/10/2019 10:33 AM

168 Don't 1/10/2019 10:21 AM

169 usually after it happens 1/10/2019 10:21 AM
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170 I don't 1/10/2019 10:09 AM

171 I guess word of mouth 1/10/2019 10:01 AM

172 Flagler Live 1/10/2019 9:58 AM

173 Chamber of Commerce 1/10/2019 9:47 AM

174 Palm Coast Arts Foundation 1/10/2019 9:36 AM

175 local radio stations 1/10/2019 9:21 AM

176 observer 1/10/2019 9:19 AM

177 i dont look 1/10/2019 9:00 AM

178 Observer 1/10/2019 8:59 AM

179 Exploring 1/10/2019 8:49 AM

180 Membership 1/10/2019 8:30 AM

181 Chamber of Commerce 1/10/2019 8:27 AM

182 Radio 1/10/2019 8:25 AM

183 Internet 1/10/2019 8:22 AM

184 observer 1/10/2019 7:59 AM

185 Neighborhood Watch 1/10/2019 7:52 AM

186 Nextdoor.com 1/10/2019 7:49 AM

187 Radio 1/10/2019 7:41 AM

188 radio 1/10/2019 7:24 AM

189 facebook 1/10/2019 7:20 AM

190 The Observer 1/10/2019 7:12 AM

191 Signs on road 1/10/2019 7:03 AM

192 Word of mouth 1/10/2019 6:41 AM

193 I work 2 god damn jobs just to pay my rent what a joke 1/10/2019 4:56 AM

194 Flagler Live 1/10/2019 4:48 AM

195 internet 1/10/2019 3:57 AM

196 flagler live 1/10/2019 3:54 AM

197 exploring 1/10/2019 2:16 AM

198 No idea 1/10/2019 12:26 AM

199 TV 1/10/2019 12:23 AM

200 I have no idea where 1/10/2019 12:21 AM

201 Word of mouth 1/10/2019 12:04 AM

202 Nextdoor 1/10/2019 12:04 AM

203 Community Center 1/10/2019 12:00 AM

204 Penny saver 1/9/2019 11:45 PM

205 Local radio 1/9/2019 9:38 PM

206 Flagler magazine from my kids school 1/9/2019 9:32 PM

207 I dont find out about them 1/9/2019 9:28 PM

208 Flaglerlive 1/9/2019 9:14 PM

209 Need to email us events 1/9/2019 8:20 PM

210 Church 1/9/2019 7:37 PM

211 don't 1/9/2019 7:37 PM

212 .. 1/9/2019 7:35 PM

213 Google 1/9/2019 7:26 PM

214 Palm Coast and the Flagler Beaches website 1/9/2019 7:26 PM

215 chamber of commerce 1/9/2019 7:16 PM

216 Radio 1/9/2019 6:48 PM

217 Not at all, too late, and unreliable 1/9/2019 6:46 PM

218 don't really here about them, untill they come and gone 1/9/2019 6:40 PM

219 I'm not that old, RADIO? 1/9/2019 6:19 PM

220 Physical exploration. 1/9/2019 5:22 PM

221 Yup 1/9/2019 5:13 PM

222 Observer new paper 1/9/2019 5:12 PM
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223 n/a 1/9/2019 5:11 PM

224 Observer 1/9/2019 4:37 PM

225 We don’t what’s happening 1/9/2019 4:19 PM

226 never find out until the event is over 1/9/2019 4:17 PM

227 I don't attend events 1/9/2019 4:04 PM

228 Grand Haven Neighborhood emails 1/9/2019 3:48 PM

229 wife keeps up online 1/9/2019 3:30 PM

230 Never hear about anything in Palm Coast 1/9/2019 3:14 PM

231 radio 1/9/2019 2:45 PM

232 I don't 1/9/2019 2:26 PM

233 My brother worked for the summer camp 1/9/2019 1:51 PM

234 I don't 1/9/2019 1:37 PM

235 Flagler Live 1/9/2019 1:25 PM

236 Radio 1/9/2019 1:15 PM

237 TV 1/9/2019 1:08 PM

238 Upcoming events are found out about afterwords 1/9/2019 1:07 PM

239 Radio 1/9/2019 12:54 PM

240 still trying to understand the best way to know about it 1/9/2019 12:47 PM

241 Town center activities' board 1/9/2019 12:45 PM

242 It is VERY hard to find out about any events 1/9/2019 12:38 PM

243 Local news internet 1/9/2019 12:36 PM

244 dont 1/9/2019 12:32 PM

245 Usually after they happen 1/9/2019 12:31 PM

246 word of mouth 1/9/2019 12:23 PM

247 Word of mouth 1/9/2019 12:09 PM

248 Pennysaver and observer 1/9/2019 12:06 PM

249 Usually after the fact; very hard to locate on city's website. 1/9/2019 11:55 AM

250 The bottom portion of my utility bill 1/9/2019 11:55 AM

251 Radio 1/9/2019 11:54 AM

252 I don’t do the special events here in Palm Coast 1/9/2019 11:54 AM

253 Internet newsfeed 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

254 Of no interest to me 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

255 Next Door 1/9/2019 11:51 AM

256 Radio 1/9/2019 11:50 AM

257 There needs to be more advertising 1/9/2019 11:48 AM

258 am radio 1/9/2019 11:48 AM

259 Get out the house and use my eyes 1/9/2019 11:47 AM

260 Flaglerlive.com 1/9/2019 11:45 AM

261 Neighbors 1/9/2019 11:44 AM

262 Radio 1/9/2019 10:42 AM

263 S.R.100 and Old Kings, lousy Cell Phone Reception, it STINKS 1/9/2019 9:41 AM

264 Flagler live 1/8/2019 9:37 PM

265 There are not many and aren't publicized very much 1/8/2019 8:35 PM

266 Flagler Live 1/8/2019 7:49 PM

267 Radio 1/8/2019 6:06 PM

268 Flagler Magazine 1/8/2019 4:55 PM

269 No comment 1/8/2019 4:52 PM

270 I do not find out 1/8/2019 4:51 PM

271 word of mouth 1/8/2019 4:43 PM

272 Needs to be improve ! 1/8/2019 4:30 PM

273 Participation in existing classes 1/8/2019 3:09 PM

274 Why don’t I get the Observer anymore? 1/8/2019 3:05 PM

275 Nextdoor website 1/8/2019 1:26 PM
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276 Flagler live 1/8/2019 12:35 PM

277 we do not hear about most events 1/8/2019 12:00 PM

278 Road signs 1/8/2019 11:56 AM

279 Mail 1/8/2019 11:50 AM

280 observer news paper 1/8/2019 11:42 AM

281 Fire department, I am a volunteer 1/8/2019 11:33 AM

282 Palm Coast Data 1/8/2019 11:31 AM

283 Library 1/8/2019 11:09 AM

284 Observer and radio 1/8/2019 10:56 AM

285 We don't hear about them. 1/8/2019 10:55 AM

286 Wish there was a better way! Facebook is inundated with too much going on... have a website that
is easy to navigate and allow people to sign up for newsletters. Also, our library needs more
funding

1/8/2019 10:45 AM

287 Need Observer delivered 1/8/2019 10:44 AM

288 Web 1/8/2019 10:42 AM

289 ksjs 1/8/2019 10:36 AM

290 Involved with social clubs in Palm Coast 1/8/2019 10:34 AM

291 I never hear about any thing like this--ha e to seek out the information myself 1/8/2019 10:33 AM

292 Never saw it 1/8/2019 10:31 AM

293 No great way available. 1/8/2019 10:19 AM

294 Drive by 1/8/2019 10:18 AM

295 Google 1/8/2019 10:17 AM

296 I never see anything 1/8/2019 2:43 AM

297 No notications from city, I need to find information whenever I need it. 1/7/2019 1:20 PM

298 park and rec website 1/6/2019 10:34 AM

299 Facebook 1/6/2019 9:06 AM

300 Radio 1/6/2019 12:20 AM

301 searching on my own 1/4/2019 9:22 PM

302 Friends 1/4/2019 9:00 PM

303 Facebook, especially Facebook Group postings 1/4/2019 6:33 PM

304 Nextdoor Neighbor Website 1/4/2019 11:15 AM

305 Radio 1/4/2019 10:41 AM

306 Nextdoor 1/3/2019 7:22 PM

307 Radio 1/3/2019 3:04 PM

308 flaglerlive.com 1/3/2019 2:08 PM

309 I used to see them on FB but haven't seen much since food truck tuesdays ended. 1/3/2019 1:20 PM

310 Volunteer Agencies We Belong To. 1/3/2019 12:55 PM

311 sign at park 1/3/2019 12:07 PM

312 Facebook 1/3/2019 9:51 AM

313 Moms groups 1/2/2019 7:53 PM

314 Parent Magazine 1/2/2019 12:03 PM

315 local radio 1/2/2019 10:23 AM

316 I don't 1/2/2019 9:03 AM

317 dont participate... 1/2/2019 7:54 AM
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Q21 Please rate the quality of garbage and recycling collection in the
City:

Answered: 4,999 Skipped: 549

8.24%
412

16.94%
847

43.07%
2,153

31.75%
1,587

 
4,999

 
2.98

S

0 1 2 3 4 5

 POOR FAIR GOOD EXCELLENT TOTAL WEIGHTED AVERAGE

S
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Q22 What type(s) of City of Palm Coast communication would you be
interested in receiving and how would you like to receive it (if any)?

Answered: 4,994 Skipped: 554

Emergency

Special Events

Road Closures

Notice of
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Text Email Phone call Social Media City website 

Other Would not like to receive any communication

Notice of
Public Meetings

Recreation
Programs

Trash
Collection...

Other

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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58.00%
2,854

33.53%
1,650

19.77%
973

22.50%
1,107

19.26%
948

1.10%
54

4.27%
210

 
4,921

16.75%
815

48.10%
2,341

1.19%
58

33.29%
1,620

29.98%
1,459

2.22%
108

8.57%
417

 
4,867

45.06%
2,192

34.84%
1,695

4.71%
229

26.02%
1,266

25.10%
1,221

2.16%
105

6.13%
298

 
4,865

15.51%
746

42.02%
2,021

2.04%
98

27.65%
1,330

35.45%
1,705

2.49%
120

10.58%
509

 
4,810

13.34%
642

41.46%
1,995

1.23%
59

32.40%
1,559

36.37%
1,750

2.33%
112

10.68%
514

 
4,812

29.79%
1,462

48.44%
2,377

3.34%
164

25.13%
1,233

33.28%
1,633

2.16%
106

4.67%
229

 
4,907

20.11%
420

40.74%
851

2.82%
59

28.24%
590

30.11%
629

3.59%
75

16.23%
339

 
2,089

# IF YOU CHOSE "OTHER" FOR TYPE OF COMMUNICATION AND/OR HOW TO RECEIVE IT,
PLEASE SPECIFY:

DATE

1 Delays or same-day rescheduling of trash pickups 2/3/2019 10:33 PM

2 Newspaper 2/3/2019 8:28 AM

3 Radio 2/2/2019 8:01 PM

4 Local broadcast. Much more Palm coast news 2/1/2019 7:51 PM

5 Mail 2/1/2019 7:11 PM

6 Arts and culture by email 2/1/2019 6:08 AM

7 radio n tv 2/1/2019 4:13 AM

8 newpaper 1/30/2019 4:26 PM

9 our local radio stations! flaglerlive too 1/30/2019 9:11 AM

10 Flagler Live or Nextdoor 1/29/2019 7:51 PM

11 Newspaper 1/29/2019 4:52 PM

12 Newspapers 1/28/2019 9:39 PM

13 newspaper 1/28/2019 1:09 PM

14 Lack of info getting out--use Observer more 1/28/2019 11:20 AM

15 Newspaper 1/26/2019 10:56 PM

16 Newspaper 1/26/2019 9:50 AM

17 what land has been purchased, rezoned, etc for businesses, apartments, communities, etc. I feel
the community has a right to know what is planned

1/24/2019 8:18 PM

18 Newspaper, Observer, penny, saver, News Journal, 1/24/2019 1:49 PM

19 crosby.bernadine@gmail.com 1/24/2019 11:58 AM

20 Local newspapers 1/24/2019 9:29 AM

21 observer 1/23/2019 12:54 PM

22 Flyers 1/23/2019 10:25 AM

23 newspapers 1/23/2019 5:51 AM

24 the Emergency phone calls needs to be repaired, it just makes a sound. 1/22/2019 7:36 PM

25 City of Palm Coast monthly bill statement 1/22/2019 3:33 PM

26 Flaglerlive and PC observer 1/22/2019 2:19 PM

27 Local Radio and TV 1/22/2019 12:21 PM

28 Local TV news and local radio stations. 1/22/2019 10:51 AM

29 Plans that the city has that can affect t the lives of residents...ex: new buildings for various
purposes, tearing down a park to build low income apartments, etc.

1/22/2019 10:07 AM

30 App. 1/22/2019 9:48 AM

31 US mail; FlaglerLive; I like info via the water bill; unfortunately, I don’t think to look at the city or
county websites

1/22/2019 8:05 AM

32 mail 1/22/2019 7:35 AM

33 Newspaper 1/22/2019 7:08 AM

34 Snail mail notification of building permits issued for properties adjacent to mine 1/22/2019 3:20 AM

 TEXT EMAIL PHONE
CALL

SOCIAL
MEDIA

CITY
WEBSITE

OTHER WOULD NOT LIKE TO
RECEIVE ANY
COMMUNICATION

TOTAL
RESPONDENTS

Emergency

Special Events

Road Closures

Notice of Public
Meetings

Recreation
Programs

Trash Collection
Schedule and
Updates

Other
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35 New improvements to the city looks and new buildings and stuff like that going up in the city. 1/21/2019 9:57 PM

36 newspaper 1/21/2019 8:04 PM

37 Land development activity 1/21/2019 7:41 PM

38 Newspaper 1/21/2019 6:35 PM

39 Truly local Emergency (not Amber alerts) would be ok for text, but not stupid stuff like "we found
Amber" which went out a year or so back for some Silver or child alert.

1/21/2019 6:21 PM

40 Mail 1/21/2019 6:17 PM

41 Other than emergency I would rather converse with family for events. 1/21/2019 6:04 PM

42 Radio, mail or newspapers 1/21/2019 5:43 PM

43 Lights to long. 1/21/2019 5:10 PM

44 Synovie2@synovie2@gmail.com 1/21/2019 4:49 PM

45 Snail-mail, town crier, maybe a blimp 1/21/2019 4:48 PM

46 When i say website, i meant actual prepared messages describing things. They have a calendar,
but it just shows repeated events like senior events and are not relevant.

1/21/2019 4:07 PM

47 newspapers 1/21/2019 3:17 PM

48 City website furnishes me with the info I want. 1/21/2019 10:44 AM

49 Seawall information 1/21/2019 10:12 AM

50 postal mail 1/21/2019 8:19 AM

51 Google Calendar for Trash and Recycling and other events. 1/19/2019 6:58 PM

52 Observer Newspaper 1/19/2019 2:33 PM

53 Emergency - TV & Radio/Road Closures - Posted sign on affected roads/Notice of Public
Meetings - USPS

1/19/2019 2:25 PM

54 Newspaper and online 1/18/2019 11:56 PM

55 Newspaper 1/18/2019 7:24 PM

56 Signs that spell out the notice especially at town center 1/18/2019 6:30 PM

57 Mailing information 1/17/2019 5:20 PM

58 publication in city newspaper 1/17/2019 5:19 PM

59 I want to know everything about my city, however you choose to get it out there. Right now I hear
nothing at all.

1/17/2019 3:12 PM

60 Tv news channel on main channeld 1/17/2019 3:11 PM

61 Newspaper 1/17/2019 1:57 PM

62 Newspaper - Observer 1/17/2019 10:00 AM

63 NEWS PAPER TOO 1/16/2019 3:59 PM

64 NEWS PAPER OBSERVER 1/16/2019 3:44 PM

65 Commercial Planning Apps. Newspapers 1/16/2019 10:49 AM

66 Penny Saver Paper 1/15/2019 9:01 PM

67 The Observer 1/15/2019 6:16 PM

68 As rrquired by law for public meetingd and the city website 1/15/2019 5:52 PM

69 Potential utility rate changes, zoning change requests, potential new housing and business
developments.

1/15/2019 2:26 PM

70 free newspaper 1/15/2019 1:39 PM

71 flaglerlive and palmcoastobserver 1/14/2019 6:49 PM

72 Signs posted on roads 1/14/2019 2:38 PM

73 Elections 1/14/2019 2:01 PM

74 Local newspaper 1/14/2019 11:22 AM

75 Place info in the Palm Coaster bulletin 1/14/2019 10:44 AM

76 Observer 1/14/2019 10:09 AM

77 Flyer in mail 1/14/2019 9:32 AM

78 Pesticide/repellent application to significant residential or public recreational area 1/13/2019 10:27 PM

79 Newspapers 1/13/2019 10:25 PM

80 mailed to my home 1/13/2019 9:42 PM

81 Newspaper 1/13/2019 9:16 PM

82 Newspaper 1/13/2019 8:18 PM

83 local newspaper 1/13/2019 10:36 AM

84 Newspaper 1/13/2019 8:27 AM
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85 Newspaper: Observer and News Journal 1/12/2019 9:09 PM

86 Mail 1/12/2019 4:35 PM

87 Observer or Tribune 1/12/2019 3:58 PM

88 I am non resident at this time, so cannot answer 1/12/2019 11:17 AM

89 I recently moved here from upstate NY, we had a notification system from APD/AFD called NIXLE.
Awesome for drug arrests, news items and road closures.

1/11/2019 6:54 PM

90 Burn ban and brush fire alert. 1/11/2019 6:36 PM

91 Better promulgation of city spending plans such as this insane $20 million price tag for vehicle
maintenance depot.

1/11/2019 6:35 PM

92 mail 1/11/2019 11:46 AM

93 Other 1/11/2019 11:16 AM

94 brief combination of al of the above 1/11/2019 10:52 AM

95 Would like to see the sheriff dept do there job and not be afraid of people who are stealing and do
nothing also people who brake the law and are harming good citizens and police are afraid of them
and do nothing only have matters escalate

1/11/2019 10:09 AM

96 newspaper 1/11/2019 9:55 AM

97 Cultural Events 1/11/2019 9:13 AM

98 local newspapers 1/11/2019 5:37 AM

99 Newspaper 1/10/2019 8:31 PM

100 local section of newspaper or Observer 1/10/2019 8:27 PM

101 What ever 1/10/2019 8:14 PM

102 U S mail 1/10/2019 7:26 PM

103 Weather 1/10/2019 4:58 PM

104 A better cell network /with no dead spots 1/10/2019 4:16 PM

105 Post 1/10/2019 3:16 PM

106 city government channel 1/10/2019 3:05 PM

107 news-journal or the observer 1/10/2019 2:24 PM

108 Local newspaper 1/10/2019 2:24 PM

109 any other notfications 1/10/2019 1:51 PM

110 News paper 1/10/2019 1:02 PM

111 Newspaper 1/10/2019 12:36 PM

112 If we had a decent newspaper that would a good way 1/10/2019 12:12 PM

113 local news papers 1/10/2019 11:47 AM

114 Weekly newspaper 1/10/2019 11:43 AM

115 I like the idea of making us aware of each of the functions mention one of the ways listed. 1/10/2019 11:42 AM

116 Local newspaper 1/10/2019 11:16 AM

117 Want to be aware as to what is going on at Bings Landing-there needs to be more public info 1/10/2019 11:16 AM

118 local paper 1/10/2019 11:09 AM

119 News letter that comes with water bill 1/10/2019 11:02 AM

120 information in the Observer for all the above, if possible 1/10/2019 10:56 AM

121 News Paper 1/10/2019 10:56 AM

122 Community emergency 1/10/2019 10:39 AM

123 Print 1/10/2019 10:38 AM

124 Newspaper or email 1/10/2019 10:00 AM

125 People want to stay informed. When there are traffic accidents that block traffic, let us know 1/10/2019 9:52 AM

126 Radio 1/10/2019 9:42 AM

127 observer 1/10/2019 9:19 AM

128 stop spending money onprograms 1/10/2019 9:06 AM

129 Important communications 1/10/2019 9:03 AM

130 newspaper 1/10/2019 8:32 AM

131 Newspapers 1/10/2019 8:29 AM

132 No recycling where I live as a community in the town center, just not acceptable 1/10/2019 8:19 AM

133 crimes in Palm Coast and wherre they take place to appear in the Journal or the Observer 1/10/2019 7:59 AM

134 Weekly Observer 1/10/2019 7:58 AM
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135 Call 1/10/2019 7:00 AM

136 Special parades, charity events, handicap single events for 40s 1/10/2019 5:58 AM

137 Listen those ass hole trash men who pick up in the P’s are lazy, throw trash all over our yard,
break the cans, or plain out don’t pick up the trash at all. They suck!

1/10/2019 4:56 AM

138 Newspaper 1/10/2019 4:32 AM

139 Billboard 1/10/2019 3:51 AM

140 TV 1/10/2019 3:27 AM

141 Recreation and activities for the week 1/10/2019 12:58 AM

142 TV 1/10/2019 12:26 AM

143 Notice of special meeting 1/9/2019 11:52 PM

144 print media 1/9/2019 11:01 PM

145 n/a 1/9/2019 10:38 PM

146 Newspaper 1/9/2019 10:02 PM

147 Upcoming developments for businesses and attractions. 1/9/2019 9:54 PM

148 Drainage updates 1/9/2019 9:32 PM

149 newspaper, mailed flyers or brochuers 1/9/2019 9:20 PM

150 When rezoning is happening let all know. Don't hide it. 1/9/2019 8:57 PM

151 Road signs 1/9/2019 7:52 PM

152 Trash collection continues to decline in quality and service. Perhaps PC should consider texting
paying citizens when trash and "recycling" will truly be collected and not rely on the whim of Waste
Pro.

1/9/2019 7:38 PM

153 City events 1/9/2019 7:37 PM

154 Crime updates and warnings 1/9/2019 6:55 PM

155 Newspaper 1/9/2019 6:46 PM

156 We never get waste pick up on time. Why do we renew contracts with this deficient company? 1/9/2019 6:19 PM

157 newspaper 1/9/2019 4:50 PM

158 Email is old and antiquated form of communication 1/9/2019 4:37 PM

159 Crime Watch, road closures, Emergency Communication, etc.... 1/9/2019 4:01 PM

160 postal mail 1/9/2019 3:45 PM

161 Newspaper 1/9/2019 3:32 PM

162 I do not "do" social media. I'm an executive and successful without using such personally. 1/9/2019 3:30 PM

163 Garbage pickup for house trash should only be 1 day per week not twice as it is now...waste of
Money

1/9/2019 3:30 PM

164 In the local paper 1/9/2019 3:12 PM

165 TV 1/9/2019 2:41 PM

166 Severe weather by text 1/9/2019 2:39 PM

167 TV Bulliten 1/9/2019 2:31 PM

168 Residential watering days, times 1/9/2019 2:19 PM

169 with recent information weather on a city website 1/9/2019 2:08 PM

170 Any emergency should be texte and/or called, anything else note on social media website and an
email would be good.

1/9/2019 2:06 PM

171 WEATHER 1/9/2019 2:06 PM

172 Mail 1/9/2019 2:04 PM

173 Not everyone has social media and or email or even a computer, until the older generation dies off
you need to take them into consideration.

1/9/2019 1:36 PM

174 Updates on new businesses, land development, economic strategy in support of our ever
increasing population growth

1/9/2019 1:34 PM

175 Does it really matter? Scheduled holiday pickups are always "when we get to it". 1/9/2019 1:34 PM

176 Don’t want to receive email 1/9/2019 1:27 PM

177 Magnetic yearly calendar wiht highlighted closures and different pick up days for the holidays. 1/9/2019 1:17 PM

178 Weather 1/9/2019 1:16 PM

179 Email 1/9/2019 12:41 PM

180 TV news 1/9/2019 12:39 PM

181 Public Service Radio 1/9/2019 11:58 AM

182 New business establishments apply for permits 1/9/2019 11:58 AM
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183 Scheduled power outages, water treatment (boil notice) 1/9/2019 11:54 AM

184 Helpful reminders like taxes are due, voting polls are open, etc 1/9/2019 11:53 AM

185 Emergency alert 1/9/2019 11:49 AM

186 newspapers 1/9/2019 10:48 AM

187 Newspaper 1/9/2019 10:02 AM

188 need cell tower. SR 100 and Old Kings Area..RUSH 1/9/2019 9:41 AM

189 Accidents 1/9/2019 8:24 AM

190 Better notification of pest control, mosquito spraying 1/9/2019 8:22 AM

191 I do not text 1/8/2019 11:33 PM

192 Newspaper 1/8/2019 8:08 PM

193 flyers 1/8/2019 6:03 PM

194 Not interested 1/8/2019 3:36 PM

195 Local Job Openings through Email and City Website 1/8/2019 2:34 PM

196 nejllc221@gmail.com 1/8/2019 12:30 PM

197 We are grown ups. Back off. You are not parents, you are city employees. 1/8/2019 11:22 AM

198 Text 1/8/2019 11:09 AM

199 Newspapers and radio 1/8/2019 10:56 AM

200 Email is my primary means of communication outside of family 1/8/2019 10:44 AM

201 Have Observer delivered 1/8/2019 10:44 AM

202 newspaper 1/8/2019 10:40 AM

203 New businesses 1/8/2019 10:29 AM

204 Newspaper 1/8/2019 10:20 AM

205 What's happening, in & around, don't get observer or other information. 1/7/2019 1:20 PM

206 Monthly activity guide 1/7/2019 8:52 AM

207 how the comissioners voted 1/6/2019 8:00 PM

208 Newspaper 1/6/2019 11:46 AM

209 Emergency issues 1/5/2019 4:24 PM

210 When you put the electronic road signs out for important messages make sure they are legible
from both sides & not hidden by trees!!

1/4/2019 8:13 PM

211 Newpaper notices 1/3/2019 1:24 PM

212 Radio 1/3/2019 8:08 AM

213 how the comissioners voted 1/2/2019 9:03 AM
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0.24% 12

1.35% 67

6.68% 331

10.58% 524

13.95% 691

25.96% 1,286

30.70% 1,521

9.00% 446

1.53% 76

Q23 In which category is your age?
Answered: 4,954 Skipped: 594

TOTAL 4,954

Under 18 years

18 to 24 years

25 to 34 years

35 to 44 years

45 to 54 years

55 to 64 years

65 to 74 years

75 years or
older

Prefer not to
answer

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Under 18 years

18 to 24 years

25 to 34 years

35 to 44 years

45 to 54 years

55 to 64 years

65 to 74 years

75 years or older

Prefer not to answer
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50.46% 2,484

45.01% 2,216

4.53% 223

Q24 What is your sex?
Answered: 4,923 Skipped: 625

TOTAL 4,923

Female

Male

Prefer not to
answer

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Female

Male

Prefer not to answer
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20.12% 989

79.88% 3,926

Q25 Do any children 17 or under live in your household?
Answered: 4,915 Skipped: 633

TOTAL 4,915

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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11.67% 577

87.42% 4,324

0.91% 45

Q26 Is your residence…
Answered: 4,946 Skipped: 602

TOTAL 4,946

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 condo owned as part of Fairway condominium complex 2/1/2019 9:04 AM

2 No comment 1/30/2019 12:50 PM

3 Lost my house because I lost my job due to hurricane . Can t find a job that pats enough to support
myself. Living with my mother

1/30/2019 11:21 AM

4 Currently renting, but looking to buy within 6 months. 1/27/2019 11:26 AM

5 Staying with in laws 1/24/2019 8:33 PM

6 No 1/23/2019 7:16 AM

7 Living at home 1/22/2019 7:14 PM

8 Shared 1/22/2019 9:54 AM

9 Moved in with elderly parent 1/21/2019 10:44 PM

10 Live with 1/21/2019 9:56 PM

11 No comment 1/21/2019 8:33 PM

12 room mate 1/21/2019 8:21 PM

13 Living with family have a full-time job husband has a full-time job but living expenses as far as rent
here in Palm Coast is very expensive

1/21/2019 5:20 PM

14 Renting to own 1/21/2019 4:09 PM

15 Under construction 1/20/2019 7:04 AM

16 Renting.. In process of having a home built. 1/15/2019 7:32 PM

17 Live with parents in a home they own 1/15/2019 2:13 AM

18 We rent but are building. 1/14/2019 6:03 PM

19 Sharing housing . Can t afford 1/14/2019 1:02 PM

20 Why ask this question? 1/14/2019 12:16 PM

21 30,000. 1/14/2019 12:03 AM

22 property 1/11/2019 4:45 PM

23 Second Home 1/11/2019 11:27 AM

24 Buying 1/10/2019 3:26 PM

25 1 house rented, 1 lot owned for building a house later this year. 1/10/2019 1:34 PM

26 Living with family 1/10/2019 1:27 PM

27 In process of purchasing 1/10/2019 12:51 PM

28 U 1/10/2019 12:39 PM

29 For sale. 1/10/2019 11:41 AM

Rented

Owned

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Rented

Owned

Other (please specify)
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30 Renting while building in Palm Coast 1/10/2019 10:42 AM

31 nunya 1/10/2019 9:30 AM

32 I have both localy 1/10/2019 8:35 AM

33 have both 1/10/2019 8:20 AM

34 30+ Years 1/10/2019 7:37 AM

35 Renting while our home in Yacht Harbor VIllage is being built. 1/10/2019 12:03 AM

36 Y 1/9/2019 7:43 PM

37 Luve with family 1/9/2019 5:33 PM

38 leasing at Integra woods for 3 years 1/9/2019 1:27 PM

39 I 1/9/2019 12:07 PM

40 Land owner 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

41 NA 1/9/2019 11:47 AM

42 Rent 1/8/2019 9:39 PM

43 Building in the L section currently live with in laws 1/8/2019 8:27 PM

44 E 1/8/2019 12:25 PM

45 Homeless 1/5/2019 11:14 PM
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3.84% 188

18.01% 882

34.72% 1,700

15.68% 768

9.03% 442

18.73% 917

Q27 How much do you anticipate your household’s income to be before
taxes for the current year? (Please include in your total income from all

sources for all persons living in your household)
Answered: 4,897 Skipped: 651

TOTAL 4,897

Less than
$25,000

$25,000 to
$49,999

$50,000 to
$99,999

$100,000 to
$149,999

$150,000 or
more

Prefer not to
answer

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Less than $25,000

$25,000 to $49,999

$50,000 to $99,999

$100,000 to $149,999

$150,000 or more

Prefer not to answer
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0.53% 26

20.00% 977

20.12% 983

10.29% 503

30.52% 1,491

15.27% 746

3.27% 160

Q28 What is your highest achieved level of education?
Answered: 4,886 Skipped: 662

TOTAL 4,886

Did not
complete hig...

High School
Diploma or GED

Associates

Technical
Institute /...

Bachelor's
Degree

Master's Degree

Ph.D. or J.D.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Did not complete high school, or obtain GED

High School Diploma or GED

Associates

Technical Institute / Vocational

Bachelor's Degree

Master's Degree

Ph.D. or J.D.
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19.56% 809

26.26% 1,086

20.50% 848

13.85% 573

13.39% 554

6.43% 266

Q29 What part of the City of Palm Coast do you live in? (see map above)
Answered: 4,904 Skipped: 644

TOTAL 4,136

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Hammock Dunes 2/2/2019 9:26 AM

2 Pine lakes 2/1/2019 2:28 PM

3 Grand Haven 2/1/2019 6:44 AM

4 not sure,live by Pritchard 5 1/31/2019 1:31 PM

5 none of your bussiness 1/31/2019 10:12 AM

6 Does it matter 1/30/2019 12:50 PM

7 Seminole woods 1/29/2019 1:50 PM

8 E section 1/29/2019 11:09 AM

9 The Hammock 1/28/2019 11:46 AM

10 Either 3 or 5 1/25/2019 6:48 PM

11 palm coast city limits A1A near marineland 1/25/2019 9:29 AM

12 Beverly Beach for now 1/24/2019 8:33 PM

13 Indian Trails 1/24/2019 11:04 AM

14 Hammock 1/23/2019 5:04 PM

15 own 2 properties 1/23/2019 2:20 PM

16 E section 1/23/2019 10:00 AM

17 The Hammock 1/23/2019 7:37 AM

18 L section 1/23/2019 12:48 AM

19 Not applicable 1/22/2019 5:56 PM

20 Palm Coast Plantation 1/22/2019 4:02 PM

21 Quail Hollow 1/22/2019 3:19 PM

22 W 1/22/2019 3:06 PM

1 – Northwest
(North of Pa...

2 – Northeast
(North of Pa...

5 - Central
South (Porti...

6 - Southern
(South of...

4 - Central
East (South ...

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1 – Northwest (North of Palm Coast Parkway & West of I-95)

2 – Northeast (North of Palm Coast Parkway & East of I-95)

5 - Central South (Portion of P Section, R Section)

6 - Southern (South of SR100)

4 - Central East (South of Palm Coast Parkway & East of I-95)

Other (please specify)
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23 Fairchild Oaks @old kings road 1/22/2019 2:00 PM

24 E section 1/22/2019 11:48 AM

25 E section 1/22/2019 11:19 AM

26 e section 1/22/2019 9:24 AM

27 Hammock 1/22/2019 8:44 AM

28 Hammock Dunes 1/22/2019 7:59 AM

29 Hammock 1/21/2019 10:00 PM

30 Middle 1/21/2019 9:56 PM

31 N by Hammock Dunes bridge A1A 1/21/2019 9:01 PM

32 Criston Ct 1/21/2019 8:15 PM

33 Hammock 1/21/2019 8:00 PM

34 F section 1/21/2019 7:23 PM

35 K section us1 1/21/2019 6:38 PM

36 E section 1/21/2019 6:03 PM

37 Seiminole Woods 1/21/2019 5:05 PM

38 Cypruss Knowle 1/21/2019 3:45 PM

39 f section 1/21/2019 3:39 PM

40 Savannah square 1/21/2019 1:24 PM

41 We are visitors from KY with family friends here and are hoping to move to the area this year. 1/21/2019 8:56 AM

42 E Section 1/21/2019 8:24 AM

43 Cypress Knolls possibly section 5? 1/19/2019 10:51 AM

44 Ocean hammock 1/19/2019 9:40 AM

45 Grand Landings 1/19/2019 9:07 AM

46 Sea Colony 1/19/2019 7:30 AM

47 P -section middle of 100 & pkwy 1/19/2019 1:57 AM

48 E Section 1/18/2019 2:52 PM

49 A1A 1/18/2019 11:59 AM

50 Hidden Lakes 1/18/2019 7:20 AM

51 DEED RESTRICTIONS R SECTION 1/16/2019 5:29 PM

52 SECTION BEHIND & WEST OF LIBRARY ON PALM COAST PKWY 1/16/2019 4:01 PM

53 Hammock/Marineland 1/16/2019 3:11 PM

54 Cypress Knoll (E Section) 5? 1/16/2019 9:14 AM

55 A1A in the Hammocks 1/16/2019 8:54 AM

56 Near marineland 1/16/2019 6:57 AM

57 on A1A North 1/15/2019 9:35 PM

58 E Section North of SR100 1/15/2019 7:32 PM

59 E - section 1/15/2019 6:52 PM

60 Palm Coast 1/15/2019 5:43 PM

61 Right off A1A 1/15/2019 2:35 PM

62 B section 1/14/2019 8:09 PM

63 e section 1/14/2019 3:29 PM

64 I 1/14/2019 11:55 AM

65 K section 1/14/2019 10:09 AM

66 hammock 1/14/2019 10:02 AM

67 E section 1/14/2019 9:25 AM

68 grand haven colbert rd 1/14/2019 8:53 AM

69 Daytona North 1/14/2019 8:40 AM

70 Close to Marineland 1/13/2019 5:59 PM

71 The Hammock 1/13/2019 10:57 AM

72 E section 1/12/2019 9:11 PM

73 On the intercostal 1/12/2019 4:48 PM

74 b section 1/12/2019 3:48 PM

75 Live in unincorporated Flagler County, Hammock 1/12/2019 12:21 PM
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76 not sure, according to map! 1/12/2019 11:19 AM

77 The Hammock 1/12/2019 11:17 AM

78 Sea Colony gated community off A1A 1/12/2019 11:01 AM

79 e section 1/12/2019 10:05 AM

80 Hammock Beach 1/11/2019 9:44 PM

81 Establish a city center with possibly a park in the center. 1/11/2019 6:43 PM

82 Hammocks 1/11/2019 5:51 PM

83 W section 1/11/2019 1:06 PM

84 B section 1/11/2019 11:33 AM

85 Off A1A in the Hammock 1/11/2019 11:15 AM

86 Bunnell 1/11/2019 11:15 AM

87 A1A south of Marineland, Beach Haven Community 1/11/2019 10:55 AM

88 Bunnell, Mondex area 1/11/2019 10:46 AM

89 R section 1/11/2019 10:09 AM

90 Mantanzas Lakes 1/11/2019 9:19 AM

91 E section 1/11/2019 8:17 AM

92 E section 1/11/2019 6:48 AM

93 Off A1A, north of Washington Oaks park 1/11/2019 6:15 AM

94 K section 1/11/2019 5:08 AM

95 E - section 1/10/2019 10:33 PM

96 Marineland Acres 1/10/2019 8:54 PM

97 Hammock 1/10/2019 8:32 PM

98 The Hammock 1/10/2019 7:47 PM

99 Hammock 1/10/2019 7:16 PM

100 Seminole woods 1/10/2019 7:02 PM

101 Hammock 1/10/2019 6:14 PM

102 Cypress knoll 1/10/2019 6:05 PM

103 The Hammock 1/10/2019 5:08 PM

104 Wellington and Pine Lakes 1/10/2019 4:14 PM

105 Between Belle Terre & SR 100- Central Park 1/10/2019 4:08 PM

106 "E" Section 1/10/2019 3:26 PM

107 E section 1/10/2019 2:51 PM

108 Hammock 1/10/2019 2:07 PM

109 Business owner. I do not live in Palm Coast. 1/10/2019 2:05 PM

110 A1A Sea Colony 1/10/2019 1:52 PM

111 Not in Palm Coast 1/10/2019 1:19 PM

112 Beverly Beach 1/10/2019 1:02 PM

113 K 1/10/2019 12:21 PM

114 E Section 1/10/2019 11:52 AM

115 Bunnell (Grand Reserve) 1/10/2019 11:52 AM

116 E section 1/10/2019 11:49 AM

117 Sec. F 1/10/2019 11:41 AM

118 1700 block Flagler Beach 1/10/2019 11:19 AM

119 Cypress Knoll 1/10/2019 11:00 AM

120 not sure; map not helpful 1/10/2019 10:56 AM

121 "E" Section 1/10/2019 10:50 AM

122 Currently R section building in Yacht Harbor Village 1/10/2019 10:42 AM

123 not city Hammock 1/10/2019 10:37 AM

124 U section 1/10/2019 10:30 AM

125 Hammock 1/10/2019 10:29 AM

126 Marineland area 1/10/2019 10:25 AM

127 Hammock 1/10/2019 10:24 AM

128 Hammock 1/10/2019 10:14 AM
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129 Live just outside 2. 1/10/2019 10:06 AM

130 Near Marineland 1/10/2019 10:03 AM

131 A1A 1/10/2019 9:54 AM

132 C section 1/10/2019 9:46 AM

133 Hammock Beach 1/10/2019 9:18 AM

134 R section us 1 1/10/2019 9:14 AM

135 S Section 1/10/2019 9:14 AM

136 Grand Haven 1/10/2019 9:13 AM

137 E section 1/10/2019 9:13 AM

138 Beachside, Northshore, Hammock Beach 1/10/2019 9:12 AM

139 Z Section 1/10/2019 8:55 AM

140 I reside outside of Palm Coast in the Hammock. 1/10/2019 8:49 AM

141 None of your business 1/10/2019 8:38 AM

142 I live in 6, rental in 5 1/10/2019 8:35 AM

143 Palm Coast Landing-Town Center 1/10/2019 8:23 AM

144 C Section - Cedarfield Court 1/10/2019 8:09 AM

145 grand haven 1/10/2019 8:07 AM

146 C section 1/10/2019 7:54 AM

147 Beach Haven (Next to Washington Oak Park) along A1A 1/10/2019 7:35 AM

148 Sea Colony 1/10/2019 7:30 AM

149 E Section 1/10/2019 7:04 AM

150 F 1/10/2019 7:00 AM

151 W section near 1 1/10/2019 6:24 AM

152 F Section and the Hammock 1/10/2019 5:29 AM

153 Section 2 but moving to section 4 1/10/2019 5:24 AM

154 None of your business 1/10/2019 4:59 AM

155 Bunnell 1/10/2019 4:10 AM

156 E section Cypress knoll 1/10/2019 1:49 AM

157 W section 1/10/2019 12:59 AM

158 Why not set up by letter sections like everyone does??? I live in F section. 1/10/2019 12:54 AM

159 Hammock 1/10/2019 12:02 AM

160 We 1/9/2019 11:54 PM

161 Marineland 1/9/2019 10:29 PM

162 Hammock 1/9/2019 10:23 PM

163 BeachHaven 1/9/2019 10:03 PM

164 E Section 1/9/2019 8:37 PM

165 North on A1A 1/9/2019 8:27 PM

166 hammock 1/9/2019 8:04 PM

167 Sanctusry 1/9/2019 7:58 PM

168 E section 1/9/2019 7:31 PM

169 A1a north. Beach Haven 1/9/2019 7:21 PM

170 Sea Colony 1/9/2019 7:05 PM

171 Hammock 1/9/2019 6:56 PM

172 Seminole woods 1/9/2019 6:50 PM

173 6 1/9/2019 6:37 PM

174 Hammock Dunes 1/9/2019 6:36 PM

175 Grand haven # 4 1/9/2019 5:16 PM

176 Beach haven 1/9/2019 5:07 PM

177 In 1/9/2019 5:04 PM

178 A1A, south of Marineland 1/9/2019 4:53 PM

179 Hammock 1/9/2019 4:50 PM

180 Hammock 1/9/2019 4:23 PM

181 N /A 1/9/2019 4:19 PM
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182 Grand Haven 1/9/2019 3:53 PM

183 A1A 1/9/2019 3:49 PM

184 k 1/9/2019 3:23 PM

185 Hammock 1/9/2019 3:22 PM

186 Beach Haven just 1/2 mile South of Marineland 1/9/2019 3:17 PM

187 Off A1A 1/9/2019 3:15 PM

188 Sea Colony 1/9/2019 3:12 PM

189 Cypress Knoll E Section 1/9/2019 3:05 PM

190 Hammock 1/9/2019 2:40 PM

191 Hammock Beach 1/9/2019 2:37 PM

192 south of palm coast pkwy and west 95 1/9/2019 2:24 PM

193 Hammock 1/9/2019 2:21 PM

194 E Section 1/9/2019 2:15 PM

195 L section Matanzas Woods 1/9/2019 2:12 PM

196 R section 1/9/2019 2:11 PM

197 Hammock 1/9/2019 2:04 PM

198 Sea Colony 1/9/2019 2:03 PM

199 S section 1/9/2019 1:47 PM

200 Live off of A1A Palm Coast is my mailing address 1/9/2019 1:23 PM

201 E Section 1/9/2019 1:13 PM

202 Simenole woods blvd 1/9/2019 1:13 PM

203 Rt 100 1/9/2019 1:13 PM

204 A1A S of Marineland 1/9/2019 1:11 PM

205 OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS (HAMMOCK) 1/9/2019 1:04 PM

206 Outside city limits 1/9/2019 12:58 PM

207 Lakeside at Matanzas 1/9/2019 12:20 PM

208 Flagler Beach 1/9/2019 12:19 PM

209 Just South of #4 1/9/2019 12:19 PM

210 n/a 1/9/2019 12:12 PM

211 Hammock 1/9/2019 12:10 PM

212 A1A in the Hammock 1/9/2019 12:09 PM

213 Oceanside in Beach Haven, 1 mile south of Marineland 1/9/2019 12:03 PM

214 Hammock 1/9/2019 12:02 PM

215 E Section 1/9/2019 11:58 AM

216 S SECTION SEMINOLE WOODS 1/9/2019 11:45 AM

217 sea colony 1/9/2019 11:28 AM

218 Hamnock 1/9/2019 10:31 AM

219 C-section 1/9/2019 8:42 AM

220 Grand Haven 1/9/2019 12:46 AM

221 Outside city limits. Hammock. 1/8/2019 10:41 PM

222 Future 1 1/8/2019 8:27 PM

223 Armand Beach 1/8/2019 8:22 PM

224 Beverly Beach 1/8/2019 7:09 PM

225 A1A 1/8/2019 6:28 PM

226 C Section, Cypress Knoll 1/8/2019 6:15 PM

227 Cypress Knolls 1/8/2019 6:10 PM

228 F section 1/8/2019 6:03 PM

229 C section 1/8/2019 5:58 PM

230 A1A The Hammock 1/8/2019 5:20 PM

231 It's either 3 or 5, map is not very clear 1/8/2019 4:57 PM

232 3 if the black line is on Whiteview 1/8/2019 4:08 PM

233 A1A 1/8/2019 4:06 PM

234 Hammock 1/8/2019 4:02 PM
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235 I live in Palm Coast Plantation 1/8/2019 3:40 PM

236 In Beach Haven on A1A near Marineland 1/8/2019 3:01 PM

237 S Section 1/8/2019 3:01 PM

238 Seminole Woods 1/8/2019 1:49 PM

239 Map is difficult to understand - Cypress Knolls 1/8/2019 1:41 PM

240 E section Cypress Knoll 1/8/2019 12:25 PM

241 North of Hammock dunes 1/8/2019 12:10 PM

242 Section E 1/8/2019 12:02 PM

243 Hammock 1/8/2019 12:02 PM

244 E section 1/8/2019 11:56 AM

245 W Section 1/8/2019 11:56 AM

246 F SECTION 1/8/2019 11:50 AM

247 Sailboat Country 1/8/2019 11:21 AM

248 Beverly Beach 1/8/2019 11:10 AM

249 Hammock 1/8/2019 11:05 AM

250 E SECTION 1/8/2019 11:01 AM

251 Who knows. The BLACK line separating Secyion 1 and 3 covers up the street name of the
separating street!!!! DUH!!!

1/8/2019 10:58 AM

252 W section 1/8/2019 10:56 AM

253 Marineland 1/8/2019 10:43 AM

254 Old kings and 100 1/8/2019 10:38 AM

255 Cypress knoll 1/8/2019 10:25 AM

256 Southern E section 1/8/2019 10:22 AM

257 F section 1/8/2019 10:21 AM

258 Plantation Bay 1/8/2019 10:18 AM

259 Arlington 1/7/2019 9:52 AM

260 E section 1/6/2019 10:27 PM

261 C 1/6/2019 9:01 PM

262 e section 1/4/2019 10:42 PM

263 Cypress Knoll 1/3/2019 10:42 AM

264 E section 1/2/2019 12:58 PM

265 When are we getting street lights on Belle Terre and new cell towers 1/2/2019 9:54 AM

266 Cypress Knoll 1/2/2019 8:39 AM
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Q30 Are there any additional comments you would like to provide?
Answered: 2,019 Skipped: 3,529

# RESPONSES DATE

1 To be fair, I think the City does a good job. My negatives are that I am Florida born and I hate to
see people replacing the beautiful swamps and coastlines, people who could care less about
preserving nature. The deer, rabbits, birds, etc. are hardly ever seen near here - or anywhere.
Thanks for the opportunity to give my 10 cents.

2/18/2019 11:00 AM

2 Proper grading of the sidewalks is needed. After rains many sections take days or weeks to dry
and become unusable. Don't just lay cement... Plan for its daily use in our type of climate.

2/3/2019 10:37 PM

3 We would like code enforcement to do their job and investigate violations at 42 Sleepy Hollow Trail 2/3/2019 9:50 PM

4 Bring more jobs in by letting big stores like Sam's club, BJ's or Costco in off us1 where there is
plenty of room. This way we keep the money in the county and not Volusia or Orlando area.

2/3/2019 4:58 PM

5 Need more shopping, commmunity center, group activities like walking club. Ways to meet other
couples cooking classes, basket bingo, new comers club, book groups, ability to walk or bike with
nice scenery instead of busy roads.i force littering laws, pick up garbage along streets and roads.
Engage community volunteers to organize these projects.

2/3/2019 7:56 AM

6 Instead of spending money on electric street lights take advantage of switch to solar. One time cost
up front. Minimum upkeep. Lasts 15- 20 years.

2/2/2019 11:38 PM

7 As a constituent, I'd like to see the Mayor and City Council start working for the people they
represent and not special interest.

2/2/2019 10:11 PM

8 I love our city! There will always be things that need to be worked on, but overall we have it good
here in PALM COAST!

2/2/2019 9:31 PM

9 I feel the speed limit on bell tare pkwy should be either reduced or better enforced. That is one
dangerous road between us 100 and palm coast pkwy.

2/2/2019 9:02 PM

10 Thank you for all of the city events! I love them! 2/2/2019 7:08 PM

11 Living here for 4 years, the filth along Old Kings is surprising. Used to see cleaning trucks, no
more. We came here due to nature and clean environment. What a disappointment. Too many
filthy people dropping garbage out their windows! It needs to be addressed!

2/2/2019 7:50 AM

12 Keep the inspectors off of our backs. Lax the ordinances on commercial vehicles(work vans and
trucks), let us keep up with our own homes the way we see fit. Stop stressing us working
professionals out, we just want to work and come home to our families and live the way we
reasonably want to. They city is a great place to raise a family but I’m considering renting and
moving to another area with all the demands you, the City, put on us.

2/1/2019 9:47 PM

13 You are making a mess oht of our most popular route 2/1/2019 7:56 PM

14 In addition to the scheduled inspections of new construction by the Building Dept, other numerous
drive-by inspections should be occurring as these contractors/vendors/sub-contractors are playing
loud music while building houses; driving all over neighboring properties with big trucks, vans, and
dump and cement trucks etc; leaving trash behind; overflowing dumpsters; silt fences mashed
down and driven over; excess mud and dirt in public streets and accumulating/drifting to bottom of
neighboring driveways along street near construction; speeding of construction vehicles all day
throughout neighborhood. The plantings of protruding shrubs and trees in medians of intersections
and parking lots is a major safety flaw and obviously hinders clear visibility when navigating these
areas. Both ramps from I-95 exiting onto Matanzas Parkway are poorly placed...that is, the point to
where they enter onto Matanzas Pkwy are deathtraps, both for the vehicles exiting the ramp and
for those crossing the bridge past the exits as well. The curve/arc of the bridge hinders clear sight
of oncoming traffic which is speeding along.

2/1/2019 7:44 PM

15 The mulch recently used at the parks is very large and sharp. If a child fell they could easily get
hurt. While we are very appreciative of the upkeep this mulch does not seem to be ideal for use in
this setting.

2/1/2019 7:30 PM

16 Magnolias should not be required as part of a home building. The town name is Palm Coast. The
setbacks between homes should be increased to allow adequate drainage.

2/1/2019 7:22 PM

17 We need to invest in our town and bring businesses here! 2/1/2019 7:12 PM

18 Our community is bigger than Volusia. There is no reason why we shouldn’t have access to Arts
and Entertainment and Nightlife. Seems like we’re always headed north or south of us for
interesting thing to do.

2/1/2019 5:22 PM

19 More jobs. Less of a police state. 2/1/2019 5:03 PM

20 Affordable housing for Seniors is a must not govt subsidies on rental houses that ruin our
neighborhoods ie section 8 stricter rules on rentals such as must be able to contact owners leases
on file in city hall would make sense. Too many out of town owners and shady rental agents

2/1/2019 3:25 PM

21 JOBS!!!!!! 2/1/2019 2:30 PM

22 Get the police to write some tickets for people that throw trash along pur roads. How many tickets
have they written in 1 year?I bet it would be under 10 or probably zero.Stop the proposed bike
path on Whiteview. .

2/1/2019 2:01 PM

23 Storm water drainage is bad in f section all around farmsworth and Fariston place 2/1/2019 1:17 PM
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24 the drainage stalls are poorly maintained ( sect B). many are totally closed off. 2/1/2019 9:13 AM

25 Please stop trying to build low income apartments and housing in our beautiful town. People with
NO investment in our city will not treat it (or the residents) with the respect we deserve. There are
plenty of low income housing in the areas surrounding Palm Coast and people should move there.

2/1/2019 9:11 AM

26 Would like the elected leaders of the City of Palm Coast and Flagler County to develope and
activate a public bus transportation system!

2/1/2019 9:04 AM

27 Too much has been spent of City Hall structure and surrounding area, invest monies into assuring
residents have proper water, sewer and roadways that are not supplied by overcharging the
residents!

2/1/2019 8:57 AM

28 Restaurants on the Intracoastal would be a nice addition. Also, attract a quality Seafood restaurant
to the downtown.

2/1/2019 8:14 AM

29 Larger community recreation center pool needed. 2/1/2019 6:50 AM

30 Thanks for doing the survey. I'll be looking for the results on-line and the council meeting to
discuss the results.

2/1/2019 6:44 AM

31 City should provide more opportunities and support for arts and culture as it does for parks and
recreation. If you want to encourage economic development you have to offer a balanced quality
of life. At present, parks and recreation uses up more resources to the detriment of other services
such as a proper senior center or an arts (visual as well as performing arts) center - a place for
children can go after school to learn about art and seniors during the day and seniors can meet for
lunch etc.

2/1/2019 6:25 AM

32 please stop encouraging growth until we get infrastructure( roads repaved, storm drainage etc) and
traffic under control. Stop encouraging low income housing. Citizens have said no to this idea
multiple times. Listen to the tax payers and those who moved to a Palm Coast for a safe family
oriented middle income area.Nothing to be gained for the city or its residents with this type of
housing.

2/1/2019 1:58 AM

33 3 years I retire and I put Palm Coast in the rear view mirror 1/31/2019 9:50 PM

34 Would like to see more education for everyone to recycle. 1/31/2019 9:19 PM

35 Try to encourage restaurant dockside development on the intracoastal. Ease up on warnings for
parking infractions in residential areas. The world is troubled enough without local government
hand delivering more anxiety to your door.

1/31/2019 9:07 PM

36 Not happy in the direction the city is going - over development. 1/31/2019 7:58 PM

37 Encourage businesses to move here that can provide higher paying jobs and healthcare benefits.
Encourage home builders to build more modest homes that are affordable to the average middle
class family.

1/31/2019 7:39 PM

38 please be more compassionate to the feral cat colonies and quit harassing the people who
manage them. The cats keep the rat, mouse and snake population controlled. Quit spending so
much time , money and manpower on the parkways. Plant them with grasses and low
maintenance plantings and ornamental trees that do not grow tall. Keep it simple and then there
would not be so much maintenance involved in keeping them looking nice.

1/31/2019 7:28 PM

39 Please provide DAILY senior activities. Such as the Community Center game day offered more
than one afternoon a week. The Flagler County George Wickline center is inadequate: poorly
managed, and does not meet Palm Coast senior needs.

1/31/2019 5:53 PM

40 I would like to eventually see SR 100 cleaned up, and add cafes, shops, anything to see it quaint. I
wish to also have larger shopping options, such as a Costco, Sams, etc. I do not want to see any
more gas stations by Rte 95 and Rte 100; in fact, the entrance ramps on all sides of Rte 100 and
95 need to be beautified, similar to the way up north in the heart of Palm Coast. Southern Palm
Coast is building homes at a very high rate. I would like to see it taken care of the way the heart of
Palm Coast is.

1/31/2019 4:27 PM

41 The cost of utilities in the City of Palm Coast are the highest I have ever paid and they keep going
up. The quality of the City water is concerning. I have to use a filter.

1/31/2019 4:17 PM

42 the "Town Center" and city hall are nowhere near the center of town to be convenient for all. 1/31/2019 2:56 PM

43 Time the signal lights better...in force litter on property that is rented ...to many cars for driveway to
hold , park on side all the time..it seems that the trash around the town is getting worst, I realize
that it not the city's fault, but didn't we have a team that use to pick up trash on main roads?
People begging on the streets near highways...I stop at the light on Belle Terre and the person
often approached my car .

1/31/2019 2:31 PM

44 I would like to maintain the small town, rural atmosphere, but would like more higher end
restaurants over fast food and box stores, so I don't have to spend my money in Jacksonville or
Volusia county. Lets strive for a trader joes or sprouts or something similar

1/31/2019 2:16 PM

45 For a city that seems to value appearances, seeing the homeless on multiple corners and sleeping
out in the open, does not fit. We need to help and monitor more. Also about appearances which
seem to be so important. Why do public works crews need to work the medians in front of Belle
Terre and Indian Trails at the beginning of the day. Trucks block lanes and sidewalks, workers are
edging the grass at the busiest time of day.....it’s an accident waiting to happen. Also......canal
management has become non-existent. Bellaire Canal was clogged with growth and algae all
summer and requests for service were ignored.

1/31/2019 2:15 PM

46 Right turn lanes are needed on the feeder roads at intersections along Belle Terre Parkway
between Palm Coast Parkway and SR 100. Also - are there any plans to acquire property for
extending arterial east - west highways Matanzas, Palm Coast, and Whiteview Parkways in the
western part of the city to connect with the future I 795 in west Flagler county before the the land is
developed?

1/31/2019 1:50 PM
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47 i would like better public transportation,the city is growing,will be nice to have it :) Daytona and
St.Augustine they have it

1/31/2019 1:31 PM

48 Keep your Residential Zones Residential No reason to change zoning for the profit of close friends
or associates.

1/31/2019 12:53 PM

49 I really wish the town could consider making changes to the commercial vehicle's code
enforcemnet.... They should at least be allowed in a garage if under 1 ton. There are many people
who are hard workers and own their homes here that use a commercial vehicle as their only
vehicle... Thank you

1/31/2019 12:43 PM

50 I am concerned with the amount of trash I see on the sides of the roads. The cleanliness of this
city is what my family always commented on when they come to visit me. It is becoming more &
more noticeable to the point of them mentioning it to me on their last visit. It takes away from the
beauty of Palm Coast. Couldn't non violent prisoners clean up the city on a supervised work
release program?? I'm sure their is plenty to keep them busy.

1/31/2019 11:37 AM

51 city needs changes 1/31/2019 10:12 AM

52 THE WATER IS TERRIBLE!! We don’t drink it or cook with it... YUK WHAT IS PC GONNA DO
ABOUT IT???  That’s my BIGGEST Complaint

1/31/2019 12:39 AM

53 can we get a sonic drive thru over on us-1 between matanzas and palm coast parkway? 1/30/2019 9:58 PM

54 Lighting is a huge issue...our roads are so very dark at nite...makes travel by foot and car
dangerous, along with an encouragement for crime. In planning for expansion, it would be nice to
have more single level condos available for retirees. I moved here from CT 3 years ago and just
love it here!

1/30/2019 9:38 PM

55 Please educate children on maintaining their sorroundings clean. The School Bus drivers should
keep a garbage bag in the buses, as children get off they should discart their drinks and paper
wrapers,most of street corders where they get off are full of cups/cans/wrapers. During garbage
days,some of the garbage is blown by the wind or picked by crows,I think it should be a
requirement that all garbage cans have a secure lit, the city shoud specify the requirements.

1/30/2019 7:43 PM

56 Please add Sound walls along I-95 for both sides. 1/30/2019 7:12 PM

57 Stop spending money is stupid things. LISTEN TO THE NEEDS OF THE PEOPLE not the
politicians that are only out to line their own pockets and do what they want

1/30/2019 5:36 PM

58 I would like our council, mayor and manager to be more receptive to the residents request. The old
Palm Coast are of F section along Florida Park and Farragut Drive is taken over by blight with
houses abandoned or in need of maintenance and FPD needs traffic redirected away from it to
reduce vehicle emission of 8,000 vehicles a day in those houses and needs landscape along its
bared sidewalks to erase blight and diffuse emissions. When is Old Kings Road to be widened as
is overdue. Blight and obliviousness is taking over our Old Palm Coast a revitalization program is
needed for that area of the F section as undermines the value of our city and houses quiet a bit of
drug epidemic. Hope someone reads this plea of the Palm Coast F section residents. Thank you.

1/30/2019 5:13 PM

59 Waste Pro stinks. We need Waste Management back and no-limit yard waste pickup. 1/30/2019 1:19 PM

60 Palm coast does not need more housing, it need industry/ jobs and to stop wasting money on re-
doing the landscape in the center medians every couple of years. Need more street lighting at
night on main roads and in neighborhoods.....

1/30/2019 12:50 PM

61 THIS CITY NEEDS TO LISTEN AND RESPECT THE WISHES OF IT'S RESIDENTS. THE
MAYOR IS AN IDIOT. THE PRIVATE BACK ROOM DEALS MUST STOP. GET YOUR DAMN
HANDS OUT OF MY WALLET

1/30/2019 12:23 PM

62 I would love to see all rental homes to be required to have yard service. This would help keeping
our neighborhoods looking good. I know there are home owners that lack in yard work also, but
you can work with them. Out of state rental ownership have no idea what’s going on. Would also
see requirements that they have to register their rentals.

1/30/2019 12:01 PM

63 Maintenance of unimproved lots lacking bulkheads in canals. Navigability of canals. Erosion along
ICW.

1/30/2019 12:00 PM

64 Businesses around US1 and Palm Coast Pkwy are good, but there are too many empty
storefronts especially in strip malls, which is discouraging and promotes blight. There are no gas
stations on the north west end of Palm Coast Pkwy, which is a strange imbalance compared to
East of 95. There are few white collar or tech jobs, so STEM graduates must work out of the
county, or suffer low pay. City services work well, but remember that workers are happier in good
workplaces. If the public works facility really is that bad, then do what it takes to fix it up! They've
done a great job in recent hurricanes and of creating a good water and sewer system. Wildfire
season is soon! Please work on a City fibre network, our internet speeds are woefully slow and
outrageously expensive. Good to see those cell towers going up! Good for public safety too!
Overall a great city to live in, not so much to work. The population seems to be younger now, with
fewer retirees, I'd like to see the city retain some of the young folks to work in tech or industry if we
can attract those jobs! I know it's tough, but you can do it! It's a great city!

1/30/2019 11:33 AM

65 I’ve have a problem the last few weeks with my water. I have contacted the water company. They
came out and did a water test. The water still has a smell and yellow color to it. Nobody can tell me
why. I have been living in Palm Coast for 8 years and never had a problem with the water. My
neighbor is also having problems. So it’s not just my home. I hope it can be resolved. The jobs
here in Palm Coast are not good. My husband has to travel to Orlando every day for work ever
since the company he worked for in Palm Coast closed up and put 500 employees out of a job. I
hope something changes soon.

1/30/2019 11:25 AM
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66 Not everyone in Palm Coast is retired or has supplemental income. Even the average senior can t
make ends meet. There are no good paying jobs here. Or if there were there is no training to
qualify for them. It s a city of restaurants banks and real estate offices. They don t support anyone
to live well. Housing is expensive. Little choice if you are low or fixed income. So much empty land
on 100 out in Bunnel etc. Yet no one has a plan to build commerce or jobs. Everyone I know
outside of gated communities needs more than one income to live. House sharing is almost
required. Who retired for that? Very sad. Growth comes with jobs and so does quality of life!

1/30/2019 11:21 AM

67 The city is divided into all these sections without any shopping close to most without driving out of
the section. It makes it very difficult for an older person to live in a city where you have to drive
everyplace to shop, go to the Dr. go to the pharmacy because nothing is convenient to most
sections. Also, if you need some nice clothing you have to go up to Jacksonville or down to
Daytona for some nice things, Belk treats the consumer in Palm Coast, like a second class
citizens. The products they carry are nothing like they have in the store in Daytona and
Jacksonville. We do most of our shopping other places except for groceries, but we do go to
Sam's Club and Costco in Jacksonville, now we will be going to Trader Joe's in St. Augustine.
Palm Coast is a lost city, between Daytona and St. Aug./ Jacksonville. We will never get the kind of
shopping they have in those cities, we are second class citizens to big stores, not enough
population to be bothered with, they know people will drive to shop. Also, if you think Town Center
will ever take off, someone did not do proper Market Research on the development, it is not on
main streets, can not be seen from the highways. Big mistake city made building the City Hall in
that location they should have build it on Palm Coast Pkwy. That is the main drag in town, even
nameed after the City, that should have said a lot when deciding where to put the City Hall.

1/30/2019 11:06 AM

68 Please get new business in this area. Plus you need to continue to address the Panhandlers. Its
going to eventually impact Palm Coast. Especially what is going on in Daytona Beach. I can see
those people moving here. We need to keep this a small town feeling. That's why I moved here..
And Keep a focus on not raising our TAXES.

1/30/2019 10:29 AM

69 Affordable housing is critical to have as rents are so high now due to a shortage. I hear comments
when out, from new businesses that they would not do over moving here due to things like how
many bushes to plant, how far apart, even getting a measuring stick out. Just an example, not a
list. Be helpful to new businesses. How many years have we gone with poor performance on our
cell phones? I thought it would change with the new council, it's been like pulling teeth getting to
where we are today, moving so slow! How can we bring in new business with the high impact fees
in Town Center, over 30K in impact fees to build a new duplex? Paying code enforcement to work
on weekends just to pull down garage sale signs, open house signs? Having your rv in the
driveway for the week to clean it out, you get sick so it's delayed and ce comes by and threatens to
fine you? Driving down Belle Terre to stop at every traffic light? The city should be working with its
residents instead of us vs. them mentality. It's been changing for the better, thank you for that.
Also, why no helmet requirement for children on bikes? Volusia Co. had that when our son was 5,
he's 33 now! Zero tolerance policies don't work well, as an aside for children who mess up. I love
our new school super, btw. I want to love our new mayor and council- be good stewards of our
taxes, quit spending like a drunk sailor and get the essential items done before the extras. Develop
Town Center! Do what it takes to bring in businesses, the developers will follow with housing.
Demand apartments and senior housing, do you know there's a 3 yr. wait list for the 55+ apts. The
Landings in Town Center? Wow, that about says it all in regard to the need. All our citizens that
moved here 20-30 yrs. ago are ageing out of their homes. They need a zero maintenance place to
go and while some return to be close to their children, others want to stay in their neighborhoods,
close to the familiar. They can't all afford these independent housing with meals etc. at $3,000-
$7,000 month. They need more like Savannah Square or The Landings. I am done, hope
someone reads this! Thanks for the opportunity, keep up the good work, getting residents involved
in change for the better.

1/30/2019 9:31 AM

70 Our swells and drainage are terrible, flooding the streets and front yards!!! And also on main
streets, food stores and other parking lots!!!

1/30/2019 9:29 AM

71 We need the right direction in the city of Palm Coast, honesty towards it's tax payer citizens.
Survey the residents before building anything. We have enough parks, trails. We need more
business for job opportunities, that don't include retail only. Streets maybe one at each corner of
major streets or those that are very dark but not everywhere. But they need to be solar powered.

1/30/2019 8:37 AM

72 Take care of this once beautiful city 1/30/2019 8:33 AM

73 Despite the complaints - Code Enforcement does a great job. Without them, I'm not sure what the
appearance of the city would look like.

1/30/2019 6:43 AM

74 City must live within its financial means. The Mayor seems to think the citizens have limitless
money.

1/29/2019 7:54 PM

75 Put up street lights in ALL of the neighborhoods without charging the homeowner whose property
the light sits on!!!! It would greatly deter the incessant and excessive crimes happening almost
nightly. Residents should not be forced to pay for our own safety. The city should provide safety
measures.

1/29/2019 5:04 PM

76 Poorly designed survey 1/29/2019 5:01 PM

77 Specifically, very concerned about preventing drug abuse and possible fires in Linear Park! There
needs to be a stronger police presence to stop/prevent our beautiful park from being destroyed
and our residents harmed. THANK YOU!

1/29/2019 4:49 PM

78 telephone, electric & cable lines need to be fiber optic & buried . Better management of water
drainage in swells

1/29/2019 12:45 PM

79 Too many to be listed 1/29/2019 11:48 AM
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80 I appreciate the low cost of going over the bridge to A1A. I really appreciate the overall 'clean cut'
atmosphere of Palm Coast. I appreciate the general cleanliness of Palm Coast. I enjoy the
nearness of Palm Coast to St. Augustine, Daytona, and areas south of Daytona. I love the Flagler
Beach area, especially the Flagler Pier area. I feel safe in Palm Coast, and that is very important
to me. I moved here in June of 2018 from Amelia Island, and do not regret the decision.

1/29/2019 11:12 AM

81 THERE WILL BE A BACKLASH TO THE COOPER THE DOG FIASCO AT THE NEXT ELECTION
2020. KLUFAS, CUFF AND HOLLAND CAN NOT TALK OUT OF BOTH SIDES OF THEIR
COLLECTIVE COUNCIL MOUTHS AND GETAWAY WITH IT.

1/29/2019 9:07 AM

82 We need more lights and Sidewalks please 1/28/2019 9:43 PM

83 my street in the b section has the worst garbage pick up I have ever seen in my 52 years on the
planet

1/28/2019 9:33 PM

84 A left turn lane needs to be added on Palm Coast Pkwy to turn onto Club House Drive. 1/28/2019 8:19 PM

85 I've lived here for over eight years and love it! I work for myself (from home). Otherwise I would not
be able to live here. I'd have to drive too far for a decent salary. You need to bring industry to this
area or figure out how to lower the cost of living, for those who don't work for themselves and/or
have kids / more expenses than I do (single professional, no kids). Thanks for asking/caring!
Good luck with it! :)

1/28/2019 7:42 PM

86 more street lights pleases 1/28/2019 4:31 PM

87 mayor & compliance office & building dept need to be accountable for businesses conducting
affairs in our town!!!

1/28/2019 2:09 PM

88 Economic Development is very important for this area. If we can get higher paying jobs into this
area the lower paying jobs will show up on their own.

1/28/2019 1:28 PM

89 Happy to live in Palm Coast @ 1/28/2019 1:17 PM

90 We like it here! 1/28/2019 1:10 PM

91 Need more cell towers, better traffic light timing on Palm Coast Parkway 1/28/2019 11:27 AM

92 Poor communication to the community about what is going on re roads, activities, trash. Try using
newspapers. Or a signup for weekly email.

1/28/2019 11:21 AM

93 I would love to stay in Palm Coast, but between the rising rental/home prices and no job
opportunities that pay enough to keep up with the increase, I don't see that happening. I know
many people in the same situation.

1/28/2019 9:52 AM

94 Work on storm drainage sewer line 1/28/2019 7:17 AM

95 Need better clothing stores. My family & I frequently travel to Volusia or St Johns counties to shop
for clothing. Need more high paying jobs - not more dollar stores and fast food places.

1/27/2019 7:53 PM

96 Allowing one ton and under commercial vehicles and contractor's to have an equal opportunity as
all. The services tradesman provide is essential to any community, which speaks for itself self.

1/27/2019 2:42 PM

97 I have been paying for a street light for 28 years. Before you start giving new areas lights start
paying for all the residents that are paying for lights non public roadways

1/27/2019 11:46 AM

98 Palm Coast could be a great town if only the water/sewer situation could get regulated and if you
would replace all of the burned out street lights.

1/27/2019 11:26 AM

99 Residents in Professional careers (outside Medical and Service) will generally have to travel to
Orlando or Jacksonville area for employment opportunities.

1/27/2019 9:15 AM

100 NA 1/27/2019 8:55 AM

101 Stop development of Palm Coast Parkway East of Florida park Drive. Stop developing Colbert
lane. Preserve our trees and natural land. Protect our wildlife habitat.

1/26/2019 11:01 PM

102 We need more police presence at night in our neighborhoods. Police should not be parked in
parking lots at night. They should be patrolling our streets

1/26/2019 9:56 PM

103 I have walked daily each morning in Linear Park for the last 9 years but over the last 6 months
there has been a dramatic increase in homeless drug users. Some of us have been calling the
police as well as notifying the Fire Dept. of fires in the woods off Magnolia Path. Drug
paraphernalia litter as well as a loaded syringe falling out of the toilet roll in the ladies room at the
Linear Park restroom adjacent to the children's playground. Drug deals are becoming more
commonplace in the parking lot of Linear Park. This has got to be stopped. There is a homeless
camp off the Magnolia Path which keeps me from walking there anymore due to frequent garbage
that litters the area. No longer feel safe walking on that beautiful path where there is an outdoor
classroom. I wouldn't want my grandchildren to attend any class there until the druggies are
cleared out. We can't promote eco tourism in this park til it's rid of this drug scourge.

1/26/2019 9:10 PM

104 Term limits for local elected officials 1/26/2019 6:53 PM

105 There is a tree stump that has grown into the road way on North Old Kings Road that is a potential
danger to cars, just past the new Publix entrance. Otherwise the roadways are good

1/26/2019 3:37 PM

106 I have been paying for my street light since 1989 I knew when I hammy house built there weren't
going to be any light Now everybody wants us to pay for lighting in there area I don't think that is
fair. Also since moving here we were promise to widen OLD KINGS ROAD NORTH FROM PALM
COAST PARKWAY ITS BECOMING HARDER TO GET OUT ON THIS ROAD BeCAUSE OF
TRAFFICE it also needs repaving Many of our main roads needs repaving

1/26/2019 2:52 PM

107 Improve unique shopping & better eating opportunities, e.g., Chico’s, Peach Valley Cafe, Salt Life 1/26/2019 1:09 PM

108 Please, please, please. No more chain restaurants. The lack of variety of different cuisines is
terrible!

1/26/2019 12:42 PM
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109 Would love to have a variety of restaurants that are not fast food and a Costco Thanks 1/26/2019 12:32 PM

110 Overall a very nice place to live - higher end job opportunities and more higher end attractions
would be very valuable to making Palm Coast an attractive alternate to South Florida.

1/26/2019 11:43 AM

111 I strongly wish for PC to remain a very small town and not to become South Florida. If I wanted that
environment I would have moved there instead of here!

1/26/2019 11:02 AM

112 I think the city would profit from picking ONE Slogan prince name for the town and going with It.
For promoting etc.

1/26/2019 9:55 AM

113 With so many lives taken by suicides in our city/county, we MUST do more to initiate mental health
care here.

1/26/2019 9:03 AM

114 The plan to reduce Whiteview Parkway is the reverse of what should happen. It was designed to
connect to Old Kings Road and have an interchange at I-95. There was plenty of space reserved
to accomplish this and have safe bike paths / sidewalks. Look at the maps. Also, the argument of
Light vs Traffic Circle at US 1 & Matanzas Woods is not the correct argument. There should be a
bridge there.

1/25/2019 9:37 PM

115 Streetlights!! Please add them. 1/25/2019 6:56 PM

116 Thumbs up for the Island Walk redevelopment. Parks and trails are great! Please, no more strip
type retail outlets, such as on W. Palm Coast Parkway. Would be nice to have more nice dining
options, but I wouldn’t know how to encourage that. We seem to be stuck with “Interstate Chain
Restaurant Food”. We always dine out of town.

1/25/2019 5:01 PM

117 Please put a street light at Old Kings Road and Utility Dr. It is very dark at night at that intersection.
Fix depressions in the middle of the roads near the manholes, I.E., Pritchard dr, Parkview Dr,
Florida Park Dr.

1/25/2019 3:27 PM

118 Stop pretending that you can *progress* to big-city status without incurring big-city problems.
Remember, Palm Coast was originally conceived as a Retirement community.

1/25/2019 3:15 PM

119 The traffic lights near Walmart need to be better timed. Traffic backs up to Palm Coast Parkway
because of the bad timing. The maintenance crews do an outstanding job as do the police.

1/25/2019 2:31 PM

120 OUR NEIGHBORHOOD IS REALLY LOOKING UNDESIRABLE. HOMES ARE NOT KEPT UP
AND MULTIPLE CARS ARE IN THE BACK OF HOUSES. ON PINEGROVE THIRD HOUSE IN
ON THE LEFT. 13 PINEGROVE MAYBE. IVE LIVED IN THIS NEIGHBORHOOD FOR 19 YEARS
AND IT IS GOING DOWNHILL. PLANNING ON MOVING SOON.

1/25/2019 2:22 PM

121 Through traffic on Woodbury creates a hazardous environment for residents living on the street.
Excessive speeding and poor drainage makes for a dangerous neighborhood.

1/25/2019 11:55 AM

122 I think a lot of work needs to be done with the swales and the standing water in them. When
building takes place, the swales are not leveled out with the new residence and backs up into
current residences property. When clearing brush in an empty lot for fire safety, pest control should
come afterward to prevent bugs from coming onto your property. Commercial vehicles should be
allowed to be parked in your driveway as long as it is not too large of a vehicle or tractor trailer.

1/25/2019 11:27 AM

123 Palm Coast is a terrible place to live. Awful policemen and even worse residents. There are no real
good paying jobs and there’s nothing here.

1/25/2019 10:39 AM

124 Just purchased a new home in the P section after having lived in the R section for 13 years. The
swale problem I left behind in the R section I now have again in front of my new home located on
Postwood Drive. City was of no help for 2 years, City is no help again. Same "Song and Dance"
when you call. Yet the taxes keep going up. Rymfire was a filthy with trash all the time. Lots of
Palm Coast pick up trucks running around. Not on their resume to stop and pick up the trash.
People own lots for years and the damn pine trees no forced to clean the lots and these trees have
the potential to do a lot of damage to existing homes. Make these people clean the empty lots.
Guess what people the guys that come out to check these trees have no clue if they are dead or
alive.

1/25/2019 10:22 AM

125 Keep Palm Coast an affordable place to live and kill the Electricity Tax 1/25/2019 10:21 AM

126 The increased noise from the airport is a huge nuisance in our neighborhood. Even though the
airport is not within the city. Times should be pushed for to strickley landings and take off between
certain hours. Embry Riddle out of Daytona uses this airport from early morning until late night
practicing touch and goes. You see and hear the same low flying planes over and over. Airport
has no rules about this like surrounding airports and is being taken advantage of by this out of
county college. They need to care more about their own residence.

1/25/2019 9:38 AM

127 Keep that small town feeling. 1/25/2019 9:29 AM

128 We need more affordable family type entertainment in Palm coast. Instead of spending our money
in Daytona or St. Augustine. Better paying jobs in Flagler County. The large majority of our
working residents drive 30 minutes each way, they also tend to shop and play in other counties.
That is revenue LOST to Flagler county. I would like to see something like Wonderworks or maybe
a indoor/outdoor water park. Many cant be in direct sunlight or heat for hours on end. A indoor
waterpark with maybe a small miniature golf course would be great. You could offer discounts to
Flagler residents and it would provide jobs for our youth. Economic and business growth is
essential here. We are NO LONGER a retirement community, we need to keep our money in
Flagler county. When family comes to visit I have to take them to other countries, that is a loss for
us!

1/25/2019 5:37 AM

129 Time the lights. Tired of stopping at every light. 1/25/2019 5:06 AM

130 Need another exit (on to 100) from the main part of the E section other than Easthampton. 1/25/2019 1:01 AM
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131 Please do not build communities, low income housing, apartments, strip malls, and such. I know
these are being planned but please Palm Coast is so nice the way it is, the streets are great, traffic
is bearable, scenery is awesome. Please build out in other areas of Flagler County. Do not ruin the
great community we currently have. Please!

1/24/2019 8:23 PM

132 The treatment I have received in this town has been like no other place in FLA- I have been
harassed by animal control and they do not do their job- I have encountered problems when I
vote-I have encountered problems at various parks that needed intervention from park officials and
sheriffs dept that were not dealt with properly. To mention a few. I could go on but I truly believe it
would no help.

1/24/2019 7:14 PM

133 Beautiful comity but crime seems to be a daily occurrence. Way too many rentals in the
neighborhood that aren’t kept up and questionable tenants. Speeding makes me feel unsafe when
driving. Moved here for the small town feel but seems like there is much new construction which
will contribute to overcrowding.

1/24/2019 6:03 PM

134 There should be a halt to new developments until the abandoned ones are addressed one way or
the other. It is un-sustainable to destroy local environments just for 'more' developments when
others are abandoned.

1/24/2019 5:20 PM

135 Palm Coast does not need "affordable housing" in Seminole Woods. Stop THE REZONING on
Seward Trl.

1/24/2019 5:14 PM

136 Please look into the water system. The water bill is as much as thew electric bill and we can't even
drink the water because it looks dirty. I pay at least $100.00 dollars a month for water and still
have to buy water to drink and cook with. Palm coast also needs to raise the amount of wages
paid. Rent is going through the roof and jobs in palm coast pay terrible wages.

1/24/2019 4:47 PM

137 The city outbids small local business owners on work requested by residents. the city does not
give opportunities for small local businesses to succeed. There are some underhanded deals
going on within the city and subcontractors. I also see a lot of wasteful taxpayer dollars being used
on ridiculous work being conducted along the roadways by the city. they should use prisoners to
conduct such work instead of over paying city employees to do the same job

1/24/2019 4:37 PM

138 I know I could live elsewhere cheaper, with possible better wages for working people and more of
a downtown walkabout area but overall PC is the best home town feeling with more varied options
just north (St Augustine & Jax) or just south (Daytona to NSB). I really do miss a "downtown". We
must all drive anywhere we need to go in PC plus, no option for public transportation. 

1/24/2019 2:12 PM

139 PLEASE keep Bing's Landing just as it is! If the BBQ joint wants to expand - they can move
elsewhere. The restaurant is not essential for the park, really!

1/24/2019 1:52 PM

140 Palm Coast is a beautiful place to live. 1/24/2019 1:52 PM

141 People who go out at night if they could see!!!! What is the problem with no street lights? Give me
a break!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1/24/2019 12:44 PM

142 Palm Coast has a lot of problems. Lack of sufficient infrastructure for the amount of people that are
moving in. Too many barriers for local businesses to grow and thrive. Chains or franchises are fine
but you're not helping the local economy and therefore not showing support for the residents here.
Homegrown businesses provide character which Palm Coast lacks. The streets are not safe, they
need sidewalks and street lights. The city government cares too much about their image and
appearances instead of making a difference within. I would never chose to stay in a place like this
and leaving ASAP.

1/24/2019 11:38 AM

143 Please stop with all of the restrictions and permits. There is no reason to be such sticklers. 1/24/2019 11:03 AM

144 I live at the Woodhaven Condos on Old Kings Road South. We have 200 units. The average age I
guess is in the high 50’s. We need a sidewalk from Woodhaven Condos to the traffic light at Palm
Coast Parkway. We now have to walk on Old Kings Road, with our back to traffic, to go to the CVS
store.

1/24/2019 10:21 AM

145 Need sidewalk on Parkview for school kids was promised 8 years ago Don’t pay city
administrators more than governors

1/24/2019 9:57 AM

146 Been here 30 years. Palm Coast overall has gone DOWN in every aspect. Mayor Holland pushes
her own agenda (diverse housing, workforce housing) while she lives in a gated community all the
while stating that "we" have a problem accepting low income people in our un-gated community
neighborhoods. After 30 years, getting the hell out of Palm Coast.

1/24/2019 9:39 AM

147 The approval of the section 8 housing in town center is completely unbelievable! Many people we
know are planning on leaving due to the city officials poor judgment on major blunder issues such
as this. Watch the crime stats in a few years from now.

1/24/2019 9:34 AM

148 The City Council needs to implement stricter laws for residents who let their dogs defecate all over
the streets without scooping up and even on peoples' lawns. Palm Coast needs to have its own
newspapers as working with the Daytona News Journal is not working out for retirees who want to
read the papers but are at the mercy of unscrupulous people who keep hiking the price of the
papers indiscriminately-what a shame? I am an ardent reader of the papers and I recently had to
discontinue my subscription because of the unrealistic increases from the time I moved here in
2014($20.87) to now ($39.00) The Observer leaves much to be desired, parts of the "R" section
never receive the papers despite several calls and assurances that it would be delivered,we have
not seen it in over a year.......these are some of the frustrations that cause me to second guess my
decision to move here. There needs to be more diversity on the City Council and overall
administration of Palm Coast, the politics stinks.

1/24/2019 9:24 AM

149 You need to do something about the traffic. It's horrible and getting worse. 1/24/2019 9:21 AM
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150 The rules for storing boats needs to be adjusted. The fact that a clean, well kept boat or
recreational vehicle can not be kept on a homeowners own driveway is unacceptable in a
community full of boating and fishing enthusiasts. Of course if a vehicle is dilapidated and never
moved, this is an issue. I know many people who live in other areas do not / did not consider palm
Coast their “home” for this reason.

1/24/2019 9:20 AM

151 Palm coast has been very boring. There is not much to do ever. Also i know a lot of people that
have to drive all the way to Daytona or St. Augustine for work. The housing here is also super
expensive.

1/24/2019 8:49 AM

152 I LOVE IT HERE and pray that I can find an affordable residence so I can stay!!!! 1/24/2019 8:44 AM

153 More sidewalks and more streetlights are needed throughout Palm Coast. Children are walking in
the street, in the dark, to their bus stops. This is an extremely dangerous situation.

1/24/2019 8:01 AM

154 Speed limits in residential areas should be less then on otherwise open road areas i.e. Old King
road. Future road development should be considered for better flow and for clear travel to prevent
encountering people traveling on the wrong of Palm Coast Parkway. Better business incentives for
small industrial businesses. Control the overgrowth of small franchise dining of. Don't allow
developers to make poor flowing shopping centers with narrow pathways and a labyrinth.

1/24/2019 6:33 AM

155 Keep natural habitat & small town “old florida feel”. Work on drainage instead of wasting money on
pickleball courts and capts bbq expansion! We flooded during the hurricanes & drainage should be
MAIN priority.

1/23/2019 11:44 PM

156 If you do not aggressively promote new business growth and development, with a emphasis on
the high income sectors like IT, engineering and medical, you stifle all other growth due to a lack of
a solid tax base.

1/23/2019 9:36 PM

157 Something needs to be done about the people panhandling by Walmart and by public on belle
Terre pkwy.

1/23/2019 8:15 PM

158 City to reconsider being able to have travel trailers, campers, boats on our property. Also consider
to be able to Not build a RV garage on property. Sheriffs department is low on officers, the moral
is low, and they need better training and better quality deputies (not so young). Prefer sidewalks
Better speeding control in neighborhood Low income housing should not be considered in
residential neighborhoods but rather on main roads 100, US1.

1/23/2019 7:45 PM

159 Sheriff's office seems to do a good job of apprehension and solving after the crime has occurred,
however, crime PREVENTION should be made more of a priority. E.g... Never see patrols within
neighborhoods. Job/business development needs more attention in the areas of manufacturing
industry and technical occupations. Too many restaurants and retail occupations such as WalMart,
Target and Ollie's Discount Store won't cut it, in the long-term.

1/23/2019 7:42 PM

160 Bring more careers, people need to make money to live on, some of us are not retired. Services
are expensive i.e. water.

1/23/2019 6:49 PM

161 We moved here to enjoy the natural enviornment 1/23/2019 5:04 PM

162 I think that development needs to stay small in Palm Coast, people move here because of the
small town feel. If any development is done it should be what was promised in town center. Higher
paying jobs would be nice and city staff and representatives that do what the people want and not
their own agenda would be great. Too many times over the years I see the governments agenda
and not the people’s, please hear your residents! A survey is great, but if you don’t listen, why
waste everyone’s time?

1/23/2019 5:00 PM

163 Would love an archery rage 1/23/2019 2:33 PM

164 There have been times that I feel the Mayor and members of the City Council are full of their own
self-importance. Building “Taj Mahal-like” structures without getting feedback from residents, is an
example. Of course, that’s just my opinion, I could be wrong.

1/23/2019 2:31 PM

165 Paint road stripes, some are very hard to see during thunderstorms and at night, especially on
Belle Terre between 100 and Royal Palms. More information about recycling such as which
numbers on the package we can put in recycle bins. Should items be washed out prior to
collection,,what about caps on bottles??

1/23/2019 1:42 PM

166 Holland Dog Park - The lake is a bad idea. Great breading ground for germs and disease. Love the
play area for dogs. Belle Terra Parkway. If the posted speed limit is 45 MPH why are the majority
of the vehicles trying to go 55 - 60 MPH ??

1/23/2019 12:49 PM

167 My wife and I have lived in Palm Coast for 5 years and have notice a very large increase in litter.
We have the hiway pine lakes to maintain for the past 4 years, therefore our insight to this problem
is valid. Based on my conversations with the city people who do the litter pickup they feel 1/3 of
their time is on picking up litter (big bucks). I would hope that the city would realize the cost of this
and would revaluate it's litter program. I would be very happy to help in any way. Don't litter it's
trashy or Don't be trashy keep it classy.

1/23/2019 12:35 PM

168 Please revise the four lane highway along old kings road and try to get wal mart to build a bigger
store

1/23/2019 12:30 PM

169 The lack of lights on the roads needed 1/23/2019 11:46 AM

170 Palm Coast need more Light on Street. Belle Terre very dark. Need light in residence area or let
people know by mail that everybody can make order for own light by application from Energy
company ( we have, our friends tell to us). Do not take all trees, when start build new houses,
special Pine Tree. Pine Tree make our climate unique. Save Pine Tree as much as we can. Need
one more Walmart. I love my Palm Coast. Thank you.

1/23/2019 11:46 AM

171 The leadership by mayor in the firing of city manager was not how real leaders operate. I voted for
her in last election, but will not vote for her again.

1/23/2019 10:59 AM
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172 Waste Pro’s service is awful - unreliable, speeding, driving on the wrong side of the road into
oncoming traffic. They make up their own rules with regards to yard debris - sometimes they pick it
up and other times they just fly by and leave it untouched

1/23/2019 10:59 AM

173 Change the city ordinance for enclosed trailers being parked at the residence and we will stay in
palm coast

1/23/2019 10:37 AM

174 no comment 1/23/2019 10:13 AM

175 Stop developing more natural habitat. Tear down and rebuild over distressed areas and run down
sites.

1/23/2019 8:07 AM

176 Do not allow short-term rentals in residential neighborhoods. Destroys communities. You should
ask WHY people live/moved here - we moved here for the small town atmosphere. We've already
lived in cities that emphasized business. We want quality of life.

1/23/2019 7:37 AM

177 Would like to see more pickleballnet courts. Play often and the are crowded. 1/23/2019 6:25 AM

178 The county and the City need to get on the same page 1/23/2019 5:56 AM

179 TRAFFIC! The traffic lights are not recognizing the cars on left turns. I've been hung up on Old
Kings Road. Thanks for the drivers being considerate and understanding.

1/23/2019 2:30 AM

180 Keep Palm Coast beautiful and don't expand tall/big buildings. 1/22/2019 11:42 PM

181 Really really need to look at some sort of traffic improvement for Florida Park Drive. It's so
dangerous and so many people walk to Holland Park as well. I've seen kids, adults, and pets in
danger. Really love our new community center it's absolutely beautiful.

1/22/2019 10:30 PM

182 The city is ran well and I love our men in uniform. They have been nothing but good to us, from
responding to fires or our suspicious activity calls to 911. However there is always room for
improvement. I will touch on a few points. We as a community are at risk for extreme floods, that
in itself is a huge infrastructure issue. The “Bum problem” for lack of better vinacular. Also the
people doing under the speed limit in passing lanes, the light timing is vey, very, very frustrating as
well.

1/22/2019 9:09 PM

183 Do not want apartment buildings in single family homes neighborhoods; put them on 100, US1 or
PCH

1/22/2019 8:40 PM

184 Really need to take care of the swails & lighting on the roads. Feel like Seminole Woods is ignored
as compared to the rest of Palm Coast

1/22/2019 8:35 PM

185 For what I know, the City is doing very well. Congratulations. 1/22/2019 7:41 PM

186 We have such a nice town, I wish they would crack down on homes that need painting, people that
park in yards, swales and islands. Quit allowing the commercial vehicles to be parked on the
streets and hanging out of driveways. Patrol the city like an HOA and get owners to take care of
their properties. There needs to be zero tolerance especially for absentee owners and renters.
Don’t allow owners to maintain the homes like slumlords. Why are there still tarps on roofs from
both hurricanes? Implement a weed ordinance in the yards. It’s like this because it is allowed. If
people don’t want to comply with keeping their properties up to standards, well they can move to
somewhere like Holly Hill that doesn’t care. I don’t see why palm Coast cannot look like Grand
Haven or Hammock Dunes - it’s because it is allowed. City of Palm Coast - put your food down!!!!!

1/22/2019 7:30 PM

187 Please stop allowing duplexes to be built within the same neighborhood as single family homes. 1/22/2019 6:27 PM

188 Listen to the people 1/22/2019 6:25 PM

189 Some of the amenities in this city are not open to liberal minded people. You need to work on that.
Everyone should feel welcome at a community center, not just old Republicans.

1/22/2019 6:14 PM

190 No 1/22/2019 5:56 PM

191 Recycle I've returned items at Walmart and noticed they throw away their plastic bags. And I've
worked in offices and saw that they don't recycle paper. These large stores would make a big
difference. 41 Woodbury. This person has a rusty car tucked in his neighbor's wooded lot next
door. it's been there for years. If you're looking for it, you can see it when you drive by. Even if you
can't, is this really okay? I've called it in several times and the car is still there. And what do you do
about barking dogs. Day and night the neighbor dog wakes me up. And I am attaching a news
article about fireworks. Every holiday we have to put up with it. My poor 95 year old mothers thinks
there gun's. It's illegal - Do something!

1/22/2019 4:37 PM

192 Palm Coast needs more job opportunities. 1/22/2019 4:22 PM

193 ITT ran this place better that you yahoos. With less money too! 1/22/2019 4:17 PM

194 1) Hire you're own local police force. 2) Stop the speeding on Palm Coast Parkway 3) Solicit
Walmart for another store on hwy100, the current store is over crowded 4) Bring in some well
known restaurants. We have enough Pizza, burger, mex, Italian restaurant.

1/22/2019 3:56 PM

195 Code Enforcement needs to recognize when a homeowner is performing home and yard work as
being a legitimate reason to park in other location besides the driveway just the same as
professional landscapers when they park in a median or swale.

1/22/2019 3:38 PM

196 WHY DOS`NT THE TOWN HAVE THERE OWN REAL 1/22/2019 3:36 PM

197 I love Palm Coast and I have a wife and 3 kids who are very active in the community. My only
complaint is that as a small business owner, the City is very difficult to deal with. There is a reason
that we have very little industry here and nothing will change unless Palm Coast becomes more
business/industry friendly. I have a lot of wealthy friends who moved to St. Augustine or Ponte
Vedra because they refuse to deal with the City and the way that they treat small businesses. It is
a shame because other than this issue, Palm Coast is a great place to live.

1/22/2019 3:31 PM

198 Streetlights and speed enforcement in neighborhoods are greatly needed. Maybe speed humps? 1/22/2019 3:27 PM
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199 The flight schools at the airport are obnoxious! Daytona Aviation and Embry Riddle both. Their
flight frequency is out of control. 3 take offs per minute is rude! They have ZERO concern for the
neighborhoods around the airport. They may as well just give us the middle finger. I watch their
behavior. They are rude on a daily basis. If bad weather is forecast, the day before they go
NONSTOP. Their instructors goal is to take off, turn hard right or left at the soonest possible
moment and return to the airport ASAP. Then, no landing until a student is finished. Until then it's
ALL touch and go. Best for them their students are 80-90% of Middle East origin and they`re
ALWAYS available to show up at a moment notice to practice. It seems like they were dumped in
the US to get rid of them by their parents . (Does Saudia Arabia not have flight schools?)
Regulations should be looked into and implemented to improve quality of life issues around the
airport. I've been here since 2004 and it's gotten far worse. Lastly, the aircraft they use are LOUD!
Noise suppression was the least of their concerns when they bought them. I don't care how much
fuel they buy. They are a nuisance! Please look into this.

1/22/2019 3:24 PM

200 Seagate is destroying PC with all the duplexes they build. They are of course rentals and usually
trashed. Code enforcement needs to ride around daily to see the condition of them

1/22/2019 3:06 PM

201 If I had to pick my top complaint, it is the general lack of code and law enforcement within the
neighborhoods. Speeding, parking in/destruction of swales, and the noise - especially the use of
private fireworks. It would be refreshing to have a little “proactive policing” in the neighborhoods
instead of relying on phone calls. For example more patrols or an occasional speed trap.

1/22/2019 3:00 PM

202 Traffic signal management is terrible. As just one example on Cypress Parkway at Steak n Shake
heading from Walmart towards gas station only allows 2 cars to go through light then turns red.
Poor place to put a light signal as I realize that if traffic backs up on Cypress it ends up out to Palm
Coast PKWY. Too much congestion and traffic in that location. Stressful and frustrating to go near
Walmart. The businesses need to start building in other locations like Kings Point and US 1 or
Town Center. There is more than enough now creating too much traffic. Expansion of Palm Coast
Pkwy was a big help but there is not enough corridors to get around the town to support the
increased population. Dark streets with no lighting is also a problem. Town Center lights are
excessive. Remove every other light pole and that's plenty. Redistribute to areas in desperate
need. Start asking the citizens what they want and put it to a vote instead of deciding with
taxpayers money. Help the town with revenue by luring corporations and industries that provide a
decent wage other than minimum wage through $10.00. Homeless and panhandling in Palm
Coast is an issue that needs a solution. High Rent, Low Wages and Traffic. Nice to place to shop
and eat but that is it. Cell phone service is not good. Base charges on utilities are high. Very little
of the bill is from usage. Swales collect and retain water for long periods with mosquito
infestations. Water collects and stands on Belle Terre creating ponding and hydroplaning. Where
are the drain grates at curbs like most towns to divert the water to the canals. Bushes and grasses
planted in areas that obstructs drivers view for safely getting out into traffic. This is in medians,
shopping centers and various roadways. Please lets start thinking before we do. Why are we still
paying tolls to go across the bridge to Flagler??? Lets make better choices and be more
conservative and mindful of our town and citizens.

1/22/2019 2:56 PM

203 Now that the former city manager, Jim Landon is out, please begin focus on quality of life issues in
the city that are far overdue and prioritize them over golf courses and leisure activities that are not
essential when we have so many children and youth across our city that require the safety of
adequate bus stops, adequate street lighting, and adequate sidewalks for pedestrians. The size of
Palm Coast's population and amount of traffic has outpaced the city's ability to provide and
maintain quality of life infrastructure. The city should be exploring the potential for its own city
police department too and stop funding with citizens' taxes contracts to the sheriff's office in
exchange for services the sheriff is already required to provided through county taxes, even if the
city was not in contract for the services. Create your own police department that you can control
with your own general revenue and you will end up with a better quality product with policing
services and crime prevention efforts. A city of this size and amount of traffic and criminal activities
should already have its own police department. Start focusing on the Matanzas Woods Parkway
corridor for economic growth and development in an effort to balance the city's amenities between
the north and the south locations. Bring in more cell towers into the city, the mobile cellular
network is pitiful and weak at best in town and especially on the north end of the city. Keep up the
good work, removing the city manager was the first step in the right direction for a contemporary
Palm Coast in the 21st Century. It is time to replace stagnation with innovation!!

1/22/2019 2:45 PM

204 Sewer system needs upgrading! Public transport system is essential! 1/22/2019 2:20 PM

205 IMPROVE Cell Service throughout Palm COAST ASAP 1/22/2019 2:12 PM

206 Palm Coast, overall, is a great city to grow up in and attend school in. Furthermore, I think there
should be more commercial business.

1/22/2019 2:03 PM

207 The bulow trail is in severe need of maintenance, We need an expansion on the skatepark 1/22/2019 2:00 PM

208 The city is lacking in sidewalks making it unsafe for walking, biking, etc. Streetlights would help
immensely.

1/22/2019 1:48 PM

209 I don't think there needs to be such a focus on low income/income qualified housing. I had a
Section 8 rental down the street and my family's quality of life and general safety was negatively
affected in a drastic way.

1/22/2019 1:25 PM

210 Opening up opportunities for real jobs that pay real wages will make a difference across the board
in Palm Coast. Industry, manufacturing, tech, environmental services.... you name it, bring it to the
city. Get people working with real wages.

1/22/2019 1:16 PM

211 My only problem is that we have to drive to go to stores like Best Buy and other larger stores. If we
could get another Aldi in the Northern part of the city would be nice also.

1/22/2019 1:12 PM
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212 Please take in consideration that palm coast is no longer a retired community it has all ages, sex,
race so please be fair. Palm Coast is a great city but question is , is it to much to afford and even if
you own your home .look around all for closure, empty properties, and families losing the apt they
are renting or house. And no jobs in palm coast to save gas from commuting to different areas to
go to work. Not enough after school activities bus to pick up children from activities after 4:30pm.
And most of the stores closed at 9pn and open at 9am

1/22/2019 12:56 PM

213 I would love to see the city continue to grow, both north and south parts of the city. Town Center
will be great for some but is a good distance for those on the north end of town. Continued
development along Matanzas Woods and US1 would be great for a lot of people. Those who live
in the L sections (I did for 7 years) don't have anything close by, not even a gas station.

1/22/2019 12:55 PM

214 No roundabouts on US1!! 1/22/2019 12:39 PM

215 Sherrif Staly is doing a wonderful job, please continue to support his efforts. We need a good
Mayor, that lady whatever her name, is a joke. Palm Coast needs to support old and young alike to
be a sustainable community. We need better jobs, industry, families can not survive on retail and
restaurant jobs. Put money into the schools, they are truly our future.

1/22/2019 12:32 PM

216 Get some city officials in office that don't have agenda's and lets see something get done. The
budget must be reduced and spending needs to be brought under control. We are in record debt
and cannot just keep spending and raising taxes! The taxes keep going up and the quality keeps
going down.

1/22/2019 12:24 PM

217 Schools need to be "Fully" funded. 1/22/2019 12:17 PM

218 I would like to see more QUALITY daycares, children's activities and educational opportunities.
Job opportunities are scare and pay is not the best in the area. I love Palm Coast and I prefer it to
Jacksonville (where I used to live), but I wish there were more career opportunities and things to
do with small children.

1/22/2019 12:10 PM

219 Providing essential infrastructure is essential: Streetlights, sidewalks, storm sewers, cell towers
with up to date services (state of the art) services for all communications (computer, cell phones,
etc.)

1/22/2019 12:10 PM

220 Act on the concerns of citizens . 1/22/2019 12:03 PM

221 Seriously look into the employees of the Palm Coast Fire Department. It is all PR and not quality
services. What a joke.

1/22/2019 12:03 PM

222 Been around Palm Coast since 86'. You guys really screwed this up. It is nothing more than a
joke, hell on Earth.

1/22/2019 12:00 PM

223 No more people like Landon and Delorenzo. Please stop subsidized housing and assisted living
facilities.

1/22/2019 11:59 AM

224 I would like the city to focus on bringing jobs to the area and not focus on the monuments to
themselves - city hall, tennis center, and community center. I wish the the city would focus on
safety issues like street lights and appearance issues like canal maintenance (recently improved)
and less on the "town center" area which is a bust!

1/22/2019 11:52 AM

225 Overall I love Palm Coast, however I think our community officials have spent far to much money
on studies and consultants.

1/22/2019 11:49 AM

226 Another Walmart and Bowling Alley.. Marshall's, Popeyes, 1/22/2019 11:48 AM

227 The "R" Section is filthy. Every weekend someone is purposely throwing McDonalds's & other
garbage bags & plastic bottles out their car window. This has been going on for over a year. I
believe it's someone off Randolph. Homeowners are moving out. Nothing is being done.
Additionally, some roads need repaving badly. On Belle Terre Pkwy there are bumps in the road
that need to be leveled or shaved. On Rymfire Ave there was construction across the road. It has
since settled making driving over it very bumpy - Please have Road Maintenance repair and level it
out. I'm not happy with the City's neglect in the "R" Section.

1/22/2019 11:35 AM

228 HELP THE HOMELESS PEOPLE...WHY ARE THEY SO MANY LATELEY?????? WHAT CAN
WE DO????

1/22/2019 11:12 AM

229 Better code inforcement, parked cars, work trucks, unkept property, garbage cans not put away,
boats, motor homes in yard. It is like the S section is a forgotten step child.

1/22/2019 11:01 AM

230 With all the new houses being built in the city/county there should be no need to raise taxes. There
will be new revenue when these houses settle and are appraised!

1/22/2019 10:57 AM

231 Need more upscaled restaurants in and around SR100, too many fast food places. 1/22/2019 10:55 AM

232 Bigger is not better, continued residential growth will need additional schools and other public
services, more infrastructure leading to large tax increases that will make Palm Coast unaffordable
for the elderly and young folks just starting out to afford to to live here.

1/22/2019 10:51 AM

233 Need more speeding enforcement in the E section. 30mph is not enforced or observed. 1/22/2019 10:42 AM

234 Need for turn lanes off of Palm Coast Parkway for neighborhood off of Bridgehaven Drive 1/22/2019 10:33 AM

235 I like the peacefulness and cleanliness and would like for it to stay that way. Some crimes are not
reported or counted, which makes the crime rate seem lower than it is, but having more for
families and children to do can prevent that. Development of stores, restaurants, and
entertainment arenas for families and kids can improve things to do and produce more jobs which
need to be higher paying instead of so many working residents having to commute elsewhere for
work. Gas prices in this area can be lower compared to surrounding areas. Schools can do more
or become more strict with the behaviors, consequences, and enforce more control over the
negatives with staff and students for sure instead of focusing on standardized test. Students need
to be taught more about real life situations and how to be more responsible socially and financially.
I like the city catering to the elderly.

1/22/2019 10:16 AM
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236 Enforce the laws make sure citizens take care of property. Respond to calls about troubled areas.
Without repercussions.

1/22/2019 10:02 AM

237 Humane TNR must be a priority and supported by elected county officials. 1/22/2019 9:54 AM

238 In the 15 years that I have lived in PC I can’t believe how down hill this place has gone. You have
city officals doing illegal things and they get off Scott free, but if that was a common person or no
body the book would be thrown at them. The “ people” need to be heard !!!

1/22/2019 9:54 AM

239 I've been waiting since August 2017 for my swale maintenance! City came out and said needed
regrading, I've called countless times and each time get the same response! We will be out as
soon as we can!!!

1/22/2019 9:51 AM

240 The local theater needs to update in order to compete with the new Cobb theater in Daytona. A lot
of business and recreation growth in Daytona could be pulling people away from local
development.

1/22/2019 9:49 AM

241 Someone needs to change timing of lights at palm coast parkway and cypress parkway. There are
always Cars caught in middle of intersection.

1/22/2019 9:32 AM

242 Need to do something about speeder's on belle terre pkw 1/22/2019 9:24 AM

243 Canal lots pay extra taxes, what is that money for? Our canal is filling in to the point that we and
several of our neighbors can not consistently use our boat lifts. And this is referred to as a deep
water canal.

1/22/2019 9:24 AM

244 Cell phone service drastic improvement as well as street lighting 1/22/2019 9:10 AM

245 In recent weeks, there has been a rise in crime in our city. I'd like to see more police patrolling our
shopping centers and streets.

1/22/2019 9:01 AM

246 Like elected official effort dedicated to Protect community as is and target select growth and
development programs to To prevent out of control growth and congestion and loss of small
community feel.

1/22/2019 9:00 AM

247 Bring affordable housing and corporate business to Palm coast, too many of us have to leave or
commute hours to find these things. Town is not young family friendly at all. If your retired, it's got
everything you want, but trying to raise no a family here... forget it

1/22/2019 8:55 AM

248 we need a Costco or bjs 1/22/2019 8:54 AM

249 We enjoy all the trees and shrubbery that Bill Butler and his staff have installed, but they grow and
it is hard to drive and see around when driving especially at Island Walk.

1/22/2019 8:44 AM

250 I think the population of Palm Coast is expanding too fast. If you would restrict the number of
building permits that you issue per year, it would help to control the rate the population is growing,
as well as put upward pressure on the value of existing homes, which in turn will attract a higher
quality of residents that move into Palm Coast.

1/22/2019 8:42 AM

251 this city is calle Palm Coast but its streets only have very few palms. alot of grass areas not
planted.

1/22/2019 8:41 AM

252 Disappointed to see neighbors complain of beautification but it is important. 1/22/2019 8:36 AM

253 Is the Adult Education program still available? I used to receive a flier in the mail. I used to be able
to read about it in the Observer. Now, no communications! What has happened?

1/22/2019 8:13 AM

254 Hate seeing the city waist water, by watering the grass when it is pouring rain out, Not happy about
the lights on Belle Terre Pkwy/Seminole Woods Blvd on US1. I would see a drunk crash into the
trees at the end of the road about once a week, reeking of alcohol. Now the lights are up you save
the trees so they can kill other people! The light turns way too fast for Belle Terre Pkwy/Seminole
Woods Blvd, great for them but not for the 4 lane us1.

1/22/2019 7:53 AM

255 PC has become a huge HOA. Rules and regulations are usually not known until after the fact. If
you want to attract employers, which we should, look at make it more enticing without all the
restrictions and cost of start up...just to break ground.

1/22/2019 7:50 AM

256 i would really like to have street light on my road so cars can see children that are outside in the
winter months

1/22/2019 7:39 AM

257 Stop with the "growth" encouragement until you catch up with the failing infrastructure. Growth
puts a drain on our already inadequate, aging infrastructure.

1/22/2019 7:27 AM

258 Reduce traffic enforcement. Merge city & county governments. 1/22/2019 7:26 AM

259 The city needs to do something with the homeless population. It is growing and it is not attractive
seeing panhandlers on every corner along Palm Coast Parkway. Swale maintenance needs to be
stepped up. I live one house away from the drain and the water flow is nonexistent. The water sits
in my swale for weeks, I have called numerous times with no response. This is unacceptable.

1/22/2019 7:25 AM

260 Street lights in R section will be helpful in making us feel safe from burglary, since it's increase a
lot. spray more often for bugs, mosquito and cut down some tees from lands that are not occupied.

1/22/2019 7:18 AM

261 Code infractions are not applied consistently 1/22/2019 7:09 AM

262 Please don't let duplexes be built next door to homes! We care for our home and the value goes
down when dieses come in

1/22/2019 7:07 AM

263 we need more traffic control 1/22/2019 6:47 AM

264 Stop the micro management 1/22/2019 6:15 AM

265 Need speed traps in Matanzas Woods. They speed here 1/22/2019 6:12 AM
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266 Landscaping - if you are going to plant thousands of dollars of plants along the roads at least
maintain them. Very sad to see so many dead overgrown weedy areas. Services for the homeless
need improvement so many panhandlers - not uncommon to be approached 75% of the time in
traffic or in parking lots or gas station.

1/22/2019 6:09 AM

267 keep up the good work. thank you. 1/22/2019 6:08 AM

268 No Dog Parks funded by the city 1/22/2019 5:56 AM

269 Tired of having to stop fir every red light. 1/22/2019 5:41 AM

270 City government is out of touch with what the people want. It is frustrating. There is no sense of
community as a whole. It is depressing, because PC ‘looks’ beautiful, there is nothing there. No
soul. At night, there is nothing to do except drive to another city to partake in an activity. Can’t walk
/ bike without the risk of being run over. PC is a pretty place to visit, but not to live.

1/22/2019 5:32 AM

271 Please consider more local entertainment and amenities. We need more gas stations between
SR-100 and Palm Coast Pkwy. We don't need another bar or tavern but at least some form of
entertainment. The city is bashed on websites for not having anything to do.

1/22/2019 4:43 AM

272 Too many concessions are given to builders and developers at the cost of private citizens 1/22/2019 3:24 AM

273 Improvement in the quality of tap water is needed. The water smells terrible quite frequently. 1/22/2019 2:01 AM

274 Why are employees allowed to drive their palm coast vehicles and trucks and use them for
personal use? It adds extra unneeded miles, wear and tear and uses the fuel that tax payers have
to pay. And why are palm coast vehicles allowed to be parked in medians all day and overnight at
times at an employees house yet we get cited as citizens if we do so? Why are the roads in Palm
Coast always full of potholes and uneven pavement, especially south of State Road 100? Why do
citizens have to pay a license fee for having a pet? This is just a money maker for the city, it does
not help the citizens.

1/22/2019 12:50 AM

275 Need more Big stores like Costco, sams and bestbuy. These are essential. 1/22/2019 12:48 AM

276 na 1/22/2019 12:38 AM

277 Enforce the speed limit through neighborhoods and see more police patrols for our safety. 1/21/2019 11:56 PM

278 Need more street lamps, very dark to drive, and super unsafe. Need better community events.
Utility and property taxes are sky high - too much. Need more/varied job opportunities. More
hospitals. More support for start up of personal businesses.

1/21/2019 11:26 PM

279 Please do something about the homeless population by the palm coast library. We now have
people begging at every traffic light, so many homeless that I fear to stop at any of those
businesses in that corner, and they are bathing in the library bathrooms that I now will not go to.

1/21/2019 11:20 PM

280 We need more business development... Costco, major restaurant chains, etc 1/21/2019 11:06 PM

281 I think the maintenance of the swales along the canals need to be kept up more often. As I have
lived here 3 years I have seen a decline in the care off the area leading to flooding problems in
yards. After calling to have the problem addressed I have not seen an improvement.

1/21/2019 11:04 PM

282 I would love to provide the city with future comments and advice for the improvement of our lovely
city. I think a permanent comment sections of the Observer or Flaglerlive would be great for this!
But right now I think our BIGGEST problem is street lighting/lamps. I feel VERY unsafe driving at
night around the city. I can't see more than 5 feet ahead of me and it is such a danger to the
community, and it puts lives of reaidents at risk. The state of Florida is notorious for its bad lighting
in all its cities. I want to see Palm Coast be the first innovative city to start the conversation and the
movement of better illumination on our roadways.

1/21/2019 10:57 PM

283 Palm Coast is not a great place to live especially for young families. The city does not welcome
newcomers. They do not want to improve the city. They want to stay in the past. The city wastes
tons of money on nonsense and they do not spend it on what the public wants like streetlights.
They keep building housing for seniors but do nothing for young people.

1/21/2019 10:42 PM

284 The city is good but I do not plan moving back here from OSU I may move to DeLand because I
plan to go to Stetson university for my doctorates degree in music education. If this city improves a
lot and gets more things to do I would love to move back but at the stance right now in 6 years
when I come back to Florida I will not be here.

1/21/2019 10:03 PM

285 Attract more business please. I'm sure your famously awful permitting process isn't helping
anything.

1/21/2019 10:00 PM

286 Higher wages 1/21/2019 9:56 PM

287 Need to develop town center, hold home owners and renters to higher standard. Too many houses
with trash,overgrown lawns ,houses falling apart. Develop town center. Better police. Too many
breakins vandalism etc. Always see cops parked doe side roads chatting with another cop car

1/21/2019 9:42 PM

288 More apartments with amenities 1/21/2019 9:41 PM

289 Palm Coast needs their own police department since our current Sheriff is out of control as is his
department

1/21/2019 9:39 PM

290 I love Palm Coast! 1/21/2019 9:38 PM

291 Remove the beggers from the street cornors and parking lots using spicific wording of city
ordinance and dedicated enforcement.

1/21/2019 9:37 PM

292 Get control over over spending. 1/21/2019 9:29 PM

293 Need more entertainment. Not much to do. 1/21/2019 9:21 PM

294 All requests fall on Deaf ears.Starting with Mayor& commissioners 1/21/2019 9:20 PM

295 No, it wouldn't matter anyway. 1/21/2019 9:18 PM
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296 Design better /safer parking lots with better ( more room) visibility at intersections. Maintaine the
good trash pickup alongside our roads.

1/21/2019 9:17 PM

297 Palm Coast really is a nice place to live. Hope it does not grow a lot. 1/21/2019 9:14 PM

298 Matanzas-US 1 needs traffic light. Need street lights everywhere. It is not safe!!!! Too dark and too
hard to see people walking dogs, walking, biking, kids at bus stop etc. timing of the lights on belle
Terre and palm coast parkway are awful. The schools need to address bullying and have more of
a strict policy.

1/21/2019 9:07 PM

299 Have more pet friendly beaches (areas) 1/21/2019 9:01 PM

300 Try to preserve the character of the city as a development initiative rather than destroy it for the
sake of welcoming new enterprises.

1/21/2019 8:57 PM

301 Yes. Something must be done to help alleviate the traffic on Palm Coast Pkwy specifically from
Old Kings Rd and over to the bridge to Belle Terrence. Palm Coast is making WAY too much onto
the news lately. For drugs, gangs, domestic violence and dog bites. The R,P, and Br's in particular.
I think more patrols should be in these areas.

1/21/2019 8:38 PM

302 I would love more opportunities for children to be involved and interact with all law enforcement,
fire, safety. Any and all chances for interaction at a younger age would hopefully be beneficial. I
would love to see the city as a whole lighten up slightly on code enforcement and find a way to
help small businesses that really should be the backbone of any city. Lastly, finding a way to get
teenagers involved in the city. And my daughter would love a park where there is equipment they
could play on.

1/21/2019 8:35 PM

303 Turn the lights into the traffic detection mode, morons! Those Smart intersection lights cost fortune
and were created by smart people to help good road flow ! Yet uneducated employees of Palm
Coast don’t know a thing about it and set them all up on wrong mode and everyone has to sit in
front of empty street and wait for lights to change! Hire someone who is qualified for jobs, at least
once! Who builds Epic theatre right on the road with parking lot behind it? Morons in Palm Coast!
They do that! Everywhere you go parking is in front of the building so people could park and walk
in but here you created a jam on the road and empty parking behind theater. Everywhere one
looks it shows how unprofessional and uneducated city’s employees are! And arrogant too! For
years we were complaining about stupid speed limits in Town Center. They were less than in
residential areas where children are on the roads. But you ignored us. Yet once you moved into
that useless City Hall you built without our permission the speed limit was changed to suit you!
Arrogant and ignorant, that’s what you all are! Smart people are leaving this city. Soon with all your
affordable housing it won’t be possible to breathe here. Have it your way, just don’t come to where
we are going! Nobody needs you! Morons!

1/21/2019 8:17 PM

304 I would have liked to see COOPER go to the dog ranch instead of being destroyed. That was so
sad 

1/21/2019 8:15 PM

305 yes - clean out the swales!! It's long overdue. 1/21/2019 8:08 PM

306 We would love to have better cell phone reception. It really sucks. 1/21/2019 8:02 PM

307 Would like to see the city buying land to protect. Another trail like the Jungle Hut loop would be an
asset to the area across the street in the area that is currently being considered for yet another
residential area. There was a recent study that found that Earth has lost half its wildlife in last 40
years. I’d like to see Palm Coast be a leader in that over more residentia, Dollar Stores, or senior
living developments. The natural beauty is something that is unique to Palm Coast & I hope it can
be preserved. Why developments are being approved when Town Center continues to be a
wasteland is very confusing. And more residential neighborhoods when existing neighborhoods
aren’t even at capacity doesn’t make sense. In my opinion, Palm Coast needs to find its niche, and
it doesn’t need to be a mini Jacksonville. We are close enough to large cities with endless
stripmalls. Let’s be a community that prioritizes parks, protected land, and youth programs (maybe
this will help stop the alarming number of teen suicides) and also education. Our schools have
declined considerably in the GreatSchools ranking in the past couple of years. This is worrisome,
especially since I have a young family. Thank you for your time!

1/21/2019 8:00 PM

308 I would love to see the pool hours expand. Temperatures were still very hot but only opened for a
few hours.

1/21/2019 7:57 PM

309 Many people I.know as well as myself came to PC for what it was, not to see it become another
version of what commercial growth, economical development, etc. which has ruined other cities in
Florida........Palm Coast is wonderful as it is------leave her alone!!!!

1/21/2019 7:55 PM

310 At night streets are difficult to navigate due to faded painted lines on roadways. We have lived here
in PC for two years and they really need repainting .Very hard to see especially in the rain more
reflectors wouldn't hurt either.

1/21/2019 7:54 PM

311 Keeping residents aware of what is going on before decisions are made on all matters. No under
the table deals

1/21/2019 7:44 PM

312 Please bring the cameras back as there are too many people running red lights. 1/21/2019 7:43 PM

313 Crime, thefts on the constant rise. It's a great concern 1/21/2019 7:36 PM

314 Your code enforcement is a joke. Cant park a work vehicle in my driveway but a big blue tarp is
any better?

1/21/2019 7:35 PM

315 Whoever designed the entrance to the Publix shopping center (where Amy's Hallmark is) made
driving and parking extremely dangerous! I have personally witnessed fender benders, folks
speeding through and cutting off - practically hitting pedestrians while vehicles attempt to enter
and leave. It would be a "major improvement" to have the entrance opened up like it is a the
Jacksonville Pubix, that allows sufficient space to drive without driving like a person is in an
amusement park. This is not meant to be a joke- it is not a pleasure driving to this shopping
center- even Walmart (which has major customer parked cars) has a better entrance and parking
facility.

1/21/2019 7:17 PM
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316 Too much litter all over this city. I pick up litter on my street & surrounding area because litter
looks awful in the nice neighborhood

1/21/2019 7:11 PM

317 The politics are getting very catty and petty. I do not trust anyone in the township government.
Very disappointing!!!

1/21/2019 7:00 PM

318 P section has people feeding feral cats and on person leaves garage door slightly up so cats can
go in. My husband and I have been hissed at from a few of these cats when we go outside. My
granddaughter cannot play in the yard because they are always going #2 in our yard. I feel that
they should be captured and relocated. We do not need to get the fixed and them bring them back
to the same neighborhood. The are not native to the United States. We used to have a lot of birds
and rabbits in our yard all the time. we no longer have birds or rabbits. Just cats that hiss at us.
This issue needs to be taken care of asap. It ridiculous that feral cats are running our lives. I
cannot even count how many are in my neighborhood. It is a disgrace. Please do something about
it. After all people from up north came here and dictated to the city what we were going to do.
Another option is to round them up and send them the to neighborhoods of the people who forced
them on us. Enough is enough. I am highly allergic to cats. Cat hair in my lawn can cause me to
have an asthma attack. But I guess something like that does not matter to the City of Palm Coast.
Thank you for taking the time to read my comment. Now please do something about this issue.

1/21/2019 6:58 PM

319 None 1/21/2019 6:55 PM

320 I love Palm Coast 1/21/2019 6:46 PM

321 Traffic on Florida Park Dr needs attention, to many large trucks, speed, congestion, lighting. 1/21/2019 6:40 PM

322 Palm Coast has SO much potential, and I love that there are so many parks and recreational
areas and that the city has really embraced its environmental assets. However, the lack of
opportunity is definitely going to make it difficult to retain educated professionals and talented
youth. Regulations should encourage small business owners, not punish them.

1/21/2019 6:39 PM

323 Too much crime in my neighborhood. 2 years my car broken into 3 times. Stolen neighbors cars,
broke into neighbors back window of house etc. K section not safe!!

1/21/2019 6:38 PM

324 Reform codes to lessen strictness of being like a HOA but keeping property clean and presentable.
Youth activities that are affordable to keep youth busy and out of trouble, not only sports but
partner with science, marine biology, vocational skills for older youth. Bus Transportation routes
along major corridor such as 100, belle terre, palm coast parkway.

1/21/2019 6:31 PM

325 A suggestion would be start to focus on the younger generation. This is not an senior community
anymore.

1/21/2019 6:28 PM

326 No to low income housing. 1/21/2019 6:25 PM

327 Resist staff "wish lists". Remember folks often came here for lower taxes, less crowding, less
stress. Stick to core issues more.

1/21/2019 6:23 PM

328 Mabey clean and maintain ponds, lakes and ditches 1/21/2019 6:20 PM

329 I really enjoyed Palm Coast many years ago but feel we attracting the wrong type of people vs. I
feel we should be attracting business to give jobs to people to maintain their own standard of
living.

1/21/2019 6:08 PM

330 We need streetlights in all residential neighborhoods - that would be BIG crime deterrent. 1/21/2019 6:05 PM

331 Trash and yard waste pickup is horrible. Especially yard waste. They leave the streets a mess,
anything dropped is left, as is some of the waste on the curb area.

1/21/2019 6:03 PM

332 Palm Coast has changed in the last 2yrs, crime is high and housing is getting more expensive.
The expense is that of a big city but the jobs here don’t pay like a big city. As soon as I finish
school my plan is to move out. Find somewhere I can get cheaper and safer living conditions as
well as a better income for my profession, eg. upstate New York or Palm beach county.

1/21/2019 5:56 PM

333 TOO MUCH OVERBUILDING 1/21/2019 5:51 PM

334 Low taxes and responsible city and county government are the two most important things to keep
us here once we retire.

1/21/2019 5:48 PM

335 Mayor not courteous enough to respond to email sent to her. 1/21/2019 5:46 PM

336 Storm drainage needs work, more minority cops, better patrol in communities in the Matanzas
Woods area, major shopping stores ie JC Penny’s better restaurants, Sams, Popeys, just to name
a few. New the new Publix off Old Kings Rd.

1/21/2019 5:44 PM

337 I live off of Plainview Drive by the schools and it has become frustrating that everybody drops their
kids off at the corner. They pull in people's driveways park in people's yard with no regard to
property. They block the road and cause it to become very dangerous coming and going, by
blocking the road. All because they are too lazy to go through the drop off at the schools.
Meanwhile I do the right thing and go through the drop off at school. It's not fair to us who live on
that block. Something needs to be done before someone gets hit by a car or causes an accident!

1/21/2019 5:37 PM

338 Please dont take away a piece of a park to subsidize a private business. I live captains bbq but the
city of palm coast should have nothing to do with their problem of needing more space / new
building. Is someone getting a kickback from that deal?

1/21/2019 5:36 PM

339 THE AIR BNB NEXT TO ME IS MAKING US THINK ABOUT RELOCATING!!----------BUT WE
CAN NOT SELL OUR HOUSE BECAUSE OF IT !!!!!!!!------VERY BAD SITUATION FOR PEOPLE
OUR AGE WHO HAVE BEEN HERE 25+ YEARS !!!!------WE LOVE OUR CITY BUT THE
STRANGERS COMING INTO HOUSE NEXT DOOR IS MAKING US FEEL--VERY UNSAFE AND
KILLING OUR QUALITY OF LIFE !!!!!!!!!------HELP !!!!!!!!!

1/21/2019 5:23 PM

340 City needs to focus on current population instead of constantly attempting to cater to low income
housing. The only thing being built now are cheap rental duplexes.

1/21/2019 5:21 PM
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341 Palm Coast is a great place to live. 1/21/2019 5:20 PM

342 I believe this survey is biased towards what the officials think is important; there are too many
"other" answer blocks. There are no questions about how well the city is serving the residents on a
one-to-one basis, such as ease of access to city resources, time of waiting, quality of help, etc.
Income & education questions are inappropriate for a survey of Municipal needs. The education
question doesn't allow for a "prefer not to answer" choice.

1/21/2019 5:20 PM

343 I love Palm Coast but if you can make housing affordable for people to live it would be great 1/21/2019 5:20 PM

344 Lights are long. Jug handles may help. 1/21/2019 5:14 PM

345 Palm Coast should be a retirement city catering to the retired residents that cannot afford the HIGH
TAXES

1/21/2019 5:05 PM

346 Need better enforcement of speed laws in the canals. 1/21/2019 4:59 PM

347 I would like to see the city fathers spend less of my money on non-essential items and more on the
necessary street lighting and such.

1/21/2019 4:55 PM

348 Find another company for waste services 1/21/2019 4:55 PM

349 It’s essential that we leverage our unique fibernet setup to attract high-tech companies to the city,
creation of a makerspace/hackerspace/incubator would help to attract young talent to the area and
grow businesses here in Flagler county.

1/21/2019 4:54 PM

350 while i know it takes funds to improve the city. i feel the taxes are very high compared to
surrounding communities when those communities are in better shape all around

1/21/2019 4:53 PM

351 This city has gone down hill since i bought here in 2013. The wildlife are getting run out. Too many
ppl.

1/21/2019 4:52 PM

352 Development Review and city development standards are not performing in the interest of
residents. Specific failures include Island Walk, as it contains multiple points of conflict for vehicles
entering and exiting the development and has significant skews. Additionally, pedestrian access
routes are interrupted in front of Brass Tap where people are forced to walk in the street. You have
accesses immediately upon entering, which results in traffic stopping in confusion and queuing up.
Those accesses also cannot be navigated without entering oncoming traffic's travel lane.
Starbucks delivery truck literally just stops in the main access road for loading and unloading. I
could continue... but there are clearly issues if you just watch traffic during any time of day. In my
opinion the city is limiting business' interest in developing in the city. The cost of permitting and
dealing with the city is unbearable to interested parties looking to expand. Between the high costs
of permitting, increase in landscaping costs and loss of usable real estate and increase in
maintenance costs for said landscape, it just isn't worth it. Additionally, i feel the landscaping
actually impairs driving and navigating through commercial districts. Economic Development
should be focused on real companies and not retail or service industry, as those do not provide
real careers for young people. Without a future in this town, we'll continue to loose the bright ones
and continue to grow the pool of delinquent ones who have lost their way. These are my thoughts,
but I won't be around to see if there is improvement. Look forward to selling and leaving.

1/21/2019 4:48 PM

353 I can’t afford my water bill as it went up and my pay didn’t. More services/help for seniors needed
as most don’t qualify for many social programs. Programs to lower the suicide rate as this is the
most depressing place I’ve ever lived in. Better jobs instead of retail and food service, have to drive
30 miles one way for a living wage.

1/21/2019 4:45 PM

354 We have a bad litter problem. We need to outlaw plastic bags & straws. We need heavy fines for
littering & more policing of this. We are a beach town after all.

1/21/2019 4:39 PM

355 The City needs to perform a forensic audit for the last five tax years. 1/21/2019 4:39 PM

356 The city has one of best msquito control districts in the state 1/21/2019 4:32 PM

357 Whoever is the engineer for some of the road markings needs an eye visit. They are off kilter,
making it necessary to make awkward turns or adjustments.

1/21/2019 4:26 PM

358 Gas prices in the county have always been the highest around. Find some way to control "zone
pricing" also known as price fixing.

1/21/2019 4:23 PM

359 The mayor and new council members concern me The mayor appears to be a micromanager and
the new council person Howel doesnt seem to grasp what his role is. His ideas are outdated. He
was probably a great manager 30 years ago. Not so much now.

1/21/2019 4:21 PM

360 Keep Palm Coast / Flagler Beach quaint, unique and attractive. Would hate to see us turn into a
St. Augustine or Daytona. Keep It Simple Shirley ;) Thank you for the opportunity to be included.
Always ask and involve the residence first. They will give you the real deal!

1/21/2019 4:20 PM

361 Something needs to be done with the Matanzas Woods golf course. I would love to see a park for
the kids in the area. There seems to be a lack of higher-paying jobs. We can't keep relying upon
retail businesses. They and construction are dependent upon a healthy economy.

1/21/2019 4:12 PM

362 Princess Luise needs resurfaced. 1/21/2019 4:10 PM

363 Need places to go off-roading in the woods huge amount of property damage because there’s
nowhere to off-road leggally

1/21/2019 4:09 PM

364 Investigate aquatic center including income from regional meets. Need to involve local swim
couches in design and planning programs for local use and regional events.

1/21/2019 4:08 PM

365 No 1/21/2019 3:59 PM

366 Swale maint. is poor to non existance. 1/21/2019 3:54 PM

367 Would love some small community parks around. 1/21/2019 3:54 PM
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368 Please stop rejecting corporations that want to come into flagler county with higher paying jobs.
You have left the younger generation with little hope. It's a shame. Please work to fix your
mistakes. Time to accept the growth and be progressive!!!

1/21/2019 3:47 PM

369 Homeless camp along Magnolia Trail is a security and fire concern 1/21/2019 3:47 PM

370 I moved here 12 years ago for a better life and the opportunity for growth Palm Coast had. But, the
inability of growth at Town Center, increased traffic on roads, lack of Police presence in streets
and neighborhoods, and our city council's inability to make tough decisions are concerns for myself
and my family. All of this makes me believe that when our kids are out of school I will be moving
elsewhere.

1/21/2019 3:43 PM

371 Lets cut the swales more often than is currently done. in the spring/summer months, the
grass/weeds get to over knee high before being cut

1/21/2019 3:42 PM

372 Would like voting for the people of Palm Coast before council goes ahead with any new buildings
and unnecessary spending

1/21/2019 3:39 PM

373 The future is our children, invest in education, invest in tech jobs, start being a friendly city 1/21/2019 3:37 PM

374 good idea 1/21/2019 3:36 PM

375 Street lights are super important. Having turn lanes and green arrow at major intersections would
be wonderful. Not turning us1 into cheap housing. Would be a great place for grocery store or
sams club even a new Walmart, or nice sub divisions

1/21/2019 3:34 PM

376 Bring back paras to the schools, more activities for kids, sidewalks so my children do not have to
walk to the bus stop on the road, in the dark. More development with retail stores to keep up with
St. John’s and Volusia counties, where we have to travel to shop, eat out, etc.

1/21/2019 3:33 PM

377 Swayle maintenance on Fariston place needs to be addressed. Especially between # 21-27. Very
bad drainage

1/21/2019 3:33 PM

378 Palm coast appears to becoming a fast food, gas station, low income haven. Yet we have a
shortage of affordable housing, minimal job opportunities and no apparent room for advancement.
Perhaps we need higher aspirations.

1/21/2019 3:27 PM

379 More traffic signals, specifically Belle Terre and Eastwood Dr. Better swale maintenance and
sidewalks.

1/21/2019 3:23 PM

380 swales and roads maintenance 1/21/2019 3:23 PM

381 Lower Gasoline prices. Lower water prices. 1/21/2019 3:17 PM

382 We need to have leadership that listens to the wishes of its citizens, and stops wasting money on
projects that are not necessary.

1/21/2019 3:13 PM

383 I would like to see some kind of central community volunteers coordinator. Where citizens can
suggest projects that can be done by volunteers, and volunteers can access the list of projects to
see where their help is needed. The volunteers can then report back to the coordinator when the
job is completed. It would be nice to have the chance to improve the quality of life here in Palm
Coast.

1/21/2019 3:12 PM

384 Improve turn signal off rt 100 on to Colbert. Also turn area prior to Colbert turn lane should be
labeled.

1/21/2019 3:12 PM

385 Consider the "wants and do not wants" of the tax payers of this city!! No more increases on water
service and forget that fee added to our electric bill. We do not want to keep taking money out of
savings to pay our bills.

1/21/2019 3:09 PM

386 Love sidewalks in Seminole Woods Lack of code enforcement at private residences ie derilict cars
and unkept lawns and homes

1/21/2019 3:09 PM

387 I love Palm Coast! I have been coming down for over 20 years. I have invested in both residential
and commercial properties. I am disappointed with the town center! What is the plan for the Town
Center?

1/21/2019 2:59 PM

388 Common sense government needs implemented. Many of the permitting requirements are out
dated and don’t really improve anything, just a way for the city to collect money. The swale system
is a total disaster and even though the city council is said to address it as a priority they fail to
mention that previous lack of city regulations make any plan difficult. Water stands in most swales
because of different elevations at each house yet the city won’t even make a common sense fix
when they redo swales. My house is the highest on the block yet when I had to replace my
drainage pipe they made me lower it to new city standards even though they acknowledged that
water would not drain because I’m now lower than any of my neighbors! I’ve attended city council
meetings, sent emails to members and each time regardless of the problem the responses just
leave me frustrated. Again if there was a way to bring common sense the city would improve!

1/21/2019 2:56 PM

389 I like seeing more cops on US1 I hope it keeps up . Also we need someone under cover looking
how people disobey the light on at US1 and 100 near say cheese pizza , daily I turn left onto US1
heading towards Ormond Beach and see people turning when not suppose to so many close calls
have happen someone soon I feel is going to killed there we need a turning light put in or
something on all four ways not just one way coming off of US1 turning onto 100 headed towards
court house .

1/21/2019 2:52 PM

390 The City Council and Manager should not be the controlling factors of a city. There should be
checks and balances to provide the best for what the taxpayers need not "special projects" as is
too often the case.

1/21/2019 2:49 PM
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391 The recreational facilities need to be staffed; such as Belle Terre Park, Holland Park. The tennis
courts/pickleball at Belle Terre are cracked and the wind screens need to fixed and/or
replaced.Court reservations or regular events should be posted at the site. Tennis and pickleball
players are always searching for a court. The lawn maintenance of the town is awesome. My
friends speak highly about how pretty the streets are with all the shrubs and grass.

1/21/2019 2:48 PM

392 The City spends a lot of money on non-essentials like trails and giant community center while
neglecting our sewer system and lighting on roads. Eventually this will take its toll on the City and
its frustrated residents. This is becoming a very expensive city with high water rates and the
prospect of even higher taxes— not sustainable. We have many seniors like me that are ok now
but the raises in taxes for frills aren’t right.

1/21/2019 2:46 PM

393 I think we can both save money by picking up garbage once a week we need more commercial
development , example wawa was announced a long time ago and others in the area built before
ours even got off the ground? why we can't get more chain restaurants, don't want to have to drive
to st Augustine or daytona

1/21/2019 2:46 PM

394 Need more dedicated pickleball courts! 1/21/2019 2:45 PM

395 Try to attract more growth (restaurants/businesses) to the south end of Palm Coast. Try to get
Walmart/Sams Club to build on Old Kings Road again. More businesses/activities in town center

1/21/2019 2:42 PM

396 We need Honest city representation. We need a mayor who cares about every single person who
lives in the city of Palm Coast, not just friends who she can help. We also need a city Government
that will be good stewards with the tax payers money. Use our taxes and fees where they are
supposed to be used.

1/21/2019 2:41 PM

397 Palm Coast is a great place to live! 1/21/2019 2:40 PM

398 Bring in industrial companies for employment and stop with all the shopping plaza's. Put in street
lights and sidewalks. Stop the crime that is coming here.

1/21/2019 2:38 PM

399 I think the people who hold office are overpaid for the area. Traffic & quality of drivers is
frightening. The cost of housing is outrageous for the quality of homes. If it'd be slightly more
adfordable, with jobs other than fast food & retail, you'd have higher interest in families moving
into the area.

1/21/2019 2:28 PM

400 Sidewalks on bird of paradise 1/21/2019 2:24 PM

401 I live on Zinnia Trail and the condition of the street surface is just awful.It brings down the beauty
and value of the neighborhood.

1/21/2019 2:23 PM

402 Cell coverage is deplorable for a “city” the size of Palm Coast And we DESPERATELY NEED
WORK opportunities in Palm Coast!!

1/21/2019 2:20 PM

403 Provide a shelter or something for the homeless so they are not constantly all over the city loitering
in the lots of businesses. Every time I drive by the sign at Publix across from Kohls the homeless
seem to have expanded the sign area into a refuge camp.

1/21/2019 2:18 PM

404 Road and swale maintenance need total improvement 1/21/2019 2:18 PM

405 The recycling program is a joke, two little bins just dont cut it. We should be doing more and a
simple solution is a large bin, I have seen it DRAMATICALLY lower the amount of trash going to a
land fill. The city should address this, its a simple fix and lets us promote our city as green.

1/21/2019 2:12 PM

406 PLEASE STAY ON SWAIL MAINTENANCE AND PAVING OF NEIGHBORHOOD ROADS.
PLEASE LIMIT THE NUMBER OF DUPLEX'S BEING BUILT.

1/21/2019 2:05 PM

407 Work on traffic lite timing some are really long 1/21/2019 1:24 PM

408 As a retired person, I moved to the area looking for recreational programs. I found tennis and
pickleball. However, the pickleball courts at Holland Park and Malacompra are not sufficient for the
needs of the players. I have heard people complain about the fact that the city says they will build
more but it never happens. I would like to see more.

1/21/2019 12:28 PM

409 I would like to see the requirement for the large (oaks) trees removed. The root system for these
tree cause large problems in residential areas.

1/21/2019 12:22 PM

410 The homeless living behind library and begging on the corners 1/21/2019 11:33 AM

411 Please improve storm water system Please increase opportunity for tweens and teens to keep
them occupied during out of school time

1/21/2019 11:29 AM

412 The road Dept. needs training on making repairs. They keep getting worse. Fl. Park Drive repairs
in front of house no. 139 are a disgrace. The City needs to stop issuing permits for vendors to sell
illegal products...fireworks. And the City shouldn't tax people to make repairs on private
property...seawall repairs are the homeowners responsibility. Palm Coast Pkwy. over I-95 is a
race track with no enforcement. The speed limit is 40 and people are going 50 and 60 just to get to
the next stop light. Where is the Sherriffs Dept.? Everytime I go any place I see people running
thru red lights and stop signs. We need better enforcement.

1/21/2019 11:20 AM

413 Traffic is getting heavy at rush hour times. 1/21/2019 10:46 AM

414 too many dollar stores, need more quality stores less fast food, more nice restaurants. 1/21/2019 10:37 AM

415 I think Palm Coast is a great place to live, I do however find taxes to be very high, and of course
the serious lack of lighting in the areas as well as on the main parkways such as whiteview
parkway and US 1 and several others

1/21/2019 10:26 AM

416 Add more top scale restaurants not fast foods. 1/21/2019 10:26 AM

417 Hate the nitpicking and snitching attitude for any little thing by neighbors. 1/21/2019 10:21 AM

418 Growing too fast.. notice lots of garbage and public areas and grass not being maintained 1/21/2019 10:18 AM
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419 No 1/21/2019 10:13 AM

420 We love Palm Coast and came for the small town feeling. We would like too see the growth slow
down, focus on keeping the city beautiful, traffic manageable, parks and trails safe and beautiful,
housing and property upkeep mandatory and undeveloped lot owners responsible for maintaining
their lots like we are required to keep maintain our yards.

1/21/2019 9:46 AM

421 I don't feel the city is doing its best to work for its citizens. For example, you "found" money to build
the new town hall but yet have to raise the cost of water over the next few years. People can't live
without water, but then can live without a town hall. I would like the city focus on a way to save us
money for a change!

1/21/2019 9:10 AM

422 do NOT want a round about at us 1 and matanzas!!!!! wan't a traffic light!!!!!!! 1/21/2019 9:10 AM

423 develop areas with infrastructure! Housing (affordable) for young and seniors! JOBS, JOBS, JOBS
for people to support themselves!

1/21/2019 9:08 AM

424 Palm coast is no longer a “retirement community”. Sidewalks in neighborhoods for the safety of
children would be nice to see more of.

1/21/2019 9:05 AM

425 I love Palm Beach. It’s beautiful and well kept. I just miss activities. 1/21/2019 9:05 AM

426 Yes, is important for the city of Palm Coast to bring nice and big stores like Bed Bath and Beyond,
Home Goods specially for us women because men has Home Depot and Lowes. Everyone goes
to different towns for shopping is not fair that we have a beautiful town and has nothing, thank you

1/21/2019 8:59 AM

427 I would like to know if recycling materials are really being reused or are they going to the dump??
Businesses should be provided with recycling recepticals and pickup. There is so much waste it is
horrible. Were a green city why not go all the way and help save the earth.

1/21/2019 8:58 AM

428 Too much time and money spent on sidewalks and not enough on streetlights 1/21/2019 8:35 AM

429 Parks, notably Waterside should be non-smoking. Go to the fishing piuer and see the butts stuffed
in the wood. Disgusting!

1/21/2019 8:21 AM

430 so upset to hear of commercial development outside the Conservatory area - definitely will be
considering moving once again

1/21/2019 8:16 AM

431 It will be nice if we can get sidewalks in all the streets. Plus more light. 1/21/2019 8:01 AM

432 The code Enforcement and your clay pipes will ruin this city 1/21/2019 7:37 AM

433 We need to allow more businesses, more entertainment for our youth into Palm Coast. We need
to scale these businesses to appropriate size for the community, every eatery is built to small to
accommodate.

1/21/2019 7:36 AM

434 How are you helping deaf ppl here? 1/20/2019 10:42 PM

435 No 1/20/2019 4:06 PM

436 Keep up the good work. 1/20/2019 3:29 PM

437 Stick to the basics of government. Focus on streets and infrastructure. Who got the asinine idea
that canal owners should pay for someone else's collapsing seawall? I wasn't aware that PC is a
Communist community. If a property owner's seawall is collapsing that should be a code violation.
Who isn't doing their job? The owner should be cited. If they don't act to remedy the situation a lien
should be placed on the property by the city. If still not resolved (or a permit applied for) put fines
on tax bill. Trash containers should have lids to avoid ravens/wildlife from spreading trash around.
We pay too much for drainage each year and get nothing for it. How about working hard to
eliminate government waste and instead work hard to reduce the millage rate. That will make PC
an attractive place to live. Get rid of the vagrants - get rid of handouts - make PC safer by doing
so. It's not the job of city government to ensure that all people have a roof over their heads. Leave
that to the churches and charitable organizations - NOT city government. Don't waste my taxes on
low income housing and useless programs. Parents should pay for their own youth programs. Quit
all the handouts.

1/20/2019 2:11 PM

438 Affordable housing for those of us on fixed income/disability/SSD/SSI Cable is too high after 1st
year it becomes unaffordable for low income

1/20/2019 1:14 PM

439 We have enough recreation developed in the city. Stop spending my tax dollars on more of the
same. Address the infrastructure of the city!

1/20/2019 12:47 PM

440 Stop the petty bickering among elected officials. Just do what you were elected to do. 1/20/2019 12:21 PM

441 We enjoy the sidewalks for walking and riding bikes. Noticed that the main crescent roads in the
neighborhoods should have a sidewalk for the safety of our children when walking to school or
when going to and from school bus pick up and drop off area on main crescent roads in
neighborhoods. The side roads in neighborhoods are pretty good, but there is higher traffic on the
main crescents roads - not safe for the children walking on the crescent roads in neighborhoods.

1/20/2019 11:31 AM

442 Thank you for all that everyone involved in running Palm Coast does to keep us in a beautiful safe
community. At this time it is very important that we focus on expanding economic development and
retaining businesses so that Palm Coast continue to thrive and grow. I believe that development in
the Matanzas area, Towncenter area, and US one are vital to this Need.

1/20/2019 11:23 AM

443 Revisit the Whiteview redesign. Close off the crossovers and force traffic to US1 or Whitemill. No
need to speed millions to convert to a two lane road

1/20/2019 10:49 AM

444 You have to give the people that move here things to do. Homeowners should not have to go to
Daytona or St. Augustine to shop or have a good time.

1/20/2019 10:42 AM

445 The area is beautiful keep it that way. Try not to over develop it. I will be retiring and have a home
already there and don't want to be bombarded with with multiple home dwelling surrounding me.

1/20/2019 9:45 AM
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446 Sad that we live in Flagler but too often leave the county for shopping such as an outlet mall, a
major wholesale store such as Sam”s, and Daytona passing us with development of appealing
middle income housing. Plus we focus on senior orogramswhen our county is growing with yiung
families.

1/20/2019 9:30 AM

447 control the litter throughout the city. it is mostly fast food trash that is visible along the roadways.
during winter months it is more visible because the grass is not being cut as often.

1/20/2019 8:47 AM

448 Your Parks and Recreation programs need improvement. Why does the City not have seasonal
programs and aftercare programs? They should also have a program where the teens could get
volunteer hours working with kids so they can get jobs in the future. It just seems like there is no
innovation or creative programs other than nature walks. My kids can do that any day. We want
programs that are fun and maybe even sports. Why can't the City make revenue off of the
programming and stop raising the water costs. I would gladly pay for programs but instead I am
paying an arm and a leg for water I can't even drink. Please make some changes and hold people
accountable for the lack of programming.

1/19/2019 8:31 PM

449 Town center needs to be set up like the pavilion in port orange. Or built ore park in Asheville nc.
Shops, condos, restaurants, game facilities, cafes, ect

1/19/2019 7:58 PM

450 The survey was very difficult with light blue on white for those with limited vision. 1/19/2019 5:26 PM

451 I'd like our city government to respect the wishes of it's citizens. We voted down City Hall, you built
it; the majority didn't want to spend 8 million on the building on Palm coast parkway, you did
anyway; we didn't want our taxes raised 14% but you did anyway; you are trying to push low
income housing down our throats and we don't want that. If you continue to push it we will vote
you out. Be the government that we want... Small but effective.

1/19/2019 5:26 PM

452 When you put in roads, please add the center lines and curb lines, add a few more lights, the
streets are VERY dark, a pleasure to live in Palm Coast

1/19/2019 4:05 PM

453 Wish the city would solve the water problems in the swails. 1/19/2019 3:42 PM

454 Add more security cameras around the city to protect residents from potential burglaries. 1/19/2019 3:42 PM

455 none 1/19/2019 3:40 PM

456 Find a way to stop people from littering on our roads. 1/19/2019 2:35 PM

457 Stop finding ways around what was voted down by the citizens so that city officials can still get
their pet projects completed. City also needs to plan for future needs better rather than waiting for
it to become and emergency which ends up costing more to fix

1/19/2019 2:27 PM

458 N/A 1/19/2019 2:10 PM

459 Should have more community activities at town center and inside the new city building. Street
lights (city, not paid by residents) and sidewalk system needs improvement in amount found in
city. Recycling needs to be more recycled, not sent to dump. Public education for recycling needs
a lot of effort in order to keep Palm coast the beautifu, natural, tree city it is. Composting picked up
with recycling and garbage like in other big cities would be a huge economical asset to the city.
Hours for youth sports camps need extended. School buses and school hours need major review.
It has been proven that teenagers need more early morning sleep yet this city keep maintaining
early school start under the excuse that there are. It enough school buses. I grew up starting
school at 8:30am and finishing at 4pm in highschool. There was no time for us to get in trouble
because our hard working middle class parents were still at work. Sports importance cannot take
over a whole school's schedule because some teams need practice time. Education should be
priority. Thank you for your time and attention.

1/19/2019 1:24 PM

460 I love the fact that Palm Coast is like a small town. Close to the beach, and traffic is bearable. I
would not like to see it become like most of the rest of Florida, overbuilt and unable to maintain the
natural parts of Florida that make it special. Of course I realize that I'll be dead before that
happens.

1/19/2019 1:04 PM

461 Street lighting. Fpl has a program for $10.00/month for a pole light. This light can cover easily 4-8
lots. This is a cost of $2.50-$1.25 per lot per month. assess everyone on taxes this small amount
to light up our streets. I know some will complain if it's 1 cent, but our streets are to dark, esp for
school bus pickup. INDUSTRIAL/Tech growth will result in Town Centre (Center) Develpoment.

1/19/2019 12:46 PM

462 Do not have people on street corners looking for money. Sidewalks should be install for people to
walk and children to ride their bikes or skate board from their homes.

1/19/2019 12:33 PM

463 The city is getting overbuilt. Traffic on most roads is a nightmare. 1/19/2019 10:51 AM

464 Correlation does not indicate causation. 1/19/2019 10:37 AM

465 We have many ALF in the county and Palm Coast; but, no SNF with memory care/dementia units.
Our residents would thrive, more jobs would be created and the business would prosper. Most
have to avail themselves to communities in Volusia.

1/19/2019 10:21 AM

466 The mayor needs to focus on community development, quit spending money on plants for the
medians, repair the roads, and stop trying to bring in affordable and low income housing.

1/19/2019 10:17 AM

467 Stop the in-fighting with the County and develop cooperation with the County 1/19/2019 10:00 AM

468 Stop building permits in the city. There are lots of properties for sale. Set a time for non-building to
allow the infrastructure to be built.

1/19/2019 9:43 AM

469 Restaurants are dirty here. I mean, actual dust on seating, blinds, registers, utensils dispensers.
Seen in multiple places, family owned and chains. Moved here from Charlotte and this kind of thing
was only seen in poor neighborhoods. I’m surprised to see it in so many places here. They need to
pay attention to details and deep clean their dining areas, wipe down blinds, walls, booths, chairs.
Customers notice this kind of thing. It’s particularly gross in a restaurant setting.

1/19/2019 8:42 AM

470 Attract more professional jobs, less low paying. 1/19/2019 8:03 AM
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471 The people who complain about a city being clean and strict on rules are the people that need the
most enforcement.

1/19/2019 7:40 AM

472 Palm Coast attracted us because of the mix of 'old Florida' feel, good local restaurants, parks,
extensive wildlife and sense of a well-planned community trying to maintain that balance. I worry
about population explosion, pollution effects, more cookie-cutter chain stores and preserving open
space so wildlife can sustain itself naturally.

1/19/2019 7:30 AM

473 N/A 1/19/2019 7:18 AM

474 Please look into expanding fields for sporting events 1/19/2019 6:06 AM

475 we need street lights and sidewalks 1/19/2019 12:21 AM

476 We need better cell phone service and the sheriff's deputies are stopping drivers to make money
from fines. Why else do they have mustangs ? It's their version of stop and frisk.

1/19/2019 12:05 AM

477 PC is in desperate need of dedicated Pickleball courts 1/18/2019 8:33 PM

478 When you put up signs at town center, try turning them on the day before and say what the special
event is. I avoid town center because it is slow and difficult to traverse. If I knew what the event is,
I might go in and tough out the traffic, otherwise I never chance the ride into town center. Add
something for children in each neighborhood. Why did you put the community center in a location
accessible only to the original residents? Why did you allow the increase in size of the mall at Old
Kings and Park Coast Parkway causing a traffic mess when you could have sent them to town
center? Why don't you put more entrances and exits to businesses? Why does your traffic pattern
work to send possible business patrons around the barn making them want to leave rather than
shop? Think about the possibility of a disaster requiring everyone to leave. With the poor access to
I-95 and route 1, it would be one monstrous traffic jam getting out.

1/18/2019 6:45 PM

479 Traffic signals are not regulated to allow for flow of traffic. Some light srequire waiting up to 3
minutes for a green signal. Street lights at the very least at every corner would promote safety and
make it possivle to find a street at night.

1/18/2019 6:02 PM

480 The City Council/City Government should work for the people in Palm Coast, NOT THEIR OWN
agenda. Street lights instead of more trees! Not sure what the answer is to the pathetic driving
habits of people in Palm Coast, maybe a driving test EVERY renewal? I've lived in MO, CA and
the West Coast of FL, and I have NEVER seen such horrible driving as in Palm Coast. It is by far
THE WORST.

1/18/2019 6:02 PM

481 We love Palm Coast and look forward to being a part of the community for years to come. 1/18/2019 4:47 PM

482 Involve more seniors in city decisions - SENIOR CENTER - Senior dances?? Remove dead trees -
Fine people for littering,

1/18/2019 4:28 PM

483 As a service plumber I would like to be able to drive my service van home at least when on call. 1/18/2019 4:12 PM

484 Swales need to be fixed because there is too much water retention in them. 1/18/2019 4:04 PM

485 The City is called Palm Coast why aren't there more palm trees being planted. The corner of Belle
Tere Pkwy and Cypress Pkwy is UGLY!

1/18/2019 2:52 PM

486 We need better structure and management. 1/18/2019 2:35 PM

487 Trash, litter, bags of litter everywhere. What an ugly site Palm Coast has become. Pine Grove,
Pine Tree Drive, White View onto Pine Tree, Belle Terre. Distruction of swales.

1/18/2019 1:58 PM

488 We'd like to see the city keep heading in the direction it has been going, just need to concentrate
on finding ways to get bigger business in here. I believe of we had more big business here, all the
good things would continue to grow.

1/18/2019 1:27 PM

489 Get water clean, the water here is high in iron. Stains the appliances, poor taste. And drainage at
streets are in need of repair, front yards get water pooling in rain.

1/18/2019 1:12 PM

490 Trash pick up is horrible. So tired of garbage everywhere after they come! Recycling is the same!
They don’t seem to care and there is stuff all over the roads and in the dudes of roads. It’s making
our town ugly! They need to be much more careful.

1/18/2019 1:06 PM

491 traffic enforcement and speeding. Since red light cameras have been removed I find so many
drivers going through lights or turning on red without stopping. Our neighborhood has has a major
problem with speeders. Although it is a 30mph zone, many cars travel 50-60 and we never see law
enforcement despite many requests to address the issue.

1/18/2019 12:50 PM

492 For what we pay for trash a month, I used to pay for three months in Georgia and a 55 gal can for
waste and a 55 gal can for recycle was provided. I am tired of broken trash cans always left in the
center of the driveway by trash company so I must stop on road to move. Trash is often blowing all
over the neighborhood.

1/18/2019 12:24 PM

493 Would be great to have more pickleball courts. Especially in the 3, 5 areas. 1/18/2019 11:59 AM

494 Love it her. Great people, beautiful place to visit and live 1/18/2019 11:41 AM

495 If you are sitting on the city council to server your own desires and interest the you should resign
TODAY!

1/18/2019 9:44 AM

496 Why don't you search out and bring tax burdened California high tech companies here? The
economic environment will allow the companies to flourish and the physical environment will
similar to what they currently enjoy at a much lower price point. Also reduce the minimum home
size to the 900SF of the original development plan to allow more affordable SFH to be built.
Reduce lot size to 8000SF.

1/18/2019 9:34 AM

497 PROVIDE STREET LIGHTS ON ALL MAJOR TURNS....UNBELIEVABLE..THIS CITY HAS SO
FEW...

1/18/2019 9:21 AM

498 Great Job!!!!!! Keep it up! 1/18/2019 4:37 AM
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499 Limited racial diversity in Palm Coast is a challenge. I suspect the black population is less than 10
percent. Unsure of how to address this, or whether it’s even viewed as an issue.

1/18/2019 3:02 AM

500 Love this beautiful city.and the-easy access from one part of city to another and the wonderful
library

1/17/2019 10:48 PM

501 If the existing Pickleball courts were reconfigured they could be utilized to a greater extent.
Marking all tennis courts with Pickleball court lines which would eliminate the junior court and have
8 more people playing instead of waiting to play. Or even put two PB next to each other so the
tennis people do not have to play in the middle. They hate to move to the middle so we have a lot
of people waiting to play until they are done. We cannot use the middle court because of no PB
lines.

1/17/2019 10:01 PM

502 The city enjoys spending lots of money on buildings and salaries. 1/17/2019 8:27 PM

503 I am an older citizen and do not drive. I need a mode of transportation along with more activities
for people me age. I also would like to see larger stores coming here bc I can not travel to
Daytona. I would like Macy’s, Dillard’s, bed bath and beyond. Stores such as these. It would help
to bring work to palm coast as well as keeping our money in palm coast instead of spending it in
other towns and cities.

1/17/2019 7:52 PM

504 We need more open fields for sports. 1/17/2019 5:31 PM

505 N/A 1/17/2019 5:21 PM

506 We need to concentrate on job growth, Special events and no more low Income housing or
homeless

1/17/2019 4:36 PM

507 we need to stop duplexes and ban section 8 housing if we want to maintain a good, safe quality of
life.

1/17/2019 4:31 PM

508 We need more high quality condos/duplexes/apartments. We need an office/engineering/high tech
park to attract better paying/benefit jobs.

1/17/2019 4:15 PM

509 We need Public Transportation Buses that go up and down Palm Coast Pkwy, Belle Terre and to
Flagler Beach. Also flights from Flagler Airport to NY,

1/17/2019 4:00 PM

510 We have too many teens drawn or led to drugs. The courts are doing the best they can with their
programs. but what about the kid who has health issues and would benefit from real rehab care. If
you don't have insurance then these kids fall through the cracks. You would be surprised, how
much it would help if REAL professional help could be given, instead of Rehab places who are ill-
equipped to take care of these people. They are over-crowded, ill-equipped and they just don't
have the time to give any one person the kind of help some of them need. What happens is they
come out, not having received the help they need, they may go straight for a while, and then they
end up in drug court again, only to repeat this vicious cycle. There are few meaningful jobs for
them and many of them are lucky if they graduated from high school. Many of the people who offer
them jobs have children already on drugs have been in drug court. This I think is counter-
productive. Some of these kids have parents with no health insurance, would like to send them to
a certified alcohol and drug abuse counselor but don't have the money. I know you're doing the
best you can but I am sorry you need to step up and do more. I am afraid our courts will just be a
revolving door, accomplishing nothing and our jails are over-crowded with repeat offenders
Suicides are up. Also, it seems that many of the people driving vehicles feel red lights and stop
signs don't include them. Speeding is out of control, so many people act as if this the Daytona 500,
and seem not to realize that if they went slower, they wouldn't have so many accidents, killing
innocent people? When I drive in Palm Coast I have to be afraid the next time I go out I may not
arrive at my destination or home alive. Thanks for your time I guess I got a little carried away.

1/17/2019 3:41 PM

511 The need for repainting lines in the roads. Everything is faded and looks old! Road repair for
Barrington Drive.

1/17/2019 3:39 PM

512 I would like to see community activities at the Community Center. Right now it looks as though it's
only used for city offices and voting. i.e., cooking classes, exercise classes, book author
appearances, crafting classes and the list could go on.

1/17/2019 3:16 PM

513 I live in Lehigh woods. I wish they would call the area by there name and not first letter of the
streets. Calling it the c, r, p, section etc is so low life sounding.

1/17/2019 3:14 PM

514 Develop the Town Center!!!! 1/17/2019 2:28 PM

515 Visit Heathrow near Orlando to see how a developed town center creates a sense of community.
Lived here since 1986, we need a downtown. Work with developers!

1/17/2019 2:05 PM

516 There is a pretty large homeless situation within the area. Are any shelters or services being
offered to these people that need help? If not instead of putting in a new shopping area or new
housing you may want to focus on people who could really use the government's help. If you don't
know where to start I suggest taking a look at Palm Beach County's initiative to end homelessness
by 2020.

1/17/2019 1:56 PM

517 waste pro is not very reliable and the city ignores request for a senior center 1/17/2019 1:38 PM

518 I am very active Pickleball player. We need many more permanent PB courts in the city. Additional
courts south of Belle Terre Park would be great. There are no courts in the southern portion of the
city.

1/17/2019 12:50 PM

519 Not enough fields for recreational use and not enough sidewalks. The lights and sidewalk issue
has cost too many lives and needs to be fixed. Many issues can be solved by not creating new
buildings that have no use. I do not know anyone that uses half the buildings at town center.

1/17/2019 12:37 PM
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520 This is a really great city to live in. The area is beautiful and it is a nice size (population wise).
Unfortunately many of the people that live here want to maintain a small town feel but want all the
amenities that they had in the large congested areas that they moved from. Sadly they refuse to
realize that in order to have all those amenities, they have to have the same huge taxes that many
moved here to get away from. Also the present city council is obsessed with growth, but like
former city council member Bill McQuire used to say, "in order to have growth you had better have
a plan to pay for it".

1/17/2019 11:57 AM

521 No 1/17/2019 11:31 AM

522 Gas and cable prices seem to be higher here than even st Augustine. Would be nice to have more
affordable options.

1/17/2019 11:25 AM

523 Gradual change is expected. People move to Palm Coast for the peaceful and beautiful city and
surrounding s very close to the ocean. Working to develop Palm Coast to morph to a fast pace
bustling little city will ruin everything that P C intended for its residents to enjoy. Young and old
alike P his one of kind living experience and a very nice quality of life. Please look at the bigger
picture that brought the existing residents to P C and what would force them to move. I'm not
certain what the politicians long-range game plan is but it certainly has thousands of long time
residents sitting up and paying close attention Thank you

1/17/2019 10:53 AM

524 Nothing in this survey has dealt with the fiscal responsibility and status of the city. We seem to be
spending our way into financial disaster

1/17/2019 10:05 AM

525 great community with great services. 1/17/2019 9:55 AM

526 Limit low income housing and duplex’s. We need to maintain the appeal of Palm Viast without
making it a place where draws low income communities.

1/17/2019 8:15 AM

527 Palm Coast needs more softball/baseball fields. The limited number of fields makes it hard for
teams to practice once the season starts as all fields are used for scheduled games. The City
needs to fund more lighted fields.

1/17/2019 8:04 AM

528 The lack of baseball and softball facilities for a city of this size is terrible. The overall lack of
community youth organizations is a shame.

1/17/2019 7:52 AM

529 We are very concerned about the rezoning on Seward Trail. Thank you for the continuation of the
side walk. We love living in Palm Coast.

1/17/2019 7:41 AM

530 The city needs more fields for softball and baseball with lights. 1/17/2019 7:40 AM

531 We need better water and bigger businesses. And no more fast food places. Make it easier for
restaurants and other businesses to succeed. BJ, Bed Bath and Beyind - and other big stores
would be awesome. I have to drive too far regularly for what I need.

1/17/2019 7:29 AM

532 Need more baseball fields for Palm Coast Little League! 1/17/2019 7:05 AM

533 Palm Coast is a pretty clean city which is nice. The biggest problem is jobs. Most are low-level
jobs and many leave Palm Coast to work. Businesses/Restaurants are also very lacking compared
to other cities of this size.

1/16/2019 11:09 PM

534 There is always such a push to develop but they real truth is that with the development comes all
the added expense of fire, safety, utilities etc that the supposed taxes will not cover. And then we
raise taxes. WHY? Part of the readon we moved here was the no sidewalks in the subs and that
lights didn’t ruin the night. Don’t spoil that. Better acess to events on the website would be helpful.

1/16/2019 8:42 PM

535 Diversity in housing without appropriate employment opportunities is problematic and should NOT
be sought until an employment ratio can be established. Otherwise crime will increase.

1/16/2019 8:16 PM

536 Palm coast needs to be more resident friendly. Reexamination of codes and ordinances. We need
to attract better paying jobs and provide more sources of entertainment.

1/16/2019 7:25 PM

537 We enjoy our community! 1/16/2019 6:27 PM

538 As a retired doctor and research scientist I moved to beautiful Palm Coast for a number of reasons
and one of the important ones was based on the fact city leaders since 1991 have wisely refused
to poison our water supply with fluoride. Many cities across the U.S. have been deceived by
leaders of the corrupt Dental Lobby into believing fluoride will reduce dental cavities while
otherwise being safe for human consumption and this has been proven false in major studies by
the 1,500 member EPA Union of Scientists as well as the World Health Organization. The
chemical agent used to poison public water supplies is the toxic industrial fluoride hazardous
chemical HFSA from Mosaic Fertilizer here in Florida and they were recently fined $2 billion by the
Department of Justice for selling their toxic waste as a fluoridation agent, but corrupt attorneys at
the DOJ left a loophole in the trial settlement agreement that allows them to continue to sell HFSA
to cities so the they can recover that damage award. Please DO NOT fall victim to the Dental
Lobbies new fluoridation campaign and poison our water supply with fluoride because the
evidence is now so substantial that this has been one of the most dangerous healthcare frauds in
human history and if City leaders decide to do this, the City and all it's leaders will face massive
civil lawsuits that are being filed across the U.S. Any questions about the fluoridation fraud, please
contact me via email at: DrSkeeInstitute@gmail.com. Thank you for conducting this survey. Dr.
Jeffery Skee, PhD, ACSM, ISOM

1/16/2019 5:55 PM

539 Give more fines for dog Owners. Always dog poo on our grass Stop firecrackers have only on july
4

1/16/2019 5:29 PM

540 If there were a more vibrant economy in Palm Coast, there would be more to do and see and it
would be more interesting to live here.

1/16/2019 5:07 PM

541 Keep up the good work!!! 1/16/2019 5:05 PM

542 Been waiting for 16 months to have awale regraded. Seems like too lengthy of a wait. Made
request 16 months ago. Advised by city 8 months ago it would be regraded.

1/16/2019 4:23 PM
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543 we need more businesses closer to the city for more job opportunities. 1/16/2019 4:02 PM

544 AGAIN MANY IF NOT MOST OF US THAT LIVE ON THE EAST SIDE OF I-95 DONT WANT THE
EAST SIDE OF I95 TO BECOME WHAT THE WEST SIDE OF I95 HAS BECOME VERY
IMPORTANT PLEASE TAKE NOTES

1/16/2019 3:46 PM

545 no 1/16/2019 2:46 PM

546 Palm Coast is a pleasant place to live. The services meet of exceed my expectations. While I think
education and jobs to match that education are important, I would like to see the Town Center
move toward completion also.

1/16/2019 2:23 PM

547 Like i stated before in the past 2 years the tax have gone up and services have diminished in the
city and it shows. the beautiful city is getting less beautiful because diminished services like
drainage swell maintenance, litter pickup on palm harbor and old kings roads and lack o grass
maintenance in front of empty lots and palm harbor and old kings roads

1/16/2019 2:03 PM

548 Need lights in parks such as Waterfront park to make it safer. Lights on all of Belle Terre pkway
from 100 to pc pkway should be a priority.

1/16/2019 1:28 PM

549 I love palm coast! Just there's not a lot jobs here. Most ppl i know includes me have to work in
nearby cities.

1/16/2019 1:02 PM

550 Thank you for the new right hand turn lane on northbound Seminole Woods Pkwy and SR-100!
What about a right turn lane from 100 onto Seminole Woods? Also, when will Old Kings Rd
(between PC Pkwy and Forest Grove) be widened? My biggest complaint about Palm Coast is the
awful timing of the traffic lights. For example, the relatively new intersection of Old Kings Rd and
Matanzas Woods will trigger when a car, heading northbound on Old Kings, approaches the
intersection before the car even comes to a complete stop. Many times they are going right onto
Matanzas Woods and the light goes red on Matanzas Woods unnecessarily. This happens at other
locations in the city as well, it is very inefficient and frustrating. I shouldn't have to stop at a red light
when there is no traffic coming in the other direction. Also, at many lights you have to wait a long
time at a red light and when it goes green, the next light turns yellow. This creates unnecessary
stop and go traffic. The lights need to be synced and they clearly are not. Overall though, Palm
Coast is a nice place to live, work and raise my young family.

1/16/2019 12:22 PM

551 Yard waste pick up is terrible .Holiday schedule for trash and recycling is never posted in the
newspapers.

1/16/2019 12:02 PM

552 We have a very nice city, but still have to go to Daytona Beach for better shopping and
restaurants.

1/16/2019 11:29 AM

553 Keep the single family zoning as single family. We chose these neighborhoods for a reason! 1/16/2019 11:15 AM

554 Changing the left turn signal to a steady red light on Belle Terre at Parkview traveling south on
Belle Terre was an absolutely terrible decision. It wastes so much time. US 1 and White View has
a blinking yellow light and the speeds there are MUCH faster. Please reassess the Belle Terre
light. It affects a lot of citizens. North on Belle Terre at Rymfire has a blinking yellow light. That’s
what we want back.

1/16/2019 11:06 AM

555 Not at this time 1/16/2019 10:51 AM

556 Gas prices are high, trash collection is unpredictable. 1/16/2019 10:22 AM

557 I am very very concerned about all the homeless in town By publix shopping center off belle terre
its a disgrace they hang out smoking on cell phones. nothing is done about this. If I were someone
new thinking of moving to Palm Coast I would not. Its not just this area its all over. Palm Coast.
This is my main concern something needs to be done.

1/16/2019 9:42 AM

558 speeding on cut thru streets ie: pt pleasant dr from belle terre and royal palms. upkeep of personal
property-house need painting, trash in yard, grass overgrown, junk left in yards, shrubs in
shopping centers are blocking the vision of the road, it just seems like palm coast is going down
hill from when we moved here in 2002.

1/16/2019 9:26 AM

559 There should be more indoor activities for children in Palm Coast. Like an indoor trampoline place.
It would be great to have a Costco and Trader Joe’s as well.

1/16/2019 9:25 AM

560 We are always not included or considered outside the city limits for everything.....including this
survey. We pay high taxes, high water bills and want to be included in recycling perks. Why is
everything different for us out on A1A?

1/16/2019 8:54 AM

561 Seems as though the City Leadership needs to really look at equality of services and the benefits
of all services and programs. Government should serve the public and consumer, not limit. Rule
should not limit but create opportunities and a safe place to live.

1/16/2019 8:45 AM

562 My wife and I built a home in PC because we liked how quiet and the natural beauty of it. Please
stop trying to build apartments and over populate the city. People that want street lights and
parking meters at the beach should move to NJ!

1/16/2019 8:27 AM

563 Stop building so much. Palm Coast is starting to look like Daytona ☹️ 1/16/2019 8:07 AM

564 WITH NO SINGLE ROBUST CENTRAL DOWNTOWN THE TOWN WILL CONTINUE TO BE A
WANNA BE.

1/16/2019 7:19 AM

565 Not happy with airport traffic Over the house daily 1/16/2019 6:06 AM

566 I seem to always have a problem with people littering at the corner of my property, parking on my
lawn on the side of my property and every time the trash people pick up trash, they always leave
something behind and never leave the trash can back where they found it. I never understand how
a pieces of trash that was in the trash bin that should have been in their trash vehicle gets left on
the ground, on the street in front of my house. It gets annoying because we pay to get our trash
picked up and they do things like that. They just need to do their jobs correctly.

1/16/2019 4:53 AM
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567 I think it is a good idea to send this survey out because it can collect information to better our
community. There needs to be more kindness and understanding when running a city. good luck

1/16/2019 12:06 AM

568 We have yet to move in full time but will soon and are looking forward to it. What attracted us to the
city was the location to Flagler Beach, the outdoor atmosphere, the strip malls hidden behind the
wall of trees, and the small town mentality. Continue to improve upon those things keeping the
development down and you'll be the almost perfect town. No town/city is perfect... but you can be
close. Outdoor living, green spaces and slow development.

1/15/2019 10:51 PM

569 Traffic light at Palm Coast Parkway & Old Kings going north & south needs more time to get thru
light.

1/15/2019 10:11 PM

570 build a better ampitheater like st Augustine and bring in big name entertainment. public
transportation rail service .

1/15/2019 9:53 PM

571 Gas prices are too high. I drive out of county to buy gas! 1/15/2019 9:20 PM

572 We need affordable housing to match the low salaried jobs. Or better paying companies 1/15/2019 9:19 PM

573 Still waiting on the Indian Trails Park to be created, it has been 20 years and it is still an eye sore.
Still waiting on a large employer/ company to open there door in Palm Coast. We just lost the
biggest with Sea Ray. Still waiting on Sams Club or BJs Wholesale store. Designated sheltered
bus stops and side walks would be nice, ie, bus stop for school kids.

1/15/2019 9:16 PM

574 Please update some of the neighborhood signs...the white and blue colors look old and cheap. The
city has such prettier signs elsewhere.

1/15/2019 8:52 PM

575 I would like to palm coast to get a Trader Joe’s, Chili’s, additional commercial businesses in
Matanzas area. No more duplex’s, fix drainage and clean up empty lots that house mosquitos and
lead to damage during hurricanes. I moved here in 1986 and have seen this town grow but
disturbed by the lack of resources and shopping available in the county for working class and stop
focusing on just tourists and retirees. I’m tired of driving to surrounding counties and love the
nature available so it’s important to preserve it but would love a happy and healthy balance of both
shopping/restaurants and natural habitat

1/15/2019 8:04 PM

576 Make Old Kings road safer to walk and traffic back ups. 1/15/2019 7:45 PM

577 Need experienced people to promote Pickleball events for the city. Senior Games 2018 was a
complete disaster. Spent big money on colored flyer which contained no info and useless trinkets.
Very unorganized and inexperienced personnel in charge. Pickleball nets were torn and broken, no
one new when and what court to play on in 100 degree weather. It was embarrassing for the city
and out of towners were discussted. It will be difficult to get some people to come back for future
events. What a missed opportunity for advertising Palm Coast Pickleball. Additionally need
permanent courts stationed throughout the city, not just Holland and the Hammocks.

1/15/2019 6:52 PM

578 I’d like to see more police. Our neighbor was robbed. I’ve seen people run red lights, go way too
fast in our neighborhood.

1/15/2019 6:22 PM

579 Many of the builders in addition to destroying their own building lots, are not careful about
damaging surrounding properties. Perhaps the building inspectors should keep a better eye on the
properties that surround ongoing job sites. I believe that the builders of duplexes should pay much
higher impact fees than they currently do.

1/15/2019 6:21 PM

580 We must stop thinking of Palm Coast as a bedroom community or Retirement Community many
young families are living here now we need to appeal to children and teenagers with a fordable
activities and we need to provide well paid jobs in Flagler County they should not have to commute
30 minutes away and spend their money in another County when they could be working close to
home and spending the money here

1/15/2019 6:06 PM

581 Communication is key. Palm coast has wasted the stormwater fees collected by fixing individual
complaints instead system fixing. Water runs downhill. Also when is the time the City addressed
the water and sewer debt to refinance. Yuou do have to add to the debt sometimes to lower it. The
rates seem exceedingly high.

1/15/2019 6:00 PM

582 1. Find an alternative garbage company, divide city into 2 districts each with a different trash
company for some choice/competition. 2. Provide garbage containers WITH LIDS to keep critters
out and trash where it belongs. NO TRASH BAGS CURBSIDE! Waste Mgt provides lidded
containers for BOTH waste and recycling! 3. Fix the drainage swales. We pay monthly and get
NOTHING. 4. Focus on CORE COMPETENCIES. 5. Cut waste - begin at city hall. 6. Lower speed
limits on Palm Harbor Pkwy at Florida Park intersection - very dangerous over the bridge also. 7.
Fix potholes. 8. Widen Kings Highway north of Palm Coast Pkwy PLAN NOW. 9. Quit wasting
money on "Community Centers" , "low income housing" etc. 10 Protect private property rights. 11.
With the most expensive water in Florida why can't we make it? NO MORE TAXES or increases!
That helps affordability!

1/15/2019 5:43 PM

583 I want people to stop littering. I notice garbage on the roadsides. 1/15/2019 5:28 PM

584 Palm Coast is beginning to look like south Florida with all the traffic problems, congestion and
potential for increased crime

1/15/2019 5:13 PM

585 Not at this time, thanks 1/15/2019 5:11 PM

586 The noise nuisance law should be applied to all vehicles with tampered mufflers including
motorcycles

1/15/2019 4:49 PM

587 I recently heard that a developer entered a request to re-zone part of the Seminole Woods
subdivision to include multi-family dwellings. As a homeowner who moved into a single family
dwelling community, I believe it is wrong to re-zone part of this area to include multi-family
designation.

1/15/2019 4:28 PM

588 DO NOT REZONE ANYTHING - WE LIKE AND ENJOY PALM COAST THE WAY IT IS 1/15/2019 4:14 PM

589 Water is expensive and yellow 1/15/2019 3:43 PM
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590 Yes. So far Palm Coast has done a nice job of maintaining the character of original intent. So don't
start letting developers drive the future of this awesome community. It's fine. Just keep the crime
down by being proactive and supporting law enforcement appropriately because issues are
starting to crop up. You can have the most beautiful infrastructure but if people do not feel safe
they will not invest here and they will leave.

1/15/2019 2:35 PM

591 I would like to see less garbage in the streets 1/15/2019 2:26 PM

592 Cell phone quality in this town is unacceptable. Must be addressed immediately. 1/15/2019 2:16 PM

593 It's a nice place to live. 1/15/2019 1:56 PM

594 timing of street lights on old kings and palm coast parkway are horrible. Our sheriff's department
and all they provide are awesome! I am thankful for them

1/15/2019 1:41 PM

595 Please, more budget control is needed. I moved here to get away from a high priced city that I
couldn't afford to buy a house, or live comfortably on my fixed income. I don't want to move again.
Also please take care of the lighting of streets and storm control pipes for neighborhoods, which
SHOULD have been here in the beginning. Curtail "beauty" planting of everything until these
things are in place. I love living in a beautiful city, but I also love living well on my FIXED income.

1/15/2019 1:11 PM

596 The neighborhoods desperately need street lights that work. Maybe you could look into solar street
lights? NJ uses them. Darkness makes it easy for crimes, not enough neighbors use their house
lights to help. It gets really dark in some of the back streets in the F section.

1/15/2019 12:54 PM

597 The Electricity Tax is wrong! 1/15/2019 12:27 PM

598 Garbage trucks fly down Ponce Deleon and often miss my recycle bin at the foot of my driveway.
They also seem to leave my garbage container in the street. I've complained numerous times but
see no change or improvement.

1/15/2019 12:24 PM

599 Specifically the swales (waters stays in the swales for weeks creating mosquitos and other
insects) on our streets, better paying jobs, street lights in neighborhoods (it is so dark in PC), add
better clothing stores (they all sell the same items; I don't want fish and beach items on my
clothes), and add a Costco.

1/15/2019 12:19 PM

600 We reaalg need more streetlights on main roads for visibilty and safety, and we do NOT need any
roundabouts, they are dangerous since no one knows how to drive in them. Put in a traffic signal at
US 1 and Matanzas Parkway.

1/15/2019 11:46 AM

601 Waste Pro garbage pick up and recycling has been poor the past couple of months. Sloppy trash
pick up. Lately trash not picked up. Recycle not picked up. No consistent pick ups per schedule.
We pay for this service and it should be provided as scheduled in a timely and correct manner.
Things would benefit from improved refuse pick up.

1/15/2019 11:36 AM

602 I like that there are codes to keep things up. Some may need to change. I also feel that instead of
people having to call and give name for code enforcement someone should drive through every
6months and check. We've lived here 4 months and our neighbor has had trash in their drive and
yard the whole time. I don't want to report for fear of repercussion

1/15/2019 11:34 AM

603 Need stronger fines for littering and need better access in Island Walk to parking. Parking lot is ill
designed and dangerous.

1/15/2019 11:11 AM

604 All in all City has done a fine job of moving from a bedroom community to more of a full services
city with a mix of business and retirees. However, it doesn't feel as if the city could withstand
another recession or economic event as most of the city's new businesses are consumer oriented.
At the first sign of economic stress I would not be surprised to see 20% of the businesses close or
fail. I would suggest adding some sort of partnership or educational facility that would stress
business and/or technology learning. That would provide a foundation for a well of current up to
date and well trained employees as well as business acumen that would ensure survival of the
least among us. It would also attract businesses that are looking for forward thinking communities.

1/15/2019 10:35 AM

605 We need to light up Palm Coast. It's terrible at night when you can't see where you are driving. 1/15/2019 10:25 AM

606 We would like to see more right turning lanes into residential sections or caution signs. 1/15/2019 10:14 AM

607 Cable and internet suck. Slow and expensive 1/15/2019 9:59 AM

608 The parking lot at Island Walk is a disaster. I will not go into it unless I'm desperate. I feel sorry for
the merchants but I will not go there.

1/15/2019 9:50 AM

609 The city is quick to give warnings about house #'s not in the appropriate location, however there is
a mob of pan handlers wandering the streets of palm coast. These people are mostly problematic.
They shop lift from local stores, they make the public restrooms unsightly and they liter all over the
city. Also housing costs are out of reach. I have a teenage daughter. She will never be able to get
an apartment due to rent prices. (She also drives 45 minutes to go to work she enjoys because
work here is not desirable) the traffic lights are excessive and sometimes are red way to long,
which makes people speed to avoid them creating unsafe driving atmosphere

1/15/2019 9:24 AM

610 Waste Pro performance has been slipping lately. Pulling just bags out of cans and leaving stuff in
the can. Recycling pick up has been very vey inconsistent.

1/15/2019 9:12 AM

611 We moved here >16 years ago because it was a beautiful, quiet retirement community. We now
feel like the retirees are treated as 2nd class citizens. Development is clearing too many of the
trees and natural beauty of the area. The Florida Park Drive corridor has many run down areas
that the city seems to ignore.

1/15/2019 8:32 AM

612 I think the city should work on improvements for all and not just a select few. You wasted our
money putting in a dog park on FL park with a pond in the center and expect the dogs not to swim.
Even when advised not to. I will never utilize the park because of it. My wasted tax dollars

1/15/2019 8:26 AM

613 Stop making to so hard for companies to move here. 1/15/2019 7:14 AM
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614 Too many rentals in the area that are bringing in different types of people to our communities that
are not making the neighborhoods better. Rising costs of everything are also a concern. It’s getting
very expensive to live here comfortably - especially when our roads are dark, everything closed
and is dead by 9PM in town and cell phone coverage barely exists in half the city!

1/15/2019 7:05 AM

615 Please stop all new developments. 1/15/2019 3:26 AM

616 I would like to have better water quality. My water is almost always yellow as is my fellow Palm
Coast neighbors. I feel that I should be comfortable cooking and bathing in our water, which I do
not.

1/14/2019 11:54 PM

617 Yes. It is not necessary to recreate the mess and congestion of Palm Coast Parkway. Please
leave Rt 100 as it is.

1/14/2019 10:56 PM

618 A vibrant city encourages job growth, otherwise the young are growing up, and leaving the area.
Further, we need more business, shopping, food establishments, entertainment to bring in tax
revenues other than continuing to raise property taxes. Why should many of the residents leave
town to purchase goods, meals, supplies, food; let's bring those additional establishments here. If
business growth is encouraged and nurtured there will be tax revenues to pay for many amenities
for the city, but if the town becomes known for clogged roads (sidewalks instead of roads) then
good growth will be discouraged.

1/14/2019 10:20 PM

619 More police presence. Create a paid volunteer neighborhood watch and have problem areas
patrolled by such a group. Instead of looking for volunteers, pay retirees minimum wage to stay up
at night and patrol our streets. I know many retirees would be happy to do that and keep our
neighbors safe

1/14/2019 9:47 PM

620 We are tearing down too many trees. We did not need the 3rd exit. Before expanding we should
finish developing areas that have started. We need streetlights for safety. Sidewalks, too. Stop with
the chain stores. Bring in real business. Jobs that pay.

1/14/2019 9:29 PM

621 The city needs to do something about the homeless population. They appeared all of a sudden
and have made the city feel unsafe. This is a HUGE issue for the residents l. Thank you.

1/14/2019 8:37 PM

622 Utility department need more technologies need more cable services spectrum and at&t are bad
and expensive

1/14/2019 8:09 PM

623 My wife and I are active pickleball players. We have been promised the construction of many
dedicated courts for the past few years, but nothing has materialized. The sport is growing by
leaps and bounds. We have even taken on the responsibility of starting our own class for
beginners, because the Rec Dept can't keep up with the demand. We do this free of charge for
anyone who has a need. Often, there are not enough courts available. We have had 20 people at a
time some evenings. The folks at the Frieda Zamba pool office know about us and appreciate what
we do. This town is missing out on a huge money maker. Just look at what is happening in the
surrounding cities. Large complexes are being built to accommodate residents and tournaments.
Those tournaments and complexes bring lots of dollars to those communities. Let's not let this
opportunity slip through our fingers!! You can find out who I am by checking with personnel at
Frieda Zamba. They know me as Ric.

1/14/2019 7:14 PM

624 City needs to improve storm water drainage issues. I was told by City Hall that they are over a
year behind schedule. Unacceptable!

1/14/2019 7:08 PM

625 We moved here due to the beauty of the area, the friendly people, the small town traffic, and the
trails and parks.

1/14/2019 6:52 PM

626 I bought my home here aroun 14 years ago. One of the most important reasons I chose this area
was how well maintained the streets and canals were. Now they are ignored. Shows a lack pride in
our community. Very disappointing.

1/14/2019 6:26 PM

627 BUILD SOMETHING WE CAN USE STOP WITH ALL THE GAS STATIONS AND BANKS
ALREADY

1/14/2019 6:24 PM

628 Need a Publix on US1 and Matanzas. 1/14/2019 6:03 PM

629 Being the largest city in the county we need our own police department. 1/14/2019 5:57 PM

630 We need more high paying jobs. All of the storefronts are full of part-time, minimum wage jobs that
cannot support the astronomical housing costs. Once living-wage jobs come to Palm Coast, the
quality of life (recreation opportunities) for all of the city’s age brackets will improve. Attracting
living-wage businesses is what Palm Coast needs first, and the rest will fall into place.

1/14/2019 4:54 PM

631 please please work on developing town center. get wholefoods and plenty others will follow
including many small local businesses

1/14/2019 4:09 PM

632 I can’t understand why so many people throw there trash on the roadway and neighborhoods..
Litter laws should be STRICTLY ENFORCED!!!!

1/14/2019 4:07 PM

633 Suggest a few city commission meetings be held in the late afternoon or evening. Continue
Citizens academy for interested persons with more widespread communication about application
process. Excellent renovation of the PC Community Center. Please, please look at public
transportation options for all citizens!!

1/14/2019 4:02 PM

634 Need to find ways reduce cost for the folks that live here. Example, don't need to have garbage
pick up 2-3 times a week. 1 garbage pick up is sufficient, 1 waste pick up is sufficient

1/14/2019 3:57 PM

635 In regards to the sheriff dept. they do an excellent job of investigating and arresting. Where we
need help is in prevention. We have too many car burglaries and speeders on residential streets. I
feel a stronger presence would deter some of these occurances.

1/14/2019 3:42 PM
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636 Yes with more people moving toPalm coast we need another high school the 2 we have has been
over crowded for the 5 years I have moved here. We need more retail stores. We have to go to
Daytona or other places to spend our money.More places to eat that are places we want, like
Popeys chicken and others. I go to jacksonville to shop and eat alot which takes money from Palm
Coast.We also have a great many elder, who are still driving and causing many accidents, We
could use a busline.

1/14/2019 3:29 PM

637 I felt most of the questions in this survey were poorly phrased, ambiguous, and/or pointed toward
an agenda. I would suggest employing an outside social scientist as a consultant for the next
survey.

1/14/2019 2:39 PM

638 The drainage in the B section between PCP and Pine Lakes if terrible. Where we live off Belleaire
the water stands for weeks at a time after heavy rains. There is a canal across the street and the
water doesn't drain to it.

1/14/2019 2:24 PM

639 Trim back landscaping around businesses so drivers can see coming traffic 1/14/2019 2:14 PM

640 Please invest in storm drain improvements - particularly in Marineland Acres. Thank you! 1/14/2019 1:48 PM

641 Need sidewalks, sewers not overflowing swells, or fix and clean out the swells on a regular
schedule esp during hurricane season,is more streetlights, street sweepers,

1/14/2019 1:13 PM

642 It is unrealistic to expect people to come here if they can t afford it. If you don t travel elsewhere
forget work to support yourself. You can bring in industry whatever and still have a good quality of
life. What about all the land on US1 or out in bunnell. We are limited in what there is here. Food
industry dosen t pay well.

1/14/2019 1:02 PM

643 I absolutely DO NOT WANT low-income housing in Seminole Woods!!! We have a beautiful middle
class neighborhood. We've all worked hard to have this relatively simple lifestyle, and we don't
need the crime and reduction in our property values.

1/14/2019 12:51 PM

644 Ask better questions. Seem to fizzle out at the end of Survey. You'll derive more streamlined
information that garners a wholesome overview of what the citizens really think and feel about their
City, et. al.

1/14/2019 12:16 PM

645 The swale system does not work I haven’t been able to mow my mothers swale for years the city
has not been mowing the vacant lot next to her for years this issue has been reported and the city
ignores the problem my swale is starting to get extra mucky for longer periods of time swales don’t
work or they do but the city doesn’t keep them maintained in the long run curbs with drain pipes
will work better and I’m okay with referendum money to fix the issue Stop ignoring the problem

1/14/2019 11:25 AM

646 Council needs to put quality-of-life issues ahead of the interests of developers, realtors, and the
chamber of commerce - which it clearly has not done recently

1/14/2019 11:01 AM

647 Keep the city looking beautiful. That is what attracts quality people here. Homeless population
seems to be more prevalent than it was a couple of years ago.

1/14/2019 10:59 AM

648 We also need public transportation, the current set up is a joke. There are many young and old
people that aren't able to drive that could greatly benefit. We need good paying, full time jobs that
dont require a special degree to get, regular blue collar jobs. All you ever want to promote is food
and retail which are ALL, low paying and part time.

1/14/2019 10:54 AM

649 Keep the spending low so that our taxes will remain low we need money set aside for
emergencies, such as hurricanes, sewer lines .

1/14/2019 10:50 AM

650 I wish people would stop trashing this beautiful city! 1/14/2019 10:32 AM

651 Better clean up of trash on the streets 1/14/2019 10:25 AM

652 A YMCA here would be wonderful as well arts and cultural centers..I 1/14/2019 10:09 AM

653 If my wife and I didn't work from our home, we would not be in Palm Coast. No good jobs here.
After living here a while, we wish we had looked elsewhere. The cost of living here is too high as
compared to other FL locations. Give up on Town Center. NOBODY wants it developed. It is hard
to get to, and not worth the drive.

1/14/2019 10:08 AM

654 The city must get the cell reception/service situation improved as well as affordable housing and
different types of housing for growth!

1/14/2019 9:47 AM

655 Palm Coast has the best fire and emergency services I have ever seen and is very lucky to be
under the protection of the Flagler County Sheriff's Department.

1/14/2019 9:35 AM

656 I have watched and experienced the large number of tanks having to be replaced since coming
here in 2002. It is on going and i would expect expensive for the city. Any chance the city might
address this.

1/14/2019 9:25 AM

657 Need tree branch and tree trimming on Colbert Road.There are lots of fragile looking branches
overlooking the road.

1/14/2019 9:18 AM

658 Affordable Housing and more funding for FTI to further the growth of trade education. 1/14/2019 9:15 AM

659 no 1/14/2019 9:09 AM

660 Not all residents in a retirement community are wealthy. Food is higher, taxes are higher and fuel
is higher here. Why?

1/14/2019 9:06 AM

661 keep the trees don't cut them all down for more condos, etc... and Keep the Trails Safe so
everyone can enjoy this beautiful city

1/14/2019 8:53 AM

662 Trash cleanup,litter enforcement 1/14/2019 8:40 AM

663 We loved pc when we arrived in 2012. Whatever beacon that was sent to New York to take over
pc has removed the friendly Florida home town feel that we so enjoyed. It’s evident on the local
roads and stores with lack of common courtesy. Schools appear to be even more troubling. I am
encouraged by this survey and the fact that the city is now asking the right questions.

1/14/2019 8:08 AM
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664 Love the focus on trees along the streets and not store signage. Number 1 reason I purchased a
home here. Tech jobs are sad so I am forced to work in Jacksonville or Melbourne.

1/14/2019 7:52 AM

665 Sherriff’s office does great job, but would like to see red light cameras back. 1/14/2019 7:11 AM

666 Publish a 1 year, 5 year and 10 year development with milestones. Publish milestones and
achievements of the last 5 years.

1/14/2019 7:10 AM

667 the circle going on US1 is a waste of tax money, when a traffic light would have been in line with
other lights on that road. shame on you for not fighting the state for wasting money and slowing
traffic. Hope you do not need emergency services through that area that has to slow to 30mph. A
few seconds delay could mean the difference between life or death.

1/14/2019 6:43 AM

668 I would like to see a little less trash on the side of the road. And stop people from driving in the
grass on the sides of the roads. It makes the area look trashy.

1/13/2019 10:48 PM

669 Palm Coast is a wonderful place to live. However, we desperately need higher paying jobs in order
to keep younger people in our community. A wider range of housing for younger families & active
seniors. A better form of transportation: trolleys on major arteries or small bus service.

1/13/2019 10:31 PM

670 I do not think there is a need for garbage to be picked up twice a week. The swales should be
cleaned out. They have not been done in my area in many years and they are cluttered with dead
trees and vines and bushes that do not allow water to pass through.

1/13/2019 10:02 PM

671 More restaurants and bars nearer 100 Seminole Woods 1/13/2019 9:51 PM

672 the ditches in the neighborhoods do not carry the water to the canals. water sits everywhere in
front of every home. heavy rains flood the street.. this is bad , real bad. please fix it!

1/13/2019 9:47 PM

673 Spend less on beautification and more on substance. I’m still upset about the town hall 1/13/2019 9:19 PM

674 When I moved here, I thought perhaps you had a Welcome Wagon....never seen anyone. Perhaps
the Real Estate Agency's should help with this, get one started if there isn't one.

1/13/2019 9:07 PM

675 Get rid of the city manager position. The tax payers have no say in who this is, but he is the one
that basically spends all the tax payers money and doesn't have to answer to anyone. Florida is the
first place I've ever resided in (I was in the service for 20 years and therefore lived in several
different cities) that the Mayor wasn't the one who ran the day to day operations of the city. Also, in
a city this small, why is the city manager paid this outrageous salary and why does he need an
assistant? The assistant's salary is closer to what the city managers should be, if there has to be
one. If I knew what I know now, I wouldn't have moved here.

1/13/2019 8:46 PM

676 For a small town, I think the traffic is terrible! 1/13/2019 8:36 PM

677 Cellular service is sketchy in the P section, and many areas of Palm Coast. Please resist the
tendency to grow government and raise taxes to keep pace the wants of the few. Use extreme
caution here!!

1/13/2019 7:49 PM

678 I think Palm Coast is a lovely, friendly, pretty place to live. I would like to be able to find a job that
pays a decent salary closer to home, though.

1/13/2019 7:11 PM

679 Tell the mayor to wake up. Residents don't want multi family buildings built next to single family
homes.

1/13/2019 6:30 PM

680 I think more transparency from the council is needed. As you may have noticed there are a lot of
people who are looking for conspiracies behind every bush in Palm Coast. If everything is
transparent then these people have nothing to squawk about. Next, affordable housing is needed
but adding apartment to existing neighborhoods is wrong.

1/13/2019 6:14 PM

681 No 1/13/2019 6:05 PM

682 why is it that the only places to eat that are approved by the city are all some kind of chain?
absolutely hate that we have nothing original

1/13/2019 6:00 PM

683 I think your topics are very focused on the city council's agenda/desires and not what the citizens
really care about, please broaden your subjects....parks are not what this area needs more of, it is
safety, community and leadership for jobs and security

1/13/2019 5:56 PM

684 I love Palm Coast and living here. I disagree with too many low income or subsidized housing just
fill up up use land at Town Center and other areas. Facts are facts... Right now I feel safe walking
in the park at Town Center and going to the movie at night. I am hoping that fact does not change
in the future. Also with more people for some reason there is more litter on the road ways and in
our neighborhoods. I understand you cannot legislate pride and respect; but something needs to
be done.. Signs stating a fine for littering. I live in the E Section I pick up trash on East Hampton at
least once a week. It is one way in and out to the neighborhood so the people who are trashing
East Hampton and side streets actually live there. Palm Coast garbage, debris and recycling
services are the best I have ever seen. And the city beautification is amazing as well. I appreciate
and applaud the city and the employees for their effort. Which makes the littering even more of a
sore point for me. I would like a Costco if possible so surrounding towns would have a reason to
come and spend money here.

1/13/2019 5:06 PM

685 Linear Park and surrounding trails have become dangerous recently,with many fires and I have
also found many needles.All of us walkers are now afraid.

1/13/2019 4:23 PM

686 We need more affordable housing for families. Rents are currently very high and people on limited
incomes cannot stay current with their utility bills and the Hugh rent.

1/13/2019 3:52 PM

687 When we first moved .The one thing I thought was how clean it is here. Lately it has become not
so impressive. Seen like people just throw there trash out there windows even in neighborhood's
.Also the driving has become crazy .

1/13/2019 3:28 PM

688 We need more reclaimed water by the b section (boulder rock) 1/13/2019 3:21 PM
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689 Drainage is our biggest concern. Having our front yard full of water half way up to my house is
insane. Then when they come out to look at it tell me the water table is too high! Thanks like I had
no clue about that!

1/13/2019 2:42 PM

690 more traffic regulation please - speeding, tailgating etc.. more quality jobs so the population can
diversify.

1/13/2019 2:22 PM

691 I know some people love Palm Coast. Unfortunately I find our neighboring communities of Flagler
Beach and St. Augustine far more appealing. Good restaurants, activities, etc. (Shout out to
MamaLing's in PC - fantastic!) Palm Coast has excellent bike/walking paths but I fear on-going
development will diminish this one positive feature.

1/13/2019 1:42 PM

692 Water in palm coast is priced way to high especially since its undrinkable. 1/13/2019 1:14 PM

693 There is inadequate drainage along the sidewalk along Seminole Woods Blvd between US1 and
Slocum.The sidewalks are below the grading. I feel sorry for my neighbors to the south of us since
it is flooded ~~30-40 %

1/13/2019 1:09 PM

694 Moved here 8 months ago from Ormond Beach (Flagler County - Plantation Bay). I am in Grand
Haven for now and strongly prefer it to PB gated subdivision. Far friendlier and welcoming and
preservative of nature and certainly less congested and built up ... over built.

1/13/2019 12:51 PM

695 Code enforcement and its regulation enforcement are VERY lacking and almost non-existent.
Fines should be handed out upon inspections, not a 30 day grace period.

1/13/2019 12:32 PM

696 No 1/13/2019 12:31 PM

697 This survey is a great idea and I appreciate the opportunity to give feedback. Thank you Palm
Coast!

1/13/2019 11:51 AM

698 More affordable home rentals or for purchase 1/13/2019 11:37 AM

699 Frontier Road connecting Old Kings Hwy to Palm Harbor Pwy. should have White Lines on both
sides of the road. Safety issue at nights when on coming car lights blind you from seeing yellow
road markings which are also worn out.

1/13/2019 11:13 AM

700 Stricter enforcement of cars parked on property and in swales 1/13/2019 11:05 AM

701 Eliminate rental homes in retirement communities. Get rid of most social programs, make Palm
coast the best retirement community. Right now you are looking like Miami or Orlando with all the
crime, pan handling, low income housing, etc.

1/13/2019 10:37 AM

702 We need higher paying jobs in the area!!!! 1/13/2019 10:29 AM

703 Very dissatisfied with the current mayor. She's bent on bringing low-income housing, which, as we
know, does not contribute to a safe, clean community. We work hard to be able to live where we
live, and one should live where they can afford to live. We should not be forced to downgrade our
town in order to accommodate those who can't afford to live here. There are plenty of other areas
in Florida that are more affordable. We already see this happening right now with all these
duplexes popping up all over. Renters are not as keen in keeping up a house as homeowners are.
Safety and cleanliness were the main reason why we chose Palm Coast to live. If the Mayor
succeeds in her quest, Palm Coast will be doomed, and all of us taxpaying homeowners, will look
to another place to move to and Palm Coast will be just another lousy city in Florida.

1/13/2019 9:57 AM

704 I came to Fla. in 70;s saw a sign of Future home of Palm Coast. My husband died in 1966, our last
vacation was to the 500 races, on the way home he said we should retire in Fla., the month after
we got home Mar. 1966, he was killed by a tire rim, never spent Christmas at home after that came
to fla. my uncle had a place in Daytona, on the way home we stopped at the gas station on 100
where the fruit stand is and there was the sign Future home of PC, inour paper there was a ad
about this PC, so I got in touch bought the property in 1974, Frontier Rd., we would come down to
visit , then we had to build but with my sons being little, and I wanted to let them know there family,
so I switched my property t o Cypress Knoll, in 1984, I built my home on Edgewater Dr. Dec. 24 it
was ready, I was the only house in my area at that time. My parent s came down to stay, my dad
was a avid golfer, he was here when cypressknoll was built, met Gary Player, well in the years my
dad hada Hole In One on Each on all the golf courses, I havethe papers. When I was ready to
retire I made my promise to my husband and moved to Fla. and attend the DAytona 500 years for
over 35 years. On my street, I was the last person in my aread to move in forever. I have seen PC
grow, the dreams of ITT all cametrue. Love the area, my neighbors and easy to get to stores, and
highway. I have a scrapbook, I show my neighbors, how small the trees where in the area. pictures
of my house being built. It has grown and going back to my dad, when he made his first hole in
one, the newspaper came to interview him. He was so thrilled,he left a mark here inPC… Hedied
16 years ago, had a total of 29 holes in one, and many double eagles. He loved the area and
made many golf friends. Think you are doing a great job in PC

1/13/2019 9:43 AM

705 Keep Palm Coast beautiful. Do not try to make it a city like Daytona or St Augustine. 1/13/2019 9:42 AM

706 Glad the traffic turn lane by Starbucks at 100/Belle Terre finally got corrected to WHAT should
have been done when the sidewalk etc was first put in. Was very poor planning initially!! Not sure
what some one was thinking (or not thinking.) Since the city’s arborists feel the need to commit
“crape murder” along Belle Terre south of 100 - would like to see all the other crape myrtles
pruned to oblivion along 100; Belle Terre north of 100 and Palm Coast Pkwy. In other words stop
butchering our end if you aren’t going to do the same to the other beautification projects in the city.
We like our end too!! And no round about on US1 and Old Dixie Hwy. You can provide feedback
for this project that most residents do not want. Why does it take years for any company that wants
to build and do business here? PC regulations are choke holding new businesses and stifling
growth. Regulations and zoning restrictions are getting out of hand. Some of the petty rules are
truly testing the patience residents and business owners alike. Is it just a tad bit of greed and
dominance from a few that overrules the true best interests of a community??

1/13/2019 8:50 AM

707 We need street lights desperately. I feel trapped at home at night because I don't want to drive in
the dark. If this doesn't happen soon, I will probably move.

1/13/2019 7:51 AM
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708 Taxes have increased significantly each year but there is no maintenance of roads or street lights.
Taxes are increases so quickly that we are considering Volusia County.

1/13/2019 6:31 AM

709 Get better garbage provider & recycle since they now come when they feel like it. 1/13/2019 5:52 AM

710 Storm water runoff ,ditches projects should be completed and not put off until the next storm. 1/12/2019 11:29 PM

711 Palm Coast needs to be more forward looking. The Mayor’s employment and council’s approach
are archaic and too much of good old boy(girl) set up to meet the city’s needs.

1/12/2019 10:38 PM

712 More street lights that don't contribute to light pollution. I like to see the stars at night. 1/12/2019 10:34 PM

713 No apartments in Seminole Woods. We moved here five years ago, and chose the area due to the
woods and quiet.

1/12/2019 9:38 PM

714 Stop being nazi’s with development. It’s impossible for small businesses to open restaurants or
anything else.

1/12/2019 9:37 PM

715 An increase in the littering in Belle Terre closed to Town Center. 1/12/2019 9:11 PM

716 Mayor is doing a great job. 1/12/2019 9:11 PM

717 The priority of expenditures should be re-evaluated and applied first to the essentials and then to
projects that are good to have but not essential. Palm Coast should be friendlier to new businesses
and more adept at attracting investment. There is no reason we should not have a development
equivalent to The Pavilion in Port Orange. We have the population to support it. Such
developments provide jobs and serve as a catalyst to attract more companies. Town Center
should be full of tech-related companies that provide high-paying, highly skilled jobs. Such
developments would expand the tax base substantially, making it less important to rely so heavily
on homeowners for municipal support.

1/12/2019 8:07 PM

718 PLEASE COME OUT OF THE MIDDLE AGES AND DO THE RIGHT THING BY THIS
COMMUNITY. WE NEED NO MORE BEAUTIFICATION. WE NEED FOR THOSE ELECTRICAL
CABLES TO BE UNDERGROUND, MORE STREETLIGHTS IN THE COMMUNITY, PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHER PAYSCALE FOR THESE YOUNG PEOPLE SO THEY CAN
AFFORD HOUSING AS WELL AS MORE COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES FOR THESE KIDS TO DO. I
HAVE AN ELEVEN YEAR OLD GRANDSON WHO DOES NOTHING BECAUSE THERE IS
NOTHING TO DO. I'M ONLY HERE BECAUSE MY HUSBAND GREW UP IN FLORIDA. GOD
FORBID SOMETHING HAPPENS TO HIM, THE HOUSE GOES ON THE MARKET AND I'M OUT
OF HERE,

1/12/2019 6:40 PM

719 Palm coast would be a great city if you get rid of the crime, pan handlers, and homeless people
would feel safe then. Next take advantage of the hospital medical,centers and build high end
retirement communities.

1/12/2019 6:25 PM

720 regarding trash and recycle pick up service, it has declined in recent months. Occasional no
shows

1/12/2019 6:04 PM

721 ITT started Palm Coast as a retirement community not a bedroom community to Daytona or St
Augustine, please stop allowing destruction of the green space, we do not need anymore gas
stations on Rt 100, we do not need a roundabout on Rt 1 and Matanzas, put in a traffic light if and
when it is needed, let's keep P.C small and manageable

1/12/2019 5:12 PM

722 Please stop spending millions of dollars on landscaping our main roadways. $1,400,000.00 on PC
Parkway. Really. Up lights on the palms, really. Where are the street lights? They always come
after a resident or child has been killed. How sad. What’s up with the purchase of Mustangs for the
police dept. I never ever see any. Everything on the county agenda, I mean everything should
come before the residents and in plenty of time before county meetings with plenty of notice to the
public. No decisions by the elected officials before the public speaks, we voted you in, you are
supposed to listen to the residence and not override their decisions because the elected wants
their own will done. Decent wages for teachers, and our men in blue. Set an example. Why do we
need affordable housing, because salaries are soooo low. All we have is service industry here.

1/12/2019 4:39 PM

723 Please consider attracting some activities for these teenagers. Dave and Busters, skyZone or a
teen club for night time recreation. Find things for these kids to do so they don’t have to employ our
sheriffs breaking up house parties full of marijuana and liquor.

1/12/2019 4:14 PM

724 We moved here about four years ago. We like many aspects of PC. The traffic, though, is stop and
go too often. We see many accidents. My husband who's had a license for 60 years and never had
had a car accident before moving to PC, had two accidents in two consecutive years. We drive
with EXTREME caution in PC now. There are many reckless drivers on these roads.

1/12/2019 4:13 PM

725 Being new we are disappointed in the difficulty finding the needed specialty medical care,
restuarants, recreational places and activities

1/12/2019 3:50 PM

726 Sorry that those caught running red lights forced loss of cameras... lives have been lost since.
PLEASE fund TNR for cat population. Don't let cheap/misguided R's say 'beautiful medians /city' a
waste of $$. Did notice pulled flowers on PCP walking trail and just mulched instead. p.s. Thanks
for those walking paths. Love each Sheriff we have been fortunate to elect. Sorry Palm Coast
Observe took a big turn 'right' in their reporting. Sorry for WastePro loss of life recently...they work
extremely hard and take a lot of ill-placed grief from some 'neighbors'. Don't forget to watch this
little clip from time to time to keep us beautiful... https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=mJ8ZM2MIUNw Thanks for doing survey!!

1/12/2019 3:49 PM

727 garbage pickup is bad 1/12/2019 3:48 PM
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728 Our community desperately need lights on Belle Terre Pky and in the neighborhoods. I am in the
Princess area of the P section and there is no light. We need cell towers for the Palm Coast Pky,
Belle Terre Pky areas. It is ridiculous that I can not get descent signal in my own home and local
area. We desperately need things for teen agers to do in our county. That is why some get in
trouble. There is not enough for them to do in this area. We need more things for adults as well.
We need more professional jobs in this area. We need more major restaurants out here in Palm
Coast. I should not have to go to Daytona, Jacksonville, or Orlando to eat at a major restaurant.

1/12/2019 3:47 PM

729 Would love to see a recycling center for the condos that don’t offer the service 1/12/2019 3:42 PM

730 Stop spending surplus money not approved by ballot. All surplus money must go to reduce the
property tax.

1/12/2019 3:28 PM

731 Keep up your excellent City services! 1/12/2019 3:24 PM

732 Several new senior living complexes have been developed in the city in the past year, but they are
"stand alone." I would like to see the city be innovative with the Town Center area. A mixed-age
community with transportation (such as a trolley system), shopping, the arts (already started),
restaurants, and medical care (already nearby) could be developed in the space. I think it would
attract many who could no longer drive, and encourage them to stay in Palm Coast and remain
active. Housing costs could range from low to luxury with appropriate planning. It could be an
"agrihood" with our growing seasons - centered around a farm which grows healthy food for the
community along with gardens. Think outside the box!

1/12/2019 2:49 PM

733 If things were done right the first time with the water drainage systems, we wouldnt have to up the
cost of our water services, its ridiculous that the citizens have to get the short end of the stick and
pay more for something that should have been done right to begin with

1/12/2019 2:04 PM

734 Absolutely need some patrol and no wake signs on our canals. Too many boats go too fast and
create large wakes and endanger kayakers and others. Also, maintenance of sea walls should
absolutely stay the owners responsibility. Too many of us have spent tens of thousands of dollars
to update ours and don’t want an increased tax to take care of others. Buyers know their costs and
responsibilities when they purchase a canal home. Some evening classes would be nice for those
of us still working, like art, pottery or other interests; same goes for recreational programs like
perhaps tennis lessons, golf lessons, etc. We love it here but these things would make it even
better.

1/12/2019 1:48 PM

735 Again, don't make Palm Coast a mirror image of northern large cities. 1/12/2019 1:00 PM

736 more streetlights. 1/12/2019 12:58 PM

737 I have noticed that there a lot more trash on our roadways is this coming off of the trash trucks or
from people throwing it out their car and truck window maybe we need to enforce littering fines

1/12/2019 12:54 PM

738 I have enjoyed living in Palm Coast for approximately 3 years now. My only regret is the condition
of the swale maintenance on Freeman Ln. The depth of the water in front of my house in some
areas is 2 ft. and the width is 8 ft. all the time. As a result, the area is a virtual swamp resulting in
dead grass, stagnant water and an enormous amount of moss and frogs. In less than two years,
the sod that the builder put in died (new house), the City replaced the sod, which also died. I have
replaced the sod too, which also died. It is clear to me that this situation requires more than the
regular swale maintenance. The residents on Freeman Ln have been complaining for years, to no
avail!

1/12/2019 12:34 PM

739 get water out of ditch it lays there ,never drys up 1/12/2019 12:32 PM

740 New to the area, originally from south Florida. 1/12/2019 12:29 PM

741 More street lights Please!!! 1/12/2019 12:26 PM

742 Need to encourage some good quality chain restaurants to open . Need some new big name
stores.

1/12/2019 12:26 PM

743 The area needs to create a well educated local workforce, and good jobs with benefits and upward
mobility. Hopefully this would give the local Floridians who grow up here the resources to be able
to afford to remain in the area. Without an educated workforce, it is hard to attract and retain good
employers. Why not find a good vocational training facility to locate to the area? They could work
with the public school system to teach our children trades, not every child is college bound. You
certainly cannot afford to live in Palm Coast on a salary of less than $50,000.

1/12/2019 12:21 PM

744 Tired of seeing homeless people sitting & drinking all day near Publix, Ruby Tuesdays & Walmart! 1/12/2019 11:36 AM

745 We are dismayed to see the loss of trees whenever a lot is being developed. Also weird layout of
parking at Island Walk and Target shopping centers with landscaping in part making it difficult to
see oncoming traffic. Also, lack of public transportation. Otherwise, it's a good place to live, nice
and quiet and feeling safe. Thank you!

1/12/2019 11:24 AM

746 I wish there was a public gym, a yoga studio, maybe a nutrition bar where kids and the community
could go and have access to healthier lifestyles. I also wish that kids who were making
achievements in programs like the youth orchestra or lesser known organizations were given
recognition and encouragement, because learning skills like those take a lot of time and patience
and our strong points are ignored by our peers and community. It would also be wonderful to see a
rabbit veterinarian and section at the humane society, as the city’s only rabbit shelter isn’t known
about, and it is a single lady who is overburdened with nothing to do with all the animals she’s
forced to take care of. I feel as though support of the arts is never what it should be, which is an
incredible shame because they are the best form of expression of emotion for many of us. It’s
really hard to see our program directors worrying and stressed about if they will be able to keep
our programs running for us. Palm Coast does so well at so much, but these are just a few things
that I’m sure would be difficult but would make a world of difference.

1/12/2019 11:20 AM

747 I have undeveloped land at this time, so it was difficult to answer these questions. 1/12/2019 11:19 AM

748 Get code enforcement and law enforcement in gear 1/12/2019 11:18 AM
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749 Paved roads and city sewer in the Hammock. 1/12/2019 11:17 AM

750 no 1/12/2019 11:01 AM

751 Keep us safe, reduce tax burdens, build high end house to make plan coast great. 1/12/2019 10:38 AM

752 Have noticed that Wastepro has gone downhill recently. Their crew has changed, and are
handling recycling bins and trash cans rough, causing handle breakage. Also I witnessed them
emptying the recycling bins into the regular trash trucks along with the trash from all homes on my
street. Seems to be a proliferation of fencing between homes. This fencing is the first thing to get
damaged and go airborne in a named storm. I would like less street lighting as I enjoy the night
sky. Pavement on several streets in area are overdue for resurfacing. Thanks for your attention!

1/12/2019 10:32 AM

753 In my 14 years here, and seeing what is happening in other developing communities in Florida, I
believe we are going backwards. There is no clear vision to anything especially economic
development. The culture of wanting cheerleaders and govern by attempting to control everything
needs to end. It's time for humility and a good hard look in the mirror. Those days of the "fastest
growing community" rah rah things are over. Mr. Landon being gone is great, and I hope there are
smart decisions this time not only about the canddiate themselves but the contract as well. We also
need some real diversity in our staffing.

1/12/2019 10:20 AM

754 We are new homeowners to this coast of Florida. We are located east of AIA in the northern part of
PC. We need sewage lines so we can get off septic. Glad to see new stormwater drainage being
installed, but the raw sewage will still have no place to go. Also, I am shocked that the water is
YELLOW. Ewww! Please clear up our water.

1/12/2019 10:19 AM

755 Please install street lights. 1/12/2019 9:43 AM

756 We could use more Pickle ball courts. We need less police time on simple violations like rolling
stops when no other cars are around and spend more time stopping auto break in's at rec's
parking sites. And #1, enforce the car head light law that blinds most all of us when driving in Palm
Coast at night. Lucky there is not much traffic at night but still its dangerous as you are blinded
when you drive at night....! I never have seen enforcement of this law.

1/12/2019 9:40 AM

757 like to see something done about the homeless in the area 1/12/2019 9:36 AM

758 I do not see the government of the city in sinc with the residents. There seems to be no limit to the
willingness to raise taxes rather than look at ways to reduce costs. As an example, why is it
necessary to run garbage services twice per week? This has to double the costs and for only
marginal benefit to the residents. Once a week is good for the vast majority of the country and it's
good enough for Palm Coast. Try to save some money! The local government is making taxes a
strong consideration for not living in Palm Coast.

1/12/2019 9:35 AM

759 Code enforcement is critical. Keep Palm Coast looking beautiful. Development just for
development sake is a bad idea.

1/12/2019 9:29 AM

760 Residential roads should be monitored more for speeding and throwing trash and/or speed bumps
put in. There are very few sidewalks and reckless drivers are not being caught enough. Any street
that has an outlet needs to be monitored a lot more.

1/12/2019 9:06 AM

761 I would like to see a more transparent accounting of the City/County expenses. 1/12/2019 9:06 AM

762 Jobs and beautification are great but please protect the natural forests and wildlife, it is why many
people moved here - to have a city atmosphere with a rural environment.

1/12/2019 8:57 AM

763 I would enjoy more senior events IF I had enough money to do so. I am below the poverty level
and widowed with little to spare.

1/12/2019 8:44 AM

764 The city water tower lights have been out for the past 3 months! I placed several calls to city to
notify of same and employees did nothing (didn’t even realize the problem!) Finally after 3 weeks
and 5 phone calls yuelding no action, I emailed city manager personally in December. Received a
response filled with excuses as to why issue was not addressed and to date it still hasn’t been
repaired!  I saved these emails and would like to submit them for review by mayor / city
councilmen. Need email address PLEASE!!

1/12/2019 8:24 AM

765 N/a 1/12/2019 7:35 AM

766 I've lived in Palm Coast since 1974 and have watched the quality of life, services, and safety
plummet, especially since incorporation.If I could afford to, I would move as quickly as I could.
Unfortunately, I live next to a lift station that leaves the area smelling like an open sewer so I
probably couldn't get a buyer for my home.

1/12/2019 7:17 AM

767 I feel the biggest problem we have is the homeless population. It’s getting out of hand. I no longer
feel safe taking my daughter to the library.

1/12/2019 6:39 AM

768 Get rid of the homeless before it becomes a problem. 1/12/2019 12:29 AM

769 More things for seniors to do 1/11/2019 11:47 PM

770 It is sad the boondoggle that the old hospital building has become to the city of Palm Coast and
most of all the tax payer. People should be fired over this issue!

1/11/2019 11:42 PM

771 Need more parking at the Community Center 1/11/2019 10:31 PM

772 Something needs to be done about the homeless people. Especially at belle terre and palm coast
pkwy. The city definitely needs to expand its fiber network to attract more business. There are too
many trees in front of businesses, you can’t even see what businesses are in the different plazas
and that needs to be changed to attract more businesses. Law enforcement needs to do more
about traffic enforcement, particularly slow drivers in the passing lane. It would be nice if the city
sent out event calendars as mailers, because not everyone is on social media nor visits the city
website regularly enough.

1/11/2019 10:02 PM

773 Happy to do survey 1/11/2019 9:03 PM
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774 Palm Coast needs to increase the products that can be recycled. The list of items accepted is so
short, it's almost not worth doing at all.

1/11/2019 9:03 PM

775 What happened to code enforcement. Look at all the sloppy streets and houses. Issue citations.
Example FL pk Dr is amess! Repave roads they are amess

1/11/2019 8:46 PM

776 Outdoor concert arena around Matanza & US1 1/11/2019 6:43 PM

777 Stop trying to implement social engineering, such as low income housing ( that's what it is - look in
the mirror- don't lie) and other northeast liberal do good nonsense , such as fighting climate
change. Those are the reasons most people left their hometowns to move to fla. Maintain existing
physical plant ( roads/water/sewage/ drainage. STOP WASTEFUL SPENDING on nice to have
things and consultant studies. No more nationwide searches for city officials. Keep it simple & start
a mo e vigorous code enforcement , which is an easy way to raise money ( don't say it's not to
raise revenue- come on, you know). E.g.: overnight parking in swales ( city) ,using cell phones
when driving ( sherries dept).

1/11/2019 6:42 PM

778 The town center area is not set up for high volume of traffic. Big time businesses are not going to
use the area. The Matanzas Woods Prkwy is the best location for development. Palm Coast is
squeezed between St. Augustine and Daytona. Location and ease of access a major key to
success. Town Center is off the path for most PC citizens. This topic is a real challenge.

1/11/2019 6:41 PM

779 We just moved from D.C. in May. We love Palm Coast. The area is just beautiful and we enjoy the
uncrowned road and parks.

1/11/2019 6:18 PM

780 find a way to get rid of these chain stores and resteraunts, its turning into a cheap looking daytona
beach. kind of like how Flagler beach does it. not so many trashy people there.

1/11/2019 6:16 PM

781 Good job Palm Coast 1/11/2019 6:06 PM

782 The housing is becoming a little too high. 1/11/2019 6:02 PM

783 for the city to find more innovative ways to become "greener" 1/11/2019 5:51 PM

784 We are new to Palm Coast so this is based on limited experience. First impressions are that is is a
visually appealing area with great recreational opportunities with little sense of community.

1/11/2019 5:49 PM

785 The peace and quiet of the neighborhood area is most appealing from the noise of traffic and
helicopters when living in Orlando. The absence of light pollution is particularly appealing to life in
Palm Coast. The addition of several more traffic/spot lights is most discouraging.

1/11/2019 5:43 PM

786 I would like to see more development on land that is already cleared for building. Let's keep the
woodland's the Woodland's and stop running wildlife into our yards, have a plan for the traffic
increase and consider flooding issues when they build. When we have a hurricane even though we
are in a flood zone, most times we are told to evacuation because of Graham Swamp. There most
likely will be an impact from the building as well. Oh yeah, on top of adding hundreds of additional
drivers to the Oak Trails/Old Kings Road intersection. Public transportation in Flagler County is
near non-existent. Trying to use public transportation in this county is unlike any county I have
ever lived. Let's look at some clean air options to keep our county beautiful.

1/11/2019 5:36 PM

787 NEED YMCA for HEALTH and COSTCO FOR FOOD PRICES. 1/11/2019 5:29 PM

788 Palm Coast lacks a “soul” that other older towns have. 1/11/2019 5:29 PM

789 Instead of looking at section 8 housing why not develop a community with habitat for humanity or
even a tiny house community so young people in our area can afford decent safe housing. Also a
lot more recreational opportunities for the teenagers in our community

1/11/2019 5:23 PM

790 More streetlights 1/11/2019 5:21 PM

791 Thanks for doing the survey 1/11/2019 5:16 PM

792 Better recycling program 1/11/2019 5:13 PM

793 The landscaping is outstanding. So nice to see so many native and/or hardy plants being used. A
big thumbs up to whoever designs and maintains our medians.

1/11/2019 5:00 PM

794 Need an additional senior center 1/11/2019 4:56 PM

795 The problem with the homeless walking the streets like Zombies not nice to see........way to many
are here.

1/11/2019 4:49 PM

796 Please keep property taxes down and lower sales tax. 1/11/2019 4:25 PM

797 Thank you for asking my opinion 1/11/2019 4:25 PM

798 I love this area, but we need more stores. I understand that Palm Coast city execs make it very
hard to bring in larger stores, such as BJ's to this area. To have to go to either Jacksonville or Port
Orange is very inconvenient to shop. Plus having to go to St. Augustine or Daytona for shopping
other types of stores is also inconvenient. I am handicapped and it is sometimes impossible to get
to other towns.

1/11/2019 4:11 PM

799 We desperately need sidewalks for the elderly and children. More street lights,drop swells and put
in sewers

1/11/2019 4:11 PM

800 Less impact fees to encourage town center expansion and restaurant construction 1/11/2019 3:55 PM

801 Very active in historical tourism, eg. AG Museum, History Society. Much need of overall
coordination and recognition of this area as Historical Site, outside of any city limits or boundaries

1/11/2019 3:53 PM

802 With so many seniors living in this area...and we are likely to get many more...it is unconscionable
that we do not have a senior center and a specific leader to plan trips and activities and a bus for
transportation. Also, under education, there is no place to check for someone who does not have a
college degree but who has some college.

1/11/2019 3:39 PM
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803 This is a fine community and the leadership has done a great job of differentiating PC from many
other Florida towns and cities.

1/11/2019 3:39 PM

804 Stop acting like the Northeast. We want our taxes low, freedom high and quality of life simple.
Keep raising taxes and intruding into our lives and you will be voted out. Small, fiscally
conservative government is what we want.

1/11/2019 3:30 PM

805 I think it is wrong for the City Counsil to change the Zoning laws in Seminole Woods Subdivision
from a SINGLE Family Dwelling to MULTI FAMILY DWELLING in the “S” Section!!

1/11/2019 3:26 PM

806 CODE ENFORCEMENT IS A JOKE 1/11/2019 3:04 PM

807 People come to Palm Coast knowing what it is and like it. Then they want to change it to have the
things they did back in the last place. But don't want the taxes to go up. Go figure.

1/11/2019 3:03 PM

808 swales on EDITH LANE IN NEED OF CLEANING OUT. SHRUBURY GROWN WILD. 1/11/2019 2:56 PM

809 A very good community to live in. Happy to be a resident. 1/11/2019 2:52 PM

810 shouldn't pay for water it tastes bad .garbage guys make a mess.city workers do nothing but
smoke and talk to each other. where is code enforcement

1/11/2019 2:34 PM

811 City of Palm Coast needs to be more business friendly 1/11/2019 2:25 PM

812 Not a fan of the direction City of Palm Coast is going. Development is happening too rapidly. 1/11/2019 2:22 PM

813 Please put as much money into the S section as you seem to put into some others. It is very nice
and quiet here. We love here now

1/11/2019 2:20 PM

814 Need better response/resolution from city when tickets are submitted, e.g. tree down in the canal
or awaits that flood. Tickets are closed without any explanation.

1/11/2019 2:17 PM

815 I think a wall should be build along 95 to protect residents from the noise irradieted from it, from
trucks mainly.

1/11/2019 1:51 PM

816 This city needs to kick out the violence and drugs and bring in high paying jobs. 1/11/2019 1:50 PM

817 Crack down on littering. This is a beautiful city and I see more and more fast food trash on the side
of the road

1/11/2019 1:48 PM

818 I am worried we are setting up for being know as the homeless community. driving past them
everyday is something i really think needs to be fixed. i am embarrassed to have visitors see this
as we drive around town.... is there no loitering ordnance for the city? thank you for listening

1/11/2019 1:33 PM

819 no 1/11/2019 1:33 PM

820 Fire department provides assistance with hard to reach smoke alarms. Amazing city service.
Cleanup after hurricanes, outstanding.

1/11/2019 1:27 PM

821 Something has to be done with the slumlords for these trashed rentals!! PLEASE!! 1/11/2019 1:06 PM

822 I think the fact that there is rezoning going on from single to multi family units between Seward
and the semiinke woods park is ridiculous. We purposefully purchased our home in the S section
to get away from all construction and congestion. I'm completely against anything that is going to
bring down the value of our homes.

1/11/2019 1:05 PM

823 Street lighting should be essential on major roads such as Belle Terre Pkwy and because the W
section does not have any lighting on Waters Dr and the surrounding streets make it very prone to
auto accidents because they cannot see the numerous people at night that walk their dog.

1/11/2019 1:04 PM

824 Pot hole repair on neighborhood streets should be prioritized. 1/11/2019 1:04 PM

825 Make Palm Coast the most desired place to live. Through high end homes, schools and businesss 1/11/2019 12:48 PM

826 The utilities bills are too high for all people who has low income, difficult to maintain. 1/11/2019 12:31 PM

827 I live on Whippoorwill drive and have very poor drainage in Rain events also up the street from me
is a housing drainage Pond that never gets properly maintained

1/11/2019 12:29 PM

828 Palm Coast needs to restrict the building of multi family homes (duplexes and apartment buildings)
for renters as renters are notoriously known for bringing down surrounding property values. Case
in point, I live in the S section which, until the last 6 months, was usually fairly litter free but since
there are so many renters now in the area, there are large sections of trash. People are throwing
all kinds of trash out onto the street. It is truly disgusting and I heard the PC mayor wants to build
MORE low income housing??? It needs to be in the Town Center area if anywhere but somebody
needs their head examined in my opinion.

1/11/2019 12:16 PM

829 We need more restaurants open 24 hours..like diner or Dennys More gas stations. more
restaurants too

1/11/2019 12:16 PM

830 Student flights are not benefiting our taxes and there is a safety issue of concern. 1/11/2019 12:07 PM

831 There needs to be more done to make the streets less backed up, more right turn lanes on Belle
Terre (the few remaining ones). More traffic patrols on PCP and Belle Terre mornings and at 5-
6pm. I know they can't be everywhere but everyday it is just crazy. Also Cypress Point to Walmart
HAS to be changed before someone is killed. People are making their own "3rd" left turn lane due
to the traffic backing up so bad. PLEASE fix the traffic issues and I think people will be happier to
live here!

1/11/2019 11:49 AM
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832 Yes, I am disturbed and disappointed to see very critical street signs down on both PC exit ramps
for an unacceptable amount of time. The exit sign at #293 heading 95 south has been in need of
repair for at least one year! Surely, there is some city employee that has taken notice of this and
done nothing. A week or even a month may be acceptable, but a year is inexcusable. More
recently the directional sign heading 95 north at #289 has been propped up against a pole or down
on the ground for the last 3 months at a minimum. This sign is very important for new travelers to
this area, who may not be sure which direction to travel for a particular gas station or fast food
reataurant. Anyone familiar with this exit knows it’s not always easy to change direction after
you’ve made a wrong turn... Let’s get the signs fixed!!!

1/11/2019 11:43 AM

833 Start thinking asked for suggestions don’t rush the plan. You could also send out a survey for the
citizens in this community for their suggestions you might find out that it will be very very helpful
thank you

1/11/2019 11:33 AM

834 My main concern is the property taxes are increased every year by the maximum percentage
allowed by law. WHY?

1/11/2019 11:27 AM

835 Palm Coast as a place with the beaches and water ways is a great place. I find (a majority) of the
people in Palm Coast to self centered, entitled nasty people that can't mind there own business. I
rented a hanger at the Flagler County airport for almost $400 a month with leaking roof and dirt
blown in for the helicopter daily. My plane was more dirty inside than sitting outside. The airport
manager was a total jerk so I moved my plane to Palatka. Why can't people here just be nice? We
pretty much take all of our business out of Palm Coast and go to Saint Augustine and Jacksonville
for dining and entertainment. It's a shame Palm Coast is such a nice place with such rotten
people. I don't know how you fix that. We will definitely be leaving at some point in the not too
distant future.

1/11/2019 11:13 AM

836 landscaping is pretty, but we need lighting along the roads at night, could also use more patrols by
the Sheriff's office

1/11/2019 11:04 AM

837 Code enforcement NEEDS to ride around Palm Coast on a daily basis and do something with all
these ghetto looking rentals!!! Between the house rentals and duplexes Palm Coast is looking
trashy in MANY sections. Also, we need to put a moratorium on building duplexes. They are
usually trashed. Thank you!!

1/11/2019 11:00 AM

838 Reliable cell service througkout Palm Coast. Over 80% of 911 calls come from cell phones & with
miles of great trails encluding at my home cell service is a top prority to me sor safety!

1/11/2019 10:59 AM

839 improve swale and canal maintenance 1/11/2019 10:53 AM

840 Robert Beck has passed away, I am his wife Mary taking the survey. 1/11/2019 10:51 AM

841 We don't want our taxes raised for street light or sidewalks within the residential sections 1/11/2019 10:43 AM

842 In our section, south of SR 100 (Quail Hollow) we have few city services other than water ,sewer
and garbage. We don't have parks, and it's a long way to city parks other than Town Center, which
doesn't have a children's playground. The Belle Terre/SR 100 area is getting increasingly
congested with traffic and the traffic design for new developments has been poor and after the
fact.

1/11/2019 10:32 AM

843 I love Palm Coast. People need to pick up their litter, be courteous on the roadways, and stop
deforesting the area.when I moved here there were less than 400 of us living in the area. the
growth has not always been good. I feel the limitation of big business has hurt our area and
economy.

1/11/2019 10:31 AM

844 Street lights are needed on belle terr also more police watching for cars not stopping for
pedestrians

1/11/2019 10:30 AM

845 the water bill is extremely high. please find a way to lower the cost for those who don't use it as
often

1/11/2019 10:30 AM

846 The City crest on the Woodlands development is missing and it looks terrible. The sign looks
trashy by itself. Garbage collection has been good, but we have had yard waste sitting out for 3
weeks and still no pickup. It makes the neighborhood look run down. If they are not going to pick
up as normal, we should be notified.

1/11/2019 10:24 AM

847 Get rid of gangs and dope 1/11/2019 10:18 AM

848 City is run by incompetent people this city is getting worse and worse day by day HIGHER CRIME
HIGHER TAXES HIGHER WATER BILLS OFFICIALS NOT DOING THERE JOBS WAST
MONEY ON STUPID STUFF like trails we have more than enough and no one uses them. City
spend to much money on public works and thats all they do is cut the same grass on BELLE
TERRE even if it is not necessary JOKE

1/11/2019 10:17 AM

849 Palm Coast is lacking in so many upscale ammenties 1/11/2019 10:09 AM

850 When emailing city officials it would be nice to at least receive a response. 1/11/2019 10:07 AM

851 Stop with affordable housing! Stop with parks, etc, UNTIL you've corrected stormwater issues.
Concentrate your efforts on failing infrastructure

1/11/2019 9:58 AM

852 build a wall between Bunnell and Palm Coast.... haha Just Kidding.... maybe...;) wheww some
interesting things come from that area.....

1/11/2019 9:57 AM

853 We need City lights and the swells need to be clean by schedule Not By Request. Did a lot of
debris in my area last time when the swell was clean they didn't clean it all the way down they
clean only the area by my house because of the requests we made.

1/11/2019 9:42 AM

854 City concentrates too much on future growth and not enough on present conditions. Trash
everywhere,sidewalks flood after rain,swales ignored,streets dark at night. Money wasted on BIG
projects while neighborhoods are ignored. Don’t develop what you can’t maintain.

1/11/2019 9:31 AM

855 I hate seeing trash on the side of the roads 1/11/2019 9:23 AM
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856 no. 1/11/2019 9:22 AM

857 Overall, beautiful town that I am proud to call home. 1/11/2019 9:14 AM

858 provide support for your citizens and tell FDOT no roundabouts. This is bad for traffic flow and we
as citizens are not having a voice in their construction

1/11/2019 9:14 AM

859 We need sidewalks on Old Kings south, and better public transportation to eliminate some traffic.
We need more lanes on Old Kings rd. North of palm coast parkway.

1/11/2019 9:14 AM

860 Not at this time 1/11/2019 9:14 AM

861 Please upgrade the street lights in the Woodlands that look like WW II sirens. Place normal street
lights that actually put the light into the intersection, rather than lighting someone's backyard. (Why
should we be paying for their security light?) Most are shaded by trees growing around them. The
mast arm of a regular street light would extend the light out away from the trees.

1/11/2019 8:56 AM

862 My wife and I purchased our home in the Quail Hollow section of Palm Coast in 2013. We
specifically chose this area because of the quiet neighborhood and surroundings. Over the past
two years we became aware of a planned multi-family housing unit being presented to the Town
Council for approval. In fact, I attended a number of planning board meetings. During those
meetings, I never heard one resident who was in favor the building plan. However, it seems many
of our town council members didn't care what the residents were saying. They wanted to approve
the plan. I left the meeting understanding that the plan was on hold. I will tell you now, if you allow
this building plan to go forward, I will move, along with several of my neighbors. I retired down
here from New Jersey. I dealt with congestion every day in NJ and did not like it. That's why I
moved here for some peace and quiet. Keep low cost multi family housing out of the zoned
residential neighborhoods. If you must build them, there seems to be space on Route 100 that can
accommodate.

1/11/2019 8:50 AM

863 Update the ugly blue signs of different sections to match the beautiful beige granite ones dispersed
through out the community.

1/11/2019 8:38 AM

864 stop governing by fiat and assuming all members of the community have your vision. Mayor
Holland, who apparently had some personal income challenges, still wants to live in the golden
palace of Palm Coast, but at others expense. TownCenter may someday be great, however, it is
not the center of Palm Coast, never was, and is an ill conceived boondoggle. Since you eliminated
anonymous code violation notification, the neighborhoods are starting to look like s%$. Single
family homes have been remodeled as duplexes, while still looking like single family dwellings
creating parking on streets and homes that devalue the surrounding properties. Cars with no
plates and rusting out along with boats and motor coaches sit in driveways throughout our
community and yet no code enforcement. Light timings favor the car that just got to the cross
section as opposed to the traffic flow by volume, and employees of the city can be seen all over
the city sitting in their trucks, doing nothing (greatest jobs ever). You spent millions on a
community center then packed it with special meetings of various community groups during the
early voting impacting citizens ability to get a parking space in order to execute one of their most
important citizen responsibilities, voting. It's really too bad that only sycophants with dreams of
grandeur while possessing no true talent are the only ones willing and with the time to run for
public office while at the same time airing their personal dirty laundry in the news looking
apparently for sympathy. Why dot a busy area of PC, Colbert Ave, with what will probably be low
income housing when their is considerable land on the US 1 and Matanzas Pkwy corridor
undeveloped and having a highway infrastructure that could absorb the additional population. Start
listening to your constituents instead of your over inflated egos and sad ideas.

1/11/2019 8:36 AM

865 Overall, PC is a decent place to live. There’s recreational, dining and entertainment options, and
the city clearly makes an effort to appear attractive. I feel that the biggest issue currently is the
lack of necessary maintenance and repair/upgrade to basic infrastructure to support the desired
growth of the city; specifically waste and storm water drainage issues. I don’t believe that current
infrastructure can support additional growth without quality of life suffering for current residents due
to this issue.

1/11/2019 8:16 AM

866 Love Palm Coast 1/11/2019 8:05 AM

867 Lovely place to live. Affordable housing would bring more undesirables to the city. I don't want to
live in a city like Daytona or Jacksonville.

1/11/2019 7:53 AM

868 Sight triangles at intersections and stop signs are severely neglected. Overgrowth of plant
materials are allowed to block the view of oncoming traffic. At most of the intersections in my
neighborhood, you have to creep way out into the road just to see if it is clear; or just take a risk
and just pull right out hoping that no one is coming. Some one from the road dept. should do a
survey of all intersections, especially in the residential areas. Very unsafe and unacceptable. I
have made many complaints to Code Enforcement and other city officials with no results. DOT has
sight triangle requirements for intersections. Please have someone look into this.

1/11/2019 7:42 AM

869 Damage from hurricanes, empty lots causing damages from trees needs to be addressed, but we
as citizens know Palm Coast doesn’t care

1/11/2019 7:36 AM

870 Palm coast is a beautiful city but we need streetlights. 1/11/2019 7:32 AM

871 SLOW IDIOT DRIVERS DOWN Increase police presence/drive through in residential areas. 1/11/2019 7:04 AM

872 Wish the city would enforce regulations that homeowners and renters take care of their homes.
We’ve been here 6months and would not have bought on Essington

1/11/2019 6:48 AM

873 We desperately need sidewalks (one side of the road would be fine) on Old Kings Road, south of
PC Parkway. With so many businesses and homes -- and the addition of more soon -- sidewalks
are necessary for the safety of pedestrians and motorists.

1/11/2019 5:30 AM

874 Would like to use dog park but people are not picking up after their dogs. 1/11/2019 4:40 AM

875 Please work on controlling City expenditures and reduce the rapid annual increases in taxes. You
are driving us retirees out of Palm Coast. Our incomes can’t keep up!

1/11/2019 4:24 AM
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876 Bring big industry to Palm Coast 1/11/2019 4:19 AM

877 Glad to see the elimination of red light cameras and a slow down in code enforcement visits. Does
there need to be some code enforcement yes but I don’t need the city standing over me like big
brother telling me how to live. I am tired of hearing about the city needs more affordable housing.
Housing is very affordable in Flagler county. Need to diversify the job market. Teachers,fire, police,
real estate agents and service industry jobs dominate. In my opinion

1/11/2019 3:54 AM

878 Hope this city does not get bigger than it can handle ? But it looks like its heading that way
anyway?

1/11/2019 2:05 AM

879 Education and clear road markings are necessary for the roundabouts. Please. There are two sets
of rules that people believe, and we have people from all over practicing the rules they’re used to
from back home. Can you exit the roundabout from the inside lane or not? Clear signage, and
arrows painted in the lanes like at stoplights. More enforcement when people obstruct traffic by not
complying with ‘slower traffic keep right’. This is rampant here. Maybe occasionally post safety
videos on social media to help educate people about what the local laws are. I do hear from people
who are quite pleased with Waste Management, but they are terrible at my house and some
others. They make a big mess, the trash truck takes both recycles and trash in the same truck on
the same trip, and they randomly don’t empty bins sometimes. In Washington state, we were
charged a flat monthly fee for recycling, and garbage pick up was more, the fee based on what
size can you need. A system that encourages recycling like that would be good here as well.
Support the local orchestra, Flagler Youth Orchestra. It’s a big sparkling asset to our community,
and it could really use more funding.

1/11/2019 1:01 AM

880 When are you ever going to start installing street lights....geez the citizens demand it and you keep
saying you will start installing them, but it never happens!

1/11/2019 12:22 AM

881 I would like to know why Royal Palms west doesn't have a bike/walking path when most other
main roads do. Please prevent the recyclable truck from spreading garbage throughout the streets
after pick up.

1/10/2019 11:54 PM

882 No thank you! 1/10/2019 11:07 PM

883 I volunteer with two groups doing road clean up. I suspect there is a correlation between people
who are ticketed for traffic violations and people to throw trash out their car/truck windows. I
suggest people who are ticketed should also be required to do road clean up. More community
policing to build relationships between law enforcement and community. People who report guns
stolen from unlocked cars (duh) should be fined. If you're going to own a lethal weapon, you
should be required to secure it. Seems like at least one a week unaccounted for!

1/10/2019 11:02 PM

884 Stop dressing up the city and start providing everyday routine protection for our safety and quality
of life....

1/10/2019 10:46 PM

885 would like to see more enforcement of speeding and right turn on red without stopping! 1/10/2019 10:23 PM

886 Need sidewalks for kids to walk on. And/or improve ones we have. They are always flooded and
kids and adults are unable to walk safely.

1/10/2019 10:08 PM

887 We don’t need low income housing! 1/10/2019 10:00 PM

888 you should look at some of the cultural offerings that St. Augustine has and try to cultivate similar
offerings.

1/10/2019 9:28 PM

889 I've only lived here since October 2018 1/10/2019 9:26 PM

890 Need storm drains cleaned/fixed on Bellaire and Belvedere-constant flooding. Have called several
times. No one cares. Too much politics.

1/10/2019 9:20 PM

891 My one complaint lately is with garbage pickup. Waste pro hasn't been showing up on the days
they are supposed to lately. On my trash/recycle day sometimes they take the trash only, other
times just the recycle. Then they usually come the next day for the rest. I understand they get
behind sometimes, but they have been pretty bad at following schedule lately. Otherwise I am very
happy in Palm Coast!

1/10/2019 9:16 PM

892 I feel the situation at Bing's Landing with Captain's BBQ was poorly handled. Neither myself or
anyone I knew heard about the proposal until after it had been voted on.That was very sneaky and
underhanded by the involved parties. Bing's Landing is a Public Park. If the building that Captain's
BBQ is in is unfit, then they should move to a new location, like any other business would have to
do, and renovate or build a new building on the existing site. It wrong and unjust to take away our
park for a private business. This issue should be halted and placed on the ballot for the voters to
decide IF they want this to proceed. I can honestly say, no one I know is in favor of this project.
Palm Coast has already cut down way too many of the big beautiful oak tress that used to line our
streets and replaced them with smaller ornamental tress. Bing's Landing was bought with taxer
payer money to preserve it, NOT for some private individuals to turn it into their private little
restaurant in prime river front property. If that is what they want then make them purchase land
somewhere along the river, NOT take our beautiful park away. If you ask I am sure you will find
many that agree with me.

1/10/2019 9:14 PM

893 When this town allows outside sports programs to use our facilities, they must make sure that they
charge a rate that covers all costs that occur by the town. We do not need to make a profit but we
do need to cover the usage and wear and tear of the facilities.

1/10/2019 9:11 PM

894 Bring in more jobs, 1/10/2019 8:31 PM

895 Our roads are starting to fall apart and some residents are not keeping up with there properties
thus taking away from the beauty of palm coast - there are businesses too that really need some
upkeep but are not being summoned by inspectors

1/10/2019 8:23 PM

896 Thanks 1/10/2019 8:22 PM

897 I would like to see palm coast become a little more lgbt friendly... I think it is a great way to attract
A more diverse group of people here

1/10/2019 8:06 PM
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898 Please don’t allow so many moving into palm Coast destroy the cleanliness and small town
character of our city.

1/10/2019 7:59 PM

899 We very much enjoy living in Palm Coast 1/10/2019 7:49 PM

900 The quality of education here is well below that of northern schools. Students who are behavioral
problems are shuffled between the schools instead of being removed to an alternative school,
thereby making it harder for good students to be safely educated.

1/10/2019 7:43 PM

901 Your trying to turn Palm Coast into a large city.... I moved from that environment and I don't want
Palm Coast into that environment.... no thank you...I don't wants slums, etc. That comes along
with that so some developers can make a lot of money and we get left with the trash of their dirty
corrupt behavior/action.

1/10/2019 7:39 PM

902 Overall poor lighting in subdivisions. Swale upkeep has become non-existent. People are adding
new lawns causing drainage issues. Neighbors parking boats, trailers in front yards in swales for
days on end. No industry to keep working people here.

1/10/2019 7:33 PM

903 Building too many rental properties. Poor lighting on roadways. 1/10/2019 7:29 PM

904 I've been coming to Palm Coast for 35 years, It turn out to become a beautiful city. 1/10/2019 7:28 PM

905 none thank you 1/10/2019 7:27 PM

906 Palm Coast can be a great city, it is just not there as we enter 2019. With the right leadership,
strategic priorities and a sense of urgency, in time, it will be a place to be proud to reside.

1/10/2019 7:23 PM

907 Street lights, it's dark in our neighborhood, and if one of the neighbors wouldn't be paying for a
street light, we'd be totally in the dark! Plus, with street lights, less crime !

1/10/2019 7:21 PM

908 Would like to know when will they come and fix the swell on Roxland lane, I was told it would be
fixed last April or May

1/10/2019 7:11 PM

909 I feel safe because I live next door to a sheriff’s office employee. His car in the driveway makes
me feel safe but I read about crimes all over the city and those situations scare me. Somehow we
need to make things safer

1/10/2019 7:10 PM

910 I moved here fir the beauty and small town feel. Now there is trash on streets, pan handlers
harrasing you at the Walmart exit. Thinking about trying to sell my newly built home and moving.

1/10/2019 7:08 PM

911 Hoping that Palm Coast will think green and take care not to over develop. People moved here for
the lovely atmosphere not yet another strip mall!!

1/10/2019 7:07 PM

912 No to new three level living apt’s and low income homes in or near Seminole Woods 1/10/2019 7:02 PM

913 Palm Coast has so many amazing possibilities, perfect location to attract people and businesses.
It be nice to have a downtown.

1/10/2019 7:02 PM

914 Cell service needs to improve for basic communication and bring business and restaurants to the
area.

1/10/2019 7:01 PM

915 Major concern is a stable government and direction of development in the city. 1/10/2019 6:55 PM

916 We love this city. Moved here three years ago when we retired. I especially love the crepe myrtles
and flowers in the medians. I feel like we live in a resort❤️

1/10/2019 6:45 PM

917 it's a good place to live 1/10/2019 6:44 PM

918 Give us more jobs, affordable housing, and street lights and I'll be happy. 1/10/2019 6:42 PM

919 Recreation is behind the times. No pickleball. They are building 30 courts in Ormond Beach. 1/10/2019 6:38 PM

920 Some of the roads are in need of streetlights. The water and sewerage, garbage is very expensive
for a small community and needs to be re-evaluated. . The property taxes are also very high for a
small town. Other towns in Florida are not as high. Another public beach is needed with easy
access for walking.

1/10/2019 6:37 PM

921 The dog park needs a shelter on the small dog side. We were told there would be one but it never
happened.

1/10/2019 6:28 PM

922 There are many lots that are overgrown and trashy. These lots need to be cleaned up to help
make the town more appealing. We live on the water and the overgrowth is over the banks and in
the water and eroding into canals. And the drainage/ditches in front of houses is not always
working correctly because of the overgrowth. Home owners need to be responsible for cleaning up
their lots. If you own a property and you let it overgrown and trashy, the city would come down on
you. Owners of empty lots pay less taxes and they are not required to do anything to the lots. It's
time that owners of vacant lots are held responsible for taking care of their properties and in the
end, the town benefits.

1/10/2019 6:26 PM

923 Keep taxes lower. 1/10/2019 6:05 PM

924 clean up the neighbor hoods, at least one time a month somebody I know moves out of palm coast
because the neighbor hoods are filling with junk. code enforcement drives up and down the street
and see's nothing. the code enforcement department is totally broke at the neighbor hood level.

1/10/2019 6:05 PM

925 My only complaint is that my home is next door to a pep substation and on occasion we get bad
odors of feces. This has happened to us at some bad times such as holidays and entertaining
guests. Very embarrasing and not healthy I am sure.

1/10/2019 6:05 PM

926 Westhampton could use speedbumps; sewers v. swells; more streetlights ; sidewalks for the
children

1/10/2019 6:00 PM

927 Palm Coast needs to do a better job with making permits easier to obtain for Businesses looking to
move or build in town. I have dealt with permits in 5 other states and multiple cities and Palm
Coast is by far the worst I have ever dealt with. If my company ever decides to expand, Im not
sure they would be willing to stay here. We currently employ 65 people and still growing.

1/10/2019 5:37 PM
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928 Texting and driving is an epidemic and makes driving conditions unsafe. Have written letters to
Paul Renner and Travis Hutson... weak laws against and no one seems to care!

1/10/2019 5:30 PM

929 The lighting on Belle Terre is atrocious. Lights were placed all over Matanzas Parkway to light up
heaven, but nothing on Belle Terre - main road.

1/10/2019 5:18 PM

930 No, but thank you for taking the time to construct and offer this survey to residents. I hope the
feedback is honest and helpful to those who will create the "road map" for Palm Coast's future.

1/10/2019 5:15 PM

931 Continue doing what you are currently doing and improve those actions where possible. 1/10/2019 5:14 PM

932 Sheriff bend down backwards to give you a ticket, when I stopped after school sign the sheriff
gave me a 300$ for SPEEDING!!! This is fraud and I could not contest since I had tickets to Los
Angeles, also the street lights at night are obviously inadequate. I feel very unsafe driving at night

1/10/2019 5:12 PM

933 Make Palm Coast Great. High end homes and Business. Lower taxes in certain areas. Higher is
areas we need to improve from crime.

1/10/2019 5:01 PM

934 Used to do more Parks & Rec activities but the new website is too cumbersome. 1/10/2019 5:01 PM

935 A master planned community town that has no good plan, too many renters so no one cares about
their properties, petty crime everywhere.

1/10/2019 4:54 PM

936 Have lived in Palm Coast for 7 yrs and just recently purchased a home here. It's a great city to live
and work in.

1/10/2019 4:50 PM

937 I have lived in this area for over 14 years. It is a nice community. I feel the recreational facilities for
our youth are lacking. A large recreational facility for them is needed, with in door pool and lots of
sports for them to sign up and participate in.

1/10/2019 4:48 PM

938 I am opposed to any type of multi family housing (appartments, condos, town homes) in Seminole
Woods neighborhood. I moved here because it is single family only.

1/10/2019 4:36 PM

939 We need jobs, more restaurants and stores. That way we don’t need to go to Jacksonville or
Daytona.

1/10/2019 4:29 PM

940 The city badly needs better city inspectors. ex, the patching of Florida Park Dr. to ride down is like
a ride down a dirt road. our tax dollars at work

1/10/2019 4:27 PM

941 Nice City , clean and well Policed 1/10/2019 4:25 PM

942 The development of youth programs or events are important if we are to help our youth have by in
to the community. Additionally, job opportunities of a higher quality beyond retail and restaurants
which would offer a better wage would also keep young people here as opposed to looking to
settle in another neighborhood such as Jacksonville.

1/10/2019 4:23 PM

943 Fix the swales!!! I moved here in 2014 and my swale hasn’t been touched. Swales control
stormwater drainage. That’s a big deal come summer/hurricane season. There’s parts of the city
that look like a swamp after a storm. You raise the stromwater tax, but I haven’t seen any work
done on the swales anywhere. There also needs to be trash collected from empty/vacant lots. I
keep my property clean, but the vacant lots look like a dumping ground. If the city can’t pick it up,
fine the property owner. Make Palm Coast beautiful.

1/10/2019 4:10 PM

944 If you do not let home busineses thrive and Stop code enforcement from being so anal and let
people park in their own driveways you are going to be losing a lot of the work force

1/10/2019 4:08 PM

945 There are a lot of homeless people at the parks and at different cross ways , and that needs to be
addressed.

1/10/2019 4:08 PM

946 I moved to the north end of the city primarily due to the central business district and city
government being close. Then the city moved city government, the main city park and business to
the south end of the city. I also didn't like the naming of the park Central Park. There is too much
New York and liberal influence in this city and it is getting worse.

1/10/2019 4:00 PM

947 I think that Palm Coast provides a very nice lifestyle at affordable prices. 1/10/2019 3:55 PM

948 We just moved to the area in June 2017 and so far we really like Palm Coast. I think that cell
reception could be improved and the City Center area should be completed.

1/10/2019 3:46 PM

949 It would be nice to be able to attract some 30 to 40 years old to work and live in Palm Coast. 1/10/2019 3:39 PM

950 Bring in the big retailers it will create jobs and tax revenue and people won’t have to go expending
money somewhere else

1/10/2019 3:38 PM

951 No 1/10/2019 3:33 PM

952 More Pickleball Courts are needed 1/10/2019 3:32 PM

953 Getting onto Belle Tere from Pine Grove is now becoming more difficult during rush hours. It Will
be safer for motorist if the city could provide a working traffic light during rush hours.

1/10/2019 3:29 PM

954 More neighborhood police presence, to deter random crimes (property theft, B&E, etc.) 1/10/2019 3:26 PM

955 Please restore Wi-Fi to the city parks. I'm not sure what the reasoning was, but removing this
amenity was a step backward from what is expected in modern city parks. Most people have cell
phones; however, many do not have expensive data plans for their phones. Public Wi-Fi especially
serves these disadvantaged citizens. Others may benefit from Wi-Fi by bringing their laptops, for
leisure or study, to the tranquil parks. A related amenity that could be added with minimal cost in
both installation and maintenance is power outlets, since tech devices use little electricity.

1/10/2019 3:22 PM

956 More good paying jobs and affordable housing!!! 1/10/2019 3:18 PM

957 Please do not install roundabout on US1 and Matanzas Pkwy. This will create a lot of traffic for
commuters going North and South on US1. Do not approve building of low income/subsidized
housing in Palm Coast.

1/10/2019 3:16 PM
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958 Would like to see Mantanzas Golf Course reopened or make a park out of it--do something with it
instead of nothing at all.

1/10/2019 3:10 PM

959 Street lights!!! I was recently in an car accident and the lady driving the other car said she couldn’t
see well...then another accident happen where the driver said I couldn’t see...either A they
shouldn’t be driving or B maybe if we had more lights we could prevent some of these accidents.
The town is not well lit and it makes me feel as if no one cares about the people of this town. It is
real sad. Our school system is going so far down hill with all the students doing insane things. I
can not see myself living here much longer. No one can drive and understands the traffic laws it’s
is Insane. I grew up with my father being a police officer and the people around here need to
realize that they are going to kill someone some day if they continue to drive the way that they do.

1/10/2019 3:10 PM

960 If you want business to grow, get the hell out of the way of business. You won't let people park
business vehicles in their driveway, you require permits for every little thing, and if you don't like
the signage you hold up businesses that want to come here for years on end. When government
get's out of the way, business growth will expand. Oh, and stop putting trees and bushes all over
the place that block driver's views. It's unsafe no matter how "pretty" it is.

1/10/2019 3:08 PM

961 I very much support the way Palm Coast city try to balance facilities and recreation whilst
protecting the environment but I feel there is a need to focus more on encouraging manufacturing
businesses and technology start ups. I love the pace of life here and the fact that residents make
time for their neighbours however I also understand that the city needs to encourage younger
families to balance the community.

1/10/2019 3:00 PM

962 Great place to live. Police do a great job. What happened to the traffic cameras? Just kidding. I
know what happened. The people that kept getting caught made you take them out. How did they
do that?

1/10/2019 3:00 PM

963 Put your multi family buildings, next to other multi family buildings.That way you won't need to
rezone any property. Don't mess up the single family properties. We bought and built here,
because it was zoned for single families only. I hope that you will vote NO to the Rezoning. Thank
You

1/10/2019 2:59 PM

964 Think before spending tax money! 1/10/2019 2:55 PM

965 please care more about the lives of our children on our streets than you care about keeping
bushes in our way at stop signs or giving us tickets for parking in our own yards. Michelle Taylor
and Kelvin Smith should have been a wake up call. It sickens me every day to see that we
received park umbrellas and a city podcast before we got streetlights.

1/10/2019 2:53 PM

966 none at this time 1/10/2019 2:51 PM

967 The swales and their lack of drainage is an eye soar not to mention the sitting water is mosquitos
breeding Paradise.

1/10/2019 2:46 PM

968 CEll phone service for AT&T is horrible in Grand Haven. no signal inside house. NEED
IMMEDIATE UPGRADE for safety purposes [i.e. hurricane/fire/power outage/etc.]

1/10/2019 2:44 PM

969 Allowing registered rv and boat parking in driveway. 1/10/2019 2:33 PM

970 Change Code "ENFORCEMENT to Code COMPLIANCE. 1/10/2019 2:32 PM

971 The programs for senior citizens is sorely lacking. 1/10/2019 2:29 PM

972 Old Kings Rd. between Palm Coast Pkwy and Matanzas Woods Pkwy should have been widened
by now. It is way past due for the upgrade project and new lighting that was supposed to have
already been completed. The area where the service clubs are frequently causes traffic delays due
to the narrow 2-lane roadway with no turning lanes, and at night it is dangerous due to very
minimal roadway lighting. Please give this a high priority for completion!

1/10/2019 2:28 PM

973 The citizens voted to legalize marijuana. STOP BEING COWBOYS by trying to find
loopholes/ordinances to restrict it. City council should be spending their time on more important
things. I like Sheriff Staley, but his personal opinion on the topic is a mute point

1/10/2019 2:24 PM

974 Our water ways behind our homes are not being taken care of I was told by the city ,they dont
have equipment small enough to go behind the homes to clear the growth.I also notified my home
owner association , still no one has gotton back to me. equipment

1/10/2019 2:23 PM

975 too many people are moving here, besides a lack of the infrastructure necessary to accommodate
the newbies, we are rapidly losing that "small town" feeling that we used to love.

1/10/2019 2:22 PM

976 I think that more should be done to insure that people take care of their property. Many houses
have little or no landscaping. Many store their trash cans in front of their houses. I purchased my
home when we were still ITT. The standards were much higher.

1/10/2019 2:20 PM

977 My husband and I (78 & 77 years old - married 56 years) live in Grand Haven and love everything
about our community and Palm Coast. Moved from New York 1-1/2 years ago.

1/10/2019 2:19 PM

978 City needs to be more friendly to new businesses, such as restaurants, the codes and fees are
ridiculous and the wait time for permits is stupid long. This is what I've heard by many who would
like to have more restaurants.

1/10/2019 2:18 PM

979 Been in Palm Coast for 2 years and are very happy here. 1/10/2019 2:10 PM

980 enforce speed limits 1/10/2019 2:10 PM

981 Provide survey and marking of property lines 1/10/2019 2:10 PM

982 Would like the town to get the beggers off the streets. Town is beautiful and the beggers really
take away from it and is extremley unappealing to newcomers and visitors.

1/10/2019 2:01 PM

983 Lights in the streets to prevent accidents and crime. 1/10/2019 1:55 PM

984 More bike paths(not sidewalks) bike lanes, more big companies like Costco, Whole Foods, Trader
Joe’s

1/10/2019 1:55 PM
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985 Water cost is very high. Makes it hard on us seniors with fixed income. Moved here from Miami
area water bill was quarterly and it was less than my monthly bill here.

1/10/2019 1:47 PM

986 We REALLY NEED more Street Lights! It is VERY Dark at night. Very dangerous! that is my only
complaint but, it is major

1/10/2019 1:46 PM

987 DON'T LET THEM BUILD THE ROUND ABOUT AT THE WHITE EAGLE! 1/10/2019 1:45 PM

988 Do we really need a town manager? Do not create too many layers of management. 1/10/2019 1:42 PM

989 Trash pickup has become rather unreliable. Recycle some times picked up day after scheduled 1/10/2019 1:42 PM

990 I would like to see less homeless hanging out near stop lights and shopping centers. More rehab
centers for drug addicts.

1/10/2019 1:41 PM

991 i am new here so beginning to get acquainted with services and offerings 1/10/2019 1:39 PM

992 Sidewalks and speeding help, please. (Blare Drive) That would be wonderful!!! Thank you! 1/10/2019 1:37 PM

993 First off, as a new resident you make it very hard to answer several of the questions on your
survey. You might consider an additional option such as “Insufficient time in Palm Coast to make
a determination.” And as a part-time resident, it’s difficult to determine how good the Sheriff’s
Department is, or the quality of the recycling—as I have had no exposure with either of those
services, along with several others. Question #29 should include the “E Section.” It’s confusing to
a new resident to have it excluded on a map that doesn’t expand, when two other sections are
specifically mentioned. I have several residences. I have 2 homes and 1 apartment abroad, and 1
home rented and 1 lot purchased in the Palm Coast—for a total of 5 properties. Therefore, I
receive a LOT of bills for various services. The Palm Coast sends me a billing each month, with an
account number and an amount. It would be nice to have the bill say what I’m being billed for. As I
mentioned, we have two properties in the Palm Coast. If the bill said “Water Services” it would be
helpful. And also, my water service is on “auto-bill,” but the bill doesn’t reference that. So most of
the time I login to my account, only to realize that I don’t need to take any action. Any bill on “auto-
bill” should reference that in the statement. In general, I am very happy with the Palm Coast. It’s a
nice community to raise our son, and I look forward to building our new home there. Keep up the
good work.

1/10/2019 1:34 PM

994 We need affordable housing! people need a chance to live and raise happy healthy
children.10+people to a household is not good for anyone.I struggle daily to feel like an adequate
adult and parent but I cannot afford housing on my own as of 2 years ago and its soul crushing.

1/10/2019 1:27 PM

995 Waste pro is a joke and constantly doesn't pick up things from our home. Already have several
complaints against them. Stop building multifamily homes. Put in streetlights, it might reduce the
amount of crime having streets lit up.

1/10/2019 1:19 PM

996 Pretty pleased with the City. Bigger is not better. Don't let it become a Daytona. 1/10/2019 1:19 PM

997 Over taxed and Any home repairs they are charging New York prices and paying help minimum
wages price of food is higher than NY

1/10/2019 1:19 PM

998 City has a very bad reputation when it comes to business ,hence the lack of jobs,industry,not
business friendly ,city treats the city like a gated community

1/10/2019 1:19 PM

999 Crime would probably decrease if we have lighting through Palm Coast. Driving here, at night, in
unfamiliar areas are dangerous.

1/10/2019 1:19 PM

1000 There’s already enough low income housing. NO MORE! 1/10/2019 1:18 PM

1001 No 1/10/2019 1:15 PM

1002 I would hope that the City of Palm Coast would work with Flagler County to combine resources in
some of these areas instead of doubling efforts. Collectively this would provide more impact.

1/10/2019 1:14 PM

1003 Almost every intersection in Palm Coast has an obstructed view if you stop anywhere near the
stop bar on the road. Please cut back or remove the bushes, tall grasses etc that obstruct the
view, for safety’s sake. Also redesign the disasterous road configuration at the entrance to the
Island Walk mall by Starbucks. The entrances to the mall need to be widened and moved. It’s a
pathetically incompetent design that should never have been approved. Thank you and good luck.

1/10/2019 1:13 PM

1004 Don’t make Seniors wait till they are dead to build a Senior Center, please. 1/10/2019 1:11 PM

1005 Senior Exemption on my house taxes 1/10/2019 1:11 PM

1006 Keep up the good work. It is like living in the Park Slope, Brooklyn Heights area of Brooklyn, N.Y.
Great cultural diversity and every thing good that comes with it. Homes are kept beautifully and
areas clean. Neighbors are respectful and caring.

1/10/2019 1:11 PM

1007 The Business Assistance Center is a wonderful resource to the community. The Permitting
process is horrible and needs to be changed. Really hard to do business in the city. I have lived
here 20 yrs and have heard this before but until you try to use the permitting process, you don't
really know. NEEDS CHANGE HERE.

1/10/2019 1:05 PM

1008 clean up the fresh water canals! 1/10/2019 12:55 PM

1009 I would like to see more sidewalks and street lights in Palm Coast 1/10/2019 12:51 PM

1010 Palm coast is a great city and alot or retires here, they should have good restaurants, and not be
so picky getting them, I have been in smaller cities that have alot more. Plus have jobs for young
family that can stay here and live here too.

1/10/2019 12:50 PM

1011 Palm Coast is a GREAT place to live. Mayor Holland and the City Council seems to work together
very well.

1/10/2019 12:39 PM

1012 Your website is very difficult to find items. 1/10/2019 12:39 PM
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1013 Moved to FL in October from WA state. Originally planned to move to Daytona Beach but settled in
Palm Coast because of the cost of housing and the school system. I commute to Deland but would
love to find comparable employment in Palm Coast.

1/10/2019 12:31 PM

1014 The new community center (Palm Coast pkwy east) upgrade is very nice and appreciatted. 1/10/2019 12:29 PM

1015 Speed limits should be lowered. They are the same as when Palm Coast had only one stoplight. 1/10/2019 12:29 PM

1016 impeach the mayor and council 1/10/2019 12:27 PM

1017 Have noticed a slight decline in cleanliness of area and significant increase in vagrant population
and nothing being done to curtail it.

1/10/2019 12:26 PM

1018 Not to ignore the weather as a very positive factor for life in Palm Coast, especially for seniors! 1/10/2019 12:25 PM

1019 Please don't build apartments in the middle of the neighborhood. There is no need for it. Keep our
neighborhood beautiful and quiet. Thats why we live in this part of Palm Coast.

1/10/2019 12:21 PM

1020 All I hear is how badly new startups (businesses) are treated in Palm Coast - our reputation is
horrible in this area. We need them for jobs and to contribute to our tax base - kiss their butt. Help
them help our economy - be friendly and compassionate. Other: Do we have any business scouts
working on our behalf? - What about tourism? We should be looking for things ( like entertainment,
etc.) to bring residents (and money) from other counties into ours. Our exit off of I95 IS THE
CLOSET EXIT TO THE OCEAN IN THE ENTIRE STATE OF FLORIDA OFF OF I95 - Why are you
not capitalizing on this??? Lastly --- ALL roads lead to Belle Terre! Do you guys drive the entire
length and have a look? South of 100 looks like an abandoned town - weeds, dead trees & bushes,
unkept fences, etc... compared to the Nothern parts ... for goodness sake 1000's of people
approach out City from US-1 and come up Belle Terre why is that entrance not spit shined?
Seriously every "port of entry" should reflect or set the same tone; This area (South of 100 is failing
us) ... it BECAUSE ("you") don't live there? To close to Bunnell? Walk the sidewalk from US-1 and
go North -- You'll see what I am talking about.

1/10/2019 12:19 PM

1021 We moved here because of the small population and abundance of natural (undeveloped) areas.
Having builders develop huge communities in the residential neighborhoods is distressing. We
love seeing the wildlife emerge from undeveloped lots and would not like to lose that community
with nature. One of the biggest concerns traffic enforcement. Speeding and tailgating are
ubiquitous and frankly dangerous. There are no sidewalks in the neighborhoods, making it
untenable to walk from your home anywhere.

1/10/2019 12:19 PM

1022 City should continue to enforce HOA requirements some areas of Palm Coast are in decay. 1/10/2019 12:18 PM

1023 Garbage and recylcing are poor at best. We are way behind as most cities provide 2 large bins
where garbage is collected weekly and recycling bi-weekly using one driver and a robototic arm
attached to the truck to lift the cans. we need to play catch up as this will save money in the long
run. Very surprised that this city is so far behine.

1/10/2019 12:18 PM

1024 We need another Mayor 1/10/2019 12:14 PM

1025 No 1/10/2019 12:12 PM

1026 Parking on the street completely blocking 1 lane on a 2 lane residential streert is a problem. Also,
appropriate swail leveling is a problem preventing drainage

1/10/2019 12:11 PM

1027 Get a new mayor and replace Cuff and Klufuss on city concil 1/10/2019 12:05 PM

1028 I would like to see a new city regulation for vacant lots. everything under 4 feet should be cleared.
it is the biggest eyesoar and detracter of beauty in our city. the overgrown vegetation in the vacant
lots make palm coast look trashy

1/10/2019 12:00 PM

1029 Lack of Streetlights, road maintenance and employment opportunities continue to hurt the city, the
city government is inadequate in addressing these issues. Mouth service will accomplish nothing
without action.

1/10/2019 11:57 AM

1030 Definitely, control littering. It has gotten so much worse the past few years. Complete
embarrassment. Maybe post signs and enforce fines. Too much trash on roadsides!!

1/10/2019 11:52 AM

1031 We need to have a Senior Center that we don't have to pay rent to use it, as we're all on fixed
incomes....

1/10/2019 11:50 AM

1032 I fin Palm Coast very business unfriendly. Cypress Knolls Golf Course isn’t even allowed a good
size sign to advertise its location. They will go under if something is not done to support them. The
E section property values will plummet. Does anyone remember another defunct golf course in
town????? Beware.

1/10/2019 11:49 AM

1033 N/A 1/10/2019 11:49 AM

1034 I like the idea of a survey if it will be used and not discarded. Hope they continue the sidewalk
along Citation ASAP. Thanks

1/10/2019 11:45 AM

1035 Need to get more positive appeal for PC by Realtors. House for sale for over a year. Priced low
lots of perks. Shown 60 + times yet not one offer even a low ball one. Good house fine bones.
Needs just Bath re update but usable price reflcts all. Thank you. If the house wasn't so big Id
rather live in Palm Coast than Palm Beach County..

1/10/2019 11:41 AM

1036 Improvement of Cell Service should be a very high priority. We shouldn't the number of poor or
limited service in a city this size.

1/10/2019 11:39 AM

1037 We need to break the collusion on gas station prices. A 15 minute trip north to Saint Augustine
saves me $$$$ on fuel costs throughout the year. I refuse to be openly stolen from by artificially
high fuel prices. This has been a issue for the 23 years I have lived in this community.

1/10/2019 11:33 AM
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1038 Be wary of too much bureacratic growth and thus making the city liable for future monetary
benefits payable in the future. Look at congressional benefits and other page metropolitan benefit
packages that future generations will pay for. Wherever possible hire private companies you can
control and get rid of when necessary. Thank you for accepting public commentary.

1/10/2019 11:30 AM

1039 Again, I am very upset about the handling of Bings Landing. I don't think the public was made
aware as to what was going to happen. I do not want to loose the beautiful area that I frequently
visit. Leave the business where it is. Keep the "Old Florida" charm. Preserve the history that is
there. Do not destroy it. This is park belongs to the taxpayers of Flagler. It's the people's park! Not
big business!

1/10/2019 11:24 AM

1040 We need a Costco, Sam's Club or a BJ's 1/10/2019 11:19 AM

1041 As a new resident, these are the needs I see for our community: street lights in neighborhoods for
safety & security; consistent illuminated street signage at intersections; Cypress Point and PC
Pkwy is a disaster, neighborhood streets have no curbing or guttering allowing street surfaces to
crumble and break; in this day and age drainage should be accomplished with street sewers not
drainage ditches where water can stand become dangerous and invite unnecessary insect issues;
the same is true for overhead utilities. PC is a relatively new and growing community and
conversion to underground utilities should have happened decades ago. Thank you for allowing
me an opportunity to share my concerns.

1/10/2019 11:19 AM

1042 Retired to Palm Coast and have been happy with our decision 1/10/2019 11:18 AM

1043 Please consider a cap on new housing construction in the near future before Palm Coast becomes
a large City and with that the issues of increased crime, traffic, inability to provide services at the
current level, etc. This would be another consideration for leaving this area if growth continues at
the current rate.....

1/10/2019 11:18 AM

1044 no 1/10/2019 11:17 AM

1045 Keep the small town appeal. We don't need to outgrow are current needs. Improvement is always
warranted but do not get too big.

1/10/2019 11:17 AM

1046 Everyone needs to quit arguing and work as a team to keep our city running smoothly! Greed gets
in the way! Slow our spending down - slow times are coming soon!

1/10/2019 11:16 AM

1047 Need better drainage in residential areas 1/10/2019 11:16 AM

1048 as a newcomer to the area I have no idea where anything is at. would be nice to have a map? or
something that shows where all the letters are located or where to find anything in PC. Asked a
business for directions and thry said “we’re in the P section—easy to find” and hung up. So how
am I and others supposed to even know where to look? Could be provided by title companies or
apartment managers or businesses...

1/10/2019 11:13 AM

1049 A major unappealing issue in so many areas, hwy exit, walmart exit, Publix exit etc are "homeless"
people. They approach your vehicle, sometimes even rude! Family members visiting Palm Coast
has noticed this ugly issue. I deal with this everyday exiting 95. Kills Palm Coast reputation

1/10/2019 11:12 AM

1050 The drainage in Palm Coast is also an issue. I have noticed this in all the streets and also street
lights for safety reasons.

1/10/2019 11:09 AM

1051 No. 1/10/2019 11:09 AM

1052 The water Utility needs more supervision of their budget. Debt for them is not closely enough
policed by the City Council. I worry their debt funds get used by other city agencies that and not
just for the water utility. Bad business and likely illegal.

1/10/2019 11:08 AM

1053 We moved back to Palm Coast from St. Augustine because of the housing and the hometown feel.
I commute to Jacksonville but Palm Coast is Worth the drive!

1/10/2019 11:07 AM

1054 My father worked at ITT for over forty years and was part of the original committees back in 1970’s
to form a Palm Coast

1/10/2019 11:06 AM

1055 This town is growing FAST, many lots being cleared for homes, let's keep it clean as it is now and
demand that beautification as well.

1/10/2019 11:00 AM

1056 Glad you are doing this 1/10/2019 10:58 AM

1057 I know that at first you were trying to keep palm coast small and I liked that however it’s grown and
I’d like to see, lots of people, would like to see bigger chain stores be allowed to come in such as
Barnes and Noble, Bed bath and beyond, Macy’s, Dillard’s, TD bank, Books a million. Stores like
these would help to keep our money in our town. Bc as of now we all shop in Daytona and st
Augustine. In order to continue helping palm coast to grow and thrive we need to put our money
back into our city. I love living in palm coast. It’s a beautifully kept town and I recommend it to
everyone looking to move to Florida.

1/10/2019 10:57 AM

1058 Increasing property taxes...Palm Coast gas prices are the highest of all surrounding communities. 1/10/2019 10:56 AM

1059 Construction for commercial air traffic should be stopped. The noise and safety hazard in the
residential areas around the airport would exceed the convenience of commercial air traffic. When
I moved here the airport was only for light planes and limited traffic and it should stay this way..

1/10/2019 10:56 AM

1060 Yes. Dog parks need improvement big time! Water in pond at big dog park disgusting. No shade at
all (altho promised constantly) in small dog park. Residents complain all the time. As usual, nothing
gets done.

1/10/2019 10:56 AM

1061 None 1/10/2019 10:55 AM

1062 Would like to see code enforcement remove vehicles from driveways that have not been moved or
licensed in two years.

1/10/2019 10:54 AM
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1063 Flagler County needs industry (businesses). Several businesses have been turned down over the
years that would have provided jobs to the area. People need jobs where they can start and
promote during a career.

1/10/2019 10:53 AM

1064 The city's building approval system and building inspectors are exceedingly inconsistent from one
to the next. This results in extensive delays in getting construction jobs completed and massive
cost overruns. The end result is that it scares away businesses. Shame on the City of Palm Coast
and the City Commissioners for allowing this to happen on a regular basis.

1/10/2019 10:53 AM

1065 Surgery is good 1/10/2019 10:53 AM

1066 Trash pickup around city in swales and and roadways 1/10/2019 10:49 AM

1067 We do not need anymore Golf Courses or Parks owned by the city that cannot pay for themselves.
Taxes keep going up to provide maintenance for all these unnecessary things. Fix our roads
instead. Stop the Affordable Housing projects. We don't need any more dirty trashy areas Look at
Bird of Paradise and Bunker Hill Dr. Area. MANY rentals and a disaster. High crime areas. Code
Enforcement needs to be MORE forceful and efficient. They are very lax.

1/10/2019 10:47 AM

1068 Need more jobs for the young adults Palm Coast could use a Roller Skating Rink,Trade School. 1/10/2019 10:45 AM

1069 Just moved here in late October - we love it! 1/10/2019 10:42 AM

1070 we do not need any low cost housing, jobs are good but we do not need to try attract younger
families as to retirement environment is what PC was designed to be. watch tax increases due to
folks being on fixed incomes. increase production from existing employees.

1/10/2019 10:40 AM

1071 Maintaining the beauty and nature is the reason we love palm coast but would like to see
development of town center for career opportunities for others so we don’t have to leave palm
coast for work

1/10/2019 10:34 AM

1072 Avoid the approval of small strip malls (4-6 stores). 1/10/2019 10:34 AM

1073 Less chain restaurants more small businesses. More activities for children, more street lights and
sidewalks!

1/10/2019 10:31 AM

1074 I would like Recycling to be a huge priority... for customers to be able to use larger containers and
to know what happens with recycling..sometimes I see the recycling go in with the other trash.

1/10/2019 10:25 AM

1075 We moved here about 5 years ago and love everything about Palm Coast. Great job 1/10/2019 10:15 AM

1076 None 1/10/2019 10:15 AM

1077 Seminal wood parkway need resurface and make it more appealing and also state road 100 1/10/2019 10:14 AM

1078 There has to be something done about the airplane noise in the Z section. Embry Riddle planes
start low flying procedures over my house at 7am - 8pm and it is constant, every minute or two a
plane flies directly over my house. I am in the process of documenting everything and starting
court procedures if nothing is done about this. My wife and I shouldn't have to raise our voices to
talk and raise the volume on the TV to hear it. We can't enjoy the outside or have our windows
open. I would like to be contacted by the city manager about this problem.

1/10/2019 10:13 AM

1079 I love PC as a whole and have lived there for most of my life. The one thing that has barely
changed over the years and would be very helpful, are more programs, activities, businesses, etc.
for youth (primary teens). This would give them other things to do besides drinking, drugs, and
crime.

1/10/2019 10:12 AM

1080 Stop being so uptight regarding the color of the buildings, what type of grass needs to be planted,
and focus more on improving the ways of living for the residents. Provide more trails, offer utility
discounts, and make the hammock dunes bridge free!

1/10/2019 10:12 AM

1081 The L section Golf course needs to be revamped. 1/10/2019 10:11 AM

1082 Thank you for offering an efficient method to provide input. We are new residence as of 2017. Still
settling in.

1/10/2019 10:09 AM

1083 no 1/10/2019 10:08 AM

1084 Please we have to many people now, my only request is for the traffic light. They are bad, they've
been the same since I moved here 12 years ago. Improve them.

1/10/2019 10:07 AM

1085 1) You should be able to extend your driveway up the side of your garage to make use of
pedestrian door, especially in the older sections where parking is a problem. Single car garage
equals single car driveway. In 1979, a lot of people only had one car, not true anymore. Everyone
parks in the road and in the swells. 2) If you are on Pine Lakes Parkway, the bike path has stop
signs at the side roads. If you are on Old Kings, the pedestrian does not have a stop. They should
all be the same.

1/10/2019 10:06 AM

1086 I feel safe in my neighborhood because I live in a gated community. 1/10/2019 10:06 AM

1087 We searched for over 5 years for a home in our area of Palm Coast and hope that it will maintain
its current feel for many years.

1/10/2019 10:05 AM

1088 I think Palm Coast needs to have economic growth in commercial and industrial zones for better
paying jobs for young people. We moved here after retirement 17 years ago and love the Town
overall for its location

1/10/2019 10:05 AM

1089 The Palm Coast government needs to listen to the residents, not just shove new
buildings/construction down our throats... I.e., The Taj Mahal aka, City Hall... Community Center...
We moved here because PC had the feeling of small town; no longer. It was a mistake to come
here... but now can’t afford to go elsewhere.

1/10/2019 10:05 AM

1090 I would like Palm Coast to build Pickle Ball courts so that the players of tennis and pickle ball don't
have conflicts with each other because they have to play on the same courts.

1/10/2019 10:04 AM
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1091 Code enforcement needs to be stepped up. We have houses in our neighborhood that are an eye
sore and nothing is being done about it. Now that we can't submit complaints and remain
anonymous, people are less likely to submit a formal complaint. You need more staff to just do
drive throughs of the neighborhoods and issue violation notices. Also our #1 complaint about PC is
lack of street lights in residential areas. Until you can provide such lighting, stop spending money
on other projects that aren't necessary (like the sail shades for playgrounds, etc.)

1/10/2019 10:02 AM

1092 Having lived here only 1 1/2 years we are 100% sure we made a mistake choosing PC for our
retirement. Things have gone downhill so quickly since the 2 years we decided to move here. It is
bad that PC doesn't have their own Police who regularly patrol for speeders and careless drivers.
We are looking for another city to move to. Seagate built our home and our Realtor lied to us about
their quality which got us off to a really bad start here. Prisoners should be assigned to clear trash
along roadsides daily, moving around the city and earning their keep. PC roads look like no one
cares about the trash. It gives a horrible impression on visitors AND residents; like "who cares?"
about this city?

1/10/2019 10:02 AM

1093 Need greatly improve cell phone services. Get rid of dead spots in Palm Coast. Very hard to get
good cell phone signal in P section in my house

1/10/2019 10:01 AM

1094 Please address the lack of cell phone coverage along Colbert 1/10/2019 10:00 AM

1095 Retiring military family decided not to live here due to bad interaction with town officials. 1/10/2019 10:00 AM

1096 street lighting and mobile phone service improvement should be the highest priority. This has
been stagnant for to long. There has been a lot of talk but very little action.

1/10/2019 9:54 AM

1097 No 1/10/2019 9:53 AM

1098 Having recently relocated to the area it is truly concerning that there are very few employers for
professional positions. Although we enjoy the city this has become a major sticking point to
remaining in the area.

1/10/2019 9:52 AM

1099 Attract more business. Lower impact fees and make it easier for business set-up (red tape). 1/10/2019 9:51 AM

1100 The pot holes on the streets need to be addressed before they get bigger and the trash on the
street ways need to be cleaned more often. For special events there needs to be more traffic
enforcement and help.

1/10/2019 9:51 AM

1101 two: we pay $10/mo for drainage maintenance. Most st. have none due to blockage. This is
unacceptable. Why aren't there rt. turn arrows instead of stop on red at main intersections ie. Pine
lakes and Bell terre.?

1/10/2019 9:49 AM

1102 As property is developed, business or residential, require placement of mature trees in addition to
palms. Palm Coast has an abundance of hardwoods that should remain. Trees are beneficial to
our health and well-being not asphalt. Your consideration is appreciated.

1/10/2019 9:49 AM

1103 The govt is supposed to keep you safe not run your life. Get rid of the city gas tax! 1/10/2019 9:45 AM

1104 please keep the size of government small 1/10/2019 9:43 AM

1105 Why doesn’t this City work with Costco, Bed Bath and Beyond, Talbots to improve shopping
opportunities. Glad Finally HomeGoods is coming to Town Center. More upscale restaurants like
World Plate instead of chain, fast food. No low income housing! No commercial development on
Colbert as this should be strictly gated communities

1/10/2019 9:40 AM

1106 More gas stations in B section area 1/10/2019 9:40 AM

1107 3 land old kings road promote business there and everywhere around town. Town center is a joke
from the get go.

1/10/2019 9:39 AM

1108 We are thrilled to have lived here in this beautiful city for 15 years! 1/10/2019 9:37 AM

1109 1) Need adult education programs at the college level for residents that already have HS/2 year
degrees or above. Many residents have advanced degrees but would like to have the opportunity
to learn more. 2) An educated workforce is needed to attract high paying "professional" jobs.
Expand the college curriculum beyond technical education programs.

1/10/2019 9:37 AM

1110 Palm Coast Parkway between Racetrack to Colbert needs deer crossing signs. Also, city needs to
pick up dead deer quicker. I’ve seen weeks go by. Florida Park Drive between Publix and the Park
has a water over flow problem

1/10/2019 9:34 AM

1111 PC is a desert where entertainment, recreational, and leisure facilities are concerned. Lack of
sidewalks mean taking your life in your hands when you walk your dog in yr neighborhood. City
spends money on inconsequentials like overgrown lawns when traffic constantly breaks speed
limits by your home endangering life and limb. Priorities need to change.

1/10/2019 9:33 AM

1112 There is more trash on the roadways today than when I came to Palm Coast. Its beauty is under
threat.

1/10/2019 9:33 AM

1113 I am a Snowbird and spend my winters here. My wife and I love this city! It's a good mix of small
town feel and big city amenities. Thank you!

1/10/2019 9:32 AM

1114 No 1/10/2019 9:32 AM

1115 code enforcement methods suck 1/10/2019 9:30 AM

1116 keep up the good work 1/10/2019 9:30 AM

1117 Preserve the trees, canopy cover over roadways, Florida feel, and do not turn throughways into
crowed commercial roadways.

1/10/2019 9:28 AM
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1118 Palm Coast needs to add industry such as real bakeries, not a Publix or Winn Dixie, or bagel
shops, or fast food garbage. It needs to provide decent stores from out of the area, such as BJ's,
or a Costco. Palm Coast is rapidly building, and attention should be paid to the kind of "outside"
folks moving here.Shopping here is extremely limited and we usually do everything in Daytona.
Understanding the fact that we all want to keep Palm Coast as beautiful and quaint as it is, it will
most likely be a difficult task to attract decent vendors to the area.

1/10/2019 9:26 AM

1119 very dark. Need for street lights is ESSENTIAL. 1/10/2019 9:22 AM

1120 Starting to OVER build and enough parks. 1/10/2019 9:20 AM

1121 We moved here almost 2 years ago after retiring and absolutely love it here! I have found Palm
Coast easy to get around and love the activities available. It's beautifully planned and kept up.

1/10/2019 9:19 AM

1122 Storm drainage could be greatly improved in the B section of Palm Coast. There is always an
overflow of storm water in the drainage ditches which gets into the roads.

1/10/2019 9:18 AM

1123 I think it is very wrong the way the City trucks are allowed to park on Central park and tear up the
lawn there.(Not talking about when there are events etc) There is enough parking on the streets
around Central park for parking. I also do not understand why the City does not keep the lawn in
that entire area cut all the time, that's an eyesore. You all also need to address the trash collecting
issue. Recently this has been a disaster! They drop the trash from the bins and leave it in the
roads, they throw our containers all over. This was not always the case, its a very recent
development but it needs to be addressed. We literally are outside cleaning up the streets after
they come!

1/10/2019 9:16 AM

1124 Need to replace all City council and mayor All new 1/10/2019 9:16 AM

1125 You need to improve utility services, there are no high paying jobs here to pay the ridiculously high
water bill

1/10/2019 9:14 AM

1126 NA 1/10/2019 9:14 AM

1127 Do not build apartments in Seminole woods. 1/10/2019 9:12 AM

1128 what is the cost of this survey? is it being used to justify and spend more money on more
programs? how about more than two handicap parking in front of theatre and how to drive to door
of theatre and how to walk from side parking lots to door of theatre and how to walk the sidewalks
in town center since the city planted trees in the middle of the sidewalk? why planting flowers to
maintain at streets instead of cement which doesn't require five workers every day pruning
flowers? the decisions made by palm coast bureaucrats are very very not smart. we see you!!!!!

1/10/2019 9:11 AM

1129 multi family development should be held to the existing zoned properties and not encroach into
single family areas.

1/10/2019 9:10 AM

1130 Trash service sucks They mix recycle with trash all the time as well as yard waste 1/10/2019 9:10 AM

1131 I love Palm Coast and hope to purchase our next home here. 1/10/2019 9:09 AM

1132 Due to the opening of I 95 exit bird of paradise traffic has increased a great amount. It would be a
lot safer for our kids if you complete the sidewalks from belle tere to matanzas woods on bird of
paradise

1/10/2019 9:08 AM

1133 Doing a good job Love living here 1/10/2019 9:07 AM

1134 Please do something to enforce traffic rules more People drive too fast and there are too many
accidents..Littering is also a major problem in this beautiful city.

1/10/2019 9:06 AM

1135 We need some east west thoroughfares, such as Whiteview, that can go through all the way from
Hwy 1 to Old Kings Rd. That would greatly improve traffic flow in Palm Coast.

1/10/2019 9:05 AM

1136 expand OKR from Palm Coast Parkway to SR100 1/10/2019 9:05 AM

1137 As I indicated earlier I think a petting zoo in a natural setting close to Palm Coast, perhaps on Rt 1
close to Matanza's, would be a great idea for senior citizens and others to share in the comfort
animals bring....

1/10/2019 9:03 AM

1138 City should get there own police force. Realize that the city is not a retirement community and
bring more companies in so there is more jobs

1/10/2019 8:55 AM

1139 People live here because they like what is here. Change that into a bigger more commercial place
and people will move away. Don't try and be something your not, keep taxes low for seniors and
provide things to do. Control spending, remember this is a retirement town with a mix of younger
families that works in its current condition. Remember who you are providing services for-the
people currently here. The Town will also get new people retiring here and also moving from
nearby local areas to keep the population at acceptable numbers to maintain an adequate budget.

1/10/2019 8:54 AM

1140 Do not approve the zoning change in the s-section for multi family dwellings. There are ample
areas in palm coast that are zoned for apartment buildings, putting one in the middle of a
neighborhood is unneeded, unwanted, and will increase crime statistics.

1/10/2019 8:54 AM

1141 no public buses in residential areas !! 1/10/2019 8:53 AM

1142 Stop building houses. 1/10/2019 8:52 AM

1143 I received an invitation to complete this survey because our home has Palm Coast water. The only
issue we have with the water is that it is NOT fluoridated.

1/10/2019 8:49 AM

1144 Islands are a disgrace compared to other areas of PC. From Library to Bird of Paradise, sick of
looking at all the dead or not thriving plants. Foliage requirements are unreasonable. The instant
gratification should NOT be a consideration, but the potential full growth of trees. This is for storm
mitigation and disease potential. Choice of replacement are not consistent with Florida friendly,
native trees.

1/10/2019 8:49 AM

1145 No building above 3 stories 1/10/2019 8:48 AM
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1146 Palm Coast needs emphasis on street lights, storm sewers, sidewalks, higher-paying jobs, cable
company competition, city-wide coverage for wireless internet and over-the-air TV from
Jax/Orlando.

1/10/2019 8:45 AM

1147 Please make sure our trash and recycling get picked up . If a pick up is missed, we should be
credited for that on our bills. If they have until 6 to pick up, someone at the city should be available
by phone to take a report if they don't. Do something about the drainage...rain stands for weeks in
the swales. Ticket more drivers....we experience near misses every time we travel palm coast
parkway, or Belle Terre near Palm Coast parkway. Drivers are rude, dangerous and oblivious, and
no one ,even the cops we see that should have seen the incidents, seems to care.

1/10/2019 8:43 AM

1148 Not happy with increase in water bills 1/10/2019 8:42 AM

1149 Yard waste doesn’t get picked up on scheduled days. We have called numerous times, been told it
would be addressed, and it doesn’t get picked up until the following week. We are not going to call
anymore, but my yard waste has been out in front of the house since Tuesday afternoon.

1/10/2019 8:39 AM

1150 I have only been here for a couple months but am enjoying everything Palm Coast provides,
except this untimely weather drop. lol

1/10/2019 8:39 AM

1151 Please bring in some good businesses such as SAMS, COSTCO, descent shopping stores and
quality RESRAURANTS like TEXAS ROADHOUSE, etc, instead of driving to Daytona or Jax to go
out to eat.

1/10/2019 8:39 AM

1152 The city needs to do something about the building department. There are some serious problems
with the time frame to reviews building plans and the issuance of building permits. 14 business
days is an unacceptable amount of time.

1/10/2019 8:38 AM

1153 Fire Coffey! Close Bings landing bbq 1/10/2019 8:38 AM

1154 Would like to see more independently owned restaurants; big electronics store; more industry sites
off Rt 1.

1/10/2019 8:36 AM

1155 We have spent far too much on: City Hall, the Community Center and Holland Park. We are
threatened with further expenses regarding the upgrade to the water treatment facility, and the
Holland Park upgrade-Part 2. We need improvements in many areas, however we don't need the
"best" things. We don't need to have BMW and Mercedes autos when a far less expensive Ford or
Toyota would be perfectly acceptable. (Treadmills in City Hall? Employees already have trails to
walk, and also have an incentive program which can be used to pay for gym membership,
bicycles, kayaks and other "health choice" lifestyles. Why give them what is basically an increase
in their compensation, when that same money could be used to pay operational costs? It's citizen
money, and should be used for the benefit of the citizens.)

1/10/2019 8:33 AM

1156 Hire more building code inspectors. 1/10/2019 8:33 AM

1157 My absolute main concern is the driving habits of people in Palm cost as well as Ormond Beach. I
have experienced several driving situations that make my jaw drop in disbelief. It’s no surprise
there are so many accident attorneys in Florida. I believe drivers brains must be fried from the sun
and heat.

1/10/2019 8:32 AM

1158 While we understand city beautification, it is nearly impossible to find your way around Palm Coast
quickly at first and most of the signs that might help are hidden.

1/10/2019 8:32 AM

1159 We need Street lighting on streets and main roads. 1/10/2019 8:32 AM

1160 It would be desirable to have repeaters put in so that we could get over the air TV from Orlando or
Jacksonsville. We are just a bit too far to use regular TV antennas. The tyranny of Spectrum and
AT&T is getting intolerable for many people not just seniors. Perhaps Palm Coast should consider
running a municipal over the air broadcast system. I certainly would be willing to pay a monthly fee
just to be able to cut the cord from cable which is a dying technology anyway.

1/10/2019 8:26 AM

1161 I would like to see city involved with school safety more than constant replanting of flowers, trees,
and sod along the parkways. Also drainage in neighborhoods is very poor and a health hazard,
and needs a great deal more attention.

1/10/2019 8:25 AM

1162 No 1/10/2019 8:25 AM

1163 Garbage pick-up has SEVERELY deteriorated in the 5 years we've been here. Recycling & yard
trash pick-up is practically non-existent. We are paying for services we DON'T receive!

1/10/2019 8:24 AM

1164 Would like code enforcement to be more responsive to emails. (Fence in bad shape along Pine
Lakes Pkwy.)

1/10/2019 8:24 AM

1165 Please stop spending money on useless police vehicles (Mustangs). An arrest by the officers
using these vehicles ties up a second vehicle for transport.

1/10/2019 8:24 AM

1166 As a senior community we should have recycling I have been here since Day 1. NO CARS EVER
STOP AT CROSSWALKS!

1/10/2019 8:23 AM

1167 I do love this city. Much work to be done. 1/10/2019 8:22 AM

1168 Crack down on the littering problem,and tenants who have multiple citations for code violations,like
84 Ponce de Leon address.

1/10/2019 8:21 AM

1169 Town Center needs Whole Foods and Outdoor store. Cabellas or Something 1/10/2019 8:20 AM

1170 More entertainment option and definitely mall and a Costco 1/10/2019 8:19 AM

1171 City is attractive in many ways but the city is also unfair in consistency of infourcement of
rules/codes

1/10/2019 8:17 AM

1172 Litter is a problem.More fines and enforcement needed. No one wants garbage in the streets in a
beautiful area! Enforce safe driving. Too many drive crazy drivers / accidents.

1/10/2019 8:16 AM

1173 More and brighter street lights—please! 1/10/2019 8:14 AM
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1174 where are the street lights and sidewalks? 1/10/2019 8:13 AM

1175 Cell phone service in this area is horrible and isn't getting any better, despite the contract with
Diamond. This is something that needs a top priority and needs to be improved immediately with
more and more people relying solely on cell service. As I leave Palm Coast, my service improves
dramatically.

1/10/2019 8:11 AM

1176 Economic development of our businesses but not more building we are getting overbuilt 1/10/2019 8:10 AM

1177 The City Hall is in the wrong location. 1/10/2019 8:09 AM

1178 Improvements of water drainage needed. What has been so far has made drainage poor. Like to
see something done with Matanzas defunct golf course.

1/10/2019 8:08 AM

1179 I would like to see Palm Coast try to attract more light commercial/industrial businesses for
distribution, transportation, and logistics support for example. We have terrific access to I-95 and I-
4 is very close. We could target land for this growth north of Palm Coast Parkway and US 1 where
there are existing similar businesses with minimal interruption to homeowners daily traffic patterns.

1/10/2019 8:07 AM

1180 Thanks for asking and keep up the good work! 1/10/2019 8:06 AM

1181 The residence in the R section and Quail Hollow feel that there should have been a public vote on
the enlarging of the airport, before it was done, rather than the way it was handled. All we hear are
planes and helicopters overhead. It was nice knowing that winter was here in order to open the
windows, but now all we hear are aircraft overhead. This was an underhanded move for sure.

1/10/2019 8:04 AM

1182 I see too many big rig tractors and sometimes complete rigs being brought home and left either on
the streets or in the driveways. Makes the town look like the town I left in NJ. Also people with
wooden fences don't upkeep them. Some need to be fixed and some need to be stained for
appearance.

1/10/2019 8:04 AM

1183 To shop LOCAL we need LOCAL places to shop at, let's allow more businesses to come
here....LIFT the tough restrictions...more business will ease the tax burden on the fixed income
retirees.

1/10/2019 8:03 AM

1184 Focus on Town Center area for New Business Development. Improve traffic flow in the Walmart
intersection, if possible...

1/10/2019 8:01 AM

1185 Thank you for keeping Palm Coast great City. 1/10/2019 8:00 AM

1186 Cell towers, cell towers, cell towers 1/10/2019 8:00 AM

1187 Walking / Biking paths need more maintenance. 1/10/2019 8:00 AM

1188 more street light along Bell terre 1/10/2019 8:00 AM

1189 Schedule Town Hall meetings where the officials do not talk, but listen. Surveys help, but listening
to the peoples' voice and opinion can be most useful.

1/10/2019 7:59 AM

1190 I am 100% against the rezoning for multi family appartments in Seminole Woods by the Park. It is
not okay and if you lived in Seminole woods and owned your home you wouldn’t be either. Crime,
among so many other things are reasons not to do it! SAY NO!!

1/10/2019 7:58 AM

1191 Seeing homeless at traffic intersections, department stores roadside benches etc tends to bring
first impressions of Palm Coast down. Realize this is difficult to enforce.

1/10/2019 7:56 AM

1192 I would like turn lanes put in on Seminole woods,some of the turns can be dangerous and turn
lanes would help.

1/10/2019 7:55 AM

1193 Please do not allow Palm Coast to lose its small town charm and become another concrete jungle.
Every inch of PC is currently zoned-do not change the zoning to allow builders to create that
jungle.

1/10/2019 7:55 AM

1194 I really hope something comes of this survey and our elected officials, judiciary, and policy actually
do something for Palm Coast.

1/10/2019 7:52 AM

1195 Please be aware that section 5 is not correct. It is E Section and R not P. 1/10/2019 7:51 AM

1196 WE need far more traffic control in our city than has been posted. I would like to see more control
on Belle Terre as the 45 mph is almost always exceeded by many who are sometimes reckless
with weaving in and out to get ahead. Unmarked vehicles along with motorcycle police are more
than welcome.When I see them , I am happy. It's not often enough. Also Palm Coast parkway.
The absence of traffic control invites speeding and quick surges which is common along these
routes. The speed limits are to fast for this increased amount of traffic. You can't get out of the side
streets without the risk of getting hit. Common courtesy is long gone.

1/10/2019 7:51 AM

1197 Please do more for the litter problem around the town and neighborhoods. Perhaps more trash
cans, signs and increased enforcement. Lets help keep our town beautiful!

1/10/2019 7:48 AM

1198 i have yard waste that has been setting in my driveway for 3 weeks. trash collection is terrible 1/10/2019 7:47 AM

1199 I moved to this area because it's NOT a big dirty city. Please preserve the natural beauty of the
area. Don't destroy the beautiful tree lined streets like PC PKWY to put in more stores/business.
Revitalize exhisting developed space instead. Develop the Town Center land before ANY more
land is cleared.

1/10/2019 7:45 AM

1200 Stormwater & drainage is a JOKE, they dig out the swales & replace the sod, but I don't see any
evidence of the pipes being cleaned out & that's where the lack of drainage occurs & backups are
created, total waste of money for what their doing

1/10/2019 7:45 AM

1201 No 1/10/2019 7:42 AM

1202 Traffic is a huge issue. People speeding through neighborhoods and with no sidewalks it's unsafe
to bike or walk.

1/10/2019 7:42 AM
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1203 I am against low income housing and multi-level units along Central Avenue. My husband and I
moved here because of the open, undeveloped areas, and would love to see it remain that way.
Unrestrained development will further stress our limited water supply, and really has a negative
impact on the overall quality of life.

1/10/2019 7:41 AM

1204 The roads when repaired are terrible. Example: Florida Park Drive. At Palm Harbor Pkway & Club
House Drive there's a tremendous dip in the road. When will that be fixed? Seniors are
responsible for the foundation of this city yet they get nothing here. It seems youth and dogs get
first preference. What a shame!

1/10/2019 7:40 AM

1205 The traffic light at the intersection oh Old Kings and Town Center is complicated and confusing for
at times ... many close call accidents. The intersection needs to be widened for traffic to proceed
around left turners northbound on Old Kings, also southbound drivers who wish to make a right
turn onto Town Center can’t tell when northbound drivers have a green arrow. I would opt for a
three-way stop or a sign “no right turn on red” if widening intersection is not an option.

1/10/2019 7:40 AM

1206 Streetlights, gutters, sidewalks. Gas stations. Russian are out of control and make people
uncomfortable woth thier attitude (weird but true).

1/10/2019 7:39 AM

1207 I can only hope that in the next election that there is some younger visionary outlook on the City
council, it is slowly moving that way, but the future of Palm Coast is growth. The way it has been
hindered with the discouraging regulations needs to change. Allow home based businesses to
work in peace.

1/10/2019 7:39 AM

1208 Code Enforce does NOT do there their jobs. Department say they will do something and DON'T 1/10/2019 7:37 AM

1209 Thank You for doing this survey so our voice could be heard. Palm Coast attracted us because of
its natures. Please do it right with proper building code and inspection. Lay the right foundation
with speed limit, traffic lights, construction.

1/10/2019 7:35 AM

1210 Utilities are way too expensive. 1/10/2019 7:35 AM

1211 Fix the cellular coverage, can not make a 911 call from the publix parking lot on Belle Terre 1/10/2019 7:34 AM

1212 Too much money spent on stupid things -- shades at the park? Get back to fundamental services
not fluff stuff.

1/10/2019 7:34 AM

1213 Before Government took on all the needs and desires of societal function, The Church met the
needs of the Elderly and the Youth; along with many other societal aspects. The true Community
Leaders are the leaders of the Church, not political operatives hoping to garner power and financial
gain. The City needs to look to means of coming into line with that which has worked for quite a
long time. Foster events and workshops that attract and 'obligate' those leaders in our community
that a relatively small portion of society is trying to marginalize. Reinstitute morality, ethics and
honor into our institution. I have lived in the Palm Coast community for over 10 years and have
seen a strong turn toward politics rather than governance in city and county issues. Our little city
that I love should not be the training ground for leaders to punch tickets prior to heading to
Tallahassee and the DC Beltway. What we need are business leaders and more of the unsung
heroes of our communities to stand up and be heard. We cant simply be known as the "not too
long of a drive" from Jax, St Augustine and Orlando. We need to give meaningful tax breaks to
Business and Infrastructural Private Developers with purposeful structure built in to encourage
long-term thinking. We need to stop 'striving' and start 'doing'. Societal needs will take care of
themselves in the right environment. If all we are is the Affordable Housing Haven for the rest of
the surrounding counties, there is no good thing awaiting anyone but the contractors and
developers.

1/10/2019 7:33 AM

1214 Yes! PLEASE make it a priority to clean up our road sides and town!!! I am embarrassed to bring
friends and relatives into my hometown due to the dumping and littering. Rymfire and Red Mill are
horrendous examples. I just walked my block (Renshaw) and filled a 55 gallon trash bag. And this
a recurring thing! Second, help the local stray/feral cat population. These animals deserve better
and there are good people trying to help them. Give them the power and tools to fix this problem.

1/10/2019 7:32 AM

1215 Yes, two actually. There is way to much trash on our streets, both side streets and main roads. I
feel the trash company can do a much better job about keeping the trash in the trucks. After trash
day pick up, there is trash everywhere and it makes our beautiful town look ugly. I’m actually
embarrassed by it. I’ve gone out myself to pick up after them. We would like to see a three way
stop sign at the corner of Royal Palms Parkway and Town Center Blvd. It’s a very dangerous spot.

1/10/2019 7:31 AM

1216 We need jobs, good paying jobs that bring in workers who pay taxes. This is not a retirement city
anymore, the cost of living here has become to high for most retired who live on a fixed income.
We definitely don't need anymore Publix stores or restaurants.

1/10/2019 7:29 AM

1217 We need to be a viable competitive business center in order to attract well educated families
bringing life into a great area without current work white collar IT type opportunities we become an
old age home with low cost housing and crime, let’s get real no more PC crap and stop putting our
heads in the sand

1/10/2019 7:28 AM

1218 I am sure what the city does to stop businesses from opening here but you need to change it. I
have heard of places like bed bath and beyond coming, then they choose not to. There is no way
this city will grow and successful people will choose to live here if you continue to make it
impossible for businesses to open here.

1/10/2019 7:25 AM

1219 It is good to see continued development and upgrades all around the city! 1/10/2019 7:25 AM

1220 Clear swales and get gigabit fiber 1/10/2019 7:24 AM

1221 The community center is wonderful, would like to see a fitness center or a YMCA or a community
gym.

1/10/2019 7:22 AM

1222 Need to find area for homeless to keep our streets looking nice. They hang out on Belle Terre
Pkwy & PC Pkwy daily.

1/10/2019 7:22 AM
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1223 Before I left the workforce to raise my children full time, I always worked outside of Flagler County
because there weren’t jobs that paid commensurate to my level of education and experience. My
husband’s job is remote (based in CA) because we couldn’t find anything local that would support
our family. This is a shame in a community that doesn’t support low income housing or support low
income families. Commuting to Jax, Daytona, or other areas is costly and drives talented people
out of our community. Palm Coast may have started as a retirement community but that’s not what
we’ve grown into. It would be great to have job opportunities that reflect that. I would love to learn
about more of the upcoming city organized activities via Instagram or email. (I’m not on FB
because the drama that happens there...)

1/10/2019 7:22 AM

1224 Please don't cut down too many trees! 1/10/2019 7:21 AM

1225 Please enforce the litter laws. If people decide to litter they should pay hefty fines or not live in our
community. It is a disgrace that people throw trash out their windows. Their houses most like also
look like trash and should have code enforcement agents there to fine them. If they do not wish to
live in a beautiful community, then they are free to leave. We pay high property taxes to live in a
beautiful city. They should not live here if they do not want to abide by the rules. More code
enforcement.

1/10/2019 7:21 AM

1226 This is a great place to live! Love all the bike paths and the fact that the city is fairly clean, your
maintenance does a great job keeping it that way.

1/10/2019 7:20 AM

1227 listening to citizens. No more stores,banks,trails,give activities to seniors and means to get to
them. No more parks.Maybe a dog park east of I-95,better choice for health facilities.

1/10/2019 7:19 AM

1228 The city needs to improve drainage system and eliminate swale system in all neighborhoods.
Instead of wasting money on whiteview parkway use the funds to install street lights.

1/10/2019 7:18 AM

1229 We need streetlights in neighborhoods and the roads need to be maintained to keep up with the
population growth. Also swales in our neighborhood are terrible.

1/10/2019 7:18 AM

1230 please try and eliminate all panhandlers, it is pathetic how many there are at all street corners 1/10/2019 7:18 AM

1231 Please build more pickleball courts. Very good exercise and good for everyone to get out and play.
Mentally and physically fit!! We need more courts and we need them now.

1/10/2019 7:17 AM

1232 We need sidewalks. They are essential to a city!! We will definitely end up moving away from pc if
they’re not done. I do not feel safe even walking my dog. Especially not my son in a stroller !!! I’ve
only lived here for 3 years. Unfortunately we didn’t notice there weren’t sidewalks until we moved
in. We just assumed there would be.

1/10/2019 7:17 AM

1233 City appearance varies widely in different areas. Better mowing and sidewalk trimming is needed
throughout the C Section

1/10/2019 7:16 AM

1234 We love the home town atmosphere that Palm Coast has retained. 1/10/2019 7:14 AM

1235 We're relatively new residents of Palm Coast (5 months) so my input on the survey is based on
our initial impressions and experiences thus far.

1/10/2019 7:08 AM

1236 Palm Coast should allow small trailers and RVs on people's own property. 1/10/2019 7:07 AM

1237 No. 1/10/2019 7:05 AM

1238 yard upkeep should be better enforced. Our neighbors yard looks like the city dump! Grass not cut
and garbage cans left out with all the garbage all over the ground.

1/10/2019 7:04 AM

1239 Street lights on Empress Lane, please. 1/10/2019 7:03 AM

1240 Garbage collection should be once a week not twice, the cost is too high. The swales are poorly
maintained. The PEP tanks are poorly maintained. Codes not enforced in most neighborhoods for
landscaping, house colors, swale parking, and commercial vehicle parking.

1/10/2019 6:59 AM

1241 sidewalks in F section so kids can ride there bikes safely 1/10/2019 6:57 AM

1242 Thanks for all you do! 1/10/2019 6:56 AM

1243 landscaping of roadways & business make the city attractive . City is doing a good job of
maintaining landscape Very important to keep up.Commercial Dev elopment Needed

1/10/2019 6:51 AM

1244 Water too high for an area like this. 1/10/2019 6:45 AM

1245 no 1/10/2019 6:45 AM

1246 Need transportation service to Orlando airport on a regular schedule 1/10/2019 6:44 AM

1247 Old Kings Road needs to have more turn lanes or widen. 1/10/2019 6:41 AM

1248 seriously the traffic lights on Palm Coast Pkwy are a joke 1/10/2019 6:39 AM

1249 Need traffic light at royal palm, town ctr intersection. Need more street lights. 1/10/2019 6:39 AM

1250 fire waste pro very poor service and does not collect on proper days 1/10/2019 6:37 AM

1251 City should spend more time inspecting neighborhoods. House being built on our street and the
swale has been filled in water does not drain from in front of the houses. During a heavy rain water
will run into street. Refuse collection is hit or miss. Yard waste almost never gets picked up. If your
scheduled for recycling pick up on Tuesday it could happen Tuesday or Wednesday.

1/10/2019 6:35 AM

1252 We moved here 15 years ago for the small town setting. Hope it stays that way. Would love to see
the Town center developed.

1/10/2019 6:30 AM

1253 Would like to see more dedicated pickleball courts created. Popularity is high and growing. 1/10/2019 6:27 AM

1254 More inclined to head to St Augustine because of poor traffic signal control in Palm Coast. 1/10/2019 6:25 AM

1255 Trash is all over and never gets picked up. I walk my entire street once a month and pick up bags
of trash.

1/10/2019 6:24 AM
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1256 Eliminate garage sale rules, too many permits for home owner. City wastes money on too many
grounds workers, too many city vehicles. Too much freedom is lost for a home owners own
property, Wasted money on sidewalks built in the wrong location.

1/10/2019 6:20 AM

1257 Cell service is poor to nonexistent in my section. Poor in many areas of our city. Please fix this. 1/10/2019 6:20 AM

1258 Not at this time. 1/10/2019 6:19 AM

1259 Need more street lights, streets are very dark! 1/10/2019 6:17 AM

1260 Fire the mayor. Closing 2 lanes of Whiteview is insane, Drive it between 4:00pm and 6:00pm.Four
lanes are necessary.

1/10/2019 6:12 AM

1261 Just moved here August 2018 from Georgia and I’m truly happy that I chose Palm Coast for my
new home. Thank you all for your hard work!

1/10/2019 6:08 AM

1262 Come up with a vagrant and panhandling law and "enforce" it ! 1/10/2019 6:06 AM

1263 Stricter on home maintenance There re homes people re renting in disarray Start action to take the
home because fines mean nothing. They dont pay them. Help landlords better with stricter tenant
laws

1/10/2019 6:03 AM

1264 Streetlights in L Section please! The nighttime darkness is dangerous and maddening. Fosters a
criminal environment.

1/10/2019 5:47 AM

1265 looking forward to new bike path extension along Whiteview 1/10/2019 5:41 AM

1266 Need more posted speed limits and or speed checking signs in Indian Trails area. Too many
incidents surrounding speeding in the residential areas. Also organic (tree trimming pickups)
maybe a better solar program incentives and keep changing the street lights to LED. Still have a lot
of inefficient old streetlights.

1/10/2019 5:39 AM

1267 Water/Sewer bills are 3 times higher than previous home location. WHY? 1/10/2019 5:36 AM

1268 Better sidewalk maintenance south of state route 100. Stop considering low income housing
because it will drive residents like us out if this city.

1/10/2019 5:31 AM

1269 Addtional activities/ support for the growing special needs youth community. 1/10/2019 5:24 AM

1270 The city needs to cleanup trash on side of the roads near bus stops and construction sites. Maybe
there should be an adopt-a-neighborhood program. Looks terrible.

1/10/2019 5:04 AM

1271 Your trash staff suck, are lazy, & 1/2 ass work. Pretty much every single time they pick up when &
if I’ve got to go all over my yard to pick up the trash they threw all in my yard or get my cans 3
yards over & put them back together.

1/10/2019 4:59 AM

1272 Litter is my biggest concern. How about litter cams in high litter areas? 1/10/2019 4:53 AM

1273 I love PC but we leave almost everyday for dining out, shopping, or doing something. There are
basically NO functions in PC spend some money besides trails, bike paths and golf courses.

1/10/2019 4:52 AM

1274 The trash company is terrible here the trashmen have been extorting money from the elderly. And
no one seems to be addressing this

1/10/2019 4:46 AM

1275 I feel our local merchants are price gouging, gas in particular. 1/10/2019 4:44 AM

1276 Keep the utilities and taxes as low as possible to be able to stay here. Looking to move to Panama
for lower cost of living.

1/10/2019 4:37 AM

1277 Yes, who ever is responsible for cleaning out the sales or rivers on our front lawns should be
cleaning these out more frewuenly the stagnant water creates mosquitoes and bacteria we breath
i. And yes iunhealthy and in unsafe please make thys a number one priority to have these sewer
lakes on. Our front property cleaned weekly. I'm here in pal. Coast 3 years in palm coast and they
have NOT cleaned mine in three years!! This is unacceptable especially when you know stagnant
water created and had bacteria we breathe in...

1/10/2019 4:34 AM

1278 Would like to see more community interaction with sheriffs staff and youth to promote better
relationships as a means to reduce crime.

1/10/2019 4:30 AM

1279 No low income housing please and finish sidewalks in Seminole woods. 1/10/2019 4:25 AM

1280 City needs to reexamine the James Holland Park large dog play area. It has a lake in the
enclosure and a warning sign about alligators and snakes - if someone has a large dog that likes
water it is impossible to keep them from jumping in the lake... it needs to be filled in or moved to
other location as it is unusable, as it poses a safety hazard.

1/10/2019 4:19 AM

1281 You left out public transportation system. What we have is inadequate. 1/10/2019 4:17 AM

1282 Please do not build “affordable” apartments in the Seminole Woods area. Seminole Woods is
beautiful just how it is.

1/10/2019 4:08 AM

1283 The library has become a homeless city. This concerns me as a parent and homeowner. I
understand that the library is a county building, however it is in the city limits, and something
needs to be done about it! I don’t go to the library anymore and would certainly NEVER allow my
child to be there- especially alone! The workers do nothing but babysit these bums every day who
enjoy the a/c, free internet, and restrooms paid for by my taxes. You want to clean up this town,
the library is the place to start! Ask nearby business owners, they will tell you the same thing.
Employees & citizens shouldn’t have to feel unsafe while working or shopping because they are
harassed by the homeless. Begging outside stores, cussing at people in intersections- somebody
please wake up and see this reality- it’s there, and it’s not hidden!

1/10/2019 4:02 AM

1284 Stay in your lane stop trying to tell people how to or what they can do on their property/house with
all these regulations. grow the city, street lights, opportunity for young people to make a life in
Palm Coast as opposed to thinking it was better in my time.

1/10/2019 3:59 AM
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1285 I absolutely love the trail system in Palm Coast and think it is one of the best things about this
town!

1/10/2019 3:46 AM

1286 love this city but we lack an amount of enterataiment in the area, we should focus on creating,
promoting, and supporting businesses that will get the community out there walking around. A
common complaint me and my friends have is that there is nothing to do in this city! let’s focus on
transforming the city in not only a retirement haven for the elderly but a hotspot for young adults!
We do have a college campus here anyways, the amount of college students here are not be
accounted for!

1/10/2019 2:52 AM

1287 Street lights and sidewalks 1/10/2019 2:34 AM

1288 NO 1/10/2019 2:23 AM

1289 Would like to see sheriffs office and local cops do more around the community and not always be
focused on making the state money. Tickets and fines are needed but there are more ways to
spend time in our community and help make it safer and have a feeling that the cops are here to
help and not just trying to write another ticket.

1/10/2019 2:09 AM

1290 On Seminole Woods Pkwy, between US1 and SR100, we need additional speed limit signs.
Drivers are going too slow, causing other drivers to pass under unsafe conditions. Also, the
sidewalk stop signs are confusing for some drivers. Many times drivers are stopping at these,
sometimes abruptly.

1/10/2019 1:53 AM

1291 Palm Coast needs more over 55 housing and development of town ctr. No more apartments and
duplexes

1/10/2019 1:49 AM

1292 Less retirement homes and more jobs for young adults 1/10/2019 1:48 AM

1293 Trash pickup needs to be more consistent. A lot of days our trash isn’t picked up until the day after
our scheduled day. Recently our yard waste sat along the road for two weeks.

1/10/2019 1:47 AM

1294 We spend too much time and money on beautification of public areas and not enough on ensuring
the social and economic sucess of current and future generations

1/10/2019 1:24 AM

1295 Congratulation ,it is a good idea to participated for the benefit of this beautiful city, thevquestion
con stars done worked properly. Everytime i enter for excellent ,all the other questions will be
mark also??.

1/10/2019 12:59 AM

1296 The homeless that congregate by the shopping center sign at the northbound side of Belle Terre at
Palm Coast Parkway is becoming a problem. They leave trash behind that is inappropriate for any
resident regardless of status. Traffic circles are a bad idea. You had to put a stop sign at the circle
entry point that leaves the direction of the movie theatre. Lawn services and construction workers
that park on right of ways, especially on main thoroughfares, are an increasingly dangerous
nuisance. They need to park on side streets or swales of empty lots if they are nearby. Residents
should be held accountable for keeping their driveway culvert pipes open just as they are held
accountable for lawn maintenance.

1/10/2019 12:54 AM

1297 Still don't have recycling bins. Leeches and flooded front grass so will have to keep calling city
repeatedly it seems. Garbage collectors do not always show up on days posted on city site related
to holidays...missed last weeks pick up after leaving trash out for days they finally came 2 days
later 5 min after I put trash away because didnt want it out all weekend until Monday. Palm Coast
SOOOO expensive I may have to move. Too bad. City utility bill almost 200 a month!!!!!!!!! Told it
would be 100 which is also outrageous but no it was almost 200.

1/10/2019 12:54 AM

1298 No 1/10/2019 12:53 AM

1299 Please send kids on field trips again 1/10/2019 12:46 AM

1300 We NEED residential sidewalks and street lights!!! Also a traffic light on mantanzas and US1 NOT
a round about!!! We should be able to have logos on our vehicles and be able to park recreational
vehicles in our driveways if they look nice. We do not live in an HOA but code enforcement acts as
is we do. We pay our taxes. These rules push a lot of people away.

1/10/2019 12:44 AM

1301 Please don’t let these people coming from other states who complain about everything change this
city into the areas they moved from. They moved here because it’s beautiful but complain
constantly about everything! Keep up what you are doing and keep it beautiful here! 

1/10/2019 12:43 AM

1302 Westhampton Drive could use speed bumps. Many autos travel above the 25mph speed limit daily
with children/elderly present w/o sidewalks.

1/10/2019 12:35 AM

1303 embrace the beach and tourism. It will always be your best asset. 1/10/2019 12:32 AM

1304 I have only lived here a couple of months, and plan to take full advantage of parks, trails,
recreation areas and cultural events and activities in the future.

1/10/2019 12:30 AM

1305 Reach out to big business to have offices. Office space building? How about investment
management companies in real estate to build apartment complexes. Ones that work with DSC to
also get maybe student housing. Palm coast is in the center of Cities like st. Augustine and
Daytona where there are other colleges around in thag area that can attract more talent. Also,
advertise local business and good markets!!! I’ve lived here for so long and still don’t knkw when
there is a flea market in Flagler beach? And another one on 100? No consistency in advertising
locals!!

1/10/2019 12:26 AM

1306 let the home owner cut any trees on there property , palm coast has the dumbest law of tell home
owner there must have 4 trees on there property , when we have storm that knocking trees , and
hit powerlines, and homeowners roofs . get rid of this law,

1/10/2019 12:24 AM

1307 SIDEWALKS IN NEIGHBORHOODS WOULD BE AMAZING 1/10/2019 12:21 AM

1308 Lower taxes, quit spending. No need for additional parks. Most are empty when drive by them.
Lower the budget

1/10/2019 12:18 AM
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1309 Garbage men throw empty garbage can partly in street, hazard for drivers on busy road! Swells
needs maintained regularly to prevent flooding, need more lights installed in residential areas, the
City isn't giving citations or keeping up with residents breaking city ordinance month after month
after month!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1/10/2019 12:15 AM

1310 Please allow boats in driveway or backyard 1/10/2019 12:14 AM

1311 I like living in Palm Coast and feel it has a lot of potential but someone has to take charge and
lead this city into the future. I hear everyday more people that don't like living here and it doesn't
have to be this way

1/10/2019 12:11 AM

1312 I think the City needs to really focus on attracting businesses, both large and small, in order to
continue economic growth.

1/10/2019 12:06 AM

1313 I would like to see more police patrolling side roads instead of main roads 1/10/2019 12:04 AM

1314 make it so people want to work and shop here. it will keep people in town to raise commercial
income and provide a raise to tourism. if you dropped some of the restrictive city codes the town
could grow

1/10/2019 12:03 AM

1315 We moved here permanently two months ago and love it. Keep up the great work. 1/10/2019 12:03 AM

1316 Please preserve natural resources Protect our trees Don’t allow a large expansion & bar in capts
bbq restaurant in bings landing park- Keep the park, a park! Please focus on drainage issues
between sea colony & malacompra

1/10/2019 12:02 AM

1317 Limit residential development...and please keep the natural beauty of Palm Coast....marsh, canals,
beach, etc.

1/9/2019 11:59 PM

1318 We desperately need a Whole Foods, Trader Joe’s, Earth Fare or Lucky’s natural food store. I and
a lot of my neighbors take road trips with coolers in our cars to Orange Park to do our shopping.
We have nothing here!! We need a good seafood market, a larger TJMAX, it’s way to small or
Marshals. And some fine dining!! Nicer restaurants! Jobs! We moved here because we love the
water and where we live. When we moved here we thought there was going to be growth. So far
not. Town Center is still vacant. Sorry but disappointed.

1/9/2019 11:57 PM

1319 Would really like to see palm coast get rid of some built up areas and return it to its natural
habitat... There's storage units every where, way too many grocery stores, so many lights it's hard
to sleep and forget camping here these days... I grew up here and remember I never saw wildlife.
They had homes and palm coast has taken that from them and the natural beauty it gave this town.
Now it's like a little city with too many people and it's doing more harm than good. I'm hoping to
leave palm coast asap when I can afford to because palm coast care more about building and
raising the population to get more money than the well being of the environment.

1/9/2019 11:56 PM

1320 We don't want the apartment complex you are trying to get in! 1/9/2019 11:54 PM

1321 Palm Coast is really a city that people either love or hate. People like to do what they would like to
with their home and property and not always worried about someone dicking around and getting
them in trouble. There is a Florida way of life and Palm Coast is in Florida not the Northeast,
accept it.

1/9/2019 11:54 PM

1322 We need to do something about the panhandlers, they're a nuisance, they trash the city and crime
goes up when they're around. St. Augustine can make laws, Daytona can make laws and SO
CAN WE. There are MANY residents that share this outlook.

1/9/2019 11:50 PM

1323 Get rid of dirty duplex slum lords and occupants 1/9/2019 11:48 PM

1324 The city is relatively "clean" looking and the palm trees are nice. My son went through the school
system here and just graduated from UF, so I appreciate the schools and teachers. The Epic
Theatre in Town Center was a huge addition to the city. We used to drive to Ormond Beach to see
a movie. It would be great if the city could finally get a true performing arts hall, a big one, a nice
one, something the city could grow into. Something that would attract world class entertainment.
You sure don't have much else here, a Walmart, an ugly beach out at Flagler Beach, some golf
courses, you need a really nice performing arts hall. People moving down out of the northeast
would appreciate it as well. It would be added incentive to move here.

1/9/2019 11:45 PM

1325 Nice town but developers are going to ruin it.. I hope their contribution to the tax base is worth it.. 1/9/2019 11:24 PM

1326 City Code Enforcement should be audited, this is a working class city, not a retirement town, the
citizens are being oppressed. Palm Coast has no right telling me what I can and can not do on my
property. My privacy is being enfringed upon daily. Money is being spent frivolously, wasteful
spending can be seen all through out this city.

1/9/2019 11:20 PM

1327 No 1/9/2019 11:19 PM

1328 I do not approve of or support rezoning of the 23 acres off Sesame by the park from single family
to multi family. I didn't purchase land and build a new house here just to have zoning change in my
backyard shortly afterwards. I built in an area based on the current neighborhood and existing
property values. Seminole woods in whole has remained pristine and untouched as far as big
development goes. Integra apartments was fine with where it was designated for, but putting an
apartment complex on that lot would destroy what the seminole woods community loves about our
neighborhood.

1/9/2019 11:04 PM

1329 We need street lights! This city is dangerous and dark. 1/9/2019 10:53 PM

1330 I would like to see more commercial development on US 1 South. 1/9/2019 10:50 PM

1331 no 1/9/2019 10:40 PM

1332 No section 8 or low income housing! 1/9/2019 10:38 PM
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1333 SINGLE FAMILY NEIGHBORHOODS, SUCH AS SEMINOLE WOODS NEEDS TO REMAIN
SUCH.. WE DO NOT WANT OR NEED TO ZONE IT FOR “MULTI-FAMILY” or “LOW INCOME”..
Temporary people (leasing) will only bring higher traffic rates, higher crime rates, lower property
value, with the rapid influx of people it will overload the job opportunities currently available for the
area, the list can go on. It would be absolutely the worst decision to bring in low income apartment
housing to our single family neighborhood. Homes and apartments should not be in the same
neighborhood with as much real estate that is in the area, this would be an absolutely ridiculous
and clearly political decision.

1/9/2019 10:33 PM

1334 Homeless people begging on Palm Coast parkway need to be removed 1/9/2019 10:32 PM

1335 I’ve lived here since 2013. My biggest draw back about Palm Coast is there is nothing to do here.
Town center has such potential to be a hot spot, but instead it’s just dr offices and medical
buildings. Where I live in the K section it is so dark in the neighborhoods at night due to no street
lights (I’d even pay a monthly fee to have one just for the security it provides). Also the sidewalks
off Belle Terre have no lights on them either. My family due to work schedules can only get out in
the evenings, but that roads are so dark at night it’s just too dangerous to go out on those
sidewalks, for many reasons. It’s nice to see that Hwy 100 is finally progressing, but it’d be nice to
see some nice chain restaurants built like Outback, Longhorn, etc. There just isn’t many choices
here in Palm Coast, so we usually have to drive to Ormond or Daytona. Lastly is jobs. It’s very
hard to find good jobs here. One reason why I left for a year was for a good job. I worked as a cop
for 22 years. After that I wanted a good job to have here locally so I could stay local. I applied at
the City numerous times, for Code Enforcement and other jobs, but only once was I called and
given an Interview and never heard back. Eventually I quit trying cause I could see it was
impossible to get on with the city here (plus I was told by someone that works for the city that if
you sound Country and you’re not from NY or NJ don’t bother applying). So just because someone
doesn’t check all the boxes for the requirements doesn’t mean that person does not know how to
do the job or have knowledge to do it. People grow up in all different walks of life and have many
trades whether it was self taught, a job prior, or something they learned from family with a trade
skill. So what I’m saying is. Don’t always turn someone down just because they don’t check all the
boxes or fit your “profile”. You’d be surprised what you’d get if you’d give that person a shot first
before saying no.

1/9/2019 10:31 PM

1336 There is far too much growth. The small quaint city us beginning to feel like Boston or New York
(Not quite there yet, but feeling like it). There needs to be limitations on house construction. There
seems to be multiple new house going up on every street.

1/9/2019 10:24 PM

1337 Need to enforce speed and noise ordinances....why does Palm Coast NOT have a city police
dept?

1/9/2019 10:21 PM

1338 We appreciate that you are concerned with how the residents feel about our community and what
can be done for improvement. We have invested in a home in this community and plan on living
the rest of our lives in our home in beautiful Seminole Woods in Palm Coast.

1/9/2019 10:20 PM

1339 Town center needs to be built up. The movie theater area would be great for entertainment and
restaurants. Teens need a place to hang out and actually participate in something. Bored teens
lead to crime and drug use. Palm coast is in dire need of jobs that arent food service or retail. My
family and friends who receive a livable wage all travel out of flagler county for work. I appreciate
the wonderful trails and nature walks but we need entertainment that doesnt revolve around good
weather.

1/9/2019 10:05 PM

1340 I feel it is very important to attract business and higher paying jobs so residents are able to afford
keeping their homes up and spend their money in Palm Coast. No more duplexes! They bring
down property values of residents who own their homes. If we can’t maintain our property values,
we move somewhere else. Better shopping and restaurants with less focus on low end discount
stores. It’s a shame we still have to travel to other cities to shop. We really need
activities/programs for the youth (YMCA?). They are bored. Bored kids tend to find trouble to get
into. Love all of the parks and trails - really sets us apart from other cities/towns. Our police, sheriff,
and fire departments do a wonderful job.

1/9/2019 10:01 PM

1341 Get some big box stores like Costco to locate in Palm Coast! 1/9/2019 9:47 PM

1342 Street lights are needed badly on all streets , the swells in our front yard are not being taken care
of , many streets are in need of resurfacing.

1/9/2019 9:46 PM

1343 I do not think that it would be a good move for the city to change the area of Seward to multi level
housing. Our area was built for single family homes and should stay as such.

1/9/2019 9:41 PM

1344 Better maintainenance of storm drainage system. 1/9/2019 9:36 PM

1345 Love Palm Coast just wish for better job opurtunities. 1/9/2019 9:22 PM

1346 I love this city 1/9/2019 9:08 PM

1347 Take the water feature out of the James Holland large dog park. You don't have a water foutain in
the middle of the park and then out up a sign..."beware of alligators, snakes and stay away from
the water" its like raking a kid to the candy store and saying you can't have any. And if your dog
goes in the water they smell so bad its not funny. Contaminated water from chemicals used on the
grass in the park.

1/9/2019 9:02 PM

1348 Feasibility of public transportation in Palm Coast. 1/9/2019 9:02 PM

1349 Please don't rezone seminole woods for apartments. It will not do anything but create problems for
all. Including crime traffice devaluingof properties etc.

1/9/2019 9:00 PM

1350 Thank you! Please bring Whole Sale Foods or traders joe. 1/9/2019 8:57 PM

1351 More sheriff patrols for speeders on Old Kings Rd near Flemingwood to Matanzas Parkway
speeding is awful on this road

1/9/2019 8:50 PM
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1352 There is a great deal of controversy over rezoning issues in my area of Seminole Woods. Not quite
sure why Palm Coast isn’t jumping to stop the rezoning of property for apartments and allowing
commercial businesses of a nursery to access the business within residential neighborhoods. I
can’t even put a shed on the lot I own next to my house but Palm Coast allows this? I will be at the
city Hall meetings. What are our officials doing and who is getting the money? So obviously wrong!

1/9/2019 8:49 PM

1353 1. A place for city gardens for the public to grow their own produce. 2. A Farmers market in Town
Center twice a week on Tuesdays and Saturdays. 3. Craft shows once a month in Town Center. 4.
Different genres of musical events, we attended a Blue Grass Festival in Virginia this year, it drew
a large crowd, it was fantastic. Also, need better lighting and electricity in Town Center for events,
and multiple large parking areas, which could also be used for a Farmers mkt or car shows and
fireworks. Our old town had a circular, open air, covered farmers market area, it was in a large
parking lot which was great since the market was very busy. The vendors parked around the
outside of the circle, the customers parked in the lot and walked a short distance to the market,
which also had restroom facilities. 5. I have one CONCERN I feel is very important, in our E
section we only have one way in and one way out of our large subdivision, that being at the
intersection of East Hampton and Belle Terre. In case of a fire or other emergency I envision a
crisis when cars start to pile up at that intersection. We have checked with residents in the areas
where we were told there were escape routes, and those residents told us those routes were no
longer there, some had homes built on them, or they were fenced off. The amount of vegetation is
a concern since it covers everything in any spare lots and in a fire in would be an inferno. Just
have someone in charge drive through here and see for themselves like we did! And to say that
won't happen, remember how many people died in those recent fires in California! I'm sure there
are other subdivisions just like ours with overgrown vegetation and only one way out in an
emergency! A disaster waiting to happen! We stopped at City Hall and left our name and phone
number for someone to call us about our concern a couple months ago to discuss this issue and
no one called us.

1/9/2019 8:45 PM

1354 We need an indoor playspace for kids! Otherwise we love living here 1/9/2019 8:43 PM

1355 Don’t discourage new businesses with antiquated policies. Encourage ideas and growth from
younger generations.

1/9/2019 8:37 PM

1356 Focus on industry that can bring in educated jobs. 1/9/2019 8:29 PM

1357 I love living in Palm Coast. We need more industrial businesses. 1/9/2019 8:29 PM

1358 I would like to see owners of lost dogs fined. They should be on leash. Outside music, dogs
barking, singing TVs have a better noise ordinance. I’m a stay at home disabled adult and I hear
noise inside my house from neighbors all night and day.

1/9/2019 8:22 PM

1359 The politicians need to act like the money the are spending is coming out of there own pocket.like
the sheriffs office why are you not going after the contractor

1/9/2019 8:16 PM

1360 I moved here 15 yrs ago. I was told it was and would stay a retirement/bedroom community. I’m
not a fan of direction we are moving in. I’m afraid we are becoming Deltona. Which is not
appealing.

1/9/2019 8:12 PM

1361 need to consider sewers and underground power lines. Constant repair is expensive and doesn't
solve the ongoing issues,

1/9/2019 7:57 PM

1362 Dont turn us in to a typical east coast town 1/9/2019 7:51 PM

1363 Utility rates are exorbitant for the mediocre quality of service and product. We pay too high a
monthly fee for water (75% of my water bill is fees and taxes, not water usage), for waste disposal
which is sometimes non-existent, for recycling which does not occur, and for average water
quality. Also, who are the fools responsible for watering medians, etc., during rain storms? Of
course, the city would say this is reclaimed water set on a timer, but the fact remains, it is wasted
waters and unnecessary run-off. Is this group related to the fools who plant trees on the medians
only so the roots undermine the pavement? I suspect a city council member's brother-in-law.
Otherwise, PC is pretty much OK.

1/9/2019 7:47 PM

1364 I have lived here since 1999 and would like to get more involved with the community and planning.
We have a lot of potential and are growing so we need not get greedy and expand and grow for
expansion. We need to remain a small family oriented city.

1/9/2019 7:46 PM

1365 You all did a great job in picking up debris from Hurricanes. That should always be a number 1
priority.

1/9/2019 7:43 PM

1366 We left a big city to come here. We don’t want to anticipate the problems we left to live here. Big
city problems are not for Palm Coast. We chose Palm Coast because of the calmness and quiet.
No need to bring big city problems here.

1/9/2019 7:40 PM

1367 The city code violations needs to be reviewed as well as the enforcers. The City of Palm Coast is
beautiful and the events truly show our quaint city but we need more events.

1/9/2019 7:40 PM

1368 The re-zoning of the property on sesame will kill our property value, increase traffic and accidents
on an already busy road, increase crime, and tax the already strained waste water and storm
water systems. If it gets re-zoned I will be actively campaigning against anyone who votes to
approve it.

1/9/2019 7:37 PM

1369 No 1/9/2019 7:36 PM

1370 I moved to palm coast 2 years ago from southern California . I love it here. 1/9/2019 7:31 PM

1371 Most amenities offered by city are not in our usual comfortable areas. 1/9/2019 7:30 PM

1372 keep up the good work you do, thanks 1/9/2019 7:23 PM
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1373 City of Palm Coast water district should be investigated. Fairly new to this area and got hit with
1250 first water bill. No explanation or way to really investigate. Took it to the mayor’s office who
referred my complaint to the management team who were very helpful. Turns out many mistakes
made. After 5 months I will be reimbursed for the majority. Apparently it has happened to others in
this area. Poor record keeping and lack of reporting system to allow customer the right to look at
water usage history. Someone should audit this dept. I’m lucky I was able to pay this bill; however,
many other people would not be able to pay. Would their water be cut off indefinitely???

1/9/2019 7:21 PM

1374 Palm Coast should focus on our youth and our natural areas. We DO NOT need “afordible
housing” apartment complexes in the middle of pre existing neighborhoods. There is plenty of
afordible housing in Palm Coast. Keep Palm Coast as natural as possible. That is what makes it
beautiful. The parks, trails, and recreation are amazing. Let’s keep it that way!

1/9/2019 7:18 PM

1375 Development costs are prohibitive... Major intersections need to be reworked... the lights are
unbelievably long.

1/9/2019 7:15 PM

1376 The city needs to ease up on all the regulations like other cities. For instance. We should be able
to raise chickens with the proper permiting! Also, we should be able to bind 3 lots without having to
go in front of city counsil. Some of the rules we have belong in an HOA not a city. I feel like PC is
one big HOA, which makes me want to leave.

1/9/2019 7:15 PM

1377 Need to keep the fresh water canals clean and clear for homeowners. The fresh water canal
propertis were promoted as premium lots. Do not neglect them

1/9/2019 7:14 PM

1378 Be more supportive of your part time residents who own property, especially when they pay their
City of Palm Coast and real estate tax bills. Don't deny them services because they have limited
time to put out organic waste. Not at all fair. If this happens to me again I'll very likely move to
Flagler Beach.

1/9/2019 7:13 PM

1379 Traffic signals during non-sensor hours are ridiculously long, some up to 150 seconds. Signal at
rte 95 exit/off ramp to PC Pkwy is way too long. Waste Pro performance for a while was quite
good. It has been terrible, particularly during the past holiday to today, 1/9. e.g. missed pickups,
wrong day pickups, what's going on?

1/9/2019 7:09 PM

1380 A problem with people throwing out trash in our neighborhood 1/9/2019 7:06 PM

1381 As a property tax payer in the city for 15 months, i can not see why my taxes are so high. It would
be helpful to to understand why a CDD tax payer gets no reduction, i.e., pays the same as
everyone else. A tax district info of fund expenditures would be helpful.

1/9/2019 7:02 PM

1382 Please do something about the cost of water. It is outrageously expensive in this city. 1/9/2019 7:02 PM

1383 communications to the Mayor's office should be acknowledged and taken cared of
accordingly..Thank you!

1/9/2019 6:57 PM

1384 I have reported about how bad our drainage is on Llach Court numerous times. The water in our
awake never leaves our culvert. We have tadpoles and fish that live in there and the mosquitos are
terrible.

1/9/2019 6:55 PM

1385 We lived in Ormond for 31 years. The taxes were double there for a similarly sized house. The
cities were well run but the Volusia County Council never met a tax they didn’t like. The situation
doesn’t seem to have changed in the 15 years we’ve lived in Flagler. Please keep up the good
work.

1/9/2019 6:53 PM

1386 I love my city and am really happy here. I hope it stays "small". 1/9/2019 6:52 PM

1387 Please do not rezone residential areas, especially the area in Seminole Woods. 1/9/2019 6:49 PM

1388 STREET LIGHTS PLEASE...IT'S SO DARK IN ALL OF INDIAN TRAILS AT NIGHT THAT WE'RE
AFRAID TO PUT GARBAGE OUT THE NIGHT BEFORE PICK-UP!!!!!

1/9/2019 6:49 PM

1389 Still believe Palm Coast has potential, if we have leaders that are committed to the development,
and not interested in just your own agenda and lining your pockets, you know who you are, from
the Mayor to the Sheriff.

1/9/2019 6:45 PM

1390 I am against the proposed apartment complex off Sesame. 1/9/2019 6:42 PM

1391 Expansion seems too important to city managers and not enough consideration too our current city
space. Street lights are almost non existent. Sidewalks in residential areas. Town Center seems to
have been a farce.

1/9/2019 6:41 PM

1392 The Flagler County Basketball Program is growing each year. Would be nice if Palm Coast would
work with the program to help grow the program more and make indoor basketball facilities
available at a price that would keep league registration at an affordable rate for all kids.

1/9/2019 6:40 PM

1393 Consistent failure to complete projects. For example, when you have to dig in someone’s yard to
hook up sewer service for a house across the street, that homeowner should be notified before
hand and sod should be on hand to complete the job. The homeowner should not have to
question why there is an excavator on their property and have to follow up with the city one month
later because they still have not put sod down, also called completing the project.

1/9/2019 6:38 PM

1394 Please light the existing street lights. 1/9/2019 6:37 PM

1395 Add more street lights in the neighborhoods. It's too dark. 1/9/2019 6:31 PM

1396 Would love streetlights and sidewalks in residential neighborhoods for safety reasons 1/9/2019 6:23 PM

1397 Please fix old kings Palm coast Parkway intersection, it's a joke, from 2-4pm you have to wait
through 2-3 sometimes 4 light cycles just to get past Ceilico Way. Far left lane dedicated left turn,
middle land left turn straight or right combo lane, far right lane right only.

1/9/2019 6:23 PM

1398 Our citizenry needs manufacturing jobs. There is too much service industry jobs AND GASOLINE
STATIONS!

1/9/2019 6:16 PM
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1399 The quality of the water in Palm Coast is terrible, and the gas prices are the highest in the United
States, I shop outside of Palm Coast most of the time due to high gas prices here.

1/9/2019 6:16 PM

1400 Great place to live. 1/9/2019 6:09 PM

1401 I love palm coast . 1/9/2019 6:02 PM

1402 I would like to see street lights in residential areas. Very dark on nights without a moon. Homeless
issue seems to be increasing.

1/9/2019 6:02 PM

1403 If someone graduates from HS or college and cannot get a job making enough $ to stay here, then
the city is failing in managing the business. You are failing.

1/9/2019 6:00 PM

1404 1. I would like to see the homeless tent city's removed from the parks. 2. I would like to see the
pan handlers arrested and that it be made clear that we will not be catering to them. 3. I would like
to see gates installed at the parks and that they be closed after 11:00 Anything that happens after
dark in these parks is most likely to be criminal related. Hershel Kings Park and Waterside Park in
particular. 4. I do not want the city to promote low income housing. This is not in our best interest
as a society. This type of demographic does not enhance or make a city a desirable place to move
a business or family to. It only brings it down. We do not want to be a mini Daytona or Downtown
St. Augustine.

1/9/2019 5:59 PM

1405 Dave and Busters, WOW zone, mini golf... more local places. It gets old driving to St Augustine or
Daytona all the time. Especially for restaurants.

1/9/2019 5:54 PM

1406 none 1/9/2019 5:52 PM

1407 City should not compete with commercial sector. City should take care of infrastructure. City
should not hire so many employees-contract them instead. City should be aware of Total Cost of
Ownership, Cost Benefit Analysis and performance based contracting and do these things not pay
lip service and continue with wasteful spending. Cut back on wasteful landscaping and use low
maintenance landscaping.

1/9/2019 5:47 PM

1408 No 1/9/2019 5:45 PM

1409 Street lights are essential for safety and missing on many major road. Thank you for taking the
time to do this survey.

1/9/2019 5:43 PM

1410 We discovered and fell in love with Palm Coast while vacationing in Flagler Beach in September of
2011, we purchased our home and moved to Palm Coast, from Ohio, in December of 2011. We fell
in love with the small town feel of Palm Coast, not over built with commercial properties, low
income housing and little vehicular traffic, but we fear that will change and the area will start
looking like so many other cities in Florida and Palm Coast will become just another over built
Florida city with too many commercial properties, crime and traffic. In just the seven years we
have lived here we have seen some dramatic changes and we are not happy about some, for
instance, do we really need so many gas stations. Just because there is vacant land with trees
doesn't mean it needs to be leveled and something built on it. Please keep the small Palm Coast
we fell in love with.

1/9/2019 5:42 PM

1411 keep the small town appeal, but capitalize on the Town Center with strategic Business
relationships that are conducive to employment and commerce. Provide a venue for small
business to further advance and the reinvestment will payoff and eventually it will pay it forward.
Small/Medium Business is the mix. Kind Regards, Richard Rollison

1/9/2019 5:40 PM

1412 There should be turn lanes added on Belle Terre. Too much traffic not to 1/9/2019 5:40 PM

1413 It's a matter of time before this area is over congested. 1/9/2019 5:36 PM

1414 Great place to retire. Quiet beauty. Low crime. Light traffic. People who complain about PC must
never have lived in a big city (or they just like to complain).

1/9/2019 5:33 PM

1415 Palm Coast is not somewhere people move because of a growing job market or affordable
housing. If these are things that are important to Palm Coast then I think more attention is needed.
Palm Coast is a beautiful place to live due to the natural beauty, parks, sidewalks, trails, and
proximity to the beach. Historically it has been a good value, but the rising cost of housing is
changing that. My wife and I have lived here for 6 years, and are moving this year due primarily to
the rising cost of housing. We are moving across the country to Palm Springs California, where the
cost of renting a single bedroom apartment is comparable to Palm Coast. It no longer makes
sense to us to stay here as there is little economic benefit. Our rent has gone from $650 in 2013,
to $1030 in 2019 and this is one of the lowest cost rentals we could find when we were looking last
year. We've enjoyed our time here, but if we are going to spend that much on housing there are
many many other places that receive higher marks, with better economic opportunities, beautiful
natural resources, and more bike and pedestrian friendly which is important to us. The attitude of
Palm Coast towards Cyclists also plays into our decision. Palm Coast is wonderfully accessible by
bike, but I have dealt with a fair amount of harassment by motorists and would like to see more
public service directives towards adjusting the attitude of the community.

1/9/2019 5:33 PM

1416 We love Palm Coast! 1/9/2019 5:33 PM

1417 City needs to slow down and catch up to needs of citizens. All this spending is putting a hardship
on residents.

1/9/2019 5:28 PM

1418 Change all the Blue Palm Coast Signs they are too old. Make them all uniformed like the new
ones.

1/9/2019 5:28 PM

1419 No 1/9/2019 5:25 PM

1420 We like Palm Coast. Street lights and sidewalks are needed in residential areas. 1/9/2019 5:24 PM

1421 Love it here! 1/9/2019 5:23 PM
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1422 My husband and I retired here because our son lives here. Had I done my homework I would not
have chosen this town. The leaders here say they want progress to help grow this place but do
nothing to advance their cause. The vision in the 1990's are outdated and unrealist for a town
centered between Jacksonville and Daytona Beach. In the 4 years I've been here the same issues
that have been going on for 10 plus years are still being argued. Spent enormous amounts of
money on town center, community center and evendently the old hospital against the will of the
people. You have potential here but our elected officials and not so great administrators are
throwing it into the sewer. While the necessities such as the usual maintenance etc. Is not being
handled. Priorities please would be a good place to start.

1/9/2019 5:22 PM

1423 Sure would be nice if there had been a downtown here before att started developing. But I know
that is just a dream!

1/9/2019 5:17 PM

1424 The mayor promised cell coverage for us and we still do not have it. When we lose power we lose
everything and have no way to communicate when an emergency arises. This is not acceptable.

1/9/2019 5:16 PM

1425 traffic lights are highly uncoordinated and irritating, need smart system 1/9/2019 5:15 PM

1426 More interest taken in Senior citizen needs and interests. 1/9/2019 5:13 PM

1427 Road repaving on the older roads needs to be addressed. Many of the roads in my section (C) are
crumbling in areas.

1/9/2019 5:11 PM

1428 The city is well kept... I would like to see more development done especially in the business
industry.

1/9/2019 5:09 PM

1429 No 1/9/2019 5:08 PM

1430 No 1/9/2019 5:01 PM

1431 Palm Coast is a beautiful city and admired greatly by my husband and I for it's cleanliness and
tidiness. Unfortunately littering is becoming a problem in the city, and inconsistent garbage pick up
causes animals and birds to get into the garbage when it's not picked up when it's supposed to be.
I think there is a beautification committee, and somehow more emphasis for education on littering
to the public or in the school system would be beneficial. Thank you for allowing our opinion.

1/9/2019 4:57 PM

1432 The residents of Seminole woods do not support the addition of apartments/condos going in next
to the park!

1/9/2019 4:55 PM

1433 NO 1/9/2019 4:53 PM

1434 We need corporate business employment opportunities and affordable housing 1/9/2019 4:50 PM

1435 Town needs to get business friendly. Most contractors that have done work for me complain about
the difficulty of doing business in Palm Coast

1/9/2019 4:50 PM

1436 We need stree lights in my community and also on white view parkway. 1/9/2019 4:46 PM

1437 Our sheriff's office is frequently having to respond to incidents that we never had to worry about
until city leaders allowed for the fast growth, and the city leaders seem to be continuing to push for
more low income housing and apartments, which we know will continue to bring more crime and
drugs to our beautiful, little town. Please stop the growth and quit building more and more
apartments!

1/9/2019 4:42 PM

1438 We love living in PC and would like to see more affluent families in the area 1/9/2019 4:39 PM

1439 I believe Palm Coast is a well run city. Very clean and kept up well. I believe Jim Landon did a
great job running the city but he was allowed to be a dictator instead of working for the people. I
feel that his situation was not handled professionally. In plain English he got to big for his britches
and the council failed to ring him in. I hope we learned from our past mistakes, including how well
the city was operated under him. Misstakes on both sides.

1/9/2019 4:35 PM

1440 Like living in Palm Coast. Resident for about 5 yrs. Good quality of life. Size of city is small enough
to be comfortable and affordable, large enough to accommodate.

1/9/2019 4:30 PM

1441 I won’t to complain about garbage pick up. These are the worst garbage pick up people that I have
ever encountered in my life. They have refused to pick up garbage if the act of God blows the can
in the ditch. Would not pick up my boxes when we moved here. I wish I could pay my bill according
to the garbage service which is horrible. I have called in the past and got no results. So, I would
like to file a formal complaint on this issue. I was so happy to see this survey today.

1/9/2019 4:30 PM

1442 Disappointed in the lack of transparency when it comes to reporting crime in the city. It happens,
we know it, and it should not be "cherry picked" in the Newspapers we read. I respected Mr.
Holland and his time served on the council...I believe he would be disappointed in the leadership
not responding to, or ignoring, the will of the people. Also candidates KNOW the SALARY of the
position the are running for. Why then do they demand a pay raise ? Do they know the average
income of Palm Coast residents or just not care ? To bad this is Anonymous...I'd love a sit down
chat with the Mayor.

1/9/2019 4:25 PM

1443 We live in unincorporated Flagler County- the Hammock, not in Palm Coast. 1/9/2019 4:23 PM

1444 More softball fields for youth softball 1/9/2019 4:20 PM

1445 Keep up the good work. I would just like to see town center get more attention, as well as maybe a
few recreational businesses that may put Palm Coast on the map.

1/9/2019 4:19 PM

1446 Need to encourage more small businesses and job growth. This is not just a retiree town anymore.
Do something with the town center- it’s embarassing that it’s still so empty while other areas are
becoming congested with strip mall business. Build restaurants and shops to accompany the
movie theater at the very least

1/9/2019 4:17 PM

1447 Need to take care of the homeless people by Walmart. Everyday they are drinking alcohol and
seem to be multiplying by the day.

1/9/2019 4:14 PM
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1448 City of Palm Coast need to learn from City of St. Augustine and STOP overcharging so much for
water. Every time it rains, the water sits on my property for days.

1/9/2019 4:10 PM

1449 1. Safety was an issue and is getting better. Rentals in P section cleaned up and less "unsavory"
neighbors. We were seeing/calling the Sherriff weekly before. Not a good environment to live in. 2.
Sea Ray closed- huge impact on our family plus we have friends that left PC. There are no good
paying manufacturing jobs here. 3. Volunteer program needed or more youth activities for teens.
Keep them productive and busy.

1/9/2019 4:07 PM

1450 The traffic situation is out of control. I do not feel safe driving on the roads in Palm Coast due to
everyone being able to do whatever they want. The roads all need to have at least four lanes.
There needs to be traffic cops patrolling all neighborhoods and roads.

1/9/2019 4:06 PM

1451 The south side of town is sometimes a forgotten area. Would like to see more attention made to
maintaining the landscaping and green areas.

1/9/2019 4:03 PM

1452 Please control the rent increases. 1/9/2019 4:01 PM

1453 Medians are looking lovely, thx. The traffic pattern and intersections at the Island Walk Center is a
serious problem.

1/9/2019 3:57 PM

1454 The City needs to do resident swale work and pay attention to vacant lots overgrown into
residential properties. I have had a full swale since Hurricane Irma.

1/9/2019 3:57 PM

1455 You need an up to date aquatic center that is open year around. Frieda Zamba is inadequate. 1/9/2019 3:57 PM

1456 Get rid of toll bridge to get to a1a... I have to pay to go to the beach?? Development on hwy 1 and
north on Matanzas is a solid idea. St Augustine is getting bigger and growing south

1/9/2019 3:56 PM

1457 I really liked living here in Palm Coast when I arrived. 15 years ago. But I am getting to old to keep
digging out the swale area under my driveway. Plus People do not slow down on Boulder Rock (
my Road) and that includes School Bus , Trucks, UPS and of course most cars. The signs they
have put up flashing the speed limit people are doing is a joke.I walk my dog daily and have to
jump into the swales that the people that don't pick up after their dogs have messed.

1/9/2019 3:54 PM

1458 I would like someone to redesign and fix the very poor design for the Southern entrance to the
airport and down to Laguna Forest Trial. This is very dangerous because many drivers think the
yellow lined area is a left hand turn lane. This needs to be redesigned and fixed.

1/9/2019 3:54 PM

1459 Bring back the traffic cameras 1/9/2019 3:53 PM

1460 Please do NOT over develop. Keep the quality of life here in Palm Coast. 1/9/2019 3:53 PM

1461 WE NEED BUSES 1/9/2019 3:49 PM

1462 Please don't ever kill the feral cats in Palm Coast, keep up with catch, better and release. Make
sure those "little" kids and teens who are using weapons and threatening and bullying other kids
and teachers are either truly reprimanded and or expelled and they should be arrested so they are
not repeatedly committing the same crimes over again. It has been a horrific time since Dec./today
(Jan. 9) reading about our local school bullies and their criminal behavior. Keep this a high priority,
these thugs are out Palm Coast future citizens and voters.

1/9/2019 3:47 PM

1463 This Christmas season just proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that Palm Coast is too small and
the roads to congested for the number of people we have living here. We have very limited
restaurants and shopping facilities, no family or teen related activities. I grew up here and see the
exact same limitations for my kids. The demographic has changed, yet we still spend millions on
looking pretty and catering to the elder geographic. Would like to see more money spent on growth
and making this a place our young people want to stay and live.

1/9/2019 3:47 PM

1464 Yes. Save our parks from unscrupulous business people. And please let's get some streelights!
It's pitch black around here at night if you are off a main rd.

1/9/2019 3:44 PM

1465 I don't take advantage of trails and parks here because my friends have seen tent cities built right
off trails, and at the parks - one of which is down the street from me - attracts people at all hours. I
question what type of things people are doing at 2 am in a park...probably nothing good. Why
should we pay taxes for these parks and trails when questionable people are taking them over?
Why do we embrace low-income, non-productive members of society by providing more
"affordable" housing and businesses that attract them? Shouldn't we be creating a place where
people want to aspire to get a better education so they can better themselves - and their families?
Let's not focus on bringing in more minimum wage jobs to Palm Coast; instead, let's invite tech
companies and quality businesses that want to pay productive members of our city good wages.
Palm Coast's current path is very concerning to me.

1/9/2019 3:44 PM

1466 Address quality of life issues. The visible homeless population panhandling, drinking and loitering
in the parking lot of the library scares residents and is off putting to visitors. It is park of the reason
I am moving out of the city.

1/9/2019 3:42 PM

1467 no 1/9/2019 3:42 PM

1468 Please find creative ways to keep up recycling of all materials possible and instate citywide
composting!

1/9/2019 3:37 PM

1469 Overall a good job just not strategic enough on big picture items i.e. infrastructure items and city
plan for future (seems we know what kind of city we want but aren't executing on a linear plan that
would ensure such). I'm in healthcare and tech, businesses I own are in CO and CA. Lived in
Wilmington, NC which is what I'd say in Phase II in such a city environment where we are in pre-
Phase I (idea is concreted but cohesive plan is not yet formed). We are new to Palm Coast but we
will be here for the long haul so want to help invest our time and expertise in this community.

1/9/2019 3:36 PM

1470 Water is too expensive, and is usually not good quality. You should also set up public recycling
locations throughout the city.

1/9/2019 3:33 PM

1471 No 1/9/2019 3:32 PM
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1472 I have recently heard a Publix and a hospital are being built on matanza pkwy. Right near high
school and residents. Why couldn’t this be built at the northern. End of matanza and US 1

1/9/2019 3:30 PM

1473 About the only complaint I have is the 100%+ increase in my property tax. 1/9/2019 3:30 PM

1474 i wish there were grocery stores on Matanzas parkway 1/9/2019 3:28 PM

1475 I am happy with my decision to have chosen Palm Coast as a retirement location. It is a lovely
place to live. I am comfortable living on a fixed income, and the homestead real estate exemption
is a blessing. I do believe the city should consider adding street lights as it is difficult to drive the
dark roads at night. Directionally, the parkway signs should be better labeled such as N, E, S and
W.

1/9/2019 3:28 PM

1476 Cut code enforcements budget and get street lights 1/9/2019 3:26 PM

1477 Had it been disclosed to us prior to closing all the rules and regulations (worse than a HOA), we
would never have purchased our house here! And the pay, utilities and business attraction here
are terrible and ridiculous!!

1/9/2019 3:26 PM

1478 Do not like the idea of low income housing 1/9/2019 3:19 PM

1479 Yes, there is an urgent and desperate need to improve the wireless telephone reception. I have
never lived in a place with such a poor service!

1/9/2019 3:19 PM

1480 love living here! Preserve our natural resources. 1/9/2019 3:16 PM

1481 need more sidewalks 1/9/2019 3:16 PM

1482 We were drawn to Palm Coast by its beauty and versatility of activities plus it people. There are so
many opportunities here to advance your culture, education and social activities. Love this place,
wish us luck as we try to find a house to rent or purchase

1/9/2019 3:14 PM

1483 Keep up the great job of developing Palm Coast at a steady pace for growth in the future. Would
like to see more community planning enforcement to better stabilize the return on investment in
certain areas.

1/9/2019 3:10 PM

1484 Overall litter is a major issue and is not adequately addressed 1/9/2019 3:10 PM

1485 we love living here, need to keep natural surroundings and also increase business/job
opportunities.

1/9/2019 3:10 PM

1486 Is there something we can do to expedite a dredging project to save our dunes and beaches?? 1/9/2019 3:09 PM

1487 Review Utility trailer restrictions, should be the same as regular trailer & MotorHome restrictions. 1/9/2019 3:08 PM

1488 No to any apartments and low income housing in this section. 1/9/2019 3:08 PM

1489 DONT PUT A ROUNDABOUT ON US1 1/9/2019 3:07 PM

1490 Educate drivers on the correct lane to enter when making left/right turns 1/9/2019 3:05 PM

1491 make recycling mandatory 1/9/2019 3:05 PM

1492 N/A 1/9/2019 3:02 PM

1493 Stop price setting gas prices in Palm Coast 1/9/2019 3:01 PM

1494 Need sidewalk or bike path on Bird of Paradise. Very dangerous as is. 1/9/2019 2:57 PM

1495 I love Palm Coast Don't lose your Character and Beauty Keep Us Safe Thank you • 1/9/2019 2:55 PM

1496 Love living in Palm Coast! 1/9/2019 2:52 PM

1497 A great place to live! 1/9/2019 2:51 PM

1498 Get a Costco. 1/9/2019 2:50 PM

1499 Town center and the City office building was only done because a few old politicians wanted to be
known for prosperity. Should have put the money into Public Works first.

1/9/2019 2:49 PM

1500 recycle at time its just put into the regular garbage truck in some areas...and when it started why
didn't we get some of the things we were told for our recycle job and does the driver scan the box,
been to there site and no place can I see how much that I recycle over time..

1/9/2019 2:44 PM

1501 We need factory or company in Palm Coast they can create job. 1/9/2019 2:43 PM

1502 Need more Deputies Patrolling the streets get the people of the road without license crack down
on all traffic violations

1/9/2019 2:42 PM

1503 The City needs to make sure the Golf Course and Tennis Facility are self sustaining and not have
to subsidize them with taxpayer money.

1/9/2019 2:40 PM

1504 PUBLIC HEARINGS NEED TO BE BETTER ADVERTISED 1/9/2019 2:38 PM

1505 You have to many rules and regulations, people can’t even have a storage shed, without permit
and taxed. Have to use garage for storage instead of parking your car in it.

1/9/2019 2:34 PM

1506 The litter situation is deteriorating 1/9/2019 2:32 PM

1507 Keep Seminole woods and Palm Coast naturally beautiful. We don't need large appartment
complexes for people who essentially don't care about the community

1/9/2019 2:30 PM

1508 Do not put low income apartments in Seminole woods. 1/9/2019 2:29 PM

1509 too much to list. PC six 1/9/2019 2:27 PM

1510 The city need programs for the elderly to be entertain 1/9/2019 2:27 PM

1511 NA 1/9/2019 2:24 PM
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1512 Population growing too fast, 1/9/2019 2:23 PM

1513 Rezoning of residential neighborhoods is not smart. Plated out commercial and high density
corridors are already done. People buy based on what exists, not what someone chooses to profit
from.

1/9/2019 2:22 PM

1514 I would like to see more higher paying jobs in Palm Coast. I work from an office based in NY due
to not being able to make a good wage in Palm Coast

1/9/2019 2:20 PM

1515 Would like to have sidewalks in subdivisions. Homeless removed from main thoroughfare areas. 1/9/2019 2:19 PM

1516 Can we please have the roads in the W section fixed the drainage is horrible when it rains water
stays on Westlawn for days and also made multiple request someone was supposed to come fix
the problem back in August 2018 still waiting.

1/9/2019 2:18 PM

1517 None 1/9/2019 2:18 PM

1518 Thanks for this opportunity to give verbal input! 1/9/2019 2:18 PM

1519 Yes, I love Palm Coast and would like to stay but the job market needs to improve, the City
Management needs to change and term limit for any political position should not exceed 4 years.
Too many people taking advantage of their position, give others a chance. Time for a change PC!!
Start with the city officials and management positions. The code enforcement manager is useless!
She needs to go! You also need to change some policies, form a committee with fresh
suggestions and lastly bring in big businesses to create more jobs!!

1/9/2019 2:12 PM

1520 Transparency in govt is essential. 1/9/2019 2:12 PM

1521 We cannot compete with third world countries with the communication infrastructure in our area-
wireless, cell signal, internet carriers.

1/9/2019 2:11 PM

1522 City leadership seems out of touch with community needs. Millions are wasted on “improvements”
that don’t help the community in any tangible way. Local economy is suffering and therefore so are
the residents.

1/9/2019 2:10 PM

1523 NO 1/9/2019 2:07 PM

1524 We need a shuttle bus system over than the one that we currently have. even if the bus runs evert
half hour to the hour to run on palm coast pkwy and state rd 100

1/9/2019 2:06 PM

1525 I think legislation requiring trash to be placed in receptacles is needed. Many residents put trash in
trash bags which are ripped open by birds and garbage is strewn throughout the neighborhoods.
Not only does this contribute to litter throughout the city, but also creates sanitary issues.

1/9/2019 2:05 PM

1526 The employees who collect the trash and recycling on our street are very rough with our bins.
They often throw them in the middle of the road/driveway and last week they broke one of the
wheels. I know they are in a hurry but they need to be more considerate.

1/9/2019 2:03 PM

1527 Pedestrian crossing need to be improved. I rode my bike on the sidewalk because the cars infringe
on the bike lane. I rode approx 60 miles a week and routinely use the crosswalks and the cars just
wip around corners and nearly run me over. How can this be improved?

1/9/2019 2:03 PM

1528 More family attractions, and more sit down restaurants and less gas stations 1/9/2019 2:01 PM

1529 The city needs to be more transparent with our tax money. Add solar power street lighting it won’t
cost much . Keep property taxes low

1/9/2019 2:01 PM

1530 Get drugs off street, put speed bumps in residential areas esp those with no sidewalks, more
beautiful street lights so areas not so dark.

1/9/2019 1:56 PM

1531 please do something about the drainage problem. It doe's nothing to help property values. Had I
known about this problem,. I would never have bought here.

1/9/2019 1:56 PM

1532 The water bills are killing people 1/9/2019 1:54 PM

1533 work on getting town center alive with businesses and no low housing. let's make it like port
orange

1/9/2019 1:51 PM

1534 Homeless congregating on street corners and sleeping on sidewalks near Publix market belterre
and Palm coast pky

1/9/2019 1:49 PM

1535 Please finish north old king to a divided roadway! 1/9/2019 1:49 PM

1536 Street lights would be a great addition. It is very dark at night in the residential sections. 1/9/2019 1:48 PM

1537 I think we can expand businesses diverse housing options and pretty environmental spaces they
will mean nothing if the crime rate is high. Crime and safety MUST be addressed first.

1/9/2019 1:48 PM

1538 Increase of cell phone service, cell towers would be great 1/9/2019 1:47 PM

1539 target cars with very loud radios that some times rattle my windows 1/9/2019 1:47 PM

1540 Trash collection once a week would be adequate for residential pick up. 1/9/2019 1:45 PM

1541 It’s time PC listened to the residents, the cost to residents is getting out of control and with nothing
to show for it that truly benefits their day to day lives. I know way to many people that have had to
move, young and old, because they can’t afford the inflated rents and most importantly stop doing
things the majority votes no to. I also know people who were considering moving here and are not
pleased with the corruption of the council and have moved to other areas.

1/9/2019 1:43 PM

1542 Our sidewalks are starting to get worn and broken in spots, maybe a better process to I.D. and
repair.

1/9/2019 1:41 PM

1543 Clean manufacturing business are needed to keep families in Palm Coast. 1/9/2019 1:40 PM

1544 The water in the Swale in parts of the R section is not draining out. I am concerned about the
mosquitoes in the coming weeks if no evaporation.

1/9/2019 1:37 PM
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1545 Street lighting needs to be improved along Belle Terre and SR 100. It’s extremely dark at night. As
well as possibly some walkway lighting. Palm Coast has a very active community and people
would feel safer if there was better lighting.

1/9/2019 1:33 PM

1546 We need more affordable rentals in Palm Coast and less hassling of small business owners who
park non-commercial vehicles with decals in their driveways. The rent is ridiculously high. This is
mostly a blue collar town. All of our personal vehicles are also our business vehicles. They aren't
box trucks but they have lettering on them and they don't all fit in our garage. We've lived here
since 1988. This is not a retirement town any more where we should be catering to only seniors
who can't stomach the idea of a vehicle with lettering in the driveway next to them. Are these
people really happier to see a big tarp draped over a Ford F-150 than to see a business name &
phone number decal? We've got to change some of these outdated code enforcement violations.
Overall, we love it here. We love that PC is bicycle friendly & that there is way more shopping
options than when we moved here. It's still a safe place to live too but more street lights are in
order. We pay for a light on the pole by the house we rent. It's worth it.

1/9/2019 1:31 PM

1547 this is a beautiful and well maintained tree city. 1/9/2019 1:27 PM

1548 If industrial type expansion is to happen I would like to see it be SR 100 and south. I love our
neighborhood and would not like to see further traffic. With that said, expansion at the Matanza exit
would be nice if done in a classy way ie: WholeFoods Market, Total Wine and More, BB&B, craft
beer house. Nicely landscaped.

1/9/2019 1:22 PM

1549 we need more jobs and opportunities. 1/9/2019 1:22 PM

1550 We need to entice more big business growth in our community. And we desperately need a Whole
Foods and a Costco. NO SAMS OR WALMART

1/9/2019 1:21 PM

1551 no 1/9/2019 1:19 PM

1552 Find ways to reduce the water, sewage, garbage bill. Stop catering to business owners looking for
gov't handouts. Repeal restrictions in the building codes that prevent businesses and property
owners from utilizing their properties. Having a flagpole in your yard should not be a fineable
offense.

1/9/2019 1:19 PM

1553 Repaving of Barrister Lane, as the manhole covers are much higher than the road surface. This
causes vehicles to swerve to miss the manhole covers.

1/9/2019 1:19 PM

1554 Spend some money on people. 1. There should be a year round homeless shelter. 2.There should
be a dedicated, full time senior center 3. There should be more youth programs.

1/9/2019 1:18 PM

1555 Have to go to Daytona Beach, St Augustine, Jax, and Orlando for major shopping….need more
commercial development here

1/9/2019 1:16 PM

1556 Not at this time 1/9/2019 1:16 PM

1557 Very happy with police (Sheriff's Dept) presence, response and resolution of issues. 1/9/2019 1:15 PM

1558 You can't see the printing on the newly painted water tower. It's to fancy and hard to read or letters
not large enough.

1/9/2019 1:15 PM

1559 need to limit development! city grown too much in past 4 years will destroy appeal of Palm Coast if
more development

1/9/2019 1:15 PM

1560 This town needs to grow and give affordable living options. The rents are to high in these
apartments. If and when affordable housing is provided seniors should be first choice. Not
members of the nonworking force, welfare,etc. their are far to many of these types of people living
in very nice communities like beach village and destroying them and also preventing seniors to
afford to live there. There are always jobs to be found rather than the government providing
constant support for these lazy people that just keep having more and more kids. I am 69 years old
and work up to 70 hrs a week caregiving from 9:00 at night to 9:00 in the morning. Yes 12 hrs
shifts!

1/9/2019 1:13 PM

1561 Would like to see water prices go down !! 1/9/2019 1:12 PM

1562 Our homeowner's tax is to high ! 1/9/2019 1:10 PM

1563 I love the city and it's appearance. The concern is that it seems to be much more development of
the new houses happening right now. We are good with the traffic for now but more people moving
in, it will raise the demand on all kind of commercial development

1/9/2019 1:10 PM

1564 If you are considering 5G service I would move for that reason alone. There are so many warnings
about the dangers of these untested waves.

1/9/2019 1:09 PM

1565 the city is not small business friendly. Signage restrictions on company vehicles is ridiculous. Most
small businesses work out of their homes and are constantly harassed by code enforcement for
signage on their vehicles.

1/9/2019 1:08 PM

1566 Water quality is an issue. Also, please do something about the homeless population. There are
programs that can assist.

1/9/2019 1:08 PM

1567 Would love to see some public transport 1/9/2019 1:08 PM

1568 traffic on florida park drive is terrible a truck lost two bags of insulation in front of our house and
now it is all over our yard.

1/9/2019 1:06 PM

1569 No 1/9/2019 1:06 PM

1570 I wish there was more police/sheriff presence on the roads. People drive like there is no speed
limit and very recklessly.

1/9/2019 1:04 PM

1571 I would like to see sidewalks where we can access the streets for walking. 1/9/2019 1:03 PM

1572 Land owners pay taxes here south of 100 (Seminole Woods) yet we don’t have safe sidewalks.
Why?

1/9/2019 1:03 PM
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1573 Please bring in more QUALITY job opportunities for Palm Coast residents, & focus more on the
growing families that are now living here instead of retired existing residents who are financially
stable.

1/9/2019 1:03 PM

1574 Palm Coast should be MORE affordable. WastePro does a horrible job of segregating
trash/recycling and yard waste -- it's amazing how often they combine things!

1/9/2019 1:02 PM

1575 Better recycle program. Real estate open house signs to be allowed. It only helps to better our
economy and home sales.

1/9/2019 1:01 PM

1576 Brush pickup is iffy. Employees of the company are rude, and sometimes don't show up. 1/9/2019 12:58 PM

1577 Someone needs to train traffic engineers 1/9/2019 12:57 PM

1578 Building Department is aggressively antagonistic and non supportive towards citizens and
contractors. They are rude,arrogant and just plain mean. Counter clerks get joy out of frustrating
customers. Inspectors go out of their way to make every inspection fail in some way. I have built
projects all over the state of Florida and Palm Coast Building Department and Metro-Dade Building
Department are the worst to do business with. They are an embarrassment to the city. If anyone
cares, just ask any contractor or citizen who has had any interaction with the building department
and you will hear the same complaint.

1/9/2019 12:56 PM

1579 Palm Coast government needs to greatly improve the Code Enforcement compliance. We don't
need unreasonable requirements but we do need enforcement for the sake of our beautiful city.
Please help our citizens keep PC beautiful.

1/9/2019 12:54 PM

1580 I would like to see our water & sewer Bill's to be more reasonable especially the minimum charge
when 0 usage. The city is great trying to keep our streets clean and mowed. Kudos to those hard
workers!

1/9/2019 12:54 PM

1581 When plants are planted in medians shouldn’t they be low maintenance and attractive plants? 1/9/2019 12:52 PM

1582 There needs to be a wider selection of media suppliers. Spectrum is sporadic at best, Direct tv is
bad, and these are the primary choices. We shouldn't be held hostage to these monopolies.

1/9/2019 12:52 PM

1583 0 1/9/2019 12:50 PM

1584 I think we need more manufacturing jobs. There is plenty of retail and restaurants but very few
manufacturing jobs.

1/9/2019 12:47 PM

1585 Nope 1/9/2019 12:47 PM

1586 We should have more than one trash service competing for business. When you are the only show
in town you get to make up the rules. No accountability.

1/9/2019 12:46 PM

1587 There is a home in our neighborhood 4 Coral Reef Ct N, palm Coast FL 32137. That has wasp
nest hanging on it, grass growing out of roof, unscreened back porch, tree in front yard that the
leaves fall all over surrounding yards. Needs power washed and painted. Sketchy activity. Bringing
real estate prices down. 3 houses are for sale on street. Who wants to feel unsafe in their home?
Who wants to live next to live in a neighborhood with an ongoing eyesore. Code enforcement has
been called multiple times. Please help our neighborhood feel safe and look nice as well.

1/9/2019 12:46 PM

1588 Matanzas Parkway is traveled more and more everyday by construction and vehicles coming from
I-95. I believe there may be a need for another traffic light at Laramie or Luther. Also a traffic light
at US-1 and matanzas Parkway has been needed for years because of previous accidents in that
intersection.

1/9/2019 12:46 PM

1589 I regret that the city is expanding too fast 1/9/2019 12:44 PM

1590 no 1/9/2019 12:44 PM

1591 Thank you for taking initiative to better our community 1/9/2019 12:43 PM

1592 We have a serious problem of people speeding on Laguna Forest Trail. Been going on for a long
time. Someone going for a walk, walking their dog, or child riding their bike is going to get
seriously hurt if not killed. This is very serious to all of the neighbors and would be great if
someone could address this as it has been brought up and nothing is still happening.

1/9/2019 12:42 PM

1593 We moved here back in August and realize it’s the best decision we made on moving to Florida. 1/9/2019 12:42 PM

1594 Palm coast needs a identity. Something they are known for. Something that will make people want
to come here to live and spend their money. They need a draw.

1/9/2019 12:42 PM

1595 Storm water/drainage very bad. Work done in my neighborhood made matters worse instead of
better. Street lighting essential. The city is dark and very unappealing at night... wife and daughter
do not feel safe.

1/9/2019 12:41 PM

1596 If I'm not mistaken, the majority of homes in Palm Coast were built between 1990 and 2005. These
homes are now showing their age, and some homeowners can't seem to maintain them properly
from an appearance standpoint. This could be due to the financial challenges inherent to an aging,
fixed-income population, or in some instances, a basic lack of pride of ownership. Although this is
not necessarily a "City of Palm Coast" issue, it nonetheless contributes to the general decline in
the look and feel of the city in some areas. I'm not sure what the solution is to this problem, but it's
something the City needs to think about for the near future.

1/9/2019 12:39 PM

1597 Pls clean the intesection of Seminole Woods Blvd and Route 1 both sides. *Also, there should be
subsidies for seniors to live here - not only subsidies for poor people.

1/9/2019 12:38 PM

1598 The dire need for industry to be here. You will lose me and thousands of others if we do not
improve bringing in businesses and firing those who do not come through with what they are paid
to do.

1/9/2019 12:37 PM

1599 what idiot decided to waste money resurfacing roads that did not need it at Grand Haven where I
live, the money should have been better spent.

1/9/2019 12:36 PM
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1600 Cimmaron Dr. MUST get a sidewalk so Section "C" residents can have access to Palm Harbor
Parkway for walking or bicycles!

1/9/2019 12:35 PM

1601 I feel there should be more, many more Street lights being installed and used. Many areas are
very dark at night and safety indicates the need for street lights. White Dove Lane area is dark??

1/9/2019 12:35 PM

1602 Many families chose to buy home in Seminole woods base on zoning (single family home) .
Please do not rezone to multi family home

1/9/2019 12:33 PM

1603 it seems by reading a lot of social media, there is quite a bit of auto break ins going on. Im sure the
sheriff is doing all they can but in my opinion keeping the crime in check and vagrants from
loitering is the number one issue facing palm coast. Our issue is small in comparison to other
nearby cities however we do not wish to be anything like them so keeping it at bay is top priority or
we WILL lose residents. Including me.

1/9/2019 12:31 PM

1604 I love Palm Coast :-) 1/9/2019 12:31 PM

1605 I rarely see police presence other than when an issue arises. It would be nice to see more
patrolling on our main roadways not with the intention of simply pulling people over for violations.

1/9/2019 12:31 PM

1606 Isle of Palm Coast I'm 64 and it's the best place I've ever lived the past 18 years 1/9/2019 12:30 PM

1607 Palm Coast needs more cell phone towers. It’s almost impossible to talk on the phone & send text
messages without walking around the yard!

1/9/2019 12:30 PM

1608 Residential speed limits should be reduced to 25mph. 1/9/2019 12:30 PM

1609 Put a light at Matanzas and us 1 . A roundabout won’t work there . Traffic lights are much cheaper.
Listen to the people who live here. And put a nice sign up for Matanzas. We have been forgotten
here. Spend our money more wisely.

1/9/2019 12:28 PM

1610 The way you raised water/sewer rates & property taxes for this year's budget & future budgets was
absolutely unnecessary. My family can afford it but families that have limited income it has to be
tough on them. It's the council responsibility to make intelligent decisions on when and how much
taxes & service fees should be charged and they were extremely reckless with their decisions with
this year's budget. If you want to make this community feel safe and to be safe, streetlights should
be added to residential streets throughout the street not just at the corner of that street. If the cities
of Daytona Beach & Holly Hill can somehow figure this out and afford it, why can't this city???
Residents will feel safer if their street was lit up instead of being dark. I would think this would be
common sense for individuals "in charge" of this city.

1/9/2019 12:28 PM

1611 Palm coast is a devil’s den 1/9/2019 12:25 PM

1612 More timely care of the storm drainage ditch by my house. 1/9/2019 12:25 PM

1613 DO NOT rezone Seminole Woods to Multi-Family! I don't want to move out of Palm Coast, but I
will!

1/9/2019 12:24 PM

1614 Please no more duplexes 1/9/2019 12:22 PM

1615 We require more jobs, and should attempt to attract more information technology based
employers.

1/9/2019 12:22 PM

1616 The beggars and garbage on the streets are shame for Palm Coast. 1/9/2019 12:20 PM

1617 Have been here a year from NJ love Palm Coast would love to see a little more for my
grandchildren who live with us.

1/9/2019 12:20 PM

1618 No tower building growth. Keep the small town feel and protect our natural environment. 1/9/2019 12:19 PM

1619 Littering is a major problem hurting the looks of our city. Also should be noise ordinance on car
radios. Dangerous. Hard to hear emergency signals

1/9/2019 12:18 PM

1620 I love living in palm coast, but just feel that the businesses that continue to be build or a repeat of
what’s already here. We have a movie theatre in the middle of nowhere with no restaurants or any
other entertainment around it, so we drive to Daytona to for the movies. We go to Daytona do
jumping zones. Instead your building housing around the theatre. Not good planning in my
opinion.

1/9/2019 12:18 PM

1621 So far we love it here and expect to enjoy our retirement years. 1/9/2019 12:17 PM

1622 If we are to reach the anticipated 210K population by 2030, we should have more planning now. I
can remember only one general meeting last year addressing the issue

1/9/2019 12:17 PM

1623 1. This isn't a retirement community anymore, but do have to respect that there is needs from both
sides. 2. We have enough housing. Make landlords take care of their homes, and tenants better,
and tenants won't be looking for newer rental properties all the time. 3. Storm water, and being
prepared for wet weather is a must. Continually saying unprecedented amount of rain is no
excuse. It's Florida, expect it to rain a lot, and expect the worse, so that you're prepared. 4. Even
though it has been said that street lighting will be addressed, it feels like its going really slow.
Based on what I read, Palm Coast hired a company to see where its needed the most. Then the
company did research on statistics(traffic accidents, etc). This information the Sheriff's Office
could of provided for free, and city council using their brains would of saved the city some money.
Now I know that studies must be done sometimes, but this was a no-brainer type of situation. The
public has been talking about this for over a decade now, and there has even been loss of life of
this(not just lighting but no sidewalks). This issue should of been a priority #1 back when the city
started .

1/9/2019 12:17 PM

1624 People need to investigate complaints. We got a notice about out animals and it was not even our
animals. Trash people miss the truck at times and leave all over road or in yard by road to blow
around. Stray animals getting into things (trash cans)

1/9/2019 12:15 PM

1625 Have a good year 1/9/2019 12:15 PM
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1626 Palm Coast is beautiful. The beauty is the quietness of it but the infrastructure needs improvement.
Roads, sidewalks, lights, CELL PHONE service. During and after the hurricane, it was scary not
have to have any phone service (home or cell). Last, businesses, restaurants, cultural activities
are a must. Thank you for asking.

1/9/2019 12:14 PM

1627 Need to attract better paying jobs that are not retail or restaurant related. 1/9/2019 12:14 PM

1628 Colbert Lane needs benches on the sidewalk side. If you walk from Daytona College to Leigh
Trails, there are no benches to take a break, and no trees for shade. I know someone that walked
that and became seriously ill but there are not benches to take a break, will later caused serious
health problems. Benches are needed on Colbert Lane sidewalk.

1/9/2019 12:13 PM

1629 Time the dam traffic lights. Trip at night, timed during the day. Adjust for holidays. 1/9/2019 12:12 PM

1630 This city should be more open to small business owners and improvement to the adult night life. 1/9/2019 12:11 PM

1631 More street lighting belle terre by the schools long over do 1/9/2019 12:11 PM

1632 I also think that reckless driving is a big problem in Palm coast neighborhoods. I think investment
in speed bumps on streets (cimmaron, Florida park, frontier, Cochise, Comanche) is essential.
Since there are limited sidewalks in these locations people walk on the road and people are racing
down these roads and some times even passing other cars despite the double solid lines. It’s
reckless and dangerous and the police don’t seem to do enough to stop or deter these drivers.

1/9/2019 12:11 PM

1633 We love our woods here, would like to see some clean up of woods through the sections. Dead
branches or garbage removed, keep nature beautiful

1/9/2019 12:11 PM

1634 Love seeing our tax dollars at work to beautify Palm Coast. 1/9/2019 12:09 PM

1635 We spend too much money on Landscaping for the manicured vegetation we deemed needed on
Palm Coast Pkwy, and route 100. We need more money spent on fixing the Lift Stations and
maintaining our existing streets and roads and less money on the investments we made on City
Hall, the Construction of an $8 million Community Center which were never approved by voters.

1/9/2019 12:08 PM

1636 Nice city. Not enough cultural options 1/9/2019 12:08 PM

1637 For the $$ spent on "upper" position salaries, we, the taxpayers, are getting the short end. Time to
re-evaluate the job performance. Pay according to the job being done, or continue to pay and
replace with talent. Presently, the performance in most positions is overpaid base on results.

1/9/2019 12:07 PM

1638 NEIGHBORHOODS NEED BETTER POLICE PRESENCE, TRAFFIC IS TOO FAST IN
NEIGHBORHOODS

1/9/2019 12:07 PM

1639 Overall, I think the city leadership does a pretty good job. Things are kept up reasonably well,
taxes aren't too bad, and communications are acceptable. But, one thing... for the love of God,
why are gasoline prices so much higher here than in surrounding counties?

1/9/2019 12:06 PM

1640 Innovation district and fiber are a waste of city resources. This appears to be agenda driven by a
few council members and does not fit the culture or character of the city as a whole. Before trying
an innovation district, try developing the basics. An innovation district is more for an academic or
collegiate city, such as Gainesville, of which Palm Coast is not. Also, leave fiber to the private
industry, the City should not be in the business of fiber. Focus on basic governmental services,
such as public works, health and safety, and infrastructure.

1/9/2019 12:06 PM

1641 The canal system is a disgrace, with all the garbage floating in it. I think that should be the #1
issue, clean them up before we spend $$$ putting in new bulkheads.

1/9/2019 12:06 PM

1642 I have lived her since 2001. It has grown and I've really been very happy here. 1/9/2019 12:05 PM

1643 several items but prefer to elaborate by other means if possible. 1/9/2019 12:05 PM

1644 I like wawa stations for cheaper gas and good food. I like restaurants like Chilies PF chang, Bjs
and chinese food in better than a take out joint. Also a trader joes or whole food store, maybe an
italian deli like d' leos in St Augustine.

1/9/2019 12:05 PM

1645 I would love to see Club House Dr. (CHD) become a "not for thru traffic" street and if that is not
possible I'd love to see speed bumps or other deterrents installed and its speed limit drastically
reduced. Traffic should be encouraged to go a block further and take Palm Coast Pkwy. It is
obvious from its design and layout that CHD was not originally intended as a major corridor of
traffic; individuals (mostly nonresidents) use it as an alternate for Palm Coast Pkwy and they often
fly in excess of speeds of 50 mph on it; it is horribly lit at nights discouraging us from taking late
afternoon walks with family and pets and our pets are being literally butchered on it! We have lived
here on CHD since Aug 2018 but had we better thought out this situation we probably wouldn't live
on it today. And oh, by the way, we've discussed this with numerous other CHD residents and our
opinion isn't out of line at all. Thank you

1/9/2019 12:04 PM

1646 We love living in Palm Coast! 1/9/2019 12:03 PM

1647 Flagler Airport way to busy! Airport should shutdown to training flights when Traffic controlers are
not available. Traffic at airport is a nusiance and not friendly to neighborhoods

1/9/2019 12:02 PM

1648 Been in Palm Coast for 20 years. The lack of industrial growth, inability to bring in/complete Town
center and the increase in crime makes me want to move to Volusia county. Step up and make
the community better for all and not just yourselves!

1/9/2019 12:02 PM

1649 Palm Coast has so much going for it - scenery, location, canals, the visual beauty. Two things that
top my list for improvement. First is attracting large employers who can provide higher paying
careers that are competitive with Jax and maybe Daytona. Second, continue the efforts in fighting
crime. Crime, petty crime -- car break-ins, thefts, etc -- is worrisome. The Sheriff's Dept is doing a
phenomenal job and kudos to them. Let's keep working to lower the crime rate and keep Palm
Coasters safe and having greater peace of mind.

1/9/2019 12:00 PM

1650 The garbage service is not great. 1/9/2019 12:00 PM
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1651 Desperately need better cell service. 1/9/2019 12:00 PM

1652 The City is in desperate, desparate need of additional fastpitch softball (and baseball) facilities.
ITSC is fantastic....but has been outgrown for a while. Please strongly consider supporting this
sport with additional fields for our youth and player development. Thank you!!

1/9/2019 11:59 AM

1653 Why is there a toll bridge? Stop the tolls! 1/9/2019 11:59 AM

1654 Overall great job by city planners and administrators. City events could be more thought-out, like
only two food truck vendors with dinner items during the 4th of July event was way too little. We're
a big community, not a small town...and the event was mostly political tables. Not a fun community
event. We left early, very frustrated and disappointed.

1/9/2019 11:59 AM

1655 Palm Coast is a city. Not an HOA. Stop treating it like an HOA. We want to bring our boats and
trailers home. We should’nt be forced to keep them in storage all the time with payments ranging
$80+ each and every month for storage. Let people park in the yard if they don’t have a big
enough driveway to fit the cars that belong there. Or offer to buy the homeowners bigger
driveways to appease your city rules.

1/9/2019 11:59 AM

1656 Overall, I think this is a great place to reside and most services are adequate. I have lived a lot of
places to include outside the USA. I have a a pretty good idea of what makes good family living.

1/9/2019 11:59 AM

1657 Be nice if someone would do a traffic study around the Palm Coast Pky I 95 overpass including
the side roads around this area Like old kings and Cypress edge dr. Also would be a good idea to
clean out the drainage ditches besides the roads I live on Emily Pl St Johns ave

1/9/2019 11:59 AM

1658 Deputies should relax a little on speed control which appears to be a profit center, and focus more
on reckless lane weavers, and aggressive drivers. An audit of water sewer utility needs to be
conducted asap. They are now gaining national attention as ridiculously priced and will affect
property values adversely.

1/9/2019 11:58 AM

1659 I’m New in the are 1 1/2 years and so far love it thins is my retirement place 1/9/2019 11:58 AM

1660 Traffic flow PC Pkwy area needs to be evaluated, signal timing esp. , left turn lane s/b old kings rd
to e/b PC Pkwy needs traffic evaluation. Consider the legality of an ordinace prohibiting beggars at
intersections, Anything that can be done to stop the paving over of the land along Colbert

1/9/2019 11:58 AM

1661 Add more cell towers and fix the signal issue on Belle terre and us1 1/9/2019 11:58 AM

1662 like to see a few more upscale restaurants and some type of true town center built 1/9/2019 11:57 AM

1663 Please take comments made by the "Citizens Against Virtually Everything" with a grain of salt. I've
lived here since I was 9 years old, and I love this place, because I get out and make the most of it.
Please continue with initiatives to get our residents out exploring the beauty of our community. I
think it will make them less cranky.

1/9/2019 11:57 AM

1664 Poor storm drainage will be the reason I leave Palm Coast soon. I will also that I enjoy living here
and it is unfortunate that I will have to leave

1/9/2019 11:57 AM

1665 clean up the trash along roadways. Its horrendous. Brings the value of the community down. When
the grass is cut along roadways, they cut up the trash and make it seem like even more. Its
deplorable.

1/9/2019 11:56 AM

1666 I would like to see City wide Wi-Fi 1/9/2019 11:56 AM

1667 Please work on getting more businesses to come here so that people will be able to work and live
in Palm Coast. We also need a lot more street lights in all subdivisions. It’s very dangerous not
being able to see at night. We also need more facilities to keep children active to stay out of
trouble. More money should be spent on real issues in this town than the beautification. Keeping
its natural beauty is what makes it attractive here. I’m tired of seeing money wasted on Palm
Coast signs that cost millions. Our tax money should be allocated better than it has been.

1/9/2019 11:55 AM

1668 The city really needs to get the Highway Lane Markings repainted, some area you can hardly see
the lines in good weather and in rainy weather NOT at all... Need to do more than just Crosswalks
at School Zones.

1/9/2019 11:55 AM

1669 My children would love to move here but the job opportunities are very few. My daughter is 38 and
has her Masters and her husband is highly skilled worker. Any available jobs are requiring Fl.
drivers licenses, which you can’t get unless you live here. Quite a catch 22.

1/9/2019 11:55 AM

1670 I like Palm Coast, it is great if you are raising a family or retiring but if you want to further your job
career, it does not cater to young single couples without kids.

1/9/2019 11:54 AM

1671 Cell service is the worst thing about living here. 1/9/2019 11:54 AM

1672 I would like to say the Sheriffs department does a great job! 1/9/2019 11:54 AM

1673 adding the lanes on PC pkwy was a good idea, but everyone still drives 15 under the speed limit
in EVERY lane!!! It seems like those lights between PC pkwy and pine lakes pkwy on Belle Terre
are timed so you get stopped every half block instead of being able to go all the way through. it
gets backed up.

1/9/2019 11:54 AM

1674 Increase cell phone coverage 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

1675 Although we have owned our home since 2014, we just became permanent residents in May 2018
so we are still settling in and getting to know the area.

1/9/2019 11:52 AM

1676 Some street lighting and cameras should be considered for areas with recurring theft and arrests. 1/9/2019 11:52 AM

1677 Ordinances need to be fairly managed, fining one house yet other violate daily things like parking
in easement, trash on side of house, boats in driveway and don’t get fined is unfair

1/9/2019 11:52 AM

1678 Very frustrating voting against new town hall and community center and then officials do it anyhow.
Also water costs are ridiculous!

1/9/2019 11:51 AM
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1679 More restaurants, and more or any Wawa’s. 1/9/2019 11:51 AM

1680 Keep up the great work ! 1/9/2019 11:51 AM

1681 Schools need improvement. 1/9/2019 11:50 AM

1682 So glad we chose Palm Coast to retire in. 1/9/2019 11:49 AM

1683 City buildings need to have extended hrs one day a week and at least one Saturday a month for
customer service.

1/9/2019 11:49 AM

1684 Although I do enjoy living here. There is nothing for children to do here. You have to drive to
Daytona or St. Augustine.

1/9/2019 11:48 AM

1685 Property tax too high, roads on 95 south before Flagler Beach exit need repaving 1/9/2019 11:47 AM

1686 Fire Coffey 1/9/2019 11:46 AM

1687 CAR BREAKINS ARE OUT OF CONTROL 1/9/2019 11:45 AM

1688 The lack of road lighting is dangerous. 1/9/2019 11:39 AM

1689 taxes should not be increasing faster than inflation given the overall growth of the city, if you can't
beat inflation with a growing tax base you'll get killed in a downturn, simple macro economics

1/9/2019 11:28 AM

1690 PLEASE GET COMMUNITY SENIORS CENTER!!!Only town I know of that doesn't have a senior
center. We would have less crime with street lights. I have paid for a street light at 10 plus monthly
since 2003 not right. Less auto break in if the streets were light with street lights.

1/9/2019 11:23 AM

1691 More regulation for builders for total clearing of lots. They do not build to keep state and native
trees. They build to make it easier for them. More education on Florida Friendly Landscape and
irrigation practices. More certification education on landscapers and lawn services. As a state are
loosing site of the future when it comes to our environment!!!

1/9/2019 11:22 AM

1692 The swales in the R section need to be cleaned out as they were supposed to be in December but
never done.

1/9/2019 11:03 AM

1693 Develop town center, not 100. stop stupid growth. more minimum wage jobs will exacerbate social
and economic problems in the city. Say no to developers who will building minimum wage
businesses. put in solid height restrictions for all buildings. stop trying to turn this place into
Daytona/Orlando. Make developers pay for all infrastructure improvements. Before allowing more
housing make certain the infrastructure can handle it. If not, make the developers pay for it.
Developers care only about profit, nothing else. Remember that and you can read through their
BS. Adopt smart growth if you must. From what I've seen in the last 12 years the various councils
are being paid off by developers and dumb growth has been implemented. Learn the lessons from
LPGA and what it is going through. Don't make the same mistakes here. Growth does not reduce
taxes, yadda, yadda, yadda. Don't get fooled by those old cliché arguments developers use. You
have brains, use them.

1/9/2019 10:58 AM

1694 Hope the city council and mayor will recognize and plan for development while keeping the natural
environment in a condition that will be able to provide the future residents and especially children
the opportunity to grow up in a clean and appealing community.

1/9/2019 10:39 AM

1695 Your web form needs to include a N/A column 1/9/2019 10:38 AM

1696 Palm Coast Code Enforcement needs to be re-evaluated - not applied evenly, some houses seem
to be allowed to be in disrepair and some houses seem to be written up for minor infractions.

1/9/2019 10:28 AM

1697 1. Enforcement of handicap parking is non-existent. They are being used by people that obviously
don't need them - kids, spouses, etc. 2. Operation of traffic light sensors (imbedded in roadway) in
major intersections is terrible. It's almost as if whoever has the responsibility of programing them
doesn't know what they're doing or simply doesn't care. I've seen intersection lights change when
no traffic is present that needs the light, especially when turn lanes with no cars in them get a
green light. Why have the technology if it's not used.

1/9/2019 10:21 AM

1698 Better marking on the roads/streets. More round-abouts and less lights. Pleeeease fix Publix
Island Walk parking lot. Who in the world approved those plans? Make it easier for businesses to
start up. Stop wasting tax payers money.

1/9/2019 10:13 AM

1699 Great place to live, but taxes and cost of government must stay low. Island Walk parking lot is a
disaster, city official that signed off on it should be fired.

1/9/2019 10:10 AM

1700 We need some kind of major shopping center/mall with a number of chain department stores. 1/9/2019 10:09 AM

1701 1. Palm Coast needs business' and jobs 2. Opportunities for the young adults 3. The city or county
needs to get a better recycling program. Whether through Waste Pro or providing recycle
containers around the city. We, as a city can do better.

1/9/2019 9:58 AM

1702 1. Fix Road from US 1 to Humane Society NOW...Disgusting.. 2. Erect a CELL Tower now in this
backward Town

1/9/2019 9:45 AM

1703 We all want an attractive, safe community. But we need to balance a nice place to live with what
that costs. Our governmental leaders need to put a hold on tax and fee increases and live within
that budget.

1/9/2019 9:24 AM

1704 Stop the growth. When I moved here it was like old Florida. Now it's getting to be like Ft.
Lauderdale.

1/9/2019 9:23 AM

1705 Be local, buy local 1/9/2019 8:43 AM

1706 Reduction of property taxes, is essential in retaining property owners 1/9/2019 8:42 AM

1707 If I see a parking meter installed on Flagler Beach I will relocate 1/9/2019 8:34 AM

1708 I am very happy living in Palm Coast 1/9/2019 8:28 AM
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1709 Please get Trader Joe's to build a store here in Palm Coast. LOL 1/9/2019 8:28 AM

1710 Keep taxes lower 1/9/2019 8:25 AM

1711 Swells, got to come to the B section and open up the swells to the storm drains, some driveways
don’t even have culverts under them, backing water up for blocks, right before the storm drain.
This is a simple fix that helps many homes in the path of that drain. I love the parks and roadways
how well maintained, but really its not gone to do me or others any good if our homes flood from a
lack of maintenance on the storm system, got to move that water!!!!

1/9/2019 8:23 AM

1712 The city needs to adapt to the needs of the young, middle class families by boosting the number of
well paying job opportunities quickly.

1/9/2019 8:06 AM

1713 Traffic between FL Park Dr and Old Kings, made worse by eliminating access to eastbound PC
Pkw from Publix and the access to CVS and upturn forcing everyone onto Old Kings. Why were
those changes made. Way too much trash along roads and in ponds. We need to stop people from
throwing it by imposing hefty fines. Entrance from SR100 to highway disgusting with trash. Get
businesses like Macdonalds and landscapers to take some responsibility for trash. We need some
mid-level businesses. Enough dollar stores and other discount stores. Looking at businesses, why
would anyone move here. Not living up to expectations when I moved here 11 years ago. All of
that said, I love Palm Coast, but we to make sure we don’t turn into Alabama with a dollar store on
every corner

1/9/2019 7:59 AM

1714 Need to look in to more jobs for the area for people to make a good living they have to travel to
st.johns or Volusia county .

1/9/2019 7:45 AM

1715 More working streetlights in the W section especially Whipperwill & Whitney Place The Police
department in Palm Coast provides excellent service. Thank you.

1/9/2019 7:30 AM

1716 Yes finish sidewalk on white view parkway towards us1 like you promised 1/9/2019 7:10 AM

1717 If anything in my yard is not visible from the street leave me alone. Duplex construction is on the
rise and that's worse than any boat in a drive way. Freedom is very limited in palm coast.

1/9/2019 7:05 AM

1718 small service business must be more responsive to customers. If they say they are coming to your
house at a given time, show up or at least call and reschedule!

1/9/2019 6:38 AM

1719 Moved here 7 months ago. Love the area, the community, friendliness, and the layout of the city.
Our garbage/recycle employees are the best! The postal deliveries are consistent. Stores are
conveniently located, roads are well maintained.

1/9/2019 5:56 AM

1720 no 1/9/2019 5:35 AM

1721 NONE 1/9/2019 5:12 AM

1722 Keep up the challenging and good work of governance! 1/9/2019 2:10 AM

1723 Street lights along belle terre on the southside are way overdue. 1/9/2019 1:26 AM

1724 Do not use most of your rec fac and trails because I cannot walk very well. Would if I could, same
for trips.

1/8/2019 11:40 PM

1725 Yes. There needs to be more traffic cops present along the roads that lead to parkways. Too many
accidents in the W section already.

1/8/2019 11:40 PM

1726 Veterans who purchase homes should be automatically setup for homested exemption 1/8/2019 11:25 PM

1727 Been here 13 years and love it!!!!! 1/8/2019 10:54 PM

1728 As the population ages here, more shopping, medical services and other services need to be
added locally. Traffic congestion is getting worse, two lane roads add to this. Town Center is a folly
and as it would be developed, theimproved infrastructure for traffic is sorely needed. Distances
between parking lots and businesses are too far a walk for those with handicaps. More shade is
needed there as well.

1/8/2019 10:51 PM

1729 The small dog park needs shade for the elderly it’s now even safe for them to go in the hot
summer. It wouldn’t take much to put up a sunshade.

1/8/2019 10:20 PM

1730 Love Palm Coast that is why we choose to Move here fall of 2018 1/8/2019 10:19 PM

1731 Thank you for the opportunity to share my opinions 1/8/2019 10:18 PM

1732 More youth programs after normal office hours and weekends 1/8/2019 9:43 PM

1733 My family moved here from West Virginia a couple years ago. I have a son with Autism and we
joined Special Olympics. There are over 200 kids in your city and I think it would be good if you
had a meet and greet with the athletes and get to know them in our community and support your
local athletes. Be a better community together.

1/8/2019 8:59 PM

1734 Invest in better recycling 1/8/2019 8:59 PM

1735 Palm Coast government still does not make it easy for businesses to get started or expand. Also
rules such as having company trucks having to cover up logos is ridiculous considering politicians
can advertise themselves all over the place at election time. Also drainage on Biltmore place is
poor. I've been complaining since 2001 when my house got flooded during tropical storm
Gabrielle. I've gotten lots of promises but nothing has gotten done. Thank God for Bellaire
Waterway or I would have gotten flooded numerous times. Every time it rains heavy, the garage
and screen porch get flooded, but the street next to me is clear.

1/8/2019 8:57 PM

1736 Recent experience indicates the city may be over regulating minor housing repairs via its
permitting processes.

1/8/2019 8:50 PM

1737 Residents should be able to keep recreational vehicles in the drive as long as it does not block the
view of the road while pulling out of a driveway.

1/8/2019 8:44 PM

1738 no 1/8/2019 8:37 PM
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1739 Due to the fact of lack of multi families apartment housing, too many single family homes are not
owner occupied they are rented and in most cases those families do not take good care of the
homes inside and out, it makes the homes close by a bad look.

1/8/2019 8:35 PM

1740 Every time a chain restaurant or store tries to set up here, or a condo/villa community wants to
build here, the city makes unreasonable requirements which makes them pull out and develop
their business elsewhere. This city will never bring in enough tax revenue with this type of thinking.
Homeowners taxes alone cannot afford to support this city especially with no jobs. Also with
nothing to do here, people will move on.

1/8/2019 8:35 PM

1741 Moved here 2 years ago from New England after retirement. We really like it here, has everything
to offer.

1/8/2019 8:19 PM

1742 The fire department is one of the best around. Those guys are underpaid! They are spot on with
all emergency calls. I feel great full they are always there and professional when I need them.

1/8/2019 8:18 PM

1743 As we have recently relocated here, there is a lot of city codes that we are not aware of. I would
suggest that when homes are sold, new buyers should be provided with a printout of them. And
when given a notice, city employees should be making sure that all people's homes not up to code
be given notice as well. Not just the new person on the street because someone is complaining.
We've seen many issues on our street not to code but yet we've been singled out. Doesn't make
one feel welcome.

1/8/2019 8:11 PM

1744 Hi Ladies! 1/8/2019 7:56 PM

1745 Keep it going. Excellent place to live 1/8/2019 7:52 PM

1746 You do a wonderful job please build a mall like millennium mall or Altamonte Mall thank you and
happy new year !

1/8/2019 7:50 PM

1747 There has been standing water in the street for almost a year 1/8/2019 7:41 PM

1748 Code enforcement should be done in an egaletarian manner. If one house gets a pink slip for
immediate rectification then all homes should have the same requirement, at least on the same
street. Just the other day we were ’reminded’ that we need to conceal our air conditioner. 3 other
homes on our cul-de-sac and one across the adjacent street also have an exposed air conditioner
but they did not get the pink slip. I will get it done none-the-less. Thanks for the opportunity to vent.

1/8/2019 7:38 PM

1749 We were so impressed with the cleanliness and friendliness of the city. Although there are some
areas that need improvements. We need to address the homeless problem before it gets out of
hand. Love the smaller more quiet feel of the town. Would like to see the wireless services
improved. It's a great place to live.

1/8/2019 7:19 PM

1750 I notice the ramps from Palm Coast Pkwy and SR100 into I95 and the opposite from I95 need
serious attention to clean up the litter along the shoulders :(

1/8/2019 7:12 PM

1751 The new community center is beautiful. but what were you thinking with the small size of the
parking lot? Beauty has to go hand in hand with functionality.

1/8/2019 7:10 PM

1752 No 1/8/2019 7:09 PM

1753 Please watch the tax growth it has been increasing at a high rate. 1/8/2019 7:01 PM

1754 no 1/8/2019 6:17 PM

1755 The current system of city government to include city manager must be transplanted and large tax
expenditures must be approved by the citizens, not city manager or staff members. We seem to
be in the position of taxation without representation.

1/8/2019 6:15 PM

1756 I liked Palm Coast when it was a small town. Now too many people, too much traffic, I miss the
rural environment.

1/8/2019 6:10 PM

1757 City council is NOT user friendly. They work for the citizens 1/8/2019 6:08 PM

1758 Palm Coast is a growing city. The administration is doing a very good job in all facets. Love the
city.

1/8/2019 6:06 PM

1759 I feel that all major roads that have a right turn should have a turn lane, Belle Terre is very bad on
a busy day and someone turns right. More lights

1/8/2019 6:06 PM

1760 Please try to keep taxes and fees down. 1/8/2019 6:06 PM

1761 I visit the Flagler Humane Society on a regular basis, and it needs tremendous improvement, both
in conditions and employees. This county needs to model the Humane Society in Volusia county
near the outlet mall just on the other side of I-95, that place is outstanding. The building alone is
so much happier and bright, the adoption #s on the animals is so much better I believe due to
them being worked with instead of just stuck in cages, very rarely are the animals there longterm
like the ones in Flagler. It's a sad situation here, and seems like nothing is getting better.
Everybody I know that has adopted has done so through Halifax, everything and everybody
involved there makes the experience far superior to Flagler. The animals are the ones paying the
price, and it's just not fair to them.

1/8/2019 5:50 PM

1762 All in all the city of Palm Coast needs to focus on bringing in new job opportunities and safer roads
like clearing out places when people are trying to pull out and you can’t see due to the shrubbery
and bushes and more sidewalks and a better education system as well. Palm coast is beautiful but
that’s not what it should just be all about it’s about the people that live in the community.

1/8/2019 5:33 PM

1763 Cell service in the Hidden Lakes area along Old Kings is terrible. We need to upgrade asap! 1/8/2019 5:31 PM

1764 The garbage pickup is good but the recyle needs help. They miss sometime and other times they
only pick up some of the recyleable.

1/8/2019 5:17 PM

1765 The city seems to be well run without any major problems. 1/8/2019 4:57 PM

1766 Lights Lights Lights 1/8/2019 4:45 PM
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1767 Good Luck 1/8/2019 4:38 PM

1768 Retired and moved here in 2017 from Washington DC metro area. We feel like we hit a home run.
Absolutely love Palm Coast and surrounding area.

1/8/2019 4:37 PM

1769 There seems to be a cavalier taxing and spending attitude amoungst SOME of the city leaders this
is a trend that needs to be stiffly opposed also please abandon the very wrongheaded efforts to
bring low cost housing to palm coast it means nothing but trouble crime and instability let the palm
coast serenity remain intact without artificial interference by govt regarding housing PLEASE stop
this now!

1/8/2019 4:37 PM

1770 Please work on street lights! Thank you! 1/8/2019 4:32 PM

1771 More services for the poor and disabled are needed, especially food, affordable rental housing,
medical assistance and transportation. For the working class and poor, full time employment with
a living wage and benefits.

1/8/2019 4:22 PM

1772 Grand haven is super safe and great, but I pay a premium price for my family to be free from the
break ins and hood Kim’s terrorizing some sections we’ve lived before like P, R, and S more
commonly.

1/8/2019 4:20 PM

1773 Dislike signage on palm coast parkway Had to find stores and addressses 1/8/2019 4:09 PM

1774 We miss not having a central downtown pedestrian friendly shopping/dining/entertainment district
that we enjoyed up north.

1/8/2019 3:55 PM

1775 been in this town since 84 and seen lots of good in this community. 1/8/2019 3:53 PM

1776 We moved to Palm Coast in February 2016 after 38+ years in the panhandle of Florida. We love
Palm Coast. Our children and grandchildren love to visit. This is a great area to retire or to move a
family.

1/8/2019 3:40 PM

1777 Thought this would be a nice place to retire. The criminal activity has changed my plan. 1/8/2019 3:39 PM

1778 Please watch the development - make sure it is planned smartly. Please attract new businesses
esp new restaurants (not chains!) The city always looks beautiful. Please make people fix their
seawalls. Don't overkill with the street light additions.

1/8/2019 3:34 PM

1779 None 1/8/2019 3:18 PM

1780 Very little code inforcement goes on in the area I live in. Ryan dr is always littered with trash. If
Ryan dr is restricted to one family houses , why is a two family house being built on Ryan dr. .
Who approved that?

1/8/2019 3:12 PM

1781 Need to enforce parking in neighborhoods. Too many park in roadway. Emergency vehicle would
be difficult to get through.

1/8/2019 3:11 PM

1782 I have been a resident of Palm Coast since 1988, graduated from FPC and have seen many
positive changes in the area, Thank you. With that said I have also seen slow grow with industries
in the area. Our tax base needs more than restaurants please bring in business that will provide
jobs for my children.

1/8/2019 3:09 PM

1783 We frequent the Hammock Community center park. The playground is great, but the grounds need
some work. There are red ants all over in the mulch and sand. The basketball hoops are no longer
there. It would be great if it could be cleaned up and maintained.

1/8/2019 3:01 PM

1784 I'm very active with pickleball. would like to see dedicated pickleball courts in our town more
centrally located than mala compra.

1/8/2019 2:48 PM

1785 Recently visited several animal shelters in the area. The PC one on Shelter Dr. needs MUCH help:
new facility (state of the art), updated design with outside access for all animals from their
cages,better ventilation/HVAC system, better road access (big holes), more paid staff, more
training for all workers, etc. Have overseen animal services in another state and Palm Coast
should take a LONG, HARD look at this tired, sad, depressing facility. Flagler Co. animals deserve
BETTER!

1/8/2019 2:46 PM

1786 Proceed with a forensic audit of the accounts. This has to be a priority. Also why doesn't the public
have access - even with a fee - to FibreNet?

1/8/2019 2:37 PM

1787 Acquire some or all of Gore Lake (airport) and develop recreational opportunities. There is no
reason to expect or anticipate terrorist threats at this location.

1/8/2019 2:20 PM

1788 Thiink building inspectors should inspect permitted work by more than standing in the street and
looking at it. I had a new roof put on. A number of things weren't right. Following two leaks, I was
told that they do not check to see if code is followed. They get an affidavit from the contractor
saying he did what he is supposed to do. In today's world; not good enough. My house was built
when Flagler Co. handled inspections. My electrical box failed because it had no labels. Passed
after labels were attached; only labels were not put on correctly and circuit breakers did not
operate what they were supposed to. If we are paying for permits and inspections, then inspect
the work.

1/8/2019 2:07 PM

1789 Trash collection is very poor. Often missed or late to pick-up. Recycling receptacles are far too
small. Can the city provide sizable rolling carts in the future?

1/8/2019 1:59 PM

1790 1 Month my water usage showed as triple the amount normal, there were no leaks and no
problems. I called the city utility department and they were rude and had no explanation as to why
it would triple for 1 month only

1/8/2019 1:54 PM

1791 Littering is a real problem in Palm Coast. Violaters need to be caught and heavily fined. 1/8/2019 1:48 PM
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1792 I like Palm Coast and don't regret my decision to move here. I hear a lot of complaints (read a lot of
them on "Next Door") and think the city has to find a way to get those complaints addressed. Yes,
I know there are meetings where residents can speak but I think some people find it easier to
"complain" in writing. City should attempt to respond - either publicly or privately - but information
needs to get to those people who complain.

1/8/2019 1:41 PM

1793 Take down the memorials after a year that is not there final resting place! I understand grief but
handle it at home and with your loved ones. Stop the pandering at our corners give those people a
job!! Help the child of the homeless they should not have to live like that, jail those parents that is
mental child abuse. It is un healthy and unclean. Thank you

1/8/2019 1:37 PM

1794 Love Palm Coast 1/8/2019 1:29 PM

1795 Stop running Palm Coast like a giant HOA !! 1/8/2019 1:29 PM

1796 Keep the trees! Don’t build unnecessary real estate offices on every corner. Example A1A near
JT’s too many real estate offices. Keep the commercial real estate west of 95

1/8/2019 1:24 PM

1797 None 1/8/2019 1:21 PM

1798 Taxes are too high for the services you have you need industry to help pay for city improvement 1/8/2019 1:20 PM

1799 It should not be so difficult for businesses to come into this community. It would be great if Towne
Center could attract a Whole Foods.

1/8/2019 1:10 PM

1800 I don't see anything mentioned about Animal Control in this survey. People do not pick up after
their animals. It's disgusting. Also, I see dogs off-leash. I thought there was a leash law in Palm
Coast. Also, on my street (Pinwheel Lane) 2 houses away from me there are 4 trucks in the
driveway, 2 cars in front of the house in the swale and 2 trucks parked on the other side of the
street in the swale. This happens every night. It looks like a used car lot. We also have an 18-
wheeler cab that parks down the street at times, and commercial vehicles in driveways 100% of
the time.

1/8/2019 1:02 PM

1801 Keep trees trimmed back on undeveloped corner lots for clear vehicle visibility. Install right turn
lanes and left turn lanes at all intersections to improve thru traffic flow. Install "next intersection"
signs. People stop and change lanes without notice because they are confused/lost/stupid.

1/8/2019 1:00 PM

1802 Stop Building Preserve the Beauty of Palm Coast that everyone loves. My family loves it so much
here, that they are having a house built that will be ready in March and another family member will
be moving here within the year. We don't want Palm Coast to become like Delray Beach with all
the high traffic volume and city like structure. Palm Coast is so picturesque and welcoming as it is.
If you must build, build in the areas that are already built in. Stop destroying all of it's natural
surroundings. When I moved here, I had 7 deer that would wander through our neighborhood.
Now is such a short period of time, they are gone. Stop destroying what we are so blessed to
have!

1/8/2019 12:59 PM

1803 No 1/8/2019 12:54 PM

1804 N/A 1/8/2019 12:52 PM

1805 MORE PUBLIC POOLS 1/8/2019 12:48 PM

1806 Cell towers 1/8/2019 12:47 PM

1807 The need for additional higher end chain stores/restaurants ( Whole Foods, Trader Joe's,
Cheesecake Factory etc.)

1/8/2019 12:45 PM

1808 have a program where a local business would volunteer to clean up the roadways in their area--
have a sign indicating their participation.. Trash along the roads is sign of citizens having no pride!!

1/8/2019 12:44 PM

1809 We are here for just over a year now and absolutely love it! 1/8/2019 12:38 PM

1810 Other than the crime rates and the unfavorable appearance of some of the old/outdated shopping
centers, we have a great little city.

1/8/2019 12:34 PM

1811 Street lights are badly needed as is more traffic enforcement. 1/8/2019 12:32 PM

1812 We just moved here in August, and absolutely love it, the people, and the beauty. 1/8/2019 12:26 PM

1813 Palm Coast fell victim to high growth rate and a lack of decent paying jobs. It reminds me of
Deltona. High crime and lack of imagination make for a lackluster city. My mother always told me
“you have to have the wanting for the getting”. It’s getting late to change that vision.

1/8/2019 12:25 PM

1814 Palm Coast is great, however the trash is increasing as in litter along the roads and swales
everywhere. It is a sad sight to see. the natural surrounding that drew us to this area is
disappearing.. there are far too many people for the sewage system and the roads cannot hold this
much traffic. The very reason I moved from OCALA to here and here we are very much like
OCALA. I don't see improvements I see it failing and going down hill. Unless the city steps up their
game.

1/8/2019 12:15 PM

1815 proverbial issue- keeping seniors happy with retirement centric focus AND attracting a younger
demographic with quality employment opportunities beyond retail

1/8/2019 12:09 PM

1816 The increase in our water bills is very upsetting. I couldn't believe the bill was so high before the
increase and now with the increase the amount I'm paying is truly ridiculous.

1/8/2019 12:06 PM

1817 Palm Coast needs more activities for all generations and more businesses should be invited to
make the city more appealing for all ages

1/8/2019 12:02 PM

1818 School issues that have come to my attention! There was a gun in btms and family was notified of
just a weapon. Nothing else was said. Better communication involves my child safety

1/8/2019 12:00 PM

1819 Relatively new here. Hoping Palm Coast keeps its community feel and doesn't grow too much. We
chose it for it's beauty and proximity to ocean, parks, etc. Love the size it is.

1/8/2019 11:56 AM
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1820 Palm Coast is way too strict on businesses trying to locate here. The population of Palm Coast is
sufficient to support a business such as Costco.

1/8/2019 11:56 AM

1821 I am very displease with the current city gov and how they are not addressing many items. Break-
ins and theft is going too long. Old Kinds rd is horrible to drive. Drainage issues not being handled
right the first time. Too many issues on the table for too long. Palm Coast Gov seems to be taking
a chapter from Washingtons Play Book. Do nothing, create chaos.

1/8/2019 11:52 AM

1822 Make it legal to keep a boat behind a fenced in yard. 1/8/2019 11:51 AM

1823 Put restrictions/ordinances on County Airport student flight abuse of city residents. 1/8/2019 11:50 AM

1824 School safety should be our #1 priority! 1/8/2019 11:49 AM

1825 I like the way city is run and feel like I have a voice 1/8/2019 11:46 AM

1826 Driving laws should be enforced in Palm Coast. Example: Few people use turn signals - including
the police.

1/8/2019 11:43 AM

1827 Need stricter laws and punishments for dogs in stores and not on leashes and education regarding
bikers and how to be courteous on the pathways, need to ring bell or announce "on the left", dogs
on trail not on leashes, ferule cats need to be taken away.

1/8/2019 11:40 AM

1828 I have been involved with the city as a volunteer since 2005, owned my home for ten years, now
renting but still very much part of the City.

1/8/2019 11:38 AM

1829 canals need to be cleaned 1/8/2019 11:36 AM

1830 City is great. Would like to see more professional job opportunities. 1/8/2019 11:33 AM

1831 I really don’t feel like you’re listening anyway. Eight adults from my street went to talk to mayor nets
regarding speeding on our street. He said there was nothing he could do. I called the man who
runs the code dept. about the unfairness of making me and others paint our houses to suite YOU
...I got no where. You don’t listen. Why did you bother to send out this e mail Anyway? Realtors tell
me your code guys pull up and TAKE their for sale signs. They signed a petition to make them
stop. Nothing was done. People can’t put up lost dog fliers or garage sale fliers. Your guys pull
them down. That’s an HOA ....Not a city. I hate this town. I had no idea it was run by such power
hungry insecure morons . Seriously...what’s wrong with you? You’re killing this town. This could be
a nice place to live. You are stopping it from being so.

1/8/2019 11:30 AM

1832 We in the southern part are mostly ignored like we don’t exist. Seminole woods landscape is so
outdated and you have done belle Terre probably six times since I moved here. We pay taxes too
& we are clearly ignored by the city

1/8/2019 11:29 AM

1833 speeding on local roads live on barrington dr scheriff should do radar checks, really bad speeding 1/8/2019 11:29 AM

1834 Help for seniors/ families with outdoor painting, lawn care to maintain our neighborhoods. 1/8/2019 11:28 AM

1835 Bus stop safety could also be a topic to addressed 1/8/2019 11:28 AM

1836 Traffic lights are not timed well some are very long when not needed and some very short when
they should be longer.

1/8/2019 11:25 AM

1837 I would love to see our youth who go to college want to come back to palm coast. Invest in YA
programs. I’d also love to see way more done with our library. Check out Indian Trails Library
District in Wheeling, IL. Look at all of their events and services offered to the public. Also google
some images... SUPER impressive! It would also be nice to have a Palm Coast Park District that
also offered services and amenities to the community (see Wheeling Pak Disteict and Buffalo
Grove Park District in Illinois)

1/8/2019 11:22 AM

1838 Stick to the basic infrastucture of roads, drainage, streetlights, parks and recreation. We do need
up-to-date fiber and internet. People move to Palm Coast for the relaxed lifestyle, and the city
should continue to support that. Palm Coast is quite perfect as is!

1/8/2019 11:21 AM

1839 Traffic light us1 and matanzas parkway, gas stations in L section! Nothing off new exit! 1/8/2019 11:21 AM

1840 Not happy that there re no sidewalks and being fined if you park wrong Also, how PC determines
who gets streetlights. I live on Fanwood Ct at the end of the court and there is no lighting

1/8/2019 11:20 AM

1841 Please address the "former" golf course area in L once and for all. I heard talking back and forth
but nothing as of yet.

1/8/2019 11:20 AM

1842 We need to lose the attitude that the way it was done up north is better than it is here. We need
clean, good paying jobs for families

1/8/2019 11:19 AM

1843 Love the trail system. I use it 3-6 times per week and I brag on it to everyone. PC is one of the very
few cycling friendly communities in Florida and a key reason we moved here.

1/8/2019 11:16 AM

1844 Keep Palm Coast safe, clean and Green. 1/8/2019 11:15 AM

1845 Please please please please consider adding younger people onto the council. My name is Kaci
Lipthrott. I have lived in Palm Coast my entire life. I genuinely think this town needs to embrace
and welcome young middle class families and as a city right now we are driving them away. We
are only catering to the senior citizens. We desperately need people in my generation apart of
community to create jobs and being industry here. Most people my age can not afford to live in this
county. Our living expenses are so high! You’d need multiple room mates in order to rent a duplex
in Palm Coast. I have so many issues I’d love to bring up. 386.986.9590

1/8/2019 11:10 AM

1846 City council does not listen to its residents! Town Center is a joke. 1/8/2019 11:07 AM
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1847 The city has created a safety and noise nightmare for residents on or near Bird of Paradise in the
poorly designed placement of a double line connecting thoroughfare in a neighborhood, without
ample width, shoulder, sidewalks and traffic control measures. The volume and speed of the traffic
Is out of control, and additional economic and medical services growth in the Mantanzas area will
excerbate this situation. Wake up city council! I don’t even live on that street, and can see what is
happening.

1/8/2019 11:05 AM

1848 Thank you for your services to palm-coasters. 1/8/2019 11:04 AM

1849 Public workers suck the ones that cut the grass and the ones that pick up litter oh that’s right they
don’t

1/8/2019 11:01 AM

1850 HAD NO IDEA I WOULD HAVE A SEPTIC TANK IN 21ST CENTURY .. DISGUSTING .. NO
DRAINAGE, SWALE MOSQUITOES THE WHOLE THING IS ANTIQUATED .. I'M MOVING

1/8/2019 11:01 AM

1851 Code enforcement of empty lots, owner or city should 1 - 2 times a year clear dead treees, brush.
Very hazardous. Consider new law that if not developed in 3-5 yrs, sell property.

1/8/2019 10:59 AM

1852 I have lived in this town for 11 years and the homeless living on Belle Terre and at the library is
becoming a bit much. There has to be rules they have to go by. My kids see them fighting outside
McDonalds, Drinking alcohol under a tree by Publix. It’s very embarrassing when friends come to
town and see that all over town.

1/8/2019 10:59 AM

1853 I find that getting around town in a car takes twice as long as it should. The traffic light timing is
ridiculous. I often get a red light when there is no other traffic in any other direction. Please
address traffic flow.

1/8/2019 10:57 AM

1854 A stop light and posted "Dangerous Intersection" signs at Hwy 1 and White Eagle Bar. It's a scary
nightmare to drive thru that area...and too many accidents have occurred there. My question is
"how many more lives will it take?" A flashing yellow light is NOT adequate.

1/8/2019 10:57 AM

1855 Please focus on crime prevention measures. This city desperately needs residential lighting.
Seminole Woods Blvd needs more lighting with the heavy deer population, it is dangerous to drive
after dark on winding roads.

1/8/2019 10:56 AM

1856 I'm happy to be here. I think the permits / inspections / and application papers on for example...a
shed - are crazy.

1/8/2019 10:56 AM

1857 Swale has been torn up for a month and remains a mudhole with flags marking the spot but no
activity. Needs grass replacement.

1/8/2019 10:55 AM

1858 Lowering the speed limit in the residential streets to 15 mph would make them safer. 1/8/2019 10:54 AM

1859 Would like see more restaurants like Cheddars, Chili’s, Smokey Bones 1/8/2019 10:53 AM

1860 The biggest issue I have seen since moving here last July is that people regularly park on the oval
median strips in our neighborhood in the B section (Burgess Pl). It is not allowed according to my
understanding, and we even have a sherrif living on the block, but people do it all the time. It
makes the neighborhood look like a slum, and it tears up the grass and leaves mud all over the
road. Please enforce the rules or plant bushes or something!

1/8/2019 10:50 AM

1861 Beautiful city. Friendly neighbors. We are new to Palm Coast but love the "small town" feel and all
the nature and outdoor activities. We so far are very pleased with the location.

1/8/2019 10:44 AM

1862 Very concerned about the homeless situation. After being approached when leaving Publix for
money, I am a lot more cautious. Also, the drugs and home breakins seem to be more prevalent.

1/8/2019 10:44 AM

1863 Keep up the good work on the beautification programs! There are still too many trees being taken
down-especially the Oaks! Maybe it should be a little more difficult for a homeowner or business to
cut down an oak-charge a fee(even though I know people will be furious over that!) the
streetscapes are what’s keeping the value of my home in a good place. The City recycling day was
awesome! Thank you! I’ve lived here over 30 years and while there is some aspects of growth and
development I’ve been disappointed in, I think at this point, the city is doing a pretty good job. We
missed the boat in purchasing the Tennis Club, and allowing the beautiful Oaks to be ripped out at
the old Sheraton, to appease developers. In terms of long range planning, the city must be extra
vigilant at protecting what native environments remain.

1/8/2019 10:44 AM

1864 We need maintenance of roadways and increased lighting. Intersections of residential roads have
large holes along edges.

1/8/2019 10:43 AM

1865 Please look into diverting traffic for Matansas freeway access off of Bird of Paradise. Or, find ways
to slow this traffic down and encourage other routes to this freeway. There needs to be patrols
monitoring the speeding traffic before children or other pedestrians get killed.

1/8/2019 10:40 AM

1866 bring in another walmart and more restaurants 1/8/2019 10:40 AM

1867 Large/tall pine trees on empty lots should be removed when there are occupied houses on each
side. They are a hazard when a hurricane or even very strong winds blow thru. A 6 foot length
between the empty lot and occupied house doesn't deter severe damage to the house when they
fall. I know, one fell and landed on my home. There must be something that can be done! If you
read this, I thank you.

1/8/2019 10:39 AM

1868 Overall a good place to live. Street lights and sidewalks in as many sections as possible would go
a long way to increasing the perception of, and more importantly, the reality of safety.

1/8/2019 10:39 AM

1869 Loved the Citizens Academy 1/8/2019 10:38 AM

1870 piace of shit city 1/8/2019 10:37 AM

1871 Been here 18 months. Big mistake Moving out 1/8/2019 10:36 AM

1872 The roundabout they are putting on 1 was never communicated clearly. Many in Seminole woods
never heard about the meeting which was very convenient.

1/8/2019 10:36 AM

1873 There is enough people here and it is too crowded 1/8/2019 10:34 AM
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1874 A big box wholesale store would do very well along US1, the nearest Costco is in Jacksonville and
Sam's/BJ's is in Daytona/Port Orange. This would bring shoppers from St Augustine and Ormond
Beach into Palm Coast, while they are here they would be apt to shop/dine at other businesses in
town too.

1/8/2019 10:30 AM

1875 No 1/8/2019 10:29 AM

1876 Palm Coast simply lacks soul and community. No central areas, just a scramble of high traffic and
franchise-businesses. I DREAD driving here--and I am used to really big city traffic.

1/8/2019 10:29 AM

1877 In many areas traffic engine nearing seems to lack thought before making final decision. For
instance , When speed limit was lowered on old kings road North Allowing the faster speed to go
backup just before we farmsworth intersection show no forethought. That is where a great deal of
the F section and C Use for a westbound thoroughfare and need to be able to come out of
Farmsworth on to old kings road more conveniently. Instead of raising the northbound limit a 100
yd or so before Farmswoth it should have been raised north of the intersection. That is just one
example.

1/8/2019 10:28 AM

1878 I think the quality of our drinking water has slipped over the years... Something needs to be done.
We used to have wonderful tap water here and now it's awful!!

1/8/2019 10:27 AM

1879 please get rid of the homeless. their numbers ate growing and its getting really bad 1/8/2019 10:27 AM

1880 This town has so much potential for development! While the scenery is beautiful, that alone is not
enough to carry the town to success. Quite frankly this is a boring town. I moved here 7 months
ago and every single individual I speak to about Palm Coast expresses to me how much they hate
it here. Their ages range from 18-27 and they all absolutely despise Palm Coast. Several people
have told me that drug addictions are so prevalent because of the lack of activity for a teen/young
adult population. I’m not suggesting we turn palm coast into a booming city, because of course
palm coast is and will always be a quaint town. I am just suggesting we maybe open a roller
skating rink, maybe build some retail stores targeted to a younger audience like Forever 21, Urban
Outfitters, or something along those lines. Small changes like this won’t bring in new traffic &
disprut day to day life in palm coast... it will simply allow for residents to enjoy some fine changes.
I would LOVE to be part of the development of palm coast, and if there’s any way for me to do that
I’d be willing.

1/8/2019 10:26 AM

1881 Casual get together’s for the community. Someday time some evening. I speak or perhaps, to talk
about different services, or historical facts, things happening in the community. Monthly would be
great.

1/8/2019 10:25 AM

1882 There is a fairly high property tax base along with the water/sewer/trash collection charges as
opposed to other communities.

1/8/2019 10:25 AM

1883 I think something needs to be done about the homeless problem in Palm Coast. They are
everywhere and detracting from everything.

1/8/2019 10:25 AM

1884 There needs to be a traffic signal at US 1 and 304. 1/8/2019 10:23 AM

1885 Sheriff Stahley needs to quit bragging about number of people in jail. Optimal would be zero...no
crime!

1/8/2019 10:20 AM

1886 Traffic enforcement is non existent. A major issue in the county. Needs improvement. 1/8/2019 10:20 AM

1887 Please continue to make Palm Coast Beautiful. 1/8/2019 9:30 AM

1888 I have seen Palm Coast grow in the right direction over the last 25 years, what is missing was a
plan to attract industry to grow along with the city. Other than the retail-hospitality industry, no
other industry is evident in Palm Coast.PC Data does employ a majority of people, but not
considered a good place to work. We are a "Bedroom Community". That needs to change.

1/8/2019 5:40 AM

1889 Please put sidewalks on both sides of the street on Belle Terre south going to Target. 1/7/2019 8:34 PM

1890 Do more environmental studies. Go after people using incorrectly zoned land. Do not build low
income housing. Patrol streets more.

1/7/2019 6:41 PM

1891 The City and the County need to cooperate better. 1/7/2019 4:36 PM

1892 Need more information from city! 1/7/2019 1:21 PM

1893 PC did not NEED the mansion of a new City Hall, citizens did not want it, but those in authority
refuse to listen to taxpayers, you do what you want, no matter what.

1/7/2019 11:36 AM

1894 Of the city officials, the FCSO is the only one really doing their job. I’ve taken this survey for 3
years, have yet to see ANY street lights put in. I believe a full outside audit should be done on all
of the government offices for mismanaging funds.

1/7/2019 9:52 AM

1895 Current recreation program times are not suitable for working parents. There are insufficient family
entertainment activities and notification of special events. Park development and maintenance has
been predominantly on the North side of town, with the parks on the South side lacking
maintenance. Trash and recycling are not being picked up for days.

1/7/2019 8:55 AM

1896 Code Enforcement was not on this survey & it's a MESS! Individual enforcers pick & choose who
to target & those that KNOW certain city officials are always exempt! It really needs to be more
uniform.

1/7/2019 8:53 AM

1897 Please focus on bringing industry here. Plenty of room off of US1. Everything else will come with
quality employers.

1/7/2019 8:31 AM

1898 lights in neighborhoods, more visible law enforcement vehicles in neighborhoods 1/7/2019 8:16 AM

1899 Put sidewalks in the neighborhoods before streetlights! No more Dollar Tree Stores or pizza
parlors. Offer public transportation.

1/7/2019 6:31 AM
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1900 Many issues with survey. Introduction not exhaustive and has flaws to include that the survey is
confidential not anonymous. Many answers wont be valid because they are not exhaustive and or
they have topics ppl might not have knowledge to answer but they werent instructed to leave
blank. Excluding profanity laded data may skew results. You also have no qualifiers so non citzens
data cannot be removed from the sample. Etc

1/7/2019 6:28 AM

1901 Waste Pro has breached their Contract I would love to see it desolved. 1/7/2019 5:55 AM

1902 I moved here ten years ago, palm coast was clean and beautiful. The streets and homes now look
dirty and unkempt. Ive seen people passed out on benches and simply loitering all over. You can’t
sit at a ref light without seeing someone begging for money. My husband has to travel an hour to
and from work each day for a six figure paycheck. Most of our friends who earn “good” money have
to travel far for work as well

1/6/2019 9:56 PM

1903 Keep up median maintenance. If it’s going to be planted with flowers and plants they need to be
maintained otherwise leave it grass and mowed often.

1/6/2019 9:39 PM

1904 More trash trucks--they tend to forget to pick up trash at least once a month--then it sits on the
curb for 7 days--unacceptable.

1/6/2019 8:55 PM

1905 The business/restaurant outdoor areas need to be cleaned up and held to the same demands as
residents do. They are embarrassing especially when visitors come to town. Walmart, wendys,
steak and shake just to name a few. Disgraceful

1/6/2019 8:48 PM

1906 Overall I do like living in palm coast. Would be nice to have more cop traffic in neighborhoods just
keeping an eye out (especially R section)as well as the trash and recycling men really need to
work better, leaving a mess behind always and just throwing the trash cans wherever they want.
Can’t complain other then that!

1/6/2019 8:44 PM

1907 Too many homes being built. The city will need more stores to come here. All the better shopping
is still being built in Daytona! Can’t shop local if we don’t have the stores here.

1/6/2019 8:36 PM

1908 To shop local we need places to shop...better restaurants NOT fast food joints... 1/6/2019 8:10 PM

1909 Do not add tax electricity. 1/6/2019 8:03 PM

1910 The city waste a lot of money 1/6/2019 8:03 PM

1911 Yes, draw a better map... I'm in the W's the part of town I think you forget ......... If anything I wish
you would make the Pine Lakes Golf Club clean up their common areas behind the houses....I've
lived on many golf courses and this one needs help...Hope their rotting trees don't fall on our
home. We love Palm Coast as a whole.

1/6/2019 8:01 PM

1912 Easy with the street lights 1/6/2019 6:29 PM

1913 The government is not good at doing what we the voters want. 1/6/2019 6:17 PM

1914 Public services are v. Good in the City. We need to preserve our natural resources and facilitate
more tourism.

1/6/2019 2:11 PM

1915 No 5G. Do research. It has not been proven safe! 1/6/2019 1:22 PM

1916 Please attract large box store businesses like Costco, Whole Foods. I currently drive to JAX 2x a
month for shopping instead of doing it locally.

1/6/2019 10:35 AM

1917 More advertising for city meetings. More than 3 minutes to have input at city meetings. 5 minutes
would be nice.

1/6/2019 9:09 AM

1918 Damage to the eyes – cataracts, retinal damage Severe sweating Skin damage Immune system
disruption Metabolic disruption Neurological disturbance Leakage of blood brain barrier Damage to
sperm Increased risk of cancers Collapse of insect populations, the base of food for birds and bats
Rise in bacterial resistance and bacterial shifts Damage to plants and trees https://es-
ireland.com/5g-5th-generation-greater-dangers/ For the sake of this City...NO 5G

1/6/2019 7:41 AM

1919 Need better traffic control not only on main roads but thru neighborhoods - dangerous to bike ride
or even walk at times

1/6/2019 6:57 AM

1920 WE NEED PICKLEBALL COURTS 1/5/2019 11:31 PM

1921 More street lighting is really needed as well as sidewalks or at least shoulders on residential
streets.

1/5/2019 11:27 PM

1922 Good luck 1/5/2019 11:14 PM

1923 Why is gas more expensive then in surrounding areas 1/5/2019 9:16 PM

1924 More activities on the weekends for teens and elementary kids. Activities for working parents. More
housing options for families, low to medium income. Families are what will keep this city growing.
Better job opportunities that pay better too.

1/5/2019 9:07 PM

1925 I think Town Center would be a great place to have restaurants, little shops, outdoor music,
continued events - a smaller version of Pier Park in Panama City Florida. I would love to go to
dinner, walk to the movies and have ice cream all in the same location. I feel it’s such a great
setup for a community of small businesses to flourish

1/5/2019 8:37 PM

1926 Thank You 1/5/2019 8:02 PM

1927 We desperately need street lights. 1/5/2019 7:45 PM

1928 Get a mayor that is for employment and less planting trees to suck up water and no more parks 1/5/2019 7:28 PM

1929 Please have a plan to curb the crazy driving to include intentionally running red lights , excessive
speeding and no respect for anybody else. Palm Coast is the worst i've ever seen. I think all the
accidents for this size city speaks for itself.

1/5/2019 6:54 PM

1930 No 1/5/2019 6:42 PM
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1931 We need street lights in residential neighborhoods. 1/5/2019 5:26 PM

1932 Need more clothing shopping choices 1/5/2019 5:25 PM

1933 When we first moved to Palm Coast all streets were clean, people didn't park on the stretss and
swales. Now houses have garbage and debris, garbage along roads, and people park and block
the streets. We also find the ever growing homeless population brings down the asthetics of the
city. We should not have to deal with homeless people holding signs and begging at every corner.
This deters visitors to our city.

1/5/2019 5:15 PM

1934 We need less gas stations and dollar stores. 1/5/2019 4:59 PM

1935 What I do not like about Palm coast is how the different sections were developed haphazardly.
There are so many overgrown lots mixed in with the homes. It is unattractive and not safe. Where
ever I lived the community was developed in sections. It is most unfortunate Palm coast was done
this way. So many of the areas look sloppy and not a place where people would want to live.

1/5/2019 4:43 PM

1936 Overall the City is a great place to live, if anything could be done to encourage more high paying
jobs that would make it better.

1/5/2019 4:31 PM

1937 Thank you to all City workers. 1/5/2019 4:25 PM

1938 How many more kids have to die before something is done about sidewalks and streetlights? The
people in charge of this city should be ashamed of themselves.

1/5/2019 4:24 PM

1939 Thank you for reaching out to the community. 1/5/2019 4:23 PM

1940 Get a better map! 1/5/2019 4:13 PM

1941 Need more youth programs to prevent delinquency and juvenile arrests/incarceration. There’s not
enough prosocial activities for teens in Palm Coast. They are being ignored because people still
think Palm Coast is “only for old people,” but it’s not. Families coming and expanding here! School
based mental health services are severely lacking.

1/5/2019 4:03 PM

1942 1). Reduction of Crime in neighborhoods needs to be at top of list - Not kidding!!! 2). Cellular phone
service is extremely poor. Council needs to be pro-active on this issue.

1/5/2019 3:01 PM

1943 Lately there has been trash along Belletare, mainly between Palm Coast Parkway and the
Belletare school. Also on Bird of Paradise the litter is increasing. What can be done for the
homeless population which appears to be increasing. For the most part the Public Works
personnel do a very good job.

1/5/2019 2:58 PM

1944 Keep up the surveys and excellent weekly report via email. Love Palm Coast!! 1/5/2019 1:46 PM

1945 Less chain restaurants. Home Goods/Marshall’s and a Trader Joe’s. 1/5/2019 11:41 AM

1946 Since service billing is all done electronically, do not receive any information about city services,
notices, or other information that has been determined by the city, which is ditributed with service
bill in the mail.

1/5/2019 11:03 AM

1947 Please think about the codes for service vehicles. You could bring alot of good people making
good money to Palm Coast.

1/5/2019 9:55 AM

1948 The attractiveness of Palm Coast is what led us to buy a 2nd home in the city. Little did we know
how very nice our neighbors would be. We enjoy boating on the intracoastal waterway and we are
impressed with the cleanliness of the waterway and the entire city. When calling the offices of the
city with questions, the employees were so very helpful. We like the small town feel of Palm Coast,
yet worry there are those who want it to become a “big city”. Please keep it small and keep it more
of a resort city.

1/5/2019 4:03 AM

1949 City parks should be designated as NO SMOKING. Gigarette butts all over the place. Disgusting.
Just look at the Waterside Park dock.

1/4/2019 11:42 PM

1950 Love the paths and parks. Haven't used the Parks and Recreation clases/events much in the past,
but intend to do so this year. Love Palm Coast. Need more big companies for employment.

1/4/2019 11:25 PM

1951 Stop spending money to bring more housing developments. Bring companies that pay a living
wage so that households can increase their standards of living.

1/4/2019 11:16 PM

1952 city needs to provide more pickleball courts. this sport is busy now and always in competion to
play on same tennis players.

1/4/2019 10:42 PM

1953 I feel rules on Palm Coast Home Owners is a bit too strict! But agree, rules are necessary! 1/4/2019 9:26 PM

1954 Need better response from sheriffs, need better codes enforcement there are cars on cement
blocks, overgrown lawns, wild parties late at night from renters in my area, I reported to codes
enforcement and never got a reply . Also need more street lights.

1/4/2019 9:07 PM

1955 The city needs to do a better job of picking up litter on sides of the road. Recycling should be
made mandatory. A lot of folks still throw recycleables into the regular garbage. There needs to be
limits imposed on how many homes can be rented out and the city should give incentives for
owners to reside in their homes. Rentals and the low quality of tenants are ruining certain streets
and neighborhoods in the city.

1/4/2019 8:50 PM

1956 We need more variety of restaurants in town 1/4/2019 8:29 PM

1957 I have lived in the city for about 8 months i notice a very agressive way of driving where people
tailgate and bully other drivers to drive faster causing rearend accidents tailgating law should be
agressivly inforced thank you.

1/4/2019 8:27 PM

1958 I love this city! I love the trails & the quiet nature life. I believe we need to stop building office
plazas, use the ones we have first. Please keep the police & fire force strong. You guys are
amazing!

1/4/2019 8:16 PM

1959 Please keep bushes and trees trimmed by corners! 1/4/2019 8:07 PM
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1960 Traffic flow on most main routes, especially Palm Coast Parkway is terrible due to lack of traffic
light synchronization. This wastes a huge amount of time, resources and gasoline, and
unnecessarily annoys motorists to do stupid things in traffic.

1/4/2019 8:04 PM

1961 City ordinances need to be updated as this is not just a retirement community any more 1/4/2019 7:18 PM

1962 The city should be doing whatever it reasonably can to be seen as a more business friendly
environment. Consider moving City Council meetings to the evenings so working residents can
participate.

1/4/2019 6:39 PM

1963 We knew about the waste water plant 2 yrs ago and did little. Artificial shade trees not needed in
parking lots & tennis courts. (suntan lotion cheaper) Mr Coffey needs a drink and go home. (Old
hospital fiasco, Bing's Landing deal and his latest decision - purchase of software suite with no
consultation with end users and departments.

1/4/2019 6:24 PM

1964 the garbage in our city is all over .we are here 15 years and it NOW out of control.trash is
everywhere and we are tired of looking at it. this is turning into the South Bronx.it is a pig pen no
body cares.we are sure nothing will change with traffic lights. everything is a dog and pony b.s.
story.. please fix it

1/4/2019 3:32 PM

1965 Start bringing in larger businesses like Whole Foods, Bed Bath and beyond, Total wine and more,
Start going after the "absentee" homeowners, who don't take care of their homes. The out of
country owners.....these houses are a hazards and an eye sore. I want to own a home here in
PC.....I can't cause the housing prices are out of control in the nicer areas. I WILL move to Volusia
county if things don't change!!

1/4/2019 2:25 PM

1966 Palm Coast does not have a major mall or outlet..we have to go shopping out of Palm Coast either
to Daytona or Jacksonville..maybe and outlet should be done in the out perimeter of our city.. also
the water is very expensive compared to other cities why?

1/4/2019 11:19 AM

1967 Sell municipal bonds! 1/4/2019 11:17 AM

1968 Instead of raising taxes, user fees and utility charges to fund infrastructure maintenance and
projects why doesn't Palm Coast issue BONDS? Ask voters to approve.

1/4/2019 11:06 AM

1969 Infrastructure update is critical. Streetlights. Updating Old Kings to 4 lanes will require a stop light
or roundabout at Oak Trails Blvd. Add cameras to City Park locations parking lots/parking areas.
Graham Swamp entrance is experiencing car break ins. Sheriff's department is amazing. City
services are easy to work with. Too many code violations seen. Example: many fences are in
disrepair on Oak Trails. Brush trimming repeat on Oak Trails. Oak Trails is a raceway. Install
speed bumps. Create additional water retention before water drains into Graham Swamp or before
water drains into drainage canels. Thank you for all you do.

1/4/2019 9:55 AM

1970 Why is health care and emergency services not addressed? 1/4/2019 9:11 AM

1971 I do not use the parks or trails because I do not feel safe by myself. There are always homeless
people somewhere lurking. The panhandling is out of control. It is ashame to come off the I-95
ramps and the first thing you see, are panhandlers.

1/4/2019 8:13 AM

1972 Traffic enforcement Town Center. Early morning staff for the Town offices seem to run the stop
signs and speed to get to work

1/4/2019 6:25 AM

1973 It’s interesting that these question are so broad and seem to be repetitive. We don’t need another
dog park. We need infrastructure improvements and higher paying jobs - not more retail! The
increase in the utility bills for water & sewer at 6+% and the 38% increase in storm water should
not have been needed on top of the property tax increase. Kill the pet projects and start focusing
on what should have been done years ago before you built your new city hall we voted against and
spent all the money in the community centered that very few residents use.

1/3/2019 10:46 PM

1974 We are very disappointed at the amount of trash on the streets, it seems that people just open
their car windows and throw papers, plastic cups, bottles trash in general. Ahh sometimes trash
colectors do not grab the trash containers the correct way so it spills on the street or grass and
nobody bothers to pick up.. the empty lots have lost of trash not just close to road but if you look in
between the bushes is horrible How are you? Much trash. Sadddd

1/3/2019 9:10 PM

1975 Need more major stores, jcpenney, costco, macys 1/3/2019 7:25 PM

1976 In the aftermath of Jim Landon, the city needs to find a manager with a vision for the future and
one that is willing to work for the people through the elected officials. The continuance of Landon's
legacy with the interim manager is not only an insult to the taxpayer, it is nothing more than the
same old rubbish.

1/3/2019 6:26 PM

1977 Trash truck operators are very rude and often leave trash on the ground. In my case, left trash on
purpose because they were mad at me. Also, entirely to much trash littering the green areas of the
roadways!

1/3/2019 5:42 PM

1978 get the useless mayor, klufuss and cuff out of office and get a city manager that listens to the
citizens of palm coast as to what there needs and wants are

1/3/2019 3:03 PM

1979 Need to improve situation of homeless in Palm Coast, not sure where they are coming from but it
looks like the population is growing

1/3/2019 2:45 PM

1980 Concerned about rental policies throughout the city, large $$ projects undertaken with little citizen
input, hasty & expensive personnel decisions and the condos approved for the south end of
Colbert Lane - there must be a solution to this last one.

1/3/2019 2:25 PM

1981 I enjoy living here! Only 18 months. Not far from untouristy beach. Which I love. Seems more
catered to older people. Holland park is great and I live near there but is there a park similar on
other side of PC

1/3/2019 2:12 PM

1982 I like Palm Coast, love the parks. 1/3/2019 2:06 PM

1983 Would like to see club stores and teen activity’s! 1/3/2019 1:26 PM
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1984 Crime in this area is very concerning. 1/3/2019 1:25 PM

1985 James Holland Park was a complete let down....why no lights for the fields, less swings now than
before...not even a baby or handicap swing....WE NEED LIGHTS for the field

1/3/2019 12:59 PM

1986 My husband and I love living in Palm Coast. We plan on spending our retirement here starting this
August!

1/3/2019 12:57 PM

1987 The city need to have a plan to improve pedestrian safety, specially students walking and bicycling
to and from school, and also bus stops safety. We need more sidewalks, street lights and safe
school bus stops.

1/3/2019 12:51 PM

1988 Please focus on developing Business in Town Center as opposed to low income housing that will
likely bring increased crime to the community. The quality of the residents in the city has gone
downhill and it’s becoming less safe and appealing to live here.

1/3/2019 12:51 PM

1989 Senior citizens need to have access to part time jobs to supplement their income. At present there
are none (or not made public). Not volunteer jobs but PAYING jobs

1/3/2019 11:04 AM

1990 now that Landon's gone, we should be back on track making Palm Coast a place people want to
live in.

1/3/2019 10:42 AM

1991 Palm Coast absolutely needs street lights especially in neighborhoods. The lack of sidewalks is
also surprising. The amount of trash on the side of roads is appalling. Trash pickup program is
great. More youth oriented programs would be good but it’s ok to charge a small fee to offset
costs.

1/3/2019 10:36 AM

1992 Traffic speed on Seminole Woods Blvd is way to high. It’s set at 55 and cars go at least 70. 1/3/2019 10:32 AM

1993 Medians on main roads are always littered with trash....City maintains these areas well but
something needs to be done to discourage littering.

1/3/2019 10:10 AM

1994 swale maintenance in E section 1/3/2019 10:02 AM

1995 We chose to retire to palm coast 5 years ago due to its small town feel and abundance of
trails/recreational activities as well as easy accessibility to stores/banks/medical offices. I know it is
a challenge to balance these factors with the need for improved employment options and
economic development. Hopefully the city will be able to do so. Many people I know complain
about all of the city's rules but these rules have been pretty successful at keeping properties and
neighborhoods from deteriorating. Keep up the good work and keep striving to prevent increased
signage and high rise type buildings. I love Palm Coast and love the efforts the sheriff's
department make to minimize crime. Thank you.

1/3/2019 9:45 AM

1996 We need more city lights trough the all town! 1/3/2019 8:59 AM

1997 The city/county needs to provide services for the homeless. It’s bad enough they have to sleep in
homeless camps but now they sleep out in public and panhandle constantly. Stop mowing the
medians constantly and put some money into helping those who need it most.

1/3/2019 8:38 AM

1998 Need to cut and trim trees and bushes. Lots need to be trimmed and swails. Large tree's are
planted to close to each other and to the streets, their roots grow into the streets and lift up the
streets foundation. Better dog parks, no lakes or water in dog parks, more shaded area in parks!!!
ALL parks! Need more local radio station and TV towers.

1/3/2019 7:03 AM

1999 When we moved here 19 years ago, it was a beautiful city. Look what happened to the beauty that
was the hotel and resort off Palm Harbor along the intracoastal. Ginn came in and devastated the
old oaks and what do we have to show for it now? I see land along Palm Coast Plwy is for sale.
Are we next going to see the destruction of the beauty that is all along the parkway that runs
beside Linear Park? No one wants to move to a place wnere all the trees and green space have
been replaced with concrete! Please be mindful of the natural beauty that we have been entrusted
with. Don’t destroy it!

1/3/2019 12:02 AM

2000 Stop treating PC like an HOA! Let business owners and employees park their work cars and
pickups in their drive without the eyesore covers. Belle Terre is lined with fencing that begs to be
pressure washed but instead you're busting on the working people of the city.

1/2/2019 11:11 PM

2001 Love our parks and sheriffs department!!! 1/2/2019 7:53 PM

2002 Poor cell phone service. Wish there were better police patrols at night. 1/2/2019 7:28 PM

2003 I am concerned about the idea of adding street lights. I feel Palm Coast is safe and adding
additional street lights will not really make it any safer. It will add light pollution. One of the most
amazing things about Palm Coast is how beautiful the skies are at night. Sitting in the safest of my
backyard you can view so many stars and that would be gone if more street lights were added. We
moved to Palm Coast understanding what the street light situation was as did most others. Let's
not ruin something good.

1/2/2019 7:00 PM

2004 Again, having the homeless on corners is so very unappealing and makes me cringe and feel
unsafe. I can only imagine it driving away potential business owners. Streetlights may help cut
some of the juvenille crime which seems to be occuring quite a bit, especially in what was once
known to be the "safer" neighborhoods. For example, going into vehicles, trespassing and
tampering with/vandalizing residents' property. Maybe more police prescence/regular drive
throughs would help, as well. Palm coast is besutiful, however, many residents complain regularly
on social media regarding the safety and security of their well being. It would be sad to see the
good people of Palm Coast continue to look elsewhere for quality of life.

1/2/2019 6:17 PM

2005 While the city continues to see business growth it all seems centered around retail business or
medical services - which mean 2 or 3 people at the top making a decent wage and a lot people at
job above min wage... No way to grow a city, no way to keep your young people.. There is a need
to grow education (college or technical) to market space in the county.. Become something that
makes Palm Coast a Florida Star - Find some people to business head hunt - that is what other
vary successful cities do..

1/2/2019 3:16 PM
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2006 Swales on my block blare castle hardly function as well as the ditch always has water in it 1/2/2019 1:45 PM

2007 WE NEED PICKLEBALL COURTS 1/2/2019 12:22 PM

2008 Please continue the sidewalk for the rest of Parkview Dr. Children walk to and from Wadsworth and
BTMS, as well seniors and parents. The cars speed and it’s not safe. 30 mph isn’t a speed you
want to share with drivers. Parkview Dr is a double yellow non passing rd. This leaves things very
narrow and dangerous and the swale when it’s muddy is not something you can walk through.
Please accommodate the taxpayers in the neighborhood. Please, for safety’s sake. Also, Please
Research the dangers of 5G! It’s not safe either. Studies have shown that this is causing cancer in
high amounts and is equivalent to being under many microwaves at one time. Further research
needs to be done. Don’t allow it without knowing the risks. Risks from 5G include: Damage to the
eyes – cataracts, retinal damage Severe sweating Skin damage Immune system disruption
Metabolic disruption Neurological disturbance Leakage of blood brain barrier Damage to sperm
Increased risk of cancers Collapse of insect populations, the base of food for birds and bats Rise in
bacterial resistance and bacterial shifts Damage to plants and trees https://es-ireland.com/5g-5th-
generation-greater-dangers/ For the sake of this City...NO 5G

1/2/2019 11:10 AM

2009 I think Palm coast needs to work on a business center for high-end businesses. We need higher
paying jobs so people like me do not have to commute to Jacksonville everyday.

1/2/2019 10:55 AM

2010 I love this city and it’s small town feel. I have lived in a big city and that’s not what I hope Palm
Coast turns into. Also, for a small town, we have way too many traffic accidents and fatalities. We
need to have streetlights and sidewalks everywhere, more police patrolling the roads and clearer
signage.

1/2/2019 10:50 AM

2011 Why do we allow construction workers to trash our neighborhoods. Fast food wrappers, all over
the block. Dumpster on site.

1/2/2019 10:29 AM

2012 Lower water bills 1/2/2019 10:15 AM

2013 Why don't you get permanent Landscaping on Belle Terre is it a put new stuff up every year 1/2/2019 9:54 AM

2014 Build on US 1 so there is less traffic in our sections....people can stay on US1...less crime in local
sections. Keep our town beautiful not another Daytona !!!

1/2/2019 9:23 AM

2015 Hold the line on taxes or we will have to sell our house. 1/2/2019 9:06 AM

2016 We need a new Mayor!!!! And get rid of Dufus...... 1/2/2019 7:55 AM

2017 Please start making wiser choices with taxpayers money. Listen to the public. 1/2/2019 7:52 AM

2018 There needs to be more effort in maintenance of the trash along the roadways. It has gotten lax
the last few years. Should be a continual routine. I am also very disappointed in the lack to control
the influx of homeless and the panhandling taking place.

1/2/2019 7:12 AM

2019 Please consider a limit to Future housing developments before Palm Coast becomes too
congested and no different than other coastal communities with too much traffic, crime, etc.

1/2/2019 6:12 AM
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